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Summer Clothing
No special skill is required to put good materials in men's cloth-

ing- ; any manufacturer can do that, as the woolen markets are

open to all. What makes our clothing superior toother makes is

the skill with which they are designed, and the thoroughness of
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CALIFORNIA
AND BACK—FREE

By special arranfjement with the railroads, we will

give to 100 shareholders tirst-class train ticket and berth
in first-class Pullman sleeping car, from any point in

the United States, to California and return. A bona-fide

proposition for advertising purposes. Tickets good 60

days. California coast the finest summer resort in the
world. Write promptly.

San Benito Vineyards Corporation
820-1-2-3 Haywakd Building San Fkancisco, Cai,

Spend Your Summer in STRAWBERRY VALLEY

A MILE ABOVE THE SEA

IDYLLWILD
AMONG
THE
PINES

IS THE MOST BBAUTIFUL.
MOUNTAIN RETREAT ON EARTH

4,284 ACRES t
Pine Forest, in the

center of Government

Forest Reserve of 784,000 acres.

Every surrounding and convenience to make

your outing a deli^Ht and an inspiration.

FurnisHed Tents for campers at low

rates. FtirnisHed Cottages for those who

want them. Good Board at a moderate

price, and General Store, Dairy and Meat
MarKet for those who prefer housekeeping.

The Most Healthful and Desirable Summer Resort

in Southern California

For full information, address

R. A. Lowe. Milr. Idyllwlld, Riverside County, GL
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DIVIDEND NOTICES.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—The German Savings
and Loan Society, 526 California St.—For
the half year ending with June 30, 1902, a

dividend has been declared at the rate of

three (3) per cent per annum on all deposits,
free of taxes, payable on and after Tues-

day, July 1, 1902.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.—Mutual Savings
Bank of San Francisco, 33 Post street—
For the half year ending June 30, 1902, a

dividend has been declared at the rate of

three (3) per cent per annum on all deposits,

free of taxes, payable on and after Tues-

day, July 1, 1902.

GEORGE A. STORY, Cashier.

SAVINGS and Loan Society, 101 Montgom-
ery St., corner of Sutter.—The Board of
Directors declared a dividend for the term
ending June 30, 1902, at the rate of three
and one-eighth (3^) per cent per annum
on all deposits, free of taxes and payable on
and after July 1, 1902. Dividends not called
for are added to and bear the same rate of
dividend as the principal from and after

July 1, 1902.

CYRUS W. CARMANY, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.—The Continental

Building and Loan Association, No. 301

California street, San Francisco—For the

year ending June 30, 1902, has declared a

dividend of five (5) per cent on ordinary

deposits; six (6) per cent on term deposits,
and eight (8) percent on installment stock.

WILLLIAM CORBIN,
Sec. and Gen'l M'gr.

o Idle Moneyr
in small or large amounts can be safely, wisely
and profitably invested where it can earn ad-
ditional money for itself. Opportunities contin-

ually present themselves to us for secure, legiti-
mate and profitable investmentsof which we keep
our clients constantly advised. We invite cor-

respondence or calls from those desirous of

seeking the safe investment channels our services
offer. Our references and commercial standing
attest to our responsibility. Before making an
investment at all write us. Our advice will make
you our customer. The results will retain your
patronage. Address either ofllce. Dept. s

John R. Traise & Co.,
INVESTMENTS,

52 Broadway, - - New York.
Bank Floor, Unity BIdg., Chicago.

Watson's Automatic

Water

Register
Makes permanent record
of time and volume of
water flowinff over weir.
Invaluable for pumping'
plants.

Recommended by
(;. O. Newman. Chief Engineer
of Pacific Light & Poiuer Co.

J. B. Lippincott, Resident Hy-
elrographer U. S. Geological
Survey
San Gabriel Electric Co.

Riverside Water Co. and others.

(XySend for pamphlet.

INDICATORS,
SCALES and
HOOK GAUGES

(. H. WATSON
1380 Orange St., RIVERSIDE, CAL.

Telephone Red 295
Mention OUT WEST
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lURICSOL
URIC ACID SOLVENT

CURES

RHEUMATISM
= AND ALL DISEASES =
= CAUSED BY URIC ACID E

S Dissolves, Neutralizes and Eliminates S
= it from the System. Does NOT HURT E

I THE STOMACH. $1.00 A BOTTLE at all I
S Druggists, or sent prepaid to any 5
S address upon receipt of price. S
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I LOS ANGELES, CAL. |
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By DAVID STARR JORDAN
and BARTON W. EVEKMANN

American Food and Game FisKes

Over
325 cuts

lO
In Color

SPECIAL POINTS TO BE NOTED
1. Dr. Jordan, President of Leland Stanford University, and Dr. Evermann of the

United States Fish Commission, have fished in every Stale and Territory of the Union, as

well as in Canada, Alaska and tropical rivers and seas,

2. They combine an exact scientific knowledge with an enthusi-
astic love of angling ; thus the book is not only scientific, but popular
and sportsmanlike.

3. There are 1,000 species of fish described.

4. The illustrations are remarkable, over 100 species having
been photographed from life, in the water, by A. R. Dugmore — the
first successful photos of live fish ever secured. There are also 10

superb lithographed color plates and over 200 text cuts.

5. The identification of any fish is made extremely easy.
6. The book tells of the habits of the fish, and indicates the lo-

calities, the seasons, and the methods best adapted for successful

angling.
7. Extraneous matter is introduced—verses, authenticated stories of unusual phenom-

ena, and anything which may be of interest to the reader.

8. The book is of royal octavo size, containing 545 pages and over 325 illustrations,

and sells for $4.00, special net. (By mail, $4.36).
Thia id the eighth in our New Nature Library, the other voluineH belns Nature's Garden

(Wiid PIowersK Hlrd Nel|chbora; Game Kirda : The Inaect Book ; The Muahroom Book ; Bird
Hoinea: The ButterHy Book. We hav« printed 91,000 of theae hooka to date.

Cut ont thin conpon and mail to us for onr 4-

pair« circular irivlnir full particularH, wjth
r<-prrKluctlonH of aome of the cuts

108 From
Life PHotos

20&
Text Cuts

Doubleiliiy, Pufe & (o.

154- Union Square, Last
NEW YORI\ CITY

DODBLKDAV, PACiK& Cu. :

Kindly Hend me full particulars of Amwrloan Food
and Cam* Fiah««.

Name

ohi tt'.7<i3. Address
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cHeiv Summer Reading
OLYMPIAN NIGHTS

% JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
Author of the House-Boat on the Styx, etc.

"Just good fun and amusement." Mr.

Bangs tells the humorous adventures of a

mortal among the modern gods of

Olympus. Illustrated, $1.25.

THE KENTONS
By W. D. HOWELLS

The delightful stor}' of an Amer-
ican family

— "a bit of real life

charmingly drawn."

$1.50.

AN
ONLOOKER^S
NOTE-BOOK

By the Author of "Col-

lections and Re-

collections."

Do you like good
stories ? There are
scores of them concern-

ing everybody you ever

heard of in this new
volume. It is a volume
of interestingness.

Witty comment, anec-

dote, observation, by the

son of an English peer
and one of the best-

known members of Par-
liament.

$2.25 net

(Postage extra.)

THE KING IN
YELLOW

By

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Author of "Cardigan," "The

Conspirators," etc.

A new, revised edition of Mr.
Chambers' best-known short
stories. Illustrated, $L50.

TALES OF DESTINY
By

ELIZABETH G. JORDAN
New short stories by the author

of "Tales of the Cloister," etc.

One critic says : "A book for

every woman and for ever^' man."

Il'ustrated, $1.50.

ABNER DANIEL
By WILL N. HARBEN
A new novel by the author of

"
Westerfelt," etc., already re-

ceived as the "David Harum of
the South." $1.50.

MEDITATIONS
OF AN

AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTOR

By ADRIAN H.

JOLINE

You will be disap-

pointed in this volume—
if you expect to find init a

collectionof autographs.
Instead you will find

new, humor us stories of

poets, authors, kings,

queens
— celebrities all

over the world, and the

author's own bright,

witty "meditations"

and experiences. You
will enjoy it thoroughly.

Half Leather, Illustrated,

$3.00 net.

(Postage extra.)

A LOVE STORY
OF THE PLAINS

THE CAPTAIN OF THE
GRAY HORSE TROOP

By HAMLIN GARLAND Author of "Main Traveled Roads." $1.50.

Harper & Brothers, Ne'w York
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lAKf WITH YOy fOR SUMMER READING

THE FOUR BEST NEW NOVELS
Published May 30.

THE VIRGINIAN
Second ed. . June 5.

A HORSBMAX OF THE Pl,AlNS,

By OWEN WISTER. Cloth, $1.50.

Illustrated by Arthur L. Keller.

An essentially American story of the gen-
uine cow-puncher of the old-time Wy-
oming- cattle country.

"It is only at rare intervals that otie comes across
a book which appeals so directly to one's personal
enjoyment. • . We advise all readers who enjoy
a flrenuinely American and thorontrhly human book
10 lose no time before reading

' The Virginian.'"—
Tlii Commercitii Adxerliser, N- Y.

DOROTHY VERNON
OF HADDON HALL

By CHARLES MAJOR. Cloth, S1.50.

111. by Howard Chandler Christy.
"
'Dorothy Vernon' is refreshingr not only on ac-

count of its fascinating whirlwind of a heroine, but
also because it is built on rather unusual lines. . .

A story with no haltiuK- in the action, an abundance
of variety; a swift, brief, engrafirinK' tale."—Boston
lleraU.

25th thousand.

THE CONQUEROR
Being the True and Romantic
Story of Alexander Hamilton.
By GERTRUDE ATHERTON.

Cloth, $150.

"Certainly this country has produced no woman
writer who approaches Mrs. Atherton,"and it seems
agreed that this is "one of the most remark-
able performances of the last year. . . . The
author has risen to grreat dramatic heig^hts and
there is interwoven a thread of delicious humor."
"It is brilliant, clever and orisrinal," says The Pub-
lic Ledger, of Philadelphia.

Just ready,
OLDFIELD A Kentucky Tale of

THE Last Century.
By NANCY HUSTON BANKS.

Cloth, $1.50.

"If one wishes for a few brief hours to slip away
from the strenuous life in fiction and in fact, it is

worth w^hile reading 'Oldfield'—a quaint, unusual
story, marked by much fine feeling- and beauty of
expression," says The Bookman. The story has its

dash of mystery in the presence of the Spaniard,
Alvarado, its tragedy in the life of John Stanley,
and in every page a convincing touch of truth.

THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY
Edited by Caspar Whitney.

Three volumes now ready ; each, in cloth, gilt top, crown 8 vo., $2 NET ; postage 15c.

THE DEER FAMILY
By the Hon. Theodore Roosevelt,
T. S. Van Dyke. D. G. Elliot
and A. J. Stone.

Illustrated by Carl Rungins.
With maps by Dr. C. Hart
Merriam.

UPLAND GAME BIRDS
By Edwin Sandys and T. S. Van
Dyke.

Illustrated by Louis Agassiz

Fuertes, A. B. Frost, J. O. Nu-

gent and C. L. Bull.

SALMON AND TKOUT
By Dean Sage, William C. Har-

ris and C. H. Townsend.
Illustrated by A. B. Frost and
others.

yiist ready.

A limited edition of ion copies of each of the ten or so volumes to complete the

Library will be in half levant, on Van Gelder hand-made paper, $7.30 net, each

{sets only). Send for a circular.

BRINTON ELIOT

OTHER NEW NOVELS
THE LATE RETURNING

From Yale to Yorktown.
JAMES EUGENE PARMER'S new story opens

in Yale College of 17701773. It is full of real char-
acters, and "

itH love affair is unique in fiction,"
•ay* the Bo»Ioh Adverliter.

Cloth. $1.5f».

MARGERY WILLIAMS depicts with rare skill

the sharp, tense scenes of a revolution in South
America. A few Americans, with the president,
the insurgent leader and the girl who stands be-

tween them, work out a vivid story.

Cloth. $1.25.

The riACniLLAN COHPANY
Publishers, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York
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Try Pearline according
*

to directioffel'^thoutSoap
and see the Suds it

teS— Quantity ^
..^ Quality — Suds

fuller of Safe Quick

EasyWashin^ and Cleaning i

properties tkan Any Safe I

Soap Suds3rou cancel.

Pearline instead^
of Soap not with Soap

Widely
JTTrTTfTrfl

BmnxsaaMsssm

This $30 Ndrks Adjostdble (hdir (or $17
Adjustable in 50 differetit tositions. Write for catalog-nc

describingr and illustratinsr other styles of this
famous chair.

AS A
DRAWING-
ROOM CHAIR

'y^HIS
famous chair has been on the market 20 years, and over one hundred thousand are now in use in all parts of the• civilized world. It has never lieen sold for less than $30, but because of improved and increased facilities in the process of

manufacture we are enaljled to offer it just as here illustrated for J17, and will prepay the freight to any point east of the Missis-

sippi River, points west on equal basis. We guarantee the chair to be of the very liest «orl<manship, liest enameled steel frame,
detachable and reversil)Ie HAIR, cushions, with tapestry front and side, and leatherette back, and in every way the same
chair that has been sold the world over for $:iO.

•

TKe MAR.KS CHAIIV is at once a drawing-room chair, a library chair, a smoking and reclining chair, a

lounge, a full-length bed, a child's crib, an invalid's retreat, and a healthy man's luxury. With cushions removed, it is a delight-
fully cool and comfortable chair for the veranda in summer.

MARKS ADJUSTABLE CHAIR CO. 56 E. 23 "W." NEW YORK, N. Y., U. 8. A.
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Old Hickory Furniture

nTS
quaintness, its artistic simplicity, appeals to

everybody ; its appropriateness for porch and

lawn is beyond question, for exposure to the

weather doesn't hurt it. Made from selected second-

growth hickory saplings, with seats and back of the

plaited inner-growth hickory bark ; flexible, easy,

everlasting, economical. No Southern California

home can be complete without a few pieces of this

justly famous Old Hickory furniture on porch and

lawn.

Los Angeles Furniture Co. KISi
225-27-29

way
Angeles

DONNER
Sectional

Book Cases,

TaUes.

Chairs,

Cabinets,

CoadMi,

Draperies,

Shades

A MODERN EQUIPMENT-
NANDSOME. NANDY, ECONOMICAL

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
439-441-443 S. Spring St.. LOS ANGELES. CAL,
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RKADY TO WEAR
VW^^^^^^^^^^^^^i

Slift Wiists
OUR OWN TAILOR-MADE

READY TO WEAR
All the Newest Materials

and Style including- Gib-

son Side Pleats, Tucks,
etc. All waists fitted.

Wc Are Always UP-TO-DATE

EGAL SHOES
FOR WOIVIEN

^^^^^^^^V^^^^,

All the latest styles, newest toes, French,
Cuban, Louis XV and regulation heels, all sizes
and widths, are in evidence. Of quality we
need say nothing- to those who have worn
Regals—to those who do not know them we can
assure you that there is no better or finer shoe
made at any price. Men's Regals are also best.
Sent prepaid anywhere in the U. S. on receipt
of $3.75. Send for catalogue.

222 WEST THIRD ST.
BRADBURY BLK. LOS ANGELES

yy\^\Ji£S».
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Interesting Store

For Women's Trade
You will need many things for the

summer months. Have you been in

yet to inspect the wonderful stock

carried by this new store for women ?

The prettiest imaginable shirt waists,
the neatest, most becoming bathing
suits, the most sensible, stylish sep-
arate skirts, the dressiest, handsomest
tailored costumes, the loveliest para-
sols. A store of the prettiest goods and
the least little prices. "Watch the

windows for a hint of what the inside

affords.

B. B. HENSHEY
COR. THIRD AND BROADWAV

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

^^A^^^^^^^^^^^A^^^^^V^^W^
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For Your Party
YOU WANT SOMETHING

[GOOO TO DRINK

is a pure Orange Syrup, and
makes an ideal non-alcoholic

punch for any party or social

entertainment. Also makes a

splendid ice. Enquire of your

grocer or caterer; if they do

not keep it, send their names
with 5 cents, to us, and we will

send you a sample bottle with

full directions for use.

The Los Angeles Fruit Juice (ompdny

905 TEMPLE ST
LOS ANGELES

THE BEST EYE HELP

When your eyes need attention, and

when you need glasses
— for the very

best service— come to us. We have all

the latest improved scientific instru-

ments to help us in our work, and are

thoroughly equipped in every way. We
give you competent, conscientious ser-

vice and the assurance that your eyes
will get just the help they need.

BOSTON OPTICAL GO.
KYTE & 6RAIIICHER, Props.

PHONE JAMES 186

235 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES

THf PERFECT DESSERTJULY
NONE MADE THAT5 AS OOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BEHER

DIRECTIONS
\ PACKAGE BROMANGELON
1 PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE.

iiVO"*
j^H^A'

RASPBERRY
LEMON ORANGE CHERRY

STRAWBERRY
AT YOUR grocer's —

STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK
fREE-Heind^oftie Booklet of RecipesJ
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Raffia and

Reedsi£i
Indian Basketry

BY MAIL POSTPAID

R-AmA— natural color, bunch of 6 oz., I7c.;

9oz., 25c.; 1 lb., 40c.; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,
^reen, black, blue, yellow and orang-e, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c.; Reeds, per bunch, iSc.

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. IS most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-
rate packets, mailed free on receipt of SOc.

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mari{>osa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed
free on receipt of SOc.

dermdin Seed dnd Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Interior

fittinjts determine the

coziness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
talte advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...flttractlve Homes

(§i^d©>

The

vose
Piano

Possesses every virtue of

a HIGH GRADE piano.

The stamp of original beauty is

shown in its case designs.

Its tone is noted for its purity and

character.

Its construction invites the most crit-

ical inspection.

The VOSE is practically in a

class by itself, and represents a distinct

advance in the science of piano build-

ing.

The Pianola
is a practical means of bringing into

service unused pianos. It solves the

problem of how to have good music in

the home all the time. The possessor

of a Pianola finds his control of the

piano immediate and complete. Sold

only by us in Southern California.

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third St.

Los Anieles, California

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM preventa early wrinklcH. It iH not a freckle coating ; It r*>

moTestham. ANYVO CO.. 427 N Main St.. Lou Anreltw.
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YIAYiaiSiA.
The Beauty Spot of the Sierras

Mariposa Big Tree Qrove

Nearest Resort to the Yosemite

Quickest Time—Finest Scenery
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Nothing so rare as resting on air.'''

:(?==:==S)<

Pneumatic

P Mattresses

YACHT MATTRKSS WITH LIFE-LINE

HOME - YACHT ^ CAMP
FOR HOME USE, the Pneumatic is the cleanest, lightest, most convenient,

most luxurious mattress made.

FOR YACHT USE, unexcelled. It is moisture-proof, smell-proof, bug-proof,

economical, and, above all, the BEST LIFE-PRESERVER.

IN CAMP, it is the only thing yet devised that meets the needs of the camp-

er. Always dry.
"
Luxuriously comfortable."

For the CAMPER
YACHTSMAN
RANCHMAN
PROSPECTOR
MINER
PEOPLE AT HOME BOAT CUSHION—WITH LIFE-LINE

BOAT CUSHIONS Z.T'S^'^'"'''
"°"^'°'' ™"

SAND, ON THE VERANDA.

SWIMMING COLLAR ANDCUSHION
COMBINED

The finest thing ever devised. Fits around the

neck without buckles or straps. The arms are

free for action. Will support a grown person.

Deflated can be carried in the pocket.

JUST THE THING for Bathing Pavilions. Price $1.50. 2 for $3.00 by mail.

SWIMMING COLLAK

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS AND CUSHION CO.

35 Broadway, New York City

By tnentioninf; OuT West, Catalog W sent free.

!g=^5^^ =(5==::s=5)l
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Torm
For dressmaking
tt Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

dupl icate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely
corrected
as the per-
son's form
chansres.

Is made
to stand as

person stands, for-
ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-
ing- send a perfectly
fitted lining with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back),
with close fitting col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office: 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3 and 4 Phonc Jamcs 4441

San franclsco: 503 Powell St. phone red 2986

TheVast Army of

Dip-no-mores

Ideal T
feuntai^

Pen

LE.Waterman Co
17JBroadway,NewYork 12 Golden Lane,London

e'VV%^VV^/VVVVV%'VVVVV^/VV%/V^^/VVVVV^/VVVVVVV^'V%V%/V\'%/VVVV%'V^/V^^

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - $12,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - --._.---- 2,150,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - . - 275,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ------- 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to J2 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE : 301 California St*, San Francisco, California

"WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager





The "Robinson Cklsoe House,"' Mill Valley.
(Since destroyed by fire. This is ilie only pliotoKraph of it.!

Photo by C. F. L.
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THi: CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

II.

'DMITTING—as we shall have to admit, upon an}' sober in-

spection
—the startling unlikeness of California to the rest

of the Union in scores of significant lines, and its unblush-

ing- departure from many of our most uncomfortable traditions,we
need not at all involve it with mystery. Everything has a rea-

son, in the rather sensible scheme we call creation ;
and there

are many reasons for California. One may even have been

(if we dare presume that humor is still in stock where ours

came from) to provoke thought—and to repay it. Than this

much-bandied State, certainly nothing to our average first flush

of innocence, and our proper distrust of whatsoever we know

not, could seem more unreasonable. Yet upon a little analysis

nothing turns out more sweetly logical. It is the very consist-

ency of evolution. Why are trees bigger, flowers less timid,

people happier, healthier, freer, more generous than some-

where else ? Why gold ? Why oranges ? Why tidal

migrations ? Why, in fact, California ? Well, simply be-

cause the same old laws which keep the spheres from head-end

collision in Space prevail even so far as California, and still are

known by their works. Gravitation, physical geography, cli-

mate, environment, are no more idle here than in the past his-

tory of plant and man. It is not necessary to doubt Nature's

sanity because she seems to feel more at home in some other

province than in the province we were born to. A Californian

would not for the world be unduly sarcastic. But even if he de-

sired to forget the humor he was born with Back Yonder (and

CopyrifM 1903, bv Out Watt Company
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surely does not find shriveled b)^ wider airs) he is never al-

lowed to. It is kept perennially alert by inevitable contacts

with the certain uncertainties which beset the dear ones he

left behind and the new converts who are arriving ever}- day—
converts, indeed, but for a time given to "rejoice with trem-

bling
" in God's smile. If the West had no other recommenda-

tion whatsoever as a residence, the realization of its dwellers

how much they have grown in tolerance toward the Creator—and

how much they needed to grow—would keep it from depopula-
tion. Relatively few of them could ever bring themselves to re-

vert to the natal atmosphere wherein heaven is rather suspected
of heterodoxy if it relax its face.

I do not mean to neglect the
"
miracles " of California ; but

as little is it my intention to take them miraculously. They
are not only explicable, but normal

; sharp, but wholly logical,

diagrams of the fact that evolution makes no mistakes. They are

as easy to the grace of heaven as are the stones in a New
Hampshire pasture or the slush of a Philadelphia thaw. If

evolution be a good word under the tongue, and an ornament to

the dictionary, why should it be a timorsome shape when it

emerges from remoteness and goes to work under our very
noses ?

Perhaps the
"
strangest

"
thing about California is that it is

now and ours. Two thousand years ago it would not have been

eccentric
;
we never think of it as strange that the mountains

and coast-line of ancient Greece had something apt to say in

the development of a civilization certainly unhackneyed even

until now. As little is it "strange
" that a State with longer

sea-touch (and upon a gentler sea) than any other three States ;

with the cooling Kuro-Siwo* instead of the steamy Gulf-Stream

to temper its marine breeze ;
and against the sea the skies of

the arid lands (so that the average ocean winds of California

are drier than the average land winds of the Atlantic States) ;

with the highest mountains in the United States (a hundred

higher, and fifty twice as high as any in Greece) and not sparse

peaks, but a giant range, "its backbone unbroken for 1000

miles," and its lowest passes half as high again as the loftiest

mountain-top in the East; and 1500 glacial lakes
;
with the

lowest valleys in the world save one (some of them 300 feet

lower than the sea-level) ;
with eternal snow and eternal flowers

in cannon-shot of one another
;
with more varieties of climate

than there are between Florida and upper Canada (since we
reckon with something like the same gamut in latitude, far

more than twice as much range of altitude, and wholly new cor-

"*Japan Current."
'
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relations of sea and mountain barrier), and nearlj^ everj' variety

better in some wa3's, if not in all
; twice as fertile per acre in

the same crops, and producing at least four times as many kinds

of crops
—the only astonishing thing- would be if this sort of

physical geography did not have some visible effect on life,

vegetal and animate. If California were not
"
different "

al-

ready, it would have to become so very soon.

Theoretically, we are read}-^ to admit that a gold-mine is un-

like a corn-field, that oranges differ from potatoes, that a picnic

in June is dissimilar from shivering over a Januar}' register.

We rather expect a farm hand—or a professor
—taken from his

unit of experience and given a trip around the world, to learn

something therefrom. We have no trouble in distinguishing

^^^^^^^1
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so abrupt.* It will be well, perhaps, to group in some proces-
sion (as logical as may be) these larg-er causatives, and then to

inquire of each, in such order and such detail as may seem ad-

visable, what have been their generic results, what may be

their average forecast.

The climatic "peculiarities" of California are foremost in

fact and in essence as molding the conditions which obtain to-

da}^ ;
but at the outset they ma)^ be treated in block. In detail

they will recur often enough, since they color every phase of the

large subject we have undertaken to consider. The bulk facts

are these : This is the only good-natured climate that English-

speaking peoples have ever seriously foregathered with. For
the first time in Saxon or Teuton history a large population of

us have here possessed a land wherein it is never a peril to en-

counter our own weather upon the street. For the first time we
are by way of seeing in wholesale experiment whether Nature

may reall)' be mother, or if she must stay the old familiar step-

mother. Thus far, of course, we are in the experimental stage.

The longest of us have been here but fifty years ;
far more than

half of our million and a quarter have known California for less

than half that time. And while Western impatience would
take half a century for fairly conclusive, it is but a pin-prick

upon the chart of evolution. Scientifically, only thus much is

proved; that into the third generation, at least, California is in-

comparably kinder to human health and convenience than any
other region Americans know. As to the future, we have no

pigeon-hole statistics to argue from—nothing, in fact, but com-
mon sense. What has been, can be

;
and when we see plain,

large forces working swiftly, unswervingly, unmistakably, for

fifty years, it is time to ponder if that ra^j not be their normal

gait.

The climate of California is most frequently called "semi-

tropic," and doubtless those who use the phrase know what it

means. I do not. Apparently, however, they do not realize

the tropics, or they might almost as soon call a rose "half a

passion-flower." The largest resemblance of California to the

tropics is that in neither do you freeze to death. By rights

*Even in the less sigrnificatit phase of rapidity of population. From 1880 to 1890, Cali-

fornia was not only first of the 52 States and Territories in proportionate increase ; it was
12th in actual gross increase. For example, by cities, the percentagre by increase in pop-
ulation for that decade was (U. S. Census, 1890):

Cincinnati 16.37

Philadelphia 23.58

Boston 23.60

New York 25.62

St. Louis 28,89

Washington • 29.71

Chicago 118.58

Los Angeles 350.64
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this should be called the temperate State, but that word is so

abused to most intemperate climes that it is out of the question.
So long- as New England is in the temperate zone, California

cannot politely be. We might call it the Tranquil zone, or the

Lenient, or the Untroubled, or (perhaps best) the Equable.
Whatever we call it, the critical fact is that it is the Land of the

Golden Mean. It is as tonic as Maine (and with incomparably
vaster pine forests), but without pneumonia; as fertile as

Panama, but minus equatorial fevers. The vegetal life of New
England and Ecuador flourish here alike and almost side by side,

and in each case bettered on the average. The North has flavor,

but not feracity ;
the tropics have feracit3' but not flavor. Cali-

fornia has both. And as much is true of the human nursery

SONSET THKOOGH THK GoLDEN GATE. Photo by Mrs,. K. ('. Tompktiix.

stock. Well-intentioned people do indeed discuss it as a ques-

tion, but there is no<iuestion that even our American momentum
cannot withstand the tropics. As every ripened traveler knows,

in all tropic lands the English-speaking resident is, after twenty

years, at least as slow as the natives—generally slower. As to

his grandchildren, we will reckon with them when he gets more

in the habit of having any. As a rule, the stock is pretty well

played out by that time. In all our thick homelands, absurd as

it shall seem to us to admit it, weather hems us almost as

sharply on the other flank. If equatorial folk were much less
*'
indolent" they would presently die off by overheating, whereas

we might freeze, half the year, unless we were rather more

active than is good for us. They come to a comfortable poise
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personall}', but they are practically a cipher in the world's ac-

complishment, and always will be. We do more for the world

than any one else—and pay for it. The American nervous

system, as it stands today, is about as distinctly an American
invention as corn, and almost as new as the telephone. And
this most unprofitable nervous system on earth is probably at

least half due to American weather in reaction with nerves al-

ready tense to the responsibilities and opportunities of an un-

precedented material
"
development ;" nagrging-, snubbing,

spurring, thwarting ;
an average irritant, a rare comfort, a fre-

quent menace, and commonly enough a deadly peril. It is one

significance of California that this tension cannot persist here.

Some Pine Sticks in the Bear Valley Country.

In a surprisingly short time it comes back to normal pitch.

Weather is always bigger than man
;
in some places the giant

is benevolent.

It may be, of course, that science is something whose mere

garment's hem this well-meaning chronicler can never lay hold

upon ;
but unless that is brutally true, there are certain homely

facts which are quite as
' '

scientific" as a table of average tem-

peratures. Science is not, we may hope, the esoteric formula

whereby the medicine-man mystifies his fellows, a force vital

only if dry and obscure, and vitiated if it be intelligible and com-

fortable to human beings. Science is nothing in the world but

common sense carried out with precise patience
—
knowledge as

complete as today can make it. If this be so, nothing is more
scientific than the application of an every-day thing to make
life better worth living.

For instance, my babies, with a sum total of 18 years, neither

ever slept in a room with the windows shut. Neither ever had
what I would call (remembering what I used to have in New
Kngland) a cold, and even

"
sniffles" very rarely. Neither ever
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Califorkia'b Wild Oats. Photo hy C. F. L.
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staid in the house the whole of one day. They souse every

morning of their lives into over-night water, in a bath-room
whose windows never have been closed. And if an)^ one ma}^
dream that California is "enervating-," I would like to intro-

duce that doubter to that bath. Neither wears a hat at play,
winter or summer

;
neither ever wore scarf, mitten, lung-pro-

tector, ear-muff, arctic. Neither ever sat b)^ a register or had
to hunt a shady spot. Neither ever knew a winter day too cold

to go barefoot nor a summer da}^ too hot to pla}^ in the sun.

These rude facts may or ma)^ not be material to fathers and

Tuh, CHlStittH UUKttTlON—"VkG-TA-UUI^V" /•/ioio. A) G. //. Pain*.

mothers elsewhere. They may or may not be as useful as an

isothermal chart for showing what a "human" climate really

means. And they are by no means the unanimous habit of

California, though they can just as well be, and sometime will

be— for these children are neither smarter nor hardier than the

average by birthright. A great many novice Californians do

shut their houses and even put in furnaces—and get the colds

they deserve. But it is their fault, not Heaven's. They need

not, and the initiate do not. California is, in fine, the State in

which you never need close your house, unless on the side a rain

drives against. Yet it is a State so far from tropic (or "semi-

tropic") that every new-comer is cold until acclimated.
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All this concerns evolutionary forces of somewhere near the

first magnitude. Our blood has known California for fifty

years. In all that time no man, woman or child in California

has been shut off (unless by wanton stupidity) from the free air

of heaven. That air can be breathed and breasted every hour

of every day in every year with absolute impunity. No one

freezes, no one is sunstruck, no one is debilitated by it. Even
the most foolish have had more out-door air—which is to say
air—than they would have dared get in another State. They
have never had to breathe over and over a second-hand atmos-

phere of stale humanity and devitalized heat. A Californian

would find it laughable, were it not so wide a tragedy, to re-

member what passed for
"
ventilation" in the old home during

more than one-third of the year.

A livable climate reacts upon man in every one of his activ-

ities. He sleeps more and better, on the average, for instance,

in California than in the East, because here he has no such

thing as a hot night. My own acquaintance is of eighteen years,

though about half of them have been scattered to rougher
lands

;
and I never once slept in California under less than two

blankets; except on the desert, where I had but one blanket—
and the shivers. He eats more sanely, because he has fresh fruit

and vegetables every day in the year. He breathes more profit-

ably, because here the pure air is never too raw. His liver is

better, because he gets more out-doors to go bail for his diges-

tion. In the last forty months there have been just six days in

which my household has not eaten at least one meal out in

the open porch. Those were days when the porch was enfiladed

by rain.

These are among the suggestions of reasons why Californians

already, as a rule, live longer ;'^ why California children average

larger and sturdier
; why girls at the same age (at least college

girls, who are measured) measure larger, by almost every

dimension, in California than in Massachusetts—are taller,

broader shouldered, thicker chested (with ten cubic inches more

lung capacity), have larger biceps and calves, and a superiority

in tested strength (aggregate of back, legs, arms, chest) as

716.2 is to 493.7. t That is, nearly half as much again ! Their

waists are a little smaller^—though they do not lace so much.

The secret is that the
"
abominable muscles," as Mrs. Parting-

ton and the corset-maker have it, do their duty better. The like

anthropometrics in large private schools and seminaries of the

Coast, and in many Eastern ones, show that in California the

* And the orig-inal Californians, Indians and Spaniards, were notorious for long-evitj'.

t Official measurements, Wellesley College and University of California, 1896.
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Tbb Old Mill, Mill Valley, 1834. Photo by C. F. L.
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native-born girl averages better physique than her "imported"
schoolmate ; and that both average better than girls of like age
in like schools in the East. This is parti}-, of course, heredit}'
in a population raised above average b}- ph5'sical selection and
elimination

;
but it is nine-tenths climate, better air, more out-

doors, more exercise. It would be absurd to pretend that finer

babies are born, or nobler specimens of manhood and woman-
hood reared in California than ever anywhere else

;
but it is

strictl)' and significantly true that the avci'cige is better in Cali-

fornia than anywhere else among Americans, at least. Visibly

JU»T
" HOMB."

and unmistakably better. And if no student of men can blink

the fact now, there were those who did not need an avalanche

to convince them. It is forty-three years since Bayard Taylor

wrote, from his second visit :

" The influence of the climate has already made its impression on the

character of the people. . . . The children of California are certainly a

l^reat improvement on those born amonj; us. . . . Strong-limbed, red-

blooded, graceful, and as full of happy animal life as young fawns. . . .

For myself, ... in wandering through the land ... I could not but feel

that Nature must be false to her promise, or man is not the splendid crea-

ture he once was, if the art and literature and philosophy of ancient Greece

are not one day rivaled on this last of inhabited shores."*

* Horn* amd Abroad Second Scries, 201.
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Perhaps, we migfht add, "And the Olympic athletes." Of the

1300 students in the magnificent joung Stanford University,
one-third come from the East. But no one from the wrong side

of Colorado gets on the football teams. Local prejudice ? Oh
no ; simply because football teams wish to win. The Western

boy is so consistently better in body, that the boy from under

humid skies is not in the competition. Is this straw significant?

Certainly so, if the rest are blowing the same way—and thej'

are.

This cumulative physical betterment b}^ better climate is one

of the deep reasons why California is sociologically "different."

Only if it does not count to dwell where children are never shut

in, and God's air is never shut out, and grown-ups even of the

same relative stupidity get more out-door exercise because it is

more possible and more tempting ;
if ph)'sical sanity has noth-

ing to say, in the long run, with mental health
;

if mind and

body have no final joint reaction upon morals—why then, in-

deed, California is a snare and evolution a vagary.
But even climate, next us as it is, and longest with us, need

not disdain to share responsibility thus far with some other

environmental forces. Truly "climate is to a country what

temperament is to a man— it is Fate." It largely makes tem-

perament ; but temperament, on the other hand, may be not

wholly without reaction upon climate and its works. The life

story of California will be different, even at the last day, be-

cause our blood, and not another, has possessed her. If only by
our meddling with vegetation. Nature herself has felt us

;

whereas our predecessors pattered across her face almost un-

noticed. The slight cultivation, the petty fuel needs, the rang-

ing cattle of the patriarchal days
—these concerned the land-

scapes almost nothing. But the Argonauts gutted the Sierra

foothills, and sent the debris down to bury valleys. They ac-

complished in a generation the erosion nature might have been

ten thousand years at ; and haste made waste for their neigh-

bor. A peculiar necessity arose here, and was met (after fierce

fighting) by
"
anti-slickens" legislation

—
merely law to keep

the gold-hunter up-stream from water-shoveling his hills down

upon the top of your farm. Vast droves of sheep
—"hoofed

locusts," as Muir well calls them—wrought as great, if not as

visible, havoc, as the hydraulickers. They are very much cir-

cumscribed now ; but to this day, sheep trampling and
"
sheep-

fires" (set by herders to turn the immortal forest into grass for

mutton) are still among the sober problems of water-shed,

forestry, floods, irrigation. In the northern half of the State
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(still the most nobly wooded region in America*) the butchery
of trees for lumber has been inconceivable—and of course as

wantonly wasteful as American lumbering- in general. It is two
hundred million feet a year now; and at this writing the

Philistines are upon our grandest Samsons— the groves of

"Big Trees"—though there is organization, and hope to rout

them in time. This is not a local but a national concern
;
for

what sort of a nation shall that be reckoned which permits the

Eighth Wonder of the World to be sawed into boards ? Nor
has the vast contemporary planting of orchards in the same
counties sufficed to restore the old balance of forestation.

The Sweetwater Dam—Full.

On the other hand, in the southern counties, without natural

woodlands, save in narrow mountain delimitations, within even

less time enough naked land to make a New England State has

been translated into fruit-groves. When we come to consider,

also, not only the enormous redistribution of water (its diver-

sion from streams to fields), but the still more astounding crea-

tion, as it were, of new waters on a scale never before remotely
rivaled by human beings

—the dragging to light for instance,

in one year, of enough water to turn half the area of Delaware
* "Surpasses all other coniferous forests in the world, both in number of species and size

and beauty of trees.'"—MuiR.
In Minnesota 10,000

"
feet" per acre is a g-ood stand of lumber ; in California 100,000 feet.

One California acre has yielded 1,431,530 feet.
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from desert to g-arden*
—
remembering- things of this sort, which

are many, we ma}' begin to realize that even the potter's wheel

is not so singly and irresolvably responsible as it might have

been with less initiative clay. We are meddling even with

climate.

Something similar obtains sociologically. Perhaps it is not

violent to say that other commonwealths have not done so much
to man, even superficially. A Bostonian, certainly, does not

become a new and rabid creature by removal to New York or

INBIDB THB SWEBTWATBR DaM, SaM DiBOO COUNTY—AT LoW WaTER.

Philadelphia, nor repent him of past geographies, nor wear the

new next his heart—and possibly also as a chip upon his

shoulder. On the other hand, if he has done as much for other

commonwealths, it has taken him far more years. New York,

"civilized" more than five times as long as California, has

something more than twice as many people in one city as Cali-

fornia has in a State more than three times as large as New
York State. As the census was made for man, and not man for

• In the MTen nontbern connties alone over 90,000 "miner'* Inche*" were developed In

1899, by tanneU and anenlan wellt. Half of all the flowing wellH in North America are In

California.
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the census, and as elbow-room does not estop evolution, this may
not so much signif3\ What does signify is that the disparity
does not extend to vital things. The populous old State has

nothing the advantage of the roomy new one in the fruits of

civilization. Per thousand citizens it is no better off in

churches, schools, newspapers, banks, light, water-works,
transit. In some of them not so well off. It has a larger per-

centage of illiteracy, povertj^ and crime ; a smaller percentage
of people who own their own homes.* It has less money per

capita, and less evenly idistributed. In fact, it has no more of

the "modern conveniences," and is rather more beholden to

them, while it is far behind in the ancient conveniences of

longer life, better health, more happiness
—since California has

all the "comforts" that mone)^ will buy, and a cowybr/ money
will not buy.

The fact, I find, always comes as a distinct shock to the un-

comparative ;
but it is a fact, I believe, above successful attack

that—adding up, as we were college examiners or live-stock

judges, the actual proved "marks" in all the electives and re-

quired studies we are pretty generally agreed to include in the

curriculum of "civilization"—California is now the most highly
civilized of our States!

Take education— and, of course, remembering that California

is not claimed to be in every study at the head of the class, but

simply at the head in all together. In 1890 the illiteracy of

California was 7.7, as against 13.3 for the whole Union. The
current census will show even wider contrast in our favor ;

for

the immigration of the decade has been literally unparalleled in

its percentage of educated people No State has better average

school-houses for city and country, nor more of them to popula-

lation. No other State averages so high salaries to its teachers

(statistics for 1899). California has a high-school to every ten

thousand inhabitants,"*" and an accrediting system nowhere sur-

passed. It has a larger percentage of the entire population en-

rolled in its schools than Massachusetts or New York (1896-7).

It has over fifty per cent, more students in its colleges, per thou-

sand population, than Massachusets, despite the fact that

Massachusetts college rolls are fattened by many Western

boys, and that few Massachusetts boys come to California to

college. Nor is it impertinent to question if any other commu-

nity of a million and a quarter people anywhere has two such

* Even ten jrearH airo California had a larirer proportion of owners of the liouso* tlipy

lire in than New York, New Hampshire, ManHachaiiettn, Connecticut, Rh<Kle iHland, etc,

A lartrer proportion of these homes were unincumbered than in any New England State.

hon Anffeles had twice as hiirh a pcrcentaire of hom«?-owners as Boston, B/ooklyd, Balti-

more, Cincinnati, etc., which are not the least "home" of cities. It had more than six timet*

as hlirh a percentage aH New York city.- United States Census, I'XX).

fThe number has doubled In ten years.
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Whbrb Wk Pdll Brooks up with a Corkscrew.

universities as Stanford and Berkeley ;* with 4,000 under-

graduates, an endowment aggregating- some fifty millions, and
for heads upon these broad shoulders two such men as David
Starr Jordan and Benjamin Ide Wheeler. Certainly no other

two universities in one State have ever grown so fast, and, I

fancy, none more solidly. Harvard and Yale are better equipped
in several things—notably in books and tradition (which I am
far from meaning as a sneer). They can even buy, when they

get around to it, something like the Lick Observatory or the

Stanford
"
guad,t" or the Phebe Hearst Plan. But all the mil-

lions of all their alumni can never procure them such sites as

Berkeley and Palo Alto, nor outlooks so inspiring, nor skies so

genial to learning. Nature will always be a proctor yonder,
but here of full professorship

—a sort of omnipresent Peabody ;

the dear *'01d Peabo "
of one-time Harvard. As for youth, it

*Ttae Univeraity of California.
("The finest encloHure of any univerHity in the country."—Prbbidbnt Gilmam, of JohOH

Hopkins.
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is the least persistent fault of men or institutions. And speak-

ing of youth, California had the first kindergarten in America.

If we measure by costliness of the costliest church edifices,

New England is more religious than California
;
but not if the

standard be number and membership of churches pro rata, and

their vitality.* And there is—noted even among the San
Francisco multitude—one little, inexpensive church which, if it

could be set down in the East, would coax many a truant from

splendid temples just for its own strange beauty and appeal,

without reference at all to the wonderful, shy spirituality of its

shepherd.

Shall we reckon newspapers with education— as proofs,

or as agents, or as both ? California is twice as well sup-

plied with them as New England.t Numerically, that is.

Otherwise the comparison is in many ways even more dis-

concerting. As is known to all who have cared to study

the subject, the West has not only more newspapers, but

generally better ones, population for population, than the

East. It must be a very small California village not to

have its own paper
—though the metropolitan sheet maj- be

on the door-step before sunrise. Towns of four or five thou-

sand people support from two to four, on
"
coated book,

" and

printed in a fashion which surprises the visiting journalist.

There are in a few large cities a very few bad dailies. On the

other hand, it is perhaps worth mentioning that a daily news-

paper today, in a California city of 120,000, does a larger busi-

ness than any two dailies in an}- Eastern city of twice the size ;+

and that only four dailies in the United States, barring none,

print so many paid advertisements per day or per year
—so many

by tally or so many pages. As to the finer and everywhere
rarer side, there are perhaps a dozen dailies in the United
States of more intellectuality than any in California, but none
more strenuous in following its conscience than one prominent
California daily which has something the same authority (but
over five times the area) that the Springfield Republican has so

long and so nobly employed. As we are organized, I take it

that there are few more significant tests of the temper of a com-

munity than whether a newspaper with plenty of rivals in en-

terprise, brains, and mechanical equipment can overwhelm-

ingly outstrip them all by mere integrity and courage ; without

faking, without fawning (indeed, almost without tact), without

yellowness nor blackmail nor more of the rod than seems in-

evitable, even in the best of that "profession," which in a re-

public has inherited—or somehow else acquired
—the divine

right of kings.

*IrOs A nffcle*. for example, in more than eiffht times as well supplied with chnrchen as
New York city. Los Aoffeles, one church to every 778 people ; New York, one to every
6,542. Fijrures for 1899.
TRowell'N Newspaper Directory, 1898.

^Statistics gathered by the Loh Anireles Timtt, and not disputed, I believe.
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One reason, of course, why we have more newspapers, and per-

haps of more kinds,* is that we have so many relatively new
and unoccupied comers from civilized lands, whose most natural
choice of genteel livelihood is to uplift us who have been awa}^
a little longer. But while anyone can start a paper, it needs

man}^ to subscribe and advertise. And since we can overlook

many things, and no one of these missionaries ever wavers in

orthodoxy about our sk}', we do subscribe and advertise with the

liberality peculiar to and invented in the general West. The
State which first devised enormous gifts to education; which
still holds the record for the greatest gifts;t which in aggregate
of such gifts enormously surpasses any other numerically equal
population; which has been as marked in all its liberalities—
has not yet closed its fist.

It is true that the copper cent is no longer a phenomenon, nor
even an indictment—how well I remember when it was both !

Now all the dr3^-good stores, and some other sorts, and most of
the newspapers, dabble with it

; though in a great number of
establishments still—even in Easternized Los Angeles— it is

almost as unknown as in the old days. This contempt for a
harmless coin is of course rather childish

; but it has two par-
tial apologies. Where the tradition was to toss at least

"
four

bits" to a beggar, it was revolutionary to see the new-comer
carefully hand him a "Boston dollar. "+ And California has
never emerged from the preference for mone)' that is worth
something. It is the only State as old as the war that never had
any currency below par. Indeed, there have been times even
within the generation's memory when California money was
worth about three times as much as common government money.
To this daythedisplayingof a bank-note here is likely to call forth
the time-honored jest, "Well, what tenderfoot have you been

holding-up now ?" Even the new-comer generally becomes at

once acclimated to the ponderous, clean-faced, clear-voiced

twenty-dollar piece in preference to the convenient, dirtj^ mute
bill. During the alarms of the last Presidential campaign a

novel game was so much played as to be a sober factor in the
calculations of all important California banks

; the tourist

making a deposit in paper, in a few days drawing it out in gold,
and putting the reliable California metal into a safe-deposit
box or shipping it East by express. It was of concern not

merely by its extent, but because in time of uneasiness no Cali-

fornia bank would dare to begin handing bank-notes over its

counter—as it has very little chance to do in times of security'.
Whether the love of sound money be a matter we can group
with tests of enlightenment, or still the root of all evil, the
California—and generic Far Western—contempt for paper is as

interesting as it is fixed.

[to bk continued.]

*For instance, in a city as larg-e as Worcester, Massachusetts, newspapers in five lan-
eruagres ; and in a city comparable with Cincinnati for size, thirtj'-one papers in twelve
foreig-n lang-uagres, besides the host in American.
tStanford, with thirty million dollars from one pocket, is the best endowed university in

the world.
t Cowboy satire for a copper.
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BANANAS.
By TRACY ROBINSON.

HE banana trade of the United States is not more
than thirt3^-five 3'ears old. Before that time

importations were few and small, principally
from Cuba to our g-ulf ports. Then began the pres-

ent era, during which the trade has grown to im-

mense proportions. The first, or among the first,

to whom credit should be given as a pioneer in the

business was a young German from Wiesbaden,
named Charley Frank. While serving as a waiter

on one of the steamers of the California line between New York
and Aspinwall (or Colon as it is now called) he obtained permis-
sion to take home a few bunches as an experiment. He suc-

ceeded in selling them at a good rate, and other small shipments
followed. This was about 1865. In a short time young Frank

gave up his place as waiter and remained at Aspinwall, where
he found it necessary to turn planter, as well as buyer and ship-

per of bananas, since at that time not more than five hundred
bunches could be obtained at one cutting, on the whole Isthmus.

In a year or two, however, with energy and perseverance, the

business had become established, and the "Banana Man "
be-

came a Personage.
But it was not all plain sailing. Frequent losses occurred.

The steamers were not well adapted to the new trade, and some-
times a whole shipment would be turned out at New York com-

pletely spoiled. There was no insurance. The rate of freight
was high. The steamship company was indifferent, at times

leaving behind a large part of the fruit, if other cargo was
offered. So that at the end of ten years of struggle, as I

heard Mr. Frank say later, he had not made a dollar. Then
he appealed to the late Trenor W. Park, who at that time con-

trolled the Panama Railroad, obtained better facilities, and bet-

ter treatment every way, and was able to withdraw, seven years

later, with a small fortune. The supply came from along the

Chagres river and its tributaries, within twenty or twenty-five
miles of Colon. It was delivered at the stations of the Panama
Railroad, and brought alongside the steamers at Colon in cars.

Since Mr. Frank retired, fifteen years ago, the business at

that point has not increased, but has jogged along at from five

hundred to a thousand tons per month, according to the season.

The entire amount has been sent to New York, and until re-

cently has been handled by the Aspinwall Fruit Company.
Between Jamaica and the United States, Captain Bush made

some experiments with bananas, which in 1869, according to a
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Ramchdmobr and His Wifb, Jamaica.

recent number of
" The Bulletin of the Botanical Department of

Jamaica," resulted in loading "seven vessels at Port Antonio."

Then came Captain L. D. Baker, hailing from Cape Cod
;
a

plain, sturdy, democratic, serious man, no longer young, full of

good-natured cheerfulness ; suavitcr in modo, fortitcr in re; hand
of iron in glove of velvet, and that sort of thing ;

a man whose

honest piety has not stood in the way of gain. In Jamaica he has

come to be regarded by the negroes as a kind of money-getting
saint. He has been liberal and kind to them, at the same time

that by his natural daring, shrewdness and New England thrift

he has made large fortunes for himself and others, out of their

beautiful island. The manner in which he came to be a mill-

ionaire banana king, at the head of the Boston Fruit Company,
is interesting and instructive. He began with a schooner sell-

ing Yankee notions and buying tropical produce on the coast of

Jamaica. He soon saw a
"
big thing" in bananas, and it was

not long before he had steamers running for that trade alone.
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between Jamaica and Boston. From the first, Captain Baker
has had the able assistance and cooperation of his brother-in-

law, E. B. Hopkins—a sort of running- mate to that fine old

square-trotter. They have pulled together as a winning team
should. In order to secure a permanent supply of fruit in that

island of manana, where the noble black native predominates at

a ratio of at least 16 to 1, and the goddess of labor is very fickle,

they saw that it would be necessar}' to own or control large

areas of land. The}' went at once about securing it. They
bought or leased a large number of estates, many of them old

sugar plantations, of from five hundred to five thousand acres

each, and turned them into banana ranches. In some cases they

obtained possession of arid sections, and by means of irrigation

made them in a year into marvelous fields of the broad-leaved

plant.

The organization of their business has been as nearly perfect

as possible. The management has kept pace with the needs of

the rapidly increasing trade. All has been orderly, quiet, effi-

cient—in other words, thoroughly business-like. No hurr}^ no

delay. The island has not less than thirty harbors or landing-

places at which their steamers call to receive cargoes. They
have connected these by a telephone service, built and operated
at their own expense. In one part of the island they have a

railway of their own. A steamer arrives at Port Antonio, the

headquarters in Jamaica (or at another port), from Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, or an}' home port. The telephone tells the

number of bunches read)' at each station. Skilled pilots are in

waiting to take the steamers, day or night, to all the landings.

Stevedores and laborers are put on board to receive and handle

the bananas. Off the steamers go in an hour after arrival.

Within twenty-four hours, or at most thirty-six, they have been

loaded, dispatched, and are tossing the foam from their prows,

homeward bound. An example that came under my own obser-

vation : the steamer Brookline left Boston July 14, 1898, and ar-

rived at Bowden, on the south side of the island, late on the 18th.

She took in pa;:t of a cargo and came on to Kingston next morn-

ing at eleven ;
came alongside the railwa)' wharf and received

from cars and from great piles, that were awaiting her arrival,

about 26,000 bunches in all. These were delivered at the steam-

er's four ports or gangways by negro women, who carried them
on their heads in procession, singing and dancing as they went.

At sharp 4 p.m. the lines were cast off, and the Brookline, on

which I had taken passage, was awaj' like a bird for Bostoni

where she arrived on July 26th, in the morning. She had been

gone twelve days. Next day she had been discharged and sent
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awa}^ ag^ain, to repeat the same performance. Such admirable

order, steadiness and dispatch !

In 1879, ten years after the first experiment made by Captain
Bush, the invoice value of bananas sent to the United States

from Jamaica was ;!^32,895, or about $160,000. For the year
ended March, 1901 (less than twelve years later), the number of

bunches was 8,203,957, invoiced at ^^615,297 or, say, $3,000,000— "about 33% of the exports of the Colony," according to

official report.

The Boston Fruit Company is the parent of the United Fruit

Company or "Trust," formed about three years ago, with a

capital of twelve millions. The new organization absorbed

nearly everything directly or remotely connected with the

American banana trade, including the large interests of Minor
C. Keith and his associates, and became one of the great enter-

prises of our time. Mr. Keith has been a resident of Cos^ta Rica

for thirty years. He is known far and wide as an American of

energy and ability. He built the Costa Rica railroad from Port

Limon to San Jose, and has since been a grower and the sole

shipper of bananas from Port Limon. With characteristic fore-

sight and enterprise, he also obtained control of the banana

trade of Bocas del Toro and the Chiriqui Lagoon, a few years

ago, by becoming associated with Snyder Brothers, who had

been foremost in its development. Mr. Keith also established

large and flourishing banana plantations, said to be the finest

in the world, near Santa Marta, on the Colombian coast—the

region called by a recent writer "a banana planter's paradise

. . . acres upon acres with not a broken leaf . . . im-

mense trees with huge bunches meet the eye on every side."

All the coast, for hundreds of miles, right around the western

limits of the Caribbean, northward to Yucatan, needs only to be

cleared of jungle and planted, to merit a similar description.

The United Fruit Company has of late invested largely in

banana lands in Cuba and Santo Domingo. There were, be-

fore the late (Spanish) war, extensive banana fields near Banes,

and at other places on the Cuban coast. The war caused tem-

porary ruin to the enterprise, but the advent of the new and

powerful "Trust" will doubtless restore its former prosperity.

A large sugar estate has been added to the company's Cuban

property, upon which about half a million dollars were spent

last year. This investment is said to have been less profitable

than was expected, but the prospects are good for future success.

The second annual report of the United Fruit Company, for

the fiscal year ended August 31, 1901, shows that, after paying

operating expenses and all other charges, dividends of nine and
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one-half per cent were paid to the shareholders, amounting to

$1,084,767.50, and that a surplus of $1,163,933.74 was carried
forward to 1902—a substantial provision for expanding business
and for all contingencies.
The land leased and owned in Cuba, Jamaica, Costa Rica, Co-

lombia, and other tropical countries, is stated as 262,425 acres,
or 410 square miles. During the j^ear more than sixty ocean-

going steamers were employed, and 17,500,000 bunches of ba-

nanas, 13,500,000 cocoanuts, and 200,000 boxes of oranges were
landed by this company alone, and distributed throughout the
United States and Canada.
The distributing department has been managed by the subsid-

iarj' Fruit Despatch Compan3% a s)'stematic method of disposing
of the Fruit Company's products, agencies having been estab-

lished in all the principal cities of the country. In 1901 the
Fruit Despatch Compan}- distributed 18,906 carloads of tropical

products, largely bananas. Whole trains are made up at the
various ports of entr}' and dispatched inland, one after another,
as rapidly as steamers arrive. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
St. Louis, Montreal, Quebec, Denver, Milwaukee, Los Angeles
and a hundred other places are supplied in trainload or carload
lots.

Thus it will be seen that from nothing to millions the banana
industry has leaped within a few 3''ears. For the present year,

ending December 31, 1902, it is safe to estimate the total pro-
duction of the West Indies and the Spanish Main at thirty-five
million bunches ; and it is likel}^ that the number will be in-

creased annually as the demand increases. It is only a few
months since a steam line was started with fast ships for the

purpose of supplying the English markets, and it is understood
that the experiment has been successful. Very soon the trade

will be extended to the Continent, when a probable total of from

75,000,000 to 100,000,000 bunches per annum would no more than

supply the entire market.
In the United States and Canada the consumption is already

tremendous. In every cit}' and village, from Fort Kent on the

St. John to Tia Juana on the Mexican border, and from Seattle

to Palm Beach, bananas find ready purchasers. The same is

true throughout the Dominion of Canada.
Los Angeles gets about twenty-five carloads per month, with a

minimum of four hundred bunches per car. They all come via New
Orleans, and the railroad freight paid is twenty-five dollars per
ton. As the average weight per bunch is sixty pounds, the cost

of transportation and handling is about ninety cents per bunch.
Add to this the average price of one dollar at New Orleans, and
it will be seen that two dollars and a half to three dollars per
bunch in Los Angeles is not exorbitant. This cit> not only

supplies the local market, but is the distributing point lor

Southern California.

The bananas consumed here arc called Port Limon bananas,
and come from Bocas del Toro, Port Limon, Blewfields and the

other Caribbean ports west and northwest of Colon. They are

really of the variety known everywhere as Martiniciue bananas,
and are the best for shipment of the whole twenty-three species
enumerated in the "Bulletin of the Botanical Department of
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Jamaica," before mentioned, which is an authorit)'^ on all such
matters. Some of the fruit received in this city comes to hand,
after its sea voyage followed by the long railway journey of two
thousand miles, ver}' much blackened by bruises

; but the most
of it is in fairly good order, and will compare favorably with
deliveries nearer to the ports of transfer from steamer to cars.

It may be said, reluctantl}^, that there is no place in the
United States—not even in the most favored spots in Southern
California— where bananas can be grown on a commercial basis,

though the plant flourishes finel)' here and bears fruit, such as it

is. Whereabouts in the eastern or western tropics it had
origin is unknown. Outside of the tropics the Musa family, to

which the banana belongs, is not realh- at home. But steam has
brought us so near to the sunlands that there will be no fear in the

A Typical Los Angblbs Fruit Stokk.

future of our ever being without this perfect nutrient, an acre
of which, according to Humboldt, "produces nearly twenty
times as much food as the same space sown with corn."

It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss the value of
the banana in its manufactured forms, but there can be no doubt
that in a short time banana flour or meal, and the evaporated or

preserved fruit, will come into extensive use.

Hollywood, Cal.

NOTE BY THE EDITOR,

It has long been, and perhaps always may be, a disputed point
whether the banana is a native of the New World. Throughout
tropical Spanish America it is firmly believed that there were
bananas before the coming of the Spaniards. Herrera the great
historian, writing before 1599, states that in Panama in 1520
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there were, besides man}^ fruits introduced from Spain, "other

very g-ood ones of the country, fragrant Pineapples, Bananas,
Guaj^abas," etc. He distinctly specifies, also, that they were

indigenous in Santa Marta, in Peru, and other localities. Gar-
cilaso de la Vega, the Inca Indian historian of the same epoch,
describes the fruit as native in Peru. Padre Bias Valera makes
the same statement, and adds that the natives cut off part of

the bushes g-reen, that they may not break the tree, and ripen
these in earthen jars, "covering- them with a certain Herb
which aids them to ripen." They "eat it raw and baked, and

boiled, and stewed in pottage ;
and every way it is good." They

also made various sorts of preserves of it. Father Joseph de
Acosta in his Historia Natural y Moral de las Indias (1590),

says that there were such large bunches that some counted 300
bananas. He also holds that it is a native American fruit. The
fact, also, that there are aborig-inal names for it—"

zapalote
"

in Aztec for instance,
"
pararu

" in Tamanac, "arata" in May-
puro, etc.— as well as the Spanish names (platano, banana, Cam-
buri Dominico, Guineo, Arton, etc.) is significant.
On the other hand, Oviedo, the first historian of America

(1535), states positively that Pray Tomas Berlang-as planted the

first bananas in 1516, on the island of Santo Doming-o. Oviedo
states that he himself saw bananas growing at the Franciscan
convent on the Canary Islands, whence Berlangas took the shoots
to transplant to Fspatiola and the other West Indies and main-
land. Columbus, Pinson, Vespucci, Cortez do not mention the
banana in their descriptions of America. But for that matter,
there are plenty of other things they do not speak of. My own
belief—based on the assertions of the early chroniclers and on
the Indian traditions—is that there were bananas at least in

Peru, Ecuador and Colombia before Columbus ;
and that while

the Spaniards brought new varieties (from Guinea and else-

where), that was all.

There is no other food plant in the world so lavish. The ba-

nana reproduces itself—all one has to do is to cut away the dead
stalk after the fruit has ripened. It produces 133 times as much
weight of food-stuff to the acre as wheat does, and 44 times as

much as potatoes. Three-fourths of an acre in wheat will feed

two persons a year ;
the same area in bananas, more than 50

persons. Plant a banana shoot (in the tropics, of course) and
in ten or eleven months you can cut a bunch of ripe bananas
from this marvelously swift-g-rowing "tree."
The natives still eat the fruit in many ways. Green bananas

are cut up and dried and ground into flour which makes a fine

and nutritious bread. Ripe bananas are dried in the sun, turn-

ing- black like native fig's, and as sweet and nutritious. Fried
or baked, the larg-er varieties are a favorite delicacy all the way
from Mexico to Chile. Indeed the enormous bananas of Ecua-
dor, for instance—nearly the size of my whole forearm from the

elbow down—are not reckoned fit to eat uncooked. Without

prejudice to many other fine sorts, the most delicious American
bananas I know of are the rich, velvety "chopos" of Acapulco—

only three or four inches long-, and as large around—and the

"Taitis" of Peru, also small.—Ed.
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^^BF |^|||B f ^\HAT can a Bedouin expect, when he

I
'

''f^^ VVf turns Professor ? Whatever he ex-

pects, there is one thing- that will hap-

pen him—that he will lose as much as he

gives. Whereas, it is the Design that all we
gfive shall be added unto us. It was a mis-

fortune to literature when the man who could

write the South Sea Idylls fooled himself into

thinking that he could a£ford himself to be

part of a university. And it was of course,

no less misfortune to him. The flesh-pots of

Eg3'pt are insidious, even when the flesh in

them is not to brag of. They have a way to

J^^
poison one with fat. But the hopeful thing
is that our g3"psy has rebelled. Thirteen is

an unluck}" number, when you cannot count

beyond ; but after 13 years as a professor in

the Catholic Universit}- of America, following four j^ears in the

Notre Dame (Indiana) University, Stoddard has come back

from the impossible task of teaching Literature, to the (for

him) quite possible task of making it. The Bungalow—for a

dozen years one of the rallying- points in Washington for such

as really Care—is at last deserted, and Stoddard is going to

write. But I doubt if he can write in that environment. If he

will get back to any country where life is real, he will catch

the tune again.
In the Footprints of the Padres is an illustration at once of

what Stoddard can do, and of what he won't do while he stajs
where he never did belong. It is an inconsequence of sympath-
etic sketches of California as he knew it when a boy. Born
in Rochester, N. Y.

, Aug. 7, 1843—a date which seems incredible

when one looks him in the face—he came to California, via

Nicaragua, in 1855, and staid two years. In '57 he returned to

New York to go to school. In '59 he was back in California

again, and five years later began the outer wanderings, visiting
Hawaii for the first time—but not the last. In 1873 he became

acquainted with Father Damien, the Apostle of the Lepers, and
has printed a tribute to him which ought to be as well known
as Stevenson's. In 1873 a San Francisco newspaper gave him a
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Stewart Edward White.

Mich., March 12, 1873 ;
and in his childhood spent much time

with his father among- the river-men of the Northwest. At 10
he came to California and spent four years here, largely in long-
horseback trips. In the next few )^ears he made such incursions

in many parts of the West. Becoming-
interested in ornithology as a mere boy,
his first breaking into print was an anno-
tated list of the birds of Mackinac
Island, published by the American Or-

A-^ \m nithologists' Union. This bird-work

^|hB^|^ ^ kept him in the woods almost contin-

^^^^^^' 1 uously for four years. His schooling-

m^ I was at home until he entered the

.:£i^ J tenth grade of the high school ;
where

he attended the half-day, and spent the
rest of his time in the woods. He grad-
uated president of his class, and entered
the University of Michigan. Gradua-
ting thence, he left for the gold mines
of the Black Hills, with a horse, a gun,
and $100, and there he

"
enjo3^ed life."

Once he was nearly lynched, and once shot at. He mined a
little gold, shot game for a living for a while, and in general
"came in." Then a winter in the Columbia Law School, and
then into the great publishing house of A. C. McClurg & Co.,
Chicago. Thence abroad, living a year and a half in Paris, re-

turning in the fall of 1899. Since then, has been most of his
time in the North Woods—once penetrating as far as Hudson's
Bay.
His real start in writing was at Columbia College, and under

that good master, Brander Matthews—who so encouraged him
for a little story of "A Man and His Dog," that he determined to
turn to fiction. Since then his short stories have been welcome
in the best magazine of&ces, three of his books have been

printed and are highly successful
;
and

a fourth book, Conjuror's House^ is now
in process of serial publication.

The Blazed Trail (reviewed in these

pages recently) was written almost

wholly in a log cabin in the wilderness
north of Manistique. Mr. White used to

get up at 4 a. m., work till 9, and
then spend the rest of the day in the
woods on snowshoes. Man}- of the char-
acters in this book are direct from life.

And so is the book. While Mr. White
has still something to learn —as all the

rest of us have—he has struck a fine

new note in American literature. Let
us all hope he will not lose pitch in

consequence of his success. If he can keep from hurrying be-

cause people want him to hurry ;
if he can think of his work

first and the market last
;

if he can acquire the patience of

the file
—he will do work that shall endure.

C. F. L.
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THE LAST CAMP-FIRE.
By SHARLOT M. HALL.

CAR not earth's breast that I may have
Somewhere above her heart a g-rave ;

Mine was a life whose swift desire
Bent ever less to dust than fire

;

Then through the swift, white path of flame
Send back m}' soul to whence it came

;

From some great peak, storm-challenging-,
My death-fire to the heavens fling ;

The rocks my altar, and above
The still eyes of the stars I love

;

No hymn, save as the midnight wind
Comes whispering to seek his kind.

Heap high the logs of spruce and pine,
Balsam for spices and for wine

;

Brown cones, and knots a golden blur
Of hoarded pitch, more sweet than myrrh ;

Cedar to stream across the dark
Its scented embers spark on spark ;

Long, shaggy boughs of juniper
And silvery, odorous sheafs of fir

;

Spice-wood to die in incense smoke
Against the stubborn roots of oak.
Red to the last for hate or love
As that red, stubborn heart above.

Watch till the last pale ember dies.
Till wan and low the dead pyre lies,

Then let the thin, white ashes blow
To all earth's winds, a finer snow;

There is no wind of hers but I

Have loved it as it whistled by;
No leaf whose life I would not share.
No weed that is not someway fair

;

Hedge not my dust in one close urn.
It is to these I would return—
The wild, free winds, the things that know
No master's rule, no ordered row.

To be, if nature will, at length
Part of some great tree's noble strength ;

Growth of the grass ; to live anew
In many a wild flower's richer hue ;

Find immortality indeed
In ripened heart of fruit and seed.

Time grants not any man redress
Of his broad law, forgetfulness

—
I parley not with shaft and stone.
Content that in the perfume blown
From next year's hillsides something sweet,
And mine, shall make earth more complete.

Preacott, Ariz.
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the: truscott luch.
By MARY AUSTIN.

CHAPTER I.

HAT we Cornish people are clannish is so often said

that I make no doubt there is some truth in the

matter. In fact, I have met many of my country-
men whom I have suspected of being- not a little

proud of it
;
and if it is not so, I do not know how

common report makes so sure of those traits of

character which are the hall marks of certain fam-
ilies. Now that I think of it, there were few
families in my old home who were not as easily de-

scribed by their characteristic as by their family names.

There were the Trenans who had all a great name for marry-
ing young, and the Henbys, who were so famous for sudden and
violent deaths that there was never a man of them expected to

die in his bed
;
and as much as I can remember hearing of my

family history was in connection with the "Truscott Luck." It

was said, and believed, in the village of Porktheran where I was
born, that whenever fortune g-ave the Truscotts a turn, it was
always, good or bad, in a manner not to be dreamed of. So the
"
Truscott Luck" became a matter for comparison with all that

was out of the way, or extraordinary.
It is beyond doubt that the Truscotts met their luck half way,

for they were of a roving turn, desiring- new thing-s, and loving
a happy chance.

Now it was commonly maintained in the family that the

Truscott luck was, in the main, good luck, and indeed it was
chiefly so in my own case, as you shall hear. That other people
did not so esteem it seems certain, for I have heard my mother

say that the
"
Luck " was a bugaboo held up to frighten her out

of marrying- my father, a particularly bold and restless spirit.

But my mother was not easily moved out of any matter she had
made up her mind upon, and though her marriage led her afar

and into some trouble and strange circumstances, I do not think

she had ever cause to regret it. She was happy enough at any
rate during the first years at Porktheran, but when I was about

eight years old, and the children who came after me had died,

m}' father fell into a very restless and dissatisfied state, which
drove him at last to America, where, he had heard, there were

great chances for poor men to go adventuring for gold upon
their own account.

My mother, who lacked heart for such enterprises, he left
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quite comfortable at Porktheran, with myself for company.
For three years he sent us money, and wrote to us very kindly

though at long-ish intervals, and never at any time a hint of

our joining- him there. My mother was often heavy hearted at

this, but I cannot think that my father meant to be unkind.

The new life of the West, so free and wild, sped the time more

quickly for him than for us at Porktheran where things were all

adoze. I have heard miners say, too, that when a man is newly
come into the life of the hills and mining camps, there is

no rest for him until he has tasted it in every sort. So my
father ranged from mill to smelter, from ledge to placer, before

he could pick and settle.

All that he had heard of high wage was true, but as yet he

happened upon no claim of his own worth the working, and that

was the thing he had set his heart upon. But when I was about

twelve years old, and had well nigh forgotten what a father

might be like, there came great news from the Coso Hills of

California. He had been working there in the Merry Thought^
and prospecting on his own account had made what he told us

was a
"
rich strike." Mother and I knew so little of the country

from which he wrote, and our neighbors so much less, that we
had not rightly gathered the sense of his report before we had
another letter. This time my father wrote that his "stake"

had turned out to be merely a
' '

pocket" (we understanding
neither term), from which he expected to "clean up" about ten

thousand dollars ; which, though my father seemed to think

lightly of it, appeared to us a very great fortune. And the

letter closed with saying that my mother and I must start at

once for America. There followed directions for the journey,

and how to find my father in San Francisco, and that, with the

exception of one other letter of which I shall speak at another

time, was the last we heard from him.

Now, there is no reason why I, who was as bright as boys of

twelve are expected to be, should not have kept a clearer recol-

lection of that journey which was the beginning of so many
changes ; but of all that befell in the time when my mother ar-

ranged everything and I did as I was told, the memory is faint

and far, though separated but by a day from the time when she,

broken and distracted, began to lean upon me, and I to direct.

What follows is clear and well remembered.

We came by sea to New York, and overland to the bay of San

Francisco, in the month of October. The sun smote feebly on

the green and yellow of the mingled waters, and a veil of

mixed smoke and sea-fog hung and shifted about the shipping

and the wharves. I caught the high spires of the city above

the fog and felt lifted up, not knowing why. The hills that
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rolled beyond them I took for the same gold-burrowed ones my
father knew, and panted to be there. The misty light and the

sharpened air were like my dreams of that land, wild and
fresh and mysterious. I loved it then, the great gray city,

dreaming so between the sea and the sky
—

and, as often as I have
seen it, loved it better so veiled and guarded.

I think I expected to find my father waiting at the ferry for

us, though my mother had often told me that it might not be

so. Nevertheless, as we made our way to the lodging-house he

had bidden us to, I caught her looking always out of the tail of

her eye as if she had hoped to meet him on any corner. At the

lodging-house there was nothing known of him, so that we had
to content ourselves as best we might until he came.

I cannot say now just when it began to dawn upon us that he

might not come at all. I think it must have been the landlady
who first suggested it. She was Cornish-born herself, and

though she charged us such a price as we never paid for like

lodgings, before or since, she was not above taking a friendly
interest in our affairs.

I suppose my mother's heart misgave her, being in so strange
a place, and she went to the landlady for comfort, finding none
with me, who had gone daft with the noise and stir of the

great city. At any rate they would be talking always on the

back stairs, or when the landlady came to do up the room, and

my mother crying and wiping her eyes. So I began to have a

sense of the fact that some mischance had befallen my father,

else he would surely come to us. I had so far forgotten him
that I could not feel any sharp grief, only a great curiosity and
a very valiant desire to go out and find him on my mother's ac-

count.

The lodging-house where we were was much in favor with
miners stopping in the city, and these the landlady would be

bringing one by one to talk with my mother of my father's dis-

appearance. As none of them had ever known him I cannot

recollect that anything transpired beyond the increase of my
mother's apprehensions. But one of them professed to know a

man who had worked in the Coso Hills, and when this man was

found, though he knew nothing of my father, he proved after-

ward of great use to us. He was' one Alwin Trethvan, who
had married a sort of cousin of my mother's, which made him^
according to Cornish fashion, as good as a cousin to us.

Trethvan heard all my mother had to say, and asked to see

the latest letters.

Beside the one in which he had directed us about our journey,

there was but one other of any value, a short and illy written

letter in which my father spoke of his intention to meet us in
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San Francisco, said that he had been ill and that his money was
**in a safe bank." To this there was neither date nor address.

Of his illness he had spoken once before—some trouble that had
come to him from working in the mine, which we of Porktheran

did not understand.

I noticed that cousin Alwin dwelt more on that part of the

letter that mentioned the money, saying he knew of no bank in

the Coso country, and judged that when the letter was written

my father must have left those parts. On the whole he was in-

clined to my mother's opinion that father had been overtaken by

illness, probably that mentioned in the letter, the cause of

which he was unable to explain. The Coso ores, he said,

whether of gold or silver, being mixed with lead, men working
them suffered often from a form of lead poisoning, troublesome

but not fatal, as he protested he knew from experience.

My mother was beginning to get a little comforted when
Trethvan nearly undid all his friendly offices by suggesting that

she go with her trouble to the chief of police.

At Porktheran nobody had dealings with the police except

for misdemeanors, and the Truscotts never at all. To her

thinking, such a step was to put my father under suspicion of

evil-doing, and how, she said, if his own wife knew nothing of

him, could the police be expected to know more. But between

the landlady, and Trethvan, and myself, who knew nothing
of it but thought it wise to be of the stronger party, she was

persuaded, protesting all the time that no good would come

of it.

I remember very well how we went by the cable cars, which on

our first coming to the city, had terribly frightened me, until I

discovered that my mother suffered a like terror ;
after which I

was at such pains to conceal my own that by degrees it left me.

From being so much with my mother I had come to know very

well what was passing in her mind, and I understood that this

consultation with the police appeared to her as the giving up of

any reasonable hope of finding my father in any other way, giv-

ing a name to all her most dreadful conjectures as to what had

become of him. But in spite of 4ier protests to the contrary, I

felt sure that she caught at a hope of learning something of

him, for besides this great and nameless fear there was by this

time another real difficulty to be met. We had been now about

three weeks in San Francisco, and the landlady having occasion

to ask for what was due her, we saw that at the price she

charged we would soon be out of lodgings and out of pocket.

Father had sent us but little more than our passage money, and

the little my mother realized from the sale of our bits of things

at Porktheran was all that we had beside. So, all these things
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considered, we came to tlie office of the chief of police in very

poor heart.

The chief proved a keen and kindly man, who asked us a

great many questions that we would have been glad to answer.

Indeed, when he had opened the matter fairly, it made our case

the more pitiable, for it appeared my mother did not know the

name of any friend of his in America, nor anything of the way
nor the time of his leaving Coso, supposing he had left at all.

Of this last point they made rather certain from that state-

ment of my father's that he had his money in a bank. Not only
was there no bank at Coso, but none in all that country round-

about, and it was thought that he would not have committed so

large a sum to any other hand. The envelope of the last letter

my mother had not kept, so that it was not possible to say
where it had been posted.

Upon one point only the chief was able to give my poor
mother any comfort. He said, and said it in a friendly open
way that made it easy of belief, that the man who had written

those letters, so full of the hope of meeting, and of loving if some-
what blundering thought for our journey, could never have de-

serted her of his own accordv My mother thanked him, crying

heartily, but it was long before I could understand how sore a

thought this was to her. Well, the upshot of that matter was
that when the chief had written in a book all he could learn of

my father's appearance, and whether he was a drinking man,
which my mother could not tell, seeing he had been four years

gone, he dismissed us, feeling that we had gotten very little for

our pains.

My mother sat all the way home quite broken and bewildered,

holding my hand under the corner of her shawl, which I thought
myself big enough to be ashamed of, though all the while my
heart burned to be helping her. It was a gray day, with a little

wind playing over the high places, the air had a taste of the

sea in it, and glimpses of the shipping and the ba}'^ as we went
over the tops of the hills. And all the time something kept

coming and going in my mind, something vague, and great and

stirring, like the glimpses of the sea as the car swung over the

crests, so that I understood somehow that I had left off being a

child and begun to grow into the mind of a man. For all that,

or perhaps because of it, I was in great embarassment because

my mother continued to hold on to me, and for fear she would
break out crying.
But from wishing so much to help her I had begun to take

notice more, so when we reached our room and my mother said

that she would lie down, I knew, poor soul, that she meant to

have her cry out. I went out ^ind waited on the stoop until
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Trethvan came down, for I had a thing in my mind that I pur-

posed doing.
"Mr. Trethvan," I said, for though my mother called him

Cousin Alwin, I had not done so to his face, "Mr. Trethvan,
what was it the police said to you that you did not want my
mother to hear ? "

He looked at me for a few moments as if he had two minds

about the matter, and at the last he said
"

sit down."

The house stood on a raw hill side with the street cut away
below it, and from the stoop, to which one came up by a steep

narrow stair, the gaze wandered away to the long files of houses

marching on over the hills and not seeming to mind them.

Trethvan sat with me and talked for the better part of an hour,

no doubt thinking me a very stupid fellow, so much had to be

explained to me. It is true we spoke English in Porktheran,
but it was English in our own fashion, which is not the fashion

of mining camps, but the gist of the matter I managed to under-

stand. Trethvan thought that in all probability my father was

dead, foully dealt with for the sake of the money he had, either

on his person or where he could easily come by it. It might be

that he had only been done out of his money, such things being

not infrequent among mining camps, and on that account

ashamed to meet us. But that Trethvan did not think likely,

for in any event he could have gone back to miners' wages, and

would hardly have left his family unfriended and penniless in a

strange city.

There were other reasons that he gave but I cannot remember

taking them into account, trying all the while to understand

that my mother and I were alone in the world. I sat for a long

time after Trethvan was gone, looking over toward the west

where the sunset made a pale glow in the thickening air, and

not daring to go in to my mother lest I should blurt out the

whole dreadful supposition to her, as it was agreed I should not

do. Well, for a matter of two or three days we were in a great

bother about what to do. But it appeared when all was said

that we were all of one mind, that my mother and I should go to

Coso. There, if we could not find my father, we might find

friends, and possibly belongings, or some clue to what had be-

come of him and the money.
So finally, but none too soon for our pockets, and in a sorry

frame of mind, we two set out alone for the Coso Hills.

i
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CHAPTER II.

[HE Coso Hills are big- enoug-h by all counts to be called

mountains, but lying- huddled as they do with the Arg-us,

Panamint, and Mutarang-o ranges, on the edge of a very

g-reat open space, and all that country being on the same scale

of bigness, I could never get any sense of their true proportions,

except now and then when the clouds came down and lolled in

the canons, or the Alpenglow flowed in across the tops of them.

We had come up from Mojave, my mother and I, across the

end of the desert, very much shaken, and something daunted by
the forlorness of the way. I had climbed out to sit beside the

stage driver, finding nothing better worth watching than the

skill with which he handled his four horses. We skirted on

the left a high level stretch of land (such as are called mesas in

the West), broken by hills trailing off from the Sierras. Away
to the right lay a very barren open space, hollowed a little as a

valley, and beyond it a great bulk of rounded hills, sandy-
colored for the most part but overlaid in patches with pitchy
black. Seeing my gaze go in that direction, the driver pointed
with his whip.

"
Them," he said,

"
is the Coso Hills."

I wanted very much to call out to my mother about it, but I

had a very shrewd conjecture that most of the tales with which
the driver had kept himself busy were matters for unbelief, and
I feared that this might be one of them.

I owned after we had fairly reached them, that the Coso Hills

were a disappointment. They were dull and treeless, covered

with scrubby small shrubs that until their virtues were known
appeared contemptible. The air was hot, and white, and thick

with dust and alkali and the odor of some stinking weed.

Bright colored lizards darted among the spiney shrubs, and vul-

tures hung and wheeled against a pale, cambric-looking sky; and
here and there were carcasses of dead cattle, but none moving.

It was early morning when the stage driver pointed out the

hills to me, and for all they looked so near and clear it was late

afternoon, and good traveling at that, before we came to Posada.

And of all places Posada is the most desolate for a stranger to

come into. It has but one street, stony and ill kept, going down
the trough of the hills

; dry enough at most seasons, but in the

time of rains a roaring torrent. The houses sprung up without

order on the sides of the hills where the mines yawned open,

and the ore-dumps made high and uncomfortable barriers. A
smelter reeked at the head of the gorge where the two hills but-

ted together, and another, weird and dismantled, stood lower

down where a small brackish spring made an unwholesome pool.

The houses were of pine, unpainted, pieced out with canvas,
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patched with old tins and packing cases, most forlorn to

see. All along the sides of the hill ran foot trails between the

houses and the small and solitary mines.

Although it was so late and she worn with the journey, my
mother would not be satisfied until she had been to the Merry
Thought to learn what was known of my father.

The Merry Thought was highest up of all the mines, behind

the smelter, and farthest away from our lodging. It was dusk

in the canon but quite aglow above the hills that swam in a

wonder of pink and violet light.

The men had come out of all the mines and were cooking
their suppers in the little cabins, or, having done, were getting
down to the saloons where there was a sound of laughter and

singing.
We went up the street, my mother and I, stared at, but not

unkindly, and staring in return. The superintendent of the

Merry Thought was at supper, but he left off eating and came
to the door readily enough when he heard that there was a

woman to speak with him. He leaned one hand against the

doorpost, and stood with his napkin in the other, writing for

my mother to begin. Behind him was the table set with china

and a white cloth, and partly screened off from it a long room,

with miners eating with a great clatter of tin cups.

At sight of all these working men my mother plucked up

heart, and asked him plainly if he knew anything of one Henry
Truscott, a miner in those parts.

"Truscott—Truscott," he said, "Oh, yes, I knew him well

enough. He worked for me ; but he has gone. Gone to San
Francisco to bring out his family, I understand." And then in

a moment, catching at something in my mother's expression,

and in my features perhaps, for I am said to be greatly like my
father, he said quickly, "Are you Mrs. Truscott? What has

happened ?"

He brought her a chair then, and my mother told him, as well

as she could for crying. Afterward he stepped back into the

men's dining room, and we could hear that the men broke off

their supper to listen, and for some time the Superintendent

spoke in a low tone, answered by one and another of them.

At last he came back with a small dark man, keen and quick

looking.
"
Mrs. Truscott." he said, "This is Mr. Fitzgerald, a

friend of your husband's, who can perhaps tell you what you
wish to know."
Mr. Fitzgerald talked, and others as they finished their sup-

per, came out and added what they knew, and what they told us

sitting there on the stoop of the cook-house was practically all
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that we got to know at Posada of my father's disappearance.
He had quit the Merry Thought the winter before to work his

own mine, and when that was played out, had gone down to

Coso hot springs where the waters were supposed to be remedial

for lead poisoning, of which most miners at Posada had ex-

perience. By all accounts he had remained there a matter of

three weeks, then taking stage for the North, intending to

reach San Francisco by way of Reno, taking, it was believed, all

his money with him.

It was Mr. Farley, the Superintendent, who told us most

about this money. My father had worked a small ledge, widen-

ing out unexpectedly to a good body of ore, and dwindling as

suddenly to nothing at all
;
what is called in mining terms, a

"
pocket." The ore had been smelted at Posada and the bullion

shipped with the Mohawk s output, returning to my father in

gold and notes, contrary to the Superintendent's advice. But

my father was true Cornish, a great one for having his money
where he could lay hands upon it. Eight thousand two hundred
and forty-two dollars, Mr. Farley said, consulting a memoran-

dum, and nothing more had been heard of it.

[to be; continued].

SJ'

SUNSilT AT THE GOLDEN GATE.
By E. C. TOMPKINS.

fOU see, my dear, we live so near

The grand, wide-open bed-room door

Of the great Sultan of the Sky ;

When he would shed his garments red

And scatter them across the floor

Unheedful of the passer-by.

Old Ocean brings and Nature flings

From height to height a curtain gray
—

But, turning on her busy way
To tend to other bed-time things—
He cuts it with a lance of light

And gaily shouts the world,
"
Good-night 1"

San Francisco.
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REMINISCENCi: OF THE FLOOD OF '61.

By PASCHAL H. COGGJNS.

;E were living- very quietly togrether
—my mother,

my sister and m5'self
—on a ranch some five

miles south of the city of Sacramento. My
father, who was then the city editor of the

Sacramento Union, came home but once a

week. There were no means of reaching the

city save by the roughest of wagon rides over

the poorest of country roads. Neighbors were far apart, social

life exceedingly scant, and, alj things considered, our position
one of rather monotonous isolation.

In December, 1861, there came a break in our monotony.
When we retired one quiet night, it was with the bright moon-

light gilding the hill tops and deepening the shadows in the

meadows all about us. When we awoke, we were upon an island

with the astonished sun darting his rays across a sea of turbid

mountain water that was swirling on everj'^ hand. The Sacra-

mento and American rivers had overflowed their banks and

flooded the country for many miles around their point of con-

fluence.

I remember, even now, how my waking ears were greeted
with the frantic clatter of a flock of guinea fowls that had been

caught upon their roost in a clump of willows a good thousand

feet from the house. All day long, those astonished birds

screamed and called, as only guinea fowls can ; and, just as

the sun was sinking in the west, the boldest of them launched

himself out upon his long flight for liberty, or an awful drench-

ing. To our infinite astonishment he made the trip without ac-

cident. Then in quick succession came the others, until the

whole flock was strung across the water in one moving line from

the willows to our island. Not a feather was wet.

To the farmers of our neighborhood this flood meant a failure

of crops, lean cattle, and demolished fences, but to myself, after

the first excitement had passed, I fear it stood rather for unlim-

ited boating, superlative fishing, immunity from long tramps
after wandering cows, and above all, the acquisition of immense

quantities of treasure trove. As to the latter, while I never act-

ually captured anything of value, I did find many things around

which there clustered, for a time, the most vivid joys of anticipa-

tion. Who could tell what fabulous wealth might not be hidden

in a brown tin box, six inches long and four inches deep, and

tightly covered, while it bobbed up and down in six feet of water

fifty feet from shore. When you opened it and poured out per-

haps two teaspoonfuls of stale ground coffee, of course the ex-
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citement waned, butwhat of that ? You had already enjoyed no

end of pleasure, and the next find mig-ht be a fortune in itself.

By annexing- a keel to our horse-trough
—which in its original

capacity had suddenly become a bit of mere ostentatious extrav-

agance—we had what Maxwell, our hired man, pronounced a

passable boat. In this he was literally accurate, as I afterward

learned to my chagrin. Johnny Burns, standing barefooted

upon a plank and paddling with an old broom, easily and re-

peatedly distanced me in a race of a hundred yards. Neverthe-

less, the old trough did us excellent service
;
and far be it from

me now to blacken its water-logged memory.
For nearly a month, I, in common with the other boys of the

neighborhood, enjoyed all the inconveniences of the situation to

the full. Chapters might be written upon our voyages of dis-

covery, our rival collections of flotsam, and the strings of big
fish we almost caug-ht. It is not one of these, however, that I

wish now to relate.

The morning of the 10th of January, 1862, came in brig-ht,

clear, and pleasantly warm, as even January days are apt to

come in the Sacramento valley. Maxwell and I had gone upon
some errand to one of our neighbors, and it was during our re-

turn trip that the first real event of the day occurred. This was

the capture of a stray boat which had drifted tight among the

willow brush that still loyally guarded the border of our sub-

merged truck patch. It was a splendid Whitehall, a far better

craft than any that had yet appeared upon our waters. Her
oars lay trailed across her thwarts, and her painter dragged un-

broken from her bow. Evidently she had gone adrift from

somewhere to the north, and of course we towed her into port.

About two o'clock in the afternoon the owner arrived, tired,

hungry, and greatly excited. The boat had slipped her moor-

ings sometime early on the previous evening, and the owner,

a professional waterman from the Sacramento river front, had

been in breathless pursuit since four o'clock in the morning.
I have witnessed many reunions of long-separated friends and

fondly affectionate relatives, but never, I believe, have I seen

such manifest joy of recognition as that which overwhelmed the

weary boatman, when, turning a corner of our g-reat barn, he

suddenly beheld his fugitive craft. So real was it, that invol-

untarily one looked for some sort of reciprocal demonstration.

There she swung, however, the very picture of jaunty indiffer-

ence. Every now and again, as opportunity offered, she would

sidle up to our old trough, give her a resounding bump and

dance away again, for all the world as if jocosely poking her in

the ribs for even pretending to be a boat.

I remember how the old waterman, as he made his way from
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bow to stern, ran his hand caressingly along- her hickory gun-

wale, just as a mother might stroke the hair of her belated boy.
"
But it's a heavy long day you've made o' it for me," he mut-

tered, with just the slightest touch of reproach in his voice,

as he completed his greeting with a gentle turn or two of the

familiar tiller.

Ten minutes later, as he partook of the lunch which had been

set before him, he told us news that drove the color from my
mother's cheek and sent me forth in haste to inspect the stake

by which we noted the daily rise or fall of the water. It went

far, too, toward explaining the feverish anxiety with which he

had pursued his runaway boat.

At midnight the American river, which had long ago receded

from its highwater mark of December, had suddenly begun to

climb its banks with a speed which had spread consternation

upon every hand. In the single hour between one and two

o'clock, the levee guards had reported a rise of eighteen inches,

with no signs of abatement in the volume of the freshet. Pow-
erful eddies had already formed at Brighton, a village but a few

miles above the city, and were eating away the levee at a rate

which no one cared to compute. A small army of men had

hastened to the point of attack, and with a zeal born of des-

peration were now giving battle for the safety of a thousand

homes.

The ultimate source of the danger was not difficult to guess,

and in its magnitude it was appalling. The warm weather of

the last few days had melted the snows of the Sierras with un-

precedented rapidity, and was now sending their waters forth

upon their resistless race across the peaceful valley and out

through the Golden Gate to the broad Pacific. When we looked

away to the east and beheld the vast mountain range, still

snow-clad along the whole of its mighty summit, and realized

the immensity of the reservoirs whose gates were being opened

upon us, there was ample reason for alarm. Our own house,

though upon slightly rising ground, was by far the lowest in

point of location for miles around. Our position was critical ;

and, when, in return for our hospitality the boatman invited us

to go with him to Sacramento, we were glad to accept.

Indeed, our opportunity came none too soon. At about half

past three o'clock there was a new awakening of the waters all

about us. Currents were born where before there had been

stagnation. The water line, which was fully five feet below the

level of our floors, began to advance in little jerky leaps. It

held its new footing
—then leaped again. There could be no mis-

taking its meaning.
At shortly after four o'clock, my mother, my five-year-old
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sister, and myself, embarked with the boatman for the city.

Maxwell was to look to the cattle, and if worst came to worst,

the old horse-trough would see him to one of the higher hills.

By six o'clock, as we afterward learned, the water was a foot

deep over the floor of the room in which we had discussed the

advisability of our flight. When one remembers that the flood

was spreading- over hundreds of square miles, he will at least

faintly comprehend the volume of water which the Sierras

dashed from their rugged sides on that momentous day.

The first half hour of our journey is memorable only for the

strange impression produced upon my mind by the wild song of

the waters. There was the sharp treble of the current as it

split itself against the bow of our boat. But back of the treble

was a dull, ominous bass that seemed to come from everywhere,
and filled me with an ever-increasing sense of something im-

pending
—something so vast and powerful as fairly to startle my

imagination. I have never since experienced exactly the same

feeling. Even the roar of the angry ocean has something of

location and magnitude which one can comprehend ;
but this

seemed a part of the very atmosphere, and illimitable.

Once, when the feeling was strong upon us, my mother's eyes

and mine involuntarily sought the face of the boatman. He,
even more than ourselves, must realize the magnitude of that

vague oncoming danger. He met our gaze with neither smile

nor look of special gravity. We awaited his words much as the

old Greek must have listened for the deliverance of his Oracle.
' '

It's lucky for us, ma'am, that we've plenty of water.

There's nothing that's more peskerin' to us watermen than mud
flats an' shoals, an' there was a vasty lot 'o 'em as I came down,
the mornin'."

Not a very impressive deliverance, perhaps, but it was enough.
There was all the power of unconscious courage in his voice,

and it stilled the fears of one woman and two small children.

Not only was he wholly unawed by the angry element all

about us, but there was something even of friendship in his

manner, born no doubt of long and familiar companionship.
When he found the current becoming too strong or impatient, he

would gently veer this way or that to avoid a contest, just as

one might move along a crowded thoroughfare. Even when he

was forced to meet strength with strength, there seemed a quaint

touch of deference in his manner.

At length we drew near those highlands where, two miles be-

low the present city, General Sutter first thought to plant his

infant colony. Between them and the eastern bank of the Sacra-

mento river runs a narrow belt of low land, and here it was
that we met the forefront of the mountain flood. Against its
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terrific force neither courag-e nor skill could for one moment
avail. Our approach had been watched by a group of refugees

whose signals warned us of a danger which as yet we could not

see. Startled b)^ the violence of their gestures we hastily landed

upon the lee shore of the island. A dozen willing hands seized

our boat and dragged it rods beyond the grasp of the hungry
flood. Then, from the brow of the hill, we looked upon such a

fury of waters as none of us are ever like to see again.

As the torrent swept down from the north, it was checked by
the sturdy hillside and hurled over upon itself to pass through
the narrows to the west as best it might. Within these narrows

was a mighty chaos. There were neither waves, nor eddies, nor

currents—only furious waters writhing and tumbling and roar-

ing and hissing, as in the pain of some formless conflict. The

sweep of the storm-born wave of the Atlantic, or the fierce rush

of the whirlpool below Niagara, is calm and orderly compared
with the madness of that scene. I remember how, as we looked

upon it, a small frame house—some farmer's granary, wrenched

from its foundations and now rushing madly seaward—was

swept into its very center. For perhaps five minutes it was
hurled and buffeted and tossed about like a tiny cork in a boil-

ing caldron, now wholly submerged, and now again cast drip-

ping into the air.

Presently we were aroused by the boatman, who touched my
mother upon the shoulder. With the aid of a dozen men he had

carried his boat across the island and launched her again for the

final effort. Dusk was already falling, but away to the north

we could see the outlying cottages of the city, and between us

and them was the great swelling flood. Upon its surface were

no giant waves nor savage whirlpools, but it was all one broad,

hostile, and seemingly omnipotent current.

Those about us tried to dissuade my mother from going fur-

ther, and there was certainly good reason for their protest.

Yet against the physical dangers before us, was that singular

power—a strong human personality. The boatman still looked

into the face of the flood without a tremor, and neither were we
afraid. With a mighty shout and a mighty shove the men
started our boat on its way.
The stroke of the oars was longer now, and finished with a

snap that held our headway while the feathered blades again

swept forward. I was at the bow as lookout, to give warning
of drifting logs that were more and more impeding our prog-

ress. Often we had to turn aside to avoid their thrusts, and

once we were even compelled to run with the flood to avoid

a great tree whose bare jagged branches threatened to

ensnare us. Occasionally, too, we heard through the dusk the

&
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complaining- voice of some inhabitant of the barnyard, borne

swiftly by on a floating coop or panel of broken fence.

Finally we reached the "R" street levee, which guards the

city on the south. Now, however, as the enemy had entered

from the north, the southern levee served but to impede its on-

ward rush to the sea. Along the top of this levee lay the iron

rails of the Sacramento Valley Railroad, and over these the

water was pouring in a long, surf-like ridge. A single effort

demonstrated the impossibility of passing this double breast-

work of iron and flood, and, with all his power of limb and

will, our sturdy guardian must be fast approaching the limit of

human endurance.

He turned to the west. Afterward we knew that his thought
had been to pull out into the Sacramento River and attempt to

reach the city front. As the largest steamboats on the river

were that day powerless to stem the current, it is inconceivable

that even he could have succeeded.

Happily, however, before half the distance had been made we
found a break in the levee. Through it the water was pouring
with that smooth, steady motion which one is apt to notice in

the broad and endless belts of some great factory. Into this

river we dashed without a word or a moment of hesitation.

Then came the supreme effort. With a toss of his head the

boatman seemed to throw to the winds that half deference

which until now had been so noticeable in his every motion.

Now it was battle royal between the man and the elements.

For myself, I must confess to such bewilderment that not only
did I lose all sense of motion, but the whole situation was fast

becoming- unreal. For a few moments I heard the oars rattling-

in the iron rowlocks with a speed and power that suggested

steam, rather than human strength. Then my mother uttered

some exclamation that I could not catch. The boat turned

sharply to the right. A few more powerful strokes and we
were floating easily within the city and beyond the sweep of

the outgoing current. The boatman unshipped his faithful

oars, removed his hat, drew a long breath of relief and, leaning

over, began to bathe his face in the cold mountain water.

Twenty minutes later, the boat entered the office of the old

Sacramento Union and floated at ease, its gunwale tapping the

edge of the long business counter in a most business-like fashion.

The active adventures of the day were past. My father was
summoned and we were soon ensconced in a convenient hotel,

there to await the subsidence of the worst flood which had
visited the valley of the Sacramento within the memory of the

oldest of its English-speaking inhabitants.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE TIGER AND THE ALIEN.
By ELWYN IRVING HOFFMAN.

ih day an' all night, year in an' year out, thet
ol' river growls an' roars over its rocks, like a

tiger over its prey."
It was Clark speaking, and we were coming

down the trail to Rice's Crossing, where Clark
was going to collect a bill from Ah Pong, an
old Chinaman who kept a small store there.

"
These pig-tails must have a daisy life of it,"

he continued,
"
a-stayin' down here all th' year 'round, seein'

nothin' but them ol' hills and hearin' nothin' but th' everlastin'

roar, roar, roar of thet ol' river. Jest look at it
"

We stopped on the bend of the trail and looked down into the
canon which lay below us. There flowed the river—dirty and
hoarse-voiced, with a narrow ribbon of gray gravel and gray
boulders on either side

; and, rising above them, the steep,

shaggy mountains.
"'Taint very lively surroundin's for human bein's, now, is

it ?
" And Clark grasped a branch of sinewy chaparral to swing

himself down the rough trail again.
"No, they 're not," I said, "but you know, Clark, some peo-

ple don't consider Chinamen as human beings."
"Yes, I know thet, but 'taint so. They 're just as human as

anybody ; only we don't savvy 'em. I guess if we lived in China
awhile, and could talk their lingo, we'd find 'em pretty near like

other folks. I've had a good deal to do with Chinamen, 'an I

tell you straight, I know some that are a darned sight whiter
than some white men. Now, here 's ol' Pong down here. I've

known him fur years, an' there aint a better feller in the State
than ol' Pong. Two years ago I was mighty sick up home—
had th' grippe, or somethin' of that sort, I guess. Anyway, I

was in bed an' felt too blamed measly to git out. Didn't have
no medicine, or nuthin', an' nobody over at th' Oregon House
knowed I was sick. Well, one day a Chinaman who works down
here—Lee Sing by name—come up to buy a few chickens of me,
an' when he went back he told Pong, I guess, fur up th' ol' fel-

ler come. Come that very day
—with a lot o' Chinee medicine ;

herbs an' things. I was a leetle ticklish about takin' such queer
heathenish stuff

; but ol' Pong seemed to know what he was
doin', so when he got his doses fixed up fur me I swallered 'em
down. Will 3'ou believe it

—them queer drinks jest straightened
me up as fine as a fiddle ! First, I went to sleep ;

an' when I

woke up 'bout ten o'clock thet night, I didn't have no fever, an'

I felt pretty spry. Ol' Pong, the heathen, was squatted down
by th' fire when I woke up, smokin' his ol' long-stemmed pipe^
an' gazin' at th' coals—I could see him from where I lay

—an' he

jest grinned all over when I told him how much better I felt.

He fixed up another dose fur me, an' when I'd got thet stowed

away he said he guessed he'd go home. So he went, an' I dozed
off to sleep again ;

an' next day when he come back I was movin'
'round th' house. It was villainous stuff he give me, but it

knocked th' grippe higher 'n a kite. I've always had a sneakin'

sort o' friendship fur ol' Pong ever since on thet account. Pijf-
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tails, like Injuns, ain't much good as a rule, but once in awhile
you find one thet ain't bad."
We had reached the bed of the river by this time

;
and I real-

ized what Clark was trying- to get at when he had spoken of the
"everlastin' roar " of the river, and the

"
ol' hills." I tried to

imagine how it would seem to live there all the year around, hear-

ing nothing save the river—seeing nothing save the hills and a
narrow belt of sky above them. And that sky 1 As Clark put it

presently
—"A man never realizes how far he is from heaven

till he gits away down in some God-forsaken hole like this."

Old Pong's store is set in among the trees at the mouth of a

deep ravine. Down that ravine, fed by numberless springs,
tinkles a small stream of water, and this has been led out

through troughs to moisten the ground around the cabin and
make a garden grow. And how it grows ! Coming up the
trail through the hot white sand and the gray boulders, the

sight of it is good for the eyes. Clark and I stopped when we
got inside the rickety fence that enclosed it and looked at it—
Clark with the eye of a dealer in produce, perhaps ;

but I with
a sense of refreshment. The Chinese beans, run up on willow
stakes, turned broad green leaves to the sun, and their long
fruit—looking like tiny emerald-hued snakes—hung thickly
under.

" or Pong savvysgardenin,'
" remarked Clark, as we went on

towards the store, "1 jest wish I could do as well."

Pong met us at the door—a small, weazen-faced Chinaman in
soiled garments, and with greasy queue. Clark greeted him
with a loud

"
Hello, Pong !

" which was answered by a nod and
a grin ;

but I noticed that neither the motion of the head nor
the facial contortion denoted much geniality. The thing was
explained b}^ Pong's first words, however.
"You no makem much noise," he requested,

"
Lee Sing bwelly

sick.
"

From the interior of the cabin—dark as it seemed, more from
the atmosphere being laden with such as came from the strange
foreign things that gave a density to the nameless odors of the

place, than to a lack of light
—there came (as Pong spoke) a

series of groans and cries which unmistakably evidenced a wan-
dering mind.

" He in there," explained Pong, motioning to the rear. "Two
week now he been bwelly sick. I thinkee so he worse today

—
he talk alle same dam fool—me no savvy.""

What's the matter with him ?
"

Pong shook his head. "I no know. Two week 'go he no

feelgood. He go to bed. He no get up. Me fixem med'cine—
no help him. Alle time git worse."

Clark made a step towards the door. Pong noticed it.

"You likee see ?
"

Clark said
"
yes," and we went in. Lee Sing lay in a narrow

wooden bunk in a cuddy-hole of a room at the back end of the
store. He was dressed just as he had been when he came
in from work the day he was taken ill, except that his

heavy miners' boots had been removed from his feet. The
Chinese do not, as a rule, remove their clothing when they go to
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bed; probably because they use but little covering. Lee Singf
had few bed clothes—one old gray blanket, tossed into a roll,

being all we could see. The block of wood the Chinese use as a
head-rest was at the top of the bunk, but the sick man's head had
slipped from it ; and there he lay, stretched out on the matress-
less bunk, silent save for his heavy breathing, or threshing
about, talking and waving his arms in delirium.
"He no likee libber," explained Pong as Lee Sing burst into

another fit of wild raving, "he say tak' 'em away—alle time

say tak' 'em away. Libber alle time makem big noise—never
shut up—big noise alle day, alle night

—
fi' year now he hear

libber makem big noise. He bwelly sick—he no likee.""
Sing been here five years ?

"
I asked.

Pong nodded.
*'
Fi' year he mine on libber. I know Sing long time 'go in

China. I lite Sing, he lite me ;
fi' year 'go he come out San

Flancisco. Then he come up here."
" He got any family back in China—any wife ?

"

Pong nodded vigorously.
"Oh, yeh ! He ketchem one wife—one boy; oh, my God, he

plitty li'l fella ! I see—I go back China two year 'go, I see

Sing's wife
—

Sing's mudder—Sing's fader. They all bwelly poor—no ketchem muchee shirt, no ketchem muchee chow-chow. I

feel bwelly soUy. I give Sing's mudder twenty dolla, buy chow-
chow, buy shirt. I tell Sing when I come back. He feel bwelly
bad. One, two, thlee day he stay cabin, he no say nothin'. He
want go back China. He no can. He want send his mudder
money—he no ketchem money. He dig, dig, dig alle day ; he
just makem chow-chow. Bwelly poor diggin's on libber now.

Long time 'go Chinyman makem heap gold
—havem big sack

gold. Now—"
old Pong threw up his hands with a gesture of

despair,
"
he makem chow-chow, he do plitty well !

"

You think Sing get well ?
" we asked.

Pong looked at his patient sadly
—"Ah, my God, he bwelly

sick. I think so he no go back China now, he die."

He did. But a few minutes after Pong's verdict was rendered,
Sing's breath began to come in short gasps and the eyes to glaze
over ; and while we yet stood there, we heard the death gurgle
in his throat, and knew it was all over for the little alien man
on this far foreign shore.

Old Pong sent up a sharp cry when he saw that Sing
—Sing

whom he had known "long time 'go in China"—was dead. Then
presently the little hut was filled with Chinamen, a dozen
different punks were lighted, and with the weird smell of these,
and an incessant nasal jabbering from the dead man's friends,
the ceremony of death was begun.
We did not stay to watch it. The dark, dingy room with its

smoke-blackened walls seemed to grow darker and dingier, and
the air more stiflingly close. So we passed out through the

store and into the open air again. The up-river wind seemed
like a breath of heaven to us as we walked down the winding
trail through the garden, out of the little gate, and turned
towards the homeward road.
"All day, an' all night, year in an' year out, thet ol' river
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growls an' roars over its rocks like a tig-er over its prey
—"

Clark's words came back to me with a new signilScance. And
even when we had climbed to the top of the mountain, and the
thunder of the water came only in dull, intermittent blasts,
I seemed to hear the words repeated in my brain :

All day and all night . . . growls an' roars ... a

tiger over its prey."
San Francisco, Cal.

THE YOUNG LEADER.
By MARY AUSTIN.

|OD said, "Although the land is young
My people have grown weary-wise.

To wag the smooth, excusing tongue
And watch with easy, tolerant eyes.

Although," He said,
"
the land is strong

And not yet come to her full prime,

My people jostle cheeks with wrong
They might have conquered in good time.

"Less careful of the goal they grow
Observing those who walk beside,

To line up soothly they forego

The purchase of the younger stride.

Too wise they grow for hero work
;

And pride ful sophistries of ease

That else they trampled in the murk.
Now swathe like weeds about their knees.

"One need I in this strong young land

Whose heart shall with the land's heart beat,

To give my people to his hand

And time their marching to his feet.

They lag before their work is done

Like over-fed and aging men.
Now will I find them such an one

To make the pace for them again."

And so God set the cunning gin
Of place and hour and human stress

To let the younger leaven in

To work His will out in the press.

Not as men choose, but as God sends—
We have no right of pride in this—

Since one such sending makes amends

For many choosings gone amiss.

Independence, Cal.
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EARLY \VrESTERN HISTORY.
From Documents never before published in English.

Diary of Junipero Serra ; McK. 28-J\ine 30, 17t>9.

V.

[CONCI.UDED.]

N the 16th we stopped here for greater refreshment of the beasts, and

today early in the morning the Sergeant and another Soldier with

some Indians afoot have gone on ahead in search of watering-places
for tomorrow and days following. Six Soldiers that today all day, guarding
and pasturing the beasts, have examined more the place in said direction

of the North, [say] it seems to them a weak expression to found a Mission,
but a City of San Antonio de Padua. And [they said that] mounted to the top

of a hill near the rushing arroyo, they have seen the Sea through a valley

that said arroyo follows, and it seemed tQ them about four leagues distant.

They have found Heaps of some savory seeds, that the Gentiles eat, and I

have tried them, and they have tasted to me very good ; [they have found]
a large batea [flat bowl] lof clay covered with grass, sewed very strong,
and other potsherds of finer clay smooth and delicate which imitates and
resembles that of Guadalaxara, but the Gentiles have not let themselves

be seen,

34. On the 17tji we continued to advance, and on leaving the plain I have

seen that the one side of the hill has enough stone with which the settlers

of San Antonio can be supplied ; and passing ahead there is some more.

We have climbed and descended all through an oak-grove, not at all level,

but not toilsome, and at one o'clock we have discovered a very spacious

Valley of more than a league, and in part of such verdure that on not

knowing in what land I find myself, I would have taken it, without the

least doubt, for planted. We descended to it, and we found an enramada

made, and the place for stopping marked, by the diligence of the

Sergeant, from whom we also found a letter put there, in which he gave
us news of all; and at his asking, this place was called San Antenogenes
Bishop and Martyr, his especial patron, whose feast was yesterday, on

which he arrived here with his people. There is here a spring-pool of

water somewhat more than tepid, and thus as it goes trickling down the

arroyo it is drinkable for the animals, nor would the people leave it, but

that on a hill in the interior of the same plain, there offers a small pool,

also a Spring of water, fresh and good. In regard to the rest we do not

know from where so much verdure comes to the place, because we have
not found other watering-place for it, in spite of diligence having been

made, and that various places seem to indicate it indubitably. In fine, I

believe that if the places for Missions were scarce, this would not remain
without entering in the number. But on account of its nearness to San
Antonio it can serve either as pueblo de Visita, or second ranch, or as

those who manage it shall dispose. Or perhaps it may be some day a

mining Camp, if these hills pay as they promise [como pinian, quintan],
35. On the 18th we set out after eating, and at the time of starting two of

the three Indians ran away from us, that I said on the 14th remained to us

from the Mission of San Borja, without our knowing the reason. Thus
little by little we go losing our Companions more necessary than some

think, as only he who sees it from near could form a worthy conception of

how they work, ill fed, and without salary. The Day's Journey was of

three hours, all over hills. We, on turning our back on many, and the
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Contra Costa, were shown other new ones, and more' high. At '"last we
halted in a declivity of an arroyo very populated with thick oaks, already
with the previous news that this night we would not have more water than

that which we brought in bags of skin from the preceding place, motive

why in the morning we were slow even after Mass, so that the beasts

should set out satiated with water. However, seeing, after having
arrived, that the oak-clad arroyo offered some dampness, we wished to try
fortune in opening a water-hole

; some water ran out, and seeing that it

was a little thing for the animals, we consoled ourselves that it would
serve for the people, and wishing to drink it, it appeared brackish. But
at last we left this improvement to the birds, that soon met [there],

and some poor gentiles that may pass there, before it is swallowed up
again by the sand and fallen leaves. This place, which it seems offers

enough pasture, and at times is not so dry, we will call San Gervasio.

These two last days we have not seen gentiles, but plenty of tracks of

them.

36. On the 19th we set out early in the morning, and now all was

climbing and descending over barrancas and hills. On conquering the

first hill we have come to another arroyo of oaks and some Sycamores,
also dry [the arroyo], even in its slopes like the preceding one where we

slept. And on the road I have said that it should be called San Porthasio

to accompany its brother, that was not far [away]. And thus interpo-

lating with hills and arroyos, all dry although leafy, we have passed all of

today's walk, which has been of a little more than three hours, and the

last has been tacking in the direction of the south to reach the watering-

place, which the Sergeant who goes on ahead with this duty and work has

explored for us and notified us [about] . And [at] this of today there was
more to do than the finding it, as he had to work digging it out and fix it.

With the care and the prudence that the beasts should go down little by
little, they have all been able to drink to satisfaction, and here we have re-

ceived his paper that he has already explored three Days' Journeys more,
and that he has been in some anxiety among a crowd of armed gentiles,

but with all he has treated, and remained in peace. This place that is very
like the preceding one with the difference of having water, we call Santa

Michaelina, or Miguelina. On today's Journey a servant of the Senor

Governor, of the Genoese nation and of the office of Cook has demon-
strated the valor of his sword by running it through a she burro, and leav-

ing her dead at his feet, because she got in front and retarded the walking
of his beast of burden. And the said Seiior Governor being assured of the

burricide by eye witnesses, and confession of the culprit, deprived him of

office, commanded that his Arms should be taken away, and he condemned
him to follow the expedition on foot, and that he should pay for the burro

in quadruplum, that is for forty pesos. Here a beautiful mare gave birth

to a little mule, and considering that the tender little animal could not fol-

low the other beasts, the Indians appropriated it, and promptly skinned

it, and put in pieces on the fire, and began to regale themselves with its

fresh and tender meat. Much good may it do them.

37. On the 20th we continued our walk, that was of five hours, all along

barrancas, at once toilsome climbs and descents, without the least rest. At

one o'clock, from an eminence, we saw the desired Sea of the Contra Costa,

and at the end of a Day's Journey we stopped on its shore, because it was

now all level as far as the Sea. In places [there was] pasture, although
without water to drink as well for the rational as for the irrational [that is,

men and beasts] . We recognized this place to be the one that the Maps
and charts call the f^nsenada de Todos Santos.
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38. On the 21st we proceeded, following- the direction of the shore from
Northeast to Southwest, and along- a road all level, except a barranca

that offers in the Middle, that is not a thing of anxiety. After walking
two hours and a half we arrived at the comer of said bay, and we stopped
distant from the sea about a gun shot. It is a beautiful place, full of good
land, and on its side near the hills, which are not very high, leafy with

many trees along the banks of an arroyo, that at present carries no water :

but of this, and good, there is abundance that could suffice for a City,

only that it is in various large wells and these are low, though not very.

If a way can be found to apply this water for irrigation, or on searching
for it above in its origin, there could be made a great planting. Aside

from this the land is all very dressed up in green grass, and it shows it has

sufficient moisture, and that it is a place where it rains. That is, that the

places invites [to the founding- of a] Mission, that with the nearness to the

Sea, and it being a gentle coast, with such a beautiful bay, it could give and

receive from the Navigators, consolation and utilities. And as it seems to

be a long time before dedicating a place to Most Holy Mary, my Mother

and Saint, and because we are in the days of the visit or pilgrimage in the

Mountains of Judea, I said that we should call this site the Visitation, or

Nuestra Senora la Peregrina, [our Lady the Pilgrim], because this is the

day of her feast in the Metropolitan College of Old Spain, and as venera-

tion of her in the College of San Fernando is not lacking, thanks to a Re-

ligious Missionary, he asked the favor that she should ruli>'thus, to bring
the Lady into this Enterprise, and [have her] be one of those of the expe-
dition ; and he promises to said Mission, if God preserves his life, a hand-

some painting [of her] for her worship and veneration. All agreed with

much pleasure in the first, and the second the Reverend Father President

promised me. Here we met with the Sergeant, who having walked a

Day's Journey more, came to tell us about the land, and to take food to

pass on ahead.

On the 22nd we were at rest so that the animals should get their fill of

eating and drinking. The rational [the people] also thought to have their

refreshment with fishing and hunting, but neither the hunters nor the

fishers caught even a fish, nor the former hit even one sure shot at the

jack rabbits and cotton tails that were crossing the plain. The Senor

Governor and I refreshed ourselves with chia-water, owed to the Gentiles,

that having arrived before, to see the Sergeant, came also to us, giving us

with joviality great pleasure and consolation, such as we had not had till

here.

39. On the 23d we set out from the place, going round a row of hills

that form this side of the bay, and in less than an hour of traveling we
found ourselves again on the Shore of the Sea, and along it we proceeded

'

tne rest of the way, that in all was of three hours and a half, all good road

and level, of stiff land, until meeting with a hill that ends inside of the

sea itself, and has at its foot a very green meadow, with various pools of

water, sweet and good, and here we have passed the night. Right here a

numerous rancheria of Gentiles lives, with whom we have been with the

greatest pleasure. Their beautiful figure, deportment and affability and

joyousness have enamored us all. They have given us fish and mussels,

have gone with their little canoes to fish on purpose for us, have danced

for us, in their manner, and they told us we should sleep here two nights.

Ail we said to them in Castilian they repeated to us with all clearness. In

fact all the Gentiles have pleased me but these in especial have stolen my
heart from me. Only the Mules have caused them astonishment and much

fear, and being among us very confident, if they saw Mules draw near.
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they all trembled, and said "

Mula, Mula," as they had heard us call them,
and they wished to go, until some one got up to scare them [the mules]

away. This place it appears cannot be of use for anything except what it

now serves for, which is for a rancheria which we will call, in memory,
• Rancheria de San Juan. The women go very honestly covered, but the

men naked like the others [Indians] in totum. They wear their Quiver
over the Shoulder. As they are usually described, they wear a kind of

Crown of Beaver Skin, or of other fine fur, on their head. [They wear] the

hair cut, in the form of perruque, and plastered with white clay with

some cleanliness. May God give them that of the soul. Amen.
40. On the 24th of the Holy Precursor San Juan, after'Mass, and a rem-

nant of tianquGZ [the Aztec word for market] the soldiers and Gentiles

were trading little white handkerchiefs, which they greatly crave, for va-

rious strings of fresh fish, in which they well showed themselves not to be

a bit fools, because if the handkerchief was small, also the fish were less

that they gave for it, without haggling or disputes doing anj' good. And
if the cloth were a half larger, they corresponded to- it with a doubled quan-

tity of their fish. We took leave of such good people. "We set out following
our road, that today was of four hours and a half, in the direction of the

-vNorth, leaving the Sea behind us at the setting out. We walked along
a very rocky arroyo, and then we undertook to climb a very steep and rocky
hill. After about an hour of walking the sea showed itself to us again.
It looked near, but was quite far if we tried to get near it. We crossed a

very leafy arroyo of sycamores and oaks, but without water. At last over

various rises and hills we came to a very large valley with fine pasture
and trees at its ends, with its good arroyo and pool of good water; a site, as

it appears, for another very good mission, that we call San Juan Bautista.

We slept under a very corpulent oak, and here we lacked . the privilege

of California of the exemption of fleas, because we were covered with

them and some ticks. We had an abundance of Gentiles as well along
the road (for we passed near a rancheria, and, all without being called,

they came out to greet us), as after our arrivals those from another near-by

place and those from that [place] on the road came to us, no less pleasant
than those past. And asking them, among other things, if they wished

that I should remain with them there, they told me yes. It gave me great

grief to see these Gentiles, so many souls and so 'domestic, and to have to

leave them. It was a great affliction to me.

41. On the 25th after Mass and the other things that offered, we set out

ahead, and along a very difficult road, the most of it in sight of the sea.

At the end of three hours and a half, that the Day's Journey lasted today,

we came to discover [explore, as descubrir was often used] the valley where

we stopped. But the descent to it was most long and very steep. It

seemed more like sliding than walking, and all the earth so movable that

it seemed dust, in which the beasts stuck. But at last we finished it, and

we halted in the bottom of a luxuriant plain, that already appears like a

Mission formed, not only on account of the arrangement of the place, but

also on account of the many huts of the Gentiles that are scattered over it.

[There is] much land with great verdure, much water, many trees, and

from a very large pool that is in the middle of the place, proceeds an

estuary that goes to empty into the Sea, which is in sight through an open-

ing that the hills make in front, although at sight it appears that its shore

would be two leagues distant. Many pieces of land are full of Rushes and

tules, and among the willows [there are] many grape-vines. On the North

side a caiiada issues that afterwards divides into various arms, according

to the variable disposition of the hills, and it is all thick with trees, large
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and leafy. To all it seemed an excellent site for a Mission, better than any
of the preceding-. I called it San Juan Capistrano. Along the road we saw

jack-rabbits, cottontail rabbits and herds of antelope. But g-reater was the

number pf poor sheep wandering- in such great quantities of Gentiles of both

sexes, and of all ages, that not only do not flee from us like others at the be-

ginning, but stick to us as well along the road as after [we have] arrived

at the stopping-place, as if all their lives they had known us and treated

with us ; so there is no heart for leaving them thus. I invite all of them
to San Diego. May God fetch them to us there, or bring them ministers

who shall guide them to heaven in their own land, as it is, and He has

conceded it to them so good and gladsome.
42. On the 26th, we continued ahead, and the first thing was to climb a

most high hill. Afterward very long mesas followed for us, of such height
that we seemed to have under our feet all the most high hills that on all

sides offered themselves to our sight. Now hills, slopes, and barrancas of-

fered, and at the end of five hours, that the Day's Journey today lasted, we
saw that we had to descend to a depth so great and so precipitous, that it

gave one the horrors to look at it. All the world dismounted
;
and half

walking and half dragging, falling and getting up, we descended to the

valley not less luxuriant than the preceding site. It is near the sea where
the coast is wild, although somewhat furtner above, but on the shore it

makes a kind of bay, where the waves break gently. It is also a precious

place, although its same great feracity must make its culture costly, be-

cause in the place where the tule and rush swamps are that cover much
distance, there is a large piece of land (aside from that which is a large

grove), very full of green stalks, osiers, and other innumerable [things]

that I do not know, so that among them a man on horseback cannot be

seen, although he raises his arms well. On account of so much thickness

the place was not examined, except that in which a watering place for the

beasts was found, and to get water for the people. In regard to the rest,

we only examined the vicinity of the sea where there are several very large

pools of water, some salt, others brackish, and others sweet and good.
But that which will cause the expense, if the place is founded, will be the

water that must be looked for above, which there is no doubt will be found,

since the verdure of the place comes from there, and the supply of water in

the tanks, and in the upper tulares. There is a level place somewhat high
and spacious, very appropriate for the location of a town, away from all

dampness and with the water and fields near. We call this place San Fran-

cisco Solano with the confidence that under the patronage of the Holy

Apostle of the Spanish Indies, such a multitude of Gentile Indians as

have come together here to us will be reduced to the bosom of the church.

Although we have seen so many, we had not seen until here so many to-

gether. And of their affability I cannot find a worthy description. Be-

sides innumerable men, a great number of women and children sat in a cir-

cle around me and one (of the women) wished that I should take one of the

children in my arms awhile. It was a nursing child, and thus I held it

with good wishes to baptize it, until I returned it. I make the sign of the

cross on all of them, and I make them say Jesus Maria. I give them what

I can, I caress them as best I can, and thus we are passing on, as now there

is no way of doing better work. That which may be feared from these

poor things, and cause suspicion, and oblige one to go among them with

some caution is the great desire or mania which they manifest for anything
of cloth or any little trifle that they imagine conduces to their adornment.

Food they little care for, because they are stuffed, and accordingly are

fat ; and the Seiior Governor would like most of them for Grenadiers, on
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account of their lofty stature. But for any little cloths of colors, or for any
cloth, they are capable of becoming- beside themselves, as the phrase is, and
overrun everything. When I give them anything to eat they usually tell

me with very clear signs [that they do] not [wish] that, but to give
them my habit, and they catch me by the sleeve. If I had conceded it to

all who have proposed this to me, there would be quite a big enough com-

munity of Gentile friars. That which I wish I could fix well in their hearts

is the indui mini Dnunt Jesum christum. May that most providential Senor
and Father that dresses the birds with feathers, the hills with grass, &c.,
concede it to them. Amen. I note here on account of what was seen on
the Day's Journey following, that if this place seems too costly to culti-

vate on account of what has been expressed, at less than a league's dis-

tance, following the Coast, another green valley offers, that also ends at

the Sea with a gentle Coast, along whose center a great estuary is seen

running down to near the Sea, close to the water. In case that close to the

Sea it is salt, it is most credible it would not be, if it were held above ;

whence it appears it could irrigate all the plain, which is also very pleas-

ant, and without that thicket of brush like the preceding. And granted
that two Missions will not be put in a distance of a league, both places can
be used for one, and choose for the settlement that which best pleases them.

43. On the 27th we set out early in the morning, already notified by our

Sergeant that the Day's Journey was long. But all this gentility was

present at our setting out, and men and women went following us along
the road. The Journey was all along the bank of the sea, the land all level,

but so full of ravines or barrancas of pure earth (that the water of the torrents

of the neighboring hills has formed) running down to the sea, that it was for

me one of the most molestful Day's Journeys that we have had. It lasted

six hours and something over. Along said road aside from the place that I

have mentioned with its estuary, we saw the land to be thick with good
mescales, that now for a long time we had not seen. But I think that these

Gentiles think little of them, on account of the abundance of fish, and
other foods. Also there is in this and in the three preceding stopping

places an abundance of Nopales [^Cactus opuntia'\ and tunas [prickly pears],

a thing that was little seen in the preceding [country] . Also we saw on

the Sea at times two, four and five rafts of tule like little Canoes, fishing
boats of gentile fishermen, and well out to sea—a thing that we had begun
to see since the 21st in the place of the Visitation of Our Lady although
one alone, sunken in the earth. Along the road this day the Indians made
us fear some double intention, because following us in great numbers,

although with friendly bearing and demonstrations, they made their skir-

mishings bj' separating into two divisions, one on each side of the road;

and as they did not leave their bow and arrows from their hands, they

might attempt some daring act. And at the same time all the Women left

us, so that crossing among the Mules, Soldiers, and Muleteers, without

there being a way to part them nor content them, because they responded
to everything with a roar of laughter, and they continued in the same

[way] tunning like hinds. And now when no Gentile man at all was .seen,

they appeared suddenly in multitudes with their accustomed yells. But at

last the men and the women tired and we proceeded. These latter and

those of the two preceding places, either had none, or soon lost, the fear of

the mules. We arrived at the stopping place, which is a valley not very

large nor very small, with its good arroyo through the center among tule

swamps, and all it and its declivities very abundant in good pasture, close

to the sea, and very beautiful, which we called San Bembenuto. We had

just arrived when two gentiles from a rancheria near there came to greet
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us. And soon after having- greeted us one ran [off] and soon returned

bringing- upon some green herbs with all neatness a good piece of fish

roasted, which, when the Seiior Governor and I tried it, did not not taste

very well to us. And we proceeded, and at the same time he presented in

a xicara [basket] to us—one of those [baskets] which they make of grasses,
and that here they call

" Coras"—a great portion of powders which at first

sight looked to me like dark earth, and the gentile seeing that we did not

appreciate them, took a pinch of them, and he put them near our noses,
that we should smell them ; and its fragrance was so agreeable, and after-

wards its taste, that it seemed like nothing but a mixture of spices ground.
It turned out that we sprinkled the roasted fish with the powder, and it

seemed as if we were eating it with clove and pepper. In a short while more
and more gentile men, Women and children Gathered about us, until [it

became such] a great number that I did not count it. Their affability now
declined to familiarity, for if in sign of affection we put our hands on their

heads or shoulder, they did the same to us, and if they saw us seated, there

they sat close to us, and always with the mania that we should give them

everything they saw, without stopping at little things. They begged my
habit from me, from the Governor his leather jacket, waistcoat, breeches,
and all he had on, and thus to the rest. Even they bothered me enough to

give them my spectacles. And because for one whose actions it seemed to

me signified that I lend them to him to see what it was, and I took them off,

God knows what it cost me to recover them again, because he fled with

them. At last after a thousand difficulties I recovered them after they had
been in the hands of the Women who hankered for thetii Only things of

food they did not wish. In the afternoon two Gentiles were seen coming
anew in the distance, and that one of them had on a blue cotton. And as it

was a new thing until here, because we had not seen even a thread of

clothing, we waited his arrival with anxiety, as by the sign we all guessed
he was bearer of good news. So it was, because they told us that they
came from San Diego, where that clothing had been given to them, and
that although they had spent two days on the road, it was because they
had been detained in fishing. They gave us news of everything, although
much of that which they told us seemed to us incredible, such as that

there were two boats there, and so many Padres. And that which pleased
us most was their saying that they had met the Sergeant with his Com-

panion on the road, who, as I have said, went on ahead exploring sites and

watering places, for the regulation of the Day's Journeys, and that since

yesterday he would already be in San Diego. And thus it was.

On the 28th we were detained for a rest for the beasts, and that day in

the middle of the morning they advised us that they saw many people on
horseback coming, and in a short while the said Sergeant arrived with ten

soldiers more, of those of the first division of the Expedition, that by order

of the Seiior Captain Rivera came from the post of San Diego, to meet the

Seiior Governor and his suite, with fresh beasts, and letters that from the

two Padres Fray Juan Crespi and Fray Fernando Parron came to me. We
rejoiced, and we heard all that had passed on the boats, and the reason

why they were both there, and the 4 Padres, and the rest that there was
about everything ; these news livening in us, as in all, desires for our

arrival.

On the 29th early in the morning, the Governor with his servant and

eight Soldiers advanced ahead of us to arrive the same day at the Port of

San Diego ; and thus it was. I said Mass, and those who remained heard
it as so festal a day, and plenty of Gentiles saw it with much attention. In

the afternoon the Day's Journey of two hours and a half was made, now

1
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with Conductors from San Dieg-o, all along the Shore of the Sea, and

only the trouble of several Barrancas, like those of the preceding [Day's
Journey] although there were not so many. And we passed near a Ran-
cheria of Gentiles that is on a beautiful Mesa that looks like an Island, as

where the Sea does not bathe it, a barranca surrounds it. As soon as the

Gentiles saw us, they came to us begging us that we should go to stop on
said Mesa near their huts, but its seemed to us better to take a place on
the other side of the barranca, where there is another plain, with plenty of

room. And there they all came to visit us with much joyousness, and no
molestation

; and among them was he of the [blue] cotton of the preceding
stopping place ; and he told us that there was his House, and that he had

passed on ahead only to give us the News. But now he went as naked as

all. Inside of the barranca near the rancheria, the place has a medium
pool of water, sweet and good, from which they drink

;
and although our

animals could drink in it, we did not let them (since they had drank that

day) so as not to defile the watering place for the poor Gentiles, On both

sides, as well of our camp as that of the Indians, high hills surround the

place ; and thus it cannot be more than it is, and I called it Carcel de San
Pedro [Prison of Saint Pedro], whose feast we celebrated.

On the 30th we set out in the morning, and the first thing was to cross

the barranca, and surmount the opposite hill ; and after a little of climbings
and descents, a most long tract was discovered to us, of coast-plain that we
had to follow, keeping all the hills to the right. And along it [the coast]
was all this Day's Journey, that lasted four hours and a half ;

but there

were (and there are) so many barrancas that we had to pass, without being
able to elude nor go around the head of even one, since their direction was
from the mountains, that although I passed all of them praying, and trying
to do acts of conformity, etc., my heart came to be compressed much, see-

ing in each one the danger, and that at times on coming out of one it was
to [cross] soon without rest another. And once, asking the Conductors,

they responded that there still lacked many ; and it was thus true, as the

result proved. But, like things of this world, they came to an end ; and at

a little more than three hours of walking we arrived at a rancheria very
populous with gentiles. And although on account of being so tired, we
were inclined to stop, we were informed by the Sergeant that they were

insolent, and that for the interest they had in the clothing in which they
saw them dressed, they provoked him and his Companion, Cota, with

women, that they should sleep there ;
and because they resisted, they saw

themselves in great danger, and it was necessary for them to give them
the clothes that they had loose, such as serviettes, handkerchiefs, etc. For
this reason, and so that we might arrive better rested at San Diego the

day following, we passed on ahead with the intention of arriving at an-

other rancheria, distant some leagues, where there was sufiicient water,

although very inferior in quantity and quality to that which we left with
those troublous [people]. But as it was all level, and the conductors now
knew by the wind where the Port was, we took a straight cut, leaving on
the right hand the traveled road. And in a little more than an hour we
found that besides there being fine pasture land, there ran a beautiful

brook of good water, and there we stopped, without reaching the following
rancheria. This place neither the Sergeant, who [now] traveled the road

the third time, nor others who with this [trip] counted the fifth [time], had

seen, and we liked it very much. I say the fifth, because some Soldiers

had gone twice from the Real of San Diego for mescales to medicate the

sick.

[End of Fr. Serra's Diary of the journey from Loreio to San Diego.]
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\ CONTRADICTION IN POLICY.
By A. J. LAMOUREUX.

IGHTY-ONE years ago the editor of the North American
Review declared: "We have no concern with South
America ; we have no S)'mpathy, we can have no well

founded political sympathy with them." This was in 1821, two

years before President Monroe made his famous declaration of

policy. It should not be presumed that Editor Everett did not

fairly represent the great majority of our people, nor that he
was really hostile to the aspirations of the Spanish-American
colonies. There had never been any verj^ friendly relations be-

tween the American and Spanish colonists. They were sus-

picious of each other, they had been rivals in the race for trans-

atlantic possessions, and they had inherited a strong dislike for

one another. In our own struggle for independence they were

passive spectators, and we were indebted to them neither for

assistance, nor sympathy.
With our independence won, we had a multitude of problems

to solve, and history shows how many were the dijB&culties that

surrounded and obstructed their solution. We had no time for

the troubles of our neighbors, and especially for those with

whom we had never been on intimate terms. It was strictly

true that we had "no concern with South America," and equally
true that we had "no well founded political sympathy with

them." Our people were, for the most part, farmers, traders,

artizans, shopkeepers, and of other similar occupations ; and

among them there were but very few who had the time, educa-

tion and taste for international political speculation. Today
one may hear discussed at the humblest fireside the latest Bel-

grade scandal, the last riot in Moscow, the progress in diplo-

matic negotiations at Pekin, and the latest revolutionary outbreak

in South America ; then, the world was infinitely narrower and

the subjects of discussion rarely came from beyond the sea. The

day of newspapers, telegraphic news, steamship lines, railroads,

cheap and quick postal service, and modern service had not yet

come
;
there was nothing in the life our forefathers led to stim-

ulate their curiosity in regard to neighbors whose religion they
hated and feared, and whose character they disliked and des-

pised. Rebels though we were, we were thoroughly and intensely

English in those days, and the Englishman hated the Spaniard
with all the vigor of his strong nature. Independence had

given us a new political organization, but it left us as individ-

uals just where it found us. And for more than half a century

*Mr. Lamonrenx la one of the moat competent and reliable living anthoritiea touching
the eaKtern alope of Sonth America.—Ed
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we changed so little in character that the average citizen of

1821 was hardly different from his predecessor of 1774.

The changes which have made the average American what
he now is have come upon us since then, and they have sprung
from our unprecedented immigration, from the extraordinary
facilities for communication that we have enjoyed, from educa-

tion and invention, and from that unparalleled opportunity for

commercial and industrial development afforded by the unre-

stricted movement of men and merchandise between the States

forming our enormous territory.

The promulgation of the Monroe doctrine in 1823 introduced

a new factor into our national life, but it did not change our

character. Through the influence of some of our political

leaders, encouraged by England herself, we declared ourselves

opposed to the extension of European despotism on this conti-

nent. But even then we were as a people profoundly indifferent

to the situation in South America. President Monroe himself

had declared that it was
"
the true policy of the United States

to leave the parties to themselves "—that is, Spain and her re-

volted colonies—"
in the hope that other powers will pursue the

same course." Mr. Webster thought that the measure of our

interposition should depend on the distance from our shores of

the State threatened, "the distance of the scene of action dim-

inishing our apprehension of danger, and diminishing also our

means of effectual interposition." The liberties of the South

Americans, or their protection against European aggression
were of less importance in his eyes than the protection of our

own territory against the neighborhood of a hostile European
power. Like many other statesmen of his time, Mr. Webster

evidently looked upon the Monroe Doctrine as a policy for our

own protection, rather than for the protection of the new

Spanish-American republics. We were then comparatively

weak, and we still dreamed of old-world aggression. When the

Panama congress of 1826 was under discussion in Congress, the

lower house adopted a resolution declaring against our inter-

ference in South American affairs, even to protect them against

European agression, while a Senate committee at the same time

reported against association with the South American repub-

lics "for the discussion of common plans in any way affecting

European interests." We had declared our policy, but the

spirit of indifference still possessed us and we were not at all

inclined to act upon it unless our own national existence were

threatened.

To day the situation has very materially changed. We no

longer dream of European subjugation, and we fear no power
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on earth. Our scorn of danger from abroad is perhaps becom-

ing a source of national weakness. We have no fear of inva-

sion, and the acquisition of territory in our vicinity by any
European power no longer alarms us. We have therefore re-

constructed the Monroe Doctrine on other lines, so that where
we were once concerned for our own safety, we are now
chiefly concerned for the safety of our neighbors. We have
become altruistic in theory, and we have so cultivated the

idea that we are so that we are unconscious of our own egoism.
The independence of the Latin-American republics, and the ex-

clusion of every European power from acquiring territory on
the continent, are now the cardinal principles of the Monroe
Doctrine. It matters not that many European powers are now
far more liberal and enjoy a far greater measure of self-govern-
ment than the great majority of these American republics ; the

policy is to cover the whole continent with our protecting shield

and to prevent Europe from gaining another foot of territory
on it. This self-assumed duty (for we have never been asked
to assume such a responsibility by a single one of the republics
in question) naturally carries with it a supervision of the

affairs of our neighbors, which implies almost the relationship
of a sovereign state to a dependency. We do not claim this,

but the position taken by Secretary Olney in the Venezuela case

really implies as much.
And just here comes in the contradiction which is the subject

of these comments. Although we have extended the scope of

the Monroe Doctrine, and our press and politicians are assuming
for us the privileges of overlord on this hemisphere, we are

still at heart as indifferent toward South America as in the

early years of the past century. We permit ourselves to be put
in the position of a suzerain, and are pleased to feel that we are

really the dominant power on two continents, and at the same
time we take the responsibility so lightly that we often send

inferior men to represent us, and we take no pains to obtain full

and accurate information of their affairs. We send a minister

to the most important legation in South America who was con-

sidered incompetent for the Chinese mission, and we send an-

other to the most polished capital on that continent who makes
himself ridiculous by his ignorance of social amenities and his

disregard of polite usages. If we are to supervise wisely
and opportunely the affairs of our South American neighbors,
then we must know them intimately and be fully informed in

regard to them. And yet, we are not only inadequately and

incorrectly informed, but we show no desire to obtain better

information. It is apparently the situation of 1821 repeated,
with the difference that there is now a necessity for us really to

have some concern with South America.
After a residence of many years on the eastern coast of South

America, an American journalist recently came home with the

idea that there would be a demand for his knowledge and expe-

rience, but he was mistaken. He has found that a specialist in

South American affairs has no occupation whatever in the

United States. In London his position would be secure and

influential, for there they take a live interest in South America.
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Here he is of mucli less account than the reporter who can
write up a racy sketch of a baseball match. He tried to find
an opening in the newspapers for a discussion of South Amer-
ican topics, but, although the Pan-American Exposition had
just closed, and a Pan-American Congress was in session, he
was told that "no one wants to know anything about South
America." Even the merchants who profess a desire to extend
their sales in that part of the world, manifested very little in-

terest in its affairs, and declared that
"
cash down" is the only

basis on which they can do business with so turbulent a people.
Later on he tried to place a short article in three or four prom-
inent newspapers on two topics of current interest relating to

Brazil, and was refused. According to the
"
South American

editor" of one of the newspapers, the first topic was "too
vague" (it related to the conspiracy mania that afflicts the
actual president of that country), and the second was worth"
not over ten lines." The "ten-line" topic was a discussion of

a peculiar phase in the negotiation for a reciprocity treaty
which promised to create an intense popular feeling against us
both in Brazil and Argentina. Naturally, after such an expe-
rience he made no further efifort to discuss current South Amer-
ican topics in the newspapers.

It is clearly an illogical as well as an inexplicable situation.
We have constituted ourselves the protectors of the South
American republics ; we have organized expositions for them
and promoted congresses for the consideration of mutual inter-

ests—and yet we wish to have no information in regard to them.
Greater inconsistency could not be conceived. In theory we
want to be the sole arbiter of the whole western hemisphere,
but in practice we want to know nothing of our dependents and
exercise no other authority over their affairs than that of ex-

cluding political influences which raised apprehensions among
our great-great-grandfathers. Worse than this, we permit our

newspapers to cater to our needs, to decide what we shall know
and what we shall ignore. Like the politicians, the newspapers
do not always correctly gauge public inclinations. It may be
that the public would like to know more of South America, to
be better prepared for the paramount influence we desire to
exercise. If it does not, then it is certainly the imperative duty
of all leaders of public opinion to create a desire for such knowl-
edge. The greatest folly is that of exalting the fool. It is

certainly not creditable to our judgment that this dictum of the

press
—"No one wants to know anything about South America"—should continue to represent the public sentiment of this

country. The manifest corollary of that dictum is, "No one
wants to have anything to do with South America," and that
means a withdrawal from the position we have assumed under
the Monroe Doctrine, which is, of course, contrary to our present
purpose. Our only alternative, then, is to cultivate a better

knowledge of, as well as better relations with, South America,
so that we may act intelligently on the great problems that
must be solved in the near future.
Hyattsville, Md.
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THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE.

"To M«Ke Better Indians."
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Dr. David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University, Cal.
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Chas. F. Lummis, Los Angeles.

ADVISORY BOARD.
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.
Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska.
Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.

Maj. J. W. Powell, Director Bureau of Ethnology, Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Ethnologist in Charge, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, University of Pennsylvania.
G^o. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Dr.T. Mitchell Prudden, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York.
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Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
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George Kennan, Washington.
(Others to be added.)

Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Prest. Los Angeles National Bank.

figrtHE Advisory Commission provided by the Indian Appro-

J^ priation Act (approved May 27) to aid the Secretary of

the Interior in selecting- suitable lands for the Warner's

Ranch Indians and such other Mission Indians as are not now

adequately provided for was appointed the next day (May 28),

and has already performed its field work. This is the first

wheel to which the Sequoya League has put its shoulder ; and

after more than seven months of unremitting effort, it has the

wagon at the top of the hill. For the last four months the

campaign has been specific, and the Leag"ue has been tribune

for the storm of protest raised throug-hout Southern California

by the unfortunate selection of the Monserrate rancho, on the

recommendation of an inspector
—one of the best in the service,

but in this case eg^regiously deceived. It would have been

another—and rather worse—page added to our discreditable

record in dealing with the Mission Indians. When the true

story of this astonishing transaction shall be written—and it

may be, in its time—it will make strange reading.

Fortunately, the League's efforts (backed by Senator Bard's

magnificent staunchness and knowledge of the facts, by Presi-
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dent Roosevelt's personal interest, and by the desire of the In-

terior Department to do the best thing-) have won. The dis-

grace of putting- these 300 peaceful Indians, evicted from their

immemorial home, upon impossible lands, may be counted as

averted. The Commission's investigations prove not only the

unfitness of the Monserrate as a home for Indians—but also

that incomparably better locations can be had at a far less

price. Its array of indisputable facts and figures might
possibly cause a sensation, in view of the fact that the purchase
of the Monserrate was fully determined upon. It is no superior
smartness which brings these results

;
but the mere application

of business principles. Heretofore, in all these government
transactions in Southern California, it has been the habit to

take the seller's word. The Commission has taken no one's word.

It has inspected and measured for itself. For the first time, all

waters have been measured, and by experts. The Commission
has traveled, on this trip, over 500 miles by wagon, besides

several hundred miles by rail ; and has examined and annotated

many hundreds of thousands of acres
;
and though severely

limited as to time, believes it has made the most thorough in-

vestigation yet made in that region A large volume of steno-

graphic notes and about 200 tripod photos are among its fruits.

Furthermore, the Commission is not of strangers on a virgin

visit, but of men long familiar with California and the special

region involved. It deserves no credit for this fact
;
but the

bearing on the common sense of the case is evident. Men who
have known California intimately for from 18 to 34 years are

not to be so easily beguiled as to lands, water, and prices, as

an equally good man whose acquaintance is of 10 days. How
this works, is incidentally illustrated by the fact that one prop-

perty offered the government for $50,000 and repeated to the

Commission at the same price, is now (after a little good na-

tured laughing at the seller) offered for $41,000.

*
* *

The Commissioners—Russell C. Allen of San Diego, Chas. L.

Partridge of Redlands, Chas. F. Lummis, chairman, of Los

Angeles—received telegraphic notice of their appointment

Wednesday afternoon. May 28. With two and-a-half holidays

(Memorial Day, Saturday and Sunday) intervening, they were

outfitted for the trip and in the field (meeting at Riverside) at

noon of the following Monday, June 2. From that date until

Monday, June 23, the daily program was hard work from 5 a. m.

till well into the night. It was no picnic jaunt, but an un-

commonly arduous journey. At San Jacinto a full overland outfit

was ready
—

stage, cook-wagon and a saddle-horse—and, having
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already carefully inspected some 8,000 acres, the Commission

took up its wagon trip from that point June 5.

*
* *

Of the Commission, Mr. Allen (a classmate of President

Roosevelt) has lived in California 20 years ;
Mr. Partridge 6,

Mr. Lummis nearly 18. As additional experts, the Commission

had the services of Wm. Collier, Esq., special attorney for the

Mission Indians, who is to have charge of the legal business,

whatever property is selected, and who has traveled the whole

region involved for 18 years; and R. Egan, Esq., of Capis-

trano, a director of the Santa Pe R. R. lines in Southern Cali-

fornia, dean of our local engineers, a famous appraiser, and fa-

miliar with all Southern California for 34 years. Miss M. E.

Haskins, stenographer, a cook, and the chairman's little daugh-

ter, were of the party ;
and Mr. Lanier Bartlett, of the Los An-

geles Times, accompanied us for ten days as an independent

onlooker.
*

* *

Previous to action upon its report, it would be manifestly im-

proper to make public the results of the commission's investiga-

tions
;
but this much may be said. Over forty proffers have

been considered. Some 30 odd ranches have been examined.

All waters have been measured and all claims cross-examined.

The general protest against the Monserrate has been more than

justified. A dozen properties have been found which are far

better for the purpose and far cheaper. There will be no pos-

sible excuse for putting these Indians on such lands as the

other Mission Indians in California are now suffering on. In

other words, the Commission's labor, without compensation,
enables the government to procure a better reservation than any
Indians in the far West now occupy, and to save several thou-

sand dollars over the price it would have paid for an unsuitable

tract if the Commission had not been appointed. This will be

proved beyond an instant's cavil. There is not a clearer case

in the whole record of the Indian Bureau.

The Commission carried its own commissary, and camped
wherever night overtook it. It has examined more than twice

as many properties as were first offered, and all thoroughly.
It took with it two representatives and delegates of the

evicted Indians—feeling that the people who are to live on the

land should at least be consulted in the selection of it, even if

their preference be not final. Its hard work will not be com-

pleted for some weeks, though its report will be forwarded to

Washington at once. And it feels repaid for its gratuitous
labors by the conviction that it has aided both the Indians

and the government.
C. P. L.
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VfHE Club now counts its youngest Life Member—perhaps the young-
est life-member of any club in the world. Mr. William Marshall
Garland of Los Angeles has reached the ripe young age of two

years ; but his feet are already on the good road. Think, too, how much
more he is going to get for his money than people who do not take out life

memberships till they are thirty, or forty, or sixty! He has set a good
precedent for forehanded American babies to follow. All they have to do
is to select the right kind of grandfathers—or other relatives. To have
been identified from infancy with causes of this sort ; to have had the
childish pride and enthusiasm shaped to the Things that Last—that is a

pretty good inheritance for young Americans.
At the branch Mission at Pala, where the Club's next work is to be done,

the cement, lumber and iron work are on the ground, and the pine rafters
for the roof are being hauled down from Mt. Palomar.
The Club is sorely in need of funds to prosecute its work ;

and urges all

old friends and new ones to assist it in preserving from imminent ruin the
finest architectural monuments in the United States. Membership is open
to all, and is but $1 a year ;

life memberships $25.
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Previously acknowledged, $4,835. New contributions—Wm. Marshall
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Mrs. John P. Farrell, Miss
Estelle C. Cross, Hugh Gibson, Los Angeles ;

Miss F. A. Johnson, Court-

land, Kas. ; Mrs. M. W. Lower, Boone, Neb.; Miss F. A. Wilkerson ; Geo.

Cole, Colegrove, Cal.; Mrs. Delia Senter, Mrs. W. U. Masters, Pasadena,
Cal.; Perry M. Williams, Maricopa, Ariz.; Lucy Robinson, Hollywood,
Cal.; Mrs. W. B. Beamer, Los Angeles.



Peace in South Africa ! Thank whatever gods may the

be—and pity that it is no thanks to Uncle Sam. The
terms agrain prove—if any proof were needed—how puerile was
the lie that for us to have intervened would have involved us in

war with England, The Boers have made all the war England
wanted—and more. They have conquered an honorable and ad-

vantageous peace by their magnificent courage and devotion—
by keeping up what chatter-toothed souls and timid money
gophers called a "hopeless struggle"

—as if any struggle for

freedom and right were
' '

hopeless,
"
except to hopeless cowards !

They have forced the great British Empire to terms; forced

her to abandon her demand of "unconditional surrender;"
forced her to stop hanging patriots and burning farms. She
has had to give up trying to crush, and is glad to treat with

the handful of heroes on conditions so favorable that they had

to be broken gently to the British public.

And every real Englishman is glad of it. The typical Briton

can be made as sorry a monkey as we ourselves when an un-

principled scoundrel like Chamberlain pulls the string of false

pride ;
but he is a Man, and he loves Men. He despises the

shop-keeper mind and the base batteners on war, among his

own people, far more than he does any enemy. And when he

strikes such a foeman as now, he wants to clap him on the back.

If the typical Englishman shall come to the front, reconstruction

in South Africa will be a quick knitting of the broken bones.

Whatever one may think of the causes of the war—and his-

tory will have but one verdict as to that—the fact is patent

that all the lives and treasure shed in the last year are upon
Chamberlain's head. He could have bought peace then on

precisely the same terms on which he has had to buy it now.

It was he, not the Boers, that was the fool. It was he, not

they, that "kept up a hopeless struggle." And by now, Eng-
land ought to be able to see just what she owes this charlatan—
this vulgar souled leader who understands neither the truth, the

honor nor the courage which real Englishmen cherish, and

which are the cornerstones of the great empire he has betrayed.

As for the Boers, Goti mit uns I They have set history up a

BOBRS
WINl
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full peg. There were brave men before Agamemnon—but in

all tlie scope of man there is no record of so immortal a defense.

A tiny nation, without army or navy or military training, with-

out national credit, landlocked and pastoral, for years they have

withstood the full power of the nation which has the finest army
and navy in the world, the broadest empire, the most money.
With their poky, bible-reading farmers, old men and boys, they
have baffled the largest and best army of conquest that ever

went forth upon the face of the earth. Odds of ten to one have

not phased them. They became chronic in the habit of cap-

turing British regiments and British generals
—and turning

them loose with their compliments 1 It is a pity that this coun-

try, which ought to understand without an interpreter, had
locomotor ataxia in its imperial legs, and didn't like to draw
the parallel. For our own revolutionary grandfathers, who
were not so slow, made no such "killing"—and the British

army of 1776 was not of Englishmen but of Hessian Hired Men.

And Americans love manhood as well as Englishmen do, and

for the same reason—both Know How it Feels.

Now that we are no longer skeered of England, let us

hope the United States may remember what the Boers

have done. They have written the most heroic national chap-
ter in history. Here's to them, and to the brave nation with

whom they are henceforth to be allied, and to their joint efforts

to build up peace and good will and nationality where Chamber-
lain left the ashes of political arson.

TO RscKON It is a strange spectacle to see the Congress of the

HOST. United States cowering before a few noisy speculators
and afraid to pass legislation urged by the President (whose

party is dominant), desired by an overwhelming majority of the

people of all parties, and inevitably demanded by the nation's

solemn pledges. The whole Congressional course of the Cuban

reciprocity business has been a pitiful example of indecision,

timidity and forgetfulness of principle. Or perhaps, as good

authority states, this malfeasance is an attempt to
' '

teach the

President a lesson." He hasn't quite fallen in with the custom

of appointing to of&ce whatsoever heeler a Congressman might
wish to reward for unclean work. He has frequently jarred the

solons who had forgotten that public businsss should be done

honestly. He has exposed the unfitness of some of their men
and measures. And now they mean to get even with him by

defiling the nation's honor. That it will hurt the country, they
do not care. It will hurt the President—and that is all they are

after.

If this be true—and it is plausible
—these valuable statesmen
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have forgfotten two things. One is the American people, who
as a class desire that the country's honor shall be kept clean ;

and the other is the man we have on deck to keep it so. The
legislative Dogberries who have any such scheme in mind have
not quite read the dips and angles of the Roosevelt jaw, nor

taken the pulse of that Reformed Dutch blood. He will wear
them out. They hold over him numerically ;

but he has the

same advantage that the Washington monument has over a

congress of weather-cocks—he knows where he is. He knows
what should be done, and he means to do it. They don't know
what they want, and they never mean anything very long. They
can bother him, they can disgrace themselves and the country ;

but they cannot change a principle nor the man that stands on

principles. If Congress chooses—as now seems sure—to violate

this country's
"
obligations of honor and expediency" as toward

Cuba, the worst will be its own. Our national duty remains un-

changed ;
and unchanged is the unswerving champion of our

good name. It is a safe hope that these sutlers of politics

shall be forced out of their last hiding-place behind the wagons;
and that even as we have given Cuba political freedom despite

them, we shall save her from financial ruin as much against
their will.

One can imagine with what holy horror the virtuous ^o^
UNTO VOD

Beet Sugar Lobby learned that Gen. Wood has used a hypocrites

few thousand dollars of Cuban funds to protect Cuba from

being robbed by them. Can such things be, and overcome them

like a summer cloud without their special wonder ? Who ever

heard of money in a campaign before ? Not the virginal Beet

Sugar men, certainly ! Their board and lodgings and—and—
incidentals— are paid by the sanctity of their cause, while they

permeate Washington bracing Congress to run the country for

their good !

We have heard of these gentlemen before ;
and of their kind

ever since Jacob. Everyone knows what they are after, and

how they are after it. And while in business it
"

all goes," we

all know the difference between their kind of
"
business"—self-

ish, brutal, short-sighted, and in the long run, as every student

knows, no business at all—and some other standards of action.

Leonard Wood's record is an open book—and where theirs is

closed we know the general contents. They are working for

their own pockets and "holding up
"
every man, woman and

child in America for an excessive price on sugar. He is work-

ing for his country's honor and for the people to whom that

honor is pledged. They have money to gain by their course;

he has nothing to gain but the fulfillment of his duty as an
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American, an ofi&cer and a man. He is a proverb of forthright

integrity ; they aren't. With absolute power
—and obligation—to handle the finances of Cuba for Cuba's advantage, he has

paid a small sum of that money for printing and disseminating
"
literature "

setting forth the plain facts in the case. He has

used the money properly, and I think wisely. The criticism of

a few really honest journals that this was a mistake in judg-

ment, seems to me academic, and to spring from inexperience

with any wider world than the interior of a sanctum. The
same gentlemen, if they had been in Arizona in '86 would un-

questionably have thought he erred in judgment when he went

to
"
walk down " Geronimo. But Wood got him—and they cer-

tainly wouldn't have. It is hard to figure how Cuba could have

spent a few thousands better in this case than in printer's ink.

It is largely due to this very action by Gen. Wood that this

country now understands the situation pretty well. As for any

improper use of money by Wood, no one has dared charge it—
and if all the Beet Sugar Lobby took a drink and linked arms

and marched up to meet him, all of them together would not

dare look Leonard Wood in the eye and make the remotest in-

sinuation to that effect. For there is something in that rugged
face that gives instant cold feet to men with dubious standards.

There are some very nice men in this crowd
;
but their busi-

ness is not quite the quest of the Holy Grail. They believe in

it till they run up against a man like Roosevelt or Wood ;
then

the pit of their stomach lapses. They don't quite know, per-

haps, what ails them
;
but they feel out of place. And they are.

Outside the honorable men who see only the dollar, it is quite

needless to tell, to anyone now able to walk, that the Beet Sugar

Lobby would not like to say what money it has spent, nor how.

But those nearest the spigot are the ones that attack a man
who is as superior to them in brains and in morals as in courage.

President Roosevelt was quite within the mark when he said

in a public address at Harvard that these men are not worthy to

be named in the same connection with Leonard Wood. Wood is

done with Cuba. Its salvation can be no pecuniary advantage

to him. He has spent Cuban money and his own to save Cuba.

The Lobby spends on?- money not for Cuba's sake, not for our

sake, not for national duty and decency ;
but to line its own

pockets, rob Cuba, bleed us and disgrace the nation. Between

these protagonists, you take your choice. The Lion's choice is

the Man. As for the others. History will ticket them fifty years

from now—and it will not be the pleasantest reading for their

heirs and assigns. For History never asks how polite a man is,

nor how manv churches he adorns. It labels his act by fixed
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rules that any man can know who isn't too stupid or too' lazy to

learn. If so many weren't lazy and stupid, there would be less

trouble on earth—for Benedict Arnold, Nero, Pilate and all our

other scapegoats thought as much of themselves and had as

many hang-ers-on, as any politician alive.

At this writing those who weigh his age, his physical "^^^ crown

habit and his mode of life against the capital surgical the phopi,b.

operation he has just undergone, would not flock to purchase
the liabilities of the insurance companies that have underwritten

King Edward's life for nearly twenty-four million dollars—a

majority of it after the peculiarly British custom whereby a

pawnbroker or merchant can insure the life of his debtor for his

own benefit.

For the man individually, it would be absurd to pretend that

the world feels any serious solicitude—nor does his own coun-

try. The direct love his mother won in her long reign
—her in-

trinsic relation not only to her subjects but to the world—is not

now his, even if it might be his with time. His life or death

are of concern only as either may affect one of the great nations—
and neither can affect England much. The crown is now a

mere folk-story
—familiar as Mother Goose, and just about as

vital. Whatever befalls any one "ruler," England will go on

unfluttered. Victoria, one of the great queens of history, died ;

but while it was an actual bereavement, so far as sentiment

goes, politically it made no more difference with the British

Empire than the death of the simplest Cornishman in the coal

mines. Thrones and dynasties pass ; but England goes on.

Her kings and queens are now but leaves on the stream. The
basest politician she has bred in a generation has had greater

power—he has been able to bunco the country into a disgraceful

war against the known wishes of the monarch. And even he

is a straw. For it is not liveries and natal accidents and silly

medieval pomp and a year's majority that make a nation ;
and

in the last analysis it is the English People that shall live.

God be with them. They are good stuff. They may let fools lead

them, as we sometimes do—and every scoundrel is a fool—they

pretend to convince themselves that a person born in one house

is by divine right better than everybody born in all other

houses ; they bow to as many of the things science ranks as

fetiches as any savage tribe (our own inclusive)
—but they are a

race of Men, to whom our own manhood can never be indiffer-

ent. Most of us have had brothers. There may be an American

alive who kissed his brother's Pope's Toe, and thought that

brother infallible. But more of us have loved our brother in
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spite of his mistakes. The Lion loves England and detests its

politicians equally with our own. He believes in every nation.

He doesn't reckon God sanded any of their sugar. All have the

human birthright and brotherhood
; England has had a better

chance thus far than most. And here is wishing all good to

the nation to which at least 20% of us Americans owe a good
deal of our birthright.

THE FATHER n^\^^ death of a man like J. Sterling Morton leaves a
OF

" ARBOR DAY." vacancy not loud but deep. He was of an old school,

whose graduates are now few and grey. He was one of the Men
that Care. As stalwart and as unaffected as the trees he loved,

he was a fine, manful figure in private and in public life. For

many other things we are his debtor
;
but the service whose re-

sults will endure longest, and will be his best monument, was
the grafting of a new and good custom upon our national habit.

He invented Arbor Day, and made it an institution
;
and as long

as trees shall grow in this careless land he should be gratefully
remembered.

There is nothing like having a Non-Tenderfoot President.

Witness the Irrigation Bill. Nominally it is for the West—and
the West never before had so beneficent a measure passed by

Congress. But in fact no other single legislative bill ever

struck so deep for the sanity and balance of the whole country.
That is what the West means. It is the only unprovincial part
of the Union. And that also is what it means to have a Presi-

dent who can understand the West.

For more than a month the Lion has been occupied day and

night, twenty-one hours out of every twenty-four, with duties

as Commissioner in the case of the Warner's Ranch Indians
;

and there still remains a vast amount of work to be done.

Everything else has had to give way to this urgent case, the

time limit being strict. And the Den has had to take its chances

with the rest.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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THAT
WHICH

WRITTE
In the Footi>rint^,of the Padres

is a sympathetic book of the Cal-
ifornia of nearly fifty 3^ears ago, and

hitherward, by Chas. Warren Stoddard— of
whose South Sea Idylls Howells said :

"The lighest, sweetest, freshest things that were ever
written about the life of that summer ocean. There are
few such delicious bits of literature in the language." Mr.
Stoddard's recollections of his boy-coming to California in

1855 are charming, and the general attitude of the book no
less so. There are things which do not "belong," things
which such a man would not write if he were not under the heel
of "civilization." But all are of worth as showing what he
can do if he again escapes

—as he did when he wrote the classic

of the South Seas. A. M Robertson, San Francisco. $1.50
net.

Attractively made, of convenient shape and flexible ^ guide

covers, elaborately illustrated with photographs of high
average; with maps, vocabulary and a great deal of the
information the tourist wishes, "Campbell's New Revised

Complete Guide and Descriptive Book of Mexico" is likely to

prove the most popular vade mecum for the traveler in the fas-

cinating republic to the South. It is so compact that one is

astonished to find that there are over 350 pages, for it is hardly
thicker than a child's primer. No other guide-book that I re-

member has so many and so good illustrations, and few have as

many facts. It would be too much to ask that such a work be

critical; and the "history" here is certainly not scientific. But
it is a creditable work in its class, despite many lapses in its

Spanish, including such astonishing ones as
"
Che-w6w-a" for

the pronunciation of Chihuahua. Sonora News Co., City of

Mexico.

TO
MBXTCO.

The Imitator is a small but essentially striking novel anonvmoos

KNOWnfO.suggestive perhaps of the The Diamond Lens, but no *"^ worth

less original. If its setting be hateful—life in New
York—its handling is uncommonly delicate and fine ; its plot

peculiarly ingenious ;
its love-story of rare beauty. It is pub-

lished anonymously ; but every now and then there is a hint in

it of Percival Pollard. Will. Marion Reedy, St. Louis.

Fort Reno, "A Story of Oklahoma," ought to be an interest-

ing book and means to be. The author, Mrs. D. B. Dyer, lived

the army life there, years ago. But it is without form and void,

and its grammar rather the most impossible I have ever found
between covers. There are some interesting illustrations and
some commendable paragraphs. G. W. Dillingham, New York.

C. F. L.
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HIS It is now established that the "American race of a century and

l,A*KST a^ quarter ago
" was "

selfish, petty and lacking in political
^

knowledge." Gertrude Atherton says so in The Conqueror.
It is a relief to learn that since then, by the working of evolutionary forces

mainly set in operation by Alexander Hamilton, the same American race

has come to be distinguished for formidable energy, unqualified honor and

integrity, unquenchable optimism, extraordinary nimbleness of mind and

resource, gay good nature, high spirits and buoyancy, light philosophy

effervescing above unsounded depths, hard common sense, remorseless in-

dustry, reckless bravery—and so on. Of this also Mrs. Atherton assures

us, mentioning too that '* the reverse side of the national character we owe
to the greatest of his [Hamilton's] rivals." When one comes to really con-

sider the character of these rivals, it is clear that nothing short of a Demi-

god, Possessed of Unhuman Qualities and a Truly Satanic Eloquence could

have saved the nation from'a most wretched fate. For Madison " had the

spirit of a mongrel ;

" Monroe *' was cowardly and spiteful ;

" John
Adams was "

ready to humiliate his country ... to dethrone his rival ;

"

Clinton "had brought New York into disrepute at home and abroad ;" while

as for Jefferson,
"
history shows us few men so contemptible in character,

so low in tone," to say nothing of his " dubious intellect."

The Conqueror claims on the title-page to be the True and Romantic

Story of Alexander Hamilton. Romantic it certainly is, even across such

unpromising ground as Constitutional Conventions, cabinet meetings and
the national assumption of State debts

;
but the " true " is to be taken in a

Pickwickian sense. It means, Mrs. Atherton explains, that she held her
"
romancing propensity well within the horizon of probabilities ;

at all

events . . . depicted nothing which in any way interferes with the veracity of

history." In fact. The Conqueror, in spite of its author's painstaking study ,

has not the slightest claim to consideration as history. As a story, its

heels are clogged by elaborate detail of facts which would have their place
in the biography which Mrs. Atherton still thinks she will someday write.

But as a specimen of hero-worship at its blindest, it comes near perfec-
tion.

The tinly sympathetic reader will share the author's relish for such fine

old crusted words as begodded, devirginator, epicureous, whelts, and ex-

tancy, and will smile with her at the rear view offered by General Lee,

when " the very seat of his breeches scowled, as he rode forward leisurely.'

The Macmillan Co., New York and lyondon. $1.50.

A little roughnesss of the surface, slight imperfections at the
A GOOD

joints, a failure to polish to the last degree, these are not ser-
BKGiNNiNG.

.^^g faults in a first book—indeed, are hopeful signs if the grain
and fiber of genuine timber and the eye and hand of a constructive artist

are also apparent. Papier mach^ and imitative moulding look prettier at

the start, but haven't the power to persist. In the Country God Forgot—a

story of Arizona, and a "first book"—has evident imperfections, but it has

horizons, grasp, vision—the breath of life is in its nostrils. The style

is abrupt, at times even to harshness, and the different branches of the

story are loosely welded. But the author, Frances Charles, knows her

field thoroughly, loves it well (though with a tang of bitterness) and deals

with it assuredly. She is said to be at present a resident of San Fran-

cisco, but has lived long in Arizona. This book alone ranks her fairly

among the tellers of tales that mean something worth the while. Little

Brown &l Co., Boston. $1.50.
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The case of " the blues" which will resist five minutes in the "it IS

company of Mr. Red Saunders, late of the Santa Seechee Ranch, TO
North Dakota, must be desperate indeed. There is not a snicker,

I^DGH."
nor a giggle nor a sneer from one end to the other of such episodes in
his career as Henry Wallace Phillips chooses to relate ; but more laughter
of the big, outbursting, irresistible kind that leaves a clean taste in the
mouth—" Homeric" is just the right adjective for it—than can often be
found in the same space. Out W«sT readers had a taste of the purely
comic side of Mr. Phillips's genius in a short story a few months ago.
This book is even more provocative of mirth, and has, besides, enough
adventure, romance and philosophy to make it worth while on any one of
the counts. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.25.

At the wedding feast on which James Eugene Farmer rings with
down the curtain in Brinton Eliot—From Yale to Yorktown, the confusion of
Chevalier de Chastellux remarks, " Permit that I offer my felici-

tongues.

tation—I have hear so much to the honnair of your husban' in the armee ;"

Baron Steuben follows with,
"

I am zo glat about dis dat I dink I could

zing zomzing. I am jarmt !" and Captain Elderkin concludes that *'th' hull

thing is gret ! I ain't had such a gran' day since I wuz a boy." The best

of the book is to be found in the opening chapters, with their picture of

undergraduate life at Yale just before King and Colonies came to final

grips. It is on the whole a creditable addition to the list of historical

romances. Macmillan & Co., New York and London. $1.50.

It is sincerely to be hoped that William Garrott Brown may room

carry out the plans at which he hints in the preface to the studies ^^R morb
collected under the title of The Lower South in American History,

WKBiTHls.

and fill in the outlines which he has sketched with so masterly a hand.

For although the author too modestly refers to them as "thin and frag,

mentary," they show throughout the grasp, the balance and the diges-
tion of the true historian. Particularly is this true of the three papers
which give their name to the volume. Mr. Brown has breadth of view,

depth of insight, sanity of interpretation, and certainty of deduction. He
sees things whole, sees them straight, and sees the inside of them as well as

the outside. Add to this a direct, condensed, all-alive style
—and there is

little left to desire. The book tempts to free quotation, but I shall yield

only as to its dedication—" To My Brothers . . . Who stood aside to

let me pass." So few words have rarely so gripped my interest. The
Macmillan Co., New York and I^ondon. $1.50.

A Chicago newspaper man might reasonably be supposed to THE COST

have troubles enough of his own, without the burden of bringing ^^ doing
TUSTICB.

retribution upon the virtual murderer of his father—who happens
"'

to be a power in both politics and finance. But the hero of James Weber

Linn's The Second Generation, still further complicates the matter by falling

hopelessly in love with the daughter of his hereditary foe. Chance puts it in

his power to fulfill his vow, but in doing so he wrecks his own career and sets

op an impassable barrier between himself and the woman he loves. The

story
—its author's first essay at novel-writing

—is told undraggingly, with

a trained instinct for the telling points, and its situations are not too im-

probable. The Macmillan Co., New York and London. $1.50.

One need not quarrel with Sherwin Cody's selection of The grisblda,

World's Greatest Short Stories, though one of the fourteen—
iND^'JJraBiis

Dickens' " Child's Dream of a Star"—is not a " short story" at

all. But his preface, introduction and notes will hardly make any serious

dent on the ignorance of ** the common reader" as to the art of short-
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story writing and its history. Indeed, a gentleman who believes that,
" when there were no newspapers, few theaters, and fewer books, life

must have been dull indeed," may quite properly be reminded of the text

which suggests that other people's astigmatism oughtn't to worry the man
with a cataract. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1, neL

SHE The chiefest glory of Myra of the Pines—who, according to
SMOKBB Herman Knickerbocker Viele, must have been a particularly

fascinating, as well as distinctly unconventional young lady—lay
in her eyes, which made one think of "

jade and jasper melting, but not

mingling, in tawny port, with just an added drop of topaz dissolving in

Tokay." It seems an oversight that none of her admirers is recorded in

imploring her to drink to him only with her eyes. The story is of un-

usual people, in unusual surroundings, and is unusually clever in the tell-

ing. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York.

PROBABi,Y The title page of The Hound of the Baskervilles claims it as by
NOT THE the author of The Green Flag and The Great Boer War. The

SAME
discreet reserve which makes no mention of the Sign of the Four

or the Study in Scarlet is justified
—for the resuscitated Sherlock Holmes

must have suffered sadly from his fall over the cliflf. Possibly he really
was killed after all, and this is but a wax figure

—at any rate there is a very
audible creaking of machinery throughout the story. McClure, Phillips
&. Co., N. Y.

The ten volumes which are planned to round out the "American Sports-
man's Library," edited by Caspar Whitney, will prove a most entertaining
addition to the libraries of many who lay no claim to being "sportsmen,"
if they keep up to the mark already set. Upland Game Birds, by Edwyn
Sandys, is the work of an enthusiast who knows whereof he writes—and is

good reading. T. S. Van Dyke contributes a very readable chapter on the

Quail and Grouse of the Pacific Coast—in which proof-reader, rather than

author, must be responsible for such a bad spell as "Tehichipi" for Te-

hachepi. There are nine handsome full page illustrations. The Mac-
millan Co., New York and London. $2.

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van Winkle have been "
arranged

for school use," with notes, questions and suggestions for teaching, by J.

W. Graham, Supt. of Schools of Kings county. The annotation seems to

have been done in accordance with some quite esoteric system. The

searchlight is carefully thrown upon "flail," "alders," "slap-jacks" and
"St. Nicholas," for example, while "

rantipole,
"
oly koek," "linsey-

woolsey" and "psalmody" are left in outer darkness. The Whitaker &
Ray Co., San Francisco. 25 cents.

That discriminating public which consumed with avidity some hundreds

of thousands—or was it millions ?—of copies of When Knighthood Was in

Flower, will doubtless receive Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall, by the

same author, with undiminished appetite. And with precisely the same
reason. It is a rapid, ardent love-story, with something happening all the

time, and deals as familiarly with queens and earls as though they lived

next door. The Macmillan Co., New York and London. $1.50.

In Commonwealth or Empire, Goldwin Smith speaks his mind freely on

the drift of American political affairs, both external and internal, and rein-

forces his argument with ample historical lessons. Professor Smith has

long been known as one of the closest and most friendly observers of

matters on this side of the boundary-line which he would like to see
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rubbed oflf the map, and his warnings are the more sig-nificant for that

reason. The Macmillan Co., New York and Ivondon. 60 cents.

The Italian Renaissance in England is one of the series of Studies in

Comparative L/iterature for which Columbia University stands sponsor.
Mr. Einstein treats his subject in broad and scholarly fashion, considering
the influence of Italy on English diplomacy, manners, morals, education,
art, commerce and finance, as well as literature. Most of the interesting
illustrations are from prints in the British Museum never before repro-
duced. The Columbia University Press (Macmillan & Co. agents).

Irene Grosvenor Wheelock's Nestlings of Forest and Marsh is an uncom-
monly satisfactory

" nature book." To its making have gone keen and
patient observation, thorough sympathy, a pleasant and easy style, and a

good camera. There are nearly three score and ten illustrations from

photographs by Harry B. Wheelock—and they really illustrate. Every
bird-lover will find the book both delightful and instructive. A. C. Mc-
Clurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

The verses by Robert Bridges, published under the title of Bramble Brae,
are generally set to the note of flute or mandolin rather than to any fuller

tone. But there are such exceptions as the fine lines " Father to Mother,"
beginning,

" This our child, Dear, flesh of our flesh and bone of our bone ;

This is the end of our youth, and now we begin to atone."
The volume is dedicated to the author's father, and named for the farm

his father had named and loved. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
$1.25, net.

The wind in the tree tops, the singing of the river, the flutter of butter-

fly wings, the hum of the spinning-wheel—these and other such are
the burden and inspiration of Mary French Morton's Leaves From ^rbor
Lodge. There is not a morbid line in it, nor one that is cynical, despondent,
unwholesome, or insincere. The author is sister of J. Sterling Morton—
the influence of whose strong sanity will long endure, though he has passed—and "Arbor L,odge" is their home-place.

On a narrower canvas than is his wont to use, Mr. Cable has drawn, in

Bylow Hilly a vivid picture of a ravening jealousy—a passion which con-
sumed its victim, heart, soul and mind. Against this lurid glow, other

pure flames of passionate fidelity, of patient endurance, of pitying afl'ec-

tion, stand out in strong contrast, and in the end prevail as to all but one
of the lives involved. It is a strong and worthy story. Chas. Scribner's

Sons, New York. $1.25.

In the Eagle's Talon is the rather unfortunate title of Sheppard Stevens's

latest "historical romance"—in which the history is very much incidental

to the romance. The time is that of the Louisiana Purchase, the scene
shifts from St. Ivouis to Paris and back again, and the hero in the course
of his adventures crosses swords with the First Consul in an impromptu
duel. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.25.

In The Prince Incognito, Elizabeth Wormley Latimer relates an episode
in the life of Brcole Rinaldo d'Est^, hereditary Prince of Modena. The
story opens among the persecuted Protestants in Languedoc, but the later

scenes are laid in the island of Martinique. The straightforward fashion of

its telling is that of the narrator rather than the novelist. A. C. McClurg
A. Co., Chicago.
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With the June number the Forum ceases to exist as a monthly magazine,

but will continue publication as a quarterly review. The purpose is to

cover definitely and authoritatively the world's important events, in both

retrospect and prospect. Each department will be under the charge of a

specialist. The Forum Publishing Co., New York. SO cents a number,
$2 a year.

Leslie Stephen's George Eliot, in the "
English Men of Letters" series,

is an admirable study in critical analysis
—

dispassionate, unprejudiced and

clear-eyed ; naturally, therefore, giving the effect of being somewhat un-

sympathetic. The Macmillan Co., New York and London. 40 cents.

In Bernardo and Laurette, Helen Maitland Armstrong tells a simple and

touching story of two little Alsatian children who fly to their mother's

former home in the Savoyard Alps after their father has been killed in

resisting the Prussian invasion. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.

Fred W. Stowell, of San Francisco, offers in book form, under the title

Ragtime Philosophy, a number of articles in prose and verse, which have

already decorated the daily and weekly press. Trade supplied by the San
Francisco News Co. $1 cloth, 50 cents paper.

Advice from Schopenhauer, Carlyle, Ruskin, EJmerson, Lowell, John

Morley, Frederic Harrison and others, as to the choice and use of books, is

to be found in Right Reading—well selected and attractively printed,

A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

Confessions of a Wife, now appearing serially in the Century, is a story
of unusual power and distinction. The name over which it appears—Mary
Adams—is wholly unfamiliar to the reading world, but will not long so

remain.

A well-arranged and serviceable text-book in Mental Arithmetic is put
out by Frank J. Browne, formerly Superintendent of Public Instruction in

the State of Washington. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. 30

cents.

The best of the verses with which for some years Ray Clark Rose en-

livened his department of the Chicago Record have been published under

the title of At the Sign of the Ginger Jar. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

$1, net.

Ferry's useful Fonografia Espanola, revised by Sr. Don Luis Duque
formerly of Stanford University, is published by the Whitaker & Ray Co.

The system is a modification of Pitman's. $1.

Alois B. Renehan dates his Songsfrom the Black Mesa at Santa F^, but

most of them were written during his college days many years ago. New
Mexican Printing Co., Santa F^.

No. 1 of the Western View Series contains eight well selected views in

and about San Francisco. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. IS

cents.

N. M. Zimmerman, of Vancouver, Wash., puts considerable sound com-

mon-sense into his Wildwood Philosophy . Published by the author. 50

cents.

C. A. M.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

®[»^

AS TO PRACTICAL POLITICS.

fHE first proposition laid down in the magazine article

which became the basis of a popular campaign for the

upbuilding of California was contained in two short

lines, as follows :

To vitalize the -politics of the State and compel it to deal with

living measures of constructive character.

This is the pith and marrow of a propaganda which, in the past

six months, has enlisted the support of earnest thousands and,

through the medium of lectures, newspapers and magazines,
has been brought to the attention of nearly all the thinking peo-

ple of California. And the people are emphatically in favor of

this appeal to the ballot. However they may disagree as to the

precise measures of legislation proposed, they heartily assent to

the suggestion that the time has come to make California^poli-
tics count for something beside mere scramble for ofl&ce and sal-

ary. In a long tour of the State I have not met a man who de-

nied the fundamental idea of the Constructive League that we

may only hope to build the State by compelling the political

parties to take sides upon the great economic questions of water,

land and cooperation and to fight them out at the polls. Here

is a statement which has everywhere evoked enthusiastic re-

sponse from my audiences : "Our prayer is a simple one—O,

that this day of little politics and little men may pass, and bring

in its place a day of large constructive efifort, aiming to raise

the standard of civilization !

"

The present year is extraordinarly favorable to this de-

parture. It is an off year in politics. A Governor and leg-

islature are to be chosen, but no President. The dividing line be-

tween the parties on national questions is altogether hazy. The

great issues of tariff and currency are in the background and not

likely to influence many votes, one way or the other. Both

parties denounce the trusts, but neither proposes a practicable

remedy. The Philippines and Imperialism oflfer more ground
for debate, but even here the issue is not clearly drawn between

THIS IS THB
OPPORTUNE

MOMBNT.
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the two great parties. The most impressive speech against the

policy of the Administration was made by a Massachusetts Re-

publican, while one of the strongest arguments in support of
' that policy came from an Alabama Democrat. How can the two

parties in California make intelligent and profitable campaigns
before the people on the strength of these intangible differ-

ences ? As a matter of fact, they cannot do so. We are liv-

ing through a curious stage of our national life. We are in the

midst of a transition. Old things are passing away. New
things are beginning to project their shadows before them.

Party traditions remain, and are by no means without in-

fluence upon the minds of men
; but party platforms are not

based on real and vital differences, nor do they present specific

policies of government. As with national, so with State

questions, there is nothing on which the people may lay their

hands and say, "This is what we want." To illustrate—there

are a dozen candidates for Governor on both sides in California.

Does any one of them represent an idea or personify a measure

of public policy ? Not at all. They stand for nothing save

their personal ambition to become the Chief Executive of a great
State. The triumph of any one of them means only that he

and his friends will enjoy the patronage during the next four

years. "Only that, and nothing more."

sKB HERE, Now comcs the Constructive League and says :

'

'See here,
MR. POWTICIAN ! Ti«--r.i-x-- j i •

. , • ,,Mr. Politician, there is a great awakening throughout
California. Everybody wants to have the State built up. Mer-

chants, bankers, manufacturers, railroads, and, most of all, the

farmers want something done. There is plenty of water to irri-

gate the fertile lands, but it is going to waste ;
and there is no way

to prevent it except by having better water laws and building pub-
lic works. Then we are cursed with land monopolj^ and must
find some way to break up the big holdings and enable people of

small means to get homes. Our producers are in the throes of

a life-and-death struggle to make a success of cooperative market-

ing. The State does not lift a finger to help them, though their

success or failure means everything to the future of California.

In other countries governments have found means to get their

farmers on the right road and give them a large measure of con-

trol over their markets and prices. Now we demand, in the

name of the people and in the name of common-sense, that 3'ou

take up these living questions and make the coming State elec-

tion count for something worth while in the economic life of

our commonwealth. If you are for existing conditions, and are

therefore opposed to a.nj change, come out and say so like a

man. On the other hand, if 3^ou are willing to take up these
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new ideas and pledge yourself to carry them out in the event of

your success at the polls, then tell us so in unequivocal terms.

Do this, and we can vote intelligently. But don't ask us to let

the years come and go while nothing is done, and don't ask us

to go through all the motions and all the agonies of a great
election for no other purpose than to decide which set of poli-

ticians shall get the offices and draw the salaries for the next

four j^ears." So says the Constructive League, and so it has
said to political leaders, big and little, all over the State. What
shall the harvest be ? It is too early to predict, but the outlook

really seems hopeful. Still, there is a vast deal to be done by
the friends of the cause everywhere.

This number of Out West will reach its readers about ^^^^ o^*

July 1st. During that month political sentiment will dki,egatks.

crystallize. On August 1st the primaries will be held and dele-

gates elected to the State conventions. With those delegates
rests the fate of the Constructive movement so far as the great

party declarations of this year are concerned. Every citizen

who desires to see California built up by the measures advocated

in these pages during the past six months should use his vote

and influence to see that friendly delegates are chosen to the

conventions of both parties. Even where delegates are elected

without reference to these questions, they may be influenced to

take the right stand if the argument is presented with due force

and persistence. But the time between the primaries and the

convention will be very short. Therefore, the interested citizen

should not allow the grass to grow under his feet, but should

see the delegates without delay and urge them to support strong
constructive planks in their party platforms. After addressing
thousands of people, and talking with hundreds of prominent

men, I can unhesitatingly tell our friends that there is hope of

both parties. One of them would naturally be rather more con-

servative than the other, but both are open to conviction, es-

pecially on the irrigation question. It can truthfully be said

that the voters are in a very independent mood this year. Party

majorities in California are notoriously uncertain. This year,

especially, people are prepared to vote for their homes and busi-

ness interests rather than on mere sentimental lines. Urge
these considerations on your delegates. Tell them that the

party which is brave enough to take up these great economic

questions, and deal with them aright, is destined to be the Con-

quering Party of the Future.

There is another feature of the coming battle which fight
KOR THR

will be much nearer to the individual voter than the i.kgisi,atorb.

control of the State convention. This is the election of the
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Leg-islature. In this case the voter does not delegate his powers
to others, but has the

"
say

" of the matter himself. Moreover,

he has two chances to make his voice and vote effective. First,

he can make his influence felt in the determination of who shall

be nominated. Then, he can choose again between the candi-

dates on election day. In almost every Assembly district a small

band of earnest men can, if they will, decree that a friend of

the Constructive ideas shall be chosen to the Legislature. Do
not forget the potency of the Balance of Power. How often in

the past has the shrewd use of this weapon enabled a militant

minority to cast the straw that brought the scales down on their

side I Thus have corrupt mayors been driven from power, bad

Governors retired to private life, and even Presidents made and

unmade. And this is a perfectly legitimate use of the franchise.

Indeed, it will be an unhappy day for the Republic when there

is no independent class to choose between men and parties and
measures. Remember, it is more important to you to have
water for your lands and a good price for your crops

—
or, if you

are a city man, to have easy access to the soil or a growing
class of customers in the country

—than it is to have any par-

ticular man elected to the United States Senate. A strong foot-

hold in the Legislature is the indispensable condition for suc-

cess for the Constructive ideas. While a working majority in

that body would, of course, be the ideal thing, this is another

case where the Balance of Power may be made to count for de-

cisive results. And more than anything else it is essential that

there should be men at Sacramento of ability and character,
even if only a few of them, who will make the triumph of our

measures the paramount object of their public labors next win-

ter. Let us, then, fight for a good representation in the legis-

lature by every means that zealous, honorable men may use.

CONVERT THB One other thing it is most important to say to friends

i^EADBR. of the Constructive cause in their capacity as individuals.

This is to remind them of what may be done by quiet person-
al work. It is by no means always necessary to hire a hall,

employ a brass band, and make a public speech in order to influ-

ence the vote of a community. In every town men may be found

who cast ['many votes beside their own. The man of influence

wields a hundred votes—sometimes a thousand. There are a few
men in California whose influence is good for ten thousand
votes. Capture one of these leaders, by convincing him that you
are working for the good of the State, and you will probably
have donel^more than you could have accomplished by weeks of

popularl agitation.;. Thus there is work for every member of the

League to do in furthering the good cause. Convert everybody
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if you can, but, above all, convert the villag-e leader. Show him
that here is one of the rarest opportunities that ever came to

him to use his influence in a way that will benefit his neighbors
and himself. •

People will ask to be told precisely what we would ""^Btis is

WANT.have the next Legislature do. This is a pertinent ques-
^ ^^

tion which must be answered in explicit terms. If the Leagfue
could have just what it wants at the hands of the lawmakers
next winter, it would be as follows :

IRRIGATION.

1. A law creating- an administrative body to be called the Board of Con-
trol of Waters, consisting of an expert engineer, a successful business man,
and an experienced lawyer, who should choose an executive to be known as

the State Hydraulic Engineer. This Board would assume charge of all

matters relating to the appropriation and distribution of water, would work
out detailed plans for future irrigation works, and would be responsible for

their construction and operation.
2. An appropriation of $100,000 from the State Treasury, conditioned

upon a similar appropriation by the national government, to be expended by
United States engineers in exploring reservoir sites and investigating the

best methods of using water for the production of crops.
3. The submission to popular vote of an amendment to the Constitution

authorizing the State to enter upon the construction of comprehensive
reservoir and canal systems, and for that purpose to acquire, for just com-

pensation, existing rights and works. The new public systems to be built

with capital advanced by the State, but paid for by direct taxation upon
neighborhoods immediately benefited, collected over a period of a hundred

years. Such works also to include provision for the drainage of lands and
the development of power.

IfAND RBFOBM.

4. The submission of an amendment to the Constitution authorizing the

State to make a few practical experiments in colonization on New Zealand
lines—that is, by purchasing large holdings from private owners, dividing
them into small irrigated farms, and opening them to settlement at five per
cent, interest on cost under perpetual leasehold.

CO-OPBRATION.

5. The creation of a Bureau of Co-operation with a competent official at

its head and an appropriation to be expended in educating, organizing and

federating the producers, after the successful European methods described

in the June number of this magazine.

Here is a program which would lay the foundation for an

economic revolution in the valleys of California and enable us to

build homes for millions of new population. It would get the

water on the land, get the man on the land, and make the man
prosperous after he had gone on the land, as well as secure the

prosperity of the many thousands already there. And yet behold

how simple and how conservative it is, after all. The first item

provides an administration, similar to that of some other pro-
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gressive States, to take charge of the water. It does not dis-

turb existing titles in any way. Water would be distributed

in accordance with judicial decrees already entered. This
would result in saving: much friction that now arises from
the attempt of private parties to perform what is essentially a

public function—the division of the stream among- irrigators.
The board would also prevent conflicts between new appropria-
tions and old ones by refusing its consent to the former unless

there be surplus water in the stream. In the meantime the

board would be perfecting definite plans for the public works
which are to be. The second item only calls for the re-enact-

ment of Senate Bill No. 7 which passed the last Legislature with
one dissenting vote and was then impaled upon the veto of a

Governor who won't do so any more. The larger plans, for pub-
lic irrigation works and a cautious trial of the New Zealand idea,

take the form of amendments to be voted upon by the people in

1904. We shall have plenty of time to discuss these measures in

all their bearings, and they may only become law with the con-

sent of *the people deliberately given at the ballot box. The co-

operative feature is so closely in line with the evident desires of

the producing public, and calls for the expenditure of so little

money, that it can hardly encounter serious opposition. Such is

the program of definite legislation proposed by the League. Its

friends can "put it through by daylight," if they try with half

the zeal which politicians put into mere ofi&ce-getting.

THE The article entitled "Riverside View of Reforms,"

VIEW, published in the April number of this magazine, is one

of the most important contributions to the subject since the re-

port of the United States Commission, issued last year. The
article was written by John G. North, one of the leading attor-

neys of Riverside county and son of the founder of the colony.

Its importance is not chiefly due, however, to the fact that it

comes from a legal mind which has been enriched by intimate

association with the Riverside irrigation industry and by full

knowledge of the struggle out of which it was born. The chief

value of the article lies in the fact that it is, unquestionably, a

reliable expression of Riverside's view of the proposed reform.

And what is the Riverside view ? First of all, it is that of a

people who have fought their own battles, and, despite bad laws,

achieved results which have made their community one of the

most prosperous and celebrated in the world. It goes without

saying, therefore, that they are conservative beyond almost any

other community in the State. They have not only made homes

and raised oranges ; they have also made historv and raised

institutions. The basis of all they have is their secure control
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of a water supply which they have obtained by daring enterprise,

large investment, and a generation of sturdy defense in the

courts. Other people may be wasting water, but Riverside is

not. Its works and its methods are the most scientific of which
we have any knowledge. Other people may be suffering from

the exactions of water monopoly, but Riverside has developed

and managed its irrigation facilities largely in cooperation and

so obtained its water at cost. Even so, it has been very expen-

sive and entailed an annual charge which would have crushed

any irrigators but those who use water with the utmost economy
and who raise and market high-priced crops with the shrewdest

business sense. Nevertheless, Mr. North does not array himself

against the proposals of the United States Commission as a

whole. On the other hand, he seeks to show us how carefully

they must be applied to the communities which have grown up
on the Santa Ana in the last fifty years.

Mr. North favors the proposed Board of Control of not

Waters, to have charge of all future appropriations and to reform.
also to distribute the supply to present consumers, the latter

function to be "exercised under and in conformity with the law,

and respecting fully the already existing rights." He is strongly

opposed to any attempt at the determination of existing rights

by the Board. This is a most important objection, which will be

discussed in a subsequent paragraph. He thinks riparian rights

can only be disposed of by having the State acquire them for

just compensation. He fully realizes that such acquirement
must be accomplished. There is probably no doubt that he is

right on both propositions. It was a terrible mistake to recog-

nize the riparian doctrine in California in the first place. But

it was recognized, valuable vested interests have grown up in

consequence, and these may only be taken for higher public

uses upon payment of their value. Mr. North is squarely with

the reformers on the proposition that water and land should be

united in ownership. He is for the fullest development of the

national irrigation and forestry policies. Finally, in taking

leave of the subject, Mr. North sounds this significant note of

warning: "I may say further that I think the general senti-

ment regarding these matters contains an element of fear, lest

in the eflFort to better the condition of our water laws there may
be attempted such radical changes as to complicate rather than

to systematize or simplify them."

Let us be frank and say that if the entire irrigation rivbrsidk is

industry of California rested upon the same basis as that

at Riverside there would be no crying need of reform. We
should still need public reservoirs to store the floods, but aside
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from this we could get along. Why ? Simply because River-

side has worked out a code of unwritten laws and customs which

practically accomplish what may only be done elsewhere by the

exercise of public authority. To illustrate, there are places

where water titles are so mixed as to lead to constant litigation

and where the attempt to distribute the supply in accordance

with court decrees is attended with endless friction among
neighbors. There are places where a hard-and-fast monopoly
has grown up, or is arising, because water is owned apart

from the land. There are places where a very large share of

the available supply is wasted, to the loss of the community.
If these conditions prevailed at Riverside, it is safe to say that

its citizens would be foremost among those demanding every

one of the reforms proposed by the United States Commission.

Two thoughts are suggested by Mr. North's discussion of the

subject. The first is that any new system of administration

must be somewhat elastic, so that it may be extended gradually

and, perhaps, only in response to the plain demand of each large

drainage district. Thus, it might be applied at once to Kings

River, and only after a long period to the Santa Ana. Again,
Mr. North's discussion suggests the likelihood of strong popular

objection to the proposed complete adjudication of existing

rights. Very likely this, too, must be applied gradually, so that

irrigators may become convinced of the great truth that the ob-

ject of such adjudication is not to deprive them of their present

water-rights, but rather to make them absolutely sure in their

possession. When titles are finally determined and issue from

the State, then the foundation of irrigated homesteads in Cali-

fornia will rest upon the solid rock—and not until then. At

present no man can go to bed tonight with the certainty that

he may not arise tomorrow morning to use his last dollar in de-

fense of the water-right on which the value of his property de-

pends. Such are the dangers growing out of riparianism, unre-

stricted appropriation, the total lack of public supervision over

distribution, and the private monopoly of water apart from

land.
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TO A WATER MONOPOLIST.
P all the public comment which has appeared with refer-

ence to the Constructive League, the letter of Dr.

Charles Van Norden to the Sacramento Record- Union

is much the most spirited, intelligent and entertaining. The
letter in full is as follows :

MR. SMYTHK'S I.ECTURE.

Eds. " Record-Union ": Will you kindly permit me, as one who has had

experience in matters pertaining- to irrigation, to make some comments upon
the address of William E. Smythe, President of the State Constructive

Leagrue, in the Assembly Chamber ?

The speaker assured us that for fifteen years he had made the reclaiming
of our arid lands by irrigation his personal thought, "his church and his

religion." It seems strange that one thus presumably equipped should

show so much ignorance of the everyday facts of his subject.
He stated that while the ownership of water had been abandoned in many

countries, in California it was still legally recognized ; although he ought
to have known that the Constitution declares water a "

public use "
;
that

water-rights lapse on failure of service, and that the law makes all dis-

tributers of water " common carriers." Tnere is no ownership of water
claimed by intelligent persons in this State, and no absolute water-rights.

Storage companies, at g-reat expense, build reservoirs and hold back in

them a portion of the spring surplus, thereby lessening the overflow in the

valley and delivering to the cultivator this water, when needed, for irriga-

tion. They charge, not for water, but for storage and distribution.

Mr. Smythe calls this bondage, and he proclaims the dependent ranchers

as "white slaves." Does he not know that the law enjoins upon the Su-

pervisors of each county—who, by the way, are the representatives of

these same ranchers—the duty of fixing the rates, and that the distribution

is under all the usual statutes governing common carriers ? The white

slaves (who would not be there at all were it not for the beneficent activity
of the reservoir owners) are no more under the thumb of the storage com-

panies than of their butchers or grocers. Indeed, the shoe is on the other

foot, and the companies at the mercy of the voters.

The speaker gave us glowing pictures of the great valley, when all over-

flow waters should be balanced by storage, and when all acres should be

under irrigation, ignoring the facts that, owing to the excessive evapora-
tion of this country in summer, the reservoirs must be constructed high up
on the divide, that reservoir sites are few and far between, and that the

water must be conveyed to the users in ditches, pipe-lines, tunnels and

flumes at vast expense. The South Yuba Water Company, which has

probably the largest storage system in this State, has developed nearly

every feasible reservoir site in its vast water-shed, and yet stores but one-

eighth of the average annual waterfall. Its engineers calculate that by
raising and strengthening dams, and by building on all remaining feasible

sites, it could double its present storage and thus utilize one-fourth of the

average annual precipitation. No doubt the Sierra everywhere is under

like conditions. One-fourth of the average precipitation could be stored,

the remaining three-fourths must come down the gorges to flood the valley.
It is evident that in years of excessive precipitation the amount to come
down would thus be more than the entire precipitation of average or poor

years. As to irrigating the exhausted wheat ranches with water from the
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mountains, it is a vain dream. Owing to sipage and evaporation, the

storage water, were there enough of it—and there is not nor ever will be—
cannot probably be brought lower than the edge of the great valley.
We find that one inch of water on the divide becomes but one-half inch

at Newcastle, and only one-quarter of an inch at Rocklin
;

it would not

suffice to bedew the land near the river. None but theorists can blink this

fact.

Then as to the scheme, essentially socialistic, for State ownership of

reservoirs and distribution of the water. Says the orator : "Let the State

own the reservoirs and in the dry season turn the water into the rivers for

the lessees of land (for ownership in land also is to be abolished) to take

therefrom and use."

Does not the lecturer know that the rivers of the Sierra are profound

gorges, and that water once turned into them can be extricated only by
very expensive flumes, laid on benches cut into the cliffs ? The South
Yuba Water Company finds it necessary to maintain 400 miles of ditch,

pipe, flume and tunnel lines to reach its customers. So must the State do
if it undertake to go into the irrigation business. Imagine the enormous

expenditure of irrigating Northern California, the construction supervised

by our political bosses and corrupt legislatures, and the business run by
place hunters. A State in which jobbery characterizes public life, and
which is dominated by demagogues and bosses, is not likely to try this ex.

periment ;
and if it did venture to do so would install an Augean stable,

whose stench would rise to heaven. It will be long before even the irriga-

tor himself will consent to turn over his most precious interests to the

tender mercies of politicians.

Much that the speaker has said about the confusion of water-right laws
and the wisdom of irrigating all lands within the reach of storage supply
was admirable, and it is a pity that one so delightfully enthusiastic and well

meaning should mar his discourse and weaken his argument by inaccura-

cies of statement. The general fault of Mr. Smythe's position is his illu-

sory claim that individualistic enterprise wisely controlled by law can be

successfully displaced by socialistic methods of popular government.

It is a great privilegfe for one so ignorant as myself concern-

ing irrigation laws and practice to sit at tlie feet of a truly dis-

interested and patriotic authority like Dr. Van Norden (of the

South Yuba Water Company) and take a few primer lessons in

the subject with which I have been dallying for a good many
years. It is inspiring to be told that there isn't much water in

the Sacramento Valley anyhow, and that if there were much
water it would all evaporate before it could be brought to the

edge of the valley, and that even if it could be brought there it

would do little or no good to the "exhausted wheat ranches."

But it is really discouraging to learn that we can never have any

public works in this State because the attempt at popular gov-
ernment is a failure, and nothing survives of the institutions be-

queathed to us by the fathers, except
' '

our political bosses and

corrupt legislatures.
"

At first blush it would seem well for those who have been try-

ing to improve the conditions of living in California, and to

make homes for new millions, "to go way back and sit down "
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(as they say in the comic opera ), unloading the burden of citizen-

ship upon the ample and willing: shoulders of Dr. Van Norden
and the South Yuba Water Company. But, on second thought,
it seems well to persist for a while, in view of the fact that many
thousands of people are working earnestly, even if mistakenly,
to create a better and greater California.

My genial critic appears to be well satisfied with the present

water laws, although his reference to the "confusion "
resulting

from them implies that they are not, after all, of the best. On
the other hand, there are a great many people in California, in-

cluding some of the patrons of the Yuba Water Company, who
think these laws are bad. Among those holding this opinion
are the gentlemen who served on last year's United States Irri-

gation Commission and all the irrigation experts in the civilized

world who have studied our laws—always excepting Dr. Van
Norden.

The Doctor says there is no such thing as ownership of water
in California and that his customers "are no more under the

thumb of the storage companies than of their butchers or

grocers.
"

What is
' '

ownership of water "
? // /5 secure -possession. Who

holds secure possession of the water supply which fills the reser-

voirs and ditches of the South Yuba Water Company ? Is it

anybody except the company itself ? Can those whose lands are

dependent upon that supply get water from any other source ?

If not, in what sense does anybody but that company
"
own " the

water ? The Doctor says the company "charges not for water,
but for storage and distribution." Very well, then, if the

water should be taken away from the company it would lose

nothing. It would still have left its facilities for storage and

distribution. That is what it "owns," and that is what it

"charges for." This, of course, is a mere verbal quibble.

The valuable thing which the South Yuba Water Company
really owns and sells and rents and collects tolls for is the melt-

ing snow of the Sierra Nevada mountains. Its control of that

natural element without which men cannot live (for the Doctor

himself says the people "would not be there at all" except for

this enterprise) is the basis of its existence. Take the water

away, and all its reservoirs and canals would not bring five cents

in the market. The water is owned as a private monopoly. It

is sold as a commodity.
President Roosevelt has solemnly declared in his message to

Congress .

"
Private ownership of water apart from land cannot

prevail without causing enduring wrong." If Dr. Van Norden

wants to take the ground that private ownership of water apart

from land is a good thing for the people of California, he has a
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right to do so; but to pretend tliat monopoly is no more involved

in the case of a company which has secured absolute control of

the only source of supply than in the case of the butchers and

grocers of Newcastle and Rocklin is an insult to the common in-

telligence. If water were as abundant as air, and as easily

available for the ordinary uses of mankind, the matter would be

wholly different. But the truth is that water is the vital ele-

ment in a land where irrigation is necessary, and that the man
who owns the water practically owns the land. If Dr. Van
Norden does not know this, the consumers under his ditches do

know it.

It is true that there is something in our laws about "public
use" and "common carriers," and about "water-rights lapse on

failure of service." It is also true that there is no means of en-

forcing even such poor laws as we have, except by constant re-

sort to the courts. Streams are over-appropriated to a ridiculous

extent. The water is notoriously wasted in many instances.

There is no attempt at public supervision. The riparian doc-

trine still endures to annoy irrigators and block the wheels of

progress. There is no way of knowing, except by means of liti-

gation, whether appropriations are being used in good faith.

And litigation is expensive and tiresome—a luxury to be en-

gaged in to any profit only by large companies and not by indi-

vidual farmers of small means. The distribution of water is

frequently attended by hardship and violence, I do not say

that all these evils exist in the territory served by the South

Yuba Water Company. (The more perfect the monopoly se-

cured upon a given source, the less friction among consumers.)

But I do say that all these evils are rife in the California irriga-

tion industry as the logical outcome of the bad laws which I am

fighting and which Dr. Van Norden is defending.

Supervisors have the power to fix rates within certain limita-

tions. This plan has worked badly more often than otherwise,

resulting in long litigation over water contracts. So long as

we have private ownership of water apart from land, there must

be some public regulation of rates
;
but it should not be left to

interested parties, nor to those chosen exclusively by interested

parties. It should be done by a board of experts under the

State government. This is one of the reforms advocated by the

Constructive League. It is fully as much in the interest of

those who sell water as in the interest of those who buy it.

In referring to the Doctor's comment on storage possibilities,

it is necessary for me to remark that I was considering, in my
address at the Capitol, the situation throughout the State, and

not in a restricted locality. The irrigation expert of the United

States government has officially stated that water is available
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for 12,000,000 acres in the Sacramento Valley. I agree that we
have had too much guesswork about these matters and that at

the earliest possible moment we should get upon the basis of

exact information. That is another thing we are striving for

through the California Water and Forest Association and the

Constructive League. State and national appropriations to the

amount of $200,000 would have been available for this purpose a

year ago except for the Governor's veto of Senate Bill No. 7.

When this scientific work has been done, we shall know how
nearly correct Dr. Van Norden is when he says : "As to irri-

gating the exhausted wheat ranches with water from the moun-

tains, it is a vain dream . . none but theorists can blink this

fact." In time we shall find out the name of the "theorist" in

this particular instance.

But all this is aside from the main issue. The fundamental

difference between Dr. Van Norden and myself is this : He be-

lieves in the private monopoly of water, and I believe in the

public monopoly of water—in the ownership by the people and
for the people of all the works designed for the storage and dis-

tribution of water upon the soil of California. To put the mat-

ter in the Doctor's own words: "The general fault of Mr.

Smythe's position is his illusory claim that individualistic en-

terprise wisely controlled by law, can be successfully displaced

by socialistic methods of popular government."

Irrigation was not discovered yesterday. It is about the

oldest thing of which we have any knowledge. Behind my
"illusory claim" that absolute public control of the water sup-

ply is better than any form of private speculation in this great
element of natural wealth stands the experience of the centuries.

Behind this
"
illusory claim" stands the deliberate verdict of the

civilized world. Behind this
"
illusory claim" stands the solemn

declaration of both political parties in their last national plat-

forms and the judgment of the President of the United States,

as expressed in his ofl&cial communication to Congress. On the

other side of the question there is arrayed a little group of enter-

prising men who are seeking to get possession of every trickling

stream in our mountains so that they may make merchandise of

the melting snow and levy perpetual tribute upon future gen-
erations.

The man who owns an acre of ground that requires irrigation

should also own the water which is essential to its profitable

cultivation. Water and land should be inalienably united in a

single ownership. This result is best accomplished when the

water is found on the irrigator's own land. Thus the man with

a well and a pump is the most independent. Next to this is the
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group of irrigators who own a canal and water supply, handling
it in cooperation, as is done by the Mormons, by the Greeley

colonists in Colorado, and by the farmers and fruit-growers of

the pioneer settlements at Riverside and Anaheim. In all these

places land and water are owned and operated together by a

multitude of small proprietors.

But we have outlived the day of small cooperative efforts in

developing the water supply of California. We have come to

the era of great things. Our future progress requires the in-

vestment of large sums of capital. If these be obtained by
means of private enterprise we must accept the principle of

private ownership of water apart from land. The only alterna-

tive is a system of reservoirs and canals built, owned and ad-

ministered under public authority. In other words, the time

has come when the best use of the water supply involves a

monopoly. The question is : Shall the monopoly be a private

or a public one, and shall the water be united in ownership with

the land, or held apart from the land as a speculative commodity ?

That is the question now before the people for debate. Upon its

answer the character of our civilization largely depends. It is

the old battle between feudalism and democracy. For the man
who holds secure possession of water which others must have in

order to live is practically a feudal baron who holds the welfare

of the community in his keeping.

Aside from the ethical aspect of the matter, there are very

practical reasons in favor of public works of irrigation. The
task now to be performed is too vast for individuals or even cor-

porations. Private enterprise can do a little work here and

there
;

it can, and does, grab precious water courses and compli-

cate titles
;

it can begin works, but seldom complete them
;

it

can promise water to settlers, but seldom deliver it satisfactorily.

Only the broad shoulders of State and Nation are equal to the

great load that must be carried in the future. It is, therefore,

for the interest of all elements in the community—bankers,

railroads, merchants, manufacturers and farmers alike—that a

policy of public works should be entered upon as early as

possible.

I think Dr. Van Norden is wholly mistaken in his fear that

public works would be accompanied by widespread corruption.

The real danger lies in what he calls
"
individualistic enter-

prise, wisely controlled by law." The attempt at the regulation

of quasi-public corporations has indeed been attended with dis-

heartening results everywhere. It offers every inducement to

corruption. It is only necessary to bribe a few officials in order

to have the rates "fixed" to suit the corporation. It is almost
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impossible for the public to know the real amount of investment

on which dividends should be paid, the cost of operation and the

other factors entering into the question of just rates. The
whole transaction is handled in the dark. It is from such oppor-

tunities that dishonest public officers line their pockets.

The chance for corruption is much less in the case of public

works. The records are open to inspection. Everything is

done in the light of day. There are no stockholders to reap an-

nual profits from high rates wrung from the consumers. I be-

lieve a fair comparison of results on the score of corruption, as

between our dealings with quasi-public corporations on one

hand, and on management of outright-public concerns the other,

would show an immense credit in favor of the latter.

At any rate, we are living at present under that system of

"popular government
" which excited the contempt of Dr. Van

Norden. He may have more confidence in government by cor-

porations. I plead guilty to far greater faith in the wisdom,

justice and integrity of the people. .

W. E. S.

THE ASPIRING NORTHLAND.
THIRD PAPER IN THE SERIES: "LOOKING CALIFORNIA IN

THE PACE."

I'^rtHE movement for the development of Northern and Cen-

J^ tral California—the whole State north of the Tehachapi—
is one of the most interesting and one of the most hope-

ful events of the times. And it is quite apart from any im-

mediate results in the way of settlement and investment.

Localities have their individual character as much as men.

The man who has the mettle to aspire will achieve something in

the end. He may be defeated for a time. He may undertake to

do the right thing in the wrong way. But if he realizes that he

is capable of achievement he is certain to do something worth

while before he gets through. It is the man who does not be-

lieve in himself—who has no confidence in his own possibilities
—

who does not count and who never will count. He is but a cum-

berer of the ground, and over him determined men march grimly
to their goals.

It is the same with localities. The differences which they

exhibit in progress and development are due to dififerences in

character far more than to natural advantages. The preemi-

nence of New England in intellectual and economic ways arises

from the character of the people rather than from its physical

resources. This is not to deny, but rather to confirm, Buckle's

dictum that the character of civilization is determined by en-
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vironment. The influence of environment is first seen in its ef-

fect upon the energies and capabilities of the people themselves.

Mines, timber, climate, soil, water supply and markets—these

are all factors of importance. But, after all is said, it remains

true that the most vital resources of any region are its human
resources.

It is in this aspect of the matter that the new Northern move-
ment is of surpassing- interest and likely to prove epoch-making.
The North has found itself. It has awakened to a keen real-

ization of its vast potentialities. It has discovered its neg-
lected opportunities and determined upon a concerted effort to

appreciate itself hereafter and to see that the world appreciates

it also. This is worth all it may cost in dollars and cents. To
arouse and awaken and energize Northern and Central Califor-

nia, and to make it understand that it contains the raw materials

out of which millions of men might coin billions of wealth—this

alone would be worth the several thousand dollars a month
which are being expended jn the effort. It is the indispensable

first step toward the day of unimagined greatness and prosperity

which must sometime dawn for this the most favored part of all

the earth.

True, the effort may prove spasmodic. Some of the contrib-

utors to the promotion fund may ask, a few months hence, pre-

cisely what has been obtained in the way of dividends upon
their investment. Very likely it will be difficult to present

them with a satisfactory answer in the way of a commercial

balance sheet. Nevertheless, they have done something for

their country this time, even if they never do it again. And
the tide of public spirit will never fall so low as it was in the

past. The Northland has begun to realize. It has struck the

divine spark of Aspiration. The spark may merely smoulder

for a time, but it will not die out. In the end it will light a

conflagration of enterprise and development, and forever hence

the fires of awakened consciousness will be kept burning on the

altar.

Too much praise could not be spoken of the men, the news-

papers and the organizations that have brought this about, even

if the immediate results be disappointing.
"
Art is long, though

time is fleeting," and the stately Northland can wait, if only

the transformation from lethargy to energy
—from stolid indif-

ference to sturdy aspiration
—has been well begun. And it has.

Nine-tenths of the present enthusiasm may evaporate and there

will still remain a residuum of public spirit from which a New
California shall come forth.
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HOW THE MOVEMENT BEGAN.

It is difficult to trace the beg-inning- of the movement and to

apportion due credit to this individual and that organization.
No attempt will be made to do so here, beyond mentioning cer-

tain large factors which all know to have been determinative in

shaping events.

Some months ago the San Francisco "Chronicle" published
an editorial leader entitled,

" A Confession of Judgment." It

was altog-ether the frankest expression concerning its field and
its constituency which ever found place in a g-reat newspaper.
The "Chronicle" confessed that Los Angeles and Southern
California are far superior to San Francisco and Northern Cali-

fornia in public spirit and commercial enterprise ;
confessed that

the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce and Frank Wiggins ac-

complished more for their section in a month than the San
Francisco commercial organizations are able to do in a year ;

confessed that most of the fame of present-day California

attaches to the counties south of Tehachapi ;
confessed that the

North is sleeping the sleep of indifference, while the South is

striding forward to new and grander achievement
;
confessed that

the business men of San Francisco have but the vaguest knowl-

edge of their tributary territory, and do little or nothing to

assist its settlement and enhance its prosperity. The "Chroni-
cle

" did not stop there, but announced that, so far as itself is

concerned, it proposes to reform and to invest its influence in a

tireless effort to build up the State. No week has since passed
when this newspaper- has not devoted two whole pages of each

Saturday issue to exploiting the resources and industries of the

Northern and Central counties. Besides all this, it has devoted

much editorial and news space to the movement almost every
day.
The other San Francisco newspapers responded by opening

their columns generously to the news of the movement. The
interior dailies and weekly papers everywhere followed suit, and

very soon the whole State found itself animated by a new spirit

of progress. Even the Southern newspapers joined the chorus,

patted the North on the back, and gave it wholesome advice

learned of successful experience.

Development associations had existed in the Sacramento and
San Joaquin Valleys for two years without attracting much at-

tention in the metropolis. They now sent delegations to meet
with business men in San Francisco. There was much frank

talk as to who was responsible for the general backwardness of

things. The city hinted that the country was a rather slow
coach and ought to show more enterprise in turning its own
wheels. The country retorted that if it did own the coach, the

city held a mortgage on it and collected all the profits of its

operation. The net result was that the city and country came
to the conclusion that they are one and inseparable and must
stand or fall together. Then they went to work raising funds

in San Francisco and all the important towns. Local organiza-
tions were strengthened ; new organizations were formed where
none had existed before ;

and a general Promotion Committee
was instituted to bring all the threads together and give the

various local movements a solidarity which they could not other-
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wise possess. The State Board of Trade cooperated heartily,
and the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce added a new and
militant personal factor to its working- force in Secretary
French. Excursions of San Francisco business men visited
the two great valleys and studied their resources.

THE PLAN OF WORK.
The movement has raised its funds successfully and now has

several thousand dollars a month at its disposal. What does it

intend to do with it ? Its first great object is to make the re-

sources of Northern and Central California as widely and favor-

ably known as those of Southern California. To this end tons
of attractive illustrated matter will be printed and distributed

through all possible channels. General advertising will be done
in the magazines of the land and more specific advertising
through farm journals. Exhibits will be established at import-
ant points. Already the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce has
established one at Ogden, Utah, in a pagoda-like building-
erected for the purpose.

Secretary French explains another proposed activity of great
importance. Owners of large landholdings will be encouraged
to cut them up for sale in small farms and to provide irrigation
where necessary. The Chamber of Commerce will assist sales

by turning over the correspondence obtained from its general
advertising and by any other means in its power.

Secretary Wright of the Sacramento Valley Association has
his headquarters in the Ferry Building, San Francisco. He
reports large inquiry and a constant stream of visitors to see the

splendid exhibits maintained there by the State Board of Trade.

Secretary Brown of the Stockton Chamber has worked largely
from Los Angeles during the past few months, with good
results.

In response to pointed inquiries, Secretary Filcher of the
State Board of Trade, said :

"
It is impossible at this time to

outline very definitely just how the new movement will work to

accomplish the desired results. This is the era of organization
and exploitation. Not only the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valleys, but the coast region as well, are organized. Every
county is now organized. Even nearly every small town has its

local body to work with the rest in developing the State."
A careful survey of the situation leaves no room to doubt that

the movement is deeply in earnest and will succeed in making
the country far better known than it has ever been before. This
is the lesson which has been learned from Southern California.

But just how much lies within the reach of such methods ?

Early and large results ought to be seen in the growth of

manufacturing. The advantages in the way of raw materials,

navigation, growing markets and the saving of the transconti-

nental haul ought to interest capital in several lines. A much-
needed tendency toward the improvement of hotel accommoda-
tions should be another early result. Then there can be no
doubt that liberal advertising will attract a portion of the tourist

public that has conferred so much benefit on the South. Finally,
actual settlers will be brought, though perhaps not in very large
numbers at present, to localities where settlers may hope to
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make a living without irrigation, and to the few places where
good irrigation facilities alread}^ exist.

Will these results make Northern and Central California the
home of millions ? They will contribute to that end in two
very important ways : First, by making the region known to
the homeseeking public ; second, by preparing California itself

to enter upon the noblest undertaking in all its brilliant history.

THE REAL OPPORTUNITY.
So far as the conquest of the soil is concerned, private and

individual effort has done in the coastal and interior valleys
practically all it can do until assisted by public enterprise. No
grand scheme of settlement can possibly be carried out except as
the consequence of a great public policy. The country awaits
the impulse to be imparted by creative statesmanship. It is

stalled upon the boundary which marks the limitation of private
effort and the beginning of a new era like that which the laws of

Napoleon and the works of Cavour gave to Northern Italy, and
like that which English genius gave to India, to Egypt, to
Australia and to New Zealand and is now giving to Canada.
Before the mighty problems involved in the making of a Greater
California, Individual Man stands helpless and abashed. Only
Organized and Associated Man is equal to the occasion. Only
the strong arm of Government, State and national, can deal
with the situation.

These valleys must be irrigated before they can be densely
populated by human beings. This means that man must assert
his control over the forces of nature. Floods must be stored ;

swamps must be drained
; forests must be brought under

methods of scientific lumbering ;
denuded areas must be re-

planted. In a word, the foundation will have to be laid before
the superstructure is builded.

As all roads lead to Rome, so every consideration of the eco-
nomic situation in California leads to the policies advocated by
the National Irrigation Association, by the Water and Forest
Association and by the California Constructive League, There
is simply no escape from the facts. We can advertise, we can
talk, we can dream. But while we are doing so, the precious
waters are wasting in the infinite ocean, the fertile soil is held
out of use here by flood and there by drought, and the imme-
morial forest is being burned, wasted and stolen.

The people of California can lift a hand at the ballot-box on
November 4th and say : "These things shall not be." They
can say to the floods : "We command you to stand back." And
the floods will stand back. They can say to the streams: "Flow
out from your natural channels and bless millions of acres with
fertility and millions of men with homes." And the streams
will do as they are told. They can say to the swamps : "Come
forth from the waters and be hereafter the useful servant of
man." And the swamps will come forth. They can say to the

mighty forests :

"
Live forever on our mountain sides and

bless us and our children, as you blessed the fathers of the com-
monwealth." And the iforests will live where they stand and
even spring up again where they have been wantonly destroyed.

All this the people of California can do, if they will be true
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to their own best interests when they go the ballot-box. When
they do so, the new aspiration of the Northland will be real-

ized. Its dream will come true. Its advertising- will be written
on the face of the earth in the language of green valleys, of
seas and' harbors whitened with the sails of commerce, of

great cities reared where tidewater and irrigated soil come to-

gether.
Then we shall say, as Webster said of Massachusetts: "I

shall pass no encomium on California. She needs none. There
she stands ? . S/ie sfeaks for herself !

"

"WILL GREEN OF COLUSA. "

XKe Strongest Personality BeKind tHe NortHern A.-waKenin^.

UCH reference to the movement in Northern California as

is made elsewhere in these pages would be incomplete
without mention in the same number of a personality

which, more than any other one, is the source of inspiration and

awakening.
What all public spirited men in the Sacramento Valley are

now doing. Will S. Green of Colusa has been doing for more
than a generation. His has been the voice crying in the wilder-

ness. Other men have been attending mostly to their private
fortunes. General Green has given his thought and effort

chiefly to the public fortune—to the passionate desire of his

heart to make civilization bear its brightest flower in the Sacra-

mento Valley.
He has labored incessantly to make the people see the true

possibilities of the region and the methods by which they may
be realized. Thus, he has fought great holdings and the single

crop, and plead for irrrigation and diversified farming. He has

supported every movement for a new industry which has arisen

in the last forty years, and fathered most of them. He has

been a leader—and generally the official head in all organiza-
tions formed for the purpose of building up the country. His

service in such affairs has never been perfunctory, but always
in downright earnest. Whoever got tired and fell by the road-

side, it was never General Green.

He is not merely an enthusiast, but a broad-minded philoso-

pher of high intellectual caliber. The most striking testimony
that could be cited to prove this claim is the fact that he pub-
lishes a small daily paper in a small interior town which is reg-

ularly read by leading men throughout the State. One of his

recent editorials was reprinted in pamphlet form to the extent

of 100,000 copies. The circulation of the "Colusa Sun " in San
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" Wux Gbbbm ok Colusa.

Francisco is said to be over a thousand. If you don't read
*'

Sunstrokes," you are not in touch with one of the very best

intellectual currents in California.

And so for all these years General Green has gone on, day
after day and month after month, fighting for the Sacramento

Valley and the State and the West. He has given to these

objects of his love the full measure of his devotion. The finest

tribute I ever heard paid to him (because so evidently sincere)

was that of a well-known citizen who was urged to devote more

of his brilliant talents to the service of the public.
"
Serve the

people?" he asked. "There is no money in that. Look at

Will Green of Colusa. He has served the people all his life—
and he hasn't made a dollar !"

True, but Will S. Green has made what dollars will not buy-
he has made the love of his fellow men and he has made a name
that will be revered long after he has passed out from our sight.

And that (plus food, shelter and raiment) is worth more than

all the money of all the time-servers.
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President—William E. Smythe.
Vice-President—D. T. Fowler.
Secretary-Treasurer—Bishop J. Edmonds.

STATE COMMITTTE.

Will S. Green, Colusa.
Marshal R. Beard, Sacramento.
H. P. Stabler, Marysville.
Harvey C. Stiles, Chico.
John Kirby, San Francisco.
N. J. Bird, San Francisco.
Frank Cornwall, San Francisco.
John S. Dore, Fresno.
JohnFairweather, Reedley.
E. H. Tucker, Selma-
A. Hallner, Kingrsburgr.
A. H. Naftzgrer, Los Angreles.

S. W. Fergrusson, Los Ang-eles.
Walter J. Thompson, Los Angreles.
A. R. Spragrue, Los Angeles-
Charles F. Lummis, Los Angreles.
E. T. Dunningr, Los Angreles.
Chas. A. Moody, Los Angreles.
Scipio Craigr, Redlands.
Elwood Cooper, Santa Barbara.
W. H. Porterfield, San Diegro.
Georgre W. Marston, San Diegro.
Bishop J. Edmonds, San Dieg-o.
William E. Smythe, San Diegro.

A glance: at the futuri:.

|HEN the League was projected it was foreseen that its

activity would fall naturally into three periods. First,

there would be the time of sowing seed, when the cause

must struggle for recognition at the hands of the public. This
could be accomplished by meetings, newspaper reports and the

magazine propaganda. It was realized, of course, that this

would be up-hill work, especially at the beginning. The hardest

part of any enterprise is to get it started.

The first period has been lived through. The whole State

has heard of the Constructive cause. Meetings have been held

from Chula Vista, near the Mexican border, to Chico, within

sight of Shasta. Not only have half a hundred clubs been

formed, with large average enrollments, but many organizations
have joined in a body, so that the dependable following is fully

ten thousand, while a much larger public is in sympathy and

ready to act with us politically when there is a chance. The

newspapers have been good to the movement and their reports

and comments fill a large scrapbook. Scores of influential poli-

ticians have been talked to and "prayed with."

The second period is now at hand. It is the stage of actual

political activity. The plan of work is discussed at length else-

where in these pages. Prom now on to November 4th the Con-

structive Leaguer should devote himself to electing to office men
who will write our views into State and national legislation.

Soon after election it is hoped that the Constructive League,
and its constituent clubs, will enter upon a permanent career of

usefulness. This will require a general reorganization. It is
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desired that there shall be not less than one hundred clubs in
California alone—and possibly others in various Pacific States—
which shall furnish the people with a forum for the discussion
of social and economic questions. There should be lectures,

joint debates and reading courses. The intellectual life of com-
munities should be enriched and quickened by these clubs. Then
it must be remembered that political responsibility will not end
with the November election. It may be necessary to brace up
weak members of the Legislature when important measures are

pending at Sacramento. A hundred mass meetings, held simul-

taneously in a hundred different places, should have a very brac-

ing effect on politicians. But the great future which we want
to map out for the Constructive League is that of a widespread,
closely-knit organization of good citizenship, aiming in the
course of years to bring things to pass which shall change the
face of our times and make better conditions of living for our-
selves and our posterity. It is a great undertaking. We ask
all our friends, men and women (for the women are with us

everywhere and are the best part of our movement) to be think-

ing how this plan of permanent usefulness may best be shaped
and carried out.

AN IMPORTANT INDORSEMENT.

During the past month effort has been centered mostly in

influential circles at San Francisco. One of the results of the
month's work is the following indorsement adopted by the

Municipal League of San Francisco :

Whereas, The California Constructive League, with the able assistance
of thd influential mag'azine, "Out West," so vigorously edited by Charles
F. Lummis, of Los Angeles, is carrying on a much needed and eftective

propaganda for the upbuilding of our greatly favored State of California

by cooperative and concentrated eflfort along lines most directly promising
of practical results ; and.
Whereas, The Municipal League of San Francisco fully agrees with the

aims of the said California Constructive League, to wit : The vitalizing of

politics in order that living measures, constructive in character, may be
realized ; the reforming of water laws and the building of State and Na-
tional public irrigation works ; the reforming of the land laws so that the

remaining public land shall not be absorbed by speculating or land-holding
syndicates, and the New Zealand method of purchase, improvement, sub-
division and perpetual leasehold to great estates may be applied to the end
that the land may be made more accessible to the masses ;

and the develop-
ment of the full possibilities of the State by cooperation in our economic
life in order that producers may have the widest market at the most favor-
able prices ; and
Whereas, The president of said California Constructive League, Mr.

William E. Smythe, of San Diego, is now in San Francisco pushing the

good work ;

Rksolved, That the Municipal League cheerfully and earnestly indorses
the propaganda of said California Constructive League and takes this

opportunity to cordially welcome Mr. Smythe and to attest enthusiastically
to the splendid vigor of the agency afforded by the pen of Mr. Lummis, and

hereby pledges to the California Constructive League its best cooperation.
Resolvkd, That the said California Constructive League be highly

recommended by letter to the National Municipal League by immediate
communication with its secretary, Clinton Kogers Woodruff of Philadel-

phia. Nai'H. B. Grkbnskxi.i>UR,
J. Hbndbrson, President.

Secretary,
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WOODLAND-TOLO COUNTY.
By R. A. THOMPSON,

'OLO COUNTY is seventy-two miles northeasterly from San Fran-
cisco. It is eighteen miles from Sacramento, the State capital. It

is bounded on the east by the Sacramento River, on the north by
Colusa, on the west by the coast range, and on the south by Solano

county. It is fifty miles from San Pablo Bay. with no intervening hill or
mountain, and is sixty miles from the Pacific ocean. It has 650,880 acres of
land, of which four-fifths is level land. Its assessed wealth is Sl6,000,000 ; it

has no debt, and its tax-rate is the lowest in the State. Its foothills, which
merge into the coast range, are mainly used for grazing. It has a number of

valleys running into the mountains, of which Capay Valley, the outlet of
Clear Lake, is the largest and most important. It has forty thousand
acres of tule land lying along the Sacramento River, which affords rich
and succulent pasture for stock during the rainless months of summer and
fall. Its principal streams are Cache and Putah creeks, which rise in the coast

range and flow across the plain into the tule basin on the Sacramento River.

They have deposited over a great area along their course a rich sediment-
ary soil to the depth of from twenty to thirty feet, with no hard-pan or

On Cachk Ckkbk.

other break between the water-bearing gravel on which it rests and the
surface soil. When first cultivated, in favorable seasons, it would produce
from sixty to eighty bushels of wheat, or a hundredfold of barley to the

acre, without irrigation. A strip of this grand soil extends from Blacks
station to Winters, twenty miles in length by eight miles in width, includ-

ing Woodland and its surroundings, and there are other areas of greater or
less extent around Knights Landing, Winters, Esparto, Blacks Station,
Yolo, along the Sacramento River, and the entire length of Capay Valley
for twenty miles on both sides of Cache Creek. There are in all four
hundred and fifty thousand acres of level land in one body in Yolo, which
will average with the best river bottom lands in the State, or elsewhere in

the same zone in the world.
Woodland, the county seat of Yolo, is situated on the Cache Creek delta,

in the center of the county. Some of the orchards and farms near the
town are irrigated by the Moore ditch system, which covers about fifteen

thousand acres, and presents a scene of astonishing fertility. A lot in the
town left to itself for a few years can be compared only to a tropical jungle
of trees, vines and flowers. The site of the city was originally covered
with groves of white-oak trees. Their long drooping branches swept the
tassels of the wild oats which grew beneath, and gave an indescribable
charm to the landscape. They were surpassed in height only by the red-

wootls of the coast forest. Few of these noble trees remain, but the
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A Woodland Home.

memory of their vanished splendor survives in the name "
Woodland,'

bestowed upon the city by Mrs. J. S. Freeman, the wife of its founder.
So much advertising matter is afloat on the tide of promotion now flood-

ing the Sacramento Valley that it is especially desired in this account of
Yolo to keep within the limit of practical fact. It is difficult, however, to

give the facts without apparent exaggeration. In the report of the Irriga-
tion Investigation of Cache Creek, Professor J. M. Wilson, of the State

University (Washington Government Printing Office, 1901), enumerates the

The Hall of Records, Woodland.
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products of Yolo County as follows—Wheat, corn, alfalfa, all the fruits and
vegetables of a subtropical climate, plums, pears, prunes, oranges, lemons,
limes, figs, pomegranates, dates, grapes (table, wine and raisin), olives,
almonds, English walnuts, and berries of all kinds. He says there are
80-acre tracts near Woodland on which all these products are grown, and
adds that in a single block of the town most of these plants and vegetables
may be found growing, and that there are fifty thousand acres in one body
around Woodland of equal fertility, not including the Putah Creek delta,
and land of the same quality north of the city. The official statement of
Professor Wilson was drawing detail down to a fine point, and was tested
with the following result : On a lot in the town of Woodland, 80 feet

front, by a depth of 145 feet, one-seventh of an acre, the following trees,

plants, vines and flowers were found in full bearing—Twelve navel oranges,
one lemon, one cherry, three apple, two fig, two olive, two apricot, four

almond, and two plum trees, fifty-eight grapevines (nine varieties), plots
of dewberries, raspberries and loganberries, fifty varieties of rose bushes,
a small vegetable garden of onions, tomatoes, lettuce, mint, sage, parsley,
and beds of bulbous and other flowering plants. There is a seven-room

Sixtkk.n-^kak-Oli) Okangb Tkkks in Woodland.

cottage on the lot, with a small blue-grass lawn in front, and eight walnut
trees along the sidewalk, grown from nuts planted in the spring of 1893.

By actual measurement one of these trees has a circumference of three

feet five inches a foot above the ground, a height of thirty-five feet, and a
reach of from fifteen to eighteen feet on each side of the trunk. This

place eight years ago was a vacant lot on the border of the town without a
tree or shrub upon it. There are thousands of acres to which this scale of

production could be applied with proportionate results, with irrigation and
the same care in selection and cultivation. This modest home is sur-

rounded by many more elegant residences, with a splendor of vegetation
which cannot be described but may be imagined from the accompanying
illustrations. This instance is cited only to show what a man of small
means can do, in eight years, on an ordinary town lot in the city of Wood-
land. On an acre of land with the same care he could support a family.
A few examples of the yield of small tracts near Woodland, Winters, Es-

parto and Capay Valley are given, for the past season of 1901, in proof of
fact that the yield of Mr. Hurst's lot was not exceptional. John Wright
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received $6,412 for twenty acres of Sultana grapes ; J. E. Martin of Es-
parto, received $2,114 for four acres of almonds ; A. E. McCloud received
$1,500 for three acres of mixed table grapes ; Mrs. Peart received $1,332
from five acres of Zinfandel wine grapes, which produced seven tons to the
acre

; F. A. McFall of Esparto, received $1,200 from five acres of almonds,
second year of bearing ; T. D. Morin of Cache Creek, received $600 for

oranges from two hundred trees
; Byron Jackson near Woodland, received

from one hundred and sixty acres $35,662.30, a net profit of $16,152.70.
Many other instances of the fruitfulness of Yolo delta lands could be
given, but the above are sufficient.
In the wheat-producing era of the State, the largest returns per acre

and the largest yield in proportion to area in cultivation were from Yolo
County. It is now fast forging to the front as a fruit-producing county,
and it only entered that field in the past few years. Edwin S. Holmes, of
the U. S. Agricultural Department, credits Yolo with 1,114,300 bearing
fruit trees, one-eighth of all in the State, and it is growing this year 250,-
000 acres of wheat, 60,000 acres of barley and oats, 30,000 acres of volunteer

Fifteen-Year-Old Olive Trees Near Woodland.

oat and wheat hay, and 40,000 acres of alfalfa. Some of these alfalfa fields

are irrigated and some are not. There are five creameries and three skim-
ming plants in the county. The yield of butter for the year 1901 was 667,-
935 pounds, of which 602,975 was creamery-made, and 64,960 pounds was by
the dairy method. It has 20,000 acres in table grapes, 11,000 acres seedless
Sultana raisin grapes, and 8,000 acres in wine grapes.
Raisin grapes yield from seven to ten tons to the acre. The late honored

and skilled horticulturist, R. S. Blowers, made the first raisins ever pro-
duced in the United States, on his farm within two miles of Woodland.
The Yolo Sultana raisins are bleached, and are plump and meaty. Ninety
per cent of all the bleached raisins of the State are grown in Yolo. They
are sold in advance to a New York firm, and are never seen in the markets
of California. The same may be said of the Yolo table grapes, which are

specially packed for the New York market and are superb in appearance
and quality. They would be a surprise and a revelation to the average
Californian.
Table grapes yield from eight to ten tons to the acre, and wine grapes

from ten to twelve tons. Almonds yield two tons to the acre, and are
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worth from eight to twelve cents a pound according- to quality. Apricots
yield two tons of dried fruit to the acre. Peaches yield 4,500 pounds to the

acre, worth $40 per ton.

Citrus fruits have not been much grown in Yolo for profit. The fruit

from two hundred trees in Capay Valley, paid the owner last season six

hundred dollars. Small plantings of orange and lemon trees from five to

fifteen years old are in full bearing in all parts of the county, and it is a
demonstrated fact that the rich sedimentary soil of Yolo will produce as
fine oranges and lemons as ever ripened in the sunshine. A lady in Wood-
land, from two trees fifteen years old, gathered this season three thousand
lemons, by actual count. Riverside orange orchards, in ten acre plots,
which originally cost $2.50 an acre, now sell at from Sl,.500 to $2,000 an
acre. The possibilities of citrus fruit culture in Yolo County may be
measured by these figures.
The alfalfa fields of Yolo yield from seven to ten tons of hay to the acre,

and green or dried it is the best feed known for dairy or stock cattle. A
competent authority says : "Texas and Arizona cattle, or thoroughbred
stock from the Eastern States or Europe, begin to improve when brought
to Yolo, and in a short time you would not know them"—which he attrib-

utes to its warm nights and rich pastures. The Bullard Kamhoulett
merinos of Yolo County, a cross between the German Kambouletts and the

Spanish merino, have a worldwide celebrity and are shipped to the At-
lantic States, Asia and Australia. There are also herds of thoroughbred
Devon, Durham, Jersey, Holstein, Hereford, and Brown Swiss cattle.

The endurance of the Mexican mustang horse under the severest test*,
first drew attention to the value of the dry pastures of the State. The in-

digenous forage plants, some of great value, notably alfilerilla, burr and red-

top clover, bunch grass and wild oats, are thoroughly cured standing as they
grow. They tenaciously hold their seed, retaining the nutritive principle in

both stalk and seed long after they are ripe and dry, and up to the fall of the
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Fig Trees Near Woodland.

first rain, when the succeeding' crop starts its growth. Often in December,
always in January and February, the pasturage is abundant before the pre-
ceding crop loses all its nutritive strength ;

in other words, the new forage
crop overlaps and intermixes with the old. All kinds of stock will do well

through the winter without shelter or other provision for their support.
Such conditions could not be improved for raising horses. The foals have
four months of sunshine, no winter, and green food when they most need
it. With intelligent care in selection and breeding, it is not surprising
that the California trotter and thoroughbred race horse soon rivaled his

congener of the bluegrass region, and became a stake winner entered in
the Kastern States and in Europe. In this hot field many Yolo horses be-
came famous, and it now has some of the most advanced horse-breeding
farms on the Pacific Coast, notably those of Edward Corrigan and the Fair
estate, near Knights Landing, with the great English stallion St. Avon-
icus at the head of its breeding stud.

An effective irrigation system in Yolo would increase the yield and value
of its lands tenfold, and its natural facilities for irrigation are nowhere
equaled. Clear Ivake, with an area of eighty square miles, and a catch-
ment of over four hundred, lies in the coast range 1,325 feet above the

Profitable Almond Trees,
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Yolo plain. Cache Creek (its outlet) four miles from the lake enters a
mountain g-orge, through which it flows for twenty miles into Capay
Vallej'. Its fall from the lake to the valley is 850 feet, down the valley it

is 200 feet, and across the plain to the Yolo slough it is 150 feet. Fifty
thousand horse power could be generated, and the water of the stream
could then be used to irrigate all the land upon its borders. That a natural
drainage channel from the coast range, which flanks the Sacramento
Valley, should exist in Cache Creek is not strange, but that there should
be a crosscut through an intervening mountain, connecting the outlet of
Clear Lake with the independent catchment of Cache Creek proper, uniting
two great drainage systems in one outlet, is a remarkable circumstance,
which, in the vastly increased water supply it afl^ords, seems to single out
Yolo County as the chosen spot of the Sacramento Valley and the entire
Pacific Coast. It can be made immune from the vicissitudes of rainfall,
and but for the hindrance of the irrigation laws of the State would long
ago have realized the possibilities of its wonderful soil and climate.

^

For many years the Yolo farmer struggled with wheat culture
;
he tried

A Yolo Stock Farm.

to meet the grain buyers and the sack combine with the gang plow, the

patent harrow and the combined harvester—but to no avail. Wheat g-rew
everywhere ;

the middleman reaped the profit ;
and the wheat farmer was

at last forced to turn to the water which for all these years had been flow-

ing unused through his wheat field. Cache Creek was well named ; for
hidden in its current were fruits, vines and flowers of every hue, alfalfa

fields, fat cattle, sheep and hogs, gilt-edged butter, and all that gratifies
the eye and taste of man. At last the people of Yolo are alive to the fact
that there is wealth in wedding the water and the land. How to get the
water on the land is now the important question ? The first step in a new
constructive policy for Yolo and the whole of North California would be
the repeal of the present irrigation laws, and the establishment of a system
of irrigation under State control, all vested riparian rights to be paid for

by the State which is responsible for the laws under which they were
acquired.
Woodland is situated in the center of the rich Cache Creek delta. It is

less than one hour by rail from Sacramento and four hours from San Fran-
cisco. It is connected with all the leading trunk lines to the Eastern
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States and the Pacific Coast. It is on the main line of the California and

Oreg-on railroad, which connects it with Puget Sound and British Columbia.
Its name was a happy thought; for never was there a more beautiful wood-
land scene than its original site, or as it now appears, though its oaks
have given way to the walnut, the palm, the orange, lemon, fig, pome-
granate and other exotic trees, with here and there a towering eucalyptus.
The rose, japonica, and other plants have replaced its wild flowers, but the

homes of its people are still in a field of green and gold. It became the

county seat of Yolo in 1862, and grew into a rich city as a wheat center in

a few years, before the better use of its lands was appreciated. There
was a fascination in wheat culture—a gang plow, a patent harrow, a com-
bined harvester, and from forty to fifty bushels of wheat to the acre, and
•cash at the end of a short haul, as certain as a check on the bank of Wood-
land—and then do/w far niente until the next harvest. Meanwhile a few

observing men, had been experimenting in fruit culture and raisin-making,
with great results—and there was irrigated Woodland pointing out, like the

hands on the face of a clock or the finger on a guide-post, the straight road

A Woodland Businbss Street.

\o prosperity. One experiment followed another, and at last the people of

Yolo realized that their delta lands and climate combined made the richest

fruit center in the United States.

The coming of the railroad in 1868 gave Woodland a new impetus. Its

growth has since been rapid, and in proportion to its population it is said

to be the richest city on the Pacific Coast. It has a progressive mayor and

•city council, an active and willing Board of Trade, which cooperates in all

that will promote the welfare of the city. Its streets are wide and are

kept clean. It owns its waterworks, and has an efficient fire department

(partly paid and partly volunteer), a modern city hall built at a cost of

^30,000, a free public library, churches of all denominations, a large high-
school building, a number of grammar schools, a business college, and the

Holy Kosary Academy with a large attendance. It has four banks, all of

the highest financial standing—one with a paid-up capital of $1,000,000. It

has many handsome business houses and blocks, three of which are of

faced building stone from near-by quarries. Nearly all the schoolhouses

in Yolo County are surrounded by fruit and other ornamental trees. It has

an exceptionally cultured and law-abiding population, whose influence and

•example cannot be over-estimated in the healthful and visible tnoral color-
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ing- of its social life. It has a large fruit-packing plant, a cannery, two
creameries, and a hundred-barrel-a-day flour-mill in course of building. Its
residences are in keeping with the culture and means of its people ;

some
are large and elegant with spacious and highly improved grounds, and
others are small, neat and homelike. It has two daily newspapers which
have been in the past and are now, in this era of promotion, among the

greatest factors in the development of Yolo.

Winters, twenty miles southwest of Woodland, is the second largest town
in the county. It dates its municipal existence from 1875. It is situated
at the base of picturesque hills, and stands upon and is surrounded by
Putah Creek delta-lands, of the same class as the soil around Woodland. It

is noted for its early fruits and vegetables, all of which are shipped direct
from the town to Eastern markets. Walter T. Swingle, in the Year Book of
the U. S. Agricultural Department for 1890, says that Winters is one of the
most productive fruit centers on the Pacific Coast, and mentions the fact
that it has the most northerly date-palm in bearing- in the world. The fruit

matures fully and is delicious in flavor. No better evidence of the even-
ness and mildness of the climate of Yolo and the Sacramento Valley
could be furnished. Mr. Swingle says,

" the date will mature its fruit

in the Sacramento Valley as far north as Redding-."
Further down Putah creek, about twelve miles southeasterly from Wood-

land, is the town of Davisville. It is upon the Putah Creek delta, and is a
center of the largest almond production in the State. Yolo, the former
county seat, is situated on Cache Creek, and near it is the largest almond
orchard in the world. The Yolo olive oil factory is situated here, an enter-

prise of more than ordinary interest and importance. The olives are

picked ripe and are immediately sun or kiln-dried
;
the moisture evapor-

ates, the pit, pulp and oil remains, the dried fruit having the appearance of
a raisin. The proprietors claim to have invented the process of making
oil from the dried olive, and that its advantages are the extension of the
time for making oil over a year or even more if desired. The machinery
in use extracts the pit and grinds the pulp by one process. The pulp is

then subjected to a heavy pressure, and the expressed oil is filtered, runs
into a large tank and is ready for bottling-. Absolute cleanliness prevails
throughout the process, and a fragrant odor pervades the filtering- room.
In drying, the olive loses half its weight but no oil. Forty dollars a ton is

paid for green olives. A ton of the green fruit yields by the usual process
thirty-five gallons of oil. A ton of dried olives yield from sixty-five to

seventy gallons, so there is little or no loss of oil in the drying. The dried
olive has an excellent flavor, and there is quite a demand for it, as an
edible dried fruit. With some care in selecting the best varieties for dry-
ing, and with care in the process, it is possible that dried olives maj' be-

come a popular food product.
Esparto, near the entrance to Cap-

ay Valley, is one of the most beau-
tiful towns in the county. It is sur-

rounded by fertile soil, largely de-

voted to the culture of almonds.
Sultana grapes, prunes and alfalfa.

It has a fine brick hotel, a high-
school building, a creamery, and
is a large shipping point for wheat
and barley.
Madison is twelve miles due west

of Woodland, and is surrounded by
wheat and fruit lands of the highest
fertility.

Washington is on the bank of the
river just opposite the State capital,
and will necessarily grow into a

place of importance.
Blacks, and Dunnigans are rail-

road stations, and are centers of

large wheat and fruit production and

shipment.
Knights Landing is a shipping

point on the river, and is the oldest

town in Yolo County. It was one ^ ^ ^

English Walnut (six years from the g-rait;
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of the most noted points in the Sacramento Valley during and before
the territorial era of Calfornia.
Don Luis de Arguello led an expedition into the interior in 1822, and was

the first Spaniard in Yolo County. In that journey he probably followed
the edge of the slough northward to Knights Landing, the first available

crossing he would encounter. The first American in Yolo County was
Capt. Jedediah S. Smith, the most resolute and daring as the first of all

Western American pioneers. In 1826 he left the rendezvous of the fur com-
pany of Smith, Sublette and Jackson, on Utah Lake, south of the great
Salt Lake, and came with a trapping party to Los Angeles by way of the
Colorado River, and from thence up the San Joaquin Valley to North Cali-

fornia. He was the first American to explore the great San Joaquin and
Sacramento valleys, now on the threshold of their greatest development.
Capt. Smith wintered on the American River near Polsom, 1826-7, and
from his camp the stream took its name of "El Rio de los Americanos "—
American River.
Smith intended to go on to the Columbia River by way of the Sacra-

mento Valley, but when spring opened he was short of supplies. The
Mexicans were hard to deal with, and he determined to return, with a small

party, directly across the Sierra, to his rendezvous on Utah Lake, for

reinforcement, leaving his main party to trap the neighboring streams in

his absence. He carried out this daring scheme, and was the first civilized

man to cross the Sierra Nevada Mountains. He left his camp on the

American river in the spring of 1827 with three men, and after a grim
fight with the frost and snow of the mountains, and the heat, thirst and

hunger of the desert, he reached his rendezvous, and almost immediately
left on his return by way of the Colorado river to California. The naming
of the river, after the Smith party, the discovery of gold on the same stream
near his camp twenty-one years after, and the crossing of the Southern
Pacific railroad on or very near his trail over the mountains from the

west eastward, form a chain of remarkable coincidences in the history of

California. On his return Smith was attacked at the crossing of the Colo-

rado River by the natives, losing all of his supplies and most of his men.

Escaping with his life, he made his way on foot across the desert to San
Bernardino, which he reached in February, 1828, in a destitute condition.

He was assisted by some American shipmasters in San Diego, and follow-

ing up the San Joaquin Valley for the second time rejoined his men, who
had moved their camp to or near the Mission of San Jose in Alameda
county, in worse condition than when he left them a year before. With the

aid of Capt. Stephen Cooper in Monterey he partly outfitted his men, and
went over to Fort Ross, the only workshop on the coast, where he procured
traps, leather, horse shoes and other essentials for his journey to the

Columbia, from which no disaster could turn him. Leaving Ross he came

by way of Napa and the Putah Creek pass into the Sacramento Valley,
and was the first American to set foot on the soil of Yolo County, from
whence he proceeded on his journey to Oregon, There were brave men
before and since the days of Agamemnon, and Jedediah S. Smith was one
of them—a type of the genius :of his race—its forerunner, who literally

blazed the track of the political and commercial conquest of California by
his countrymen.
There is another historical incident connected with Knights Landing.

On the 11th of June, 1846, Capt. Francisco Arce, of the Mexican army,
cros.sed the river at Knights Landing with a large band of horses from
Sonoma for the use of his government in Monterey. Knight's wife was a

Mexican woman, and Arce told her, in strict confidence, that the horses were
to be used to drive the Americans from the Sacramento Valley. She told

her husband, a hot-tempered, imperious man. He hurried over to the

Marysville buttes, where there was a party of Americans, who immedi-

ately organized under the command of Ezekiel Merritt, and started in hot

pursuit of Arce. They caught him at the crossing of the Tuolumne River,

captured the horses, released Arce, and told him to tell Castro to come up
for them himself. This was a casus belli, and had to be quickly followed

up. With fourteen men Merritt crossed the river at Knights Landing,

stopped for supper at Gordon's, crossed over that night from Wolfskill's to

Napa, increased his party to thirty-three men and at daybreak on June 14th

captured the town of Sonoma, its garrison and commandant. By the 10th

of July, in less than one month from the capture of Arce, the American flag
was floating over Monterey, San Francisco, Sonoma, Bodega, and Sutter's
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Fort on the Sacramento, and Castro was engaged in firing paper bomb-
shells from a camp at a safe distance south of Monterey.
Capay Valley, the most striking, the dominating topographical feature

and factor in the future of Yolo County, remains to be mentioned. It is

twenty miles long, with a varying width of from one to four miles. Most
of its area is a rich, sandy loam, the best of all fruit and alfalfa land. It

is shielded from the cold winds and frost, and is on this account peculiarly
fitted for the growth of early fruit and vegetables. It is in the same belt
as the celebrated Vacaville fruit district and is fully as productive. It lies

between hills clothed with semi-tropical verdure. The valley was originally
covered by groves of oak and other trees which have given place to grain
fields alternating with orchards, vineyards, citrus fruits, and olive groves—a sign along the water way from the Clear Lake reservoir of what would
follow its general distribution on the plain below.
A somewhat widespread impression concerning the climate of Yolo ac-

centuates the fact that California, with all its cosmopolitan population,
can show as liberal a supply of narrow provincialism as most other places.
Californians abroad boast of the State as a whole

;
at home they are apt to

On Moore Ditch.

limit their pride to their own locality
—in fact to know next to nothing of

the rest of the State. Yolo County was mentioned in the hearing of a

professional man in San Francisco, "Oh yes," he said, "there is where the
thermometer never goes below a hundred." Another person who had the

opportunity to know better said,
" there's where they can't grow anything

but wheat, ain't it ?
" That Yolo is the richest and most productive county

in the State, and has an admirable climate, emphasizes this ignorance.
The average summer temperature of Yolo is 77.7°

;
the average winter

temperature is 48.3° ; average mean 62.8°. It is on or near the line of con-
tact of the coast winds with the heated air of the interior, and its climate
is a blend of the two conditions. The efl'ect of the sea breeze is felt in

Woodland about three o'clock, and by nightfall the temperature ranges
from 65 to 72 degrees, just cool and just warm enough for physical comfort.
The coast winds reach Woodland in two ways, one direct from San Pablo
Bay, but SO miles away, and through the Putah Creek pass from Napa
valley. It is stripped of its moisture but retains the freshness of the sea.

This inversion, or blend, of the atmosphere continues every day through
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Seedless Sultana Grapes in Yolo County.

the summer, excepting- only on those days when the north wind stands as a
wall ag^ainst the sea, and at such times it is hot on the Bay of San Fran-
cisco and all along the coast. The evenings in Woodland could not be sur-

passed ; the thermometer stands at about 70 degrees from nightfall until a
late hour in the night
Yolo County combines all the elements for the support of a large popula-

tion. Its land is level and easily tilled. It has cheap rates by rail and
river to San Francisco. It has hot spells in the summer, but no sunstroke
nor heat exhaustion. The nights are always cool. It has lands ranging
in price from $60 an acre upwards according to location and improve-
ments. It has water for irrigation and land for sale in small lots. It is in

the heart of the Sacramento Valley and in sight of the dome of the State

capitol.
J. A. Filcher, Secretary of the State Board of Trade, and a high author-

ity, says that Yolo is the richest county
in soil and production on the Pacific

^ 1 Coast, or in the United States.

Many of the facts here given are

from his published reports, and
those of Professor J. M. Wilson,
C. E., of the United States Irriga-
tion Commission ; E. S. Holmes,

of the U. S. Agricultural
Department., and Walter
S. Swingle, of U. S, Year
Book of Agriculture.

Phones in Yolo Coumty.
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LONG BEACH.

P'
jROBABLY no place of its size in the State is growing so

steadily, rapidly and substantially as this charming little

city by the sea. Its population— now over 4,000
— has

doubled within three 3'ears, and is now increasing even more

rapidly. For months tog-ether the building- records have shown
an averag-e of one new house for every working day, and at this

writing- the new building-s g-oing- up on every side are about the

first thing- to catch the attention of the visitor.

This is due only in part to the attractions of Long Beach as a

seaside summer resort, thoug-h the miles of broad, firm beach,
the pier stretching- 1800 feet out into the Pacific, the two-

story pavilion for band-concerts, picnic parties and so on, the

fine and safe surf bathing, the excellent fishing, either deep
water or from the pier, the easy access to such points of interest

as Terminal Island, Santa Catalina and San Pedro, its good

hotels, and its nearness to Los Angeles—only half an hour

away—draw steadil}' increasing crowds of summer visitors.

Even more important than these in determining the permanent

growth and prosperity of Long Beach are its superb all-the-

year-round climate, the rich and fertile farming, dairy and fruit

country back of it with abundant irrigating water, the cer-

tainty of greatly increased business from the completion of the

near-by Deep Water Harbor, and the persistent pushing en-

ergy of its citizens. These have combined to attract the atten-

tion and inspire the confidence of outside capital, and this in

turn is now contributing largely to the further progress of the

city.

Already connected with Los Angeles by two lines of railroad

(the main line of the "Salt Lake Route," and a branch of the

Southern Pacific), the double-track electric line of the Los An-

geles Pacific Railway Company will be completed by the time

this reaches its readers, and cars will be running every half

hour between Los Angeles and Long Beach. This is rightly

regarded as a matter of the first importance to Long Beach—
the more so as the new road is but a part of the network of

the electric lines with which
"
the Huntington system" is cov-

ering this section. It therefore not merely increases greatly

the facility of communication between Long Beach and Los

Angeles, but brings Long Beach into much closer touch with

the thriving cities and towns for many miles around.

This brief mention cannot even attempt to give in detail the

facts concerning Long Beach, the items of its prosperity nor the

causes which have led to it. But the prosperity is surely there
—and all the signs are that it is there to stay.
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THE riNUST BATH HOUSi: ON THE

COAST.
*lC^O single one of the recent improvements at Long- Beach

@l X ^^ ®^ conspicuous and no other will do so much to attract

and entertain visitors as the new bath house, the com-

pletion of which is simultaneous with that of the electric road.

With the possible exception of the Sutro baths at San Francisco

this is the largest bathing- establishment on the Pacific coast,

and without any exception is the finest and most complete.

The building- is on the beach within a few hundred feet of the

pleasure wharf. It has a frontage of more than 300 feet on the

ocean, a depth of over 200 feet, and is of imposing- and beautiful

architecture. The main plunge is 60x120 feet, inside measure-

ment
;
a second plung-e, 20x40 feet, is exclusively for the use of

ladies and children. There are nearly four hundred dressing-

rooms, numerous tub-baths, showers, lavatories and all modern
conveniences. A commodious g-allery for spectators extends
around three sides of the main plunge, and on the roof is a

promenade along- the whole ocean frontage of the building.
Bowling alleys, lunch rooms and parlors are among the acces-

sories. The cost of building and equipments has been $90,000.
The volume of patronage expected by the establishment is indi-

cated by the purchase of 3,000 bathing suits.

The scale on which this enterprise has been carried out is in

keeping with the other activities of the Seaside Water Co.

This corporation, now barely one year old, began its existence

by absorbing the holdings of four considerable land and water

companies. It now owns miles of ocean frontage, hundreds of

city lots, several square miles of choice farming lands, a number
of artesian wells, the reservoirs, pipe lines, etc., for supply-
ing water for domestic use, not only to Long Beach but
to Wilmington, San Pedro and Terminal Island, and other
valuable properties. Its irrigating system covers between

7,000 and 8,000 acres, and this great area will soon be more
than doubled. Its artesian wells are sunk to a depth of from
700 to 800 feet, and from them water of the finest quality flows

freely above the surface. The large tract of proved water-bear-

ing lands owned by the Company gives assurance of a supply
equal to any possible demand in the future.

The plans of the Seaside Water Company for the development
of its properties are very far-reaching, and its command of

capital for carrying them out is practically unlimited. One of

them which will be carried into effect without delay is the erec-

tion of a hotel, just west of the bath house, of considerable size

and as perfect in its appointments as money and taste can make
it. And even this will be but a link in a magnificent chain of

improvements that are designed to make Long Beach beyond
question the finest seaside resort in the West.
The President and General Manager of the Seaside Water

Company is Chas. R. Drake ; its directors are Frederick H.

Rindge, W. C. Patterson, A. J. Wallace, Geo. I. Cochran, H. V.
Carter and Lee A. Phillips.
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Packer's Tar Soap
is the best soap
we know of for

washing babies.'-
MirfnS Med. Journal.

The health-giving
Influence of the pine
forest permeates
Packers Tar Soar
This, with emollient

and luxurious

cleansing qualities,

has made it a stan
dard toilet requisite
for dainty women.

Physicians tell us that:

The chief requirement
of the hair is clean-

liness — thorough
shampooing for
women once a fort-

night, and for men
once a wtiek-and
that the best agent
for the purpose is

Packers Tar Soap.

THE PACKER f^FG.CO.

OF
EVIDEMCE

"No mother who has

ever used Packers
Tar Soap for her
babies would will-

ingly do without it.-

Crjdtt and Nuntry.

No Woman
IS beautiful
unless she possesses

a softly tinted com-

plexion of unblemished

texture and a luxuri-

ant growth of hair-

BEAUTY PRPBLEM5 SOLVED

BY THE USE OF

^ooJkjLMTcut
SoQ!|[t

Packer's Tar Soap
is an efficient ad-

junct to whatever

strictly medical
treatment is adopted
in those diseases
of the scalp which

produce premature
baldncss"-
C^clopadia oj Medicine.

81 FULTON ST NEW YORK.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
up to this time it has been the practice of this magazine to continue the name of a sub-

scriber on our mailing list until we received a request to remove it, even if renewal payment
did not come promptly. This was on the assumption—justified in the great majority of

cases— that our subscribers preferred to have the magazine come without interruption, and
would send the subscription price at their convenience.

The increase in size and cost of OuT West and the very rapid growth of its subscrip-
tion lists make it necessary to adopt a different plan. Hereafter OuT WEST will be sent to any
subscriber for so long only as it is specifically ordered and paid for. In accordance with uni-

form magazine custom, payment will usually be made in advance, but we will gladly extend
reasonable credit to any subscriber who does not want to miss any number of the magazine
but finds it inconvenient to remit for renewal at date of expiration. This date will be found
on the address label on the wrapper of each subscriber's copy. If, in your case, the date is

one already past, this is the last number you will receive unless we hear from you.

n
CONCERNING "BACH NUMBERS."

[JUDGED either for quantity or quality, the fifteen volumes of The Land of Sunshine
offer such a wealth of material—in both illustration and text—concerning the Pacific

West, as can be matched nowhere else. Certainly no library, public or private, can

pretend to be fairly complete, as touching this section, without them. Our supply of

back numbers has been steadily dwindling, until its entire exhaustion is measurably near.

The natural cominercial result of increasing demand and diminishing supply is a higher price.

From this date the price of such single copies of the Land of Sunshine as we can furnish

at all will be 20 cents each. Nos. 1 and 2, Vol. I (June and July, 1894), are out of print and

unobtainable. Nos. 3 and 5, Vol. I (August and October, 1894); No. 2, Vol. IV (January,

1896) ;
No. 1, Vol. VI (December, 1896), and No, 2, Vol. VII (July, 1897), we cannot supply

except on order for the whole of the volume to which they belong. The same is true of the

first number of the magazine under its present name and form—that for January, 1902.

The price by volumes will be for the present, but subject to further increase without

notice, as follows :

Vol. I—Auff. to Nov., 1894. $1.40

(4 numbers only)
Vol. II—Dec, 1894, to May, 1895.... 1.00

Vol. Ill—June to Nov., 1895 1.00 /

Vol. IV—Dec. 1895, to May, 1896.... 1.50 C

Vol. V—June to Nov., 18% 1.00 /

Vol. VI—Dec, 1896, to May, 1897.. 2.00 f

Vol. VII—June to Nov., 1897 1.50 (

Vol. VIII—Dec, 1897, to May, 1898 1.00 f

$3.50

3.50

3.50

^iC

$4.00

4.50

Vol. IX—June to Nov., 1898 $1,

Vol. X—Dec, 1898, to May, 1899.... 1,

Vol. XI—June to Nov., 1899 1,

Vol. XII—Dec, 1899, to May, 1900.. 1,

Vol. XIII- June to Dec, 1900 1,

Vol. XIV—Jan. to June, 1901 1.

Vol. XV—July to Dec, 1901 1,

00/
oof
00/
oof
00 (

oof

a «

$3.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

13.50

3.50

3.50

2.50

This will make the full set (lacking the two numbers out of print) cost $17.50 unbound,
$25.50 in leather, or $29.50 in half Morocco.
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QREASE^^^^ood for everything

that runs on wheels.

Sold Everywhere.
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G. H. ASHBY
ARCHITECT and
BUILDER
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WILL develop or reduce any

part of the body
A Perfect Complexion Beautifier and

Remover of Wrinkles

Dr. John Wilson Oibbs'
THE ONLY

Electric Matsage Roller

(Patented United States, Europe,
Canada.)

Its work IS not confined to the face alone, but will do
good to any part of the body to which it is applied, de-
velopinir or reducing as desired. It is a very pretty addi-
tion to the toilet-table."— CA/ca^o Tribune.
"This delicate Electric Beantifier removes all facial

blemishes. It is the only ijositive remover of wrinkles and
crow's-feet. It never fails to perform all that is expected."— Chicago Times- Herald." The Electric Roller is certainly productive of irood re-
sults. I believe it is the best of any appliances. It is safe
and effective." Harrikt Hubbard Aybr, New Tork World.

fOR MASSAGE and CURATIVE PURPOSES
An Electric Roller in all the term implies. The invention
of a physician and electrician know throusrhout this coun-
try and Euroi)e. A most perfect complexion beautifier.
Will remove wrinkles," crow's-feet" (premature or from
asre), and all facial blemishes — POSITIVE. Whenever
electricity is to be used for massaffinR- or curative pur-
poses, it has no equal. No charirinfir. It wilHast forever.
Always ready for use on ALL PARTS OF THE BODY,
for all diseases. For Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia,
Nervous and Circulatory Diseases, a specific. The pro-
fessional standing- of the inventor (yon are referred to the
public press for the past fifteen years), with the approval
of this country and Europe, is a perfect sruarantee. PRICE:
Gold, $4.00. Silver, $3.00. By mail, or at office of Gibbs'
Company. 1370 Broadway, New York. Circular free.

The Only fleotrlc Roller. All others are fraudu-
lent imltatioiia.

CopVliR-llt.

"Can take a pound a day off a patient, or put it on."—
Neiia rork Sun, Aug. 30. 1891. Send for lecture on

"
Great

Subjectof Fat." no dieting, no hard work.
Dr. John Wilson Gibbs' Obesity Cure

For the Permanent Reduction and Cure of Obesity.

Purely Veiretable. Harmless and Positive. NO FAIL-
URE. Your reduction is assured—reduced to stay. One
month'R treatment $5.00. Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway,
N. Y. "On obesity. Dr. Gibbs is a recoarnized authority."
—tfev) Tork Press, 1899. ncDUCTlON OUANANTCCO.
"The cure Is based on Nature's laws.—NewXTork Htr-

ald:- July 0. 1890.

w

SAMPLB : from KVANH a HUNH, LIM., NKW YORK
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Tbiv3 b Ibe kind y photoorcibb maek Willi

T*«AL-VLSTAC"'^'',

This Panoramic Camera
is the Highest Development

of Photographic Science

IT
IS a decided advance upon anything heretofore

produced. The revolving lens sweeps from one

side to the other, making a picture greater than

your two eyes can see at one time.

Since we have adopted our co-operative, up-to-date

plan for selling these cameras direct to the consumer,

thousands have taken advantage of our offer. This

plan permits you to buy the camera in small monthly
instalments. You have the camera while you are paying

for it. This shows our confidence both in our cameras

and in human nature. :: Write usforfull particulars.

Multiscope & Film Co.,
No. 125 1 JEFFERSON STREET

BURLINGTON, WIS.
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PONY PREMO
No. 7

the
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is practically unlimited. There is no branch of photogra-

phy from the racing horse to the sleeping child, in which

the efficiency of the Premo has not been exemplified. Premo
cameras are made in all styles, from the simple instrument

at $U .00, to the most complete appliance known to photo-

graphic science at $250.00 One of the most popular Premos
for the amateur or professional is Pony Premo No. 7,

priced at $45.00. Using either plates or films, especially

equipped for the highest attainments. Pony Premo No. 7

represents the ideal instrument for universal use. Ask

your dealer to show you
one or send for the

Premo Book.
FREE.

Dept. 3oo, ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO.
kochester. N. Y.

II

I
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(OME TO THE SACRAMENTO VAllEY, (AllEORNIA !

Harvest Time in the Peach (Jrdiartis.

TEN THOUSAND MEN
WILL BE NEEDED

TO HARVEST THE IMMENSE FRUIT, GRAIN and HOP CROPS in the Sacramento

Valley this season. Industrious, thrifty young men from the agricultural districts of the

East will find this the best year to COME TO CALIFORNIA and the great SACRAMENTO
VALLEY. Five months of steady employment in harvesting the crops is assured, with con-

tinuous employment all of the year to those who desire it.

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY PAYS THE BEST WAGES
OF ANY DISTRICT IN CALIFORNIA

For more complete information address any of the following Vice-Presidents of the

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION:

J. W. KAERTH, Colusa County, Colusa
M. R. BEARD, Sacramento County, Sacramento
C. W. THOMAS, Yolo County, Woodland
H. P. STABLER, Sutter County, Yuba City

RALEIGH BARCAR, Solano County, Vacaville

R. M. GREEN, Butte County, Oroville

P. R. GARNETT, Glenn County, Willows
C. F. FOSTER, Tehama County, Corning-

F. A. STEWART, Placer County, Auburn
J. J. CHAMBERS, Shasta County, Reddidgr

W. F. ENGLEBRIGHT, Nevada County,
Nevada City

E. A. FORBES, Yuba County, Marysville
W. C. GREEN, El Dorado County, Georg-etown

W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa County, Colusa

F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa County, Colusa



MERVOUSNESS
1 « EXHAUSTED OR DEBILITATED

NERVE FORCE FROM ANY CAUSE
CURED BY WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL

It contains no Mercury, Iron, Cantharides or any
injnrions intrredient whatever.

This Pill Is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by phy-
sicians, and has proven to be the best and safest and most effective treat-

ment known to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how
originally impaired. Our remedies are the b«t of their Icind and con-
tiin only the tiest and purest ingredients that money can buy and
sdence produce ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

10 HUMBUG OR TREATMENT SCHEME
.\ZTEC. N. .M.. Jan. 30, IIKIO.

Dear Sirs:— 1 liave used a bottle of your Hypophosphites of Manganese
for liver and kidney complaints in my own person and received much
benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and ask you to send me as much as

jrou can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through
the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have l)een in

•eaich of for many years. I am prescribing your Hypophosphites of
LJaae and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation.

Yours sincerely, DR. T. J. WEST.

PERSONAL OPINIONS
I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your

Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—Adolph Bbhrb. M.D., Professor

of Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

We believe it to be in the treatment of Nervous Debility as near a

SPECIFIC as any medicine can be. We have cured many severe

cwet with from SIX tO TEN BOXES.—B. KEITH, M.D., American

Journal Indigenous Materia Me<lica.

I have used your Specific Pill in many cases of Weakness and with

oat perfect success.—J. Milton Sanders, M.D., LL.D.

Send for free Treatise, securely sealed.

Vktftetter k Co.. Ckemlsts, 599 Beekmaa BIdg.. New York

Est. 1858. Mfrs. of Winchester's Hypophosphites,
The Best Remedy for Weak I,un;,'S.

COURT

PLASTER

«XT)E»PRO

MJID CoU
Piaster
'BtPTIt.AStPnt
•I "lAL AMY Ci/T

OR SCRAPE.

Heals Cuts, Abrasions, Hang-Nails, Chapped
and Split Lips or Fingers, Bums, Blisters,

etc. Instantly reiifves Chilblains, Frosted

Cars, Stings of Insects, Chafed or Blis-

tered Feet. Callous Spots, etc etc.

A coatinir on the sensitive parts will

protect the feet from l>einif chafed or
blistered by new or heavy shoes.
Applied with a brnith and immedi-

ately dries, formintr a touirh, transpar-
ent, colorless wateri>rfM>f coatinff.

MECHANICS. SPORTSMEN
BICYaiSTS, GOLFERS. Etc.

are all liable to bruise, scratch, or
•craiie their skin. "NEW SKIN" will heal
these injuries, wNI Mt wash off. and after
it Is applied the Injury is fortrotten, as
"NEW sKIN" makes a temporary new
skin until the broken skin is healed
under It.

Pocket Sl/e (size of illnstration) eacll lOc
Family .Sl/e "250
2-0/. Bottt. (for snrireons and

hospitals) . . . .
" 50c

At tfte OnmhtS, or we will mail
a packaire anywhere in United
States on receipt of price.

Douglas Mfg. Co./^i'

107 Fulton St., New York

A BREATH of the Pines ! What does it

not suggest to the tired, overstrained

mortal who has fled from the turmoil of

life to some quiet spot, where the tall, majes-
tic trees stretch out their fragrance-laden
arms as if in benediction above the weary
heads of those that have sought them !

There are two dominant qualities in the

balsam firs—life and death. Death to the

germs of disease and decay, elements which
leave no trace of weakness or morbid condi-

tions when they sweep through the system,

cleansing and purifying as they are absorbed

into the blood ; and the regenerative qualities

of health and vitality that gradually possess
the person who is receptive, and which mean
new growth, life and strength.
The hair is one of the parts most sensitive

to the condition of the whole body, and some-

times, to our dismay, it shows signs of debil-

ity sooner than any other. We seek far and

near, and often in vain, for something that

will prevent the inroads of time and mental

strain from robbing it of its beauty and vigor.

The Windsor Boudoir has stolen the es-

sence of the life-giving properties of the

North Carolina pines and the balsam firs,

combined with it certain stimulating and

nourishing ingredients, extracted all oil and

coloring matter, and the result is a perfect

tonic for the weak, faded, falling hair—one

that will free the scalp from dandruff, erad-

icate disease germs and force into growth a

fine, delicate down, which, with proper care

and treatment, will in time grow strong and

luxuriant, covering the head with soft, silky

hair, more than repaying you for your faith

and perseverance. If you do not believe

this, do not try it ; but remember that all

things may be possible.

The price is one dollar, and a pamphlet on

the care of the hair will be sent on receipt of

a two-cent stamp.
Tar Tonic, $1.

Scalp Ointment, a cure for baldness, 50cts.

Shampoo Powder, 50 cts.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR,
9 East 46th Street,

New York.
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CALIFORNIA
IN THE SUN-KISSED CLIME OF FRUITS AND FLOWERS, 54 acres of oranges,

lemons and English walnuts, near the beautiful town of Redlands. Twelve-room

house, water under pressure for domestic use, and a surplus of water for irriga-

tion. Variety of fruits for family use. Not a day in the year but what matured

fruits can be found on this ranch. This property will pay all necessary expen-
ses to keep it in its present high state of cultivation, and yield a net income of

twenty per cent on the investment. Price $50,000.
24/^ acres near North Pomona, beautiful five-room cottage,

with necessary out-buildings, beautiful lawn and ornamental trees, nine-year-old

oranges—Washington Navels, Mediterranean Sweets and I^ate Valencias. One
of the best water-rights in the valley ;

also water for domestic use underpressure.
This place is in a high state of cultivation, above the frost limit, and one of the

most healthy and sightly locations in the citrus fruit belt. A conservative esti-

mate of the present year's orange crop would not be less than 6,000 boxes. This

property will pay ten per cent on the investment, and grow better for the next

five years. Price $18,000.
Having been continuously in the real estate business since 1885, our list of city

and ranch property is unsurpassed by any agency in Southern California.

Correspondence solicited.

Ed-ward D. Silent C^ Company
216-218 ^W. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

A CLUSTER OF
OROVILLE ORANGES

ORANGE LAND
NEAR OROVILLE. THE COUNTY
SEAT OF BUTTE COUNTY.

Where orangres ripen and reach Eastern markets six weeks earlier

than those of Southern California. Finest Navel Oranges
in the "World. One-half mile from Oroville is the largest

navel orang-e orchard in California. In the City of Oroville is the

largest olive pickling^ plant in the United States, and within three

miles are the largest deciduous fruit orchards in the world.

Orange and Olive output exceeding- 300

carloads annually. Semi-tropical cli-

* mate all the year. Cheapest irrigation

water and plenty of it from Feather River flowing through Oroville,

along which there is excellent hunting and fishing and summer

camping.

Unimproved Orange and Olive Land, $20 to $100 per Acre, accord-

ing to location. A few highly improved and profitable orchards. Write for particulars to

D. C. McCALLlM, OROVILLE, BUTTE COINTY, CAL
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THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS!
Buj's the finest 10-A.cre Lemon and Orange IVancK in So.

j

California. Nice 3 - IVoom Cottage, Barn, lots of water. Very I

choice neighborhood. Healthiest part of State. Very even temperature.
|

This place cost present owner $5,000, and is only offered for sale on account of his beinu appointed to a i

high position with one of California's largest railroads, necessitating- his removal to another part of the *

State. This is a chance seldom offered for you to secure a barg-ain. For further particulars call or address J

J. M. McLEOD. 123 SOUTHTJBROADWAY, LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA I

PASADENA

/ SBLL ORANGE ORCHARDS
'hat pay a steady investment, with good water
ights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
ae\r located for homes, also in the country for
>rofit. Fine homes in Pasadena a si)ecialty.

REAL E.STATf*,

UpANCE.UOANSj

)S. Raymond Ave.,
Pasadena, Cal.

115 S. Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal

PORTERVILLE

(itrus and Deddoous fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERYIllE,
^ALifORNiA

Offers better Inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

REDLAND8

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

FoK Salb at Lowbst Pkicbs.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
kinds property enables me to help investors se-

•'Ct wisely a grove or a bouse or a good payinir

'uHiness property in Redlands and vicinity.

I'i>r information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank BIk. Redlands, Cal.
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OI^DKBT AND LARGEST BANK IN SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

1 FARMERS AND MERCUANIS BANK
OF liOS ANGELES

Capital, Surplus and Profits

Deposits - _ _

Incorporated 1871

$1,398,389.00

7,500,000.00

OFFICERS
I. W. Hbllman, Pres. H. W. Hellman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charles Skyler, Cashier

G. Heimann, Assistant Cashier

W. H. Perry
I. N. VanNuys
H, W. Hellman
A. Haas

DIRECTORS
I.W. Hellman, Jr.
J. A. Graves
J. F. Francis
Wm. Lacy

O.W. Childs
:.I. W. Hellman
C. E. Thorn

Drafts and Letters of Credit issued and Telegraphic and
Cable Transfers to all parts of the world.
Special Safety Deposit Department and Storage Vaults.

W. C Pattirson, Prest. P. M. Grbhn. Vice-Pres.
Frank P, Flint, Second VIce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE. Cashier

E. W. Cob, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WlQDAL " "

lie los Meles llillonil Bil
UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Cor. First and Sprine Streets

Capital Stock .

Snrplas and Profits over
$500,000.00

150.000.00

Larg-est capital of any National bank in Southern Cal-
ifornia. This bank is fortunate in havingr a strong direc-

tory and a larjre list of substantial stockholders.

Largest National Bank in Southeri California.

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LOS ANGELES

Desifirnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 4oo,«
Surplus and Undivided Profits over 36o,«
Deposits 5,ooo,a

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Preit.
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Casiiler

J. D. Bicknell
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. 0- Story
J. .C Drake

W. G. Kerckhc
J. D. Hooker

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conihicti

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
We wish to notify Southern California

merchants and advertisers that we are now

showing a line of LitKo^rapHed Fans,
Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautiful de-

signs, never surpassed in this section. We

urgently request your inspection of out

samples.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

Out West Co.
Offices, 113 S. Broad-waj'

LOS ANGELEs!

A Wise

Precaution

mEFORB leaving the city for your
summer vacation you had bet-

ter store your Valuables in the

Vaults of the

CALirORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND

TRUST COMPANY

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAIy.

FRANK P. BURCH, Cashier Telephone Main 942

Southern California Grain and Stocl( Co.
Share and Grain Brokers New York Markets.

Correspondents in Pomona, San Bernardino,
Redlands, Riverside and San Diego.

118 STIMSON BLOCK
LOS ANGELES, CAL.COR. THIRD AND

SPRING STREETS

Hummel Bros. *, Co. furnish best help. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Geo. F. Keep, President
pasadena. cau.

OF ARIZONA

T. L. Martin, Secretary
PASADENA, CAU.

THiS
COMPANY

HAS A SMALL f

BLOCK OF II

STOCK
FOR SALE

ADDRESS THE PRESIDENT

iJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:

s

i

s

OUR 5 COUPON

GOLD BONDS
Secured by First Mortgages held in trust

by the State Bank and Trust Co., are as

SAFE as

GOVERNMENT BONDS
Six years of unqualified satisfaction.

Write for Booklet.

I

I

s

i THE PROTtaiVE SAVINGS MUTUAl BUllDINd & LOAN ASS'N I

I Id N. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES I

RiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniR
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A Minute or Two and Your Shave is Through

"NEW GEiW" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothing to learn

; you feel experienced the first time
you use the "NEW GEM." By its simple arrangement your beard
is removed easily and without the least likelihood of cutting the face.

Sold at Cutlery Dealers or direct from the factory: Razor in tin

box, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $3.50; Automatic
Strop Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be supplied through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.
Dunham, Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally.

5%.

20-Years.

Bonds

Sold on instalments. 20 years
to pay for them. Insured.
Death matures your contract.

Issued and guaranteed by the

Equitable L/ife Assurance
Society. The strongest financial

institution in the world.

They are both an investment

and a protection. Why not

investigate ?

A.M.JONES
QEN. AQENT

414 Wilcox BIk.

LOS ANGELES

"Barker
^-'HEI'diUars & Cuffs i//M-

fACTORvY/Esr-nioY. N.Y. ^^S"//'

SACBS BROS & CO.
San Francisco Ooaitt A|;nntK

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

RELATINO
CHIEFLY TO SPANISH

AMERICA
Ijarjrest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ll'^^^^^'>lLf;:^rJlci
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
GAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

Bfl II H n volumes of this mas'azine should be
U U n U in every well equipped library.

A delightful book to all interested in Franciscan and mediteval literature

^bc Xabv lP>overtv
TRANSLATED AND EDITED BY MONTGOMERY CARMICHAEL

A Xlllth century allegory, telling how St. Francis of Assisi wooed and won that most difticult of all Brides, my Lady
Poverty. Written A. D. 1227, now translated into English for the first time. 209 pj). Kubricated, photogravure
frontispiece. Cloth: NET. $1.75.

TENNANT AND WARD, PUBLISHERS, 289 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

LOS ANGELES

iWILITARY ACADEiVlY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
Ninth year begins September, 1902. A

Boardinir and Day School for boys and

3-onnfir men. Prepares for collegres, techni"

cal schools, srovernment schools and busi.

ness. Thorousrh drill in the common
branches. Personal supervision of students

by competent and experienced instructors ;

particular attention to deportment and per-

sonal habits. Boys received and cared for

at reasonable rates during vacation. Spe-

cial classes for those desirinir a summer
course. Private tntorinsr. Before deciding

ui>on a school investigate the advantages we
offer. Catalogue uiion request.

Telephone Main 1556.

WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M.,

Principal.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL TOR GIRLS
Boarding and Day Pupils

>'ew Buildings. Gymnasium. Si>ecial care of health.
£ntire charge taken of pupils during school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admitsto Eastern Colleges.
Knro{>ean teachers in art and music. 13th year begins
<5ct.. 1902. ANNA B. ORTON, Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Three Courses : Classical, Literary, Scientific,

tig to degrees of A. B., B. L., and B. S. Thorough
-aratory Department and School of Music.

rst semester begins September, 1902.

iilress the President,
B«T. Oay W. Wadsworth.

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
<ikAND AVENUE LOS ANQELES, CAL.

A Botfding tnd Day CoMega (or Boy* and Young Men

COLRSCS :
classical. Scientific. Commercial and

Academic

For furthaf Information addrMt REV. J. S. GLASS. C. M., D. D.

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard

mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal: Grenvillk C. Emery,
A. M., late Master in the Boston

Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Mukdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during the late Span-
ish war.

INIVERSITY OF SOITHERN
EIQHT
SCHOOLS CALIfORNIA, LOS ANGLLES

THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students
may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL As "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

Inlverslty Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. M.

TEACHERS and STUDENTS
alike seem pleased to find here a plant eciuipped for doing
School work—designing, engraving, printing, and binding—the best possible product at most reasonable prices.
In June we rushed out books for the High School, Nor-

mal School, Harvard School and Pomona College, and
were obliged to decline Pasadena School work.
This in addition to an unusually heavy general June

business.
Can we help yon with estimates, samples or ideas?

OUT 'WEST CO.
Offices, \\5 S. Broad'wax. Los A.n^m\m»

212 iA£EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established.^has the largest attendance, and is the hfi equipped business^college

the Pacific Coast. Catalojrue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651. 1
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cHeTO Books Just Vuhlished
AIM ONLOOKER'S NOTEBOOK

By the Author of
'*
Collections and Recollections'*

The "Onlooker's Note-Book" is written in the same happy vein of humor as the
author's first success, "Collections and Recollections." It is a volume of reminiscence,
anecdote and comment upon things and well-known people as they are. It is a perfect
mine of original anecdote.

$2»25 net ( postage extra )

THE MEDITATIONS OF AIM AUTOGRAPH COLLECTOR
By ADRIAN H. JOLINE

The chief interest in this interesting volume, apart from the valuable collection of

autograph letters, is the most varied fund of anecdotes about well-known people. They
come from every corner of the world, and are remarkably well told. It is a book every-
body will enjoy.

Half leather binding. Illustrated. $3.00 net ( postage extra )

MARION MANNING
By EDITH EUSTIS

This is a story of Washington life by Mrs. Bustis, the daughter of the Hon. I^evi P.
Morton. The author has lived for many years in Washington, and h' drawn admir-

ably its political and social life.

$1.50

MARGARET VINCENT
By MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD, Author of ''Mrs. Keith's Crime," etc.

This is the story of the adventures and love affairs of a beautiful young English
girl of noble family. It is a novel full of adventure and interest from cover to cover.

$1.50

HER SERENE HIGHNESS
By DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS

A novel that ranks in original plot and brilliant dialogue with the best work of

Anthony Hope. The hero is an art collector, and the story tells his experiences—inci-

dentally his love affairs—while visiting a European duchy in search of an art treasure.

$1.50

HARDWICKE
By HENRY EDWARD ROOD

This is the story of the love of a young minister for a beautiful and attractive girl

brought up under the most narrow religious influences. It is one of the most brilliant

studies of the modern religious problem ever published.

$1.50

THE KING IN YELLOW
By ROBERT W. CHAMBERS, Author of ''Cardigan,"

**
Lorraine/' etc.

This is a new edition of the novel from which Mr. Chambers first gained popular
recognition as a writer of fiction. It is a novel that has been widely called for ever since

publication. This new edition has been found necessary to supply this increasing
demand. $j.50

Harper & Brothers^ Publishers, New York
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$5'00
rufi-

CRITIC
for one year, and

Roosevelt's WorKs
Fourteen Volumes, Sagamore Edition

HA^DfeOMELY

bound in khaki colored cloth, large type, g-ood paper, size 6^
X 4 '4, illustrated. A set which is an ornament to any library, and which
no patriotic American should be without. And under the special terms of

this offer, readers of Out West may receive the entire set, all charges prepaid in the
United States, with The Critic for one year, for $5.00.

If you ever read a book you will enjoy THe Critic.
If you ever buy a book, you need The Critic.

THe Critic is a delight and neces-

sity to all who aim at culture or knowl-

edge of literary aflfairs and act. It is

the leading literary magazine, and the

chronicle of art, music, and the drama
as well. The best writings of the most
famous writers of every land, together
with hundreds of illustrations of the

sort you want to frame.

"Tfce CrHte lonir since took rank as the foremoit
nterary paper of America."- /V^^r- Fort Timen.

"Ther»r iw no other publication in America
that rivalt TlieCrilk in ilH field."— ^V<w lork Sun.

ROOSEVELT'S most val-
uable CEL cHaracteristic
"WorKs X

Titles. "American Ideals," "Ad-
ministration — Civil Service," "The
Wilderness Hunter,"

"
Hunting the

Grisly,"
"
Hunting Trips of a Ranch-

man." "Hunting Trips on the Prairie,"

etc., "The Winning of the West"
series (6 vols.), "Naval War Of J812

"

(2 vols.).

FIVE THOUSAND PAGES, which for realValue and entertainment can

hardly be surpassed, are comprised in this oflFer.

SENT ON APPROVAL—If you do not like the books you tnay return

them, charges prepaid, within two days of receipt, and we will refund your mojiey.

Specimen pages on request.

the: critic CO., 27 Ca 29 W. 23rd St., New YorK
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ENGRAVED STATIONERY

TATIONERY of the most refined and attractive description, whether in

commercial or society lines, is best produced by the aid of copper-

plate or die. The OUT WE-ST COMPANY, in its Stationery

Department, is doing the very best of this work, on its own presses, at

the hands of skilled workmen. The rule is to do the work not only

well, but promptly and at a very reasonable profit.

Specialties : VISITING and BUSINESS CARDS, \SrED-
DING and other important ANNOUNCEMENTS, INVI-
TATIONS, MENUS, MONOGRAM STATIONERY, etc.

PRINTING
ENGRAVING
STATIONERY
BOOK-BINDING

OUT WEST CO.
115 South Broadway

Works, 113-115-117-119 S. Broadway (rear)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

H016I Pieasanion

Gnests desirinfir rooms without board
will be accomodated.

SUTTER ANo

JONES SIS.,

SAN FRANCISCO

" Situated in a pleasant part of the city. Very con-
venient to all the theaters, churches and principal stores.

Two lines of cable cars pass the hotel. Sutter Street
line direct from the Ferries to the hotel and to Golden
Gate Park and other points of interest. Elegantly fur-

nished rooms, single or en suite, with or without private
I bath. All modern improvements for the comfort and
^ safety of the guests. The excellence of the cuisine and
service are leading features, and there is an atmosphere
of home comfort rarely met with in a hotel.

Rates on the American plan, from $2.50 to $5.00 per day for one

person. Special terms by the week and to families.

O. M. BRENNAN, Proprietor.

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

^i^^^.^^^—M^—^^^^^^^^^— date laundry equipment in the West, and includes^
facilities, such as our " NO SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out ineflHcient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 5. MAIN ST., LOS ANQELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

»*ISr|«paloma To|let5?ap .AX A LI-
DRUG STORES
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DISSECT IT

you
will

Tot& ivill find notHinfC btxt sterling integrity of

R
construction in. every detail of tHe

emington Typewriter
^ ^ Grand Prix, Paris, I900

Outranking ^U Medals

Wyckoff. ^eamans & Benfdict, 113 S. BR04DWAY, LOS 4NGELES, CAL.
211 Montgomery St., San Francisco. 249 Stark St., Portland. Ore. 109 Cherry St., Seattle.

I«««««««««««««««««ft««««««»«««1l«««f»«««1l««1l«««1l««««««««««««««««

DO YOU READ
The ARGONAUT ?

It contains strongly American Editorials, Letters from Washing-ton,
New York, L/ondon and Paris by trained correspondents; its short

•tories are famous and are widely copied throughout the United States
;

its selected Departments, both verse and prose, are edited with the

greatest care ; Art, Music, the Drama and Society notes are handled by
experienced writers.

The ARGONAUT is acknowledged by all to be the best Weekly on

the Pacific Coast and one of the best in the United States. Persons

once having formed the habit of reading The ARGONAUT find they

CANNOT DO WITHOUT IT

Send us a postal card and we will forward you, postage paid, some

sample copies.
The ARGONAUT PUBLISHINQ CO.

246 Sutter Street San Francisco, Cal.

^imnnnni m»it>>mnnminnm<t<n

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. A. Co., Tel. Main 609.
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NOW THE BEST AND CHEAPEST !

INDISPENSABLE IN THE MODERN OFFICE

Tie Pot We^t lofl^e-leiif leiljlgr

ANo PERPETUAL INDEX

(NO SPRINGS USED)

By this great time-saving device, dead accounts are weeded out, live accounts

only are handled, and less bulky books serve the purpose fully.

The Out West Loose-leaf Ledger is "self-indexing," provided with alphabet-
ical tab index, voweled. In a large business, with many accounts, the Index can
be subdivided and classified for ready reference to name of individual or firm, the

accounts being placed in Ledger in alphabetical order.

The automatic locking device is free from springs, complicated parts and

joints, and. is
" fool proof." We claim it is the simplest and most effective of all

binders.

'^': These Out West Loose-leaf books are coming into general use in this section,

as fast as their advantages are understood. We can refer to leading Los Angeles
houses. The County Assessor at Riverside, Cal., uses forty, and officials at San

Bernardino, Fresno, Bakersfield, etc., find them all we claim. The California

Title and Trust Co. at San Francisco is among our pleased patrons.

We will gladly send you full information if you are interested,

OUT WEST COMPANY
SUCCEEDING KINGSLEY-BARNES £ NEUNER CO.

PRINTERS, BOOK-BINDERS. ENGRAVERS and STATIONERS

115 SOUTH BROADWAY
WORKS: 113-115-117-119 SOUTH BROADWAY (rear)

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
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FOX I
sgROMO

I Typewriters |

Cures
HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, SOc

and $1.00 Bottles

= HP" FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

1 Satisfaction i ^^J^s^i^^^^
= i "The Stretched 81

=
i(| rorennger m

jl of all Time"

= ^ is on

= itt the dial of an

LIGHT TOUGH

SPEEO AND

DURABILITY
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Estimates given on all kinds of..,

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

C. O. D.

[lectric Works
WM. BARKER, PROP.

Manufacturing

and Repairing

Eiectrlcai

Supplies

314 WEST riRST STREET

Phone John 4311 LOS ANGELES

AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are making- and selling- the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out it. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFC. CO.,
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,
U. S. A.

STEAM and GASOLINE ENGINES
STEAM &nd IRRIGATION PUMPS
BOILERS and AIR COMPRESSORS
FRUIT and FARMING IMPLEMENTS
POPULAR VEHICLES and BAIN WA60NS
Factory: THE BENICIA AeRICULTURAL WORKS

CAU OR WRITE

Our Prices are Very Attractive

Baker & Hamilton
LOS ANGELES, CAL

San Francisco and Sacraneato

RED
CROSS

WIND
MILL.

WOOD/N & LITTLE catalogue Mailed

312-314 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Dealers in GASOLINE ENGINES—1>^^, 2>^, 5, 8 and 12 Horse Power
Centrifugal, Triplex, Irrigating- and Power Pumps. Hand and Wind
Mill Pumps. Wind Mills and Tanks. Iron Pipe, Fittings, Tools,
Horse Powers, etc.

RIDERAGENTSWANTED

$9 to $15
$T to $11

$3ii!$8

one in each town to ride and exhibit a sample 1902 model
bicycle of our manufacture. YOU CAM MAKE $10 TO
$BOA WfElfbesides having a wheel to ridefor yourself.

I9DZ MOuBIS Guaranteed

1900 and 1901 Models S^^h $7 tO $11
500 Second Hand Wheels^
taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores, all I

makes and models, good as new
We ship any bicycle ON APPROVAL to any-

one without a cent deposit in advance and allow

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL. Iro.r.l;
no risk in ordering from us, as you do not need
to pay a cent if the bicycle does not suit you.

MilAV DIIV a wheel until you have written for our
HOT BUT FACTORY PRICES & FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Tires, equipment, sundries and sporting goods of all kinds, at

half regular prices. In our big free sundry catalogue. Con-
tains a world of useful information. Write for it.

WAMT a reliable person in each town to distribute catalogues for us in

exchange for a bicycle. Write today for free catalogue and our special offer.

a. L. MEAD OYGLE CO., Ohicago, III.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., I*os Angeles.
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YOU WILL FIND IT ON EVERY NCWS STAND
EACH MONTH. PRICE JO CENTS. ASK FOR

FIELD,

STlREfc\M

America's Magazine for Sportsmen

11 PAGES, profusely illustrated. It tells

*'^ yon all that is best to know of Shootinsr

and Fishioir, the Sportsman's Dogr, the Sports-

man's Camera and other out-door subjects.

It inspires a new interest in life. The entire

family circle will enjoy it. At the popular

subscription price of ONE DOLLAR yearly its

circulation is spreadinr like a prairie fire.

Mention this advertisement and you will re-

ceive with each yearly subscription ($1) a fine

19 by 25 ensrravinsr of either a shooting, fishintr

• r hnntinir dog- subject. If your newsdealer is

^i.Id out, send stamp for free sample copy, or 10

cents for the current issue, to the publishers,

JOHN P. BURKHARD (coRfORATion),
36 w. 21ar street, new York

HAY FEVER
SUFFERERS

stay at home—go anywhere
BUT TAKE

Orangeine
POWDERS

ander simple directions to prevent, relieve,

finally dispel. Proved by many seasons,
countless cases, even stubborn and chronic.

Other Summer Applications:
Summer Colds, Bowel Troubles, Headache
(all kinds,) Neuralgia, Menstrual Pain,
Heat Prostration, Fatigue, Debility, Sea-

sickness, Asthma, Brain Fag, &c.

"Orangeine** has now earned millions of

endorsements by demonstrating an accuracy
of prevention, restoration and cure before
unknown.

FUl-L INFORMATION AND
TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.

Orangeine is now sold by all progressive drug-
gists in lo, 25, 50C and $1.00 paclcages. Send ac

postage for loc trial pacltage mailed free with
full information and prominent indorsements.

I ORANQEINE CHEMICAL CO., Chicago.

(S

Fac-Simiies

of the

Latest Medals

Awarded at the

Paris Universal

Exposition

of 1900

to

Our ADsolotely Pure and Tlioroy^lily A^eil Wines
aooD juoama auways know the best qoods

<>T,ir, ,ll«.tl, fr.m. u, .n.l >.,.. will then b« ton to receive CALIFORNU'< CHOICEST VMTAGfS. Wc will tl.llvcr

,.xir nearest nllrra.l «atl n. free of frel|{ht, » CMC* of our H«»t Atj-rte.! Wine* (Champnifxe e«fept«d). K«th i ««e con

, n. .<ie'|../rn "iiiart l-nle» 'ftv.-t.) Ihr k:nll'.n)feT ooly ^11 QO '"»'*»"•''»« TtMe Wlne» for only ^QQQ

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE CO.
393 TO 399 S. LOS ANGELES ST., LOS ANBELES, CAL.

^. O. BOX 2BO
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Skin Diseases
If you suffer from Eczema, Salt

Rheum, Ringworm, Itch, Ivy Poison,

Acne, or other skin troubles,

Hydrozonc
will cure you.

Cures Sunburn in 24 hours.
In cases of Prickly Heat and Hives it

will stop itching at once, and surely
cure, also will relieve mosquito bites.

Hydrozone is a scientific Gerynicide.
Used and endorsed by leading physi-
cians. IT IS ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, yet
most powerful healing agent.

As these diseases are caused by par-
asites, killing them without causing in-

jury to the sufferer, it naturally cures
the trouble.

FRFF ^'^ anyone sendinsr me 10c to cover ac-
i\i_L^ tnalpostagre, will send a bottle contain-

ing' sufficient to prove the claims here made to
your satisfaction. Pamphlet sent free. Address

Prof. Chas Marchand, 59 Prince St., New York

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family use and Bxport a specialty.

pure, wholesome beverage, recommended by
prominent physicians.

OFFICE, 440 ALISO STREET
Tel. Main 91

Any reader of OUT WEST could

easily secure subscriptions for it in his

own neighborhood.

We pay well for such work.

Laughlin
FOUNTAIN PEN

THE BEST AT AMY PRiCE.

SENT ON APPROVAL
To responsible people. You r

choice of these popular
styles, superior to the $3.00
grades of other makes.

SENT POSTPAID FOR ONLY

By registered mail, 8c extra.

It Costs You Nothing
to try it a week. If you do
not find it the best pen you
ever used and pre-eminently
satisfactory, send it back
and get your money. Finest
quality hard rubber holder,
highest grade, large 14K.

gold pen, any desired flexi-

bility, in fine, medium or
stub. Perfect ink feed. Do
not miss this oppnjrtunity to
secure a strictly high grade
guaranteed Fountain Pen at
a price that is only a frac-
tion of its real value.
Ask your dealer to show

you this pen. If he has not
or won't get it for you, (do
not let him substitute an
imitation, on which he will
make more profit), send his
name and your order direct
to us, and we will send you
with Fountain Pen, one of
our Safety Pocket Pen Hold-
ers without extra charge.
Remember, there is no
"just as good" as the
Laughlin. Insist on it; take
no chances. If your dealer
has not this widely adver-
tised writing wonder, it is

neither your fault or ours, so
order direct. Illustration on
left is full size of ladies'

style; on right, gentlemen's
style. (Either style, richly
trimmed with heavy solid

gold mountings, for fLW
additional). Address

LatiffKlin Mf]^. Co.
585 Griswold St.,

Ramona Toilet 30AP FOR .SALE
EVERYW^H EF?E
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EVERY WOMAN
V is interested and should know^ about the wonderful

Marvel ll:r

Douche

If your druggist cannot
supply the ftlARVEL,
accept no other, but write us for
Illustrated Book, tent free —
sealed. It gives price by mail,

particulars and directions invalu-
able to ladies. Kadoraed by Pbyaiclans.

MARVEL CO., Room 33, Times Building, N.V.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. 4^^'^ *^*'""^'

STOWKLL \ ( (>.. Mtrs.

>lil by all IJrunKists
or by imil. S5 cents.
Charle«t>>wii. Mass.

ALLEN'S FOOT=EASE

"Oh.WhalResl
and Comfort 1"

SHAKE I>'TO YOUR SHOES
Allen's Font^Ease, a pnwdcT fnr the
le<'C. It cures painful, swollen, smarting
nervous feet, and inBtantly tnUes the BtinR
out of corns and bunions. It'.s t lie Kreat-
est comfort di.scoTcry ol" tho ajje.Makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy.
It is a certain cure for innrowiiiK nails,
sweating, callous and hot. tirt-d, achinefeet.
We have over 30,000 testimonials. TltVIT TO-DAY. Soldbya IDruKgistsand
ShiieStores,2oo. Do not accept an imi-
tation. Sent by mail for 25o.iu stamps.

PRirp TKIAI. PACKAGE
Im^fcii sent by mail.

MOTHEIt <SRAY'S SWEET
PO\VDEI{.>S the best medicine for Fe.
verish. Sickly Children. Sol) by Druggists
everywhere. Trial Packat-e FlcEK. Ad-
dress, ALLEN S. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N.

*^pOR ANY BOOK ON EARTH—r^*-
tiM-
^ Write to H. M. TIMBY, Book Hunter -^^

'WCATALOOUES FREE CONNEAUT, OHIO'aS

RIPANS
For twenty years I had been a sufferer from bronchial

troubles accompanied with a hacking cough. I at times suf-

fered from extreme nervous prostration. About four years

ago I began taking Ripans Tabules, and since then I have used

them pretty constantly. I rarely retire at night without taking

my Tabule, and 1 find they keep my digestive organs (which

naturally are weak) in good order, and they also allay my ten-

dency to nervousness and make me sleep.

AT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is enoug^h for an ordinary occasion. The family bottle, sixty

centSt contains a supply for a year.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. A Co., Tel. Main 509.
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THE FAMOUS TRAIN OF

[the northern pacific railway}S IS THE FINEST TRAIN TO THE PACIFIC COAST S

S Solid vestibuled, electric lighted, elegant observation car, Pullman and S
B tourist sleepers and dining car through. 5

I TWO OV[RLAriD TRAINS DAILY
to all points East by way of Portland,

Tacoma, Seattle, Spokane, Minneapolis

Try by

C. E. JOHNSON
S TRAVELING PASSENGER AQENT 125 \N. THIRD^ST.. LOS ANQELES, CAL.

niiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

(5=^^^=^= =(g====^^

Near to

Nature's

Heart

in the

Beautiful

Sierras

An Ideal

Spot where

Dull (are

Hatli no

Abiding

Place

YE ALPINE TAVERN
JUST ONE MILE ABOVE THE SEA

Situated at the Upper Terminus of the famous MT. LOWE RAILWAY — Within easy reach

of the city by a ride over the Most Wonderful Mountain Railway In th« World. Surrounded by a forest

of g-iant pines and live oaks, with an abundance of pure springr water and every modern conven-

ience, this resort is conceded to be the Most Popular of all California Mountain Summer Resorts.

For f«ll particulars reg-ard in? Rates, Accommodations, Railroad Fare, etc., call on or address

H. F. GENTRY, PASSENGER AGENT, 250 S. SPRING ST., I.OS ANGELES, CAL.

5=^5=^ =(5===^

R. B. YOUNG, ARCHITECT »^¥l,J*,?„^e^5aT,?i
=''^'

•^LyiSS'ESirc!":

—I
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15 Trdins Ddily

New TorK (entril
urjES

From CHICAGO

Michigan Central
The Niairara Falls Route

AMD THB

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
The Limited Train Route.

From ST. LOUIS

C. C. C. & St. L.

"Bie Four"

AND ALL BY THE

New York Central
The Great Four-Track Trunk Line.

All trains by these lines arrive in New York
at the Grand Central Station, 42nd Street, and
In Boston at the new South Station.

CARLTON C. CRANE
PACIFIC COAST AGENT

637 Market St. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

F. M. BYRON
SOCTHKRN CAUPOKNIA PASSBNG8K AGT.

Stimson Block. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

m NORTH-
WESTERN
LINE
A.FFORDS the most luxurious

accommodations between

CALIFORNIA and

CHICAGO and the

EAST.

The Best of Everything

THE NEW

COMPRISKS

NE,"W Observation Cars, Com-
partment Cars, Drawingf-room
Sleeping Cars, Buffet-Library-
Smoking Cars, with Barber
and Bath."

E,lectric li^Kted tKrou^K-
out—Reading Lamp in every
berth.

TKrough Tovariat Sleeping
Cars daily, and personally con-

ducted Tourist Excursions in

the most modern Pullman
Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Offlce: £47 S. Spring SU Los Angeles, (dl.

W. D. CAMPBELL. GenM Art.

W. B. KNISKERN, G. P. and T. A.,
Chicaaro, 111.

Hummel Broe. A Co. fumith bMt help. 300 W. t«cond St Tel. Main 509.
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17 Hniipc LOS ANOELES
Li IIUUI ^AM FDAMfKlSAN ERANGISCO

BY

Pacific Coast Steamsliip Co.

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9.00 a.m.

STATE OP CAL Thursdays,
" "

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angeles : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10.00 a.m.

STATE OP CAL Sundays,
" "

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Columbia, Seattle and Alaska

C. D. DUNANN, General Passenger Agent

W. PARRIS, Agent
328 S. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RAMONA TOILET ^OA P FOR 3 ALE
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To Please Ourselves,
TO PLEASE OTHERS, and be of material benefit to

all, is doing good by the wholesale.

STOP WOPK, get out into the countrj^ take your family

with you, and you will be pleasing everybody, doing

good to everybody, and making happiness in large

quantities.

TO ACCOiWPLISH THIS, it is neces-

sary to know where to go, and

and this you can learn by getting

a copy of

"Vacation, 1902"

This little book, **Vacation, 1902,"

issued by the California North-

western Railway Company, gives

complete information for any

kind of an

Outing

To be had at ticket ofl&ces of Company, 650 Market St.

(Chronicle Building ), and Tiburon Ferry, or at the

General Office, Mutual Life Building, corner Sansome

and California Streets.

Call or wr!te for a copy.

n. (. WniTINO. Oen'l M^. R. X. RYAN, (icn'l PdSS. A$l.



Lake Tahoe

A Bit Of Lake Tahoe

REACHED ONLY VIA THE

Southern Pacific
Summer Excursions—Throug-h Connections.

Fishing, Boating and Hunting Unexcelled.

Special Inducements to Campers. For De-

scriptive Literature, Rates, etc., ask or write

G. A. P4RKYN$, Ass't GenM Frt. and Pass. Agent

261 S. Spring St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE
CALIFORNIA LIMITED
AND EXTOL ITS DELICHTEULLY
LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
AND THE UNEQUALLED
CUISINE OE THE
DINING CAR,
ARE PROOFS
OE THE
STATEMENT

SANTA FE

THAT
AMERICANS

WANT
AND
GET
THE
BEST
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MURRAY M. HARRIS
ORGAN CO.

*

<li*^ C~iC^C^ Mahotfany-cased electric parlor orgran in residence of Mr. C. E. «jieen,
H^ I »v-'V-rV-/ g^f, Mateo, Cal. This Org-ari is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

I 754-760 Sm rprnando St. Tel. Main 363

lOS ANdElES, (AlirORNIA



<ph of baby Jane
=d Oak, Iowa, one
weight 32 pounds, raised entirely on Imperial Granum.
her writes :

" We cannot recotimiend it too highly as our
-»aby owes her life to Imperial Granum."

OUR b«by groRnng as rapidly as babies should?
e the little limbs well formed and strong? Are

ks firm and rosy ? Are the teeth coming as

jLud easily as nature intended? Does baby
cU .'' Citii yoTTTely-on thafood you are now using
y baby safely through the trjing heat of summer?

i can say
' '

yes
' ' to each of these questions you are

likelihood using the

VNDARD FOOD roR BABIES
iPERIALGRANUM

kittle Red-Riding Hood,"

111 have to say
" no " we urge you to give it the consci-

> test it deserves. Please ask your physician and
^ who have used it. They will tell you Imperial

Hunt makes babies strong and healthy and keeps them so,
a let the food speak for itself. Sold by druggists or a

fple with book containing valuable suggestions for the care of
ies especially during the hot season is FREE from
in Carle & Sons, Dept. M, 153 Water Street, New York City.

ret pictures (size 9x6), amusing for the children to cut out and put together,

: sent FREE to any address, for a two-cent stamp to pay postage. Subjecti

Wood " Mother

iperial Granum is especially valuable in controlline irregularities of the bowels
r both infants and adults. It should always be kept in the house for such emergencies.
Imperial Granum is as extensively used by adults as for babies. It is invaluable in the
sick room and for Dyspeptics and the Aged. ''IT AL WA YS NO URISHESy

LIFE INSUR.ANCE
In proportion to the Security and Guaranteed results than is offered by any other com-

pany, is the proposition of E^e TR.AVELER.S—with nothing left indefinite. You
know precisely what you are getting

—you know its annual cost. What Mutual company
in all the world can say as much?

Accident
Insurance
According
to the F^isK

"She TRAVELERS, the largest and strongest Acci-

dent Insurance Company in the world, insures against

injury at a rate in accordance with the peril of the occupa-

tion of the insured. No man is asked to pay more than

his own class calls for. That there is always riak is

shown by the fact that "She TRAVELERS alone

Paid $1,032,809 Last Year

in settlement of 14,540 accident claims.

NOTE.- The more dependent you are upon your weekly income, the more important the

weekly indemnity in case of accident. An Agent In Every Town



^OY4i^
BAKf/¥6^^P0H^£R
The "Royal Baker and Pastry
Cook "' — containing over
800 most [iractical and valu-
able cooking receipts

— free
to every patron. Send postal
card with your full address.

I
Care must be taken to avoid bakings
powders made from alum. Such
powders are sold cheap, because they
cost but a few cents per pound.
Alum is a corrosive acid, which
taken in food means injury to health.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

DELICIOUS DRINKS
and DAINTY DISHES
are made from

BAKER-'S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Unequaled for smooth-

ness, delicacy, and flavor

Our Chcice Recipe Book
will tell you how to make

Fudge, anc a g^ 'a', variety

of dainty dishes, from our

Cocoa and Chocolate. Sent

FREE to any address J»

STEVENS

WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS,

"^jJ-

HUT
-DO OR sports today

command the attention
of the old and youngr
alike, and what sport
is more interesting- than

shooting? To enjoy yourself
you must of course own a thor-

oughly reliable firearm. We
have for 3J< j'ears made the re-

liable kind, and if you are in

doubt what to buy, better look in-

to the merits of the Stevens
For the younger element of

shooters, we are offering $1,000.00
in cash prizes for the best tar-

gets made with our rifles.

Ask your dealer for a STEX'ENS, ana

accept no other makes. Will ship direct

if you cannot secure them. Send for our

new catalog.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.

270 Main St.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

/ose PIANOS
have been established over 50 YEARS. By our

payments every family in moderate circumstanc
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in exc
deliver the new piano in your home free ol

Write for Catalogue D and explanations.
VOSE & SONS PIANO CO., 160 Boylston St., Boston. M<
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OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NE\\

EDITED BY CHAS. T. LUMMIS.

AMONG THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE: <
DAVID STARR JORDAN

President of Stanford University.

FREDERICK STARR
Chicag'o University.

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California.

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of

" The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of

"
Stories of the Foothills."

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of

" The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of

" A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas.

INA COOLBRITH
Author of

"
Songs from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of

" The Man With the Hoe."

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of

" The Life of Agassiz," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Fleur de Lis."

SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,"etc

WILLIAM KEITH
The greatest Western Painter

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Marche.'i

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington

GEO. HAMLIN FITCH
Literary Editor S. F.

"
Chronicle.'

CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN
Author of

"
In This Our World.'

CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
Author of

" The Story of the Mine," etc

T. S. VAN DYKE
Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc

CHAS. A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER

ALEX. F. HARMER
L. MAYNARD DIXON

Illustrators
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of
" Our Feathered Friends.'

BATTERMAN LINDSAY
CHARLES AMADON MOODY

Contents—August, 1902.
The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, III, Chas. F. Lummis 13

The Pale Blue L^arkspur, poem, Julia Boynton Green 17

The Story of Crater Lake, Oregon, illustrated, Harold W. Fairbanks, Ph.D 17

Child Birds of Our Gardens, illustrated, II, Elizabeth Grinuell li

A Song for Arizona, poem, Thos. Wood Stevens '. 1?

The Delilah Order, poem, William Morrison Patterson 1*

The Truscott Ivuck, serial story, chapters III and IV, Mary Austin 1*

August, quatrain, Lewis Worthington Smith 2(

At the Close of the Session, historical, Blanche Boring Snow 2(

The Pursuit of Eros, story, Zeruah Hudson 2>

The Sequoya League,
" To Make Better Indians " 2

In the Lion's Den (by the editor) 2

That Which is Written (reviews by C. A. M.) 2

The 20th Century West, illustrated, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

The Battle in the States 2

The Fate of the Producer ?

A Banker's View of Reform, Frank Miller 2

Yosemite for the People 2

Lessons of Cooperation, Report of Convention at Oakland
The California Constructive League—A Word to the Faithful

Asti, Sonoma County—The Italian-Swiss Colony, illustrated, C. Dondero

Copyright 1902. Entered at the Los Angeles PostofBce as second-class matter, (see publisher's page.)
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CALIFORNIA
AND BACK—FREE

By special arrangement with the railroads, we will

g-ive to 100 shareholders first-class train ticket and berth
in first-class Pullman sleeping car, from any point in

the United States, to California and return. A bona-fide

proposition for advertising purposes. Tickets good 60

days. California coast the finest summer resort in the
world. Write promptly.

San Benito Vineyards Corporation
820-1-2-3 Hayward Building San Francisco, Cal

Spend Your Summer in STRAWBERRY VALLEY

A MILE ABOVE THE SEA

IDYLLWILD
AMONG
THE
PINES

18 THE MOST BBAUTIFUL.
MOUNTAIN RETRBAT ON EARTH

49A/1 Af^DF^ of Pine Forest, in the

y^OZ| Mv.^l\Li3 center of Government

Forest Reserve of 784,000 acres.

Every surrounding and convenience to make

your outing a deli^Ht and an inspiration.

Furnished Tents for campers at low

rates. Furnished Cottages for those who

want them. Good Board at a moderate

price, and General Store, Dairy and Meat
MarKet for those who prefer housekeeping.

The Most Healthful and Desirable Summer Resort

in Southern California

For full inf<;rmation, address

^^
R. A. Lowe, M^. WyUwlW. Riverside County, dl
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Prepares for college or bv

Imagine a well equipped preparatory school
; a cc

pletely furnished dormitory, g-ymnasium, library, n

seum, laborator}^ and an efficient corps of skil

instructors. Then imagine all this put on board a 1

ship, the ''Yoxing America," with the pupils tal

around to the various countries of the world, and 3

have a good idea of this remarkable plan and the wond
ful educational possibilities of the National Preparat(

School—a ship with 250 Cadet pupils studying and p

paring for American colleges, afloat on the blue oa.

and visiting every clime.

The Cadets of this school will study English Hist<

and visit Westminster Abbey ; they^ will construe 1

stately periods of Cicero and visit the Colosseum at Ron

they will trace the history of Greek Art and Arras a

inspect the Acropolis and the sites of famous battle-fiel

they will read of Egypt and explore the Pyramids ; th

will read the Bible and see the places where dawned 1

light of Christianity. They will round out each p

of their education by travel intelligently directed—
opportunity that a man of broadest culture might v.

envy.
In modern languages, in art, in the study of the wor

commerce, the opportunity will be unique. Special fac

ties will be afforded for the study of Entomology, Z06I0

Botany, Deep-Sea Dredging, and Commercial Produ

The organization and the discipline will be that of

U. S. Navy, modified to meet the conditions. The
itself will be worked by a competent crew of sailors.

Cadets will never be called upon for manual labor
ex(|

sail and spar drills for gymnastic exercise. They
"vj

however, be taught to Hand, Reef, and Steer
; TheoretJ

Navigation and Dynamo and Steam Engineering,

development of personal honor and manliness
wilj

the aim of the moral training. Two regular physic!

will be on board and have continual oversight of
p<

health of the Cadets and their environment. A compe n'

director will have charge of the physical developmjit.

Every temptation of life ashore will be avoided, e

kindly care and wise oversight will be always at han

The complete course will last four years and e

maritime country in the world will be visited. C

THE NAUTICAL IPREPARATOlY



paratory
less -wHile touring

ScKool
tHe -world

'upils may be enrolled, however, for one or more years.

The cruise will follow the temperate climate, and, with

xacting schedule to make, will be like an easy and

^-^htful yachting trip.

The first year the ship will sail from Newport, R. I.,

Jeptember 1, travel 16,000 miles, touchingf at upwards
f 50 ports in England, Norway, Germany, Prance, the

Mediterranean, the West Indies and return to Newport
he following June for a four-months' vacation.

In the line of amusements the ship will be rich in at-

ractions. The ship will carry two steam launches and

en rowing and sailing boats of navy pattern. There

nil be an organ and a piano in the music and recreation

oom, a carefully selected library, a printer and printing-

rcsses for the publication of a school paper, a photo-

nrapher and dark-room for lovers of the camera, and a

hip's band for military and social purposes.

The following' are only a very few of many well known men, in

11 walks of life, who have approved the purpose of this school

. permitted the use of their names as indorsers :

'hcodore Roosevelt, while Governor
Of New York.

•V. Edward Everett Hale. Boston,

I>onard Wood, U. S. A., Hav-
I, Cuba,

tflfbert T. Lincoln, Pre*. Pnllman
Car Co., Cbicaffo, 111.

e J. Gonld, Pres. Missouri Pa-
cMc R. R.. New York.

rar Admiral S. B. Lnce. U. S. N.,
Newport, R. I.

Tm. McAdoo, ex-Assistaat Secre-
tary of the Navy. New York.

>. R. FranciH, Pres. of the Louisiana
Parchase Expositon Co.

iMfles Cramp. Pres. Cramp Sbip-
iMtfldintrCo., Philadelphia.
. C. Weir. Pres. Adams Express
Co., New York.
M. Felton, Pres. Chicago & Alton
R.K.. Chicago, 111.

William P. Kinir.ex-Pres. Merchants
Ass'n, New York.

Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent, Bishop of
Southern Ohio.

Wm. M. Green. Vice-Pres. B. & O. S.

W., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hon. Melville Bull, M. C, Newport,
R. L

E. Rollins Morse, Boston, Mass-

E. H. Capen, D.D., Pres. Tufts Col-

letre, Mass.

Gen. Curtis Guild, Jr., Boston, Mass.

Chas. A. Dickey. D. D., Pres. Presby-
terian Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. W. Miller, Supt. Marine Division,
N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Hon. Geo. E. Foss, M.C Chicaifo, 111.

Winston Churchill, Author of "The
Crisis."

Gen. J. H. Wilson. U. S. A., Wil-
mintrton, Del.

Capt. F. E. Chad wick, U. S. N., Naval
War Colleire, Newport, R. I.

_^ 1

The "Young America" will be a safe and commodious ful

ilPged ship of 3,000 tons, with auxilary steam-power— a model of
he most advanced steel construction.
Her equipment will include every device for comfort and safety
hat modem science can supply : electric lighting', apparatus for

lictillation of pure water for drinking, cooking, and washing, per-
CCt ventilation, cold-storage rooms, an ice plant, a large corps of
cnrmnts and extensive kitchens in charge of an experienced chef.
The "Young America" will be commanded by a U. S. naval

>flfeer of at least twenty-five years' experience and with an honor-
ihle record. The roster of the school is now partly filled, and ap-

"]>Hcations fpr enrollment should be made at once. Send for book-

.'iving information in detail, to

SCHOOL. P. O. Box 1&26, Boston. Mass.
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WEATHERED OAK
DININ6 ROOMS

DHE
rich, dark deep coloring- of weathered oak is par-

ticularly adapted to effective dining room furnish-

ing-. The solidity of construction, the artistic sim-

plicity of design is not approached in any other line of fine

dining room pieces. Extension Tables, Buffets, China

Closets, Sideboards and Chairs, upholstered with haircloth.

A large showing of the very newest ideas along this line.

Los Angeles Furniture Co. iJ^i}^!,^

DEPENDABLE FURNITURE AT A FAIR PRICE

Verde Oak Furniture
This green-finished oak is a charming line.

The styles are simple but not severe.

There is nothing- "freak}^" about it, still it is
"
diiferent."

The color is restful looking, cool, comfortable and inviting.

Upholstered, trimmed in leather, matting, etc.

If not convenient to examine it at the store, please remember that we serve

hundreds of customers with complete satisfaction, through our mail-order

department.

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
43-^ 41-443 S. Spring St.. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES
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Xothing so rare as resting on air.''''

Pneumatic

Mattresses

YACHT MATTRESS WITH LIFE-LINE

HOME - YACHT - CAMP
FOR HOME USE, the Pneumatic is the cleanest, lightest, most convenient,

most luxurious mattress made.

FOR YACHT USE, unexcelled. It is moisture-proof, smell-proof, bug-proof,

economical, and, above all, the BEST LIFE-PRESERVER.

IN CAMP, it is the only thing yet devised that meets the needs of the camp-

er. Always dry.
"
Luxuriously comfortable."

For the CAMPER
YACHTSMAN
RANCHMAN
PROSPECTOR
MINER
PEOPLE AT HOME I.OAI ^^.5ii;iJ.\ Aim LUL,-],1.N1-.

ROAT rimHTON^ ^""^ equally GOOD ON BOAT, ON THE
SAND, ON THE VERANDA.

SWIMMING COLLAR -CUSHION
COMBINED

The finest thing ever devised. Fits around the

neck without buckles or straps. The arms are

free for action. Will support a grown person.

Deflated can be carried in the pocket.

JUST THE THING for Bathing Pavilions. Price $1.50. 2 for $3.00 by mail.

StWIMMl.SO «.ULLAIi

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS AND CUSHION CO.

35 Broadway, New York City

By mentioning Out West, Catalog IV sent free.

)(5=^=fe5= =(S^*=^i
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READY XO WEAR

Sik to Orilcf

>ll.SO OUR OWN MAKE

READY TO WEAR

The larg-est stock of fine

imported shirting-s on the

Pacific Coast to select

from.

^A^^AA^^^^Ai'

REGAL SHOES
FOR WOMEN

1
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BEAlTlfUL

SOUTHERN

(ALIfORNIA

POINSETTIAS

IN WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Poinsettia

Artist

0. L. N'Ldin
13x25-^.00

If

SIZB PRICE

9x11—$1 00
9x11— 1 25
9x13- 1 50
11x14— 1 75
11x15— 2 00
13x17— 2 50
10x22— 3 00

SIZE PRICE

11x25—$3 75
11x24— 4 00
11x24^- 4 25
11x24— 4 50
11x25— 5 00
13x25— 5 00
9x35— 6 00

Sent postpaid to any address in the U. S. on receipt

of price. Address :

Sunset Art Co., 132 W. I2tli St., Los Angeles

Sandals for

Children
For protection for the children's feet

and to be worn with or without stock-

ings. If the children want to go bare-

footed, or want to wade at the beach,

put a pair of sandals on them and their

feet are safe. They come in all size-s

for children and are something every
child should have. Prices $1.25, $1.50

and $1.75 the pair. \

Mail orders filled.

C. M. Staub Shoe Co.
255 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own way

'TpHE cup-sliaped teeth have a suc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and grives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
pertecily, even to the

"
crow's feei

"

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^C\r
Mailed upon receipt of pric J,

•J'-'^*

Rubber Cataloifue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASi.

Supplyinar Agrents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Braun & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

The

forsytlie

Waist

KEISER

STOCKS

AND

BELTS

MATHESON <& BERNER
Hatters and Men*a Puralsbers

303 9. BROADWAY LOB ANQELES
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Linen Underwear g^v^,^^^
"PFt7/ PFear Well

55

The only forceful objection to the linen
mesh underwears hitherto sold has
been that they "wear out too quickly.''^
We guarantee that Belfast Mesh will

prove as serviceable as any high-grade
underwear, of any material on the
market

; we cheerfully refund your
money if you do not find this true.

||-%:^4lk-«k J*^:<*^•

^^^y Same y^^m^^
f5f Mesh Y*JlJ»M Enlarged Jj^^

Pure linen, next the

skin, is the best of
all textiles, when
properly woven

;

muchmorehealthy,
cleanly and com-
fortable than, and
far superior to, silk

and the so-called

"Health" and
"Sanitary"woolens.

Send forourhand=>
some and convince

ing book—mailed
free on request. It

explodes the "wool
for warmth" the-

ory in short order.

For sale by the best
dealers in the U. S. and
England. If your deal-

er cannot supply you,
we will.

THE

BELFAST MESH
UNDERWEAR CO.

406 Mechanic St.,

P01GIIKEEPSIE,N.Y.

is a pure Orange Syrup, and
makes an ideal non-alcoholic

punch for any party or social

entertainment. Also makes a

splendid ice. Enquire of your

grocer or caterer ;
if they do

not keep it, send their names
with 5 cents, to us, and we will

send you a sample bottle with

full directions for use.

The Los Angeles fruit Juice (ompdny

905 TEMPLE ST.
LOS ANGELES

In Your Room.
Wash delicate things—handKerchiefs, laces,
doilies, etc. (things which one cannot send
to the ordinary wash) in Pearline's way.
viz : Soak, rinse, squeeze directions on
each pacKet. Spread smoothly while wet,
on a mirror or window pane. This is bet-
ter—safer—than ironing'. Grand advice for
bachelors, maidens, boarders and hotel
Quests. Saves fabrics too delicate and valu-
able to risk to others' hands.

Pearline is Trustworthy.
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ELIZABETH ANN CHAPMAN, PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Mrs. S. D. Chapman, the mother of this little girl, writes:

"We considerMellin's Food the best food that can be procured for

babies. Our little girl has never been sick a day. She always
takes Mellin's Food with a relish."

I Send for a free (ample of VI K 1. L I N '

S F O O D for jronr babjr.

1 MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY. BOSTON. MASS.
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^mmm.Raffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Baslietry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RAFFIA—natural color, bunch of 6 oz., l7c.;

9oz., 2Sc.; lib., 40c.; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,
green, black, blue, yellow and orange, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c.; Reeds, per bunch, I5c.

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. IS most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-

rate packets, mailed free on receipt of SOc.

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed

free on receipt of SOc.

dermain Seed and Plant (o.

326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

m

The interior

fittings determine the

coziness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
take advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...flUractlve Homes

THE PERFECT DISSERTJULY
NONE MADE THAT5 AS GOOD

NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

LEMON ORANCE CHERRY
f^fi^^^

RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY
' — AT YOUR. GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBER.0 NEW YORK

fREE-He^ndsome Booklet of Recipes
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A MOTOR-VEHICLE WORTHY ofthe STUDEBAKER NAME
E hive not been indifferent to the introduction of the horseless carriage. Rather than push upon the market an

imperfect and Immature product, however, we have expended time and money In order to secure a type of

automobile which would not discredit our standing in the vehicle world.
w
THE STVDEBAKER ELECTRIC VEHICLE
a admirably simple in construction, safe, easy to operate and rcmarltably free from vibration and nolsr. It Is not a

racing machine, but a strongly built practical motor-vehicle for everyday service on country roads and city streets.

Extensive experiments and tests have convinced us that the electric motor, with the great improvements recently
nude in storage batteries, provides the most desirable equipment in every way. It is simplicity itself, clean, odorless,
durable and sufficiently speedy for all practical purposes.

Now on exhibition at the following repositories. Dei^crlptive booklet free.

stude:bake:r bros. mfg. co.
NEW YORK CITY: Brosdway and Prince St.

I CHICAGO, III.: 31H3HH Wabi-h Avenue.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.: HlO-814 Walnut St.

I SAN FRANCISCO. Cai.: cor. Market and lOib Sts.

L Local Agencies Everywhere.

DENVER, Colo.: Cornei 15th and RIake Sts.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah: 157- 159 State St.

PORTLAND, Ore.: 328 .1.14 E. Morrison St.

DALLAS, Tex.: 194-196 Commerce St.

FACTORY AND EXECUTIVE OFFICE: South Bend. Ind
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Form
For dressmaking
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

duplicate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely
corrected
as the per-
son's form
chaufires.
Is made

to stand as
person stands, for-
ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will bang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-
ing- send a perfectly
fitted liningr with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

{front, hips and back),
with close fitting- col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office : 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3

San franclsco: 503
AND 4 Phone James 4441
Powell St. Phone Red 2986

De ting "VeLS maked simple, as a.U great idees

shoutdpe.
—HANS BREITTMANN.

Waterman's
Ideal Foontain Pen

is a great idea realized in Perfect

Pen satisfaction. The genuine
Waterman Ideal is made by

L. E. Waterman Company W\
J73 Broadway, N.Y. 12 Golden Lane, London

^'VVVV%VVV%VV^%VVVVVV%VVVVVVVVVV%VV%/%/VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV^'VVV'>

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL -.----- $12,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - --------- 2,150,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 275,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ------- 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to aAlaw them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St.^ San Francisco, California

WM. CORBDSf, Secretary and General Manager
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THU RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT-
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

III.

[HIS is but the beginning of the long story.

Asylums, hospitals, charities, humane societies,

clubs, and fraternities of every sort, and other social

j/vf \^ furnitures in these lines, are presumed to be civil-

\ ^k ized ; and of all these, California has as full equip-
ment as the most progressive States. Theaters fall

not below the average, but below the best. In pub-
lic libraries we have fewer volumes, but more in-

dustrious ones. By number of books or number of

population, our circulation is more active. What
are we to think, for instance, of such revolutionary

figures as these ? Average number of books circu-

lated per citizen :

*

Chicago %
Philadelphia 1.40

BuflFalo 1.92
VJ^^^ Boston 2.13

Los Angeles 3.45

Circulation per volume, Boston 1.76, Los Angeles 7.40.

And yet, after all, must this sort of thing (which

could be catalogued beyond patience) really seem incomprehen-
sible to us, unexpected if it be ? Are we prepared to maintain

that the Easterner is respectable, responsible, and intelligent

only because he is where he is ? Take him out of the refrig-

erator and he spoils ? For the Californian is only an Easterner

graduated. Unless we concede that American brains and char-

*Firvres based on Statistics of Cities. Bnlletin of the Department of Labor, Sept-

ember, 1899.
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acter are most perishable commodities, safe enough on ice, but

ruined by the sun, we cannot forever be so illogical as to expect
that when an average educated American moves to a new home
because he likes it better he will build a worse house, or care less

to send his children to school and his wife to church. Our own
New England experience teaches us better than that. Some
people did move to worse tenements

; some children were trans-

ferred to poorer schools. But the average exchange—domestic,

educational, or what not—is progressive. Else, of course, our

whole national dream of progress is a lie. The modern migra-
tion to California is merely a great river from these same clear

brooks, which always run on—never back, despite some despond-

ing eddy
—

vastly swelled in volume and power, but of the same
waters still. And water always cleanses itself in running free.

Now the Californian of to-day is a man who changed States

for the same reason that his old neighbors change lodgings or

towns—to "do better"—but with the average difference that

his aim is more often simply to do better in the way of life and

home, and not so often merely to do better in money. He will

and does provide the new home with as many and as good furni-

tures of school, church, and all that, as he was taught in the old

home to deem indispensable to good society. Rather more, in

fact; probably because an elective population comes from more

places and brings a greater variety of fixed standards to live up
to or beyond. Rather better, because now, instead of tinkering,

he builds new—"lock, stock, and barrel"—with all the light of

the ages on his work, and none of the lumber in his way, except

what may be in his own head. He does not have to patch up a

school-house so it "will do," nor haggle over tearing down a

city hall—he simply creates one new, and good as he knows how.

And I fancy this homely example is of wider application than it

may look at first flush. Furthermore, he is less hindered by
idlers. It is not enough remembered, perhaps, that distance is

sometimes a filter. The transcontinental spaces, the size of

fares, the far greater cost of land—these and some other simple

things have had a notable influence in determining (by elimina-

tion) the extraordinary average of the new California in morals,

intelligence, and property. Not only has something attracted a

desirable class ; something has rather warded the undesirables
—though assuredly we have sufficient samples to order from,

should we care for more.

A peculiar position for many years has forced me to realize

that to perhaps the average Easterner the notion of being sur-

passed by the West in any (not to say many) of the inventions

and prerogatives of civilization befalls very much as to equiva-



Thb Madrono ik Bloom.

(Near Fort Ronn.)
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Honey Comb in a Mulberry Tree in the City of Los Angeles.
( Out doors three years.)

lent Britons the news that England is buying locomotives from

the United States. But it is as inevitable, and for similar

causes. Nor is there the classical reason to fear these Greeks

bringing gifts. We of California have no desire to smuggle
ourselves with the horse into the Trojan

"
midst."

The unmysterious solution is merely that California is settled

with Americans—mostly Eastern Americans, and (as our gov-
ernment statistics prove) above even the home average in educa-

tion and means ; as taught in books and ethics, more taught in

travel and tolerance. Either the East is an immoral parent, or

these sons will make as good a home as they have left ;
if it is

as good a parent as it believes itself (and as I believe it), they
will make better. The alternative is as much as to say that no

one born east of the Missouri is competent to learn ; or that the

college boy really knows more at graduation than he will know
when the world shall have had some turn at him.

For the same—and some additional—reasons, it need not sur-

prise us to find (as we shall, unless we are ready to disinherit

the census and walk around the visible fact) that these graduate
Yankees have learned even in "business." I am not reckoning
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now with the new and stupendous games they invented to gamble
at—gold, silver, stocks, land-booms. All were pernicious activi-

ties, all transient—and all the doings of Easterners. But they
were merely the wild reaction of grown boys suddenly let out

from a strait school, their very violence perhaps an indication

not so much of the sinfulness of outdoors as of the need of boys
to get there sometimes. By a familiar law of contrasts, sudden

freedom is most likely to be abused by those least used to free-

dom
;
and so, in a rudely graduated scale. The city boy is more

excited by the greater change than the farm boy, the farm boy
than the backwoods lad. The deeper the mystery, the more
nervous the temptation. But the significant thing is that, after

tearing up the playground and mauling one another pretty

severely, they doggedly turned to and
"
ran off

" the incorrig-

ibles, and built a better school-house and went to studying in it

harder than ever in the old.

A little frontier town then, Los Angeles was the first city in

the Union to be lighted throughout with electricity. San Fran-

cisco was the first city in the world to use modern effective street

transit, an invention of her own. Both communities long were,

and indeed still are, more comfortably furnished in this respect

than the American metropolis. Water, sewerage, public build-

ings, parks
—no equal population is better off, unless by the age

of the parks. The first magnificent hotel in America (and still,

I believe the costliest) was built in San Francisco, at a date

when the East had not a hotel building we would now call first-

class. Fancy erecting a seven-million dollar hotel in New York

thirty years ago ! The first long transmission of electric power—and until very lately, if not still, the longest
—in the world is

in Southern California. Cable-roads, electric roads, reservoirs,

irrigation canals, even agriculture
—these are random types of

many things brought in California to a scale never before ri-

valed. As for telephones, California is much more than twice

as well supplied as the average Union
;
and has more telephones

than all France, though France has one-third more area and

thirty times the population. And such facts, which are also

types, may help us to understand that American enterprise is

not really made duller by being whetted.

As for enlisted "public spirit," we find in general what we

might expect
—something of a pentecost. Imagine an American

city of 110,000 population, of whom not 10 per cent, now adult

went to school together, and not 50 per cent, have known one

another even for ten years ;
therefore in many ways undigested.

Imagine in that population one thousand representative men

(including nearly every respectable business man or firm) per-
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Thb Latk a. 9. Hallidib, Invbntok of Cable Ca«8.

manently and compactly banded to give of their time and money
—and get other people's money and time—for the improvement
of the community. Is that an every-day momentum in Ameri-

can civics ? And it is not so much because they are in Califor-

nia as because they are so fit to be and so glad to be.

Here is another sociologic fact, (and factor), unfamiliar per-

haps, to our ears, but structural, logical, and not to be ignored

even by the closet student. The
'*

local pride
"
of Californians

is something without parallel or synonym in the older States.
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By "pride," of course, is meant neither mere brag nor the more

aggravated symptom of superiority too egregious for discussion;

but, specifically as to place, that abundance of the heart out of

which, indeed, the mouth speaketh, but the hands also are set

to work. Even Chicago need not be excepted ; for the Cali-

fornian's exultation is not nearly so much in what he has done

for himself as in what God has done for him
; whereas the Chi-

cagoan is quite aware of the fact that he is entirely self-made.

Seriously, now (though dimples do play once and again upon
the face of it ), this is not a trivial force in political econom}^

—
that the State of the greatest

"
natural resources" has the popu-

'I' tV THB CaLIKOKNIA PaLM.
On till- riiKi- of the Colorado River Desert.

lation most exclusively of converts. Even the most habituated

never forget to be grateful, every day, that they are not some-

where else. They never lose sight of their ever-new sky—nor,

altogether, of their new responsibility.

Broadly speaking, California is the only elective State. Its

people are not here because their mothers happened to be here at

the time ; not as refugees ; not as ne'er-do-wells, drifting to do

no better ; not even, in bulk, as joining the scrimmage for more

money. They have come by deliberate choice, and a larger pro-

portion of them, and more single-heartedly, for home's sake than
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in any other as large migra-
tion on record. Also, more
than an}' comparable mi-

gration, they have given up
more and better homes to

come. The)' were born and

reared — everywhere. Be-

tween them the)' know every

township in the United
States, and every political

division of the globe. Each
has tasted California and

found it better than "back
home " to his individual pal-

ate
;
better than habit and

the memories of childhood,

even better than the friends

and social standing of a life-

time's winning. Eastern
cities are swelling with

Americans who move in to

make Money ; California is

filling (country and city)

with Americans who move
in to make Life. In a word,

it is the Chosen Country.

And passion is by favor. A
man's love for his mother

shall not die, but neither

does it keep him awake o'

nights. It takes the sweet-

heart to do that. And even

as wife, California is always

sweetheart. Even as mother,

she is not so matter-of-fact

as other mothers. Fancy
New Jersey bristling with

solid gold badges and grips

and watchwords and lodges

for no reason on earth but

that the proud votaries

were born in New Jersey !

In California there are

10,000 men ( and several

"parlors" of women) or-

ganized solely in honor of
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Nob Hill, San Fkancisco. Photo by C, F, L,
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their nativity. Perhaps the "Native Sons of the Golden West"
(the name was invented in sophomore year) are a bit sug-gestive
of a man holding- jubilee because he has never been hungry
enough or cold enough to realize the utmost g-race of food

and fire. But even without the education of contrast, it must
be admitted that they are probably as thankful as is really

necessary, and that the mere fact of them has a meaning.
If this intense regional consciousness and thrill—so untrans-

latable to any casual community—promise the economist clues

for study in a thousand contacts with life and "progress," the

converse is no less fit to provoke thought. Californians are

from all the world. Every State has its larg-e and growing
quota here—but there is no "colony" of Californians extant!

Some Californians are adventuring, roving, mining, surveying,

speculating, in whatsoever wilderness or metropolis, but they
are all coming home! There is no region known to man whereto
the most fanciful promoter would think of trying to induce the

average Californian to remove for good. He may go anywhere
for money or for adventure, but to him only one place is Home.
This may be

"
funny," as new things are, and as steam was

to my grandfather. But it is true. And it not only explains

much, but foreshadows much more.

What /5 funny is the obtuseness of man. The unprecedented
rush of '49-'51 was not so much a population as an infestment.

Its best were adventurers
;
its worst something less. They were

the most homeless large body of civilized men in human history;

and they paid more dearly for that vagrancy than so many men
of so good antecedents ever paid before or since in one reckoning.

They brought almost no families and made almost none. Their

dream was to
"
get rich and get out." Even so sympathetic and

advantaged an observer as Rev. Walter Colton, who came not as

a tosser of the golden dice but as chaplain in our navy, and who
got more intimately acquainted with old California than any
other writer up to 1855, wrote :

"
These [naming two or three

places] may make perfect gardens; but take California as a

whole, she is not the country which agriculturists would select

.... Nature rested with what she put beneath the soil."

That makes curious reading now ;
but Colton himself may help

us to an understanding. Of those whose verdict he accepted as

to the barrenness of the land (ergo, its unfitness for home), he

remarks, with as much truth as alliteration :

"
Such a mixed and motley crowd—such a restless, roving,

rummaging, ragged multitude never before roared in the rook-

eries of man. As for mutual aid and sympathy, Samson's foxes

had as much of it
—-turned tail-to, with firebrands tied between."
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They had eyes but for

the one thing- ;
and

gold blinded as well

those who never found

it as those who did.

California for gold
—

somewhere else to

spend it.

But many did not get
rich enough to be quite

ready to
"
get out ;"

and many, when they

got rich, found that,

after all, they did not

wish to get out
;
and

others staid to "do
business " with them ;

and around the various

rocks and drift lodged
all other sort that

floats. For commerce'

sake, for independence,
for excitement, for

speculation, the city of

the mirage gradually
became real. It was
still San Francisco,

still the Ishmaelite of cities — the liveliest, maddest, most

generous, and most Godforsaken in the world, but already
with a faint fore-twinkling of the day to come when ( more or

less repentant and proportionately forgiven) it should be called

to sit upon a throne.

And even yet there was no dream that the real wealth of Cali-

fornia lay no deeper than the tickling of a plow. Air and free-

dom were perceived and appreciated, but the third physical

necessity of a complete home was not yet found there. With
all allowances for

"
haste and a bad pen," it must seem curious

to us now that Americans could have been so unforeseeing. For

eighty years already the Franciscan missionaries had been mak-

ing little walled Edens of grape and palm and rose, and gather-

ing such crops as astounded even Humboldt. *
Sutter, the Swiss-

American, who was first seen and most widely-known by nine-

tenths of our pioneers (and the father of gold), harvested 75,000
bushels of wheat in 1847, to say nothing of 150,000 hides and
* Essai Politique.

Cahuenga Pass.

Near here Fremont received the surrender of
the Californians.
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187 tons of tallow. But no one noticed a little thing like that,

except some, who mentioned it and—went on gold hunting. It

was admitted to be a good cowboy State. Col ton. Revere, Bry-

ant, and other travelers dwell on the cattle as the finest they
had ever seen—though not one of them dreamed what scrubby
little stock this climate had bred those same wild cattle up from.

For sixty years the Spanish Californians had been living by

cattle, and Dana and his less-lettered peers had been coming
from Boston round the Horn for hides and tallow. Their skin

game—this would be an ill pun, but is fair history
—was better

than a gold mine for them, when the Don wore 200 steers or so

on his back, and was not staggered by such a price for broad-

cloth.*

But what of it ? Gold and cattle and gambling, barefaced or

respectable
—that was "all the country was good for" through

a generation of as shrewd and tireless Americans as ever whit-

tled a wilderness. It was only by slow, sporadic, empiric stages

that the}' found the soil was not such a fool as it looked. Per-

haps we should not be too hard on them. Unto this day the

observant Easterner finds it a serious wrench to learn that color

is not all of chemistry ;
that these gravel beds of disintegrated

granites are richer than the blackest bottoms of the Scioto or

the Kaw or the mellowest meadows of the Connecticut. The

genesis of such agriculture as now puts California in a class by

itself came of recent years and almost at a jump. But that be-

longs with the story of the new Argonauts, of which I must

attempt the telling later and by itself ; for it is a spacious

theme, and perhaps the most interesting in all the history of

man's wanderings. Yet I cannot forbear toeing-in just here one

sample nail, to hint what a change has been since California was

"not the country an agriculturist would select." One small

Southern California cityt has received in its best year $300 to

every man, woman and child for one year's crop of one kind of

fruit. A gold bonanza might rival the output, but never the

distribution.

But we must not forget to reckon with our hosts, the first

Californians—a social climate which so much mitigated the

rough invader half a century ago, and so intimately (though

less consciously) colors our third civilization, so radically unlike

either predecessor, yet so appreciably influenced by both.

The patriarchal life had here its most perfect type in America,

for it had more genial environment even than its peers in Mexico

or Peru. As law-abiding ( if with laws less onerous to abide)

• A f75 unit, Boston price current, for 2A) hlfles at $1.50each. Bryant, What I *av) in Cali-

fornia, p. Hfl.

t Klvernlde.
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as an old-time New Hampshire village, but incomparably more
"sociable" and content; generous beyond our synonyms, and

simple beyond our returning- back
; hospitable as no people could

be save in such a frontier Arcady, and as we shall never be any-
where—the Spanish California of "before the gringo" was per-

haps as near Utopia as the race is ever likely to get. A hundred

years ago, for that matter, a man might have taken horse in

Santiago de Chile and ridden overland 6000 miles to San Fran-

cisco, without a dollar, without a letter. Up to the American

invasion, the traveler in California found welcome in whatso-

ever house. Not food and bed and tolerance only, but warm
hearts and home. Presh clothing was laid out in his chamber.

His jaded horse went to the fenceless pasture ;
a new and prob-

ably better steed was saddled at the door when the day came
that he must go. And in the houses which had it, a casual fist-

ful of silver lay upon his table, from which he was expected to

help himself against his present needs. It was a society in

which hotels could not survive (even long after they were

attempted) because every home was open to the stranger ;
and

orphan asylums were impossible. Not because fathers and

mothers never died, but because no one was civilized enough to

shirk the orphans. There should be remembrance for the his-

toric case (a type of his day) of the paisano with fourteen child-

ren of his own and a wage of twenty-five cents, who came to the

first American justice of the peace on the Pacific Coast for leave

to adopt the six babies of a deceased acquaintance. "Good

heavens, man ! But how can you ?
" demanded the civilized offi-

cial. "i^«e5, Senor,'' sa.id the Californian,
"
have you not seen

that the hen scratches as hard for one chick as for twenty ?
"

These were the simple humanities of a society Before-the

Mast Dana got some distant guess at, and Duhaut-Cilly a

square look into, and Alcalde Colton a deep comprehension of,

and Lieutenant Revere, U.S.N., and Bayard Taylor, globe-

patterer, and many other observers, some taste withal. And

every gentleman who saw it loved it and admired. Nothing
could be truer than the wide-traveled chaplain's record in 1847 :

"I have never been in a community which rivals this in its spirit of hos-

pitality and generous regard. . . You go to a home without the slightest

ceremony and make yourself at home. . . You stay a day or a month.

. . I have never been among a people who enjoy life so thoroughly as

the Californians."

For that matter, the entitled will find the same spirit and

welcome still in the retired Spanish ranches, none of its pearls

lost, though the habit has perforce grown up of not casting

them before—such as trample pearls. A precise ledger, enter-
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inof up in what coin this exquisite hospitality has too often been

repaid by the superior race, would make as uncomfortable a

balance as any American would care to read.

All this "atmosphere" has had a pervasive influence, even

upon this day of our forgfetfulness. In the first contact it in-

spired an era of American patriarchs also, in a class literally

unique in our career. As its few survivors lament the vanished

society which schoolmastered them, so the "posted" of our day

g^rieve for the passing of the later Yankee Abrahams, and for

the "good old times," when to come, though a stranger, to

the rancho-principality of a Rowland or a Workman was as good
as (and, merel}' b}' convenience to Saxon tongues, better than)

befalling a Bandini or Dominguez or Del Valle. Either meant
less palace indeed, but the freedom of broader acres and the

glow of warmer hearts than a British peer of the realm can

give. "Can," I say, not "does"— for the attraction of gravita-

tion knows nothing about primogeniture. The peer might have

had so many acres, but he could not have the frontier simplicity
nor the human necessit3%

Historically, there is no doubt that the old-time Spanish Cali-

fornian came about as near to solving the vital equation as man
has come. If "success in life" means making life good to

yourself, your family, your servants, your neighbors, the poor
outside your fences, and the stranger within your gates, then

he was a success never surpassed, rarely if ever equaled. He
was happier even than we are who have stepped into his

geographic shoes, though no happier than we may be in them
when we shall have learned something structural of his digni-

fied simplicities. Like the two pilgrims of fable, we both must
wear for penance in our shoes the pease of civilization— but

he took the liberty to boil his pease! On the other hand, if
"
success" means accumulating so many elaborate tools for the

happiness we mean to build that we never get time to build it,

he must fall below our standard. He got what tools he could

use. Though his
"
looseness" as a farmer and stock-raiser

would be our despair, it is true that he "probably made more

in solid coin on his investment than any other ranchman in the

world."* Incidentally he averaged longer life, more gayety,

less friction. He was not hurried, nor worried, and decidedly

not enervated. Men who live in the saddle, who are admittedly

the ideal horsemen, who lasso grizzlies
—

they are not dejfener-

ates. He was not even shocked by the neighborliness of Juno.
"
There is a lady in Monterey," wrote Colton, who knew her,

**
with twenty-one living children, and in the department below

* Vaa Drke.
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one with twenty-eight, all living and in good health." And the

average California family of the day was an admiration to many
chroniclers. When it was not unheard-of to live a century,
and to have toward the end more posterity than years, and 300

horned cattle and 50 horses for each child, grandchild, great-

grandchild, and to every head of stock five acres—verily how
remote of time and space seems that "life in the land of the

afternoon !" So swift are the feet of Progress ! For it was
onh' fift}' years ago, and upon the same continent where people
are already discovering that parenthood is at the best indelicate,

and, beyond the pardonable proof of potency, an open scandal
;

and where the}" expect to get an unabridged encyclopedia of

home, bound in brick walls !

That old-school patriarchy has practically disappeared now
from off the face of the transferred State, but not from out its

heart. So native to the soil was it, so in tune with the sky, it

seems to have become a very part of landscape and the air.

Intimately remembered b}- few now living, to the overwhelming
mass of latter-da}' Californians no more resolvable to set terms

than the shadows of a dream, a mere vague spirit wandering
up and down among two-fisted bodies, it is still as strong as

they. Few can define, but none elude it. It haunts the

vast Mission ruins, lingers in old gardens where American
Beauties have displaced the Rose of Castile, and fifty thousand

upstart gardens that never knew that most exquisite of rose-

breaths ;
beckons in the mirage across bewitched valleys we

cannot despiritualize even with perfecting traction harvesters

that devour and digest a hundred acres of wheat-field in a day ;

and in the sunny place-names it turns to face us unashamed.

It is the tradition which becomes convention—our old friend

Romance at his immortal trade
; tingeing the young imagina-

tion, and content, though in progressive ossification we come

to smile at him who gave us the power to smile. Barely more

than folklore now, it yet conspires with an unchanged sky to

thaw the heredity of aloofness, timidity, suspicion, we bring

from older and colder lands. Sunshine of heaven and sunshine

by human precedent, they have started a new sap in the trans-

planted oak. "Fables are prophecies," and iEsop is come true.

They have warmed us into shedding overcoats no Puritan gale

could have husked from us. Doors of panel and doors of ven-

tricle have opened to a knock so soft we were uncertain if we
heard it. Modes of thought, attitudes to life and nature and

man, are changed. Even nerves relax and tempers grow better.

A fair example ? On New-Year's day, 1900, Pasadena held its

eleventh annual "Tournament of Roses," with 50,000 Ameri-
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cans jamming- its streets, blackening- its housetops, swarming
upon the roofs of its electric cars. In the whole day not an

arrest, nor an excuse for one. One reason may be that the 12,000

Pasadenians can get along without a saloon—and their visitors

have to. Another is that the slant of the sun counts for some-

thing- besides an avalanche of out-door winter roses.

It is too true that man)'^ of us come muffled, and long wear
mental arctics amid eternal summer. But even these must learn.

For a time they may persist in their tinned modus vivendi; still

thrust their houses upon the street ; still fell as noble street-

trees as New Haven's, lest the)" hump the cement sidewalk an

inch or hide one crumb of an indigestible $20,000 ging-erbread ;

still lock their windows against high heaven
; and put their

afternoons to death with drawn-curtain "progressive whist"
which is neither whist nor progress. But man is dull only so

long as he can be
;
and while the power varies greatly, even

genius has an end. Already, in the most hermetic lives one

begins to see the workings of an almost human intelligence.

Time and the tide will do the rest. Here, if ever anywhere, and

better late than never, without losing any real utility his sons

have learned,
" By the favor of God, we may know as much
As our father Adam knew."

Which was chiefly, I presume, knowing "how to be happy
though alive."*

If we endeavor to put ourselves in a posture of imagining

20,000 respectable New-Yorkers per year irrevocably removing
to New Hampshire—not because they found they "couldn't

afford New York," but because they found thej' could afford to

move
;
or as many as comfortable Boston ians swearing allegiance

to the Muskingum valley, from conviction that it is a better

place of residence
;
or any other unimaginable supersession of

habit, tradition, place-pride, association—without going farther

in these gymnastics, our unwonted muscles may already prefer

to settle back upon the easier position that the phenomenon of a

State which people move to
"
just to live in

" had better be in-

vestigated. Its bacillus should be run down—if not for enter-

tainment's sake, at least that we may be able to inoculate

against it with something more scientific than the old nostrum

of a sniff.

Particularly as the ridiculous disease spreads, and not among
the submerged tenth, whose ailments are logical until con-

tagious; they will live that way ! Its victims are not "good rid-

*"The result, I hope, will be as favorable to their moral as it undoubtedly will be to their

physical nature. If this should be so ... . there will at last be a happy American-born

race."—Bayard Taylor (1859), Home and Abroad.
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dance "

to our Associated Charities, nor farm boys fascinated

into the jaws of the urban monster, nor moths to the business

candle, nor of an)^ other category we recognize as normall)^

migrant. They are mostly people who have homes to sell and
bank accounts to transfer, and families to reserve lower berths

for, and one of our democratic social "sets" to leave behind;
and education, taste, and the American spirit to take with them.

And when that class begin to catch it, it is time to summon the

doctor and arouse the Board of Health. Perhaps, also, to notify
the Post-Office Department, since it may become necessary to

fumigate their letters. For all, in their far delirium, become

missionaries, calling not sinners, but the righteous, to repent-
ance

;
and preaching, in and out of ours, since they have no or-

thodox seasons of their own, a new gospel to their friends and
dear ones.

If the Easterners who trudged the width of a continent half a

century ago, for the privilege of working waist-deep in ice-water

all day through a few years, for gold enough to come home with,

pricked the consciousness of the stay-at-homes by way of the

mails, these modern Argonauts are yet more disquieting.

"Home" is not so much "in words of one syllable" as the

earlier shibboleth of "gold," but it is even more iterant. Ten
thousand letters go Bast from California every year now for

every one that went in '49. Not that those enlarged men
"
minded" the five-dollar

"
tax" on a Pony Express letter much

more than we do our two-cent stamp ;
but they were only a fifth

as many, and they were harder driven of fate and greed ; tired,

haggard, and with little time or strength for altruism. No
photographs were sent then (for still better reasons) of mines,

nuggets, filthy cabins, drenched camps, gambling hells, 15'nch-

ings
—and more is the pity for the historian. But now hundreds

of thousands of photographs go back every year
—
photographs

of Uncle Bphraim or brother John or son Algernon, with their

proper families (so they have not turned Mormons or cannibals !)

sitting on the grass under what has the outward show of a helio-

trope twenty feet high and labeled, "this is our Christmas;"
or of James and Mary in the Pacific breakers nominally on New-
Year's day ;

or of Prank and his bride pedaling across country

of an August afternoon—or at least so the}- assure us. And
these anachronisms keep pouring in just when one is shoveling

snow, or hurrying the furnace, or praying for
"
a breath of fresh

air
;

" wherefore they rankle.

It may be only amusing to chronicle all these things, but it

becomes something more than child's play when we stop to

think: "Can they continue indefinitely and have no effect?

And is there any indication that they will cease ?
"
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Some of us do not share a common sensitiveness when Cali-

fornia is spoken of, by those who have never seen one, as
"
a

frontier State." That is what it is, and I pray it may never be

less. But it is the first Gentle Frontier in all human history ;

the first refined one ;
the first one well-to-do. Here is the first

time that all man has ever learned is re-enforced by the greatest

thing he ever forgot ; and rounded with the best his Maker
knew*—the full graces of civilization ;

the main strength of the

frontier ; the supreme motherhood of earth. It is thus b}' one

point more complicated and more piquant than even a supposi-

titious Boston suddenly clothed-upon with the Garden of Eden.

Even so much should mark it for a problem surely curious, pos-

sibly instructive. The more so as there is even a reasonable

hope (and I have hope to reason) that this first polished frontier

may permanently escape that decay which has, soon or late,

overtaken all rough ones.

[to be continued.]

the: pale: blue: larhspur.
By JULIA BOYNTON GREEN.

NE after one they climb the fragile stalk.

Clothed in a hue so heavenly one essays

In vain to fit their beaut}' with a phrase.

Mutely they listen and they mutely mock.

Blue are our skies, but not so blue as this ;

Astarte's eyes were not so blue I wis.

This blossom's dye in pale intensity

Shames turcjuois, sapphire, lapis lazuli.

The color brooks no likeness and no name ;

Still in the moveless morning air they stand.

The regnant spring might choose such for her wand.

Or dying April for her altar flame.

RedUnds, Cat.

• "The United StateH han here, then, a unique corner of the earth . . , . unparalleled, %o

far an 1 know, in the world."
" The difference Ih that here Nature seems to work with

aman, and notairainst him."—Charlbs Doolby WAR.fBR, Oht Italv.
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THE STORY OF CRATER LAHi:, OREGON.

X By HAROLD W. FAIRBANKS, Ph. D. •

\0 part of the earth shows a record of greater natural con-

vulsions than that which now includes Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and California—convulsions taking place

periodically through thousands, or even possibl}^ hundreds of

thousands, of )^ears. How long ago their records were written

geolog}- hardl}' attempts to sa}', but it was certainly prior to the

glacial epoch, and at a time when the surface features of the

country, as well as its plants and animals, were ver}' different

from their present condition.

Except to the discriminating eye of the geologist the records

of the earlier periods of fire and convulsion seem to have disap-

peared, but those of the last notable period have come down to

us in almost their primitive condition. They are exemplified in

the vast volcanic plateau of our Northwest, in the snowy peaks
of the Cascade range, and in the mountains of an earlier time

too lofty to be completely buried by the lava flood.

The Columbia river and its tributaries have trenched the great
volcanic plateau to a depth of one to three thousand feet, and in

the walls of the canons thus formed we are able to read the his-

tory of many of the important events of those remarkable times.

The greater part of the lava did not come from volcanoes, but

welled up through fissures in the crust in the form of molten

floods. These floods, almost as liquid as water, spread through
the valleys of the Northwest, burning the vegetation and killing

or driving out the animals. The volcanic eruptions would last

for years, then, when the internal forces had for the time ex-

pended their energy, there would be a period of rest. During
the longer of these periods of quiet, the surface of the lava would

decay and a forest growth would spread over it only to be over-

whelmed by renewed outpourings of lava and ashes. Thus, as

time went on, the face of the country was completely changed ;

the valleys, hills, and lesser mountains were buried, and only

here and there the higher mountains rose above the almost uni-

versal flood.

The gradual accumulation of sheets of lava almost as level as

a floor, alternating with layers of tuffs and volcanic ashes,

formed a plateau thousands of square miles in extent. This is

shown by the walls of the cation of the Columbia where layers of

lava are interspersed here and there by layers of soil, contain-

ing occasional charred tree trunks and the bones of animals.

Many thousands of years passed while the Northwest was

thus being transformed in appearance. The region which we
now call Ores^on was all but buried by the molten lava, now
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turned to stone. The Cascade rang-e was not yet in existence

and one vast plateau stretched from the Rocky Mountains, west-

ward across the State, to the present Coast Range.

Finally a different sort of strain was set up in the crust and

mountain-making' forces beg-an to manifest themselves. The
Columbia plateau was broken in places by dislocations along- the

lines of Assuring-, but especially marked was the arching of the

plateau in the region of the present Cascade rang-e, giving rise

to that g-reat mountain block stretching- for so many miles in a

north and south direction throug-h Oreg-on and Washington.
After the eruption of fissure-lavas had nearly ceased over the

region of the Columbia plateau, there still remained local centers

of eruption scattered over the surface of the plateau wherever

the crust was weakest. The great lava fissures were closed, but

the pent-up forces within must still find vent, so here and there

were thrown out, with explosive force, ashes, pumice and masses

of half-congealed lava which accumulated about the blow holes.

Some of these volcanic vents were simply openings where the

pent-up gases within found room to expand. Others threw out

quantities of pumiceous dust, scoria, and masses of lava. The
pumiceous dust floated far away through the air and fell like

snow over miles of country, but the heavier material fell about

the orifices and built up the so-called cinder cones which, though

generally not more than a few hundred feet in height, are re-

markable for their symmetrical proportions.

From still other vents there came out, in addition, during

periods of more quiet eruption, flows of molten lava. These fre-

quently overran miles of country, again blotting out Nature's

attempt to smooth the barren rough places and spread her car-

pet of green forest. Particularly marked were such volcanic

outbreaks along the line of the arching lavas which form today,

although deeply eroded, the great elevated platform of the Cas-

cade range. Thus, with many periods of quiet, were laid the

foundations of the great volcanoes of the Cascade range. Their

growth was undoubtedly not simultaneous. Now one, now an-

other, would burst forth in eruption, clouding the sky far and

wide with ashes. Slowly, very slowly, because of the eternal

conflict with the forces of disintegration and erosion, they built

their craters heavenward.

So grew up those great snowy peaks, which we so much ad-

mire today, ranging from over ten to nearly fifteen thousand

feet in height. In California there were Lassen's Butte and

Shasta ;
in Oregon, Pitt, Mazama, The Three Sisters, Jeffer-

son and Hood ;
in Washington, Adams, St. Helens, Ranier,

and Baker. All these peaks stand on or near the crest of the
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Cascade rangfe, rising white and cold from the dark green for-

ests which surround them. Shasta, Mazama, Hood and Ranier

easil}' outranked the others in height and grandeur. They have

been extinct now for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 5'ears, and

time has already deepl}^ scarred them.

All but one of these peaks, born of fire and convulsion, still

stand, though undergoing continual struggle with the elements

of water, frost and air, which (unless the internal earth forces

again come to their aid ) will finall)^ destroy them. But Mount
Mazama is gone and nothing is left of it but its wide spreading
roots upon the crest of the Cascade range in southern Oregon.
No such peak as Mazama is marked upon the map, and you
might cross the Cascades within a few miles of where it stood,

The Roots ok Mount Mazama (from Sontbeast).

never dreaming that once near by rose one of the earth's giants
in all its pride, even as Mount Shasta does today. Though never

seen with human eye, its former existence and wonderful history

are, in a broad way, as sure as that of any of the great snow-

capped peaks of the Cascade range which rise before our eyes

toda>
—Mazama, the mountain that fell in and left in its ancient

heart one of the most wonderful lakes in the whole world.

We do not know that the early history of Mount Mazama was

particularly different from that of the other peaks referred to.

It was a great mountain, if we can judge from the circumfer-

ence of its base ; nearly as large probably as Mount Shasta.

Like the other peaks, also, it must have been made up in great
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part of volcanic tuffs

;
that is, fragments of volcanic material

from the mouth of a crater gathered upon its slopes. Mingled
with these at times there were undoubtedly flows of lava which
ran down from its sides.

At the coming- of the glacial cold Mount Mazama was prob-

ably in its prime. Extensive glaciers spread over its slopes and
reached down many miles over the Cascade platform on which it

stood. The mountain may have been at times apparently ex-

tinct, but at others the fires within were roused to renewed
action. The internal heat would melt the snows, and the waters

rushing in torrents down the sides of the mountain would cut

gullies and finally canons, mingling the debris thus gathered
with the cinders and ashes from the eruptions.

It was probably toward the close of the glacial period that the

final convulsion came. The mountain burst forth in new erup-
tion. Underneath it the lavas were seething and boiling as

they had never done before. They were filled with gases which
in their attempts to find a vent hurled the molten mass here and

there, shaking the mountain to its foundations as they forced

their way to the crater at the top of the mountain. Now they
would retreat far down in the throat of the mountain, now with

renewed heat rise again, and, at every rising, portions of the

solid rock walls, the pillars of the mountain, would melt away
in the flood.

Thus the undermining of the mountain went on, reaching

through a period of years, perhaps, until at last with heart

gone and unable longer to uphold its mighty summit Mount
Mazama disappeared from view to be no longer known among
the earth giants.

With indescribable confusion the huge mountain fragments
fell into the abyss beneath where the seething lavas received

them with sputtering hisses. Soon the fragments disappeared
in the molten mass like pieces of ice in a dish of warm water.

The individuality of Mount Mazama was gone—melted and

drawn down into the earth. There was left at last only a

mighty caldera a mile deep, where so shortly before the proud

peak had risen nearly three miles— a caldera of boiling lava

six miles across and inclosed by nearly vertical walls a mile

high. A crater now it might be called, but of such proportions

that come what might we could hardly expect to see the lavas

again fill it and over the brim. And they did not, but for years

it was the play ground of the fire-gods. Now it would partially

cool and crust over, now the crust would break and steaming

jets of lava be hurled into the air. At last the lava cooled to

such a degree upon the surface that the pulsating forces within
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did not break it but formed local vents, volcanoes in miniature,
like those originating- the volcanic cones scattered over the

Columbia plateau. Throug-h these vents in the floor of the cool-

ing crater was forced the material which at last formed two
volcanic peaks within the heart of what was once a mountain.

One of these, althoug-h it never surmounted the rim of the great

crater, reached upward two thousand five hundred feet. At
the base it is a mass of solid black lava, but surmounted by a

beautifully symmetrical cinder cone.

Many centuries passed away in the solemn forests of the

Cascade range. The Indians came at last, and made their

homes in the valleys where there was fish and game. As they
wandered over the mountains of southern Oregon hunting the

wild animals or in search of huckleberries, they occasionally en-

countered a mysterious lake lying deeply embosomed in rugged
walls. Like every other unusual thing it appealed strongl}^ to

their imagination, and they peopled the lake with spirits. One
of these spirits, known as Llao, whose abode was the great cliff

at the northern end of the lake, finally (as the legend grew)
became a voracious monster who seized upon luckless animals as

well as men who attempted to pry too closely into the secrets of

the lake. As a result the locality was finally shunned
;
and al-

though the lake was known to the Indians of the surrounding
tribes at the advent of the white men, it is probable that few

had ever seen it.

In 1853 a party of prospectors started eastward from Jackson-

ville in southern Oregon to search for some "lost diggings."

(Bull, of the Mazamas, Vol. 1, p. 151.) They lost their way in

the heart of the Cascades, and when nearly famished two of the

party unexpectedly came out upon the edge of a precipice at the

base of which stretched away a lake of the deepest blue.

Wonder and admiration must have held them for a time, but

hunger pressing the party returned to tell about "Mysterious"
lake or "Deep Blue" lake, two terms which were applied to it.

This discovery seems never to have attracted much attention

and to have been at last forgotten. In 1862 the lake was again
discovered by some miners crossing the Cascade range. Prom
this time on, others learned of it, and the mystery attaching

to the
"
Great Sunken Lake," as it was sometimes called, began

to attract wider attention.

In 1869 the first boat was launched, with infinite difficulty,

upon the waters of the lake. In 1883 and later, members of the

United States Geological Survey explored and thoroughly

mapped what is now known as Crater Lake.
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Crater Lake is still little visited except by a few camping-

parties from the valleys at the foot of the Cascade range. Its

wonderful attractions are not yet understood by the outside

world. Eighty-five miles of wagon road and the lack of accom-

modations at the lake deter the professional tourist. But for

the lovers of nature in her primitive aspects, the lake is all the

more attractive.

In order to visit Crater Lake the railroad is left at Medford, in

southern Oregon, the wagon road running up the valley of Rogue
JRiver all the way to the foot of the ancient Mount Mazama.

Many picturesque features are to be seen on climbing
the gentle westward slope of the Cascade range. At one time

the road follows the swiftly flowing river, at another it is shut

in by forests so dense that but little blue sky can be seen

through the tree tops. The more open forests of oak and

yellow pine of the lower portion of the range give way to those

of sugar pine and lastly of fir. For miles at a time the road

seems lost in the forest, but emerges at last b)^ the clear cold

river. So recent have been the flows of lava upon this portion
of the range that the river, for miles at a stretch, has as yet
cut no well defined valley. Wherever it comes to the edge of a

lava field, there we find waterfalls and deep cut canons. The
lower falls of Rogue River have been formed in this manner.

They are quite picturesque because of the volume of water, but

far more beautiful are Mill Creek falls near by, where the

stream plunges over a sheer cliff in a clean-cut sheet nearly two
hundred feet high.

As the summit of the mountains is approached, the hard lavas

disappear and the road toils for miles through soft volcanic

ashes. The forest is still dense and almost depressing in its

•quiet solitudes. No mountains are in sight, and it is difficult

to imagine that one is climbing a great range. Finally the

fofests become less dense and the road follows for a time the

canon of one of the forks of the Rogue, cut hundreds of feet

deep in the hardened volcanic tuffs, and having almost vertical

-walls.

Leaving the Fort Klamath road near the summit of the Cas-

cade range a northerly turn is made and the real ascent begins
of what remains of the ancient volcano, Mount Mazama. In

this beautiful park-like region there are dashing streams from

the melting snows, groups of symmetrical firs of giant size,

and open grassy slopes dotted with flowers.

Three miles of gradual ascent, with one stretch of deep forest

in which lie snowbanks still blocking the road the first week of

August, and a plateau-like crest is reached. This flat is dotted
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with groups of firs, with reaches of barren pumice-covered

ground between, and here and there a grassy slope.

Man}' features of the Cascade range astonish one. It is

unusual to find upon the summit of a great mountain ridge
such a beautiful park-like countr3% In fact it is difl&cult to

realize that this is at an elevation of seven thousand feet.

But the greatest surprise is 3'et to come. To the north there

seems to be a gap in the plateau, a sort of vacancy such as the
"
jumping-off place" at the end of the earth might be. Turning

in that direction, a moment's walk brings us all at once out

upon the brink of a great precipice.

One thousand feet below the park-like plateau on which we
stand there is a sheet of water of the deepest blue, reflecting in

its mirrored surface miles upon miles of rocky cliffs which hem
it in upon every side. The rugged and often nearly vertical

walls of the great pit, almost circular in shape and five miles

across, rise from three to four thousand feet above its lowest

depths. Within this pit a symmetrical volcanic cone rises more
than two thousand five hundred feet, but is even then overlooked

by the walls around it. The depression is filled with the purest
mountain water to a depth of two thousand feet—quiet in the

morning with not a breath of air to break the distinctness of

the reflections, dimpled with tin}' whitecaps in the afternoon as

the breezes sweep down past the crags and spasmodically over

its surface, but all of the time of a deep ultramarine blue,

fringed about the edges where the water is shallower with a

border of green.

Looking toward the Llao Rock rises the symmetrical cone of

Wizard Island eight hundred feet above the surface of the

water. In its deep crater lies a snow bank the year around.

Although covered with scattered trees it can have been only a

few hundred years since this cone was in eruption.
The Llao Rock at the northern end of the lake is the most

wonderful single cliff. It rises with a sheer front about two
thousand feet, presenting a considerable resemblance to El

Capitan in the Yosemite Valley. At the west end of the lake

rises the Watchman, another one of the high points of the rim.

Between it and Llao Rock is the Devil's Backbone—a jagged
wall of lava cutting the cliffs.

Dutton Cliffs at the southeastern side are nearly as high and

precipitous as Llao Rock. They are finely banded with succes-

sive layers of lava, which here, as in all the cliffs about the

lake, dip away from what was originally the heart of the

volcano.

Upon the southern side, in the vicinity of the camp ground,
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the cliffs are broken down considerably and are covered wher-

ever there is opportunity with graceful fir trees. A difficult

climb of one thousand feet from the camp ground brings us to

the summit of Cathedral Rock. The view from this point is

perhaps the finest of any about the lake.

To descend the deep and tortuous trail from the camp to the

level of the lake gives a better realization of the height and

steepness of the walls. Particularly interesting is a ride upon
the surface of the lake. There are no boats, but a rude raft

can be constructed of logs which will permit of short excursions

along the shore in the quiet morning hours. In this way, fol-

lowing the shore to the eastward, we come upon the Phantom

Ship, one of the remarkable curiosities of the lake. It is an

island formed by a jagged ridge of lava projecting above the

water to the north of Button Cliffs. With the trees projecting
from its sharp crest, it presents a remarkable likeness to a tur-

reted battleship.

Features of interest exist all about the lake, but these cannot

be visited until boats are available. The wonderful blueness of

the water, whether viewed from the top of the cliffs or from a

raft upon its surface, continually attracts attention and arouses

admiration. Although the water is of great purity there are no

fish in it and but little life of any kind. There are no surface

outlets, for the lowest points upon the rim are more than five

hundred feet above the water. It is probable that the extremely
limited drainage together with the precipitation upon the sur-

face of the lake nearly or quite balances the evaporation ;

although it is thought that there may be an underground outlet.

The lowest points in the rim are formed by the valleys of Sun

and Sand creeks. The topographic features of these valleys,

together with the moraines and glacial scratches upon some of

the highest portions of the rim of the crater, show clearly that

when they were formed a great mountain must have existed over

the present lake. Glacial scratches exist upon the outer slope of

the rim but not upon the inner. The two valleys referred to

were truncated at the time of the falling in of the mountain.

One can walk up either of them upon a gentle grade until

stopped by the precipitous walls of the crater.

Crater Lake lies there in the heart of the Cascades in all its

primitive beauty and grandeur. Fit companion is this wonder-

ful lake for the Yosemite Valley and the Yellowstone Park, and

there can be no question but that in time Crater Lake will be-

come as much appreciated as the other two are at the present

time.

Berkeley, Cal.
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CHILD BIRDS OF OUR GARDENS.
By ELIZABETH GRINNELL.

^E had no sooner trudged back through the dust

of the plowed orchard, after photographing-
the blackbird child, than sounds of great dis-

tress met us. There really was no distress at

all, but the parent yellow warblers had taken

to worrying. They were sure trouble was

coming. The woful sounds came from a pep-

per-tree in the garden, and looking around we discovered condi-

tions that made us exclaim, "O dear, we shall never get those

little yellow birds to photograph." We had been patiently wait-

ing for them to ripen, exactly as we wait for peaches and pome-

granates. But we had not intended to wait long enough for

them to fall.

Looking up we saw the four, two in the tree top, and two in

the brim of the nest, lifting their half-developed wings and

echoing the danger cry of their parents in a baby tone.

It was late, but we must have the picture ! Else when they

grew up, how would anybody know how such people looked when

they were children ? It might be discovered that they belonged
to royalty, or they might become politicians, and the magazines

might want their photographs in successive stages. Besides,

our own family album would be incomplete. We would not like

to place it in the lap of visitors to look over, were the yellow
warbler babies left out. So up the tree I began to climb.

Now would any person of the gentle sex be ready for emer-

gencies in the vocation of nature study, she must, like Little

Nancy Etticoat, wear a short petticoat, as a matter of habit

when she doesn't happen to be going to church.

As for climbing trees in the pursuit of knowledge or fun, many
a woman works harder and looks droller attempting the ascent

to some other eminence. I had not reached the junction of the

second series of limbs when there came a flutter and a skurry on

the descending scale and all four of the birdlings disappeared.

Had the parent birds maintained silence at this point, their

young ones would have remained lost to us. But their solicitude

overcame their caution. They at once became more nervous—

in short, hysterical. They hesitated between placing them-

selves in the hands of their friends or fighting us with all the

courage of their convictions.

Had we been a railway franchise, they could not have shown

more vigorous protest. In the rush and clamor the children flew

and fluttered in all directions, until a certain note of
" Hush! "

from the parents, tardily given, when all was quiet and we gave
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it up for awhile. But we had no notion of giving- it up for

good. And a patient, still watch from the windows rewarded

our efforts. We succeeded in catching a couple of the stubby-

tailed, quaint little birds.

There is a popular belief that the numerical system belongs
to the human race alone. But we do know from unmistakable

proofs that most birds count, in nesting time at least. Those

parent warblers did not give up their search for the two we held,

though the two they had secreted in a rose bush so thorny we
couldn't reach them, were fed every few minutes to keep up their

spirits. We restored the babes after a visit to the photograph

gallery, and there was the usual scene of family rejoicing. A

Baby Yellow Wakblers.

fatted calf was served in the person of a plump garden spider

who had mistaken the midday gloom of the garden corner for

moonshine.

In the matter of counting noses in nesting time, the towhees

are an instance. Should two fall out of the nest, though in-

stantly removed from the neighborhood, the parent birds keep

up the search, in which quest all the birds of the garden take

active and vocal part. And you will recognize a child towhee

at sight when you have looked at his picture. The feet and

legs are strong, but not so ludicrously large as the blackbird's,

and not so delicate as those of the yellow warbler, who perches

in i)lace of promenading. The child towhee knows full well

that he was not born with a silver spoon in his mouth. The
fates have decreed that he must scratch for a living. Like the
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iA

Young Towhke.

true philosopher he does

not try to shirk his part
in the world, but early

takes to the ground,
where he runs, and

dodges, and hops and

skips, and grows alert

of eye and ear, always
near brush or other cover.

Dr. Watts was more of

a moralist than an orni-

thologist. What mother
has not taught her child-

ren the illustrious lines—
"Birds in their little nests agree —

And 'tis a shameful sigrht

When children in one family
Tall out and chide and fig-ht."

His intention was good,
but his observation poor.
Birds in their little nests are extremely selfish. Their table

manners are bad. They do often "fall out" on this account.

They would fight as well, I am convinced, were it not for the fact

that they are obliged to hold on with their claws as soon as they
are old enough to reach the brim of the nest when dinner is

coming. As it is, if a young mocker or towhee can manage b}^

hook or crook to plant one foot on the neck of a little comrade
in hunger, it holds it fast until the repast is served. They will

stand upon each other's backs in spite of protest, sometimes losing
the meal in a mutual struggle for supremacy. And in the mat-

ter of cuddling into the bottom of the warm nest, each seeks to

burrow under its fellow until at last several
"

fall out "
together

and
"
agree

"
to remain on or near the ground the rest of their

lives. As to length of life, or as to whether a baby towhee shall

live long enough to become a juvenile, remains for the cats to

determine—that is, if cats are permitted to lurk in the garden
shrubbery. For our part we see to it that they do not lurk for

any length of time.

Young mockers are as liable to fall out as towhees, and for

the same reasons. I believe mocking-bird parents do replace

their young. Repeated observations and much hearsay evidence

convince me. One helpless infant fell out and lay in the grass,

on its back. I put down my hand to pick it up, when it caught

my fingers with its toes before I could grasp the bird. In this

way, topsy turvy, and clinging of itself, it was carried around
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the yard. I placed it right side up with care on the ground
when it immediate!}' turned over, feet up, and crying with all its

might. The mother flew to it, or just above it, and the child

bird caught her feet with its toes just as it had taken hold of my
fingers. It was lifted in this way several times a few inches

above the grass.

Dark was coming on and I replaced it in the nest. Next day
I found it on the ground. Placing it in a box so it should re-

main in my sight and not struggle away, I watched from an

upper window. The mother flew down and stepped lightly upon
the back of the young one, clutching an instant, but unable to

get a good hold. She returned several times, apparently trying

to teach the child the art of turning over on its back and taking
hold. I went down and turned it over, but the little thing was

stupid. A lx)y, whom I know and respect, told me that he has

seen a mother mocker carry a young one into the nest, and I be-

lieve his story.

As to the further baby habits of the mocker family, I have

not room in this article to describe them. Of all our child birds

they are the most interesting, probably for the reason that they

remain infantile for so long a period. They do not seem to gain
in intelligence at an early day. But let a mocker once come of

age, and you need no other birds in your garden for company.
You have all the birds.
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But mocking-birds are g-rowing less abundant each season.

Where once four birds were nesting in the garden, a single

couple are this year striving to raise their interesting family.
Enemies to their freedom have arrested normal conditions. I

would as soon shut up in cages our Southern California sunshine

as to cage a mocker. No one has a right. They belong to the

freedom of our Paradise. They are found north only through
Salinas Valley and up the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys
to Marysville.

Pasadena, Cal.

A SONG FOR ARIZONA.
By THOS. WOOD STEVENS.

[HE kings of the world have waxed and died in nar-

rower states than mine
;

And realms have risen to rampant power, to sink

in drear decline,

That were poor by the measure of my wealth—the

creditors of the brine.

Across my purple peaks the snows fall scant and

dry away,
And the breasts of earth that should be full are

withered and rimed and grey ;

For the chill is mine of the dewless night, till the

barren, aching day,

I call to my heedless, jeweled sky
—the shimmering

wanton smiles,

Flinging her bacchant robes of cloud across the

thirsty miles
;

And the intimate stars come near in the night to

bare her mocking wiles.

I call on his hastening trails the wind, where the mad dust-

demons glide.

But he answers me with the sting of a lash and only a pause
to chide,

And his forefront sweeps as a gloomy flame where the silence

stretches wide.

For I was old when the Younger Sea arose to seek my bed,

And in my tale 'tis but a night that he and I were wed,
For in the morn I woke again, and the love of him was dead.
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I rose and tlirust him from my side, although he loved me well,

And he was wroth to leave a house for the wailing winds to

dwell
;

He cursed me with his father's curse ; we struggled, and he fell.

And on that morn across my brow he seared an open scar,

As the fingers of the Younger Sea have branded with a star

The brides that have one time been his, where his roving foot-

prints are.

And in that scar upon my brow, the token of his hate.

Still burns the ghost of his desire and the seal of his estate ;

For Time hath deeper scored the wound—the riven kiss of fate.

But in my heart I hide the wealth he gave the night before,

And little men find to lure them on—a little that dreams of

more,
But they may not face the wrath that guards the Sea's dear

gifts of yore.

For I dare not show the first love's gifts to him that now is lord,

As I am faithful to the Sun in all things save the hoard

Of hidden gems of the banished Sea that in my breast is stored.

Now since the Sun hath held me queen, and kissed my lips with

fire,

I have risen young again each morn and robed in queen's attire.

Stifling the dream of other days in the heat of his desire.

Ctaicaffo. in.

i

the: DELILAH ORDER.
By WILLIAM MORRISON PATTERSON.

N one of those old towns of Tusayan,
Where terraced roofs are piled against the sky
In dusky heaps, a woman, glad of eye.

Sits singing on the house-top of her clan.

When all at once she chokes into a groan,
For lo ! a shame-faced man upon the trail.

Her husband, with his locks all shorn ! the wail
Breaks from her lips and leaves her heart a stone.

O, she will
*'
trust the white man " after this !

You who propose to trample as you
**
tame "

Those simple souls, have played a reckless fi^ame.

Your craftiness has foiled your wits, I wis ;

Or else, since you adopt Delilah's arts,

Delilah's lying love is in your hearts.

Loa Aiurcles, Cal.
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By MARY AUSTIN.

CHAPTER III.

WT appears that my father had talked to his friends about

j^ his family, and had even chosen a house for us, which was
a comfort to m.j mother to know, and Fitzgerald had

some things of his, chiefly mining" tools which could be sold,

but altogether we were in desperate case. I could see plainl}^

enough that the miners were inclined to think with cousin

Trethvan, that my father had met death unfairly because of

the money ;
but there were a few, and they were chiefly the

women, who thought with my mother that he had fallen ill by
the way and might be looked for to return. I have since

thought it would have been a greater kindness if she could

have been brought to believe him dead, for she was always

fancying hitn suffering, dying, and in need of her.

All this time we were in great trial because of our povert)'^,

which we could not bring ourselves to mention to anyone, and

I fretting because I could think of no way to help. I was very
well grown at that time and it seemed a shame that I could not

do for my mother as well as a man. When I said to mother at

last that I would go up to the Merry Thought and ask for work

she dried her eyes and said, though I was not very well pleased

with it, that she would go with me. So we set off up the hill

at about the time when the day shift came out of the mine and

the Superintendent sat at his door smoking and hearing their

report. He considered a while when he had heard me, and was

beginning a refusal when the night foreman spoke to him aside.

Mr. Farley threw a look at my mother, very quick and bright,

in away he had, and after a little he said,
"

I suppose you would

not care to do anything yourself, Mrs. Truscott ?
"

My mother thanked him very kindly that since her bo}^ had

no father and herself no man, she would be glad of a chance to

fend for us both.

Mr. Farley said that the Chinese cook, and the boy who waited

table would be leaving, and as he expected to reduce the work-

ing force, he thought my mother might manage the cooking

with me to help.

We were very thankful for the opportunity though it went

against my mother's pride to take service, and with a little more

talk it was all arranged. There were twenty men to cook for,

and the ways were strange, but the miners, who were many of

them good cooks themselves, gave her many a friendly hint.

My own part of the work did not prevent me from getting about

to pick up new ideas which I brought to her ; and with this, my
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wagres being- sixteen dollars, she began to regard me, and I to

feel myself, a great help to her.

We stayed at the Merry Thought five months, and all that
time not a word of my father. Mr. Parley had inquiries made,
but to no account, and we gradually fell out of the way of talk-

ing of it, though it was never out of my mother's mind I knew
by the way she had of stopping her work to look down the road,
and her quick paleness at a strange step or an unexpected knock.
Sometimes when she had cooked some savory dish, she would
keep a portion of it by her until it was quite spoiled, and though
she said nothing I knew very well what was in her mind. Often
in the night she would come and cry upon her pillow and I

would comfort her.

So, having the favor of Mr. Parley, earning a good wag-e, and

being made much of by my mother, I came to think rather well

of myself. On that account I took it hard that the men should
make light of my employment, calling me "John Chinaman "

and "Polly-put-the-kettle-on," and making a great joke of the

apron I wore, The boys too, of whom there were a few at Po-

sada, a little older than I, and rather the worse for having had
the run of mining- camps, plagued me a good deal about my
g^reenness and old-country ways. To be even with them I

bragged and swaggered, and outdid them at the very tricks they
taug-ht me, which were principally swearing and playing cards.

That was the perennial amusement at Posada, and most played
for money. And partly I suppose because of the Truscott blood,

and partly because I was fool enough to think it proved me a

man, it was not long before I was at it. Besides my wages,
which my mother was very liberal about letting me dispose of,

I did errands for Mr. Farley, and was seldom without a small

coin or two. But luckily enough, before any great harm was
done my mother found me out, coming down upon us behind the

smelter with the cards spread out and a little pile of silver

beside.

My mother's grief and amazement were beyond the help of

words, and perhaps she felt it was a case for a man to deal with.

At any rate she marched me off to Mr. Farley, in one breath

berating me, bewailing her lot, blaming the superintendent for

my defection, and demanding that he should rate mc soundly as

I deserved. And that was hard upon Mr. Farley, since it was

certainly no duty of his, and himself an inveterate player. But
when my mother was gone he talked to me long of my duty to

her, in a way that brings tears to my eyes to remember, and

then with very much point and good sense about the evils of

gambling. And, as I learned afterwards, not without reason;
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for he had played away a fortune, and when the fit was on him
was still the most reckless and unluckiest g-ambler of them all.

The worst, or perhaps the best of that matter was that the

men got to know of my escapade and were forever asking me
what was "trumps," and if they might "come into the pot,"

and the like gibes, until I wished never to hear of a card again.

And there was this result of Mr. Farley's getting to know some-

thing of my mother's anxiety on my behalf, that within the

month he sent for her to know if she would take charge of the

spring station at Black Rock.

There was no water at Posada fit for drinking or cooking, all

that was used for such purposes being brought from Black Rock
seven miles to the south and west. Long strings of burros, each

with a pair of barrels slung across his back, ambled up and down
the hill trail with water to be sold to householders at five cents

a gallon. This had been a great vexation to my mother in her

work, having to count the cost of her scrub water.

The man who held the spring by some sort of squatter's right

had made himself obnoxious to the Merry Thought Mining- and

Milling Co., and they having disposessed him, Mr. Farley put it

in our way to take. So it was that when I was near to thirteen

years of age, and my mother, grown hopeless of my father's re-

turn, put on a widow's dress, we went to live together at Black

Rock.

CHAPTER IV.

'LL the east side of the Coso Hills is overlaid by old lava

flows, weathering awaj-^ in patches. What is the meadow
of Black Rock has been perhaps a lake, for the lava

breaks abruptly on three sides of it, and north and south, long

gorges, the paths of old rivers, lead out of it. Through them
runs the stage road up from Mojave. A large clear spring
wells out from the lava rim, watering all the meadow and

dwindling down the gorge. The house, which was partly of

stone and a very good one for those parts, stood where the

spring poured into a large stone basin or trough, built for

convenience of the water carriers.

There was a row of trees by the house, good grass in the

meadow, and beyond, a strip of ground that my mother pounced

upon at once as promising a kitchen garden. Twice a week
the Mojave stage stopped there for dinner, and for every head

of stock watered we had five cents, and for every gallon of

water carried away one cent.

Besides that my mother sold bread and pies to the miners, and

later we had a very pretty profit from the vegetable garden.
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All things considered we had a very good outlook, and with it a

feeling- of independence and some sense of home. We had with
us an old man in charge of the stage stables, toward whom the

company had some reason for kindness. "Old Pete" he was
called, and if he had any other name I never knew. He had
little to say, and almost no use of his hands because of lead

poisoning, but he contrived to earn his keep, and made no
trouble.

We had not been long at Black Rock before we saw a way to

increase both our labors and our income.

The ores of Coso are complex and contain quantities of lead.

Men working with them, often in a sweat, in close tunnels, and
without conveniences for bathing, suffered from lead poisoning.
Added to this the efifects of a monotonous diet, illy prepared,
and it was small wonder that they would at times pay any price

for a week of clean comforts at
"
Truscott's," as our place came

quickly to be called.

South of us, five miles back in the hills, were the Coso hot

springs, excellent for lead poisoning and for rheumatism con-

tracted in draughty tunnels. Mother and I rode out there on
our second Sunday at Black Rock, to see the place where my
father had spent the last weeks of his life that we had any ac-

count of. It was a curious place to see, the soil all red and rain-

bow streaked, with greasy mud bubbling in pools, and steam jets

issuing from solid ground. There was a man from the Mohawk
camping near by to make use of the bath-house which stood over

an issue of steam in one of the three ravines where the springs

were. He told u» many facts and some curious theories, con-

cerning them, but what he did not tell us, the one thing that

would have served us well, was that he had but recently moved the

bath-house from the east canon to the -west.

It was a good life that we led at Black Rock
; open air, hard

work, and sound sleep, and a little money put away in the stock-

ing against need. I grew strong and tall, but my mother,

though she wore widow's weeds, had not forgotten her old trick

of going to the door to look down the road when no one was ex-

pected. It was down that road in September of our first year,

at Black Rock, that Macnamar came to us ;
came down from the

Bully Boy, carried on a cot, strapped and bandaged in a most

amazing manner. They brought him by night because of the

heat of the day, with eight men to carry the cot by turns, for it

was a steep and winding trail, and others to go before to light

the way with grease-wood fires. Four hours they carried him
as tenderly as might be, and we at Black Rock tracked them as

they came by the fires that flared and went out beside the trail.
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Macnamar had been hurt in the premature explosion of a

giant-powder blast, and the mining compan}'-, who were respon-
sible for that carelessness, had sent him to "Truscott's," because

of the fame of my mother's nursing-. He was cut about the head,
had an arm and two ribs broken, and some internal injuries from

having been thrown several yards and rocks rained upon him.

But for all he was so mewed up in bandages that we could

scarcely see what sort he was, he gave us an impression of pleas-

antness, and mother took to him from the filrst. The second

time the Doctor came to see him, driving down from Owen's

Valley, he brought Macnamar a basket of fruit, and I came in

for the greater part of it. There was one sort of plum which
Mr. Macnamar called a prune, the first of the kind I had seen,

which pleased me so much that I promised myself to plant the

seed. And that was the beginning of our acquaintance, for

though he was so ill he could not forbear to explain to me that

seedling fruit could not be counted on to produce its like, and

though it might occasionally be better than its immediate for-

bear, it was more likely to be worse. Nevertheless I planted

ray prune, secretly doubting what I had never heard before, and

by the time Mr. Macnamar was well of his hurts it had begun
to grow.
As soon as ever he could sit on our porch in the sun Mr. Mac-

namar began to take an interest in our garden and to suggest

plans for managing the irrigating, my mother being accustomed

to say that where she was brought up people were content to

let God do the watering. Macnamar had been pretty much over

the State, and would talk to us by the hour of orange groves,

and foothill slopes white with almond bloom, and the haze of

bare fig branches
;
but most he talked of the Santa Clara and

the delight of its bloom and dropping fruit, and the continuous

whine of bees, until I was all afire to be gone out of this big,

brown land where no trees were, nor any singing birds, and the

foliage was grey and wooly, or whitey-green. It was to the

Santa Clara Macnamar would be going when he had made his

strike. In the meantime he pottered about our garden, making
himself comfortable to our lives, and I fell into the way of call-

ing him Mac, after the fashion of the West, which is not so

much disrespect as an effort at friendliness.

As soon as his strength was recovered Mac would take a burro,

a water keg, pick and shovel, and such small matters of a pros-

pector's outfit and be off to the hills for as long as his supplies

lasted, always with a show of secrecy and an evasive manner of

putting off inquiry that made us believe that he had a particular

end in view. Nor were we alone in supposing this. Ike Mai-
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lory, the teamster hauling bullion and supplies from Posada to

the railroad, the most inveterate gossip on the road, kept watch
and tally of these expeditions.

"Where's Mac ?
" he would say, throwing- down his jerk line

at our watering trough.
"
Off 'n the hills again? Say, I bet

y' Mac's on th' trail of suthin', antimony, or colemanite, or one

of these here lost mines." For Coso, like every mining district,

had more than one such—rich ledges touched upon, lost again
and searched for unavailingly.

"
What'll y' bet, eh ?

" Ike would run on,
"
Mac's too smart

to be nosing around the hills for nothin'. Uster work at the

Defiance^ an' every month or so he'd take that animal of his'n

and sashay 'round the hills for a spell. Bet y' he's onto some-

thin'. If I was you I'd find out."

To do Ike justice there is little that would have withstood his

good natured inquisitiveness, and no doubt he would have lost

no time in giving a name to another peculiarity of Macnamar's

which my mother and I wondered at, but never mentioned.

Whenever the stage, or strange conveyances, drove up, Mac
stood off, himself unnoticed, until he had scrutinized each trav--

eler, and on returning from his prospecting trips, he would

never go directly to the house, but around by the barn, and

wait there until he had an opportunity of questioning me as to

all who might be in the house or had been there in his absence.

But with all this Mac gave no offense, and there was that in his

face which made it impossible to think evil.

It was well on in our second summer and we were prospering

finely, beginning to think that we could not manage the place

without Macnamar, and my mother willing to put a bit of rib-

iJon about her dress, and forgetting to look down the road at all

hours. Macnamar had gone to the hills with his burro, whom
he called Matilda, for no reason that I could ever learn, and on

the fifth day of his absence, about the middle of the afternoon,

I was out looking for one of our cows that had strayed, climbing

the high ridge of the old crater from which the black rock

poured down on our meadow. I saw Mac trotting along beside

Matilda on the trail from the Hot Springs. I judged that he

must have reached home before me a good two hours, but when

I came down the hill by the corral I saw him sitting in a nook

of the Black Rock, quite hidden behind the stables.
"
Hullo, Mac," I said, "what's up ?

"

He came to help me unsaddle, and said with something odd in

his voice, that there was a stranger in the house, and I, bcinjf

used to his ways, only said that I would go and see.

"This is my son, Mr. Beatty," said my mother, when I had
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found her chatting on the porch with a slight, dark complex-
ioned man, pleasant looking, though sharp featured, and some-

what more dressed than was usual at the min^s. When I had

said good afternoon, and learned that he had come that after-

noon by the Mojave stage, and meant to stay an indefinite time,

there appeared no more to do but to tell these things to Macna-

mar, to his visible discomfort.

He looked at Matilda and at the hills as if he had a mind to

run away, and then fell to questioning me about Mr. Beatty and

what he might be saying to my mother. At last as it grew
toward supper time and he would not be persuaded to come up
to the house, I suggested that I should bring my mother down
to the corral and he could lay the whole case before her. Mac-

namar seemed greatly relieved at that, though doubtful if she

would come, and I who had no doubts at all on the score of what
I could persuade my mother to do, went off to fetch her.

My mother came, a good deal flustered it seemed to me, and

speaking more sharply to Mac than I had ever heard her.

"Well, Mr. Macnamar, it's high time that you should be ex-

plaining to your friends why it is you must turn tail and make
off whenever a stranger pokes his nose in the door. An honest

man, I'm thinking, should be braver than that." Prom which

remark I gathered that my mother had given more thought to

Mac's peculiarities than she had been willing to admit to me.
" And now, Jack," she went on,

"
be off with you while I hear

what all this pother is about."

I suppose I must have looked rather blank at that for Mac

spoke up for me handsomely.
"I don't mind him in the least, ma'm ;

Jack's a sensible lad,

and there's nothing he shouldn't hear." At that, without wait-

ing for any further permission, I settled myself on the hay to

lose no word of Macnamar's tale.

The story he told us among the hay bales that day at Black

Rock was not a long one, and I must make it shorter yet to make
room for what follows.

About this time of the year, two years since, Macnamar had

been mining in Calaveras county, in company with one Beatty,

who, from the glimpse he had had of him, Mac believed to be

the very same now smoking comfortably on our front porch.

They had bought a placer claim and were still holding it, though
rather worse for the venture, when one of the sudden excitements

to which mining camps are liable, broke out in that neighbor-

hood.

There flocked to the camp a great crowd of men, beyond the

capacity of the town to shelter. Accordingly when late one
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evening a man applied at their cabin for lodging, they took him
in readily enough, particularly as he seemed very ill. Indeed,

the man was so much sicker than they thought, that before

morning he was in the delirium of fever, and died two days later

without being able to give any account of himself. But all

through his delirium he raved of the Coso Hills, and of a very

great fortune that he had hidden there
;
but nothing coherent.

All they could gather was that the fortune was in gold, and

somewhere in the neighborhood of the hot springs. Macnamar
sat up with the sick man the first night and Beatty the second,

and the morning after Macnamar woke to find the stranger

dead, and Beatty missing.

Thinking the matter over, Macnamar surmised that just be-

fore his death the sick man had recovered consciousness suffi-

cientl}' to give some more definite account of himself, or his for-

tune, and that Beatty, not willing to share his knowledge, had

made ofiE quietly as the surest way to prevent his partner getting

any inkling of it. Whatever money and papers he might have

had Beatty had taken also, for there were none found, but sewed

into a sort of flannel undervest, Macnamar found a small folded

fragment of buckskin on which were certain memoranda in ink

that, he thought, gave a clue to the whereabouts of the fortune.

Now Macnamar, having, as he supposed, reason to believe that

Beatty with his superior knowledge had made all haste to secure

the treasure, did nothing in that direction for a time. But with

the buckskin map in his possession he could not keep his

thoughts away from the Coso Hills, and in the course of time

drifted there, working in mines, and getting the lay of the land.

He learned that Beatty had been before him, but judged from

circumstantial evidence, the fact that Beatty had borrowed the

money to go away upon, that he had found nothing.

So Mac had gone treasure hunting on his own account, but of

one thing he was sure, that as long as the treasure, coin, nug-

gets, or rich ore, lay undiscovered in the Coso Hills, Beatty could

be counted on to return. And now it appeared he had come ;

and what was to be done about it ?

Well, my mother laughed when she had heard the whole of it,

though as if she were relieved to find it no worse. Here was a

great coil, she said, a man who had behaved scurvily sitting as

bold as brass on her front porch, the man he had wronged dead

in his grave, and the only other man who knew of it, and had

done no wrong, ashamed to meet him. But as for herself, her's

was a public house, and nobody could be turned away who be-

haved himself.
'*

Though I don't blame you, Mac, for not want-

ing to keep company with the likes of him," she said kindly.
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I am sure that my mother took no stock in the story of the

treasure, nor his chances of finding- it. Nobody, without having-
tried it, can understand the proprietary right which a pros-

pector for an indicated ledge, or a treasure-hunter, grows to feel

in the thing he seeks. But I, who knew Mac so well, under-

stood without being able to put it into words how his gentle,

upright spirit felt somehow a sharer in the other's meanness

through his mere knowledge of it, and that if he was ashamed
it was not for himself, but Beatty. Perhaps my mother under-

stood more of this than she would admit, but at that time she

pooh-hoo-ed the whole matter, saying that it was supper time

and that we must come up to the house. But you may be sure I

was all agog when we came into the dining-room to see what
would happen.

" How de do, Mac," said Mr. Beatty, not the least taken aback.
" The stagedriver told me you were here."

Mother put Mr. Beatty into an upper room over the parlor,

but Mac and I slept out of doors, after the fashion of the hills,

rolled in our blankets, on the roof of the front porch to get the

air. I lay awake for a long time—wide-eyed with excitement.

The little owls mourned all around from the rocks, and off in the

hills a coyote howled. At last I heard a sounds from Beatty's

room that convinced me that he slept. I rolled across the roof

to Macnamar's bed and called him softly.
"
Say, Mac," I said,

"I wish you would let me help you look for that gold. I ride

around in the hills a lot, and I most know I can help you.

Honest, Mac, I don't want any of it, I just want to help you find

it and beat that scamp Beatty."
Then Mac made me promise to keep faith with him, and I said

"
Cross my heart to die," which I thought was very, appropriate

for the occasion, and when we had agreed to meet at the little

meadow in the morning to look at the map, I fell asleep in a

delightful sense of adventure and conspiracy. •

[to be continued.]

AUGUST.
By LEWIS WORTHINGTON SMITH.

The sky a shield of brass laid gleaming fold on fold,

The sun upon its marge a boss of molten gold ;

And black against the blaze a hawk careening slow.

Like some grim fate at gaze upon a joy below.

Tabor Colleg-e, Iowa.
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' AT THE CLOSE, OF THE SESSION.
By BLANCHE BORING SNOW.

[This bit of historical anecdote gains admission to these crowded pages
not by reason of the importance of the incident related, but for its very

genuine aroma of the days when California was in the making and for the

revealing sidelight it throws on the boyish, generous, impulsive, whole-

souled men who had thrilled afar to the rumor of these wider horizons—
and to whose eager way desert, mountain and ocean had been no bar. It is

told by Mrs, Snow in almost the words of Thomas Swain, now a resident

of Palo Alto, and the last survivor of the merry party of half a century

ago.—Ed.]

FEW days before the Legislature of 1850-51 closed its

eventful session at San Jose (April 22, 1851), the owners

of the only stage line to San Francisco raised the fare

from fifteen dollars to twenty-five dollars. No earthly reason

for it, except just that they wanted the money. They thought
that they had a cinch on the legislators, as some of them lived

in the city and a good many more went that way to get home.

Gen. Bidwell and some of the rest swore right out in church

they wouldn't be gouged in that fashion
; they'd just go by the

little steamer Jenny Lind, from Alviso_ But, come to find out,

her owners were in the combine, and the fare was twenty-five

dollars that way, too. Then there was wrath a-plenty. Gen.

Bidwell vowed he'd walk and carry his baggage on his shoulders

before he'd pay a cent over the regular fare, and Kames and

Covarrubias said they'd go with him. While they were storm-

ing around I happened to come along in front of the court house.

(My ! you'd laugh to have seen that court house. It wasn't

much like the one now.) I was hauling lumber those days
—

making money at it, too, for they were doing lots of building.

The sight of me must have put an idea into the General's head.

"Here, Swain," he called,
"
do you know anyone in town who's

got a prairie schooner ?
" Then he told me their predicament,

Kames and Covarrubias saying "Amen" to everything the

General said, and I finally agreed to take them in my lumber

wagon.
When I went round to report my schooner and oxen ready, it

seemed as if the whole Legislature was there wanting to go

along. Well, I hustled oflf and got three fifteen-foot schooners

and piled up seventy-five valises, trunks, blanket rolls and grub
boxes. Then the men began to wonder where they were going:

to ride, for every wagon was piled up high.

"I'm going to ride my own horse ;
I brought him with me,"

said the General. Covarrubias said he'd hire a horse and go
with him, and then just like a lot of boys they all turned to

hiring horses and carriages and arranging themselves in parties.
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They started into it because they didn't want to pay twenty-five
dollars stage fare, but the trip in the end cost a lot more than

that, I g-uess. But it wasn't the money they cared about. It

was the principle. Money didn't count much in those days.

Bidwell said he'd be the head of the commissary department
and with a

"
Hurrah, boys !" off we started about eleven o'clock

in the morning-, the General going ahead to select a camp.
We got to the Murphy tract near Mt. View in the evening an

hour by sun—what ? Oh, an hour before sundown. There
were three of the horseback men with a campfire built by a pile

of logs. We turned the oxen out to graze and put on water for

the coffee. Pretty soon here came the General loaded down with

chickens tied to his saddle and a lot of eggs in a box. "Don't

ask me where I got 'em. I said I'd be commissary general and

I've got to look out for my men," he said.

We took the coffee water and scalded the chickens and cleaned

them. I was head cook. While I was getting supper in two

frying pans
—think of that I two pans for that gang—the others

spread blankets on the grass, with chunks of wood for seats,

and lighted some lanterns.

We ate a big supper, and then sat around the fire and told '49

stories till twelve o'clock. You just couldn't hardly believe

some of those stories now, and yet we did, for there wasn't a one

of us but had had mighty strange adventures. Gen. Bidwell

had crossed the plains in '45 and had lots of hairbreadth escapes

to save his cattle and property, such as swimming the Platte

river to escape the Cheyennes and Pottawotamies.

We started out after an early breakfast next morning with

plenty of hot coffee and chocolate. My, but the valley did look

beautiful ! No orchards or houses then to cut it up, but miles

and miles of grass and flowers—a regular blanket of them.

That night we camped at Sloane's ranch, two and a half miles

from Mayfield, where the old 'dobe house is, and filled up on

jerked beef and more '49 stories.

The third night we reached the Mission Dolores. The Gen-

eral found some old Spanish settlers there, friends of his, and

they stopped him and made him camp there instead of going on

into the city. I turned the cattle out in the high grass ( there

isn't much high grass around the Mission now), and they

brought me hay besides. I tell you they treated us well. They
sent us venison and sent their vaqueros to gather wood for our

fires.

We were late getting into camp and the men around retarded

us, so the General told them,
^''

Desi>ues de la comida todos usiedes

vienen otra vez con serapes,^^ etc. They went away and, my
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stars ! but they came in a crowd—men and women—with their

blankets, and there we sat round the fire and laug-hed and told

stories in Spanish and English till one o'clock.

Next morning at eight o'clock we started for the sand hills.

That was before they put down the board road, and on account

of the sand shifting so there was no beaten track. The road

just wound around the hills in a kind of general way. It was a

terrible pull. Sometimes the oxen were knee deep in sand and
the wheels up to the hub. They could not pull more than two
hundred yards at a time. Finally I had to put all three yoke
to each waggon and pull them in one at a time. It was late in

the afternoon when we reached town with the last wagon. The
men had gone on into town, but they came back to meet me.

They helped in every way and we were all tired when we finally

got in. I put the cattle out and got some hay for them. I

won't tell you how much I paid for that hay, for you would not

believe me. Then I engaged two stalwart young Irishmen to

deliver the trunks next day, agreeing to pay them five dollars

each. They had packed wood up Telegraph Hill and they

guessed they could carry trunks up. Sure enough, they had
them all delivered by noon.

All the morning the men kept coming to me to settle, but I

hadn't had time to calculate what I ought to charge so I put
them ofiF. I finally figured it up that I ought to be satisfied

with one hundred dollars for the job
—

seventy-five pieces of lug-

gage at one dollar and a half would be about right. When I

told General Bidwell this, he seemed astonished. "Why, man,"
he said,

"
a dollar and a half apiece ?

"

"Now look here," I said,
"
I'm not set on that price. If that

is too much, say so. Just satisfy yourself and I'll be satisfied.

I've had enough fun out of the trip to stand anything, I guess."

The General just threw back his head and roared. "Now,"
he said, "don't you put the price at a cent less than ten dollars

apiece—understand ?
"

*' But that would be an imposition on the other parties and a

degradation to me. All I ask is a fair compensation for my
time and expenses."

**
Now, you leave that to me. When the men come to pay up,

you tell them just what you've told me—to suit themselves and

you'll be satisfied. Don't set any price at all. Now remember,

if I'm not here, that's what you're to do.

Well, pretty soon along came one of them and said "Well,

Swain, what's my bill ?
"

I felt like a fool, but I answered "Just what you pay volun-

tarily." Out came his buckskin bag and he threw down an
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ounce. (That is a Spanish coin worth sixteen dollars and it

was used a great deal then.) I said,
"

I can't take that. It is

too much."
"
Well," he said,

"
you wouldn't set a price and that's what I

pay voluntarily. Take it or leave it. I never pick up what I've

put down."

Just then along came several others and saw what was going
on. One of them, a big, fat man in a Spanish cloak, said,
*'

Well, my trunk's as big as his, and I guess I've got as much
dust as he has," so here came another ounce. It was no use for

me to say anything. They crowded around and seemed to be

trying who could do the most. Covarrubias gave me two and a

half ounces for a big trunk to the water front.

Well, they kept coming up from down town to pay up, They
were the greatest set of men you ever saw. They just took out'

money by the handful. They said
"
W^e propose to pay big for

this train. We've had a glorious time."

None of them but General Bidwell's horseback party
—

four,

besides himself—had spent all the time in camp, for they had

pushed ahead after the first night and finished the trip on the

second day. But that did not seem to make any difference in

the "good time" they had had.

Well, when I got time I counted my money. Bight hundred
dollars ! My governor 1 but I felt rich. Prices for lumber-

hauling were pretty good, but I never made eight hundred dol-

lars as easily as that before or since.

When I went to dinner the men at the houses round came in

with things for my grub box on my home trip. They brought
me five or six chickens, hams, dried venison and chocolate and
other things. Venison was a great treat to me. The dried beef

and hams they gave me lasted me more than a month.

Well, I thought I'd do some business, so I went down to buy
some groceries. My friends at San Jose had sent for some things
in this line. I thought while I was buying them I'd buy some
€xtra and make a profit on them in San Jose. When I went to

give my order, the storekeeper, although he'd never seen me be-

fore, offered me credit for everything and he couldn't do enough
for me. You'd have thought I was a grandee. I was flattered,

but I didn't take him up on the credit proposition, but paid cash

for my three hundred dollars worth of groceries.

That was a fine time and General Bidwell was one of the

finest men California ever saw. When he shook my hand that

day at the Pioneers' Reunion in San Jose he said, "Well, Swain,

good-by, and God bless you. We will never talk over old times

together again, we two." And he was right, for he's gone over

the Big Divide now.
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THE PURSUIT or EROS.

By ZERUAH HUDSON.

HE summer twiliglit had closed over the valley, the

sun had sunk beyond the gleaming bay, and flocking

shadows deepened the great caiions; but the hilltops

glowed with a memory of the light that still bathed

the top of Observatory Mountain.

The Director and the Senior Astronomer were smok-

ing together on the Observatory steps in the intimate

silence of long friendship. Lounging upon opposite

bastions, their eyes were set toward the golden cloud-

rack that dominated the sunset sky, but their thoughts were fol-

lowing separate ways. The Director was thinking of his

daughter, and of his hopes and plans for her; the Senior, plan-

ning little, was yet keenly alive to the sound of a faint laugh
that now and then rippled the wide silence like distant music.

Presently, the Senior rose, and with pocketed hands and well-

constrained deliberateness, strolled to the terrace edge, where he

stood for a moment, gazing over the hilltops. There was a

flutter of white drapery through the lower dusk, and a ring of

merry voices from across the canon. Miss Jerrold and her

nephew Jack Masters were on the golf trail; they would pass up
the road just below him. It would be some minutes yet ; he

could finish his cigar and then join them.

Sauntering back, he resumed his position on the bastion, say-

ing with an unaccustomed craft that sat uneasily upon him but

was wholly wasted upon his companion :

"Thought I saw smoke over there, but I guess it's only fog,

after all."

Dr. Webb roused from his revery, and spoke abruptly and as

irrelevantly as the Senior himself, *'My little girl's coming
home this week. Gregpry."

"Bless me!" exclaimed George Gregory, with unaffected

interest, "so she is. I'd forgotten it was to be so soon."

The Director sighed. "It's not soon, to me," he replied, a

little sadly, "It's eight years since—" he broke off.

"Yes, yes," returned Gregory, hurriedly. "Eight years;—

eight years," he slowly reiterated with a sympathetic stress

that apologized for his forgetfulness. How swiftly the years

had passed for himself, but how slowly they must have dragged

for Dr. Webb since the light of his life went out with his wife's

death and the exile of his twelve-year-old daughter to New

England.

When, after a few minutes, Gregory spoke again, it was with
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the same gentleness. "Well, Dr. Webb, it'll be a happy day for

you, and for us all, that sees Miss Edith home again."

"Yes, yes," replied the other, hastily, "I'll be glad enough
to have the child back, George. But"— hesitatingly,

"
I'm

wondering if she'll be glad to be here. It's a dull place for

young people." The Director was consciously steering his con-

versation to a practical end, and his last sentence had a definite

purpose.

Gregory rose to the bait with ready sympathy. "Oh," he

said, "We'll all have to grow young again and dance to her

tune."

The Director smiled to himself. "That's right, George,

grow as young as you like. I'll be glad if you'll help to amuse

the child."
"
Oh," said Gregory,

"
that won't be hard work. And if Miss

Edith's as pretty as her pictures, the boys will be only too happy
to lend a hand."

The Director smiled again, a smile that was lost in the dusk,

but his voice had a satisfied ring as he answered, "Oh, she's

pretty enough, never fear. That'll be just the trouble, George.

I can't have her running about the mountain with the boys as

she did when she was a child here. She must remember her

position."

The Director talked on about his girl
—her youth, her lone-

liness, his hopes for her
; Gregory listened sympathetically and

with an occasional word of comment. If his mind wandered

somewhat and failed to note exactly the trend of the Director, it

was because the recurrent rippling laugh distracted his at-

tention.

Then the two sat silent again in the deepening twilight.

The bay ceased to gleam, a misty light now marked it, like a

scrap of the Milky Way, and the valley lights began to twinkle

back to the stars.

Presently, Dr. Webb flung away his cigar and rose, stretch-

ing his long frame.
"
Well," he said,

"
guess it's getting dark

enough to try for a look at Eros. Good-night."

"Good-night," replied Gregory, and as the Director disap-

peared the merry voices sounded from the first terrace of the

road. The Senior threw his cigar after the Director's, and set

off at a quick pace down the zig-zag trail.

As Dr. Webb paced the corrider, he thought to himself how

perfectly Gregory had risen to his suggestion, and he resolved

that it should not be his fault if the Senior did not have a clear

field and ample opportunity with Edith. For the Director had

no notion of subjecting his only daughter to danger of entangle-
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ment with the young- men who from time to time studied at the

observatory. That she should begin life at the foot of the lad-

der which he had so laboriously climbed, was no part of his plan
for her. She must have the best, and she must be shielded until

the best should appear. And what could be better than his old

friend, George Greg-ory, of assured position and tried character.

He must be well toward forty, but age did not greatly matter ;

the difference was no greater than had existed in his own case.

Gregory must be encouraged. It was to this end that he was

bringing: Edith home now, before she could g-et her young fancy
fixed elsewhere. You could do anything: with a g:irl if you could

take her in time.

So dreamed the scientist, the man who for eight long- years
had sunk himself in his work as the sole escape from his old

sorrow, until even the memory of his daughter had become but

a recurrence, and her absence had ceased to be a pain
—but the

sorrow was a sorrow still.

If the Director had not been so pre-occupied that he had eyes

for nothing below the stars, he must have known what was per-

fectly patent to everyone else, that for months past George

Gregory had been paying devoted court to Margaret Jerrold,

Mrs. Masters' young sister. But Dr. Webb had for months

been absorbed in following the fortunes of the newly discovered

planet Eros, and such hours as were not occupied in the routine

of his office were devoted to this elusive wanderer. Having had

no womankind in his household until the recent advent of the

elderly widowed sister who had come to be companion for Edith,

he had no one to repeat to him the gossip of the station.

Gregory's bachelorhood being of long persistence, the Director

was firmly persuaded that a manifest destiny had preserved him

for Edith, and he was doubly blind to all but what he wished

to see.

Edith came on Saturday, a graceful girl, with golden hair

and light heart. Gregory, although many years younger than

the Director, was yet old enough to have held her on his knee in

the days of her hoidenish childhood and his own apprenticeship,

days in which he had been familiarly known to her as "Uncle

George." She met him now with all the effusion of those child-

ish memories, and restored him at once to his old name and

place in her affections. And Gregory was able to give her quite

her own old place in his regard, without in the least prejudicing

his late-formed but enduring preference for a very different type

of womanhood.
Jack Masters, too, Edith met with the camaraderie of the days

when together they had explored every peak and crag of the
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rugged mountain. She was quite ready to begin where they

had left off, but her first delight was checked by her father's

strictures ;
she found herself hedged at every turn by the pro-

prieties of her age and station, and the employment of her

leisure became a matter for serious consideration. She was not

lacking in the resources common to girls of twenty, fresh from

school ;
she made good use of her books and music. But for her

superabundant energy there was little outlet. She would have

been happy, alone and untrammeled, to renew her childish

familiarity with every crag and canon, but she was not per-

mitted to wander alone beyond the Flat, and in the matter of

chaperones she was limited. Her father never had time to go
off the Top. Her aunt, a stout, self-regarding person, was not

accustomed to walking, besides being too much absorbed in her

new dignity as first lady of the station to give much thought to

a young person.

Socially, also, Edith found little companionship. Aside from

Margaret Jerrold and the students, there were no young people

on the mountain, all the children of the astronomical families

having flitted as they passed beyond the district school, with the

exception of Jack Masters, who had returned for study. Edith

and Jack had renewed their childish friendship so far as was

possible under changed conditions, but their intercourse was
limited to an occasional well-chaperoned call, and to the formal

functions of the mountain society.

George Gregory watched Edith's struggles with some amuse-

ment and considerable understanding, and more and more was
the girl thrown upon his mercies. With great stretch of good-

will, considering his pre-occupation, he included her in the

golf games with which he and Miss Jerrold filled occasional

afternoons. And as Gregory and Edith set out from the Top
together on these expeditions, the Director smiled to himself at

the success of his pet scheme, and turned with renewed zeal to

his work and to the pursuit of Eros.

For Edith, these afternoons were full of delight. The
fresh air, the steep climb, the beautiful outlook, the unstrained

companionship
—all combined to her liking, and she was duly

grateful to
"
Uncle George

"
for his consideration. But, after

the first glow of self-approval, Gregory found the arrangement

wearing upon him just a trifle. His acquaintance with Mar-

garet Jerrold had reached the period at which "three "
is com-

monly felt to be a crowd. He could not think of deserting

Edith, for whom he had great liking and sympathy ;
he could

see how much the outings meant to the girl, and one day he

began to cast about for an alternative.
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As they mounted to the Flat on their return, Jack Masters,
who was the Senior's assistant, passed down from the Top. He
had been hard at work, and was tired ; he looked enviously at

their g^olf clubs and holiday appearance, and thougrht in his

heart that assistants would be the better for half-holidays, as

well as astronomers. Gregory noted that Edith brightened as

she returned Jack's nod. The Senior had an idea !

The next week he g-ave Jack Masters a half-holiday and in-

vited him to join them at golf. He was rewarded by a flush of

pleasure on the part of the boy, and Edith's eyes danced with

unconcealed delight when Jack appeared, in compan}' with his

aunt. When they reached the links, however, it was Gregory
who played with Jack's aunt.

After that, the Senior made Jack's half-holiday a perpetual

feast, and the weekly golf continued a regular assignment

throughout the autumn. Seeing how well his experiment was

working for himself, Gregory felt ready to go to any length to

make Edith happy, and through Jack's mother he contrived to

have the girl invited for certain card evenings at Mrs. Masters*

home, wherewith the elders whiled away the part of the year
when heavy storms made out-of-door life impossible. Edith did

not play cards, nor did Jack, but they found abundant occupa-
tion with their own devices. This extra attention from the

Senior, togefher with the growing content in Edith's face, only

confirmed the Director in his own good judgment, and he pur-

sued Eros with undivided mind.

Id the early springtime, when the green velvet of the links

was starred thick with blue-eyes, the Senior's affairs grew

steadily more satisfactory, and under his benevolent manage-
ment Jack and Edith seemed quite as happy as he. And Greg-

ory patted his own metaphorical back as he said to himself,

"George, my boy, you've brought down two birds with one

8tone."

One evening as he and the Director were smoking as usual on

the steps, the Senior took occasion to speak of his assistant's

work, commenting with unstinted praise Jack's capacity and

application.

The Director received this with the beaming good-will with

which of late he had met everything that Gregory offered, and

replied, '*Yes, yes, the boy's a good worker like his father;

there's none better in the world. He'll get on; but," he sighed,

"it's a long way ahead of him, eh, my boy? A long road we've

traveled since we stood in his shoes."

The Senior assented, "A long road indeed, bat—" he turned

confidentially to his old friend, "I think I begin to see it is
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worth while, Dr. Webb. I want to tell you something-

—
pretty

soon—not just now," he added.

"Whenever you like, George," was the hearty response.
"Thank you. Dr. Webb," and Gregfory sat silent, gazing- off

into the dusk that was lighted for him by a great happiness ;

and the Director departed
—in pursuit of Eros.

Next morning, as Dr. Webb was eating his usual late break-

fast, Edith poured his second cup of coffee, and nervously lin-

gered about the room, arranging and re-arranging furniture and

dusting bric-a-brac. As he arose from the table she slipped up
in front of him and put both hands on his shoulders. "How
like her mother I

"
thought the man.

Edith's cheeks were red and her eyes like stars. "Papa," she

murmured, "somebody wants to speak to you."
" To speak to me? Why don't he speak, then?" The Direc-

tor regarded the girl keenly.

"You see, papa, it's someone who likes me very much—and
whom I—like—and—oh, you will be good to him, won't you,

papa?
"

Good to him! a light seemed to break upon the Director. He
beamed upon Edith. "Of course I will, child! Here, kiss me! "

"
He's waitir.g- to speak to you, papa." she faltered. "He's

been so nervous about it.
"

The Director laughed. George nervous! "Well, dear, send

him in. What is he nervous about? Do you love him, Edith? "

He looked hard at the girl.

"Oh, yes, papa, of course I do," and the yellow head buried

itself in his shirt bosom,
"
and we'll wait—"

"What's the use of waiting? You're old enough. Nothing
to wait for!

"

"Oh, then you will be good to him, won't you, daddy dear?"

and she clung to him as her mother used to do.
"
Why, yes, dear," he huskily reassured her,

"
I'm glad you're

so happy, child. Yes, yes, send him in."

With a hug and a kiss, Edith flew from the room.

The Director stood looking down into his drained cup, finding

in its depths some old dream; for his eyes were wet as he lifted

them and turned at the sound of a step behind him.

Jack Masters stood upon the rug, nervously fingering the cap
that he held, his face aglow with pride and hope. The Director

stared as the fearless eyes met his own.

"Dr. Webb," said Jack, "I've—Miss Edith has told you—I

hope—" he paused, puzzled by the Director's face, and he waited

for the older man to speak.

But still the Director did not speak
—he only stared and stared
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at Jack. Then, 'all at once, he remembered Edith's happy face,

and his own promise
"
to be g:ood to him."

He sank into a chair and waved Jack to another.
"
Sit down,

sit down," he gasped;
"

let's talk this over! " and he rubbed his

eyes as if awaking from a dream.

It was a long- talk, but in the end the boy's hope conquered
the man's scruples. Jack left the room an hour later with a

confidence that defied years of toil, and, looking after him, the

Director murmured with a half laugh,

Eros, the same tricksy old boy 1 and I've been looking for

him among the stars !

"

YUCCA.
By JULIA BOYNTON GREEN.

*lCf5)OON on the desert
;

still and hot and sweet
;

(^^ The dry twigs snap and crackle under feet ;

The eyes close dazzled, seeking shade in vain.

And must refuse to see, since sight is pain.

The lupines and the larkspurs and the host

Of fairy blooms that dyed the sand with waves

On waves of gold and amethyst are lost.

And is there naught Jo mark their myriad graves?

Lo ! yonder yucca, vigorous and tall,

Erects her ivory obelisk for them all.

Bravely she rears, nourished by unknown wells.

Her snowy pillar carven all of bells.

Redlands, Cal-

GAPDEN SONG.

By EDWARD SALISBURY FIELD.

@ffHE passion vine clings to the wall,

A But the wall is cold
;

it does not care

For the passion vine.

And the weeping willow loves the flare

Of the sunflower, standing staight and tall

Beside the wall.

But the sunflower's passion for the sun

Is known to everyone.

X/am Adscles, Cal.
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^rtHE Preliminary Report of the Warner's Ranch Indian

J[ Commission has g-one on to the Secretary of the Interior,

and prompt action by the Government may be looked for.

The Department is anxious to conclude the case as promptly as

possible, in view of the fact that the ranch-owners have now
waited fourteen months since the decision of the Supreme
Court in their favor, while the Indians have been still longer on

tenter-hooks. The sooner it's over, the sooner to sleep, for all

concerned.

The report
—or the first volume of it—is a solid bound book

of over 200 pages with its appendices ;
with maps and over 90

illustrations. It covers the general subject,* and reports conclu-

sively on 10 properties, including the best of the more than 40

proffers made. The final report, covering the remaining prop-

erties, will be forwarded to Washington before August 28, as

required by law
;
and will be fully as voluminous. Since the

last number of this magazine was printed, the Commission has

made several hundred miles of further field inspection. Prof-

fers have continued to come in almost up to the date on which

this is written. Owing to the .strict limitations as to time, no

*And fully settles the Warner's Ranch case ; the Final Report is a mere matter of form.
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proffers received later than Jul}- 10th will be considered at all.
"
Nominations have closed."

*
* *

Altogfether, thus far, the Commission has traveled since the

date of its appointment and up to this writing- (May 28-July
24) 943 miles by waggon and horseback, not counting a g^ood deal

of walking and mountain climbing, and an average for its three

members of over 1100 miles by rail. It has scrupulously exam-
ined 106 ranches. It has worked every day since its appoint-

ment, Sundays and holidays included, and long hours. It has

done much clerical work, besides, every day of the last 56 ;

taken enough stenographic and manuscript notes, interviews

and cross-examinations to make a large book
; done a great

amount of correspondence, a still greater amount of tabulation

and comparative statistics—and in general the work necessary
to the adequate preparation of such a report. Thus far it has
meant the equivalent of unremitting labor by four persons for

60 days, at least—probably more. The typewriting alone for

the necessary number of copies of this report would make a

volume fully as bulky as Webster's Dictionary ; and that

for the final report will be probably quite as much more. The
photographic printing for this first volume amounts to several

thousand 5x8 prints, and would be worth in the market at

least $125.

As a type of what this sort of an undertaking really means,
the last field-work of the Commission may be briefly outlined :

Monday, up at 6 a.m., traveled 111 miles by rail, much clerical

work. Tuesday, up at 4 a.m., traveled 45 miles by wagon, made
5 engineer's measurements of flowing waters, 10 photographs,

many notes, much walking-, supper 8.30 p.m. Wednesday up at

5 a.m., 110 miles by rail, 35 miles by wagon, inspected carefully

2,500 acres, made photographs and notes, concluded travels at

12.45 next morning. Thursday, up at 4 a.m., drove 65 miles by
wagon, made 5 measurements of flowing waters, 10 photographs
and notes, walked 10 miles, climbing to the top of the Sierra

Madre, inspected 5,000 acres, supper at 9 p.m. Friday, up at

3 a.m, 104 miles by rail, 12 hours' ofiBce work.

These facts are pertinent only in so far as they indicate why
it takes time to do work of this sort ; and perhaps also as a

hint—for such as already did not know \i—that the Sequoya
League (at whose instance this Commission was appointed)
Means Business and Knows How to Do It. Nor can it elude,

for such as know the facts, a certain humor in view of the

various people who struggled hard to get on the Commission—
because they had friends with lands to sell, or because they
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thoug-Tit it would be a "picnic." These people never before

had so good luck as that which rejected their fervent wire-pull-

ing for a place.
*

* *

Before sending- in its final report the Commission will have to

make several hundreds of miles more by wagon, and several

times as much by rail, with clerical and executive work in pro-

portion. But while they serve without any compensation what-

ever, the work is certainly not grudged. The fact that the

Government really wishes to do something for the Mission In-

dians—whose ill fortunes for more than half a century under

American administration are a by-word
—is in itself a reward

for all the labor it may cost to aid the Government in this

laudable intention.

* *

In this trip the Commission has met all kinds of human
nature—including some of the meanest of what is commonly
apologized for under that name. It has encountered, along with

much that was creditable, some of the pettiest, most heartless,

and silliest—if scrubbiness is ever anything else than silly
—

tricks that selfish fools ever tried to play. Its party
—
averaging

over 19 years' experience in California—has been flattered by

being taken for
"
tenderfeet," in some instances. The most

extraordinary lies have been expected to be believed by it. It

may very probably have been fooled sometimes
;
but if those

who set out to fool it think they succeeded altogether it is well

that they think so as long as they may. If they think so when
the report is completed

—
they will still be welcome to think so.

At any rate, the most palpable attempts to swindle the Govern-

ment and the Indians have possibly been detected and thwarted.

The silliest lie to hurt a neighbor's property, and the most flat-

tering to the virginal innocence of the Commission, has been

turned absolutely inside out.

* *

The patient, hardworking, earnest Commissioner of Indian

Affairs, Hon. Wm. A. Jones, is, as these pages are printed, con-

cluding a month's visit to California. The fruits of his sojourn

will ripen later. Meantime, one is reminded that it is not well

to be influential. Kvery contractor who has supplies for Indian

schools to sell, every Indian teacher who desires to "hold" her

(or his) job, every Indian that is evil-entreated—and this means

practically every Indian in California—every philanthropist who
has a new theory for the solution of the Indian Problem, every

reporter hard up for a
"
story"

—
these, and a lot more, are

camped on Mr. Jones's trail.
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Throughout this whole Warner's Ranch affair—and thought-
ful persons will not need to be reminded that this uprooting of

300 people from soil to which they have grown for unnumbered
centuries is a wide tragedy, despite its quiet

—the Indians have
behaved with a dignity, poise and common-sense it is to be

regretted not half their "civilized" sympathizers have begun
to equal. Absolutely unswerving in devotion to their ancient
home

; too loyal to it to feel for an instant that incomparably
better places were better for t/iem ; naturally grasping at every
straw held out to them by demi-semi-baked meddlers

; tenacious

of their one choice through thick and thin—they have yet im-

pressed all that have come in direct contact with them by their

self-control, by their past-mastery in the most important func-

tion of the mouth (which is to keep it shut), by their reverence

for law (even so poor law as has turned them out from their

own immemorial homes), and by their manners, which in the

hardest stress have been the manners of a people secure in self-

respect, and notably different from the nervous, assertive atti-

tude of so many we see daily who are palpably uncertain of

their own claims. They cannot be blamed if they do not under-

stand the intricacies of American law, nor for clinging to false

hopes carelessly raised in them by Americans who certainly
have a right not to be quite so ignorant as the Indians. And
while they have consumed a good deal of the Commission's
time and sympathy to no avail, they have won its sincere re-

spect and regard.

It is too bad to be obliged to add that all the unnecessary
trouble has been made by American citizens who really ought
to know better. Everybody is sorry at a funeral ;

but it is only
a certain class—confined, so far as I know, to civilization, for I

have never seen a hint of it among the hundreds of Indian

tribes in my exp>erience
—whose notion of the proper way to

show this sympathy is to clap the mourners on the back and

chirrup: "Never mind ! If you do as I tell you the corpse will

come to life, I guess." A Warner's Ranch Indian is pardoned
for not knowing the precise place of the Supreme Court of the

United States in our political economy ; but there have been

dozens of Americans who pass for educated who have assured

the Indians that a Supreme Court decision could be upset by
so simple an expedient as the going to Washington of two
Indians whose English vocabulary possibly equals that of a

two-year-old American child. With a total ignorance of what
has been done and is being done in the case, with an almost

incredible innocence of what is possible to be done under the
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laws of this country, these too-easy

"
friends" have kept the

Indians in a state of uncertainty, turmoil and distress. Not

only that, they have also kept the Indians spending their poor
little hoard in desperate attempts to save their old home. All

these people probably "mean well." So have always meant
their fellow-pavers of the Inferno. So do the vast majority of

less harmful fools. So did the equally thoug-htful gentleman^
who "

broke it gently" to the lady whose husband had just per-

ished in a street accident:

"Is it the widow Casey, sure ?"

"Oi'm Mrs. Pathrick Casey, av ye plaze."
"
Ye're a loire ! The byes do be bringing Pat in a box !"

* *

Now, almost anybody would think that in a case of this sort—which has, it is not too much to say, the direct sympathy of all

Southern California—grown-up white folks with a grammar-
school training would know enough to refrain from aggravating
the sorrow of it all. But a working minority of them haven't

known enough, nor enough cared ; and they have very seriously,

and altogether wantonly, multiplied the distress of the Indians.

There has even been found an attorney not ashamed to take the

pitiful earnings of these exiles for services he knew he could

not perform. Cross-examined by the Commission in presence of

the Indians and other witnesses, he admitted having received

their money ;
admitted that he knew nothing about the

case, had not read the Supreme Court decision, knew that it

was adverse to the Indians, didn't know just how he intended

to reverse the Supreme Court, didn't know what he meant to

do anyhow. And he never once blushed at his professional

ignorance or his having taken the money of these poor devils !

His name is withheld until it shall be a little more certain that

he has broken his pledges that day made—to take no more

money from the Indians, and to take no steps without consulta-

tion with the Government's legal representatives in this case.
*

* *

The League is pursuing no one
;
but it has given fair warning

that any who swindle the Indians in its plain view, or make
wanton pain for them, may thank themselves for an experience

they certainly will not enjoy. And this is gospel. Kvery word
of it will be fulfilled. The League is long on patience ;

it can

stand things that make every drop of its American blood boil,

for just so long as it believes endurance will help the far-seeing

general cause. But when it is convinced in any specific case—
whether of vulgar meanness or no less vulgar imbecility

—then

either it or the Other Fellow will be left on the field. It is an
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old proverb to "beware the anger of a patient man," but the

experienced are much more gingerly with the patience of an

angry man.
* *

It is fit to remark that the many able legal suggestions as to

what the Government could, would or should do, which have

poured in on the Commission—buy Warner's Ranch, condemn
Warner's Ranch, take Warner's ranch by force of arms, by emi-
nent domain or by a felicitous fist in the grab-bag—are not

within the scope of the Commission. The only people now ex-

tant who could do these things were unfortunately neither

elected President nor appointed to the Cabinet. Every sugges-
tion made ( and many not yet made ) has been carried up by the

Commission to the President, the Secretary of the Interior, the

Department of Justice. The Commission will abide by the

decision of these authorities ; those who know any better way
may follow it. This is not intended to be ill-natured ; but even
the worm will turn—and one who has given full seven-tenths of

his entire time for the last nine months to this specific matter

may perhaps be pardoned for tiring at last of over-easy helpers.
On the other hand, no one alive will be more cordial to the kind
of interest that means anything more honest than cheap talk.

No one who has a decent care for the rights of this case will

ever be criticised here. But people who really care are willing
to refrain from their mouths until they know what they are

talking about. ——

A daily published in a beautiful city of Southern California

exhorts its readers to be "up and doing" to get the Warner's

Ranch Indians located "in their midst."
" We have taken up

the task of building up a great city here, and in carrying out

the project material assistance will be given if we can make the

city the supply center for a larger population. Indians have to

eat and wear clothing, and providing these things would give
business to our merchants. The money spent in sustaining
Indians comes from the Government treasury, and is new money
for any community where it is distributed."

This is "patriotic," but it is not just the line on which the

Government is adjudicating the present cause. The Department
of the Interior doubtless has "nothing agin" the charming
little city in question ; but it is not established particularly to

"give business" to the merchants of said city. Its obligation
in the present instance—and its desire and full intention-^is to

do what is best for the Indians who have lost their homes*

There will be plenty of "tenderfeet" for the merchants of

, without trying to exploit the Indians.
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And it isn't even g^ood newspapering- ;

for while the merchants
would like this addition to their revenues, the class of people
who overwhelmingly make the wealth of that city would very
"seriously object to having- 500 Indians permanently and inalien-

ably located among- their $2000-an-acre lands. Let's try to do a
humane duty decently, without fig-uring what we can make out
of it.

* *

The "wars and rumors of wars" that have raged in news-

papers of late in this connection—allegations that the Indians
will "Fight to the last ditch—likely to be bloodshed—Indians
must be moved by violence," and all that sort of thing

—
are, to

say the least, not authentic. Mission Indians have never yet"
fought to the last ditch," nor to any other ditch. There are

no more peaceful people in the world. They have been crowded
from pillar to post for fifty years ;

there have been several evic-

tions on a scale practically of this size, and countless illegal

aggressions ;
but there has been no bloodshed, and there will be

none. It is 125 years since Mission Indians have done any revo-

lution ; and they will not begin again now. They have a respect
for law and authority it would be well if our people matched.

They have told me twice, in full and formal council, that they
will obey the government, and will not fight. The only trouble
is that they have not been quite sure who -was the Government,
so many school-teachers, dry-goods clerks, lawyerettes, and

others, have assured them that "They the Undersigned Could
Fix It." On the 28th of July the Indian delegates saw Com-
missioner Jones, and learned from him precisely the same things
told them by the Commission—and the reverse of the things
told them by the people who have caused them to spend their

money and their feelings in vain. And when they learned
from him "which is which," like the law-abiding people they
are they promised to obey the government. The real secret of

their persistence is probably the same feeling any one of us
would have to leave nothing undone for the omission of which
we might reproach ourselves. Now having done their whole

duty, they will yield peacefully to the inevitable. The Com-
missioner told them that every possible legal means to keep
them on Warner's Ranch had been exhausted, and that they
must go ;

but that the new home selected for them is far better

in every way. And they promised to obey the government.
*

* *

Receipt of $149 has already been acknowledged. The follow-

ing further contributions have come to hand :

Ella C. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal., $10.

$2 each—Warren K. Moorehead, Andover, Mass.
;
Mrs. Hen-

rietta T. L. Wolcott, Dedham, Mass.; Dr. Wellwood Murray,
Palm Springs, Cal.; Dr. W. Jarvis Barlow, Mrs. W. Jarvis

Barlow, Los Angeles. '

C. F. L.
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@rtHE Club feels very comfortable in having nearly reached

J[ the $5,500 mark in its finances. It is now in shape to

do considerable repair-work this year
—though only a

very small proportion of what is crying to be done. The hand-

some accession of funds through the rent of the repaired

monastery of San Fernando to the Porter Land and Water Co.

is in effect a contribution from Rt. Rev. George Montgomery,

Bishop of Los Angeles and Monterey, who gave the Club the

rentals with the lease. It is but fair to add that throughout the

Club's work the attitude of the Church has been most cordial

and helpful.

At Pala, the hardworking people have already stripped the

tiles from the broken roof, and have begun hauling the pine

rafters from high Mt. Palomar. As soon as harvesting is over,

it is expected to push the re-roofing rapidly. It is now even

hoped to put new roofs on the remaining rooms of the monas-

tery, thus completing the outer half of the quadrangle.

RECEIPT OP MONEYS FOR THE WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $4,912.50.

Since received—Rents, San Fernando Mission, for four years,

$576 ; Geo. L. Fleitz. Detroit, Mich., $5.
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«oTHiNO viTHowryttjtt to thinu a i/rrri/E,.

THB Amateur photograpliy has become endemic throuefh-
SOPHOMORE

4. XI.
• M- J 1^ T I. r^^- •

SENATOR, out the civilized world—I have even seen a Chinaman in

California pressing- the button—and has achieved, among- those

born fit for it, some wonderful results. Photographs from the

clouds, from below the sea, from the depths of Stygian mines ;

photographs of the living and the dead, and of some that can

hardly be called either
; photographs of grizzly bears and

mountain lions Looking Unpleasant in their unsophisticated
lairs

;
of birds on the wing, horses beating the world's record,

bullets in their course—all this, and a multitude more, has made
us as familiar with what had been miracles to our fathers as

maids of 37 are with literary lions. We even have photographs
of human bones within their proper bodies, and without the

trouble of divesting the flesh its owners still have a use for.

But a more remarkable X-ray photograph of the innermost

recesses of one's own brain was never made than the Pawpaw
from the Wabash, the house-afire orator of Benevolent Aggres-

sion, the junior Senator from Indiana, the Hon. Albert J.

Beveridge, has recently published in halftone in the Philadel-

phia Saturday Evening Post, The old-fashioned person who
founded the paper

—one Benj. Franklin—should not be blamed—he was no prophet.
"It has grown into a truism," says the Hoop-pole Meteor,

"
that no one who has resided for a long time among a foreign

people can write intelligently about them. The reason is that

these very points of difference which constitute the essential

matters of interest become commonplace after a surprisingly

short residence
;
and the very things which a newcomer notes

with greatest interest, and which are, in fact, of greatest inter-

est, soon become obscured by familiarity.
'

I have been here in

Nagasaki three weeks,' said a brilliant young American woman,
'

and whereas the first week I could not write letters enough of

these strange people, now I can write nothing at all except that

the China arrived yesterday or that one of the Empress' boats

is expected in tomorrow.'
"
She spoke truly and deeply. The same thing is true of

everybody else."

A joke ? Unfortunately not. It is the serious explication of
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Where he has a Headache, written by a member of the United
States Senate and sig^ned by himself.

Mr. Beveridg-e has puzzled some people, but now need puzzle
no more. He is resolved for us by his own hand. If any have

been unable to comprehend how he knew so deadly much about

the Philippines, after a day or two on the spot, that he could turn

back the hands of History, and Joshua the sun in its course, all

is plain now. Trust /tim not to risk the danger he scents afar

off—of losing what veneer of mind he has by tarrying- more
than three days in a country. The United States is the only
land he is willing to remain in long enough to become inerad-

icably ignorant about it. And he has evidently staid long

enough here.

The riddle of the papier mache Sphinx is solved—and some
others with it. Senator Beveridge has given us the first ex-

planation why the books on America written by Britons that

had wasted a whole week on this continent are so important.
He dispels the fog which long obfuscated for us the reason why
the continuous-passage, round-trip tenderfoot knows in twenty
minutes more about the West than we who also came from

Boston have found out in twenty years. He elucidates even—
Beveridge. And probably he is the only person now extant who
could have done it.

There is but one gospel
—the less you learn, the more you

know. And Beveridge is its prophet. The only really "in-

teresting" things in the world are those harnesses the Unbroken
Wild Ass from Afar knoweth not. Whatever is Different is

Wrong—and
"
interesting ;" the things wherein humanity is

alike, and whereby it coheres, would never graze the skin of

these philosophers in a millennium—nay, not even in the more
teachable time of one day.

And Daniel Webster used to sit in the Senate 1

We are all of us a
**

little queer ;" but the incalculable ^ new

repetend of fools that are worse than we are is one of born.

the most interesting characteristics of civilization. Worse
fools than we are ! Really they needn't be, as all of us know to

our sorrow. We fulfill all the constitutional requirements.

And for anyone to outstrip us so far that we seem pretty smart

by comparison is wasteful and ridiculous excess. Another of

these days I am going to begin the serial publication of "Con-
fessions of a Collector." For even as Mark Twain's maternal

uncle Collected Echoes, I have made a collection of fools, lo,

these 20 years. Literally. In the rather hard-worked letter

file, this drawer is the one that fills fastest ; and of its overflow

there are already many boxes awaiting correlation and classifi-
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cation. It is needless for sarcasm to remark that the collector's

modesty should not shut himself out from a place in the collec-

tion. It hasn't. All that was attended to many years ago ;

and new entries have to be made under that heading of the

card-catalogue with patient periodicity. But there are others
;

and of so magnificent proportion and range of variety that a

Century Dictionary might be made of them.

That is a task of time. But I am reminded of the duty by a

new recrudescence of one of the most extraordinary idiocies

ever recorded. A new specimen of the Postum-brained is
" now in Washington trying to raise funds to dig up the Buried

Treasures of the Gran Quivira." Cocos Island and the Peg-

Leg Mine are Solomons to this. The buried-treasure bug hums

only in weak minds anyhow ;
and only the weakest can lodge

this special one. The Gran Quivira is a Pueblo village in New
Mexico, abandoned in the last half of the 18th century on ac-

count of Apache depredations. The ruins have been hundreds

of times described. The history of the place is perfectly well

known, and has been public property for a decade. The Fran-

ciscan missionaries built and used a stone church here, and be-

gan a new one which was never completed. The walls of these

edifices—and the second church was a huge one—are very im-

pressive ;
and so, indeed, are the tumbled ruins of the pueblo

itself, away out in the now waterless plains. But maybe you
wouldn't think they need affect anyone with doddering imbe-

cility. Wrong! It is unsafe to walk among the ruins at night,
because a hundred brilliant parties have dug deep holes in the
eternal bed-rock to find buried treasure ! And this is precisely
what an inspired person desires to do again. And it is what
their like have done in a dozen other places to my personal
knowledge. The simple historic facts that the Indians of New
Mexico had no knowledge of metals whatever until the Con-

quest, and that the missionaries got a salary of $300 a year, and
that among all the missions and settlements of New Mexico in

those days there was not enough treasure to have paid license

on yellow dogs, cannot be expected to weigh with the class of

American ingenuity which splits a granite boulder expecting to

find inside the purse someone dropped day before yesterday.

They were created for Us to Have Fun With. That is clear,

since nothing is made in vain. And if this foreword does not

prepare a market for the book which may be expected
—

sometime— why, one may despair of the alleged virtues of

advertising.

HORSEBACK From the standpoint of the man with a dropsy of wealth,
^^^

being tapped by philanthropy fifty times a day is a Good
BEGGARY,

/pj^jjig.^ It must be a real relief. And when a single

drainage-tube serves to mitigate that congested feeling all over,

there is the additional advantage that the brain-fag of wonder-

ing
" what next ?

"
is avoided.
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The inexpensive pleasure of peppering- the map of the United
States with Carnegie Libraries is probably the brightest thought
that ever befell the mind of Rapid-Fire Benevolence. This, in

no thought of flippancy or disrespect to the canny Scot. On the

contrary. He is one of the very few rich men with horse sense.

He knows how to get his money's worth ( if the phrase may fit

one to whom money cannot have worth), while the others do
not. The fact that two women know still better, is due merely
to their natural advantage of sex. Mr. Carnegie is All Right.

Very probably, too, there are American communities which
will not lose anything they ever had by accepting his alms.

The Lion has no desire to reflect on any of them that needed to

beg. False pride is almost as foolish as it is criminal. But the

spectacle of the second city in California—the conscious burg
which brags more ( and generally more truthfully) than any
other now extant ;

which had, when the Lion first saw it, scant

15,000 people, and now has about 120,000 ; the city which shames
all others in self-advertisement of its superior attractions and

prosperity ; the city which boasts the fastest growth of the most

enlightened population in history, the biggest bank-account

per capita, the public library most active in circulation (both

per capita of population and per volume), of any city in the

Union ; and other things in proportion
—the perspective of this

city joining the scramble for the crumbs from their master's

table, is a little too much for the Lion. He fears the Easterner
has been swallowed a little faster than we could digest him.

For this is no California attitude—nor anywhere Western. It

goes with the Copper Cent. Out West, we prefer to stand on
our own feet—or on the stumps, if we have been amputated.
From the Missouri to the Pacific, you never saw a native beggar.

If Los Angeles is too pauper in spirit and in purse to house its

own very efficient public library adequately
—why, it had better

take down its boom banners from the outer wall and shut its

gates until its people learn what God's unspoiled air was meant
for

;
until the new-comers who are its majority have mastered

the A, B, C of the land they are mighty glad to have come to,

never so newly. If ten per cent, of its people care, with half

the serious continuity of a myopic pig, for a proper library

building, they can and will put it up themselves. And if there

aren't that many who care, it would be swindling Mr. Carnegie
to take his hard-earned nickels for a thing unneeded.

Hard times have come down upon the vociferous Im- bheu fugacbs

perialists of a year ago. From the
"
scare-head'' on the i^bon

^^^^^
front page they have dwindled to a half-stick ''filler" among
the market reports. They have discovered that the President

of the United States is not of the same litter. He is strenuous,

but in the face of danger ;
when they puffed out their chests it

was behind the petticoats of presumed Popularity
—the only

mother thev know.
How times have changed !

"
Hell-Roaring Jake"— alias Gen.

J. H.Smith, the author of the world-record "Kill and Burn" order,

the daredevil slaughterer of ten-year-olds
— has

'*
ceased to

continue" in the array of a nation that several of us intend
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shall stay decent. He is no longer Gen. Smith save by "cour-

tesy" of that snobbishness which flourishes in a republic. The
President has put him out, as of no

"
further usefulness in

the army" of a nation of civilized men. The acquittal of Maj.
ly. W. T. Waller, who murdered his porters, is characterized by
Gen. Chaffee as "a miscarriag-e of justice ;" and the President
adds that it was

"
an act which sullied the American name."

Water-torture Glenn is likewise branded by the President : and
Lieut. Day, under-study murderer to Waller, is as much flat-

tered. No wonder nonpareil type is quite large enough for

Philippine news nowadays in the bootblack journals I

All this has been brought about by the sort of Americans who
intend to keep their country clean, even if they have to scrub it.

They were
"
Traitors " two years ago in the pawned-mind press;

and a little later "Aunties." But since even the most besotted

newspaper intelligence has discovered that the President—
though about forty times as hipposophical as the average that

still cherish undeflowered ideals for our country
—is also un-

comfortable when the nation's honor is draggled, the rawest re-

porter on the space-list knows better than to retain the old vo-

cabulary. It must have cost a pretty penny to the average lick-

spittle paper to throw out the assorted lot of stereotype logo-

graphs of "Copperhead," "Traitor,"
"
Fire-in-the-Rear " reb-

els
;
but it has had to be done. They have pursued until they

overtook the expectable fate of immaturity when it sets forth to

teach its Aunty.
These have not one-half so much grieved me as have the older

and even less normal—for children are expected to be silly
—

who whine that in branding the aforesaid (and other) offenders,

the President has given them "light punishments." It might
be light for some people ;

but to others—and emphatically in the

army, which, with all its faults, does know something still

about
"
the chastity of honor "—it is not just what the thought-

ful would call featherweight. It is an indelible disgrace upon
the recipients and their posterity. It will be, forty years from

now, pith for attempted Congressional legislation
"

for the re-

lief
" of the culprits. Thanks to that fine code of ethics still

nominally, at least, in vogue in our Army—and vital among
most of its men who have worn out so much as three pairs of

shoes in it—it is felt even by such as can deserve it. And the

Army is one of the few places in America where this is true—as

perhaps the aforementioned complaint best indicates. The
Scarlet Letter is ineradicable upon the brow of the men thus

justly served by the President who has had a softer spot than

any other president for the man that fights
—the red

'

S " that

stands for Scrub. And as the periodical which, more than any
other in its knowledge, has "fit" the Philippine folly longest
and most steadily

—it believes it has not missed a single issue

since the subject first loomed within human ken—Out West is

glad at once that Our Teddy Gave them What they Got, and
that he refrained from Boiling them in Oil.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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A simple type of book is The Vir-

ginian, not a novel, not a romance—
just a number of tales about its hero, with a

few linked threads on which to string them. Indeed,
a larg^e part o the book has already had magazine publication, not as a

serial but in separate short stories. Yet Owen Wister has so welded these

materials together that the result is by no means a book of short stories,

but a very powerful life study. The Virginian is a distinct type in litera-

ture—a true one and a fine one.

To have set out such a splendid figure on the canvas would have been

worth while, but Mr. Wister has done better than that. His background is

a vivid picture of the "cowboy country" as it was but a few years ago,
as it is no more, and as it never again shall be—an understanding and a

comprehensive picture. As history the book is even of more worth than
as a story

—not history of things that happened, but of how men thought
and moved, what motives stirred them, at which points did their conscience

bite, and where lay their sense of honor most tenderly, in this epoch so

little by-gone, yet so far.

Where all is so good one is reluctant to choose, but three bits stand for

m« conspicuously out from the rest. One is the *' When you call me
that, sntile,^' at our first meeting with Trampas ; another the chapter con-

taining the Virginian's reflections on the poker-playing abilities of Prince

Hal and Queen Elizabeth and his own methods at a "
game ;" and finally

the bridal-camp on the island.

If he can do any more books like this, Mr. Wister is hereby earnestly
invited to make them. The Macmillan Co., New York and London. $1.50.

WORTHIvBSS
AND

There was in Harry Leon Wilson's mind a fine motive for a simple,

powerful story— three generations ; the first wresting fortune

from the mines of the West, the second helping to build the West
and a greater fortune, the third wasting fortune and life in the dissipation

of Eastern society, until a catastrophe brings it back Out West again.

And for a '*
foreword," Mr. Wilson took two of the finest verses from Miss

Hall's noble poem which appeared in the January number of this magazine.
He has not dealt fairly with his plot, nor has he in the least justified his
" foreword." Some pages indicate that he might have done truthful,

worthy work—but this book is neither. His characters are caricatures, the

purposes which he makes control them are wretched, their methods are

preposterona, some of his humor is old, some of it coarse and some of it

childish—and as for the conclusion of the book, words simply fail to char-

acterize it. The hero, ruined in Wall Street, sets sail for the West to re-

cover himself and the family fortune in his private car, and carrying with

him for wife a lady—daughter of a decadent New York family—whom he

had won the night before in a "
love-making scene," which comes nearer to

being actual ravishment than anything I remember reading. At any

rate, it would have justified father, brother or friend of the girl in

shooting him—or the three in hanging him. And the chapter telling this

WORSB.
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is entitled " Some Rude Behavior, of Which Only a Western Man Could Be

Guilty." Which ought to attract itching-ly the toes of many Western boots

towards the most conspicuous part of Mr. Wilson's anatomy. There is

this apology for "Percival," however—a woman who looked as the artist

has made " Avice "
appear might invite, expect and be won by such treat-

ment. I/Othrop Publishing Co., Boston. $1.50.

THB GOSPEL Partisan to the extreme, and without even a semblance of bal-
OF RACK anced judgment, The Leopard''s Spots, by that brilliant young

clerical orator, Thomas Dixon, Jr., is significant and of weight.
It is very distinctly a novel with a purpose, or rather more than one—the
"
story

"
part of it being barely sufi&cient to drape its real body decently.

The first part of the book deals with conditions in the South from 1865 to

1871 or thereabouts, during the " reconstruction period," and is a very

scathing picture of the wrongs inflicted on the South under carpet-bag gov-
ernment. Incidentally there is a bitter attack on the Freedman's Bureau
and a defense of the Ku Klux Klan. The temper with which this preacher
attacks his subject may be judged from the words he puts into the mouth of

another Preacher :

" The voices of three men now fill the world with their

bluster—Charles Sumner, a crack-brained theorist
;
Thaddeus Stevens, a

club-footed misanthrope, and B. P. Butler, a triumvirate of physical and
mental deformity." The latter half of the book comes down to the present
time and is even more than an assertion of the right and duty of Southern

white men to deny to the negro the right of holding office or voting. It

denies his right to education—" the more you educate, the more impossible

you make his position in a democracy." It denies his right to industrial

training
—" sooner than allow him to take the bread from their mouths, the

white men will kill him here, as they do North, when the struggle for bread

becomes so tragic." It denies his right to get a living from the soil—
'* make the negro a scientific and successful farmer, and let him plant his

feet deep in your soil, and it will mean a race war." Indeed, to all intents

and purposes, it denies his right to a place on this side of the planet at all.

And the two arguments on which Mr. Dixon most relies are,
" If a man

really believe in equality, let him prove it by giving his daughter to a

negro in marriage ;" and "The American race must be either Anglo-Saxon
or Mulatto." I call these "arguments

"
merely because they evidently so

appear to the reverend author.

Passionate and eloquent the book is, and clearly written from the heart's

core. Significant, besides, as the deliberate statement of a sane man,

knowing his field and representing doubtless a body of sentiment of con-

siderable importance. But it is not convincing, nor are men holding such

views safe guides in politics, economics, or, for that matter, religion.

Doubleday, Page & Co., New York
;
C. C. Parker, L,os Angeles. $1.50.

TEMPORA Stephen Holton is alleged to be "a story of life as it is in town
MUTANTUR, and country." Possibly it is—since one would not willingly dis-

ET MORES.
pute the veracity of title pages and publishers' advertisements—

but how Boston must have changed lately ! For in the Boston Charles

Felton Pidgin paints with such truth, a young man fortifies himself for a

poker party with "half a tumbler" of brandy taken neat, and repeats the

dose three times within a little while—after which he "feels dizzy" and

tries to win a hundred-dollar jack-pot with a four-flush on a call, shooting

the man who calls him a cheat. Also, a country-girl (graduating from

table-waiter) enters the chorus of a burlesque company (at $20 a week),

makes the hit of the evening after two weeks' rehearsal, and is advanced

to $40 a week the next morning. Still further, an old man, with neuralgia
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of the heart, concludes to buy an annuity and draws $50,000—all his money—from the bank in $1,000 bills to carry it over to the insurance office. Pos-

sibly the same insurance office insures the title to a piece of real estate on
which adverse judgment has already been passed by the Court, for $10,000

at a premium of $1,000. And, to cap the climax, the same ex-waiter-

actress—who has reformed and joined in a temperance-lecturing trip
—

draws a "property" revolver out of her music-roll and "wings" three

men with six shots, the same being gentlemen in a Colorado mining town
who intended to drive herself and the lecturer out of the business of as-

saulting the Demon Kum. Thrilling the book ought to be, as there are

four murders, a justifiable homicide, an accidental killing, and a death by
a powder explosion

— all caused by the same Demon Rum. But somehow
it doesn't thrill, h. C. Page & Co., Boston

; F. D. Jones, Los Angeles.
$1.50.

For sanity, for wisdom, for horse-sense, for keen and wide ob- from a
servation of people and things, for a cynical humor tempered by physician's

a very gentle kindliness, the eight essays by Dr. Norman Bridge
standpoint.

of Pasadena, published under the title of The /Rewards of Taste, rank

very high. They do not soar—but they walk assuredly, and along paths
more familiar to the author than to most of his readers, but interesting

and important to all. As the work of a professedly "literary man,"

they would be admirable ; as a bye-product of a busy physician they are

remarkable. " The Psychology of the Corset,"
" Man as an Air-Eating

Animal,"
" The Mind for a Remedy," and—to my taste the best of the

eight
—"The Etiology of Lying," are among the titles. Two quotations

will illustrate Dr. Bridge's style; this from "The Etiology of Lying"
—"

Modesty is so ungilded a virtue, and so quiet, that we often lose

sight of it, or keep it hidden." And this, from "Some Tangents of

the Ego
"—"One [phase of the talkative impulse] is shown by the man

who ripples on like a singing bird. It is simply his own sweet chatter on

anything in the universe, merely for the joy of saying it—and as guileless

as the air." Herbert S. Stone & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

The sermons and addresses by Rev. Dr. W. S. Rainsford of St. SOMB
Gcorsre's, New York, collected and published under the title of FKiHTiNU

CHKISTIANITY
The Reasonableness of Faith, were doubtless better to listen to

than they are to read—though they are pretty fair reading, too. But

oratory often takes the place of logic, and there is not uncommonly a de-

lightful inconsequence about what passes for argument. For example, we

read that even though we have failed to govern ourselves properly,

though ignorance, corruption and greed are often manifest in our political

dealings, we should still assume the rule over subject nations, and under-

take to reform their morals (incidentally gathering "pickings") because so

our failures will be brought more into the light and become more likely to

be remedied. Not so said Dr. Rainsford's professed Guide and Leader—
" Cast out first the beam out of thine own eye." Doubleday, Page & Co.,

New York ; C. C. Parker & Co., Los Angeles. $1.25, net.

By far the fullest and most competent record of the war in war rkcobds

South Africa up to the beginning of this year yet published is by
'^^^^^^^^^

Michael Davitt's Boer Fight for Freedom—2i large octavo volume

of more than 600 pages with many maps and illustrations, the latter gen-

erally not of the first quality. Mr. Davitt resigned his seat in Parliament

at the beginning of the war and went to South Africa—as might be ex-

pected from a native of the County Mayo. He has been a pretty good
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fighter himself along other lines, and knows and loves good fights and

fighters when he sees them. He saw plenty of both in South Africa. The
work is frankly partisan, but none the less of much value and importance.
Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York. $2.00, net ; postage 28 cents.

LIVES Thorough woodsmanship, an intimate acquaintance and sym-
OF THE pathy with the wild things, and a gift of telling, set the animal

FOREST FOLK.
^^j^^ .^ Charles G. D. Robert's Kindred of the Wild well up on

the list of Things to Read with Interest. Add to these the true and artistic

illustrations by Charles Livingstone Bull—more than fifty full-page draw-

ings, besides others smaller—and the general beauty of the book qua book,
and the volume becomes one of the Things to Possess with Joy. The
stories are admirable from the point of animal psychology. Mr. Roberta
never falls into the error of attributing complex emotions to his pawed and

winged heroes, such as we have no evidence of their possessing. Still less

does he commit such stupidities as the professor (in a Western university,
be it said, but of otherwhere extraction) who recently made his hero
"choke back a sob" at the thought of separation from his companions—
said hero being an oyster, and an oyster at that of but the hundredth of an
inch in diameter. Maternal love, hunger and the mating instinct are the

passions most in evidence in this study of forest life—as indeed they would
be in a study of city life. L/. C. Page &. Co., Boston; C. C. Parker, Los

Angeles. $2.

PKEDicTiON The purpose of Statistical Studies in the New York Money Mar-
MiGHT MEAN ^gi jg stated by its author. Prof. John Pease Norton—formerly of
PREVKNTIO'V

the lyos Angeles High School, now instructor in the Social Sci-

ences at Yale—as being
" to apply the mathematical methods of interpola-

tion and correlation to the financial statistics of discount rates and banking
items." I am wholly unable to criticize Dr. Norton's methods or their re-

sults, but such parts of this work as are within my reach are soundly
reasoned. It seems clear that important practical results may be hoped
from more extended and concerted work along these lines. Dr. Norton
believes that the "

phenomena of economics lend themselves far more

readily to the possibility of prediction than do the phenomena of meteor-

ology." Which is to say that the approach of business panics and crises

might be noted from afar off, and their effects minified even if the occur-

rence were not wholly averted. Published by the Macmillan Co., for the

Department of the Social Sciences, Yale University.

GOOD About all that a book ought to be, Chartres, in the series con-
OUXSIDE cerning Mediaeval Towns, is. Beautifully printed— though on a

paper so thin that the book, for all its 350 pages, slips comfortably
into a side pocket— handsomely bound, thoroughly and artistically illus-

trated, it is a delight to hand and eye. And its content is even more than

worthy so fair a setting. For it is full to the brim of knowledge—antiqua-

rian, historical, biographical, anecdotal, architectural and artistic— and
this wealth of material is so thoroughly digested and so compactly and

easily presented, that one does not at first realize what scholarship it rep-
resents. The author, Cecil Headlam, the illustrator, Herbert Railton, and
the publishers, all have earned congratulation in full measure. J. M. Dent
& Co., London ;

The Macmillan Co., New York. $2.

The uplift The papers included in Walter H. Page's Rebuilding of Old
OF REAL Commonwealths deal mainly with educational forces in the South-

ern States. He believes that the training of the untrained masses
is the chief problem before Southern statesmen, and asserts more than once
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that none can be well educated unless all are trained. By
"
training," Mr.

Page means the laying of a fit foundation for each man's work in life—
blacksmith, gardener and housemaid, as well as physician or lawyer. And
this he regard* as the duty, the privilege and the profit of the State to pro-
vide. All of which applies with quite as much force to California or Illi-

nois as to North Carolina or Georgia. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ;

C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.00, nei.

During 1898, Lieut. J. W. G. Walker, U S.N., was a member of the but Thb

party sent out by the Nicaragua Canal Commission to inspect and oxhbr

survey the country available for canal construction between Lake «-rxv.oi*x^.

Nicaragua and the Pacific. He was occupied in this for more than nine

months. One of the results of the trip now appears in a useful little

volume, Frotn Ocean to Ocean. This contains, beside the record of the

trip, some condensed history, a discussion of the social and economic con-

ditions of Nicaragua, a record of past and present canal projects, and a

fair discussion of the relative merits of Panama and Nicaragua. There

are four maps and a number of good half-tone illustrations. A. C. McClurg
& Co., Chicago. $1.25, net.

Herbert K. Job i» convinced that the pursuit of birds with a hunting
camera is a sport at once more difficult and more profitable than WITH A

CAMRRA
if a gun be used. His Among the Waterfowl helps to bear out

that contention, with its nearly four-score photographs of grebe, auk,

duck, gull, tern, petrel, etc., and their house-keeping arrangements. Many
of the pictures were obtained only by focusing the camera at a "likely"

point and working the shutter with a string from a point a hundred yards

away or more, when the picture it was desired to get had composed itself.

With the photographs is much pleasant reading matter as to how they were

obtained, and a variety of agreeable talk concerning the birds and their

habits. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $1.35, net.

An Island Cabin is an unusual and readable little book. Its A CRUSOE

author, Arthur Henry, discovered a little island out in the eastern "^'^
NOA.NIC

end of Long Island Sound which seemed to be without an owner,
took possession of it and spent a summer there, part of the time aone, part

of it with two or three friends. All the party were "
city-folk," and had as

much to discover about life under such conditions as might have been ex-

pected. The record of what they did, and how they did it, interspersed with

not too obtrusive nor startling philosophy, was worth writing— and is

worth reading. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

To say nothing of its indecencies, immodesties, false philoso- and

phies, blinded selfishness and other delightful qualities, the Story unikterksting

of Mary MacLane as told by herself was not worth publishing
because it is not what it professes to \x.. It assumes to be the frank re-

vealing of a life—it is a series of poses. Most of us have seen little child-

ren "
making faces " at themselves in the glass, and delighted with the

results. This book was written after some such fashion. Herbert S. Stone

& Co., Chicago. $1.50, net.

It is not probable that Aaron Dwight Baldwin hopes to rerise NOT "gospei/*

historical judgments with his Gospel ofJudas Iscariot—in which ^^ '^'^

me
Judas is supposed to tell his own story, and makes himself out to

be on the whole the highest minded of the twelve. It is not a bad story of

its sort, but suffers seriously by comparison whenever its author under-

takes to tell the same incident as appears in one of the Gospels, and to
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improve it in the telling. That direct, straightforward style is not lightly-

to be meddled with in the hope of betterment. Jamieson-Higgins Co.,

Chicago. $1.50.

Mrs. Carrie Williams, who has for some years been raising silkworms at

San Diego and is operating a " miniature silk-works there," has put some
of the results of her studies into Rearing Silkworms. It seem a competent
book, and one that should be in the hands of any person intending to enter

the industry
—though her science is shaky, judging by some of her com-

ments on sex determination. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.

$1.25.

My Trip to the Orient, by Rev. Dr. J. C. Simmons, is such a chatty,

pleasant record of a four-months' trip abroad as might be expected from a

delightful young man of seventy-five. It includes matter as various as
"
meeting a nephew from Tuscaloosa, Alabama," and "peeping through

the window" in Syria to see a woman have her feet tattooed. The Whita-
ker & Ray Co., San Francisco. $1.50.

It is a fair guess that the " R. W." to whom Margery Williams has dedi.

cated The Late Returning is Robert W. Chambers. At least the book is

very much after his manner—and none the worse for that. It deals with

an insurrection in a Southern republic, quickly rising, more quickly crushed
—and with some of the lives that are tangled in it. The Macmillan Co.,

New York and L^ondon. $1.25.

Of the three parts into which Salmon and Trout—in the "American

Sportsman's Library
"—is divided, Dean Savage is responsible for "The

Atlantic Salmon," C. H. Townsend and H. M. Smith for "The Pacific

Salmons," and William C. Harris for " The Trouts of America." It is a

seemly and competent addition to the series. The Macmillan Co., New
York and lyondon. $2.00, net.

A. M. Simons, editor of the International Socialist Review, has probably
stated the case for socialism in its effects upon the industry that is the

foundation of all others as strongly as is possible in his American Farm^er.

It is at any rate well worth the study of those who do not agree with his

conclusions as well as of those who do. Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago.
50 cents.

Bailey Millard's Songs of the Press include :" Newspaper Ballads " and
" Other Adventures in Verse." The "ballads " are pitched mainly on the

comic key. The " other adventures " have a wider range. Of them all,

the "Drones in Town " is most to my liking, though "Muirof the Mount-
ains " runs it close. Elder & Shepard, San Francisco.

How to Control Fate Through Suggestion rests on the cheerful philosophy
that one can get whatever he wants by saying and believing

—"
affirming

"

is the word used—long enough and hard enough that he has it.
" Now "

Publishing Co., San Francisco. 25 cents.

The title of Abroad with the Jimmies, by L/illian Bell, is both descriptive
and critical ; that is, anyone who wants to read a book so named will pretty
certainly find this one to his taste. Iv. C. Page &. Co., Boston

;
C. C. Par-

ker, L<os Angeles. $1.50.

Holman F. Day's Pine Tree Ballads are mainly stories in rhyme about

people and " doin's " in Maine. Some of the stories are old, but almost all

are good, and there is a twang and a lilt to the verses that make them very
good reading indeed.

Five stories by Richard Harding Davis make up Ranson's Folly. They are

sufficiently entertaining, though for the[most part as improbable as even
Mr. Davis knows how to write. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

Chas. Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

I THu battue: in the states.

^rtHE President of the United States has afl&xed his sig-nature

J^ to the Newlands Act and thus committed the nation to a

new policy. This is the first substantial result of the

National Irrigation movement—of that movement which began
a dozen years ago in a series of county conventions in Western
Nebraska and which has made its toilsome way across the years
until it has at last arrived at the first milestone of its journey.
The twelfth annual session of the Irrigation Congress will

assemble at Colorado Springs in October. It will have some-

thing^ to celebrate this time, sure enough, but no one should in-

dulge in the mistaken notion that its work is done. On the con-

trary, its work is only begun. True, it is well begun, but the

present accomplishment should be regarded as only the doorway
to further achievement. This is preeminently a time when the

friends of irrigation should draw together and map out plans
for aggressive and unremitting work in the future. The time

has come when we ought to be able to lay aside all differences

and march forward with united front. Let us see what has been

accomplished and what remains to be done.

The importance of the measure which has just become the birth
OP A NBW

a law resides in the principle it establishes rather than poucr.
in the amount of appropriation it carries. The nation has de-

cided to make the people's heritage available for the people's

use. The method which it has chosen represents a departure so

revolutionary as to have been fairly unthinkable when this

movement began twelve short years ago. At that time the

building of irrigation works was a popular investment for pri-

vate capital. Men looked upon the arid public lands as a legiti-

mate and very attractive speculation. A proposal to close this

avenue of investment would have encountered the severest criti-

cism on the ground that it looked toward Socialism. Any at-

tempt seriously to bar speculation in the lands reclaimed would

have called down the opposition of the strongest elements in the

West. Enterprising men looked to the reclamation of the public
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lands as a larg-e and certain source of private wealth. They
dreamed of a new race of millionaires to be made out of specu-

lation in public property and to be supported by the labor of an

army of new settlers. The late C. P. Huntingfton remarked

that if he were a young- man he would devote himself to irriga-

tion as the most promising field for future enterprise. Men who
held these views invested tens of millions in laying the founda-

tion for the conquest of the wilderness. Such was the situation

when the National Irrigation movement was born. What could

the movement do under such circumstances ? First of all, it

could attract more money and men into this field of work. Then
it could improve local water laws and thus remove a growing
obstacle to investment. Finally, it could secure some better

form of controlling the arid lands. As it was believed that the

States could deal with this matter better than the nation, the

plan of ceding the land was for some years the method which

found largest support. It would be both foolish and untruthful

to deny that this was regarded as a means of facilitating the

glittering speculation which appealed so powerfully to the minds

of men. Without taking time to detail the process by which a

revolution was wrought in public sentiment, it is well worth

while to note how it has carried us in precisely the opposite

direction to that in which we were traveling twelve years ago,

and even many years later. The legislation actually enacted in

June, 1902, reverses all the tendencies which marked our former

irrigation development. It puts public works in place of private

works and public enterprise in place of private speculation. It

makes an earnest and honest attempt (with what success time

will reveal) to save the lands for the use of actual settlers and

home-builders. It serves notice on all to the effect that whoever

engages in the reclamation of public lands must do so in compe-
tition with the Government selling lands and water at actual

cost. Thus at a single stroke of legislation the whole character

of our reclamation method changes. The first of all public

utilities in the West becomes an object of public ownership.
Uncle Sam declines to go out of the real estate business. He
refuses to turn his job over to individuals and companies. He
will improve his great landed estate, subdivide it and colonize it

with his children. So the curtain falls on the era of private

speculation and rises on the new act of development under pub-

lic auspices. This much has been accomplished by the passage

of the Newlands Bill. A new and great principle has been

established—a principle which will go far to fix the character of

our future growth.
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The amount of money provided by the Act is of small ^^"^ """hb

APPROPR IAXIOI7
consequence in comparison with the importance of the is triviaIh

principle it establishes. And when compared with the colossal

grandeur of the opportunity the appropriation is meager to the

point of triviality. It is a matter of about $2,000,000 per year.

True, it is cumulative, so that at the end of each decade the in-

vestment will be returned to the treasury and used over again.

Otherwise it would require upward of 500 years to reclaim the

irrigable domain. Congressman Newlands estimates that the

fund will amount to $150,000,000 in thirty years. In that event

the next generation would see an expenditure of public capital

equal to about two-thirds of that expended upon the same object

by private individuals and corporations during the last genera-

tion. Mr. Newlands' estimate is based upon a number of uncer-

tain factors. It contemplates annual receipts from land sales

for the next thirty years equal to the present income from that

source. The probability is that receipts will decline each year
and approach the vanishing point long before thirty years have

passed. The exhaustion of public lands suited to cultivation

without irrigation, and the rapid extension of the forest re-

serves, reduce the area open to settlement to narrow limitations.

Furthermore, Mr. Newlands takes ten dollars an acre as the

average cost of reclaiming lands and counts on the repayment of

all advances in ten years. There is liable to be disappointment
in both respects. Thus far we have been dealing with the lands

which could be most cheaply watered, yet the average first cost

has been little less than ten dollars. It is likely to be more in

the future. Some of the best land will require the expenditure
of two or three times that amount. Then, too, we know that

settlers are seldom able to return advances within the period

fixed in the original calculation. All these uncertain factors

must be taken into account in estimating the material results of

the new law. The truth is that National irrigation has won a

momentous victory on its moral side, but that it still remains to

obtain the vast financial backing which will be required to make
that victory entirely practical. This fact does not detract one

whit from the splendid credit earned by Mr. Newlands and his

associates from the West on the floor of Congress, nor from the

credit earned by the National Irrigation movement, its gallant

leaders and its steadfast followers. But the fact does supply an

unanswerable argument in favor of renewed effort looking: to the

completion of the work so well begun.

The field of battle now shifts from Congress to the th« questk^n

States, at least so far as the reform of water laws is con- states."

cerned. The friends of the National irrigation movement car-
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nestly desired",that little should be said about needed local reforms

while the Newlands Bill was pending- at Washington. They
wisely preferred that no argument should be supplied to those

who opposed all national enterprise in the arid regions. They
feared that a discussion of local difficulties would militate

against the early inauguration of the new policy. But now that

the measure has passed and become a law they are ready to

cooperate heartily with those who are laboring to reform water

laws throughout the Western States. They realize, indeed,

that the success of these reforms is absolutely essential to the

success of National irrigation. This is the view of George H.

Maxwell, who has given his entire effort to the national propa-

ganda for the last three years. It is the view of the California

Water and Forest Association, which created a commission for

the purpose of formulating a definite plan of reform in the lead-

ing States of the West. It is the view of all the Rocky Mount-
ain leaders of irrigation thought, who are particularly aggressive
in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and Idaho. It is the view of the

Agricultural Department, which, under the guidance of Elwood

Mead, has been putting forth its best efforts to this end. Fin-

ally, it is the view of President Roosevelt, who dealt extensively

with the subject in his message and declared that the several

States should have National assistance only "as they showed
themselves fit to receive it." Now, then, what State is "fit

to receive " National aid ? Plainly enough, only suck States

as can guarantee that when the Nation shall have stored the

-water in the mountains and turned it into the common flood

of the streams at the time of need, the water so obtained shall

he delivered to the settlers for whom it was intended. If the

laws of any State are such that water can be claimed as personal

property and sold like any commodity; or such that titles to

existing rights are uncertain and ill-defined so that litigation is

inevitable
;
or such as to make no provision for the orderly di-

vision of the streams under public authority, then that State is

not fit to receive aid. And any attempt to give it aid will end

in disaster to the new policy. It will intensify the struggle for

water which already vexes the irrigation industry. It will en-

trench the vicious system of water monopoly yet more firmly by

giving it control of more of the precious element to be owned

apart from the land. It will enormously increase litigation over

existing titles because the supply will then be available to satisfy

excessive appropriations made in the past. In a word, the suc-

cess of our new National policy hangs upon the outcome of water

reform in the West. And thus the whole question is "up to "

the States.
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It is a vast work which confronts the men of the West o^** duty
TO

at this critical juncture. It is a work which calls for postbritt.

something little less than heroism on the part of thinking
citizens. Perhaps few of us realize the enormous issues with

which we are dealing. We are not making laws for ourselves

alone. We are fulfilling the obligations of our forefatherhood

to the millions who are to live here in coming generations. The

pioneers who came at the beginning lived through their era and

passed on. The comparatively few of us who are now on the

stage of action can endure existing conditions, if necessary, to

the end of our little day. But beyond us lies the Mighty
Future. The fate of posterity is in our keeping. We must

answer two questions for those who are to succeed us—our

children and the children of other lands. The first is, Shall a

broad policy of National development be made possible by the

adoption of wise laws ? The second question is, Shall the basis

of water ownership be such as to make our future citizens prac-

tically the subjects of a waterlord, or really free men in the

economic sense of the term ? To answer both questions in the

right way we must adopt the great principle that
"
the right to

the use of the water for irrigation vests in the user and be-

comes appurtenant to the land irrigated ;
and beneficial use is

the basis, the measure and the limit of all rights to water."

Upon that foundation of eternal justice we must erect a super-

structure of administrative law, providing for the final adjudi-

cation of all rights which are now complicated and undeter-

mined, for the safeguarding of future appropriations, and for

the distribution of water under public authority.

In this great battle for popular rights— this struggle California

involving the very character of our civilization—Cali- "^^tkb^way.
fornia has the right of line. It stands at the forefront of our
Western life, politically, socially, and economically. Like Mass-
achusetts and Virginia, it is the mother of States, and, like

them, in the elder day, it must set the true example, for it has
the divine right of leadership. Men of California, are you
ready for the question ? Are you ready to lay aside every petty
consideration of partisan politics and devote one electoral cam-

paign to the supreme good of the Commonwealth ? Which of

the two great historic parties will take up this cause of water
reform and claim it for its own ? It is, safe, perhaps, to pre-
dict that both parties will deal with the subject rather conspic-

uously in their platforms.
But it is one thing to flirt with the Goddess of Irrigation and

another thing to marry the glorious creature
"

for better or for

worse." We want no halfway measures now. We want down-

right sincerity of purpose. We want a popular uprising which
shall stir the elemental feelings of men and settle once and for

all the question of water ownership in this Western land. And
this is preeminently a case where // will pay to be right.
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THE fate: of the producer.

^rtHE San Francisco Chronicle of July 4tli contains a news

^ item which probably foreshadows a momentous strug-gle

between the economic ideals of California and those of

New Jersey. The item was, in part, as follows :

The most recent trust formed, and one which interests California espe-

cially, is the Association of Manufacturers and Distributers of Food Prod-

ucts, which has been incorporated under the laws of New Jersey and filed

articles of incorporation at Camden, N. J., a few days ago. Although in

the articles of incorporation no capital is stated, it is well known that the

firms composing the syndicate have an aggregate capital of $30,000,000.

This, though, is considered merely a nucleus for the gigantic combination

it is intended to build up on this beginning and raise the capital stock to

$1<J0,000,000. The combine includes some of the largest pickling and pre-

serve works in the country, and is reaching out for the large fruit can-

neries, fruit driers, fresh fruit, grapes, wines and other fruit products, in-

cluding the leading fruit canneries of California, the products of vineyards
and orchards, the dried and green fruit, the asparagus fields, nuts and

raisins, and all the products which have attracted attention to California

and made fame for it in the East.

William Fries, president of the California Fruit Canners

Association, is quoted as saying- :

That association was incorporated for nominally $30,000,000, though it

is well known that the association represents a joint capital of $100,000,000.

Some time ago the Fruit Canners Association was approached with a

proposition to sell its plants to Eastern capitalists, and I believe that the

combine is the outcome of that effort to obtain control of the California

fruit canneries. The parties who represented the Eastern people stated at

that time that they wished to obtain control of the fruit in all forms—
fresh, dried and canned—and of the wine industry as well. The proposi-
tion which was made to us at that time included the condition that our

company gather together the small outside concerns, consolidate them all,

and then transfer the whole to the syndicate for a certain stipulated sum,
including all the association's present holdings. The one condition, gather-

ing in all the outside concerns, was made because the Eastern investors

did not want to have the competition of these small canneries. The nego-
tiations did not result in anything, as the terms were not satisfactory. I

do not believe that these people have abandoned their efforts to get hold of

some of our industries, and it is my belief that they are after the wine in-

dustry as much as they are after fruit in all its stages and shapes. If they
persist, it will all end by Eastern capital obtaining control of our leading
industries and everything that is good and desirable in California except
our climate. It is a cold business proposition with these people, and so it

is with our own. If the Easterners will offer enough money for what we
have and they want, they will obtain our holdings.

This is probably the most important item of news, as affect-

ing- those engaged in producing- crops from the soil of Cali-

fornia, which has been published in many a day. Let us look

at it fairly and try to understand precisely what it means.

It announces the formation of a g-reat corporation (incor-
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rectly desig-nated as a
"
trust") in New Jersey for the purpose

of controlling all the industries handling the product of Cali-

fornia orchards, gardens and vineyards. The company is incor-

porated with a capital of thirty millions, but this is less than

one-third of the amount it is to employ. It is announced that

its capital will be one hundred millions. These facts are

authentic, since the news of the actual formation of the enter-

prise in the East is confirmed by reliable business men in Cali-

fornia who have been approached in connection with the sale of

the canneries to the new concern.

Next to the fact that this enterprise has been launched, and

to the vast capital it is to employ, the scale of its operations

is a matter of interest to our readers. We had a combination

of canneries controlling about ninety per cent of the business in

California three years ago, The wineries have also been

grouped together under a plan of consolidation. The packing-
houses handling fresh and dried fruits have long been largely

in the hands of a few great commission firms. The packing-
houses operated in connection with the raisin industry have not

passed under common ownership, but have shown a tendency to

gravitate together under a "community of interest" plan, so

that they are practically combined so far as the market is

concerned.

Now comes the new New Jersey corporation, with its capital

of a hundred millions, which proposes to combine in a single

ownership "the largest pickling and preserving works, fruit

canneries, fruit driers, fresh fruit, grapes, wines and other food

products, the products of vineyards and orchards, the dried and

green fruit, the asparagus, nuts and raisins, and all the products

which have attracted attention to California and made fame for

it in the East." The plan is thus very comprehensive. It is

not intended to leave a single interest of the slightest importance
out of the new concern. Indeed, Mr. Fries tells us: "The
proposition which was made to us included the condition that

our company gather together the small outside concerns, con-

solidate them all, and then transfer the whole to the syndicate."

There is nothing at all surprising about the proposition. It

is the natural and inevitable outworking of our modern eco-

nomic conditions. We are living in an era in which everything
in the civilized world tends to concentration, to consolidation,

to centralized control. The new word of our new century is

cooperation. The men of money and daring enterprise under-

stand the full significance of this word. They have the sense

to see that it pays far better to work with each other than

to work against each other. Thus they have ceased to compete
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and begun to cooperate. They know enough to know that if

cooperation on a small scale is good, cooperation on a large

scale (given adequate capital and management) is better.

Therefore, this new and greater combination in the industries

of California is a mere matter of
"
cold business," as Mr. Fries

says.

How will it affect the men whose livelihood is in the produc-

tion of the great variety of crops which the new company will

handle ? This is a very important question. In answering it

the facts should be looked squarely in the face, but without

prejudice or passion.

The new company, if successful, will obtain an absolute mo-

nopoly of all the instrumentalities for the manufacture and sale

of the products of California soil. In other words, it will control

the market. It will name the terms which the producer must

accept and the price which the consumer must pay for the prod-

uct of garden, orchard and vineyard, in both its raw and man-

ufactured form. The element of competition disappears from

the situation. The law of supply and demand is not wholly

suspended, but its force is greatly weakened. This is especially

true as regards the producer. The consumer will pay a little less

when crops are abundant and a little more when crops are short.

But by controlling the entire output, and putting the surplus

into non-perishable form, the great company will be able to

equalize its shipments one year with another and thus to main-

tain fairly uniform prices. Then, too, the consumer always has

the privilege of changing his diet when one class of food be-

comes too high, just as he took to fish and poultry when beef

got beyond his reach.

The producer has not the same advantages. He cannot sus-

pend the cultivation of his land to await higher prices. He can-

not limit his product. He cannot, except by losing years of

time, change it for something more profitable. He is fixed, and

must stay where he is, for even if he be not anchored by a load

of debts, he cannot sell his place to advantage when it ceases to

earn satisfactory returns. He is, then, entirely at the mercy of

the great company which supplies the only market for what he

raises.

What will be the policy of the company in respect to prices

paid producers ? Naturally, it will desire to buy as cheaply as

it can. That is the policy of every human being. And the

natural human instinct loses nothing of its cupidity when it is

directed by a corporation chartered under the laws of New Jer-

sey. We may conclude, then, that the California farmer is very

soon to be "up against it." His independence will be destroyed.

Practically he will V70rk for the great company for such pay as
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it may choose to give him. It is one man against a vast cor-

poration
—a few thousand dollars against one hundred millions.

The New Jersey company can, in effect, regulate the California

farmer's standard of living. It can say whether he shall eat

roast beef or brown beans
;
whether his wife shall wear silk or

calico
;
whether he shall build a new house or live in the old

shack ;
whether he shall send his boys and girls to college or

let their education end with the village school. And this is

equally true whether he raises wine-grapes in Sonoma, prunes in

Santa Clara, raisins in Fresno, or lemons in San Diego.
Are not these deductions absolutely sound and unanswerable ?

Granting that the highest economy and efl&ciency are obtained

through the conduct of business on a vast scale (and the writer

is sincerely of that opinion) does it not remain true that this

great company, which is to own all the industries related to the

products of our soil, gains arbitrary power over the fortunes of

our people ? If so, the fate of the producer rests in its hands.

Is there no escape from a situation fraught with so much dan-

ger to the future of California ? Yes, there is a method of es-

cape, and it lies through the same broad pathway of cooperation.
The producers of California are not children, nor are they pau-

pers. They are the most intelligent class of men in the world,

and in the aggregate they possess vast capital and credit. Why
should tAey not own the canneries, the wineries, the packing-

houses, the pickling and preserve works which their land and

their labor are expected to supply ? Already they have millions

of their own at stake—millions which they have invested in

translating a desert into a garden. But they have something
more precious at stake—their homes, their standard of living,

the future of their children. Why, then, should they not

cooperate in manufacturing and selling their products, and so

maintain their independence and reap the full reward of their

industry ? Simply because they cannot do so successfully with-

out the guidance of the State,

In the June number of this magazine a simple and specific

plan was outlined by means of which the producers of California

may be educated, organized and federated into a disciplined

Army of Cooperation, as millions of men have been in Europe

by similar methods. Next to the abolition of the hateful monop-

oly in water, this plan for the economic upbuilding of the State

should be the issue of issues in our politics this year. The fate

of the producer trembles in the balance. The votes of the peo-

ple would readily bring the scales down on the side of justice

and prosperity. Will the political parties give them a chance

to make their votes count to that end ? If so, the people will do

the rest.
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A BANKER'S VIEW OF REFORM.
By FRANK MILLER*

WT is not probable that the ownership or renting of land will

J^ ever gfo back into former and extinct systems. Among the

children of Israel land reverted in every year of Jubilee to

the man, or his descendants, who owned it fifty years before.

Ever since there have been two strong motives in the hearts of

men, one motive pulling- one class against the other. Those
who have land wish to keep it in their family and make its title

perpetual to their descendants, while others would compel
owners of land to sell it or else to pay taxes upon certain in-

creased valuations.

In ancient times all kinds of property except land could be

held only in limited quantity and under great risks. Since

then the security of the holding of personal property has im-

proved and insurance against some risks can be had. Therefore

we find a growing willingness to take from land certain privi-

leges of title which it still possesses over personal property.

Henry George has gone beyond the conditions which surround

individual buyers and sellers of land and has endeavored to

establish the socialistic and economic principle that the com-

monwealth should own all the land and release it in portions to

all who will apply for it and pay into the public treasury the

highest annual rental which can be obtained by competitive

bidding.
His scheme of single tax upon land values has been success-

fully opposed by several arguments. One is from Prof. Plehn,
of the California State University, who states that neither in

the United States nor in England would such a tax be enough
to meet the present requirements of government.
Other authorities show that Henry George desired mainly to

cure social and economic evils by taxation of land only ;
but as

other evils do exist which can be taxed, and as certain lines of

consumption of products will always be taxed, then it follows

that land should not bear a greater load of tax than its due

proportion; a number of taxes must always be levied and one

description of wealth cannot be selected as a mark for economic

reforms.

A modification of the single tax theory is said to exist in New
Zealand, where the government sometimes buys land by a species

of arbitration and sells it in smaller portions to actual settlers.

In one instance a large piece of 84,000 acres was thus taken by
the government for $1,300,000, and sold on time in smaller pieces
* The author is President of the National Banl< of D. O. Mills at Sacramento and a

leader in the new movement for the development of Northern California.
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with the following- good results : The number of inhabitants on

the 84,000 acres was increased tenfold, and the annual rents

were increased from $45,000 to $75,000. It is evident that the

gain of $30,000 per annum would extinguish the debt of $1,300,-

000 in 25 years, more or less.

The desire to break up the holdings of large tracts of land

under absentee landlords by enabling the tenants to purchase
fractions on long and easy terms has been an important question

in the history of Germany, Russia, Ireland and other countries.

The principal difficulty encountered seems to be how to fix

the present valuation of the future worth of the land and espe-

cially of its improvements.
In the United States this question of government ownership

cannot become a law this year. We have constitutional restric-

tions which can be changed only with difficulty and very slowly.

In the other countries the legislatures can make or unmake
what they call their constitutions by a single enactment. The

English Parliament in one day can abolish all the laws, remove

all the officeholders and adjourn never to meet again.
It is not so with us. It follows that we must deal with con-

ditions and not with theories
;
we must attempt things which

are immediate and which can possibly be accomplished within a

short space of time and with such means as are now permissi-

ble. Assuming that most of us are willing to encourage several

lines of work which seem to be good for all of us, let us con-

sider some feasible ideas which will enable us to progress as

tillers of the soil.

First—To relieve land of unnecessary charges at time of sale

and to encourage small holdings, let us have a constitutional

amendment which will protect a good title after five years

against any claim arising from absence, infancy, lunacy or any
other condition whatever

;
the guardianship of our courts is a

sufficient protection to the unfortunate, and few will suffer if

the innocent buyers of land are relieved from guarding titles for

several generations.

Second—To enable small canals and local improvements to be

undertaken by any district, let the Legislature pass a general

law permitting the forming of districts where the acreage, or

property, vote shall control the right to levy a limited tax and

forbid the incurring of debt. In other words, follow the general

outlines of the present reclamation districts of this State which

have done an immense amount of work.

Third—To enable the cutting of a canal through the Monte-

zuma Hills, or the clearing of the waterways near Benicia and

Rio Vista, let a branch prison be established there, refraining

from 'using prison labor upon small contracts which are open to
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free labor, and using the prison labor on work which can never

be done in any other way.
Fourth—Encourag-e long terms and payment by installments

in the selling of land, and especially to families.

Fifth—Encourage long leases with the right to buy the land

during the first three years at a stated price, and thereafter at a

price which shall not exceed twenty times the annual rental for

one year ;
the amount of said annual rental to be fixed each year

by competitive bidding.

Sixth—Encourage grain growers to organize a corporation

wherein each farmer shall deposit one dollar for each ton of

wheat expected from his crop, the Directors thereupon to con-

tract for charters to Liverpool at best rates for as many tons as

there are dollars, depositing the dollars as security and getting

security in return.

Seventh—Organize a Bureau in San Francisco, or some other

place which shall receive from a seller of land a number of small

circulars describing that land, each bundle to be filed in its sep-

arate place and all the lots to be so indexed that any enquirer

can be handed quickly one circular from each lot according to

his requirements and so far as the offerings fit his wishes.

Eighth—Permit every taxpayer to value each of the items of

his assessable property upon his assessment blank in lots or par-

cels of moderate size
;
and his valuations shall be accepted as

final provided he shall file at the same time with the Recorder a

written offer to sell to any one, for thirty days, any one of the

lots or parcels at the price or valuation named in said assess-

ment blank.

Under this system the assessments can all be raised to full

selling value and equalization will be accomplished between in-

dividuals and between counties equitably and in a manner which

will follow the fluctuations of prices.

In the past, as now, the maxim prevailed that to be undersold

meant ruin, and the final stage of economic competition was war.

The wars of this world have largely been caused by competition in

trade and commerce. The rise and fall of such empires as Nine-

veh and Babylon can be attributed to the changes in the routes

of traffic.

Where robber-chiefs once held small communities in subjec-

tion because they had little commerce with the rest of the world,

sometimes it happened that the opening of commerce broadened

these little groups of farmers into strong communities of traders

and manufacturers. The castle was abandoned because credit

and justice displaced force, and the building of the nation was

finally shown by its noble structures such as the courts and the

temples.
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California has been on a side-track since its settlement. Is it

now to be on the main line between Asia and Europe, or shall

that thoroughfare pass through Puget Sound ?

Will the Isthmian Canal be built, and will that divert the

main line from us ?

Whatever the future may be, it is clearly our duty to confer

together carefully and act cautiously, yet to go ahead. We
cannot stop ; we shall move, and it will either be backward or

forward.

^
yosemite: for the people.

HE wave of enthusiasm for the building of California which is sweep-
ing over the State has produced a crop of valuable ideas. It is

significant that so many of them take the form of suggestions

looking to public enterprise. More and more it is seen that we have
come to the end of our day of little things and stand upon the threshold

of a day of large undertakings. This being so, we are forced to realize

that our choice lies between the encouragement of vast private investments
and the adoption of a plan of development under public auspices. The ap-

preciation of the fact marks a transition in popular sentiment. We are

seriously considering the assertion of public authority and the use of public

capital and credit in doing many things essential to the full development of

the State—such things for instance, as the storage of the floods, the re-

planting of the forests, and the drainage of the Sacramento Basin. After

all, it is a very short step from the policy of river and harbor improvements
to the adoption of similar methods in doing other things of equal, if not of

greater, importance.
L. M. Holt, of Los Angeles, who has furnished a perennial stream of

good ideas for the last thirty years, now comes forward with a most inter-

esting suggestion touching the future of Yosemite Valley. He says that

this great State property is now a liability, entailing an annual loss of

thousands of dollars, whereas it ought to be a productive asset. It requires
better hotel accommodations, an electric railroad to take the place of slow
and costly stage facilities, and several such mountain roads as that which
ascends Mt. Lowe in Southern California, so that the tiresome mule ride can

be obviated. Mr. Holt thinks the State itself should deal with these matters

and he points out the obvious fact that it would be a profitable enterprise in

direct returns, immensely more so indirectly, because of the people it would
attract to the State, and that in addition to this it would open the park to a

great number of Californians who cannot afford to visit it, or at least to

remain longer than a brief holiday, under present conditions.

Mr. Holt's suggestion is worthy of general discussion. Two probable

objections to its adoption will readily occur to the reader. It will be said

that this wonderland will lose something of its picturesquenesa when the

electric car succeeds the stage-coach and the mountain tramway the mulc-

ride. Then it will be thought, if not openly said, that it is a pity to make
the place too common by rendering it too accessible. The other argument

against the proposal will be the old, old objection to &11 form* of public

enterprise
—that it involves public debt.

It is possible to sympathize with sentimental regret at the passing of the

picturesque, even when nothing is lost except the discomforts of travel.

Of course, the natural objects in the Yosemite will be no less wonderful and

beautiful because the traveler has been transported by electricity instead of
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by horse or mule power, nor because he has made the trip in a quarter of

the time formerly required, and at one quarter of the present expense.

True, the adventure loses some of its novelty, but so has modern trans-

portation throughout the world when compared with the days of the stage-

coach, of the canal boat, and of the sailing vessel. Still, no one wishes to

return to the old way of doing things. A thousand people travel now
where one traveled before. So a thousand people will enjoy the glories of

Yosemite where one can do so now. And this will add something to the

sum of human happiness. Just here lies the strongest argument in favor

of Mr. Holt's plan. The Yosemite is now the resort of the few. It ought
to be the playground of the many. Every Californian should know it by
contact, and the excursion should be made so cheap that all visitors to the

State could afford to go there and imbibe such an enthusiasm as should last

them for a lifetime. This grand park is the property of the public and

should be made available for the use of the public. As the matter now

stands, the public maintains it at a loss of several thousand dollars a year
for the benefit of the comparatively few who can afford the time and ex-

pense of the trip.

To those who object to public undertakings because it may involve a

public debt, even less may be said. It may be presumed that no one ex-

pects California to stand still, and that no one expects the State to be de-

veloped as a matter of private' benevolence. It follows that capital must

be used to make our resources available. Whether that capital be private

or public the people must pay the dividend upon it in some form, as they

pay dividends on all the railroad and industrial investments. The advant-

age of public enterprise is that it can be carried on with cheaper money
and that the burden is lightened by the elimination of the profits which

private investors require. In the case of the Yosemite improvements, the

investment would take care of itself from the direct returns of the enter-

prise, while the whole State would collect commercial dividends from the

tourists attracted and social dividends from the advantages enjoyed.

The same wise instinct which led the people to retain the Yosemite as a

public property, should now lead them to make it accessible to the largest

use on the easiest terms.

LESSONS or COOPERATION.
Important Facta About tHe California, BritisH and "World-

Wide Movement.*

'T the recent convention of the Pacific Coast Cooperative Union in

Oakland the session was opened by a short address from Professor

D. T. Fowler, the president of the association. He took for his

subject a brief outline of the cooperative work accomplished, so far, on

the Pacific Coast. He showed that while widely scattered attempts had

been made in this direction from time to time, under the management of

the Grange, the Farmers' Alliance, the Ivabor Exchange and other forms

of leadership, or independently, the first systematic work was begun

through the organization, in 1899, of the Pacific Coast Cooperative Union.

This association was formed by assembling delegates from all the cooper-

ative associations already in existence, and the formulation of a uniform

plan of work that should more closely ally the widely differing organiza-

tions. In casting about for the best system, the convention of 1899 found

* Reported by W. B. Johnson, of Oakland, Secretary of the Pacific Coast Cooperative
Union.
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no model that promised more than the so-called " Rochdale System " under
which the British Cooperatives had made such wonderful progress during
sixty years of practical experience. It was found that this Rochdale Sys-
tem had already spread even beyond the broad limits of the British Em-
pire and had taken root in almost every country of Europe and on the
Western Hemisphere as well. The term " Rochdale System," too, had

already become classic and had found a place in the literature of social

economy.
Acting upon the result of their investigations, and guided by the advice

of able agents of the British system, the convention of 1899 took up the

work of organizing cooperation in California along similar lines. Calling
together the scattered units of the cooperative effort, a wholesale company
was established in San Francisco, duly incorporated, with the retail estab-

lishments as stockholders, with its buying and selling agencies, its organ-
ization department for extending the system by the formation of new

companies, and its educational bureau for maintaining a propaganda work.
A coojjerative journal was also established to aid in the propaganda.
Literature was scattered broadcast, and soon the effects of well organized
work became apparent. People began to turn towards the new light,

looking for the relief which it promised. Cooperative stores multiplied

rapidly.
Then the association began to receive inquiries as to the possibilities of

cooperation along productive lines. Aid was fully given in this direction

and organizations of fruit growers and other producers began to multiply.

Many began to believe in the efl&cacy and wisdom of the system, but for a

time lacked the courage of their convictions. The failure of other forms of

cooperation had made them cautious. They had yet to learn the wide
difference between mere combination and true cooperation. The marked
success of those who based their efforts on the Rochdale System presently
became so apparent that today it is not a question of getting people to take

it up, but a matter of securing a sufficient number of organizers to meet
the many calls for aid. In the system of retail stores alone the increase in

membership is so rapid as to equal the formation of a new company each

day.
The speaker did not claim infallibility for the system as in operation

here. Some mistakes had been made ; many difficulties had been encoun

tered. In some instances progress had been slow. Half-way adoption of

the Rochdale System had led to some failures. One or two associations

had suffered from fires. In no instance had there been any loss to report

through dishonest dealings. Many inspiriting examples of self-sacrifice

and noble zeal for the cause had cropped out.

With such satisfactory results already achieved in the lines of distribu-

tion, the people were already asking themselves, "If cooperative buying'
and selling, why not cooperative manufacturing ?

"
Turning to other

lands we find that such efforts are highly successful. Denmark alone has

1200 cooperative creameries, following the principle to its fullest extent.

Manufacturing butter to the value of thirty million dollars annually, they
insist upon so rigid a system of inspection and such close adherence to the

best methods of feeding and manipulation that they make no second-grade

product. Every pound of butter they put upon the market is first-class.

And they.reap the added benefit of a first-class price. So, too, the British

cooperators have undertaken productive work with amazingiresults. The
annual report of the British societies for 1901. shows the manufacture of

goods of a.high standard of excellence as follows :
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Shoes $2,200,000

Soap, Candles 1,500,000

Preserves, Pickles 850,000

Flour 4,000,000

Tobacco 1,400,000

These and other productive works turned out wares to the value of over

$35,000,000 and gave employment to over 22,000 persons. In other countries

of Europe equally surprising results obtained.

But a still wider field of operation is opening up for the cooperative

public, said the speaker. Already, a world-wide system of interchange of

products is being perfected
—a system that takes no count of the middle

man, the trust or the combine. The allied cooperators of the Old "World

are already sending their agents to all parts of the globe to buy products
from first hands. These are carried direct to the consumers in coopera-

tively-owned ships. Neither Armour, Rockefeller, nor Morgan could lay

tribute on this trade when once fairly established. With our own people
from Kansas and Minnesota to Maine rapidly organizing, the system of

interchange could be developed beyond all calculation. California fruits

could be exchanged for Kansas beef and Missouri pork, or for the manu-
factured products of the Bast, leaving all the profits in the hands of the

producers instead of aiding to build up the colossal fortunes of others. The

speaker hoped to see the time when the buyers for the millions of coopera-

tively-fed people of Europe should enter our market and load ship after

ship with the products of California orchards and fields, while every freight

train that traversed our continent should be laden with cooperatively pro-

duced goods in process of interchange, with no inordinate profits to bar

their way from hand to mouth.

The problem to be worked out is a large one, but great forces are at work
for its solution. Already the governments of Europe are taking hold of

the cooperative idea as promising a means for making their people pros-

perous and contented. Even the crowned heads realize that if the people
do not prosper the government suffers. Thus the question is forcing itself

upon the master-minds of statecraft as well as upon the humblest tiller of

the soil, and the world at large is reaching the determination that civiliz-

ation rests uyon broader principles than the mere enrichment of a few

masters of commerce and captains of industry at the expense of the masses.

He held, therefore, that the convention before which he spoke was about

to engage in work of no small importance. Though few in numbers, it

had to deal with problems of tremendous importance to California, to our

country and to the whole world, and he counselled the most careful con-

sideration for such questions as came up for discussion along broad, liberal

lines of thought.

PROFESSOR FOWI^BR GOES TO EUROPE.

Professor Fowler was elected as the delegate from the Oakland conven-

tion to the Biennial Congress of the International Cooperative Alliance

at Manchester, England, assembling the week beginning July 21.

He is by no means the first American to participate in these deliberations.

He is, however, the first official representative ever sent forth from the

Pacific Coast to this "World's Parliament of Cooperation. The event is

highly significant as evidencing the rise of a new factor in our economic

life. A full account of Professor Fowler's observations will be published
in these pages during the autumn.
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A W^ORD TO THU FAITHFUL.
WT is eight months since the publication of the magazine

J[ article which gave birth to the Constructive movement and

nearly six months since the first Club was formed at Fowler,

in Fresno county. During that period I have pushed the work

with all the energy I could command. The gospel has been

preached in public meetings throughout the larger portion of

the State. Tens of thousands have heard of the cause through

newspapers and magazines who could not be reached by word of

mouth. I think perhaps the best work has been done through

private conferences with influential citizens and party leaders.

I could point to whole counties which have been brought into

the support of the movement by this means alone.

The movement has been strong on its moral side, but weak on

its financial side. It has gone, like the missionaries of old,
*'
without scrip or purse," upon its labor of patriotism. If funds

had been available for speakers, publications and the other

legitimate accessories of a popular campaign, we could have

ma^e a revolution in this State. Every one of our principles

could have been written on the statute book next winter, or sub-

mitted in the form of constitutional amendments for the verdict

of the people at the election of 1904. Knowing the State from

end to end, and all elements of its people by personal associa-

tion, I speak advisedly in saying that the Constructive policies

would carry by 50,000 majority if they could be passed upon
without entanglement with party questions. Taking things as

they are, what have we done ? What is the outlook for results ?

Wc have got our ideas pretty thoroughly into the public mind,

and especially into the minds of the potential Men Who Do
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Things. In man)'^ places we have earnest clubs which will

look sharply after the local situation, while in others our

organizations have not been active, though they may become so

as election time approaches. On the whole, more has been

done in educating and organizing public sentiment than anyone
would have been justified in predicting if he had known how
small the facilities of the work would be.

And the outlook ? It is promising, provided our membership
does its whole duty between this time and election. Much de-

pends upon the attitude assumed b}- the political parties at their

State conventions a month hence, but not everything. If the

platforms adopted contain clear declarations in favor of Con-

structive ideas, then our victory will be indeed satisfactory. If

not, we must still fight for a strong following in the Legis-

lature, and so make sure of the enactment of some of our reform

bills.

Now, what can the individual members and friends of the

movement do for the cause ? There are two vital propositions
on which we must not fail. These are irrigation and coopera-
tion. I ask you to familiarize yourself with three articles

which have appeared in this magazine, viz.: "To Organize

Prosperity," in June number ;

" To a Water Monopolist," July;" The Fate of the Producer," August. These three articles not

only present the specific measures which the Constructive

League hopes to see embodied into law, but also furnish the

arguments which you can use in converting others to these
ideas.

If you can hel;t> ^A do not -pertnit any man to be nominated

for the Legislatiire unless he -will -pledge himself to sup-port
these principles^ and if any enemy of the cause he nominated do
all that you can to defeat him at the polls.

Here is work for every man and woman who believes that
the future prosperity and greatness of California depend on
the adoption of the Constructive policies. No one is so humble
that he or she cannot exert some influence in electing or defeat-

ing candidates for the Legislature.
Your State Committee will do all in their power to get our

principles before the conventions of the great political parties.
These assemble about September 1, and the results will be
known through the daily press fully a month in advance of any
report that can appear in these pages. Nevertheless, still

another month will elapse before election, and the course

adopted by the League will be announced in ample time to

reach our following through this magazine.
I take this opportunity to thank the earnest men and women

who have received me kindly wherever I have gone to plead the

cause of the League. Whatever the immediate results of the

work, I have learned that there is a saving leaven of righteous-
ness in the citizenship of California. Por such a people it is a

privilege to labor and a joj' to fight.
William E. Smythe, President.
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' ASTI. SONOMA COUNTY.
J\.n Italian-S-wiss A.gric\ilt\iral Colony—And "WKat It Has

Gro-wn To.

©p'

By C. DONDERO.

^HIS is the record of a business, rather than of a place. It is told

here, not so much because it has been successful—though it has
—but because there are two or three lessons, and perhaps more

than that, to be had from it for business in California or elsewhere.

For one thing the Italian-Swiss Agricultural Colony, at Asti, is the re-

sult of applying
"
building and loan" principles to another form of invest-

ment ; for another, it did not work out in the way expected, though even

more profitably ; and, for a third, the people for whose benefit it was

largely intended did not come into it at all, on the original line.

In 1881 there were in San Francisco many Italian immigrants eagerly

seeking work. As three-fourths of these are, they were generally good,

willing, sturdy, able farmers—and economical, besides. But they could not

talk English and found it hard to get work. Andrea Sbarboro, who at that

time was much interested in building and loan associations, conceived the

idea of forming a cooperative colony with a number of these men, bringing
in other capital on a monthly payment plan, allowing the men wages

enough to care for themselves handsomely, and letting the balance apply
toward making the workers owners. Grapes at that time commanded a

very high price
—

thirty dollars a ton—and this is what he intended to have

them undertake to raise.

The matter was discussed among leading Italian business and profes-

PhotoffraphobyO. V. Lanre.
A Road to Asti.
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sional men, and soon support enough was obtained to warrant the matter

being- taken up. Among those promptly pledging themselves to see it

through were Dr. Paolo De Vecchi, who has honored the Italian name
and his profession in the state of California

;
M. J. Fontana, now head of

the largest fruit-canning institution in the world ( the California Fruit
Canners Association ) ;

Pietro C. Rossi, then a bright, energetic young
man, who had recently arrived from the district of Asti, Italy, whose
ancestors for generations back had been grape growers and wine makers,
and who, himself, during the vacations of his college studies, had devoted
his spare time to the practical part of wine making, was the most impor-
tant acquisition made by the Colony. He devoted his immense energy and

bright intelligence to the enterprise, was soon elected the president, and

Okanges at Asti.

contributed largely to the great success attained by the Colony ; and
H. Casanova, a man much beloved by his countrymen—first treasurer of

the Association, but dying before it had come to its success.

Thus encouraged, Andrea Sbarboro launched what was intended to be a

strictly cooperative farming association. The funds were to be raised by

monthly installments of $1 per share, on the building and loan association

principle ; 2250 shares were subscribed, giving an income of $2250 per
month. A board of nine directors was elected, all serving without remun-

eration. Good care was taken not to commit the fatal error of many simi-

lar institutions falling into the hands of sharpers, who have a tract of land

for sale that may be worth $10 per acre, and by manipulating with unscrup-
ulous directors saddle it on the company at perhaps $50 or $100 per acre,

which is the beginning of its sure failure.
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PicKiMO Olives at Asti.

The funds were laid in a bank until §10,000 was accumulated. Then a

committee of three competent and honest directors was appointed to seek

for a proper location on which to commence work. The State was tra-

versed, forty different locations were minutely examined, not only as to

quality and richness of soil, but as to the salubrity of the climate, its

adaptability for growing grapes, which would not only make quantity but

quality of wines, and, above all, paying attention to the rain gauge for

years past. Finally—and fortunately as well—a tract of 1500 acres of

healthy, rolling hill land was selected in Sonoma County, bordering on the

Russian River with first-rate rain record, traversed fey railroad, with a

station which was named "
Asti,'

' the new owners expecting, as they

virtually afterward did, to make as good wine in the new Asti of California,

as that which has made the old Asti, of Piedmont, Italy famous through-
out the world, and with traffic facilities only three and a half hours from

the metropolis of San Francisco.

The purchase price of the land was $25,000. The $10,000 in bank wa» paid
on account, and every month for fifteen months thereafter, $1000 was paid
on the land, and the other $1250, laid aside monthly by the directors, was
used in grubbing up the immense oak trees of the then sheep range, and in

preparing the land for setting out the grape cuttings.
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Once a Sheep Ranch

The organization's by-laws stated: "All permanent employes on the

grounds shall be members of the Association. Preference shall be given
to Italian and Swiss persons who are either citizens of the United States or

have declared their intention to become such."

As it is seen, the intention of the promoters was to benefit their laborious

countrymen in more than one way. When everything was ready for work,

Where the Gkapk?
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r A Pkodcctivk Vinevahd

a number of laborers were called in by Andrea Sharboro, and he explained
what they were expected to do. Their wages would be from S30 to S40 per

month, with good board, wine at meal&, and a house to sleep in, but in

order that they should take an interest in the work, each laborer was to

subscribe to at least five shares of stock, upon which would be deducted

from his wages $5 jjer month. He would then be interested in the profits.

iXuajIKD IMTO WlHB.
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wHlch were expected to be made in the enterprise, and when the land would
become productive, if he so desired, he would be entitled to receive a num-
ber of acres of the land which he had helped to cultivate

But, alas I those poor ignorant men could not be made to understand the

value of cooperation, although agricultural as industrial cooperation among
the laboring classes was already at the time much more developed in Italy
than anywhere in the United States. An exhaustive patience in explaining
to those men the advantages of cooperation amounted to no results. Not
one of them could be induced to accept work, taking part payment in shares

of the Association, organized principally for their benefit I

The promoters were thus compelled to depend for assistance only on in-

telligent business men of San Francisco, and pay their laborers all in cash

H I- \ 1)'..1-,\K I KKS OK TlIK AsTI CoLO.NY.

instead of partly in stock. While the soil was being prepared, Dr. G.

OUino of Asti, Italy, the vice-president of the Colony, enabled the Associ-

ation to import cuttings from the choicest species of grapes from the

most renowned wine districts of Italy, France, Hungary and the Rhine,

which arrived fortunately in perfect condition, and were set out on the

rolling hills where the most experienced viticulturist in the employ of

the organization judged they would thrive the best.

The monthly installments paid in by shareholders continued for five

years, until the total of S135,0(X) was reached. When the colony was

started, grapes, even of inferior kind, were selling in the market at $30 per
ton. And now that the Association was able to send its first grapes from

the choicest varieties to market, the price had been reduced to $8 per ton—
which was not sufficient to pay for the cost of growing the product I
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The Directors then proceeded to heroic measures. They decided to put

up a stone winery. An assessment of SlO per share was the inevitable con-

sequence. With the 522,500 realized from the assessment, a winery of

300,000 gallons capacitj', and its cooperage, was erected. From farmers

they were thus compelled to become also manufacturers. As soon as the

first wine was ready for market samples were brought around, but, lo and

behold, they were offered onl5' 7 cents per gallon by the wholesale dealers

of San Francisco.

For the third time disaster stared the Association squarely in the face,

but, most fortunately for our community, the directors and stockholders

of the concern were not of the usual lukewarm type. Giving up the ship

was not in their line. Instead of selling their wines to the large San

One Coknek ok tuk Colony.

Francisco dealers at ruinous prices, they prepared themselves to ship their

products in carload lots to New York, New Orleans, Chicago, and all over

the United States, and even to foreign countries.

The fine qualities of their wines were soon fully appreciated by dealers

and consumers. Instead of being compelled to sacrifice their product for

7 cents per gallon, they obtained returns of from 30 to 50 cents per gallon,

according to quality of course. Thus, from dire necessity of saving them-

selves, the directors and shareholders of the Italian-Swiss Agricultural

Colony from business men had become farmers, from farmers had become

manufacturers, and from manufacturers had become dealers—three distinct

branches of the wine industry under their forced control !

Year by year sufficient wines were sold to defray the running expenses

and to enlarge annually their plant, storing and vaulting the surplus for
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ageing. No clamor for dividends amongst those shareholders. No ! They
were all satisfied that the earnings, if any. should go from year to year in

improving the property, in enlarging the same, in enhancing its condition,

as it was evident to their intelligence that the larger the quantity of grapes

grown and wine made the cheaper they could place it on the market and

compete with the larger wine houses which had been organized twenty

years before.

For sixteen consecutive j'ears improvements and additions to the prop-

erty continued, the shareholders never getting a cent of return on their

hard-earned money. But they had now not only the largest dry-wine vine-

yard in California at Asti, with a winery holding over 3,000,000 gallons,

complete with the best modern appliances, machinery, cooperage, etc., tom^
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Germany, The colony settlement of laborers, with their happy families,

containing over 50 bright and healthy children, all born there, forms in

itself a most pleasing- moral picture. It has a postofifice, telephone and

telegraphic communication
; charming private villas and costly artistic

gardens erected by the colony's directors as summer resorts for their

families. There is perhaps no happier community on the face of the earth.

No doctors, no druggists. None are hardly ever needed—thanks to God !

At Madera the colony settlement is also quite important. It is so large
that the railroad company built a special track from the town of Madera
to the colony's vast vineyards and wineries four miles distant. Here, too,

was put up the very best machinery for grape crushing and wine and

brandy making to be found anywhere in the world.

And only a short time ago the Company added to its possessions the

large wineries and vineyards at Fulton, Cloverdale, Sebastopol, all in

These Wines are Being Shipped to Italy, France and Germany.

Sonoma county, and are now building new wineries in Kingsford, Fresno

county, and Lemoore, Kings county, in order to be enabled to furnish their

clients with California's best sweet wines and brandies.

The Colony, therefore, owns now seven of the largest vineyards and winer-

ies in California, at which magnificent plants is made not less than one

quarter of the entire quantity of dry wine produced annually in the State,

giving constant employment to thousands of men.

The Company's main office and wine vaults in San Francisco are in a

handsome four-story brick and stone structure on the side of Battery street

between Pacific and Broadway, on which was expended over $60,000. But

it has a branch house in New York and agencies in all leading cities of the

United States, in nearly all countries of Spanish-America, China and

Japan, England, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, and even in Nice and
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Cannes in France, where the wines of California are highly appreciated by
the connoisseurs of those countries.

That the Colony has been successful in making as fine wines as those

made in any other part of the globe is further attested by the fact that

they have been awarded gold medals and grand diplomas of honor not only
in all state and international exhibitions held in the last twelve years in

America, but also in Italy, France and England.
As a consequence, the Colony's shareholders prize now their shares

many times over the amount paid on them, as for the last four years they
have received very large annual dividends on a million dollars capitaliza-

tion. They were courageous, they were intelligent, they were patient ;

Thb Larobbt Wink Cistbrn in tub World.

their reward was bound to come, and it came as large as they deserved.

They now have before them the grandest future ever attained by an agri-

cultural association on the American continent.

Oh, the poor incredulous men who had no faith in a few dollars' worth

of stock as part payment of their monthly wages !
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you the most direct and least expensive way to succeed.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE, Inc.,
Pacific Coa.tt Office : Home Office :

927 Market St., San f'rancisco. Second National Bank Bldg., Washington, I). C.
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THE, PHOTO = MINIATURE,
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION : ILLUSTRATED
Every number a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photographic informa-
tion obtainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. 25 cents each.
Per year, $2.50 in advance. No free samples. Send for Blue Booklet describing the scries — free on application.

GET IT FROM YOUR DEALER : TENNANT & WARD, PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

^^^^^^^^^^i^^M^^-^^n^— date laundry equipment in the West, and includes————^^^^——^^—— facilities, such as our " NO SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

Si ^ (\f\~^^^ CRITIC for one year and

J>J.UU ROOSEVELT'S WORKS
(14 vols. Sasramore Edition)

Handsomely bound in khaki colored cloth, large
type, good paper, size 6){x4%, illustrated. A set

which is an ornament to any library, and which
no patriotic American should be without. And
under the special terms of this offer, readers of Out

[

West may receive the entire set, all charges prepaid
tin the U. S., with The Critic for one year, for $5.
If you ever read a book you will enjoy THe Critic.
If you ever buy a book, you need THe Critic.

THe Critic is a delight and necessity to all

who aim at culture or knowledge of literary affairs

and art. It is the leading literary magazine, and
the chronicle of art, music, and the drama as well.

The best writings of the most famous writers of

every land, together with hundreds of illustrations

of the sort you want to frame.
"The Critic long- since took rank as the foremost literary paper of America."—A'ijw Tork Times.
"There is no other publication in America that rivals The Critic in its field."^jV^k; 2or^' .S/zw.

ROOSE-VELT'S Most Valuable and Characteristic "WorKs : Titles—"Ameri-
can Ideals," "Administration— Civil Service," "The Wilderness Hunter," "Hunting the

Grisly," "Hunting Trips of a Ranchman," "Hunting Trips on the Prairie," etc., "The
Winning of the West" series (6 vols.),

" Naval War of 1812" (2 vols.).

FIVE THOUSAND PAGES, which for real value and entertainment can hardly be

surpassed, are comprised in this offer. SENT ON APPROVAL—If you do not like

the books you may return them, charges prepaid, within two days of receipt, and we will

refund your money. Specimen pages on request.

THE CRITIC CO., 27 and 29 AV. 23rd St., NEW YORH
l&IVUn TUCATDIPAI Oni n PDCAM prevents early wnnkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

AllllU IllLAIniUAL LULU linLAIll movesthem. ANYVO CO., 427 N Main St., Los Angeles.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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jti<«

j£/PAY YOUR VACMTlOfi EXPEMSES^

I $3,000for Photographs i
3 The past, quarter century has seen the greatest* advancement, in photography; it, has also
n included the development, of our photographic lenses and shiitters until now their number
'A runs into the millions, used in every land and clime. In order to bring together a representa-
U tive collection of work from this vast array of photographers we have instituted a compe-
n tition including every class of photography and from the simplest lens on the cheapest camera
A to the most expensive anastigmat. i

LENSES or SHUTTER.S|
I

m

^Bausch (S^ Lomb Optical Co.*s

I

must, have br n used to make the pictures. That, is the only condition. The exhibits will

be judged in c'.sses such as Landscape, Portrait,, Genre, Instantaneous, Hind Camera large
and small, etc., and every one can have an opportunity to convpete. It costs nothing to enter :

and the most, competent, and impartial judges will make the awards. If you are buying an
outfit* see tbat> the lens and shutter are Bausch (8i> Lomb's make.

Special Booklet, tells about, the Classes and Conditions

Bausch (& Lomb Optical Co.
incorporated 1866

NEW YORK ROCHESTER, N. Y. CHICAGO

*HtS HmouM chair hu l>ceo on the market 20 yean, and over one
hoadred thousand arc now In uie In all ((arts of the civlllzeil

1. It has never heen sold fur less than S-1". I'ut !«< au«e of imorovcH
I lacTCMcd {KflMes in the process o( manufacture »e are enalile<l to

offer it lust as here illustrate<l for $17. and will

|>ret>ay freight to any jK/Int In Sute of N>» Vork
ami to other points on e<|ual l>atis. WcKuarantee
the I liair to l>e of the very l>e»t workmanship, (est
enanielc<l «teel frame, (letacliaMe and revemllile
HAlk riishloni, with ta|>e«try front and Hides and
Ifathrrrtte l«< k. and in rvery way the lanie chair
that hai t«en sold the world over for $:I0.

TNC MASKS CHAIR
is at onceadrawinvroom
chair, a library (lialr. a

smoklntf an<l re< llninL(

chair, a lounire. a full

ieniflh l>e<l.a<Tdld'« niU.
an Invalid'* retreat, and a

healthy man'k I u i u r y .

With cu»hlon« removed. It

U a delightfully cool and
"imfortalde chair for the
"randaln

^S A DftAWINQ-
nOOM CHAIR

Marks A4a<taMe
Chair Co.

26(11 St. and Broadway
New York, N, Y.. It. S. A.

?fl Flexo E£
Kodak
Bas the famous Eastman Rotary
Bhutter, fine meniscus lens,

set of three stops* vie^v finder,

BocKet for tripod scre-w^. and

loads in daylight with KodaR
Cartridges for two, four, six ot-

twelve exposures, 3>i x 3;i

Inches. Well finished and co-v*

ered w^ith fine grain leather. In

every w^ay an accurate, reliable

and convenient instrument,

capable of the best photographic

WorKa

Kodaks.
•S to $35.
CaUUcfn* mi th4

4ta/trt

EASTMAN KODAK Ca
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
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$100.00
PROPERLY INVESTED becomes the

corner-stone of a fortune. If you have
idle money to invest write to me and I

will tell you how to make it earn the

most. If you are about to invest money
in anything write for my advice first.

Take no chances. Find out what you
are going into. My advice is free. If

I make money for you I charge only a

small percentage. You handle your
own money and I tell you the safest and

most profitable investment. I make

nothing unless I make money for you.

Write to me stating the amount you
would invest (in confidence) and I will

write you a free letter of advice.

N/CHOLS Wilson
BANKER

253 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

'The Knowledge of a Perfect Healing
"

MR. THOMAS RICHARD WHEELER
PROFESSIONAL HEALER

Address Letters and Telegrams
P. O. Box 546, Pasadena, Cal.

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

RELATING
CHIEFLY TO SPANISH

AMERICA
Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ll'^l^^J'ltZ'.^tr'l^e
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
GAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor,

U/e Do
[\)2

Business
of the Pacific Southwest, because, our

reputation for fair dealing grows with

the growth of this section of the

country ;
because we handle only

the best instruments that are made
;

because our

prices ar(^ l^ou/est

Jer(T\s ari^ pairest

Jreatmer>t t\)(^ 5c|uare5t

The only store handling
the famous Pianola.

The only agents for the

Chickering Piano.

The largest stock of string

and wind instruments in

Southern California.

No matter what kind of an

instrument you want to buy
—

get our prices. Send for

beautifully illustrated book-

lets, etc., free.

We fill mail orders for sup-

plies for small instruments.

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third St.

Los Angeles, California
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The Beauty Spot of the Sierras

Mariposa Big Tree Grove

Nearest Resort to the Yosemlte

Quickest Time—Finest Scenery
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212 iA^eST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the larg-est attendance, and is the best equipped business college

on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

PASADENA

/ SEUL. ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with g-ood water
rig-hts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

,£5TATE,

INVESTMENTS.
16 S. Raymond Ave.,

Pasadena, Cal.
115 S. Broadway
n Los Ang-eles, Cal

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

FoK Salb at Lowbst Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledgre of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grrove or a house or a good paying-
business property in Redlands and vicinity.
For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. Redlands, Cal.

IN MAIL-ORDER

BUSINESSBIG MONEY
People are buying more by mail than ever before ; one mail-order house
does a business of a million dollars monthly; another receives 2,000 let-

ters daily, nearly all containing money; mail-order trading is unquestion-
ably the business method of the future. The field is large, the possibili-
ties unlimited; can be conducted from any location. Let us send you
our plan (free) for starting beginners. It covers every point. Address
with stamp, CEHTRAL SUPPLY CO., KANSAS CITY, MO.



f

A Ne^w
Seaside Resort

The finest and most attractive spot the entire

length of the Pacific Coast. The nearest bathing

beach to Los Angeles. The only beach with quick

connections that has still-water bathing and fishing

as well as the finest surf bathing and deep sea fish-

ing. Thousands of dollars now being spent in im-

provements including a grand new hotel. Lots are

still being sold at the opening prices, investors are

sure to realize handsome profits. For maps and full

particulars concerning one of the best investments

that can be made in the State of California, address

THE BEACH LAND CO.
223 Conservative Life Building

Los A.n^eles, California



MERVOUSNESS
1 « EXHAUSTED OR DEBILITATED

NERVE FORCE FROM ANY CAUSE
CURED BY WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL

It contains no Mercury, Iron, Cantharides or any
injurious ingredient whatever.

This Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by phy-
sicians, and has proven to be the best and safest and most effective treat-

ment known to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how
originally impaired. Our remedies are the best of their kind and con-
tain only the best and purest ingredients that money can buy and
science produce ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

NO HUMBUG OR TREATMENT SCHEME
Aztec, N. M.. Jan. 30, 1900.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of your Hypophosphites of Manganese
for liver and kidney complaints in my own person and received much
benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and ask you to send me as much as

you can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through
the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in

search of for many years. 1 am prescribing your Hypophosphites of

Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation.
Yours sincerely, ^R. T. J. West.

PERSONAL OPINIONS
I know of no remedy in the wliole Materia Medica equal to your

Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—AdOLPH Behre, M.D., Professor

of Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

We believe it o be in the treatment of Nervous Debility as near a

SPECIFIC as any medicine can be. We have cured many severe

cases with from SIX tO TEN BOXES.—B. Keith, M.D., American

Journal Indigenous Materia Medica.

I have used |your Specific Pill in many cases of Weakness and with

most perfect success.—J. MILTON SANDERS, M.D., LL.D.

Seuii for free Treatise, securely sealed.

Winchester & Co., Chemists, 599 Beelcman BIdg., New YorIc

Est. 1858. Mfrs. of Winchester's Hypophosphites,
The Best Remedy for Weak Lungs.

COURT

PLASTER

Heals Cuts, Abrasions, Hang-Nails, Chapped
and Split Lips or Fingers, Burns, Blisters,

etc. Instantly relieves Ctiilblains, Frosted

Ears, Stings of Insects, Chafed or Blis-

tered Feet, Callous Spots, etc.. etc.

A coating- on the sensitive parts will

protect the feet from being- chafed or
blistered by new or heavy shoes.
Applied with a brush and immedi-

ately dries, forming a tough, transpar-
ent, colorless waterproof coating.

MECHANICS, SPORTSMEN
BICYCLISTS, GOLFERS, Etc.

are all liable to bruise, scratch, or

scrape their skin. "NEW SKIN" will heal
these injuries. Will not wash Off, and after
it is applied the injury is forgotten, as
"NEW SKIN" makes a temporary new
skin until the broken skin is healed
under it.

Pocket Size (size of illustration) each lOc

Family Size
*'

25c
2-oz. Botts. (for surgeons and

hospitals) . . - -
" 50c

At the Druggists, or we will mail
a package anywliere in United
States on receipt of price.

Douglas Mfg. Co.,
°™'

107 Fulton St., New York

DOES YOUR rOOD

DISTRESS YOl ?

Are you nervous? ,

Do you feel older than you used to?

Is your appetite poor ?

Is your tongue coated with a slimy,

yellowish fur ?

Do you have dizzy spells ?

Have you a bad taste in the mouth ?

Does your food come up after eating,

with a sour taste ?

Have you a sensation of fullness after

eating ?

Do you have heartburn ?

Do you belch gas or wind ?

Do you have excessive thirst?

Do you notice black specks before the

eyes ?

J)o you have pain or oppression around

the heart ?

Does your heart palpitate or beat ir-

regularly ?

Do you have unpleasant dreams ?

Are you constipated ?

Do your limbs tremble or vibrate ?

Are you restless at night ?

NAME
Age Occupation

Street No
Town State

If you have any or all of the above

symptoms you probably have Dyspep-
sia. Fill in the above blank, send to

us, and we will mail you a free trial

PEPSIKOLA TABLETS (unquestion-
ably the surest and safest Dyspepsia
cure known) together with our little

book — "Advice to Dyspeptics." Reg-
ular size PEPSIKOLA TABLETS,
25 cents, by mail, or of your druggist.

The Laxakola Company
45 VESEY STREET

NEW YORK
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. Pabtst _

Will aid appetite and digestion.

Will help invalids and convalescents.

Will help nervous or tired women.
Will produce natural, restful sleep.
Will feed nerves strained to snapping.
Will combat exhaustion in nursing mothers.

Will stimulate and build up the over-worked.

Will strengthen the delicate and run-down.

And it is equally efficient in maintaining

general health, and combating the ills incident

to the present high-tension living.

It is a preventive, as well as a remedy for

all overwrought conditions of mind or body.

I wu the one who Introduced your Malt Extract here years ago,

through my druggist, and the thousands of bottles prescribed by

nie during La Grippe times, and since, fully attest to the opinion

I bold of it. For years it bss been the only Malt Extract

I bsve prescribed, and the World's Fair 100 polnn
nukes me feel proud of my early choice.

F. R. Zeit. M. D., Medford, Wis.

Write For Booklet

Pabst Malt Extract Dept.
Milwaukee, Wis.
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"THE SCENIC ROUTE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA"

You can see on this line the most prominent attractions of the country, such as Pasadena, the

Ostrich Farm, the wonderfnl Mt. Lovre Rail-way, Old San Gabriel Mission,
Los ^n^eles, and Lon^ BeacH — the finest beach on the coast— and many other points
in the shortest time and greatest comfort. The luxuriously appointed cars and the scenes alongr

the way make of this trip a rare treat. For further information, time-tables, etc., call at

office of Company

250 South Spring Street
Tel. Main 900 LOS ANGIILES

g
IGHT-SE.EING in Los Ang-eles in-

cludes a dinner at LHVY'S. Seats

for athousand, half a hundred waiters,

music, forty private rooms, banquet

halls, and g-ood thingrs to eat from land, air

and sea. 111-117 W. THIRD ST., 263 SOUTH
MAIN, LOS ANGELES.

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth

street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue

Ave., for Coleg^rove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean

Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

. „„
Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

flS~For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, SOc. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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(OME TO THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, (ALIEORNIA !

Hardest Time in the Peach Orchards.

TEN THOUSAND MEN
WILL BE NEEDED

TO HARVEST THE IMMENSE FRUIT, GRAIN and HOP CROPS in the Sacramento

Valley this season. Industrious, thrifty young men from the agricultural districts of the

Kast will find this the best year to COME TO CALIFORNIA and the great SACRAMENTO
VALLEY. Five months of steady employment in harvesting the crops is assured, with con-

tinuous employment all of the year to those who desire it.

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY PAYS THE BEST WAGES
OF ANY DISTRICT IN CALIFORNIA

For more complete information address any of the following Vice-Presidents of the

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION:

J. W. KAERTH. ColuHa County. Coluna
M. R. BEAKD, Sacramento County, Sacramento
e. W. THOMAS. Yolo County, Woodland
H. P. STABLER. Sutter County, Yuba City
KALEIGH BARCAR, Solano County, Vacaville
K. M. OREEN. Butte County, Oroville

I>. R. GARNETT. Glenn County, Willows
C. F. Foster, Tehama County. Corning

F. A. STEWART, IMacer County, Auburn
J. J. CHAMBERS, Shasta County, Redding
W. F. ENGLEBRIGHT, Nevada County,

Nevada City

E. A. FORBES, Yuba County, Mary«rille
W. C. GREEN, El Dorado County, Georiretnwn

W. S. GREEN, PrttidtHi, ColuM County, Colusa

F. K. WRIGHT, .SVrfWorv, Colusa County, Colusa
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Oi:4l>i:ST AJfD LAKOBST BANK IN SOUTHJSRN
CALIFORNIA

1 FARiRI! AND MERGHANTS BANK
OF LOS AN6FLES

Capital, Surplus and Profits

Deposits _ _ _

Incorporated 1871

$1,398,389.00

7,500,000.00

OFFICERS
I. W. Hbllman, Pres. H. W. Hellman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charles Seylbr, Cashier

G. Hbimann, Assistant Cashier

W. H. Perry
I. N. VauNuys
H. W. Hellman
A. Haas

DIRECTORS
I.W. Hellman, Jr.
J. A. Graves
J. F. Francis
Wm. Lacy

O.W. Childs
I, W. Hellman
C. E. Thom

Drafts and Letters of Credit issned and Telegraphic and
Cable Transfers to all parts of the world.
Special Safety Deposit Department and Storage Vaults.

W. C Pattbrson. Prest. P. M. Grbbn, Vice-Pres.

Frank P. Flint. Second Vlce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE, Cashier

E. W. COE, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WlODAL ••

lie Los urn KQiH Bom
UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Cor. First and Spring Streets

Capital Stock . . .

Surplus and Profits over
$500.(V».00

150.000.00

Larg-est capital of any National bank in Southern Cal-

ifornia. This bank is fortunate in having- a strong- direc-

tory and a large list of substantial stockholders.

Largest National Bank in Southern California.

riRST NATIONAL BANKi
OF LOS ANGFLES

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits over ..!......." 360,000
Deposits 5.ooo,ooe

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Pre»t
J. C. Drake. Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Bicknell
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story
J. C. Drake

W. G. KerckhofI
J. D. Hooker

All Departmeots of a Modern Banking Business Condoctetf

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
We wish to notify Southern California

merchants and advertisers that we are now
showing a line of LitKo^rapHed Fans,
Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautiful de-

signs, never surpassed in this section. We
urgently request your inspection of our

samples.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

0\it West Co.
Offices, 113 S. Broadl-w-ax

LOS ANGELES

A Wise

Precaution

EFORB leaving the city for your
summer vacation you had bet-

ter store your Valuables in the

Vaults of the

CALirORNIA SAPE DEPOSIT AND

TRIST COMPANY

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,.

FRANK P. BURGH, Cashier Telephone: Main 942

Southern California Grain and Stock Co.
Share and Grain Brokers New York Markets.

Correspondents in Pomona, San Bernardino,
Redlands, Riverside and San Diego.

118 STIMSON BLOCK
LOS ANGELES, CAL.COR. THIRD AND

SPRING STREETS

Hummel Broc. & Co. furnish best hsip. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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GfO. F. Keep, President
PASADENA, CAL.

OF ARIZONA

T. L. Martin, Secretary
PASADENA, CAU.

TH/S

^ COMPANY
HAS A SMALL
BLOCK OF //

STOCK
FOR SALE

ADDRESS THE PRESIDENT

««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««

DO YOU READ
The ARGONAUT ?

It contains strongly American Editorials, L,etters from Washington,

New York, LK)ndon and Paris by trained correspondents ;
its short

stories are famous and are widely copied throughout the United States ;

its selected Departments, both verse and prose, are edited with the

greatest care ; Art, Music, the Drama and Society notes are handled by

experienced writers.

The ARGONAUT is acknowledged by aU to be the best Weekly on

the Pacific Coast and one of the best in the United States. Persons

once having formed the habit of reading The ARGONAUT find they

CANNOT DO WITHOUT IT

Send us a postal card and we will forward you, postage paid, some

sample copies. . ^^
The ARGONAUT PUBLISHING CO.

246 Sutter Street 5an Francisco, Cal.

»»»»»»lt»lt»»»»»»»»>H>»»»»»»»»»»»»» «l» »HHH»»»»»»»»»»»»*»

R. B. YOUNG, ARCHITECT '^'^\^i^.f^;^t^.'Sx'''^''''''^:6iUl\^i^^^^^^^
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"Barker
^•''^^'^'CnUars a Cuffs y/f^^-

f^H2RvWest-moY. NY./'te'//'
SACHS BROS ft CO.

San Francisco Coas^ Agents

PAUL P. BERNHARDT & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5367

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, &c.

434 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

YOU WILL. FIND IT ON EVERY NEWS STAND
BACH MONTH. PRICE JO CENTS. ASK FOR

America's Magazine for Sportsmen

IJO PAGES, profusely illu<:tratcd. It tells'^ you all that is best to know of Shooting:

and Fishing-, the Sportsman's Dogr, the Sports-

man's Camera and other out-door subjects.

It inspires a new interest in life. The entire

family circle will enjoy it. At the popular

subscription price of ONE DOLLAR yearly its

circulation is spreadinif like a prairie fire.

Mention this advertisement and you will re-

ceive with each yearly subscription ($l) a fine

19 by 25 eng^raving- of either a shooting, fishing-

•r hunting dog subject. If your newsdealer is

sold out, send stamp for free sample copy, or 10

cents for the Current issue, to the pwblishers,

JOHN P. BURKHARD {CORPORATION]
3S W. 213T STREET, NEW YORK

r).

AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are making and selling the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out it. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

U. S. A.

STEAM and GASOLINE ENGINES
STEAM and IRRIGATION PUMPS
BOILERS and AIR COMPRESSORS
FRUIT and FARMING IMPLEMENTS
POPULAR VEHICLES and BAIN WAGONS
Factory; THE BENICIA AGRICULTURAL WORKS

^^^ ^
CAU OR WRITE

Our Prices are Very Attractive

Baker & Hamilton
LOS ANGELES, CAL

San Francisco and Sacramento

Any reader of OUT WEST could

easily secure subscriptions for it in his

own neighborhood. I
'

Wc pay well for such work.

Watson's Automatic

Water

Register
Makes permanent record
of time and volume of
water flowinsT over weir.
Invaluable for pump^inj^
plants.

Recommended by
G. O. Ni\vman, Chief Engineer

of^P/lcf/ic Light & Pmuer Co.

J. B. Lippincott, Resident Hy-
drographer U. S. Geological
Survey
San Gabriel Electric Co.

Riverside Water Co. and others.

Cj^Send for pamphlet.

INDICATORS,
SCALES and
HOOK GAUGES

(. H. WATSON
1380 Orange St., RIVERSIDE, CAL

Telephone Red 295
Mention OUT WEST

ANTVO THEATRICAL CUID CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Angeles.
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SOZODONT
Tooth

fePcwder
BIG BOX. 25c
At the request of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an an.alysis of Van Bus-
kirk's SozoDONT, which I

purchased in open market
in this city. The analysis
shows that there isnothinsr
in it injurious to the teeth or
trums, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-

septics, cleansing' asrents
and preservatives.
Hbrbbrt M. Hill, Ph.D.,

Analytical Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, NY.

PozoDONT Tooth Powder, used in

conjunction with SozoDONT Liquid,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Each, 25

cents ; large sizes together, 75 cents ;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should t)e declined.

HALL «* RUCnEL, New YorK

A Minute or Two and Your Sliave is Througli

**NEW GE/W" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothing to learn

; you feel experienced the first time

you use the "NEW GEM." By its simple arrangement your beard
Is removed easily and without the least likelihood of cutting the face.

Sold at Cutlery Dealers or direct from the factory: Razor in tin

box, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $:<. 50; Automatic
Strop Machine and Strop, \'l. Dealers can be supplied through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.
Dunham. Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
SteinenKirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally. :

The LONG and SHOUT of it.

TKe typewriter wKich does the most work
and the best w^ork

In tKe

SHORTEST
time

For the

LONGEST
Is the

time

REMINGTON
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict, 113 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

211 M<intir..iii.Tv St.. S.in Fr.Ttici^ro. 24'> St.Trl< St., I'ortl.TiKl, Ore. 100 Chi-rry St., S.mIIIc.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Humm«l Bros. A Co., Tel. Main 600.
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ALL THE WORK
£^ ANY PART OF IT

E wish it were possible to take every

subscriber to this magazine through

the big plant printing Out West.

Ocular demonstration of the splendid

facilities possessed by this Company

for making good printing, good bind-

ing and good engravings, would prove

very easy. There are several departments
— all in

capable hands— printing, book-binding, engraving

(all processes), stationery, steel die and copperplate

work, etc.

The standard here is high. The prices are cor-

rect— not always the lowest in town (that would be

to the Company's discredit) but as low as equal

work can be obtained anywhere.

Samples, estimates and suggestions cheerfully

furnished on reqhest.

Out West Company succeeds Kingsley-Barnes &
Neuner Co., and has offices at No. 115 South Broad-

way, Los Angeles. Telephone Main 417. The works

are at Nos. 113, 115, 117 and 119 South Broadway

(rear).
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Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00TNIN6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA.. Sold by Drufirg-ists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow's, Soothing- Syrup," and take no ot)ier
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Pamily use and Bxport a specialty.

A pure, wholesome beverage, recommended by
prominent physicians.

OFFICE, 4.40 ALISO STREET
TEL. Main 91

OLD INDIANWAR PENSIONS
Congress has just passed a law grranting- pensions to

the survivors and to the widows of deceased soldiers of
the Oreg-on, Washing-ton and California Indian Wars
of 1847 to 1856. Full information will be sent by BY-
INGTON & WILSON, No. 728 Seventeenth St., Wash-
ing-ton, D. C, or Branch Office, No. 442 Parrot Buildintr,
San Francisco, Cal. Fees limited by law.

Laughlin
FOUNTAIN PEN

b

THC BEST AT AMY PRiCC.

SENT ON APPROVAL
To responsible people. Your
choice of these popular
styles, superior to the $3.00
grades of other makes.

SCNT POSTPAID FOR ONLY

By registered mail, 8c extra.

It Costs You Nothing
to try it a week. If you do
not find it the best -pen you
ever used and pre-eminently
satisfactory, send it back
and get your money. Finest

quality hard rubber holder,
highest grade, large 14K.

gold pen, any desired flexi-

bility, in fine, medium or
stub. Perfect ink feed. Do
not miss this opportunity to
secure a strictly high grade
guaranteed Fountain Pen at
a price that is only a frac-

tion of its real value.
Ask your dealer to show

you this pen. If he has not.
or won't get it for you, (do
not let him substitute an
imitation, on which he will
make more profit), send his
name and your order direct
to us, and we will send you
with Fountain Pen, one of
our Safety Pocket Pen Hold-
ers without extra charge.
Remember, there is no
"just as good" as the
Laughlin. Insist on it; take
no chances. If your dealer
has not this widely adver-
tised writing wonder, it is

neither your fault or ours; so
order direct. Illustration on
left is full size of ladies'

style; on right, gentlemen's
style. (Either style, richly
trimmed with heavy solid

gold mountings, for ILOO
additional). Address

Latif^Klin Mf^. Co.m Griswold St.,

DETROIT - MICH

RamonA-Toilet^oap FOR ^ALE
eVERYWHEF?E
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brnfort
powderTOIIiET *"''

Nursery

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionafjly the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class by itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evidence

of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third : Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no other powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal-

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed and uncomfortable

conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most obstinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant testi-

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder une(|ua]ed for any inflam-

11. ri':, r soreness of the skin and for

loii.t iimI Nnmery. ChafitiK. -After a Bath,
Alt«r ;t shave, to Pr«^««nt OffeiiHlve Per-
Kliirntioii, for Siintiiirii. IttiiiclineoH, K«4lne«s
an<l Krit|>tif>nH of tin* hkin. Nettle- Rajih,
Pri<-klr Ifcat. Infant Kc7.4-iiiii,Tlrf<l, Aclilng:
Fe«-t. Acclfiental ItnrnN, It«-liiiii;, M<>H(|iiito
Bite*, in the Sick-ICooin, Irritation ('aiiHe<l

hr TniMH I'a<iM: in fat^t. for all Skin Affec-
tionn it In a IlealinK M'onder.

FOR HALK AT TOII.KT AND DRUG
STORKS. 25 CKNTS A BOX.

// YOfHH dorm nnf lffi> il , Inttr no othrr, hut
mrnH 'J/ir. lo Ihf foitiforl fotnlrr <'u., JInrtford,
f'onn.f nnti rrrrivr Iknt, fiomf'puUl, Chfap mub-
ttilutrt art nrV0r talimfatdory.

Radcliffe shoes are a mystery to

many people. It does seem like

a miracle to make a shoe of the

finest selected materials and with

the highest shoe making skill

and sell it year in and year out

for a third less than you could

expect. Many a shoe sold for

$3.50 will not stand comparison

alongside of the Radcliffe Shoe at

$2,50 a pair
Look at the new line at your dealer's.

If he should not have them send us his

name,
near
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EVERY WOMAN
•y .

is interested and should know
about the wondeiful

Marvel 7^^
Douche

If your druggist cannot
supply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but write us for
Illustrated Book, »ent free —
sealed. It gives price by mail,

particulars and directions invalu-

able to ladies. Kndoracd by Ptayatcians.

JWARVEL CO., Room 33, Times Buiiding, N.V.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
-^''""^-^ *Sthllia.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggisu,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

OLA
^ Cures

HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, SOc

and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

BO II II H volumes of this magrazine should be
U U II U in every well equipped library.

FOR ANY BOOK ON EARTH—^^ * Write to H. H. TilMBY, Book Hunter -^»
«»-CATALOOUES FREE CONNEAUT, OHIO^«ft

RIPHNS
I had been troubled with m}^ stomach for the past sixteen

or seventeen years, and as I have been acting as a drug

clerk for the past thirteen years, I have had a good chance

to try all remedies in the market, but never found anything

until we got in a supply of Ripans Tabules, that did me

any good. They have entirely cured me. At times I could

hold nothing on my stomach, and I had a sour stomach

most all the time
;
in fact I was miserable, and life was

hardly worth living. I was called cross and crabbed by my

friends, but now they all notice the change in me.

HT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is enough for an otdinary occasion. The family bottle, sixty

cents, contains a supply for a year.

lliVUn TUCITDIPII nnin PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating; it re-

AHllU InLMInluAL uULU UnCAIrl movesthem. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los AmrelM.
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TAPPEDJ4 TIMES
Edwin W. Joy's Test Case of

Bright's Disease

When the San Francisco bnsiness men who incor-

porated the Jno. J. Fnlton Co. were patting- the Fnlton
Componnds to practical tests in cases of Brig-ht's Dis-
ease and Diabetes, Edwin W. Joy, the Kearny-street
drnBTB-ist, stopped one of the investigators and said he
had a friend who had an advanced case of Bright's
Disease and was beyond human aid. Joy explained
that he had been in one of the large city hospitals, had
been tapped nearly a dozen times and was so weak and
his case was looked njxjn as so hopeless that his re-

covery would create a sensation and that it would be a
fine test for the Compounds. We told Joy to send the
patient's brother down. He came and we gave him the
treatment. Joy started for a trip aronnd the world,
folly exi>ecting on his return to find that his friend had
joined the silent majority.
We now skip ten months. Joy has returned. His

friend is not only still living, but instead of the tap-
pings being a month apart, as formerly, he has not
been tapped since December last, now over six months
affo, and instead of being confined in a hospital be is

living at home and is now down on the street daily,
and growing stronger all the time. There is no wider-
known druggist on the Pacific Coast than Edwin W.
Joy-

Interested parties will find him at his stores at
Kearny and California, where he will confirm these
important facts and give the details.
[Note: The editors of the Overland Magazine in-

Testlgated this case and attested its entire correctness.]

Medical works agree that Bright's Disease and Dia-
betes are incurable, but 87 percent, are jwsitively re-

covering underthe Fulton Compounds. (Dropsy, Blad-
der Trouble, Rheumatism from uric acid, and the
minor kidney diseases are soon relieved.) Price, $1 for
Bright's Disease and $1.50 for Diabetic Compound.
Free tests made for patients. Descriptive pamphlets
mailed free. Call or address

JOHN J. FULTON CO.
Mills Building, Montgomery Street, Saw Francisco.

Idle Moneyn
in small or large amounts can be safely, wisely
and profitably invested where it can earn ad-
ditional money for itself. Opportunities contin-
ually present themselves to us for secure, leRiti-
mate and profitable investmentsof which we keep
our clients constantly advised. We invite cor-

respondence or calls from those desirous of
seeking the safeinvestmentchannelsourservices
ofTer. Our references and commercial standing
attest to our responsibility. Before making an
investment at all write um. Our advice will make
you our customer. The results will retain your
patronage. Address either office. Dept. s

John R. Traise & Co.,
INVESTMENTS,

%
82 Broadway, - - New York.
Bank Floor, Unity Bldg., ChlcaBO.

.The OUT WEST LOOSE-
LEAF LEDGER IS THE

BEST, CHEAPEST and SIMPLEST

HAY FEVER
SUFFERERS

stay at home—go anywhere

%

BUT TAKE

Orangeine
POWDERS

under simple directions to Prevent., In-

st^anUy Relieve, Finally Dispel. Proved

by many seasons' countless cases.

The Usual Experience.
Mr. W. M. Hughes, a prominent bankor of

Newport, R. I., writes: "Enclosed find $5.00 for five

packa»jes of 'Orangeine.' I have u.'sed 'Oranseine'
extensively in my family and recommended it widely
to friends. Mu first experience was in connectiim \vitn

Hail Fever, from whicii I suffered many years, and I

am frank to say it has accamplished an entire cure."

OTHER SUMMER APPLICATIONS:
Summer Colds, Bowel Troubles, Headache
(all kinds), Neuralgia, Menstrual Pain,
Heat Prostration, Fatigue, Debility, Sea-

sickness, •A.sthma,, Brain Fag, etc.

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.
Oranseliip i» now aolil br all proKresKlTc (IruKKlnt* In

10, 85. r>OoHn<l 41.00 pnt-kuKCu. Nrnd 8e pontnico for
10c trial packiisr mailed Tree with full Int'ormutlun und
prominent Indomcinvnta.

I
ORANQEINB CHEHICAL CO., Chicago. j

uiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

lURICSOLJ
S URIC ACID SOLVeMT S

I CURES I

I
RHEUM/ITISM

|
S AND ALL DISEASES 5
S CAusmo BY URIC ACID S

S Dissolves, Neutralizes and Eliminates a
S it from the System. Does NOT HURT S
S THE STOMACn. $1.00 A BOHLE at all S
5 Druggists, or sent prepaid to any S
S address upon receipt of price. S

ISEND FOR FAMFHLBT

I URICSOL CHEMICAL CO. |
I LOS ANGELES, CAL. |
Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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uiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

I THE NORTH I

I (OAST I

I
UNITED

I

S THE FAMOUS TRAIN OF S

I THE NORTHERN i

I PACIFIC RY. I

IS THE FINEST TRAIN
TO THE PACIFIC COAST

Solid Vestibuled, Electric L^ighted,

Elegant Observation Car, Pullman and

Tourist Sleepers and Dining Car

through.

I TWO Overland Trains Daily |
S to all points Baat by way of Portland, S
S Tacoma, Seattle, Spokane, Minneapolis S
S and St. Paul. THE NORTHERN =
S fACIFIC is the cool route, the scenic S
S route and the only all-rail line to S
= YELLOW^STONE NATIONAL =
S PAIVR. There is no better route. S
S Try it. Full information furnished by S

c. . JOHNSON E
S TRAVELING PASSENGER AGENT S
S 125 W. THIRD ST.. LOS ANGELES. CAL. S

niiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

15 Trains Daily

New York (enlral

LINES

From CHICAGO

Michigan Central
The Niagrara Falls Route

AND THE

lakt Siiore & Mictiigan Soutliern
The Twimited Train Route.

Trom ST. LOUIS

C. C. C. & St. L
"Big Four"

AND ALL BY THE

New Yori( Central
The Great Four-Trnck Trunk Line.

All trains by these lines arrive in New York
at the Grand Central Station, 42nd Street, and
in Boston at the new South Station.

CARLTON C. CRANE
PACIFIC COAST AGENT

637 Market St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

F. M. BYRON
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PASSENGER AGT.

Stimson Block. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

RR VOI IfSin A or* HITPr'T 300-301 LANKERSHIMBLK., Cor. 3rd and Spring- Sts.
. D. I WUl-^VJ, /AK.WI11 I CV/ 1 Telephone Mai nlSl LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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17 Hniirc LOS anoeles

SAN ERANCISCO
BY

Pacific Coast Steainship Co.

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9.00 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Thursdays,
" "

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angeles : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10.00 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Sundays, ",
*'

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Coitimbia, Seattle and Aiasica
'

C. D. DUNANN, General Passenger Agfcnt

W, PARRIS. Agent GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

328 S. Spring St. GENERAL AGENTS

LOS ANGELES, CAL. SAN FRANQSCO, CAL.

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR .SALE
EVeRYWH F. F?C=
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MURRAY M. HARRIS
ORGAN CO.

$7 /^/^/^ Mahog-any-cased electric parlor org-aii in residence of Mr. C. E. Green,
»^^^^^^ San Mateo, Cal. This Org-an is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

734-760 San rernando St. Tel. Main 363

LOS mms, (AllfORNIA



THE STANDARD FOOD

Imperial Granum
Safely protects baby through
the dangerous second sum-

mer—Its continuous use

insures lasting health.

Prepared by the special directions found

with each package it overcomes irregulari-

ties of the bowels of both babies and adults

and should be kept in every house for such

emergencies. Our book, gives valuable

suggestions for the care of Babies, especially

in hot weather. It is FREE with a sample
of IMPERIAL GRANUM.

John Carle & Sons, Dept. 8, 153 Water St., N. Y. City

end us your Baby's name with four two-cent

stamps and we will send you an Aluminum
name plate with Baby's name in raised letters.

Just the thing for Baby's go-cart or carriage !

"

—;oa tndtTidaalljr, If yon are
honest, can buy one of the lienu-
tiful Diamond niecen iili»wn
hereon easy niontnly paynn'iitn.
ThiRlieniitiful brooch only ¥i'^\

pnyal>le #15 monthly. Thin beautiful clunlcr rlns
>•'), |iu.v.il>lo*7.60iDOnlhly. ThiH Hpleudiil Holf.

rliistSO, payable #10 monthly. You may
t any rina, Drooch, earririKH, Blml, lock«t or
r ii ii'lqfrnm oar half-mi II inn dollar hIocIc on

' iiiHof payment. Ouronly re<|uirnni(uitH
' payment ou delivery of tliu diamond,

M'l ability to meet the amall monthly
I .1: iiii'iiis. Yoo can aend timt payment with order,
or, if }c>ii prefer, wewi II send O.O.D. by azpreM for
p.iatiiiiiutionb^foreany payment lamade. If yoa
iiMi:(l the fln<t payment wa aend diamond* direct to
ynu rhome where yoa mar examine them oarefally.
It you are not entirely pleaited with them we aend
another aelertlon or refnnd what yon have paid--
whichereryoa prefer. Wepay allezprei>Hoharitaa,
HO ynu are nolliinit out in any cnne. We Kive m
KuarantfepiTtlflftitf with ev«ry diamond and will
nllnw full price paid fnr any diamond acid h> ua In
exrhanKH fnr otrnTBni>cl'«or n InrKnr diamond.
ThiT" in nnlliinu di-<.iurnenlilf< almut doinu bnal-

neKHwilhUH no putilicitj no BM-urily rixiuirnd,
eTPrythiiiR positively connduntlal. We aavo )oa

•Inrn. Von can make no better one of your money than to make monthly
r iiie«tB««>ir"n» thntdiamonil valne* will Increase at Ieaata09^ within a ynnr. If

aconntof ^'^^ and Kivn you theonlion of returninK the diamond at any time
IMK IfK^.thereanonableroat ofdnins l>u«ine«e. For Inatance- You can have

rhnle year, then if yon winh to return it wh will refund fl5,
TonrremKjnuihlllty by Inniiirinu of jonr local lianker.

_ _
I you that no bouaeatandN higher in credit, reliability or

<« and that oar repre«<entnlion» may be accepted without, qnention.
» : ^-1 Ity f..r illu>trtlr<l riuloru* wtiirh ihowf fnralt, prIcM and ttnnt; »lto for a copy of th» lDO«t compltte booklet on diamon'I baying puUiihcd.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., Dept. 4N 92 to 9frState St., Chicago. U. S. A.
•

'.|,,r,r»,l. 1- .'. I f( , 1 •, . A., K.I.1«.;,M, DIumond 1 mi,, rl.r. ii-.l M .11.111,.. I urlnir J. « . 1. r». '

., 1
.1.. .«:,r>l,»ll K,.l.l A Co.

wiirin > im )«.(ir ,Tnr| ufUniu jour iiM,rn'> l,.irk it. till I le»a pK^.the reanonable
theplrannr*. preMipeandaatinfaction of wearinu a f.'X) diamond for* whole y
makira ii r«>al yon only t.'>—lew than lOc per week. Yoa canantinfy yoonwlf of
Ho will refer to hi* l)an'iior KradM reel ' t>ook of commercial ratinitaand tell



If you wish the lightest,

finest, sweetest, most health-

ful biscuit, cake and bread,

Royal Baking Powder is indispensable in their

makini There are imitation baking powders, made
from alum and sold cheap, which it is

prudent to avoid. Alum in food is poisonous.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

LOOK AT THE LABEL!

The FINEST COCOA in the World

Costs Less than ONE CENT a Cup

WALTER- BAKER. <^i CO. Ltd.
Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.

STEVENS

m
UT DOOR sports totl.iy

command the attention
of the old and young-
alike, and what sport
is more interestiner than

sHooting? To enjoy yourself
you must of course own a thor-

oughly reliable firearm. We
have for 38 years made the re-

liable kind, and if you are in

doubt what to buy, better look in-

to the merits of the Stevens.
For, the youug-er element of

shooters, we are offering- $1,000.00

itt cash prizes for the best tar-

gets made with our rifles.

Ask your dealer for a STEVENS, and

accept no other makes. Will ship direct

if you cannot secure them. Send for our

new catalog.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.

270 Main St.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

VAQP PIANOS
have been established over 50 YEARS. By our
payments every family in moderate circumstance
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in excl
delixer the new piano in your home free of
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Now for

FALL Clothing
What makes our clothing superior to other makes is the skill

with which they are designed, and the thoroughness of the tailor-

ing which causes them to fit perfectly, and to retain their shapes
so much longer than other makes. Our clothing comes from the
best manufacturers in the world. The styles this fall eclipse all

past eflforts.

SUITS FROM S10 TO S25
Send for self-meas-Full line of boys' clothing as well as men's,

urement blanks.

/Vlullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
First and Spring Streets. LOS ANGELES

THE, PHOTO = MINIATURE,
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION : ILLUSTRATED
Every number a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photographic informa-
tion obtainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. 'iS cents each.
Per year. S2.S0 in advance. No free samples. Send for Blue Booklet describing the series — free on application.

GET IT FROM YOUR DEALER : TENNANT & WARD. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK

999
XKere are many "wortKy people
^ not needing more tKan ^

THREE FIGURES
to write the amount of their available assets, who would like a home in California, but are deterred on
account of the mistaken idea that they cannot bay land there or make a start without a fortune already
in hand. Such people should Investigate the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
iid Kings Counties, California, where you can buy some of the best and most fertile land in the

'- .ind $4u per acre. Land on which can be raised not only all the California fruits, but all the
< ' h as they know how to raise in the East, including the three great money-making products,

CATTLE. CORN and HOGS
If you want to change your location, if you are tired of cold winters, cyclones and blizzards, come to
LACUNA. DC TACHEl If yon have $1,000 or even less, and an ambition to work, yon can
succeed. Write to-day for descriptive printed matter. A postal card brings it.

NARES CO. SAUNDE-RS. Managers
LA.TON, rr«sno Countx, CA.L.Mention Oct West.

ja

^^ta• oma toilet5?ap AX ALL.
DRUG STORES
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The Five Per Cent Preferred Shares of the

SAN BENITO VINEYARDS
CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA
guarantee to the purchaser a goodly income. Not only that,

but there is every reason to believe they will, with the fur-

ther development of the vineyard, (now a big institution),

yield an annual profit of lo to i^ per cent. These shares are

better than ^ per cent, bonds. They are sold at par, ^i.oo per

share. if interested, write for printed matter and photo

engravings. Address

The American Guaranty and Trust Company
SELLING AGENTS

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., SAN FRANCISCO

Spend Your Summer in STRAWBERRY VALLEY

A MILE ABOVE THE SEA

IDYLLWILD
AMONG
THE
PINES

IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
MOUNTAIN RETREAT ON EARTH

4'}RA APPF^ of Pine Forest, in the
t^'KJi^ r\y^i\i-.^ center of Government

Forest Reserve of 784,000 acres.

Every surrounding and convenience to make
your outing- a deligHt and an inspiration.

FurnisKed Tents for campers at low
rates. FvirnisHed Cottages for those who
want them. Good Doard at a moderate

price, and General Store, Dairy and Meat
MarKet for those who prefer housekeeping.

The Most Healthful and Desirable Summer Resort

in Southern California

For full information, address

R. A. Lowe, N^r., Idyilwild, Riverside County, (al

THM ^ALIM AT IOYLL.WII.O
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The sales of woolen underwear are growing
smaller every year, because

If You Wear Wool You CatcK Cold
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'

It seems unreasonable to some that a mesh of linen is as warm and protecting as a closely

woven wool undergarment but it is so—thousands have proven it so, and have found con-

stant health, unknown before wearing "Belfast Mesh." Even a loosely woven wool gar-

ment (such as a muffler) is warmer than the same weight of wool in tight weave, because

a quiet layer of air is almost a non-conductor of the heat.

SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK.
it is handsome and convincing. It goes into the subject thoroughly and explodes the "wool for

warmth" theory in short order. It is designed for thinking people who desire comfort
with health. The only forceful objection to the other mesh underwears has been that

they "7vear out too (Quickly." We guarantee that Belfast Mesh will wear to

the satisfaction of the purchaser or will cheerfully refund your money.

For sale by the best dealers in the U. S. and England. If your dealer
cannot supply you, we will.

The Belfast Mesh Underwear Co.,

330 MECHANIC ST., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
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pThe Remington Tiipewriler lasts lonqesf. 5o does Hie Remington Operafong
^
>W|ckoff, Seamans &. Benedich, 327 Broadway, New York. ^^=

113 S. Broadway, Los Ansreles. 211 Montaomery St., San Francisco. 249 Stark St., Portland, Ore. 109 Cherry St., Seatt



There arc two personalities concerning the performance of every piece of music— the com-

poser and the player. The better the player, the better our conception of the composer's intentions—
the greater our pleasure in tlic music. In piano music, which includes all the best music, there is

still another factor — the instrument.

The CHICKERIXG PIANO, in the power and beauty of its tones, and in its wide ran^c
•jf artistic expression, is a grand medium fur the expression of grand music. Our Q)uarter-Grand
IS the smallest Grand embodying modem principles ever made.

bSTABLSIHKD 1893

Ah illfutrated calalogut will be tent on apfilication

.Manufactured solely by CHICKERING & SON.S, Pianoforte Makers,

791 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

J
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"Ah! what a luarning to a thoughtless man.

Could field or grave, could any spot of earth

Sho7V to his eye an image of the pangs

Which it hath -witnessed f'

Lest We Forget
It is ttie improvident man ttiat lets the future take

care of itself.

It is the selfish man who neglects to provide an mcome
for his family in the event of his dying.

To improvidence and selfishness can we attribute the

greater portion of the crime and misery that flesh

is heir to.

You are Not Improvident Nor 2 Selfish ?

Then provide protection for your famiily, if you
die. Provide an income for yourself in old

age, if you live.

HCW ? Take out a Gold Bond Policy in the

Equitable Life Assurance

Society
"strongest in the

World."

.

These Bonds are sold on installments. They are

insured. They pay 5^ for 20 years, then the
face of the Bonds.

A. M. Jones, General Agt.
420 Wilcox Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

L

A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Please send me full information and price
list of the GOLD BONDS of the Equitable Society.

I was born the day of.

NAME

Address ,

18
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Your Mirror reflects your
physical condition. If your
eyes look dull, your cheeks
sunken and sallow, you
need a tonic.

paDstJHaitExnaa

will bring back the rose lo

your cheek and the sparkle
to your eye, besides making
blood, muscle and nerve by
increasing the appetite and

strengthening the diges-
tion. All druggists sell The
"Best" Tonic. Provide

yourself with a few bottles

to-day.

Some people are pale be-

cause of thin and impover-
ised blood. Such folks need
a blood maker like

panstMaitExnaa

This great tonic acts on
both the food and the stom-
ach. It helps the work of

digestion and is itself a

rich, nutritious food, read-

ily taken up into the sys-
tem. With better digestion
comes better blood. Try it

for a month and your Mir-
ror will reflect a change.
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THE MUSIC HOUSE
:OF:

BIRIIEL
Only about twelve months ago we came into this field

with a determination to elevate the PIANO BUSINESS to

its proper high level. The results of honest methods, honest

endeavors, and the handling of only the best makes of in-

struments, have enabled us to give to the people of Los

Angeles the largest and finest music house on this Coastt

occupying as it does over 30,000 square feet of floor space,

consisting of five floors and basement, as follows:

Small Musical Instruments, Sheet Music,

Talking Machines, Music Boxes, Offices,
FIRST FLOOR

a General Display of High Grade Pianos, Piano Players, etc.

Steinway Recital Hall and Display Rooms
for Steinway, Mason & Hamlin and

SECOND FLOOR

Kranich & Bach Pianos,

Japanese Art Parlors.THIRD FLOOR

FOURTH FLOOR

FIFTH FLOOR

Show Rooms for Sterling, Emerson, Starr,

Huntington and Richmond Pianos.

Repair Department and Tuning Rooms
(in charge of Steinway experts).

Visitors always welcome. Catalogues and Price Lists

upon application.

GEO. J. BIRHEL CO.
345-347 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES

Also SAN DIEGO, CAL.
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adcliffe
The Wonderful
Shoe forWomen

^y

RADCLIFFE is the shoe of the day. Its popularity increases

every month because its merits appeal to the great masses of sensible

women who want their feet shod beautifully, stylishly, comfortably
and economically. It has always been easy to get fine shoes if

you paid a fancy price. Radcliffe Shoes, for the first time, make it

possible to buy stylish shoes afid save a dollar on every pair.

$2.50 a pair
Examine a pair of Radcliffe Shoes at your dealer's. They are

made in all stylish shapes and leathers and on the Radcliffe system of

lasts to fit every normal foot. They would cost $5.00 a pair if made to

order. If your dealer should not have Radcliffe Shoes send us his name.
We will send you a booklet of Radcliffe styles and tell you where to

buy them. Kor iin-«Tviiiif ami r«-iic\vin(; kIux-h,

ml) Kiidtlltri- Nhof l>r<«iilnc.

The RADCLIFFE SHOE COMPANY. Dept. 28, Boston.
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READY TO WKAR

REGAL SHOES
FOR WOMEN

S3.50
OAK
SOLES
ON EVERY
PAIR

All the latest styles, newest toes, French,
Cuban, Louis XV and rejrulation heels, all sizes
and widths, are in evidence. Of quality we
need say nothing to those who have worn
Retrals—to those who do not know them we can
assure you that there is no better or finer shoe
made at any price. Men's Rejrals are also best.
Sent prepaid anywhere in the U. S. on receipt
of $3.75. Send for catalotrue.

222 WEST THIRD ST.
BRADBURY BUK . LOS ANGELES

M to Order
ALSO OUR OWN MAKE

READY TO WEAR

The largest stock of fine

imported shirting-s on the

Pacific Coast to select

from.

NCORPORATCD

IIS.

e^'s'duTH SPRING SI

New York's Latest

kAAAAAA^AAAAf

F'oR Women
Why not take no chances in selecting- your

garments for Fall and Winter? There's one
store where you are safe. Every Henshey gar-
ment is chosen with the most exquisite care.
The problem of correct dress is simple

enough if you depend on the Henshey store.
A woman feels more contented if this name is
on her garments.

COR. THIRD AND BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Underwood's
deviled -ham

FOR EVERY
VACATION USE.

On Sea and Land, in Camp and
Cabin, on the Links—On the Cruise,
Picnics, Summer Outings and Receptions,
Underwood's Deviled Ham is relied upon
for dainty, appetising, economical and
concentrated foods. 1-4 lb. can makes
12 sandwiches. No cooking. No
preparation, always ready.

Send to Wm. Underwood Co., Boston,
Mass., for free book of receipts.

THE PERFECT DESSERTJELLY
NONE MADE THATiS AS GOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BEHER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

LEMON ORANCE CHERRY
RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY

AT YOUR GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK

rREE-Hevnd.some Booklet of Recipes

From Darkness
to Light

Habit is strong ; the mind

stronger. An awakening intellect

makes the will that breaks
an unnatural habit, and
in the choice of food

brings us from dark-
ness to light. To be

mentally and physically
sound we must eat natu-

ral food. In the Whole
Wheat nature has provided
such a food ; that is, food that

CONTAINS all the PROPER-
TIES in CORRECT PROPOR-
TION NECESSARY to NOURISH '

',

EVERY ELEMENT of the HUMAN/
ORGANISM.

THE BURDEN
OF ERROR SHREDDED WHOLE WHEAT

BISCUIT
[^

is Wheat, whole wheat and nothing but the

wheat, made palatable and digestible for man's use.

You will live in the light of natural conditions if you use it.

Soid by All Grocers. Send for "The Vital Question
** cook book (free)

Address

THE NATURAL FOOD CO.
Niagara Falls. N. Y.

THE TRIUMPH OF
FOOD WISDOM
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Fresh arrivals have enriched

the already large stock, and we

now have the finest selection we

have ever shown. Many of the

most beautiful patterns confined

to us for Southern California,

and there are more of such to be

seen here now than there will be

again for months.

Orientals Wiltons Axminsters Art Squares

Smyrnas Tapestry Brussels Prairie Grass

Velvets Body Brussels And Others

All strictly high-grade, and all sizes in each kind. Some for as little

as $1.00 ;
some wondrously rich pieces costing thousands of dollars.

Los Angeles Furniture Co. l

225-27
Broadway

Los Angeles

Harmoniovis
Effects

To secure harmonious
effects the furnishing"s of

a house should be treated

as a whole.

We devote especial at.

tention to this work, sugr-

gesting- every detail in

drapinjr,upholstering- and

furnishing-s.

Plans and sketches pre-

pared for carrying- out

your own ideas.

CORRESPONDENCE
INVITED

Four floors and a basement—each larger than a city lot—devoted to showing- samples of our stock.
We have special booklets about many lines, and will be pleased to send you printed matter. We make
a specialty of selling by mail ; let us know your needs and we will make it a personal matter.

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
439_441_443 s. Spring' St.. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Evcrytliintr marked in plain figures.
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Rattan Furniture
At Factory Prices

Rattan Box Couch

People of taste continue to use rattan more and more extensively
in house fumishini;. Our liand-woven articles are the strongest.
t)«st made and most graceful in this popular material. No more

saris&ctorj- piece of furniture could be placed in your home than

our HANGING SETTEE. Made of the finest imported rattan,

very strong; a thoroughly comfortable seat, as desirable indoors as

out. Our RATTAN BOX COUCH is essential to the proper furn-

ishing of the mcKiern t>edroom. Strong, light in weight, fitted with

castors, easily moved. Lined with the best sateen. Dust-prool,

self-ventilating. Splendidasareceptaclefor'overflow" from bureau

or wardrobe. WE MAKE TO ORDER anything in rattan or willow.

AUgotKls sold OH apj>r<n)al,freigkt prtpaid. directfrom factory.
H'e have no agents or dealers. Write us for catalog of Settees,

Couches, House Trunks, etc., free.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiii»u>l'4v,

I
'mmm

Hanging Settee

RATTAN NOVEITY CO., 136 K. South St., Indianapolis, Ind.

The interior

fittings determine the

coziness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
talce advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

m

...flttracllve Homes i

•1^ bmM^(ScY^V^

The Best
Makes of Pianos known to the

musical world are carried in

our stock.

The Best
stock of String and Wind In-

struments shown by any house

in the Pacific Southwest, are

to be found in our store.

Send to Us
No matter what you want to

buy in the way of a Musical

Instrument, or where you live,

it will pay you to send to us

for catalogues and prices.

The

Pianola
Is the only instrument that suc-

cessfully plays the piano. We
are sole agents for the Pianola

in Ivos Angeles. It cannot be

had in any other store.

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third SL

Los Angeles, California
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Scheli's Patent Adjustable rorm

For dressmaking

It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

dupl icate
a a y o n e 's

form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form

_ chang-es.
Is made

to stand as

person stands, for-

ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-

ing send a perfectly
fitted lining with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back),
with close fitting col-

lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office : 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3

San Fraiclsco: 503
AND 4 PHONC James 4441

Powell St. PHONE RED 2986

FItiency, Fotce

and Finish gained
by writing with

Waterman's Meal

Fountain "'i

Pen

The

satisfaction.

Because you don't have to Fuss

about the working of your pen.

L. E. Waterman Co.
173 Broadway, N.Y. J2 Golden Lane, London.

<iV%/VVVV%%VVVVVVVVVVV%VVVV%VVVVVVVVVVV%VVVVVVVVVVVVV%VVV%/V^VVV

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL -.-.-.- . $ J 2,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - - - . - 2,150,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 275,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ----... 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the
members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-
holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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TKe Land of SxinsKine.

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.

J
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VoL XVII, No. 3. SEPTEMBER, 1902.

THE RIGHT HAND OF THE: CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

IV.

ERY much as the sea is to this slow-perishing

planet, so the Frontier has been to mankind,
ever since that specialization of organs began
which has resulted in our body-social. The
amoebid needs no mouth, brain, lungs, stom-

ach, legs. It is a little of all these things all

over. Only when life becomes vertebrate do

we need organs to balance our brains and remedy the indis-

cretions of our mouths.

Very lonely and boisterous, and perhaps dangerous, the ocean

looks to them who halt upon its shore, or read of it from afar.

To those who plough it for a stolid livelihood, it is merely a

waterway. And there are some who presume it to have been

created to enable yachting. But to the philosopher in the last

analysis, it is as it were the earth's liver—and our salvation.

Without it we should long ago have perished from off a reeking

footstool. The muddy waters of all maps pour into it not only the

waste of Nature, but the abominations of habitation—for man
is the only beast (with those he tethers so they cannot get away
from him) which so neglects hygiene as to have to study it. He
is the only vertebrate creature which voluntarily herds steadfast

in one spot, poisoning it and himself. After a few score mil-

leniums he has indeed learned to try to pipe away the gross

bulk of his sedentary iniquities ;
but a single quadruped, or a

biped with feathers, has always known enough (when let alone)

Copyrighted 1902 by Cha*. F. Lummit. All right* rtMivad.



The City Hall, Los Angeles. Photo by C. F. L.
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The Wild Iris of California. P/ioio hy C. F. L.

to remove itself from its past. No bird housckeeps in last year's

nest. Wolves hunt in concert, because so the}' get more gfame ;

but no wolf is such a dunce as to huddle in the pack "after

business hours." His den is not one of 100,000 next-door pig^eon

holes, for even a wolf knows that privacy is a part of home.

Man flatters himself as the only animal that has
"
reason." In

fact, he is the only animal which has discovered a way to get

along^ without any. Which is, to huddle.

An earth which was designed to support man had therefore to

be about three-quarters ocean. To that great filter all un-

hindered waters lean. Unless they are to stagnate, they must

find it at last, and in it be born again. It draws their strength,

and gives it back renewed. Their acquired impurities it lays

down in quiet rock to be upheaved, with time, in new and more

rugged continents. Their impulse and their spirit it distills

under wider suns, to pay them back clear and clean and young
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A CALltOKMA UAV-TKfcli. J'JioU' by C. F. L.

ag-ain at the old fountain head. The spring- is fresh because of

the far-off sea. The Great Lakes would die, not so soon, but as

surely, as the pygmies that have legal dominion upon them,

were it not for the vaster organ which maintains their circula-

tion. Without erosion of its igneous rocks, earth could never

have supported even primordial life. Without gravity and the

endless-chain of current, evaporation, and precipitation, there

would be no erosion. It is the ultimate sea that carves our

mountains and feeds our springs and refreshes our parched
fields and—lets us live.

Comparably in the like fashion, and quite as indispens-

ably, the wilderness has been ocean to man. Civilization
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is far from the primitive fountain, far even from the tribal

brook. It is a tremendous river, heedless of the drops it can no

long-er count, polluted with its own mills and slops, arrogant
and forgetful of its source as of its destin)^ It rather fancies

that it runs hy itself, and not by the attraction of gravity. But
for a moment imagine it cut off from outlet. It would take

longer than a brook to fester and perish ; but presently it must

die, and its parasites before it
—its fishes and tadpoles and mos-

quitoes and men—unless it may come at last to precipitate its

mud and release its ascending vapors.

Ever since that ingrowing of man began, which we call civi-

lization, the Frontier has been its remedy. It is the only
ethnic Fountain of Eternal Youth )'et discovered. No nation.

The "Akrowhead," near San Bernardino. From an old photo.

(The hotel was destroyed by fire many years atro.)

come to the pathologic symptoms of age, ever yet regenerated
itself by the cosmetics and plumpers and nerve-foods of its home

policies and inventions. Senile decay is as logical to peoples as

to men ; and none may by taking thought renew tissues that

begin to break down. All the brains, all the wealth, all the

conceit of Babylon, Egypt, Carthage, Rome, could not make
them young again, nor seriously deter the evil day. But man-

kind went on, for its remedy was near. Out of Pharaoh's de-

crepit land came the grumbling brick-makers who were to mold

a whole wilderness
"
without straw." In the desert they found

the very decalogue. And though the civilization they planted

has withered long ago, it left the flower of a faith that fades

not through the ages. The Frontier of Cadmus changed sculp-
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The California Eschol. Photo by W. C. McFarland.

ture from clever fetichistic stone-cutting to a classic ideal—the

touchstone and test of all sculpture forever. Greece civilized,

and over-civilized, and died—as potent Greece. The colossal

fabric of the Roman empire is dust, forgotten even of our maps.
"But yesterday the word of Caesar might have stood against the

world." Today, if we think to wonder how far he did bestride

this narrow earth, we must look up a special atlas devoted to

the mummies of nations. Unconsciously, no doubt, the "class-

ical atlas
"

is a bitter satire on the inefficacy of politicians and

the mortality of national conceits. Yet the vital part of Greece

and Rome—the essence of their youth
—

is in the world's veins

yet.

Nearest to us, and largest to history, America has been for

four centuries Frontier enough for Europe. It has renewed the

Old-World's youth, and quickened the steps and consciences of

the dotards who persist. It turned geography from flat to

round ; provoked more seamanship in a century than had been in

all time ; invented real exploration. It as much broadened the

horizons of scholarship as is the gap between a sermon and an

encyclopedia. It shook up literature from an esoteric dreaming
in theology and the classics to wakefulness in poetry, drama,

adventure, geography, zoology, botany, linguistics, and the
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dawnings of ethnology. Aye, more ! for it unbound religion,

and set conscience to work, and invented political liberty. It

was the most tremendous social and political renascence in the

history of civilization, for man has never before nor since been

suddenly confronted with so vast and so beckoning- a frontier.

What this New World did for the Old in unmaking and re-

building the ideas and standards of scholarship, religion and

society, merits the thick and sober and adequate volume it has

never yet had. What it has done for itself is a trifle more
within our guessing, though that also might surprise us if duly
marshaled in its full philosophic force. It was, as it were, the

coming of spring upon the dark feudal winter ; a spring unend-

ing. And it was the vast epitome of all Frontiers.

Under the Pepper Trees. Phoio by C. Gowan.

The Puritans, for instance. Would they have done so much
if they had staid cooped in civilized England or Holland ? De-
cidedly, they did not drain their Old-World homes. More brains
and morals were left behind in England, certainly, than came in

the May-flower. Even in 1776 there were more in Great Britain
than in the colonies, though we allow each stay-at-home only
one-fifth as much conscience and intelligence as outfitted each
emigrant. Then why did they do more here ? More for the

individual, more for the state, more even for England ?

The answer is simple—because they had to, and had a chance
to. The old machine was set up. It ran by itself—and over

any one who tried to turn it aside to a better road.
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The new social machine had to be built. That exercised the

builders. Instead of sitting and letting old wheels go round,

they had to devise and lift and tug and test. It put muscle on
their arms, new eyes in their consciences, and an edge on their

invention. They were at the necessity of thinking a little

about machineries—and it would be a pity if they set up a new
engine no better than the old one. When a man builds a

thresher, too, he discountenances his neighbor's flail. What
has made England so republican in a hundred years ? What
has wiped from her statute-books all but one of that ghastly

category of capital offenses ?* Why is monarchy everywhere
mitigated and mitigating ;

more conscious of the people, less

inclusive under one hat ? Progress ! Of course—but whose ?

Why, the Frontier's! The political airing of feudal rooms has

not been from within ; not b}" punkahs or fan-blowers of the

wise men and good at home
;
but through windows open willy-

nilly to a Jerusalem where rude, homespun people of the same
stock wrestled with new necessities, new light, new elbow-

room. We are modestly aware that America has done some-

thing for itself in a century ; but, in fact, counting their handi-

caps, it has done quite as much for the old folks at home.

And the two most populous nations on earth, why are they
in senile gangrene—one the giant servant of a pigmy, but

teachable, island, and one slave to its own corruption ? Why,
India and China have willfully refrained from frontiers and

shut their windows against the winds that blow thence, to

palsy in their own gray wisdom !

Now this thing is structural to all history, though the his-

torians, as a rule, are more familiar with their closet than with

the Frontier. No nation is composed of immortals. No nation

is exempt from the processes poetically comparable to those of

its mortal units. Every nation has a life pathologically some-

what as the life of one man ; sturdy youth, strong manhood,
level prime, and then the gray, the adipose, the slow slope to

age, and all its logic. No nation has yet outwitted Time—save

only as you and I outwit it
; by our children. What is true of

nations is true of their communities, and down to their units,

and on back up again.
The overshadowing reason why our America is tremendous is

because it was to make. If the hemisphere had been already

one Sussex garden when the Pilgrims came, it would still be

very much the bed-ridden Sussex of three centuries ago. And
so would Sussex. We—or our better forebears—have builded

***AinoD| the variety of actions which men are daily liable to commit, no leiiH than 160

haTc been declared by Act of Parliament to be felonien without benefit of cleriry. or, in

other words, to be worthy of invtaitt death."—Blaclcntonc, CommtHlariet, 1765.
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the most imposing fabric in political history, and at about five

times "contract" speed, for the reason that we had to build or

go naked to the weather ; that we had room to build, and at a

ripe time, and that our "job" has attracted the sort of work-

men least content to sit still in the fat, conceited old civiliza-

tions. That is the blood and that the environment, which,

throughout histor}', have kept civilization itself from dying of

old age. It is more to be architect than tenant, more to invent

than to pay royalty, more to create than to bu)^ It takes more

man, it makes more man ; for exercise is more athletic than

sitting still. Conquest of a whole environment is more develop-

mental than pulling forward on one machine in a padded gym-
nasium. A strong man who never walks, who is washed,
dressed and lifted, gets no stronger. A pun)^ fellow who must

Thb Sibrka Madrb of Southkrn Camkornia. P/ioio by C. F. L.

help himself, increases in roundness by doing. And that—
mutatis mutandis—is the secret of the persistence of human life

in a world which grows bald in spots. It is the reason why the

wilderness has thus far counteracted the ingrowing of commu-

nities. The drift of numbers is always to do everything else

for a man except his specialty. The virtue of the Frontier is

that it makes a man able to do everything. Frontier America

has shown that people do quite as well when they are not saved,

for instance, the trouble of government.
But what is civilization to do, now that there is no more

Frontier ; no more wilderness to conquer with profit to the
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The Fav'okite Dance of Old California.

(The Cuna, or "Cradle-waltz.")

Photo by C. F. L.

biceps ;
no more hope of that safe instalment-immortality

which is in bejrettingf sons ? For, broadly speaking-, the

Frontiers are now used up. There are unexplored lands, but

they are not quite Frontiers. The Amazonas, in which you
could lose sixty millions of our people, and all the land that is

mapped to them, are not Frontiers. Room and toil and dang-er

are there, but the skies are wrong. The more a man exercises

there, the less muscle he g^ets. The arctic wildernesses are as

impossible gymnasiums, for as evident reasons. And to such

as have come to realize that a million men are no more exempt
than one man from the need of exercise, the maps might easily

be discouraging.

But perhaps the most obvious features of the Frontier are

not, after all, the most vital ones. We may soonest recognize

a man by his big nose, but he has more real use of eyes and

mouth. The faults and follies of the Frontier have had their

worth in evolution—the six-shooter as a means of grace, the

discountenancing of horse-thieves, the hardships, distances,

dangers and roughnesses. But they are not its vitality. The
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intrinsic sanity of the Fron-

tier is that it is a rever-

sion from artifice to the real.

Its virtue is not that it is

rough — which has been an

accident of geosTraph}^
— but

that it is natural, which is

basic. Precisely as the sea

counts, not because it is

stormy, but because it is

broad. The Pacific Ocean
aerates just as successfully

as the wild Atlantic.

The secret of the Frontier

is not in g-etting 2,000 miles

away from the too man}'

cushions, but in getting

away. Half a mile is

enough— if the half mile

can be maintained. It does

not consist in being ten

leagues from a neighbor,
but in escaping the obsession

of his eye. Fifty feet and

a hedge may suffice to breed

responsibility ; to teach a

man to do as he ought because he ought, and not because some-

one is looking at him. All the laws man ever formulated have
doubtless done less to neutralize and average our visible man-
ners than has our subconsciousness of the eye of the man next

door. The impersonal gaze of heaven is not one-half so com-

pelling. No other influence has so promoted artificiality. The
only escape has been to burrow within our own walls. It is

well, certainly, to have a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind—but it is better first to fear ourselves.

Conquest is the thing ;
and good conquest is as useful as bad.

Nature and self are as worthy angels for our Jacob to wrestle

withal as desperadoes are. Necessity, the mother not of inven-

tion only, but of all growth, is as maternal gentle as savage.
Where man has to, he does. Where he doesn't have to—in the

long run, he doesn't. I have known city men who took
*'

regu-
lar exercise" as a lifelong matter of principle. But no city ever

did—nor ten per cent, of any city. Exercise is never generic
save by compulsion ; but pleasure is as compulsive as pain.

Now I can conceive of a Frontier young, yet not all a fool—if

Spanish Bayonet in Bloom.
(Yucca baccata.)

Photo hy ,\r. /.. Snow.
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one can he all fool who knows enough to be young- !
—

strong,

but not brutal ; self-reliant, but not selfish ; free, but not run

amuck. In a word, some neutral ground where man may keep
some of the slow old sanities amid our own recurrent smartness.

I think I know such a Frontier, and the beginnings of its work-

manship—on lumber as unconscious as usually whirls on the

lathe of evolution. And though I have known and loved and

learned from several of the primal Frontiers, and wear their

color and their roughness and a few of their scars, I believe in

the new sort quite as earnestly, and in its perpetuity far more.

For the real meaning of the Frontier is merely Room and
Nature. It is coming home to Mother Earth. Fables are

sermons, and the truest of them all is the fable of Antaeus.

We are all sons of the Brown Mother, unearthly smart as wc

Buffalo in Golden Gatk Park, San Francisco. Photo by C. F. L.

are grown. We still have to eat and die. And from her breast
our strength cometh. Afoot we can wrestle the Hercules of

Numbers, for with every stamp upon the soil our strength is

renewed, and though he sprawl us now and then a full length
upon the ground, we rise up sevenfold stronger. It is only when
he lifts our feet from oif the earth and holds us overhead that
we become limp and futile in his giant grip. If we can learn to

keep our feet on the ground, we shall presently make civilization
our servant, which is now o\ir master.

It would be a little too much to expect any average Ant^us to
cling to a disagreeable mother. Where earth is become a shrew
or a woman of fashion, her children will surely wander from home,
for in the long run we care more for comfort than for strength.
New England, one of the most typical and effective Frontiers



Rotunda of the City Hall, San Fkancisco. I'holo bv C. F. L.
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A Lovers' Lane.

in histor}', with a magnificent
record as a noble mother,

thoug-h a stern one, has unwill-

full3' weaned her sons from
the Antaean touch b}' the rigor
of her breasts. The}^ love her,

as perhaps voluptuous mothers

are never loved
;
but the)^ find

small comfort in her bou}' lap.

No wonder they turn to urban

cushions !

The reason why we may par-

donably trust the Last Amer-
ican Frontier to endure is that

it is— endurable. We shall

revert to Mother Earth here

not because we ought to, nor

yet because we know enough
to, but because we like to

; and

we shall like her because she

likes us. She neither chills

us with cold austerity nor

makes us "dumpy" with tropic fondlings. Here — and Cali-

fornia is the only place on this continent where that is broadly

true—civilized man will come (and stay) nearer to Nature than

he has ever done since his social fever became acute. It will be

not because he is wiser, but because she is fairer. The soil here

is not a last resort, but a temptation. It is friendly, generous
—

even flattering. Tens of thousands of people who at home
never knew the soil nor ever cared to, here already are drawn to

it, not of necessity, but by favor. They know, perhaps, as

little as they did before of a duty to posterity, but they have

fallen in love. And they find something of what lovers find

later—some disillusions, but the parenthood which, if hardly

fore-calculated, is crown of all. Mastery, dominion, creation—
though it be over only an acre ; the mixing of a little seed, a

little water, a little soil, and the birth of something which did

not exist before— this new power, unhampered by the old penal-

ties, has taken hold upon surprised multitudes. No community
in history ever did before so much genteel (even when vicari-

ous) digging, by men and women not apprenticed to farming,

and, in fact, so "risen above it," as Southern California, par-

ticularly, has done in a dozen years.

Herein is pointed, I take it, the longest
—

perhaps the imper-
ishable—vitality of California. Its newnesses will fade; its



A Village School in California. Photo by C. F. L.
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remoteness is already reduced sixty-fold
—from six months to

three days
— its roughness has disappeared forever

;
its refine-

ment is already sensitive. But it is not in the usual civilized

drift to over-refinement and ingrowing- and anemia, because it

will be always the outdoor country, alwa)'s a temptation to

tickle the grateful earth that we may see her smile.

The methods of this attraction to the soil are many and evi-

dent. Cultivation— little or big, whether for a livelihood or for

sheer pleasure
—is here more independent, more secure, more

esthetic, and (thus far) more remunerative than our people
have hitherto known. I do not mean for a moment that every

San Luis Obispo Mission. I'hoto hv Taber.

(Before it was "
restored " out of aU semblance of beauty. From an old photo.)

one is (roing- to turn farmer. But people will use the soil more
—if only for rose bushes.

One—and perhaps the most inclusive—secret of this attraction

touches the home-wish which all our artificiality has not yet

smothered, and never yet so dwarfed under kindly skies as it has

done under northern ones. People will meddle more with earth

where earth subsidizes homes. When you can take a naked lot

and in a jiflfy have not only the sawed and painted lumber, but

the outward grace of Nature's benediction, "Home" takes on a

new meaning. In Los Angeles, on a hurried vacation from the
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Andes, I bought a bare cottage on a bare lot, and planted some

slips in 1893. In 1896 the whip of a fig-tree I had set out from

a quart tin gave all the figs an active family of five could eat,

ever)' daj- from September 1 to December 15. For the five years

we were there, the Duchesse de Brabant rose I set under the bay
window was never one week without buds or blossoms. The

tiny Reve d'Or at the end of the porch had grown nearly to the

ridgepole. It was twenty feet high and twenty-five feet in

spread. It was hardly ever without bloom, and in April was a

creaming cascade of two and three thousand roses at a time.

Those bushes cost twenty-five cents apiece, the tomato-can thrown
in

;
an occasional watering and encouragement. I could afford

that. But I do not know of any one who could afford that kind

of a bush out-doors in New York. It means something, when
the cottage may have what the palace elsewhere cannot. And
even the man of mone)^ may like roses because they are roses,

and not merely because they cost him $10 per dozen, cut. Para-

doxical as it ma}'^ seem, one reason why California will always
be rather Frontier is that it is the very home of Home. People
do come and live in flats—unconscious homoeopathists, doubt-

less—but men and women on the average are going to make,
and are already making, better homes and freer homes where
homes can be made freer and better. In California it is a ques-
tion not of wealth, but of taste and love. If one can build only
a $50 shack, one can engage the great decorator. I have seen
such a cabin buried under a single rosebush, whose crop at a

given time would be worth in New York, at the retail figures I

have sometimes paid there, $100,000. To be specific I have paid
$1 a bud there and here have seen 100,000 roses on one bush.

Perhaps roses are not worth anything unless you can sell them.
And then again perhaps they are.

Another essential factor in the case is security. California
soil will be more upturned than Massachusetts or Ohio soil,
not only because it is less a hardship, but because it is less a
gamble." Cultivation has here a certainty never before known

by wholesale to civilized peoples. Farming was the first sane

industry of mankind, and will be the last. But too generally it

has been only a little less fortuitous than other games of
chance. The farmer has ploughed and planted and waited on
the sky. If the right weather came, he harvested. If it did
not come—the weather was to blame. Out here we also trust
in God—but keep our alfalfa wet.

Until now, the only peoples wise enough to make their own
crop-weather have been such relatively simple folk as the

Egyptians, the Incas and Yuncas of Peru, the Nahuatl of



In Chinatown, Sam Fkancibco. Photo by C. F. L.
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A California Tan Oak. (85 feet hifli.) /'hoto bv ('. F. L.

Mexico, the Pueblos of New Mexico, and so on. Some of their

conquerors
—still in the patriarchal succession—have learned

from them. But California is about the first land (except the

Mormons and a small colony in Greeley, Colorado) in which

highly civilized man has taken the lesson to heart. Naturally,
when civilized man knows enough to learn from the aborigine,

he can improve upon him ; and he has done so here, in scale

and in conservation, but not in principle. If anything can

stun the philosophic Westerner, it is to revisit the old New Eng-
land home, and see his kind leaning on luck. The Yankee has

devised vertiginous machines to reap, bind and thresh his crop—if he shall chance to get a crop. Meanwhile, the brown In-

dian farmer of the Southwest for a thousand years, or two

thousand, has cut his crop by hand and threshed it by foot—
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but has taken pains to have a crop. More water runs in the

watercourses of microscopic Massachusetts than in all the vast

Southwest ; but I do net know of an irrigating--ditch in New
England, and I have known drouths there.

" Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie,

Which we ascribe to heaven."

It is disquieting to the New England pride of brain to find in

the deserts of New Mexico and Arizona not only the assured

gardens of latter-da)^ Indians, but the silt-cemented watering-
ditches of immemorial savages, running for league after league,

though left, b}' the erosion of a millennium, lofty above the

streams that once fed them. For this is the only sweeping
invention in all the history of farming. It bears to agriculture

almost as vital relation as the discovery of fire bears to transit

and some few other things ;
and sometime agriculture will

doubtless find out that fact.

The story is well compact in the motto of the National Irri-

gation Congress— "science, not chance." This is not an epi-

gram only ;
it is a wholesale economic truth. It was reserved

for the Frontier (so far as we are concerned) to turn the oldest,

thickest, and most respectable occupation of man from a hazard
to a science.

The first farming of California was gambling, like the home
farming of the transplanted Easterners who played at it—only
for bigger stakes. It was long the largest farming the world
has ever seen. One ranch cost over a million dollars just to

fence, and employed 700 hands in the season. One ranch still

roulette-playing within forty miles of where I sit, recently har-
vested 600,000 sacks of barley in one crop. When the Land-
marks Club celebrated .the centennial of San Fernando Mission,
we ate our lunch on a pile of $57,000 worth of wheat in front of
the monastery In that same valley,

" H H." records* a ranch
bought for $275,000, of which S75,000 was paid down. The year
went dry. The puchaser offered to abandon the ranch and his

$75,000, but was held to his bargain. The next winter was wet,
and its wheat crop paid off the $200,000 balance. > It is a matter
of statistics, by-the-way, that four times in eleven years Cali-
fornia has raised over a million tons of wheat.
All this, of course, is gambling pure and simple. It depended

on the turn of the sky, precisely as the little New England
farm-patch did. And there is a curious point here. For more
than three centuries the cereals have been, in the Southwest,
temporales—ihdit is, crops left to lucky weather—and we have
maintained the inventor's discrimination. Other things we in-

*
Glimpses of Three Coasts.
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lnK Old Russian Chckch, I'okt Koss. J'hoto by C. F. J..

sure as he did, but wheat and barley are still our hazard—
whether on the surviving vast ranches or on the vacant lot har-

rowed and seeded by some forehanded city teamster in hope that

the winter will be of the complexion to make a crop for him
while he works elsewhere at day wages.

Broadly speaking, however, we are reducing all other cultiva-

tion to a common certainty. Our orange and lemon groves, our

orchards of peach, pear, apricot, almond, prune ;
our berries,

our vegetables, our forage—as to them we regulate our

own almanac. In this procession the characteristic farming of

California has in a few years changed from the largest acreages
on earth to the smallest in civilization. Some of the farms half

the size of Rhode Island still cumber the earth, but they are

already anachronisms. The day has risen of tiny holdings,

Of THE
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JViolo by C. F. L.

costly crops, and higher certainty of them. I need not more
than sug-gest what gain that means sociologically as well as in

mo^e3^ Given 100,000 acres
;
one owner, 300 drifting hirelings,

a $20-per-acre crop ; or 10,000 owners, mostly with families, and

$75-per-acre crops. The relative value to the commonwealth is

easily figured. The overwhelming drift now is to farms of

twenty acres or less. As Charles Dudley Warner shrewdly saw
and said, ten acres here, with a water right, is better than 160

acres east of the 100th meridian. That is true. It is more re-

munerative and more secure. But alwaj^s with a reservation.

California is no insurance against laziness and stupidity. Farm-

ing does not do itself, nor is it done by visions. Even in the Gar-

den of Eden the bread-fruit did not overtake Adam and invade

him. But it is a fact that with sense and industry ten acres is

safeguard for a family ; twenty acres an independence.
Within my own direct knowledge, a middle-aged watchmaker

suddenly deprived of his right arm and hearing by a railroad

accident, fell back for livelihood upon the three city lots—a

farm 150 feet square, with cottage and some mature apricot

trees—given him in settlement of damages. He plowed with

his left hand (the reins around his neck), raised small fruits

;ind poultry, and made a living for himself and family When
California pluck and California soil get together

— and a little

water—something comes of it !

[to be continued.]
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' RAWEAH.
How and "Why tHe Colony Died.*

By its President, BURNETTE G. HASKELL.

HEN John Swinton, the Friend of the Poor,

asked Karl Marx, the Man of Earthquakes,
on the sands of Ramsg-ate: "What Is?'' Marx

responded,
' '

Struggle.
"

Kaweah Colony failed—but it struggled.
Those who had believed that they would be

burglars of Paradise, that they would reach

upon this earth to the kingdom of heaven,

have abandoned their purpose and are routed and disorganized,

babbling many tongues. "And so the Lord scattered them
abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth

;
and they

left off to build the city."
The full history of this Tower of Babel may not be con-

densed within these limits, and perhaps also the time is not yet

ripe for a thoroughly wise and critical survey of the whole

experiment ; yet some facts, heretofore concealed, now in honor

should be stated, and even now lessons may be drawn from this

tale of work and idleness, noble purpose and weakly practice,

joy, faith, sorrow and disaster—all so human and so true—that

may enlighten or warn, as well as interest, the people of these

United States. For this experiment was purposeful, and had it

won it would have set its seal upon the future of this country,
and perhaps its failure as well may count in some way as affect-

ing the destiny of events. "Did we think victory great? So
it is, but now since it cannot be helped, methinks that death
and dismay are also great."
Having been identified with Kaweah from the first, I know

its plans and purpose and why and when and where it failed.

It was one of the hopes of my life. And seeing it now, lying
dead before me, knowing that its own hands assisted in strang-
ling it, knowing that the guilt of its death rests upon nearly all

of its members, myself far from being excepted, the faltering
steel that cuts the epitaph chisels as well "peccavi."

I look out of the window of my mountain cabin and the sky
is full of winter storm. I hardly know how to begin to tell you
the story.

HOW the; colony started.

My attention was turned to the labor question in 1882. I par-
ticipated in most of its phases until 1885, when, in company
with a number of others who had also dipped into the study of

political economy, we arrived at what was conceived to be a
solution of the problem of poverty and wealth, the inequalities
of destiny and fortune, and had found, we believed, a road to
human happiness.
The labor movement is profoundly impressed with the spirit

of the age. Whether it knows it or not, the bugle of evolution

•Few Americans know anythidsr accurate of Kaweah— the most remarkable Utopia ever
founded on the Pacific Coast. This authoritative statement, by one who had the best
chance to know, the president of the colony, is a g-enuine contribution to Western history.The srist of it was printed in the San Francisco Examiner, November 29, 1891, and has been
JonsT out of print. It has been revised by the author for this magaEine.—Ed.
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Photo by Cramer, S. F.

Capt. Andrew Larsen.

has given the guide to everj' file of its

broadening- and marching- flank that is

sweeping around the corner of the future

on to the broad plains of coming dem-
ocracy ; and we, its dreamers, were but
a skirmish line of the main bod}'.

Though swept away, there are divisions

and divisions behind. If we fell from
the ambush perhaps this salutation that
we make to death may warn the next
thin line of the rifle pits that bar this

way and teach them another road to the

open fields. We were not fit to survive,
and we died. But there is no bribe

money in our pockets ; and beaten and
ragged as we are, we are not ashamed.
We were of the opinion

—as are two
millions of American farmers and me-
chanics today

— that the abolition of

poverty, if accomplished, meant the hap-
piness of the people. When answered
that

" human nature" itself was the

gate that shut out heaven, we retorted,
in our pride, that this selfish nature was
but the product of conditions, and that when these were altered
human disposition would change. We believed our species

sufficiently civilized to change environment at once, re-adapt our-
selves without delay to new forces and conquer the subtle spell
of heredity in one generation.
But how were we going to abolish poverty ? We were but a

score or so, poorly equipped with money, but having clear-cut

convictions that will bear the closest theoretical attack.
We knew that wealth was produced by the application of

human labor to the raw material provided by nature. We had
the labor

;
we must get the land ; this to abolish the landlord

tax on tools and soil. But we must, in inaugurating produc-
tion, choose some product which from its natural scarcity would
command a market ; we must find a locality where this market
was at our doors, otherwise our surplus labor would fall into the

purse of the transportation lords ; we must provide our own
medium of exchange, so as to avoid the interest tax. We must
work cooperatively to escape profit and to enforce the necessity
and beauty of human brotherhood. Thus founded, our State,
however small at first, would grow in strength and loveliness
until all men should heed, and the whole world should follow
our guidons in one resistless advance.
This was the purpose for which Kaweah was founded, and

upon which it was carried out. It never was a private money-
making scheme nor a mere project for creating individual homes,
but always had this quasi public character. It was for propa-
ganda, and not for pelf, that it existed. I know that there are
tales afloat of

"
fortunes gulled from the credulous public," and

so forth, but these are idle and silly lies. Officers and members
alike of Kaweah are suffering today for the bare necessities of
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Burnetts G. Haskell,
President of the Colony.
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life. The final balance-sheet of the Treasurer tells what money
was received and where it went.

During the whole period of our work, arrests, quarrel and joy
the Trustees in charge were Taylor, Martin, Christie and ray-
self. Hubbard, Redstone and especially Corbett assisted. I

think now that all of these managers did their duty. I do know
that they were picturesque at least.

The photographs of Christie and Taylor have never been
taken and cannot be published. Those of Martin and myself
are given. But it would be interesting to have them all.

For it was Christie, the Treasurer, who kept so faithfully and
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clearly the intricate accounts of labor done, supplies furnished
and time checks issued, that Judge Ross commended him

; and
it was Taylor who built that marvelous road cut throug-h
marble for miles and hung on crowbars sunk in granite around
depths that threatened death on dangerous curves.

Martin was Secretar}^ ; he had upon his honest conscience the

grave responsibilit}' of keeping the camp supplied ; there were
workers and women and children who were hungry. How he
did it I do not know. It has always been to me a question of

profound admiration and astonishment.
Of course, I rustled for money also. I ran the law business,

the Colony paper, the schools, and did what else I could, even
going into the blacksmith shop and helping brave Dudley out.

I think we were rather a phenomenal gang—we Trustees; and
I think we were competent to a certain extent. We were con-

tinuall}' re-elected and never "removed" at a general meeting
of our fellow cranks. But Pate was against us.

Hon. Erskine M. Ross, of the United States District Court, in

the last case against the colonists (where the Trustees were
charged with obtaining money through the mails for their own
profit) instructed the jury to acquit upon the grounds that the
accounts of the colon}' showed a most marvelous economy, a

perfectly honest administration and a devotion and self-sacrifice

unexampled in business affairs. For five years three hundred
men, women and children were supported on an average of five

dollars a month each. And this included clothes, tools, powder,
books, music, schools, printing press, art and music lessons and
physical training. The Trustees received thirty cents an hour

;

so did the sawyer at the mill. "Where was the chance for
theft? " as Judge Ross asked. Yet that idiot's lie is still aliye

today. Only a year ago I read a pamphlet by one Smith in

which he charged Charles A. Dana with having stolen fifty
dollars from the funds of Brook Farm ! Summarizing finances
let me say this : from all sources the colony received in cash and
material $60,000. For this sum for five 5'ears it supported three
hundred people and built a road to the giant forest that the

government engineers say now could not be built under ^he
competitive system for less than three hundred thousand. Th^re
was not an opportunity for robbery. But there was no possible
inclination. Why, we had with us men like Whittier, Thoreau
and Dana ; we had Swinton, Gronlund, Buchanan, Owen, Vroo-
man. Debs—men who lock their lips too close to tell a lie—who
wash their hands too white to touch a bribe.

> The fates seemed to smile upon the enterprise at first, A lo-

cation was found. On the Sierra slopes of the western borders
of Tulare county, beneath the shadow of Mount Whitney, grew a
vast body of timber, some of it of giant growth, but the largest

portion of merchantable pine, fir, and redwood. It had
been offered to the people by the United States for years, but
remained unentered. The lumber monopolists of that section

had surveyed and pronounced it
"
inaccessible," it being nearly

two miles high, crowning an abrupt range to which it was be-

lieved impossible to build a road. But the great San Joaquin
valley needed this timber and would be its natural market. Its
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J. J. Martin, Secretary of the Colony. Photo by Blair, Victoria, B. C.

treeless plains were being- made into orchard homes and lumber
was requisite as much as water lor the soil. A vast population,
ever growing:, would during this generation occupy these plains
and look to these forests for their natural wood supply. It could
be teamed to the valley if but a road could be built. This forest
lies at the headwaters of the north fork of the Kaweah river.

Our people heard of it
;
some of them visited and surveyed and

reported the facts ; their eyes sharpened by faith had seen a way
to build the road. The matter was discussed and at last de-
cided. That road should be built to the forest if human labor
could do it. We located the land—land which, remember, had
been declared worthless and inaccessible—and filed our claims
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properly at the land office. Forty-three people went down from
San Francisco to Visalia on the same day and made entries.

We purposed, after building- our road, to produce lumber our-
selves and to sell it to the farmers in the valley at cost. But
having our own banking system, the time check, for which alone
we intended to sell, we calculated that the very fact of our notes

having a g-reater purchasing power for this staple article, lum-
ber, would give them a premium over coin throughout the whole
valley. The farmer having been taught thus their value, would
receive them thereafter for his labor and food, and through their
use we planned that the people themselves should build a canal

through the center of the valley along the San Joaquin to tide-

water, owned by the ones who built it. This successfully ac-

complished, we hoped that the people would have learned from
experience the way out from the exactions of monopoly, and that

step would follow step until we should have established justice
and abolished alike the tramp and the millionaire.

This was our plan. And while accomplishing it we meant to

create amid the hills an ideal commonwealth, the Fraternal Re-

public, of which the world will always dream.
Visalia is a curious town, but probably not more so than any

other country place. The advent of so many people filing upon
"worthless" land aroused suspicion at once. The stor}^ went
abroad that the Southern Pacific was behind the move. A pro-
test naturally went to Washington. The entries were suspended
on mere suspicion and kept so for five years. But relying upon
the faith of the Government so often pledged to protect the ac-

tual settler, the little band went to work to make their road.

They issued a pamphlet explaining their views, asking recruits

and money. From first to last about five hundred others joined
them, some from almost every State in the Union, and many
from, countries of Europe. This list of membership itself is a
curious study. It is the United States in microcosm

; among the
members are old and young, rich and poor, wise and foolish,
educated and ignorant, worker and professional man, united only
by the common interest in Kaweah. There were temperance*
men and their opposites, churchmen and agnostics, free-thinkers,
Darwinists, and spiritualists, bad poets and good, musicians,
artists, prophets, and priests. There were dress-reform cranks
and phonetic spelling fanatics, word purists and vegetarians.
It was a mad, mad world, and being so small its madness was
the more visible ; but in its delirium it did some noble work, and

perhaps—perhaps it was not quite a failure after all.

Thus much generally of the people. Let me now speak of the
location.

The canon of the North Fork is more than an ordinarily
beautiful place. The climate is agreeable, the soil productive,
the scenery exquisitely lovely. To follow the road up to the
Pines is to take a journey connected with which there is singu-
lar charm. Arriving at the summit of the pine ridge, one crosses

into the forest a
"
saddle " not wider than fifty yards, on each

side of which is a sheer descent of thousands of feet ; one slope
is that of East Branch canon, the other that of the Marble
Fork, where its fourteen falls tumble in weird beauty to unmeas-
ured chasms below.
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From here to the west one can look over the tops of mountains

far out into the San Joaquin Valley ; yes, on a clear day you
can see the surf at Santa Cruz, white as a bosom unloosened

from its bodice ;
to the east the glacial peaks of Tyndall and

Whitney pierce the skies. You are above the clouds and can

view the storms raging- beneath you.

By a detour north of some miles over a rough and difficult

trail one can cross the Marble Fork and enter upon the plateau
whence rise the monster stems of the giant forest. This

grove is of primeval grandeur ;
trees in diameter from eighteen

to thirt)^-five feet, and in height from two to three hundred, and
so many of them that the sense of their size is lost in their

number. Throughout the forest one remarks a solemn silence,

not almost but absolutely deathly in its quiet. It is a vast soli-

tude without a sign of bird or animal life. Magnificent glades
covered with rich grass, the sites of ancient lakes, are inter-

spersed here and there, and in the center of each a bursting

spring, from which wanders, like the Meander, a babbling
brook.
Above and beyond the forest and the timLer line are the forty

Sierra lakes, unsounded and of amethyst hue, so deep are they,
the sources of the rivers that drain their waters to the fertile

Italian valley below.
Mountains of marble, quarries of lime, and mines of many

metals were among the resources of the locality. They waited

only for the hand of well directed labor to make them sources
of progress, wealth and civilization.

But it was impossible to utilize this wealth without first

building the road. This stupendous work, for such it was, was
begun October 8, 1886, by Captain Antony W. Larsen, Horace
T. Taylor, John Zobrist, Thomas Markusen, Martin Schneider,
and Charles F. Keller, Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Keller cooking for

the camp. It was finished, entering the pines in June, 1890,
nearly four years later. It is eighteen miles long, winding
around hill and through canon to attain the elevation, 8,000 feet,
on a steady, noble grade of eight feet to the hundred, although
on an air line the distance to be gained does not exceed three
miles. An average of twenty men worked at the task continu-

ously until done, and without proper tools, powder or other ap-
pliances. At no time was there a dollar ahead in the treasury
of the company, and it was literally a struggle from hand to
mouth. The task was engineered mainly by H. T. Taylor,
whose jovial nature, persistent drive, unbounded faith, and
practical knowledge alone made the task possible of accomplish-
ment. To have built this road by contract would have cost not
less than $8,000 per mile, or, say, $150,000 at the least. The
colony collected from all sources less than $50,000 cash, and
owes its members for this labor about $250,000 in time checks.
The great majority of the colonists, I am fully persuaded,

joined Kaweah to escape the grind and worry of the outside
world, to secure social advantages and harmonious surroundings,
and to realize the ideal of a fraternal and happy life. That
they failed to have these things is not their fault. The capital-
ist press used their banal reporter's English to stab us to death

;
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the lumber monopoly of the San Joaquin went to Congress
behind our back and made a "Park" of the Forest we had saved
from flame. The machinery of the law was used to take us
three hundred miles to meet charges in court without one single
jot of evidence, while gigantic lumber thieves were looting the
forests of Humboldt and the authorities winked their eye. We
were poor. We were ignorant. We were jeered at. But no
man dare say but we were honest.

At the time of the breaking up of the colony the population
was about 150. It had been as high as 300, and altogether
probably 400 of the members have at various times visited or

resided upon the grounds. They must, therefore, constitute a
fair average of the whole membership, and it will not be unjust
to judge of all from their conduct and experience.
Until December, 1890, all of the houses were tents. The tent

town of Advance was the home of the families from April,
1887, until December, 1889 ; the town of Kaweah, then estab-
lished six miles farther down the canon, was built of rough
lumber and tenting combined. Some of the dwellings were
mere hovels and some were furnished and decorated with con-
siderable taste. William Christie, the treasurer, lived with his

famil)' in a tent that was open, top and sides, to wind and
weather ; many of the unmarried workers slept for months in

the hay piled in an open barn.

Various attempts were made to organize a band and an or-

chestra, but the membership changed so often that nothing per-
manent resulted.

A Sunday school and church existed for a while, but finally
died.

Literary and scientific classes were started but petered out
from lack of interest.

A " Home Circle" that met every Saturday night was often

interesting, but finally ceased when the men folks went up to

AtwelTs to work.
A series of

'"
Mothers' meetings" broke up through bicker-

ings and want of something definite to do.

Dances were occasionally had, though they met with strenu-

ous opposition from a few who believed dancing a sin.

Instead of the fraternal, friendly feeling hoped for, one found
Kaweah divided into factions, and fractions of factions. Dis-

cussions about what Brown had to eat, and how Smith was pre-

tending to be sick to escape work were met with, instead of an
interest in literature and art. Miss Doe had been seen walking
with Richard Roe and Mrs. Poe quarreled with her husband ;

Master Brown had been ignored at the children's party and had
no chance to speak his piece, and Miss Mary's poem had been

rejected by the editor of the colony paper out of the merest

jealousy.
It was a huge family, and everybody seemed to have the busi-

ness of everybody else nearest his heart. Whenever the mail
arrived all crowded around the Postmaster to see who had letters

from whom and to wonder what they contained. People who
had extra supplies bought with their private means brought
them in closed boxes marked

"
furniture," and consumed them
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in secret for fear of adverse comment. As one said: "Why,
here they snuff the smoke that comes from my chimney to see

what I had for dinner." And yet really until the last six

months there was no real lack of plain and wholesome food, and

there was never any real suffering for the necessities of life.

The tendency to gossip appears to be inherent in human na-

ture, and otherwise good people seem to take a delight in finding
flaws in their neighbors. One really estimable lady wrote to

the press that drunkenness prevailed at Kaweah, and when re-

proached with the misstatement, which arose from the drinking
at a farmhouse of a glass of poor mountain wine, declared in

defense that a
'*

single drop intoxicates as much as a barrel."

Scores of instances like this could be cited. Mr. Martin, the

Secretary, was accused over and over again, secretly, behind his

back, with having "made thousands and thousands of dollars

out of commissions on the purchase of supplies." As a matter
of fact the Visalia merchants always gave us, on time, to help
us out, cash discounts, and these were always taken in extra

supplies. But though this lie was exposed over and over again,
it was continually the subject of repetition and comment. In
this and a hundred similar things gossip and tittle tattle were
almost unbearable. It was kick, kick, kick, until one longed
again for the large city, where one's next door neighbor is

unknown.
These little pin-pricks were of the things that killed the noble

purpose and enthusiasm of the enterprise and slowly drained its

life away.
Another hope of the colonists was that of educational facili-

ties. And the opportunity existed for having the best. But re-

moved from the restraints of the competitive world, parents and
children alike were unable to distinguish between liberty and
license. The schools established—common school, kindergarten,
music classes, and art school—were colony enterprises, and would
have succeeded had not every person had to have a finger in the
pie. The teachers found it impossible to enforce discipline when
a child, who deemed himself aggrieved, would in the class openly
threaten that he would go home and get his father to call a meet-
ing and remove the instructor. The boys and girls alike called
the teachers by their first names, and came to school or not just
as they pleased. Complaints made to the parents were of no
avail whatever, corporeal punishment of children being a "relic
of barbarism." One teacher was found objectionable because
she would not permit religious songs to be sung in school, and
two or three others were requested to resign for other frivolous
reasons. Whenever anybody had a grievance they had only to

'

call a meeting
" and the offensive pedagogue had to quit his

desk and go back to the pick and shovel. The natural jealousy
and envy of the man "who held down the soft job

" came at once
into play and the means were right at hand to carry out the lev-
eling process.

I have no words except of praise for the women of Kaweah
;

the men did most of the gossiping, kicking, and loafing ;
the

women were uniformly kind, cheerful, hard-working, and pa-
tient. They cooked, washed, baked, sewed, canned fruit, and
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on one notable occasion, when the mill camp was deserted by the
men who went below "to attend a meeting," they fought a
forest fire for twenty hours and by their heroic work, attested by
burned and bleeding hands and faces, saved that glorious plateau
for posterity.
An accomplished landscape artist worked for months at the

washtub, a graduate of three conservatories of music did the

cooking for days when there was a strike in the restaurant.

Ever)- year others picked and canned hundreds of pounds of fruit

for the winter on shares from adjacent ranches. Others packed
shingles, kept vegetable gardens, raised chickens, and set type
in the printing office. I have seen a woman getting in firewood
with an ax and bucksaw in plain sight of thirteen men gathered
for six solid hours around a stump excitedly discussing a rule of
order improperly construed at the last meeting.

NOT AI.L MISERY AND MEANNESS.

But all has not been miserable and mean at Kaweah. There
were warm and noble friendships, sweet romances, times of
firm faith and courageous daring, laughter, pleasure, and weeks
of perfect lovely peace. To see the crowds afield, with fingers
stained with wild grapes and arms full of fragrant flowers

; to
hear the merry shouts of the bathers in the warm summer water
of the river

;
to gather in the open air on moonlit nights and

listen to the orchestra playing old, sweet tunes ; to watch the
fall of some toppling pine beneath the flashing axes of our
woodmen—these were joys to all of us. And did we not cheer
when brave Christie rode into the foaming waters, rapidly risen,
that had cut us off from the world, on his desperate ride to Vi-
salia for aid ? And were we not all proud that he was one of us
when we read of Regnier's heroism on the Eureka bar ? An-
tony Larsen, who struck the first pick on the road, young, brave

giant, stricken with consumption, came back here to die and is

buried beneath the pines ; and the hands that laid him in his

grave were reverent and loving ones. There was, despite our

meannesses, a charm as of heaven around this place, and those
who went out still longed to come back and see the old scenes
once again.

It is right to say also that our faults have been petty and
venial

; among all here there has been no crime, no immorality,
no corruption.
But it was in the conduct of its political and business life that

I Kaweah was more notably a failure.
* In the former its purpose was in terms to put in practice the

idea of social democracy, to found a collective State ruled by no
class, but by the people. Officers were elected by the majority
and held office until removed by the power that elected them.
Meanwhile they were to be obeyed implicitly. This was the

theory, but it never was nor could be put in practice, and for

this reason, that no power existed to compel obedience. Every
member legally was an equal partner, and while theoretically he
was bound to obey his selected chief, practically he only did so
when he pleased. His officer had no power to compel obedience,
and no remedy against insubordination except his own resigna-
tion.
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Every man who came here, with but few exceptions, came
under the belief that his particular talents and abilities had not

been properly recognized in the outside world ;
that a capitalist

cabal or conspiracy there existed against him, and that here in

Kaweah his merits would be instantly noted, and that he would
at once assume his natural position as a leader of affairs.

And if such recognition were not quickly made he assumed that

the "corrupt influence of capitalism" had pursued him here,

and that he was still a "victim," Then he went to the General

Meeting for redress, and generally got it, with power to act,

until he, in turn, was pulled down through the same process by
another. This General Meeting, which assembled monthly, as-

sumed like the Athenian popular assemblies, to deal with details^

and it made confusion worse confounded. Members drew pay
while attending it, and at one time it lasted four days at a

stretch. Generally what one month's meeting ordered the next
would rescind. Under its domination we suffered from all the
evils of popular assemblages such as we read of in the books.
"We had not believed what we read

;
now we knew they did not

tell the half of it.

TOO MANY "average" MEN.

In the outside world all of us had been mere citizens not

charged with the management of affairs ; here we were the State
and running the machine ourselves. The conditions were eu-

tirelj^ novel. To have managed them successfully we should
have had a good supply of Caesars, Cromwells, and Jeffersons

;

instead, we had the average man. The result was absolute
anarchy tempered by occasional streaks of despotism. Of all the
leaders, H. T. Taylor was the only one whose gifts fitted him at
all to cope with the situation, and so long as he directed the
material work it went on in a fairly successful way. When,
after the road was finished, he tired of the bickering and re-

signed as General Superintendent, absolutely unable to bear
the burden longer, the ship was rudderless and went adrift.

I remember that when objectors used to urge that at Kaweah
there would be laziness, we used to answer that such was impos-
sible because every man was an equal partner working for him-
self

;
and of course partners would not "soldier" upon each

other. But they did. Not all of them by any manner of means.
But there were enough lazy men to aggravate and discourage
the good ones

; and many of them used to loaf with their mouths
full of phrases about "living upon the spiritual plane and lov-
ing your brother."
A ditch was surveyed and built, and then the water would not

run in it
;
a planing mill foundation was dug out of solid granite

where power could not be got to the machines ; trees and vines
were planted out and left without water and died

; and any
•J amount of other useless and foolish work was done, every bit of

it the result of a varied, vacillating, and truly democratic system
of direction. Three different bookkeepers had three different
systems of entry of their own, and as one succeeded the other in
power the books under their control would give points to the
wisest advocate of

"
the old corrupt capitalist system of double-
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entry." There was a time, too, when even the women were af-

fected ; the}' cut off their skirts, made leggfing-s of them, and
called it

"
dress reform." But the men laugfhed this fad (lown,

from jealousy, and thereafter secured the monopoly of original
"progressive" ideas to themselves.
In June, 1890, a small mill was put at the end of the road, and

the cutting of lumber for actual business necessities began. A
total of about 20,000 feet (at $10 per thousand) was cut during
a three months' run with a mill whose capacity was 3,000 feet a

day ;
the actual cut averaged 193 feet per day ;

less than a tenth
of what ought to be done, and this mill was not run short-
handed. It is true that most of the time it did not run ;

that the

loggers were inexpert ; that the mill was small and old ; that

picnics had to be organized ; that the men had to come down for
"
general meeting" ;

that this foreman was bad and that fore-

man was worse ; that the timber was small
; that the oxen were

lame, and a hundred other reasons ; but the fact remains that
results were not attained as they are in the competitive world.

THE BEGINNING OP THE END.

At this juncture the United States Government unwisely, un-

justly, and meanly stepped in, reserved the locality for a park,
and arrested the Trustees for cutting timber on alleged govern-
ment land. The agents of Uncle Sam could not see the monster
lumber thieves in every other canon of the Sierras, but they
could see us who in good faith were trying to do honest work
upon what we believed to be ours in equity, and is today ours in

law.
A long and expensive trial, ending in conviction on a technical

point and continuing until May, 1891, was the result. The
Trustees were sentenced to fine or imprisonment and appealed,
which appeal was dismissed in 1900 and the Trustees then
"
pardoned

"
by President McKinley.

Thereafter at Atwell's Mill the colony leased some timber
land and began a struggle for mere existence.

Although this mill was on patented land the Government
tried also to interfere here, and once closed down the mill with

troops. This was a persecution that they were finally forced
to reconsider, and the cavalry was withdrawn. But we were
now starving. Wc had lost our nerve and our grit.
The last of June, 1891, noting the same vacillation and want

of method and results as had occurred before obtaining the
Atwell lease, the Trustees issued to the resident members an

imploring circular, urging the workers to more active and per-
sistent effort at the mill, and begging the non-workers to keep
from picnics and other action that impeded the work. But this

appeal had no permanent effect except to arouse antagonism.
Work still continued in the same desultory fashion until the last

of July, when Taylor was sent up to the mill. While there he dis-

covered by a survey that the force had, with the willful careless-

ness of children, cut over their line on to Government land, thus

again exposing the Trustees to arrest and prison, and more than
this that they had concealed from the Trustees the fact of hav-

ing done so. This was more than they could bear, and all of
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them, except Mr. Martin, at once resigned. At the November

meeting a report of the season's work at Atwell's—five months
— showed that instead of cutting 2,500,000 feet, as a private

enterprise with driven men would easily have done, Kaweah
had cut only one-tenth of that

;
instead of its being produced

for $10 a thousand or less, it had cost from $18 to $20, and it

was sold for $10! Comment is superfluous, and whatever excuses

may be made, the business failure is flat.

THK COLONY DISSOLVED.

In October, 1891, upon the recommendation of the new Treas-

urer, A. M. White, in his final report, the facts were notified to

the world and proceedings taken to dissolve the colony.
The enterprise is a dreary failure, and so must we conclude

from its history will be any other similar attempt at present at

productive cooperation. Distributive cooperation has over and
over again proved a success, but productive never yet, and I

think that this history shows the reason why. Under the com-

petitive system men produce because they must work to the

highest pitch or starve, and they are under competent leader-

ship. Under the cooperative there is no such prodding incentive

to toil, no probability of such leadership, and men are not yet
civilized enough to do right for right's sake alone and to

labor for the love of production itself.

A few more than half of the resident members at the Novem-
ber meeting, 1891, abolished the time checks, took possession of

the machinery and land of the colony, repudiated the credits of

the old workers, and decided to continue the struggle as a small

enterprise under the absolute power of one man. It is needless
to say now (1902) that this attempt was as well a failure. They
hoped to make a living here as small farmers thus cooperating.
Whether this plan would have succeeded cuts no figure whatever
with this history. We can leave them quarreling over the
little property left, as we leave coyotes quarreling over a carcass.
One duty only remains to those whose hearts were with

Kaweah as a cooperative experiment ;
it is to let the truth be

known.
And is there no remedy, then, for the evils that oppress the

poor ? And is there no surety that the day is coming when
justice and right shall reign on earth ? I do not know

;
but I

believe, and I hope, and I trust.

Kaweah, November, 1891.

San Francisco, August, 1902.
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THE TRUSCOTT LUCR.
By MARY AUSTIN.

CHAPTER V.

HE little meadow where I was to meet Mac
to learn the details of his treasure hunting,
was a sort of bay or inlet, in the lava wall,

that in wet seasons ran a tiny spring. It was

thickly spread with clumps of mimulus and

painted-cup, thrust up from among- the frag-

ments of black rock.

It was nearly ten of the next morning before

I could slip away to find Mac there, sitting

smoking as his custom was, so still that the striped lizards

panted undisturbed on the rocks beside him.

He asked me where Beatty was, and when I had told him that

he had gone down the road a piece with a passing prospector,

without further words Mac drew out a shabby wallet from

which he extracted the precious map. It seemed to be a frag-

ment of a chamois chest protector, such as men working in

windy shafts will often wear, with markings upon it in purple
ink.

At the first sight I was quite vexed to find that I could make
neither head nor tail of it, but Macnamar spread it out on the

rock and began to make interpretation.
" Now you've got to suppose the fellow made this for nobody

but himself to see,

and that's why there

is so little of it," he

said. "This here,"

with his finger on a

point marked "'hot

springs,' is the bath-

house easy enough,
and 'red hill south'

is plain ;
there's a

plenty of red hills

south though, and no

telling which one.

What '

west gap' may
mean I don't exactly

know, and 'choc hill'

bothered me a good
deal at first. But if

you was to say the
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fellow that wrote it wasn't a first-class speller it mig-ht be

taken for chalk hill.
'

Sand bank under' is plain enough, but

the pictures clean get me.

"As far as I can make it out, it reads this way—the gold, or

whatever it is, is in a sand bank under a chalk hill, or what

looks like one, south of the hot springs and east of a red hill.

Sounds reasonable, don't it."

I nodded.

"But now," he went on,
"
here's a difficulty. There's white

formations in these hills, one by the Minmetta, and around by

the Defiance, and up Darwin way ;
but I'll be blamed if I can

find any around the hot springs. And these pictures I can't

make out any way I figure it. Now this," putting his finger

on a small circle with a dependent wiggle, "might be a spring

and a stream, but this other beats me."
"
Sunflower," I suggested, prompted to the thought by the

sight of a tall weed nodding from a cleft of the black rock.
"
Looks like it" assented Mac,

"
but nobody but a fool would

mark a cache with a sunflower.
"

I lay still on the rock staring at the unintelligible figures

while Macnamar outlined the search he had made, swinging a

wide circle south and east of the hot springs to locate the chalk

hill.

"Seems as if I'm a plumb fool, to be wasting time like

that," he said, "and when I try to talk to anybody about it,

that's what I'm sure I am; but when I get off to myself thinking
about it it seems good enough. I reckon," he said with a sigh,
"

it's kind of spelled me."

A pebble plumped down on the rock beside us, and we looked

up at the same instant to see Beatty standing on the lava wall

some fifteen feet above us, calling out quite cheerfully to know
if there was any way of getting down without breaking his

neck. I should not have greatly cared, if he had, so vexed was

I, but I pointed out a way, Mac and I questioning each other

with our eyes as to how much he had overheard. Prom that

time on, whenever he was about the house, Beatty would be

forever strolling about in our neighborhood, chatty and cheerful,

and very much at ease. He had bought him a saddle horse and
a pack mule, and would be off for two or three days prospect-

ing, Macnamar and I looking jealously to see him come home
with the treasure we called ours. How I fretted at the delays
that kept me putting up hay and dredging the spring while

Beatty rode away into the gold-haunted hills 1 When he came
back from these trips, Beatty would show us bits of ore, and
talk very pleasantly about mineral formations in those parts,
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and sometimes it Would come into my head in a confused sort

of way that he was really trying to draw Mac out, to learn

what parts of the hills he frequented most.

Once when he had shown us some very good copper float, of

which at that time there was a good deal of talk in the Coso

Hills, he said in the easy way he had,
"
Better go in with me

on this, Mac. We used to be partners all right enough."
"And no fault of mine," said Mac, with his pipe between his

teeth,
"
that we aint partners now."

Beatty laughed, "Well I did take French leave, that's a fact.

Seeing the old chap die, and him raving up to the last, kind of

rattled me, I guess. That and hearing him go on so about his

gold. But I was well paid out for it, wasting the little I had,

and three months good time, finding out there was nothing in

it. You ought to thank me for saving you that much, Mac.

The old codger must have been crazier than we thought."
There was a little pause in the conversation after that.

Macnamar's pipe glowed strongly in the dark, bats whipped by,

and a moth blundered among the primroses by the spring.

"And did nothing ever happen," Beatty began again, "to

give you any idea who he was, or if there was anything in that

story?"
" We buried him the next day," said Mac, slowly ;

"after that

what could happen?
"

It was a month more, and I poring over the map at all hours,

before Macnamar and I could get away to the hills. I was wild

to go, and had no forewarning of the weary while it would be

before we came to the end of our seeking, and the tangle to be

untied by it.

Beatty was gone to have his mule shod, and a woman from

Posada came to stay with my mother. We went straight to the

hot springs, and up over the canon wall, due south from the

bath-house. There we sighted the red hill that Macnamar had

proved by his pocket compass lay nearest south. It seemed

perhaps a mile as the crow flies, but what with going down into

canons, up over ridges, and around lava flows, we found when
we came to the foot of it that we had had enough of it for one

day. A red hill is no safe landmark in the Coso Hills. All that

region is full of shouldering cones of old volcanoes, long pent
and silent, hoary with ashes, or mantled with black rock ;

and

most of them red, as red as the red heifer that cropped the

grass in my mother's meadow. But in all that country that we

explored for the next three days, we found no trace of anything
that might be mistaken for a chalk formation. We got no

good of that trip, and I may say of many subsequent trips,
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except the pleasure of the outing, but something occurred on

the third trip out which seemed to give our treasure hunts the

greater zest.

We made our first camp always at the red hill, working around

it in a wide circle to get the lay of the ground. We were out

half a day from it, and had gone but a little way after our noon

halt for lunch when Macnamar discovered that he had lost a

strap, and I, always glad to be doing, offered to go back for it,

thinking to save time by taking a short cut on foot. I scrambled

over the ridge, slid down a rain-polished gully, and turning

sharply into the trail stumbled under the nose of Beatty's horse.

He was following our tracks with his eyes bent upon the

ground, and had not been aware of me.

Between my own confusion and his I am not sure what words

passed between us, but when I had gotten my strap, which was
a few rods farther on, I climbed to the top of the ridge and sat

watching him until there was nothing for it but to turn his

horse out of our trail and go back by another way.
After that things began to go badly for us all at Truscott's.

Beatty, sure now that we had some clue to the treasure that he

had not, continued to watch us narrowly, and to devote himself

to my mother.

How much he got out of her I do not know, but she was no

true Cornish woman if she was not a match for him. There

began to be a coolness between Mac and my mother, and though
we could never catch him at it, we were sure Beatty was at the

bottom of it. For one thing, she began to object to my excur-

sions into the hills. Mother had a great horror of my taking
to mining and the desultory life of mining camps, and as she

could see that I was quite carried away with this idea of trea-

sure hunting, she blamed Macnamar for encouraging it. It

was laughable, though at the time I found it quite exasperating,
to see how cast down Mac was on that score, and at the head-

way Beatty seemed to make in my mother's good graces. Poor
old Mac, he could never have been a figure for admiration ;

thin, and stooped, pale always, even in health, with reddish,

stiff hair, and an odd way of holding his hands that was the

result of his sickness
;
but the best heart that ever beat I

There was a trouble too of my own which I suffered in secret,

without mending my temper. I had grown very fast in the

two years past, so that though I was just turned fifteen I had

nearly come to my full stature, but not by any means to my full

strength. Knowing how much my long limbs belied my
strength, I was continually afraid that something might
happen to bring me to open shame.
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I was often very tired, upon what seemed slight occasions,

and suffered a secret conviction that I must be lazy
—and I had

been brought up to think laziness, if not criminal, the next

thing to it. There were times I blamed it to the land and the

life I led there. How I wearied of the long brown hills, the

jigging strings of burros plying between the springs and the

mines, the monotonous creak of eighteen and twenty-mule ore

wagons crawling in the dust, and the endless dribble of mining
talk, of lead, and shift, and smelter. And Beatty, of all

others, found out my weakness and probed it with as sharp a

tongue as ever wagged in a man's head, although there was

nothing that you could properly lay hand on to take offense by.

The result of all this was, as it grew near to the end of the

rains, when the spring opened warm and fast, that I grew
peaked, and fell away in my appetite to a degree that alarmed

my mother. Perhaps she thought it true, what Mac had said

to her once, that she kept me too close to the house; and per-

haps she thought my health really affected, but at any rate she

jumped readil)" to somebody's suggestion that I should tr}' a

week at the Springs. The garden was all in and doing finely

so that we could be spared, and it was agreed that Mac and I

should camp there, bathing, and drinking the waters, like noth-

ing I had ever tasted for nastiness, and hunting between times.

There were rabbits in the hills, foxes which harried our hen-

roosts, and when the herbage was rank after the rains, deer

that crossed over from the Sierras to feed. And though noth-

ing was said about it, it was understood that we had leave to

go treasure hunting as much as we liked. We had the smallest

of canvas sleeping tents as against a late rain, and for the rest

the red earth, the open sky, and as much camp outfit as Ma-
tilda could carry.

The days were full of soft mistiness, the air like new wine,

and never a living thing to come near us but the coyotes. They
mocked us all night from their stations in the hills, spied upon
us by day, and when we were away broke into our camp and

stole our bacon.

It was near noon of a warm day when it was taken, and be-

sides the tracks, we found spots of grease on the rocks in one or

two places, where perhaps the thief had laid down his plunder
to get a fresh hold.

Mac was exceedingly vexed, for, like most miners, he had

never a civil word for those beasts, and protested that he would

make an end of the matter then and there by going a coyote

hunting. And this as it turned out, led us by the strangest

chance to the clue we had else been a weary while finding.
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We came in the course of the afternoon to a narrow slit of a

valle}^ where a spring- was that Mac knew.

"I camped here once," he said,
"
prospecting in these parts.

The kyotes drink here. There's lairs in the rocks here about,

I shouldn't wonder."

And true enough we found a coyote lair before the day was

out, though without Mac's hill-trained eyes I should have

missed it. The hill that fenced the valley on the left was a

claye}' one, topped by a flat cleaving stratum that slid by hug^e

angular fragments to its foot. All in the talus were the holes of

squirrels, badger, burrowing owl, and at the last, one that Mac
said was coyote.

"At home, by the smell of it," he said, "and young ones

too."

So with a very good will we set to work clearing away stones

and earth. We had gone but a little way when suddenly a large

square-sided bit of rock came away with a rattle of small stones

and earth, and let in the light on the strangest lair that ever a

wild thing had. At the back of a shallow den the lair mother

showed her teeth, with her four pups cowered along her flank

very still and bright-eyed, and a litter of bones lying about. I

could see the gleam of their yellow eyes and the quiver that ran

along the mother's sides, but before I could well make out what
there was besides, Mac had drawn his revolver and fired it

straight into the midst of them.

The shot took effect on the coyote mother and she rolled in

the death agony, kicking and struggling among her young, and

as she writhed something started by her feet rolled out to ours,

something round and whity-brown—a human skull !

I was so taken aback by the suddenness and strangeness of

it that I fell sick and trembling, and Mac in a moment's flurry

fired again into the den, though there was no need. The coyote
mother was dead, and one of the pups, and after we had recov-

ered a little we got them all out, biting and scratching so that

we could take only one of them alive. And while we were

doing that, Macnamar explained to me that the skull, from its

brittle state and discoloration, had evidently been buried a long
time.

"Buried and clean of flesh long before the kyotes found it,"

he said,
"
Injun, too," he said again when he had examined the

shape of it, A little later when we were bringing out the rest of

the skeleton, of which we found nearly the whole, mixed with

bones of rabbits and sheep, we came upon further proof in the

shape of Indian arrow-points of obsidian. The lair when we
had cleared it out, seeemed to have been a sepulcher, roughly
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built of the flat frag-ments, and closed over with a single slab of

the unhewn stone. The coyotes had made an entrance near one

corner which could not have been tightly closed, and found a

lair ready-made, not the less acceptable because of old bones.

It needed but a little investigation to show us that there were
three of these cairns, one above another, though it was not until

next day that we found time to uncover them. There were the

bones of three men lying each on his slab of stone, and another

slab a foot over his head, buried with all their possessions ;
the

middle one was of the most consequence, to judge by the orna-

ments we found upon him. There were amulets of bone and

shell, and some curiously wrought beads of stone, besides many
arrow-points and knife-blades of obsidian. By the body in the

middle sepulcher we found some fragments of woven stuff

of coarse fiber, that fell into dust as we handled it, and oqe
piece of pottery, very crude, but quite whole, that I have with

me yet to the disappointment of many an antiquarian.
I had seen something of the Indians still left in the Coso

Hills, and thought little enough of them; yet, though I was not

above robbing the graves of their ancestors, I would not be sat-

isfied till we had laid back the bones and covered them up
again in their sepulchers of stone.

We carried our find back to camp, I conning them over in a

very boyish satisfaction, and hearing all that Mac would say
about them, which was little enough, for he was not a learned

man.

He was turning over the beads and amulets from the old

chief's neck, for so we had agreed to call the man in the middle

cairn, when he uttered a sudden exclamation of surprise. Some-

thing which he held in his hand he carried to the spring and

washed, and when he had dried it on his coat sleeve he held it

out to me in sudden excitement.
*'

Look," he said.

It was a thin fragment of bone, about three inches long anc

an inch wide, rounded at the top, and pierced for wearing.
Traced on it by a small fine instrument was the familiar raye^i

circle like a sunflower at the top of a straight stem, the irregu-

lar oval with its curved tail, and across the sawtooth pattern

and a row of dots
" The writing!" said Mac—and I finished for him,

" The pic-

ture writing on the map."

[to be continued.]
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THE MASTER OF MYSTERY.
By JACK LONDON.

HERE was complaint in the village. The women
chatted together with shrill, high-pitched
voices. The men were glum and doubtful of

aspect, and the very dogs wandered dubiously

about, alarmed in vague ways by the unrest of

the camp, and ready to take to the woods on

the first outbreak of trouble. The air was
filled with suspicion. No man was sure of his

neighbor, and each was conscious that he stood

in like unsureness among his fellows. Even the children were

oppressed and solemn, and little Di Ya, the cause of it all, had

been soundly thrashed, first by Hooniah, his mother, and then

by his father, Bawn, and was now whimpering and looking pes-

simistically out upon the world from the shelter of the big over-

turned canoe on the beach.

And to make the matter worse, Scundoo, the shaman, was in

disgrace, and his known magic could not be called upon to seek

out the evil-doer. Forsooth, a month gone, he had promised a

fair south wind so that the tribe might journey to the fotlatch

at Tonkin, where Taku Jim was giving away the savings of

twenty years ;
and when the day came, lo, a grievous north

wind blew, and of the first three canoes to venture forth, one

was swamped in the big seas and two pounded to pieces on the

rocks, and a child was drowned. He had pulled the string of

the wrong bag, he explained
—a mistake. But the people re-

fused to listen
;
the offerings of meat and fish and fur ceased to

come to his door, and he sulked within—so they thought, fast-

ing in bitter penance ;
in reality, eating generously from his

well-stored cache and meditating upon the fickleness of the mob.
The blankets of Hooniah were missing. They were good

blankets, of most marvellous thickness and warmth, and her

pride in them was greatened in that they had been come by so

cheaply. Ty-Kwan, of the next village but one, was a fool to

have so easily parted with them. But then, she did not know
they were the blankets of the murdered Englishman, because of

whose take-off the United States cutter nosed along the coast

for a time, while its launches puffed and snorted among the

secret inlets. And not knowing that Ty-Kwan had disposed of

them in haste so that his own people might not have to render

account to the Government, Hooniah's pride was unshaken.
And because the women envied her, her pride was without end
and boundless, till it filled the village and spilled over along
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the Alaskan shore from Dutch Harbor to St. Mary's. Her totem

had become justly celebrated, and her name known on the lips

of men wherever men fished and feasted, what of the blankets

and their marvellous thickness and warmth. It was a most

mysterious happening", the manner of their going.
"I but stretched them up in the sun by the sidewall of the

house," Hooniah declaimed for the thousandth time to her

Thlinget sisters. "I but stretched them up and turned my
back ; for Di Ya, dough thief and eater of raw flour that he is,

with head into the big iron pot, overturned and stuck there,

his legs waving like the branches of a forest tree in the wind.

And I did but drag him out and twice knock his head against
the door for riper understanding, and behold, the blankets were

not !"

"The blankets were not I*' the women repeated in awed

whispers.
"A great loss," one added. A second, "Never was there

such blankets." And a third, "We be sorry, Hooniah, for thy
loss." Yet each woman of them was glad in her heart that the

odious, dissension-breeding blankets were gone.
"I but stretched them up in the sun," Hooniah began for

the thousand and first time.

"Yea, yea," Bawn spoke up, wearied. "But there were no

gossips in the village from other places. Wherefore it be plain

that some of our own tribespeople have laid unlawful hand

upon the blankets."

"How can that be, O Bawn?" the women chorused indig-

nantly. "Who should there be ?"
" Then has there been witchcraft ?" Bawn continued stolidly

enough, though he stole a sly glance at their faces.

'''Witchcraft!'''' And at the dread word their voices hushed

and each looked fearfully at each.

"Ay," Hooniah afl&rmed, the latent malignancy of her nature

flashing into a moment's exultation. "And word has been sent

to Klok-No-Ton, and strong paddles. Truly shall he be here

with the afternoon tide."

The little groups broke up, and fear descended upon the vil-

lage. Of all misfortune witchcraft was the most appalling.

With the intangible and unseen things only the shamans could

cope, and neither man, woman, nor child could know, until the

moment of ordeal, whether devils possessed their souls or not.

And of all shamans, Klok-No-Ton, who dwelt in the next vil-

lage, was the most terrible. None found more evil spirits than

he, none visited their victims with more frightful tortures.

Even had he found, once, a devil residing within the body of a
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three-months' babe—a most obstinate devil which could only be

driven out when the babe had lain for a week on thorns and

biiers. The body was thrown into the sea after that, but the

waves tossed it back ag^ain and again as a curse upon the vil-

lage, nor did it finally go away till two strong men were staked

out at low tide and drowned.

And Hooniah had sent for this Klok-No-Ton. Better had it

been if Scundoo, their own shaman, were undisgraced. For he

had ever a gentler way, and he had been known to drive forth

two devils from a man who afterward begat seven healthy
children. But Klok-No-Ton ! They shuddered with dire fore-

boding at thought of him, and each one felt himself the center

of accusing eyes and looked accusingly upon his fellows—each

one and all, save Sime, and Sime was a scoffer whose evil end

was destined with a certitude his successes could not shake.

"Hoh! Hoh!" he laughed. "Devils and Klok-No-Ton!—
than whom no greater devil can be found in Thlinket Land."

" Thou fool 1 Even now he cometh with witcheries and sor-

ceries
;
so beware thy tongue, lest evil befall thee and thy days

be short in the land !"

So spoke La-lah, otherwise the Cheater, and Sime laughed

scornfully.

"I am Sime, unused to fear, unafraid of the dark. I am a

strong man, as my father before me, and my head is clear. Nor

you nor I have seen with our eyes the unseen evil things
—"

"
But Scundoo hath," La-lah made answer. "And likewise

Klok-No-Ton. This we know."

"How dost thou know, son of a fool?" Sime thundered, the

choleric blood darkening his thick bull neck.
"
By the words of their mouths—even so."

Sime snorted. "A shaman is only a man. May not his

words be crooked, even as thine and mine ? Bah ! Bah ! And
once more, bah ! And this for thy shamans and thy shamans'
devils ! and this ! and this !"

And snapping his fingers to right and left, Sime strode

through the on-lookers, who made overzealous and fearsome

way for him.

"A good fisher and strong hunter, but an evil man," said one.

"Yet doth he flourish," speculated another.

"Wherefore be thou evil and flourish," Sime retorted over

his shoulder. "And were all evil there would be no need for

shamans. Bah ! You children-afraid-of-the-dark !"

And when Klok-No-Ton arrived on the afternoon tide, Sime's

defiant laugh was unabated
;
nor did he forbear to make a joke

when the shaman tripped on the sand in the landing. Klok-No-
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Ton looked at him sourly, and without greeting stalked straight

through their midst to the house of Scundoo.

Of the meeting with Scundoo none of the tribespeople might
know, for they clustered reverently in the distance and spoke in

whispers while the masters of mystery were together.

"Greeting, O Scundoo!" Klok-No-Ton rumbled, wavering
perceptibly from doubt of his reception.

He was a giant in stature, and towered massively above little

Scundoo, whose thin voice floated upward like the faint far

rasping of a cricket.

"Greeting, Klok-No-Ton," he returned. "The day is fair

with thy coming."
"
Yet it would seem. . ." Klok-No-Ton hesitated.

"
Yea, yea," the little shaman put in impatiently,

"
that I

have fallen on ill days, else would I not stand in gratitude to

you in that you do my work."
"

It grieves me, friend Scundoo. . ."

"Nay, I am made glad, Klok-No-Ton."

"But will I give thee half of that which be given me. "

"Not so, good Klok-No-Ton," with deprecatory wave of hand.
"

It is I who am thy slave, and my days shall be filled with

desire to befriend thee."

"As I—"
"As thou now befriendest me."

"That being so, it is then a bad business, these blankets of

the woman Hooniah ?"

The big shaman blundered tentatively in his quest, and

Scundoo smiled a wan, gray smile, for he was used to reading

men, and all men seemed very small to him.
"
Ever hast thou dealt in strong medicine," he said. "Doubt-

less the evil-doer will be briefly known to thee."

"Ay, briefly known when I set eyes upon him." Again Klok-

No-Ton hesitated.
"
Have there been gossips from other

places ?
" he asked.

Scundoo shook his head.
"
Behold 1 Is this not a most ex-

cellent mucluc ?"

He held up the foot covering of sealskin and walrus hide,

and his visitor examined it with secret interest.
"

It did not come to me by a close-driven bargain."

Klok-No-Ton nodded attentively.

"I got it from the man La-lah. He is a remarkable man, and

often have I thought. . ."

"So?" Klok-No-Ton ventured impatiently.
"
Often have I thought," Scundoo concluded, coming to a full

pause. "It is a fair day, and thy medicine be strong, Klok-No-

Ton."
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Klok-No-Ton's face brightened. "Thou art a great man,

Scundoo, a shaman of shamans. I go now. I shall remember

thee always."
Scundoo smiled, yet more wan and gray, closed the door on

the heels of his departing visitor, and barred and double-

barred it.

Sime was mending his canoe when Klok-No-Ton came down

the beach, and he broke off from his work only long enough to

ostentatiously load his rifle and place it near him.

The shaman noted the action and called out: "Let all the

people come together on this spot 1 It is the word of Klok-No-

Ton, devil-seeker and driver of devils 1"

He had been minded to assemble them at Hooniah's house,

but it was necessary that all should be present, and he was

doubtful of Sime's obedience and did not wish trouble. Sime

was a good man to let alone, his judgment ran, and withal, a

bad one for the health of any shaman.
"
Let the woman Hooniah be brought," Klok-No-Ton com-

manded, glaring ferociously about the circle and sending chills

up and down the spines of those he looked upon.
Hooniah waddled forward, head bent and gaze averted.

"Where be thy blankets ?
"

"
I but stretched them up in the sun, and behold, they were

not !
" she whined.

"So?"
"

It was because of Di Ya."

"So?"
" Him have I beaten sore, and he shall yet be beaten, for that

he brought trouble upon us who be poor people."
" The blankets 1" Klok-No-Ton bellowed hoarsely, foreseeing

her desire to lower the price to be paid. "The blankets,

woman ! Thy wealth is known."
"

I but stretched them up in the sun," she sniifled,
"
and we

be poor people and have nothing."
He stiffened suddenly, with a hideous distortion of the face,

and Hooniah shrank back. But so swiftly did he spring for-

ward, with inturned eyeballs and loosened jaw, that she stum-

bled and fell down grovelling at his feet. He waved his arms

about, wildly flagellating the air, his body writhing and twist-

ing in torment. An epilepsy seemed to come upon him. A
white froth flecked his lips and his body was convulsed with

shiverings and tremblings.
The women broke into a wailing chant, swaying backward

and forward in abandonment, while one by one the men suc-

cumbed to the excitement till only Sime remained. He, perched
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upon his canoe, looked on in mockery ; yet the ancestors whose
seed he bore pressed heavily upon him, and he swore his strong-
est oaths that his courage might be cheered. Klok-No-Ton was
horrible to behold. He had cast his blanket ofif and torn his

clothes from him, so that he was quite naked, save for a girdle

of eagle-claws about his thighs. Shrieking and yelling, his

long black hair flying like a blot of night, he leaped frantically

about the circle. A certain rude rhythm characterized his

frenzy, and when all were under its sway, swinging their

bodies in accord with his and venting their cries in unison, he

sat bolt upright, with arm outstretched and long talon-like

finger extended. A low moaning, as of the dead, greeted this,

and the people cowered with shaking knees as the dread finger

passed them slowly by. For death went with it, and life re-

mained with those who watched it go; and being rejected, they
watched with eager intentness.

Finally, with a tremendous cry, the fateful finger rested upon
La-lah. He shook like an aspen, seeing himself already dead,

his household goods divided, and his widow married to his

brother. He strove to speak, to deny, but his tongue clove to

his mouth and his throat was sanded with an intolerable thirst.

Klok-No-Ton seemed to half swoon away, now that his work
was done ; but he waited, with closed eyes, listening for the

great blood-cry to go up—the great blood-cry familiar to his ear

from a thousand conjurations, when the tribespeople flung
themselves like wolves upon the trembling victim. But only
was there silence, then a low tittering, from nowhere in partic-

ular, which spread and spread until a vast laughter welled up
and smote the sky.

**
Wherefore ?

" he cried.
** Na ! Na!" the people laughed.

"
Thy medicine be ill, O

Klok-No-Ton !

"

"
It be known to all," La-lah stuttered. "For eight weary

months have I been gone afar with the Siwash sealers, and but

this day am I come back to find the blankets of Hooniah gone
ere I came !

"

"
It be true !

"
they cried with one accord.

" The blankets of

Hooniah were gone ere he came I
"

"And thou shalt be paid nothing for thy medicine which is of

no avail," announced Hooniah, on her feet once more and smart-

ing from a sense of ridiculousness.

But Klok-No-Ton saw only the face of Scundoo and its wan,

gray smile, heard only the faint far cricket's rasping. "Often
have I thought," and, "It is a fair day and thy medicine be

strong."
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He brushed by Hooniah, and the circle instinctively gave way
for him to pass. Sime flung- a jeer from the top of the canoe,

the women snickered in his face, cries of derision rose in his

wake, but he took no notice, pressing onward to the house of

Scundoo. He hammered on the door, beat it with his fists, and

howled vile imprecations. Yet there was no response, save that

in the lulls Scundoo's voice rose eeriely in incantation. Klok-

No-Ton raged about like a madman, but when he attempted to

break in the door with a huge stone, murmurs arose from the

men and women. And he, Klok-No-Ton, knew that he stood

shorn of his strength and authority before an alien people. He
saw a man stoop for a stone, and a second, and a bodily fear

ran through him.

"Harm not Scundoo, who is a master !

" a woman cried out.

"Better you return to your own village," a man advised

menacingly.
Klok-No-Ton turned on his heel and went down among them

to the beach, a bitter rage at his heart, and in his head a just

apprehension for his defenceless back. But no stones were cast.

The children swarmed mockingly about his feet, and the air

was wild with laughter and derision, but that was all. Yet he

did not breathe freely until the canoe was well out upon the

water, when he rose up and laid a futile curse upon the village

and its people, not forgetting to particularly specify Scundoo
who had made a mock of him.

Ashore there was a clamor for Scundoo, and the whole popu-
lation crowded his door, entreating and imploring in confused

babel till he came forth and raised his hand.
"
In that ye are my children I pardon freely," he said. "But

never again. Por the last time your foolishness goes unpun-
ished. That which ye wish shall be granted, and it be already
known to me. This night, when the moon has gone behind the

world to look upon the mighty dead, let all the people gather in

the blackness before the house of Hooniah. Then shall the evil-

doer stand forth and take his merited reward. I have spoken."
"It shall be death !" Bawn vociferated, "for that it hath

brought worry upon us, and shame."
"
So be it," Scundoo replied, and shut his door.

"Now shall all be made clear and plain, and content rest

upon us once again," La-lah declaimed oracularly.

"Because of Scundoo, the little man," Sime sneered.
"
Because of the medicine of Scundoo, the little man," La-lah

corrected.
"
Children of foolishness, these Thlinket people 1

" Sime
smote his thigh a resounding blow.

' '

It passeth understand-
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ing- that grown women and strong- men should g-et down in the

dirt to dream-things and wonder tales."

"I am a travelled man," La-lah answered. "I have jour-

neyed on the deep seas and seen signs and wonders, and I know
that these things be so. I am La-lah—"

"
Cheater—"

"
So called, but the Far-Journeyer right-named."

"
I am not so great a traveller—" Sime began.

" Then hold thy tongue," Bawn cut in, and they separated in

anger.

When the last silver moonlight had vanished beyond the

world, Scundoo came among the people huddled about the house

of Hooniah. He walked with a quick, alert step, and those

who saw him in the light of Hooniah's slush-lamp noticed that

he came empty-handed, without rattles, masks, or shaman's para-

phernalia, save for a great sleepy raven carried under one arm.
"

Is there wood gathered for a fire, so that all may see when
the work be done ?

" he demanded.
'*

Yea," Bawn answered.
"
There be wood in plenty."

" Then let all listen, for my words be few. With me have

I brought Jelchs, the Raven, diviner—diviner of mystery and

seer of things. Him, in his blackness, shall I place under the

big black pot of Hooniah, in the blackest corner of her house.

The slush-lamp shall cease to burn, and all remain in outer

darkness. It is very simple. One b}' one shall ye go into the

house, lay hand upon the pot for the space of one long intake

of the breath, and withdraw again. Doubtless Jelchs will

make outcry when the hand of the evil-doer is nigh him. Or
who knows but otherwise he may manifest his wisdom. Are ye

ready ?
"

" We be ready," came the multi-voiced response.

"Then will I call the name aloud, each in his turn and hers,

till all are called."

Thereat La-lah was chosen, and he passed in at once. Every
ear strained, and through the silence they could hear his foot-

steps creaking across the rickety floor. But that was all.

Jelchs made no outcry, gave no sign. Bawn was next chosen,
for it well might be that a man should steal his own blankets

with intent to cast shame upon his neighbors. Hooniah fol-

lowed, and other women and children, but without result.
"
Sime 1

" Scundoo called out.
'*
Sime !

" he repeated.

But Sime did not stir.

"Art thou afraid of the dark ?
"

La-lah, his own integrity

being proved, demanded fiercely.
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Sime chuckled. "I laugh at it all, for it is a great foolish-

ness. Yet will I go in, not in belief in wonders, but in token

that I am unafraid."

And he passed in boldly, and came out still mocking.
"Some day shalt thou die with great suddenness," La-lah

whispered, righteously indignant.
"

I doubt not," the scoffer answered airily.
" Few men of us

die in our beds, what of the shamans and the deep sea."

When half the villagers had safely undergone the ordeal, the

excitement, because of its repression, was painfully intense.

When two-thirds had gone through, a young woman, close on

her first child-bed, broke down and in nervous shrieks and

laughter gave form to her terror.

Finally the turn came for the last of all to go in, and nothing
had happened. And Di Ya was the last of all. It must surely
be he. Hooniah let out a lament to the stars, while the rest

drew back from the luckless lad. He was half dead from

fright, and his legs gave under him so that he staggered on the

threshold and nearly fell. Scundoo shoved him inside and
closed the door. A long time went by, during which could

only be heard the boy's weeping. Then, very slowly, came the

creak of his steps to the far corner, a pause, and the creaking of

his return. The door opened and he came forth. Nothing had

happened, and he was the last.
"
Let the fire be lighted," Scundoo commanded.

The bright flames rushed upward, revealing faces yet marked
with vanishing fear, but also clouded with doubt.

"
Surely the thing has failed," Hooniah whispered hoarsely.

"Yea," Bawn answered complacently. "Scundoo groweth
old, and we stand in need of a new shaman.

" Where now is the wisdom of Jelchs ?
" Sime snickered in

La-lah's ear.

La-lah brushed his brow in a puzzled manner and said noth-

ing.

Sime threw his chest out arrogantly and strutted up to the
little shaman.

" Hoh ! Hoh ! As I said, nothing has come
of itl"

"So it would seem, so it would seem," Scundoo answered

meekly. "And it would seem strange to those unskilled in the
affairs of mystery."
"As thou ?" Sime queried audaciously."
Mayhap even as I." Scundoo spoke quite softly, his eye-

lids drooping, slowly drooping, down, down, till his eyes were
all but hidden. "So I am minded of another test. Let every
man, woman, and child, now and at once, liold their hands well

up above their heads !

"
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So unexpected was the order, and so imperatively given, that

it was obeyed without question. Every hand was in the air.
"
Let each look on the other's hands, and let all look,

" Scun-

doo commanded, "so that—"

But a noise of laughter, which was more of wrath, drowned

his voice. All eyes had come to rest upon Sime. Every hand
but his was black with soot, and his was guiltless of the smirch

of Hooniah's pot.

A stone hurtled through the air and struck him on the cheek.

"It's a lie!" he yelled. "A lie ! I know naught of Hoo-

niah's blankets !

"

A second stone gashed his brow, a third whistled past his

head, the great blood-cry went up, and everywhere were people

groping on the ground for missiles. He staggered and half sank

down.
"

It was a joke ! Only a joke !

" he shrieked,
"

I but took

them for a joke 1

"

"Where hast thou hidden them?" Scundoo's shrill, sharp
voice cut through the tumult like a knife,

"In the large skin-bale in my house, the one slung by the

ridge-pole," came the answer. "But it was a joke, I say

only—"
Scundoo nodded his head, and the air went thick with flying

stones. Sime's wife was crying silently, her head upon her

knees ; but his little boy, with shrieks and laughter, was fling-

ing stones with the rest.

Hooniah came waddling back with the precious blankets.

Scundoo stopped her.
" We be poor people and have little," she whimpered.

"
So

be not hard upon us, O Scundoo."

The people ceased from the quivering stone pile they had

builded, and looked on.
"
Nay, it was never my way, good Hooniah," Scundoo made

answer, reaching for the blankets. "In token that I am not

hard, these only shall I take."

"Am I not wise, my children ?
" he demanded.

** Thou art indeed wise, O Scundoo !
"

they cried in one

voice.

And he went away into the darkness, the blankets around

him, and Jelchs nodding sleepily under his arm.

Piedmont, Cal.
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OUR DIPLOMATIC MISTAKES IN SOUTH
AMERICA.

By A. /. LAMOUREUX.

HE basis of our policy toward South America, as laid

down by President Monroe and followed by his suc-

cessors for over half a century, was sound and cor-

rect. It was a policy of non-interference—"
to leave

the parties to themselves"—to let them work out

their own salvation in their own way and ac-

coi'ding to their own ideas. That way and those ideas

may not be our own—but what of that ? We were per-

mitted to exercise our own judgment in building up our

own political fabric, and we cannot reasonably object to the exer-

cise of the same discretion by our South American neighbors,
unless we are prepared to assume that they are totally unfitted for such a

task. They have made many mistakes and will undoubtedly make many
more, but that is an experience common to even much more advanced

nations. If a great power may make a mistake without incurring penal-

ties, then surely the weaker nations of South America should be permitted
some measure of allowance for their faults and blunders. It does not

follow that they should be given carte blanche to do what they please, nor

that they should be considered irresponsible for the mischief they may
commit and the injuries they may do. They should be treated for what

they nominally are—independent, self-governing nations. If we are not

pleased with the way they do things, then we must either stand aloof or

seek to influence them through the one effective channel that is open to us
—that of intimate commercial intercourse.

It may be that this policy will not lead to the desired results
;
in that

case the fault will be solely with the republics of South America them-,
selves. They will not only have had their chance, but they will have had
it renewed. The civilized powers will not long permit anarchy to reign
on that continent, nor will they be willing to permit so criminal a misuse
of so much wealth and such exceptional commercial possibilities to con-

tinue. We shall in time drift into that attitude ourselves, and then South
America will pass into the hands of a receiver.

In a recent issue of one of our leading magazines,* an ex-Secretary of

State discusses some of our diplomatic achievements in South America,
and reaches the conclusion that " with all its shortcomings and mistakes
the policy of our government toward the other American nations has been
one of friendship, seeking more intimate relations, both commercial and
social." It is not much, but then it might have been worse. In reviewing
some of the events of the last seventy-five years, he first mistakenly
claims that our influence was "

potent in bringing about the overthrow of

Spanish dominion in this hemisphere," which is not historically true in

relation to the revolutionary struggles at the beginning of the century
and then he proceeds to approve our policy in connection with the expul-
sion of the French from Mexico, the settlement of the boundary dispute
between British Guiana and Venezuela, our interference in the Brazilian

naval revolt of 1893-94, and the measures adopted to enforce reparation
from Chile for a hostile attack on some American sailors in the port of

Valparaiso. He admits that our hesitation to send representatives to the

* The Atlantic Monthly for April.
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Panama Congress of 1826 was largely responsible for its failure, and that

during- what may be termed the middle period of our history our attitude

toward Spanish America "was characterized by a spirit either of indiflFer-

ence or of outright unfriendliness."

From this it is easy to conclude that we had adopted no well-defined

policy toward our neighbors. Our conduct in regard to Texas and toward

Mexico, the spirit actuating the Walker filibustering expeditions, and the

famous Ostend manifesto which counseled the forcible acquisition of Cuba,

prove that our sentiments were hardly those of a friendly neighbor. Even

today, after we have solemnly assured the world that our interference in

Cuba was not actuated by any desire to annex that island, and that our

purpose was to assist its people to secure their independence, there are

legislators in this country so indifferent to our national pledges and so

careless of our national honor, that they oppose every effort to assist the

new government of that island to place its affairs on a sound and secure

basis, so that its people may be compelled to accept annexation to the

United States. These incidents serve to confirm Latin-Americans in the

belief that our motives are selfish and that our ultimate purpose is aggres-
sive. It is idle to argue the matter or to point out instances of disinterest-

edness on our part. Centuries of suspicion and antagonism are not to be

obliterated by an assurance and a promise, and particularly at a time when
influential members of Congress are openly repudiating them. When the

"Wilmington" ascended the Amazon to Iquitos a few years ago, the

Brazilians believed that the purpose was to explore the country prepara-

tory to an invasion, and now that a concession has been given to an Anglo-
American syndicate by Bolivia to extract rubber and other forest products
in the Acre region they look upon it as another indication of our sinister

purposes.
To review all the relations between the United States and Latin-America

during the last three-quarters of a century would form a volume, and it

would not be pleasant reading for us, either. Happily it is not necessary.
We are agreed in charging slavery with responsibility for many of our

shortcomings. That so much antagonism was manifested toward the

Panama Congress of 1826 was because the Spanish-American republics
had declared against slavery ; and much that happened subsequently
was due to the same influence. Our slave States had no sympathy for

republics that had abolished the sacred privilege 'of ownership in human
flesh and blood, and they had no scruple in trespassing upon such neigh-
bors in their quest for more slave territory. But the Latin- American has

never discriminated very closely in these matters, and holds the nation

responsible for the sins of one of its constituent parts.
And now comes the institution of protection ! That it will play an im-

portant and disturbing part in our relations with Latin-America no one

can question. It has defeated the confirmation of an advantageous recip-

rocity treaty with Argentina ;
it has made difficult the negotiation of a

reciprocity treaty with Brazil, and it has fastened upon us the stigma of

broken promises in our relations with the new republic of Cuba. How
much farther it will go to confuse and demoralize our foreign relations, no
one can foretell, but it may be safely assumed that a policy which subor-

dinates all our foreign relations to the exigencies of a domestic industry
will never accomplish much abroad nor enjoy an untarnished reputation.
The recent development of our interest in South America may be said to

have originated about 25 years ago with James G. Blaine, who appar-

ently looked upon our South American relations as a promising field for
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the creation of an international American policy that would add new

lustre to his fame as a statesman. He dreamed of the possibility of bring-

ing all American nationalities together under the leadership of the United

States. A zoUverein was spoken of, but if that should be impracticable, as

it is, then some other basis of union would serve. He promoted the first

Pan-American conference of 1889-90, and to him also belongs the credit of

making commercial reciprocity a prominent factor in the foreign policy of

the United States. In these matters, however, Mr. Blaine dealt with

factors that were new to his experience, and he counted upon results that

were unattainable through any of the political channels with which he

was familiar.

His very first attempt to secure a recognition of the paramount influence

of the United States in South American affairs resulted most unfortun-

ately. He tried to intervene in the peace negotiations between Chile and

Peru at the close of the war of 1881, in order to protect the latter from the

harsh demands of the other, and with the result that we made a vindictive

enemy of the one and disappointed the other. The latter result was due

to the more pacific attitude of Mr. Frelinghuysen, who had succeeded Mr.

Blaine, but there was really no other result attainable in view of the un-

conditional rejection by Chile of our mediation. Mr. Blaine evidently

misunderstood and underrated the Chileans, and acted hastily and unad-

visedly. There were good grounds for the sympathy felt for the Peru-

vians, and as nations have sometimes intervened to protect the vanquished

against territorial spoliation, it might have been done in this case also had

Mr. Blaine not decided to act alone. Had he invited the cooperation of

other American States he might have succeeded, and there would have

been created no feeling that the United States was seeking to establish a

political superintendency on this hemisphere. The scheme failed, Peru
was despoiled, Chile bitterly resented our interference, and all South

America was filled with suspicion. About ten years later, at the conclu-

sion of the civil war in Chile that overthrew Balmaceda, Chilean antipathy
to us reached the climax of a murderous assault in the streets of Valparaiso
on men belonging to one of our cruisers. This antipathy had been ag-

gravated by our apprehension of war material bought by the revolutionists

in the United States. Chile was subsequently compelled to make satis-

factory reparation for the offense, and that, too, has been added to the

score against us in that country.
Our interference in the dispute between British Guiana and Venezuela is

another instance of hasty, ill-considered action. We assumed that Great
Britain was wrong and that she was seeking to despoil Venezuela, and we
went to the extreme of threats to compel a settlement. We ignored the

fact that the Venezuelan claims were excessive and that the government of

that country was quite as much at fault as the British government. The

parties were forced to accept arbitration—we furnished Venezuela with

legal talent for the case, including an ex-President and an ex-Minister to

that country, and the decision was practically a vindication of the British

claims. Had it not been for the exceptional restraint shown by the British

government in the early stages of the affair, we might have had a serious

war on our hands, and all through our meddling in a controversy that did

not concern us in the least. Venezuela feels no real gratitude to us for our

championship of her cause, and is ready to turn against us on the slightest

pretext. And no one can be ignorant of the fact that were all Venezuela
under the British flag today it would not only be better for her own people
but would likewise be better for us.
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In regard to the Brazilian naval revolt of 1893-94, which is cited as an

example of our effective sympathy with republican government in South

America, and is described as an "
attempt of the royalist, to reestablish

the monarchy of Brazil," we were not only acting on a false appreciation
of the affair, but our action was clearly irregular and indefensible. The
revolt was a partisan affair, led by an admiral who had been minister of

marine under General Floriano Peixoto, who had usurped the presidency
after the deposition of General Deodoro da Fonseca in 1891. Admiral
Custodio de Mello, the insurgent leader, was not a monarchist, and has

never been identified with the monarchists. Two months after the out-

break he was joined by Admiral Saldanha da Gama, his junior in rank,
who was an avowed monarchist, but even then no declaration was made in

favor of the monarchy, and the monarchists, as a class, had nothing to do
with the revolt beyond wishing it success. They did not like Custodio de

Mello and did not trust him. The federalist revolution in Rio Grande do

Sul, which was in operation at the same time, was a factional struggle and
had nothing to do with a restoration of the monarchy.
The revolt lasted six months, and for four months of that time our naval

commanders refused to interfere, presumably with the approval of our

government. President Cleveland also declared that he would maintain a

neutral attitude. Certain commercial influences were at work, however, in

favor of the Brazilian government, and reports were industriously circu-

lated by that government and its friends that the revolt was designed to

overthrow the republic, that it was receiving funds from monarchists, and
that the European powers were secretly giving it assistance. There was
no truth whatever in these reports, but they served their purpose, and our

government changed its attitude and sent out a naval officer who forced

the blockade maintained by the insurgents, which had effectually closed

the Rio de Janeiro custom house, and thus brought the revolt to an end.

Our action was an interference in a domestic quarrel, not on the open sea,

but within a Brazilian harbor. In other words, we performed a police or

military service for a foreign state, within its own territory. We did not

render any service whatever to republican institutions ; on the contrary we
assisted a dictator to violate the laws of his country, and we offended some
of the best citizens of that country who, while not active partisans of

Custodio de Mello himself, were strongly opposed to the usurping govern-
ment of Floriano Peixoto.

It is through errors of this description that we are not only prejudicing
our own influence in South America, but we are actually creating obstacles

to the eventual pacification and development of that continent. We have

no clearly defined policy to guide us, and the information on which we are

sometimes compelled to act is often untrustworthy and misleading. We
sometimes complain that the South Americans do not take themselves

seriously, but how about ourselves ? Can it be said that we are any more
serious in our relations with them than they are in their ridiculous political

creations ? They look upon our self-constituted guardianship as an unde-

sired and unwarranted trespass upon their independence, except when
some danger threatens them. Our efforts to reap commercial advantage
from this unsanctioned relationship only serves to intensify their resent-
ment. We may remedy this, in great measure, by restricting our diplo-
matic activity to its proper channels and leaving our merchants and manu-
facturers to promote trade through some other agency than that of the
State Department. There is less glory in such a policy, perhaps, but there
is more hope in it for South America and, in the long run, there will be
better results for ourselves.

Maitland, Ontario, Canada.
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^ftHK Preliminary Report of the Warner's Ranch Indian

J[
Commission—conclusively covering- the matter of a new
location for the evicted Indians—reached Washington

August 1st. That was a bad time to land it in the deserted

capital, when the Government has gone off to get cool, and the

"Acting" This and "Acting" That (who meantime save the

country) are breathing under the electric fan. The Secretary
of the Interior was up in New Hampshire on his vacation

; and

the case was a rather large one to tackle in his absence. Nor
need it be made a secret now, which never was one, that there

has been somewhere in the Department, from the first word, a

certain hostility to the Commission and all its works. This is

mentioned frankly, without prejudice, and in conviction that

the like opposition will not persist. It has stood, unquestion-

ably, on two very natural and so far unblamable legs. In a

Department more pestered than any other with the innumerable
and unentitled intermeddlings of old women of both sexes, a
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due and chronic suspicion per se of all outside sug-g-estion

becomes a solemn duty under the universal law of self-preserva-

tion. As a cold matter of fact, at least 999 out of every 1,000

such suggestions are irrelevant, immaterial and impertinent ;

and no one who has had full experience with this peculiar sort

of thing can blame the Department for making the rule generic
and being pretty hard to convince of the exception. Particu-

larly when the meddler runs in the face of a trusted employe of

the Department, who has proved himself as habitually right as

the others have habitually proved themselves wrong.

* *

And so the correspondents were told that the matter would

not be acted upon at all until Secretary Hitchcock returned,

September 1st, or some such time, which would be too late to

act ;
and that the Commission

"
would not cut much ice," in the

stately phrase of American politics. The Monserrate recom-

mendation would probably go through, anyhow.
Thus much progress had been made in so urgent a case by

August 6th. But on the 11th the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs got back to Washington from his long Western trip ; and

he took up the matter instantly. President Roosevelt, away
off in Oyster Bay, and reasonably busy with troubles of his

own, also took a hand. And though the summer temperature
of Washington was no less melting, things began to move with

a hum. Secretary Hitchcock came down from New Hampshire,
Commissioner Jones went on from Washington ; they met and

conferred in Boston
;
and as soon as the Report was examined

by the Secretary it was unhesitatingly approved by him. This
makes it law. The only thing now is the legal consummation
of the purchase of the new home for the Warner's Ranch Indians

and the moving them upon it. And then, for the first time in

history, the Government will have given Southern California

Indians a really good home. An active white man would not

take as a gift any other Indian reservation in this 500 miles
;

but the property selected for the Warner's Ranch exiles—whose

eviction, though it cannot be helped, has aroused national sym-

pathy—is good enough for any white community.

* *

Nothing of this is in glorification of the Commission, which
was simply asked to do a duty it was competent to do, and has

been glad to do. Its importance is in showing that we now
have a national administration under which it is worth while

to try to do the offices of a good citizen in this especial line. It

is the first time in nearly 20 years that a reasonably ready
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worker has found any serious hopefulness in tackling the "In-

dian Question" on any considerable scale. But that it is hope-
ful now, the present case absolutely shows. Eastern August
weather is just as hot for the President and the Secretary of

the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as it is for

the average sweltering citizen of the Sunstroke Country ;
but it

is not too hot for them to act when they know what's what.

And they have acted. By the time another issue of this maga-
zine appears, it is quite reasonable to presume that the Warner's

Ranch Indians will be either moving or already moved to their

new home—a home as much better in every material point as a

palace is better than a hovel. It will be the first time in all

Western history
—if not, indeed, in the history of the whole

United States—that Indians were moved to better lands than

were taken from them.
*

* *

The Pinal Report of the Commission has also gone forward

to the Government, August 28 being the last day allowed by
law for the filing of this final report. It fulfills the instructions,

which demand an accurate report on all properties examined,
even when entirely unsuitable for the purpose. But it does

more. The Commission has not only secured for the Warner's

Ranch Indians a place literally at least ten times as good as the

Government was about to buy for them
;

it has saved so much
money on the purchase that it is able to recommend that with
the unexpended balance permanent relief be given to something
like 600 other Mission Indians, who are now notoriously suffer-

ing and destitute. If that collective achievement is not enough
to pay any real American for a few months' work, I don't know
what would be.

* *

Directly following the actual consummation of this case,

which the League has made its first order of business, and a

precedent by which the public may judge its aims and its com-

petency to carry them out— after the Warner's Ranch Indians

shall have been safely settled in the splendid new home the

League's efforts have procured for them in place of the unfit

location to which they would have been removed before now but

for the League's long and steady campaign—it is intended to

establish at once in Southern California a strong local Council

of the Sequoya League. This will be for specific and continu-

ous work to benefit the Mission Indians, and any other remnant
tribes within the geographical scope of the Council. The work
of local Councils under the League is naturally and necessarily
limited to areas or matters possible to be covered by personal
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inspection. Such Councils will be needed—and will doubtless

be formed in due time—in Northern California, Arizona, New
Mexico, and, in fact, wherever there are Indians or people who
care about them. There are sentimental reasons why the home

city of the Leag-ue might well have been also the first to organ-

ize a local Council ; but there were more substantial reasons for

delay. In the first place, it has been essential to concentrate

all available energies on the fight for the Warner's Ranch

Indians, which the League has kept up unremittingly ever since

last October, and has just now so definitively won. The League
also feels that it is better to come to the public saying:

"
Help

us carry out the kind of work you have seen us do" rather than
'*

Help us out with the work we think we can do." For several

sufficient reasons, Southern California ought to have the strong-

est of all the many local Councils which may be expected to

dot the country within a very few years. One—in itself prob-

ably sufficient—is that nowhere else in the United States are so

many cultured, well-to-do Americans so near so many neces-

sitous Indians. The fine success of the League's efforts in the

local field should insure a big, vital and influential organization

when the facts as to the Warner's Ranch case become public prop-

erty. Meantime, it is basis for most cordial congratulation
that New York city

—where none of these reasons for waiting
existed—has taken the honor of being first to organize a local

Council under the national League. And if any other localities

will get in ahead, all the better. When the Southern California

Council does organize
—with headquarters in Los Angeles, but

with its officials, and perhaps its branches, in many other cities

and towns—it will try to set a hard pace for any other Council

to beat.
*

* *

One of the activities this Council might take up would be a

cooperative Indian store in this city which is visited by more

tourists than any other in America. The Mission Indians pro-

duce annually many thousands of dollars' worth (even at first

price) of the very sort of thing the tourist wants— particularly

in baskets. They do not make the enormously costly baskets

of the best Pomo and Washoe weaves—of which only the

wealthy can afford the best specimens
—but they do make

baskets so beautiful that they would adorn any home in any
land. There is an enormous and growing market for them,
the demand constantly exceeding the supply. Unless we anti-

cipate that taste is going to die out among Americans, this

demand will be permanent. But the Indian woman who makes
these really exquisit* works of art does not now get the money.
Grocer and butcher-carts make the rounds and take up the
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baskets for gfoods. The buyer under this double profit disposes

of the baskets to the curio-dealer ;
and the article for which the

maker got $2 or $3 or $8 sells to the traveler—and the more

traveled the sooner he buys—for $10 or $15 or $25.

*
* *

Now, with no grudg-e on earth against the curio-dealers,

some few of whom are honest men, one may think it just as

well that the Indian, the producer, should have some of this

money. The way to help people is to see that they have a

chance. The Indians do not want soup-houses. If they could

sell the artistic products of their own invention and get some-

thing like the market value, the Mission Indians, at least,

would be beyond want. If the Mission Indians could receive

for their native wares the price those wares sell for in Los

Angeles, less only the percentage for an economical administer-

ing of the business, they would need no more wagon-loads of

provisions and clothing
—which charitable citizens have been

sending them for long. An Indian perfectly competent in

speech, address, business capacity and integrity
—though per-

haps of another tribe—could run the store safely with a little

supervision. And the [earning capacity of 5,000 people could

gradually be at least doubled. As a matter of fact, all who
came in would multiply their earnings at least three-fold. And
the management of such an exchange could be satisfactorily

administered by a local Council of the League. It would mean
much work, and more patience. The Indians would have to be

taught the idea—so remote from all aboriginal concepts of busi-

ness. Their wares would have to be bought outright, at the

outset—which would require some capital
—and a system of

tickets would have to be maintained under which the maker of

a basket, for instance, after getting the price in the first place
that she would have accepted from the peddler's cart, shall upon
the sale of her artifect receive the balance of what it is worth.

But all this is mere detail, and there are people here who can

grapple with such problems. The vital point is this : With a

small capital a store could be established and maintained

whereby the Indians of Southern California could at least

double their present total cash income. And that seems worth

thinking about. There are a great many other lines in which
such a local Council can aid the Mission Indians

;
but probably

no other of so generic application. With Indians, as with the

rest of us, the first thing is to have something to live on. Such
an enterprise, conducted on the right lines, would do a great
deal to foster the aboriginal industries whose importance is now
recognized by all thoughtful people in touch with these matters.
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It could practically stop, also—in this section—the debasing of

Indian art by our philistinism ; a work to which even the Gov-
ernment has been awakened. It could frown down the beastly
aniline dyes and chromo ideas which the Indians have adopted
from the Superior Race only because the Superior Race would

buy such rubbish—and could bring- about a return to the match-

lessly beautiful and enduring work of the old times. At present,

many baskets made by Indians are no more "Indian" than a

tin can is. They serve to sell to the gullible ;
but no one who

knows what's what would give them house-room.

* *

There are a great many other lines, industrial, legal, educa-

tional, in which the Council could and should help to
'*
make

better Indians" of those in its reach. All that is needed is

organization, commonsense and patience. The time is ripe for

a general clean-up of the abuses which have so long made a

record of almost unrelieved disgrace in our dealings with the

Mission Indians. The Administration is favorable, public senti-

ment is constantly growing, and the Warner's Ranch case

proves what can be done when we try. Within a very few
months now, it will be time to try what a Southern California

Council of the Sequoya League can do.

* *

Receipt of $169 for the League's work has already been

acknowledged. The following moneys have since come to

hand :

Miss Josephine W. Drexel, New York, life membership, $50.

Annual memberships, $2 each, Wm. L. Brown, Hampton, Va.
;

Hugh J. Carroll, Pawtucket, R. I.

A mi:ado^w in the: sierra neivada.
By LILLIAN H. SHUEY.

Inclosed by firs, magnificent and tall.

By plumy pines that shade the ferny rill,

By incense cedars crowding down the hill.

And Alpine hemlocks 'gainst the mountain wall,
A meadow lies, that holds my soul in thrall,

Where birds of passage warble at sweet will

And droning bees their velvet pouches fill,

While purls the music of the waterfall.

Unnumbered flowers bloom there of every tint.

And banks of snow-white yarrow, and rank mint
;

The hooded orchid haunts the icy spring ;

The leopard-lily lights the heather dun,
And golden-rods their stately torches bring,
As in New England's quiet lanes they run.

Sacramento. Cal.
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^
SHASTA BY NIGHT.

By HARLEY R. WILEY.

HE sunset drowns in drifts of red

The snowy plumes about thy head ;

O'er lengths of desert land unfurled

Thy shadow dims the Eastern world.

Aback from snow and icy scar

Is dashed the light of moon and star
;

O'er crouching hills, in warning dumb
Thou boldest high thy

"
Devil's thumb."

Aghast the weary climber slips

Along thy crater's frozen lips,

And trembles lest his footfall start

The thund'rous beatings of thy heart.
San Francisco, Cal.

SIERRAN RIVER SONG.
By MARIAN WARNER WILDMAN.

*fCf5)0 more the fretful world for me 1

Thy sprite am I, O river ! I shall lie

And dream all day beneath this alder tree,

As idle as yon gold-winged butterfly.

That floats and wavers in the velvet air.

And drifts from flower to flower without a care.

Why hurry by so swiftly, rushing stream ?

There, where those broad-leaved maple branches bend,
Are cool, brown shallows, and a softened gleam.
Where light and shade in wavering circles blend—

Vague fantasies, by sun and leafage lent

To woo the lazy ripples to content.

The azure dragon-fly with filmy wings
That veers and darts and settles and is gone,

The bright-eyed bird that in the alders sings.

The fairy clouds, the winds that waft them on.

Combine and mingle in a perfect whole—
An utter restfulness that steeps my soul.

Here in the moist sand by the river brink,

The tracks of some small forest creature show.
That came last night a crystal draught to drink,

The fresh, pure offering of the mountain snow.

So I, O stream, who lean to you and brood,

Drink deep of peace, in this sweet solitude.

Norwalk, Ohio.
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LAM0MARK:

TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
LANDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

DIRECTORS.
J. G. Mossiu.
Henry W. O'Melveny.
Rev. M. S. Liebana.
Sntuner P. Hnnt.
Arthur B. Benton.
Marsraret Collier Graham.
Chas. F. Itammis.

Mossin, 1033 Santee St.

OFFICERS.
President, Chas. F. Lnmmis.
Vice-President, Marg-aret Collier Graham.
Secretary, Arthur B. Benton, 114 N. Sprinar St.

Treasurer, J. G. Mossin, California Bank.
Corresiwndinir Secretary, Mrs. M. E. Stilson.

812 Kensinarton Road.
Chairman Membership Committee, Mrs. J. G,

Honorary Life Members : R. Esran, Tessa L. Kelso.

Life Members : Jas. B. Lankershim, J. Downey Harvey, Edward E. Ayer, John F.
Francis, Mrs. John F. Francis, Mrs. Alfred Solano, Marg'aret Collier Graham, Miss Collier,
Andrew McXally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Montgomery, Miss M. F. Wills, B. F. Porter, Prof. Chas.
C. Brasrdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott, Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Mrs. Annie D. Apperson, Miss
Ag-nes Lane, Mrs. M. W. Kincaid, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. W. Jarvis
Barlow, Marion Brooks Barlow, Geo. W. Marston, Chas. L. Hutchinson, U. S. Grant, jr.,
Isabel M. R. Severance, Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Miss Susan Bacon, Mrs. Mira Hershey,
Jeremiah Ahern. William Marshall Garland, Geo. L. Fleitz, Miss Josephine W. Drexel,
Mrs. Sarah M. Utt, Miss Anita Utt.

Advisory Board : Jessie Benton Fremont. Col. H. G. Otis, R. Egan, W. C. Patterson,
Adeline Stearns Wing, Tessa L. Kelso, Don Marcos Forster, Chas. Cassat Davis, Miss
M. F. Wills, C. D. Willard, John F. Francis, Frank J. Policy, Rev. Hugh K. Walker,
Elmer Wachtel, Maj. H. T. Lee, Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of Los Angeles, Mrs.
Caroline M. Severance.

Having more money than it ever before had at one time the Club is

doing more work. At Pala—under the supervision of the same skilled
overseer who managed the repairs at San Fernando—the chapel has been
re-roofed, and now the remaining buildings are undergoing like repairs
Tiles have been purchased—from scattered ranches to which they were
taken at the time of the secularization robbery by the Mexican govern-
ment, more than three score years ago—to put all these roofs in their origi-
nal condition. Mrs. Sarah M. Utt and Miss Anita Utt, of the Agua Tibia
Ranch, have donated to the Club over 800 of the tiles of San Luis Rey
Mission, made under the supervision of the great Father Peyri, and hauled

by ox-wagon, some 60 years ago, from San Luis Rey by the Indian Manuel
Cota who founded the Agua Tibia Ranch.
At San Juan Capistrano, Judge Bgan is now re-roofing the old dining-

hall of the Franciscan missionaries ; and as soon as that task is completed,
he will superintend for the Club the re-roofing of the long adobe building
west of the entrance. This will have to be covered with shingles for the

present, as enough tiles are not to be had at any price within the Club's
means. But the roof-structure will be such that tiles can be put on when-
ever available ; and meantime the shingle roof will preserve the walls.
The Club hopes also to make considerable repairs this fall at the Missions

of San Fernando, San Diego, and San Luis Rey. All this, however, is

but a drop in the bucket. Here are five Missions whose original buildings
could not begin to be duplicated today for $300,000. To preserve what is

left of them—after generations of neglect, abuse and robbery—the Club
needs many thousands of dollars. It is late now to need to say that these
weathered ruins are the noblest in the United States, both historically and
architecturally ; or to need to remark that the Club's repairs are not cheap
and nasty

"
restorations," but expert and scientific work on the original

lines. Enough has been done in the last six years to make this fact ad-
mitted by all who have taken pains to know.
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It is with keen pleasure that the Ivandmarks Club—whose activities are

necessarily limited to the 300 miles of Southern California—learns that the

people of Northern California have now taken up the work and will en-
deavor to conserve the Missions and other historic landmarks of their end
of the big State. In an area measuring- 1000 miles north and south ( and
about 300 miles wide) a work which requires personal supervision must be
divided.
The new organization is called the " California Historical I^andmarks

Ivcague," and its officers are : Prest., Joseph R. Knowland ; Vice-Prests., S.

W. Holladay, Mrs. Geo. Law Smith
;
Cor. Sec, Mrs. Laura Bride Powers,

421 Larkin street, San Francisco; Asst. Sec, Mrs. J. J. Donnelly; Fin.

Sec, Jas. A. Devoto ; Treas., Henry S. Martin. The Native Sons have
made a handsome contribution of $1,100, which gives the League's treasury
a very good start. The League's organization is patterned closely after
that of the Landmarks Club. The League hopes to roof at once the very
noble Mission ruin of San Antonio de Padua, and to make there some of
the most necessary repairs. It also plans to mark with a tablet the site of
" Old Fort Gunnybags," the historic fort of the Vigilantes of 1856. These
are works worthy to be done

;
and there is a vast amount more of the same

sort. The Landmarks Club wishes all success to the new enterprise.
It is to be regretted that more originality could not have been harnessed

to the selection of a name. The word " Landmarks" has become, as it

were, the trade mark of the Landmarks Club, which has been working
under it for nearly six years. So far as known, the word was never before
used in any connection as part of the name of any organization. The ap-
plication was wholly original with the Landmarks Club

;
and it seems that

both business and courtesy should keep later comers from adopting the

key word which will inevitably cause confusion. No one is going to use

commonly so long a title as "California Historic Landmarks League ;" it

will be shortened to "Landmarks League," and there needs no gift of

prophecy to foresee the confusion that will arise. The Landmarks Club
has its membership scattered all over the world, and thoughtful people
generally agree that it is in courtesy entitled not to have its name in-

fringed upon. Five years ago a " Northern California Landmarks Club"
was organized in San Jos^, and met with contempt and violent epithets
the friendly request of the original Landmarks Club that it would not

pirate its name. It could see nothing in the request but " meanness and
jealousy." But people who could not see these little distinctions of honor-
able conduct were not the people to carry on this sort of work—which de-

pends on the interest of such folks as do discriminate
; and the " Northern

California Landmarks Club" promptly died as soon as the public under-
stood the facts. It never did any work. Out Whst is a good magazine
name ; but it is preempted. We all know what would be thought if some
ambitious new magazine were to name itself "The Historic Out West," or
"The New Out West." In all legitimate business circles it is recognized
as improper to imitate a peculiar name which some firm has already made
a trade mark of success. There is a famous store in San Francisco known
as the Emporium. No respectable tradesman would think of establishing
and advertising

" The Historic Emporium." Certainly persons engaged
in philanthropic public work should be as careful of these familiar pro-
prieties as shopkeepers are..

The Landmarks Club, which devised the name and has worn it honorably
for nearly six years, and has made it known throughout the United States,
and has done the only large, competent and consecutive work in repairing
California landmarks that has ever yet been done, has the heartiest sym-
pathy and friendliness to the new organization now preparing to take up
similar work in the other half of the State. But it very earnestly hopes
that the new League will not make the mistake of starting off with an
injustice and discourtesy which cannot help but cause material confusion.

KECEIPT OF MONKYS FOR THB WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $5,493.50. Since received. Miss Josephine W.
Drexel, New York, $25 (life membership) ; J. R. Newberry, Los Angeles,
$15 (completing life membership) ;

Mrs. Sarah M. Utt and Miss Anita Utt,
Agua Tibia Ranch, 800 tiles, value $50 (constituting two life memberships);
Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Mattapoisett, Mass., $20 ;

Mrs. Morena, Pala, Cal.,
$5 ; Mrs. J. O. Koepfli, $2.

$1 each—Thorpe Talbot, Dunedin, New Zealand : R. H. Kavanagh, San
Francisco, Cal.
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Only now that invention is an orphan can we begin to per-

ceive how much his mother really was to the boy. Por since

the decease of Necessity he shows the lack of her shrewd g-uid-

ance. Luxury is a fond and pretty young stepmother, but

hardly a disciplinarian.
*

* *

Like the children we are, we still do seriously incline to think

and brag of the things we have invented ; and to forget the

things we have failed to invent. Also, their relative worth.

For we have not been learning how to Live. We are still afraid

of the Dark that comes after our little day ;
we still find no

fashion to avoid stubbing our toes on Consequence. But we
have snipped out a gay paper so radiated, and so pinned upon a

stick, that with the impulse of our ardent young breaths it

whirls merrily
—so Hooray ! Watch Us !

*
J

The Patent Office at Washington is second only to our Social

Show as a museum of our marvelous latterday fertility in in-

venting Things we Don't Need. So many and so various

whirligigs the world never saw before. But the exhibit would

be far more interesting, and would really acquire some value if,

side by side with the things we didn't need but have invented,

were placed models, diagrams and drawings of the things we
haven't invented, yet really need. What a sight it would be,

for instance, to see amid the great pavilion of gewgaws a simple,

easy-running machine—How to be Happy though Alive !

* *

Invention is a big boy, now, and grown beyond his years ;
in

fact, his nervous temperament, reacting with the pamperings
of hit stepmother, hai brought him to a very St. Vitus dance

of activity. He has discovered perpetual motion—in a circle.

He has improved in staying power, upon the kitten's patent of

Chasing its Tail—the most important end a kitten ever had in
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view. Like the kitten, he never catches it
—but he can run

after it long-er than any kitten ever could.

*
* *

And so curiously as he divides his feverish cleverness 1 About

half of it goes to inventing smart things to Save Time
;
and

the other half to inventing silly things to kill it. Having no

use for the product of his first machines, he devises new kilns

to burn that product
—

for, unlike any other combustible, Time
has to be burned in a new way at each incineration. "As many
lives as a cat" is an outgrown proverb. Time must be killed

not nine times nor ninety times nine, but recurrently as the

days ;
and in a new sort at each killing, else it will not even

sham dead, but hangs heavy upon the shoulders of its self-ap-

pointed executioners. Ah, if the Old Lady were only alive 1

She might prod her wayward heir to devise some shift whereby
what Time is killed by those who have no use for it should be

turned over to those who have use I What a time we could

have with the corpse ! A dozen right men could make the

world over if they might have "the remains" of what is ping-

ponged to death by the spendthrifts of that only wealth that,

all inherit I And with the world, the ping-pongers. Even 1

*
* *

"
Timekeepers" the young genius has invented beyond reckon-

ing. But the devil of it is that none of them keep time. They
only tell how fast time manages to get away from our keeping.
He hasn't invented a single coupling, as yet, of that air-brake

we shall all want on the train by-and-by
—and none more than

those for whom it is now too slow. The Limited is all right on
the level

;
but when it hits the grade to the Last Station—

then ! Then we drag our futile feet for brakes, and wonder

why we ever thought time slow.

*
* *

But if a device for Joshuaing our brief day be be)'ond his

cleverness, it does seem as though he might do a little for us in

the way of a patent to Get Something Out Of It while the sun
does stay. Our inability to arrest Time would not matter a

half so much if we could use it as it goes. We have been fear-

fully smart in Saving Time—but we don't half know what to

do with it after we have saved it. As a rule we spend what
we've saved, in trying to get more to spend the same way. Cer-

tainly we don't think of taking Time to Live. And the marvel-

ous inventions which so astonish us with our own smartness are
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overwhelming-ly desig-ned more for money-making than for life-

making.
* *

Seven or eight years ago I brought fifty of my old Pueblo

friends and neighbors over from New Mexico to California.

They had a special car ; good quarters in the million dollar

Hotel del Coronado ;
a private dining-room with my family ;

and every attention. They saw the great building illuminated ;

they were shown all its beauties and appliances
—for electricity,

ice-making, and all—they sailed on the beautiful bay of San

Diego, and inspected every detail of a U. S. war vessel lying

there. In fine, they saw (more thoroughly than the tourist

does) all the modern inventions of a fine American city.

*

On the evening of the second day we all sat in the beautiful

patio of the Coronado, very content. And as we rolled a cigar-

ette together I said to Remigio beside me (not in English,

naturally): "And what does it appear to you, compadre 7
"

The old councillor lighted his cigarette deliberately and blew

a slow puflf to the East, one to the North, one to the South, one

Up Above, one down Here All Around. Then, having thus re-

membered his gods of the Six Quarters, he took the weed from

his lips and said :

"Well, compadre, it appears to me that the Americans know

everything." And he took a few slow puffs for himself. "Ex-

cept one thing," he qualified
—and resumed his smoking. When

the cigarette was done he added quietly : "They do not know
when they are going to die."

*
* *

And there you are in a nutshell. We know a lot the Indian

doesn't
; but of our appointed span we know no more than he.

We know how to make vertiginous machineries to do the work

that used to put muscle on men instead of wearing out iron ;
but

we haven't invented any way to be happier than the peoples

are that Have Time to Live—nor have we even learned how to

stay as happy. We have devised infinite ingenuities for the

pursuit of one Means, but almost nothing for the compassing of

the end. We have invented Charities
;
but charity \s older than

civilization. We spend billions for prisons, asylums, and all

that
; but there was an older way of not requiring them. We

have invented wonderful remedies and operations
— and we live

so that more of us need them, and fewer of us survive them.

And for that matter, quinine, coca and trepanning were used by
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Indians long- before they were in England or the United States.

We build astounding looms and cannot weave as good cloth in

them as the Indians of Peru wove by hand a thousand years

ago. Above all, we have invented the Gentle Art of Selling
—

and paid for the patent the old sincerity of making.

*

It is too long- a text for one sermon—or several. It is the

whole vast theme of Compensation
—what we have paid for

what we have got by civilization ;
and what we are going to do

with it. I have no purpose to write that monograph ;
but it

may be worth while, now and then, to stop patting one another's

backs and crowing, for long enough to think a little along this

way. Of our modern vast inventiveness there is no question ;

whether it is mostly harnessed to the wisest uses there are many
questions. As a matter of fact more of it is frittered on non-

essentials than need be, and less of it given to the vital things
than should be.

*

The commonest requirements for the safety and comfort of

life were, indeed, among the first problems that men guessed
out. It was a stark, unpremeditated savage, mind you, that

invented Fire, on which our whole social and economic fabric

rests. He invented putting things in the ground that they

might come up increased—the scheme but for which the world

would starve. He made the only other structural improvement
in farming

—the plan of watering your crops when God forgets.

Beside the leap from no agriculture to agriculture, or that from

maybe-crops to sure-crops, our additions of steel plows (for he

invented the plow itself) and even combined harvesters are evi-

dently mere matters of detail. We have invented pneumatic
tires, and race-tracks to gamble on

;
but he invented the far

more revolutionary thing of getting the beasts to work for man.
We can talk over a thousand miles of wire, but he made the lan-

guages that can now be spoken by wire or to the ear—which
was a much longer step in advance. We haven't even patented
a better way to construct a language ;

and the most voluminous

tongue in the world, the one we are now engaged in adding to—
for the English language was made before there was what we
would call civilization—is less grammatically and less system-

atically built than many, at least, of the tongues that came to

perfection ages ago. We have great dictionaries, it is true
;

but they record language, and do not make it—and into them go
the ignorances of the unlettered as well as the exactitudes of
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scholars. Two out of every three essentially Southwestern

words in the dictionaries are examples of this.

*

That unconsidered gentleman of long ago also invented the

rather sweeping idea that it was better to wear something than

to go bare, particularly in cold weather. We have certainly

played infinite variations on his theme
;
but probably no one

will point with serious pride to our fashion plates of the last

300 years as a brave token of civilized intellectuality. As a

matter of fact there has not [been one great and radical im-

provement in dress in centuries. There are many very nice in-

ventions of detail
;
and an innumerable multitude of devices so

imbecile that we can realize them only by looking back at old

fashion books. And we all know that today's fashions will look

as absurd ten years from now. We—that is, the "highly civil-

ized
" nations—have the proud distinction, indeed, of one really

large invention in this line. We have invented the custom that

some millions of people shall steadily employ what brains they
have to making us change the mode of our raiment every
season for another mode neither more comfortable, more health-

ful nor less absurd ; and that we shall give them their living

for this important service. We require of them that they shall

under no circumstances recommend a more rational garb ;
it

must simply be a new variant on the same old irrationality.

Other nations, pretty reasonably civilized, long ago invented

their various national garbs, suited to their environment, gen-

erally picturesque
—as ours never by any accident are— and

comfortable and healthful. And they are content. But then,

they are not so civilized that they ache. It has not yet occurred

to them how much better it would be to pay those who know
least and least care about the artistic or the hygienic to keep
them eternally in sartorial hot water

;
to relieve them of enough

money to pay a national debt, and of time and thought enough
to educate all the Chautauquans and reform all the politicians in

any country. If we didn't have to worry about these things

any more than they do, and would apply to some other matters

half the time, money and thought thus saved, in five years the

United States would be so changed its own creditors wouldn't

know it—and it wouldn't have any. But it is always easier to

invent a million ways to be foolish than one way to be wise.

* *

And so all along the line. There really is an opening for the

orphan son of Had-to to get in and bend his remarkable talent

to devising now and then Something Real.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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To discover a vital phase of the

growth of the United States which

^'^'^^i^^^r--
"
'~-^

"^ ^^^ been left untouched, in any broad sense,

(hi^
• "•>

by historical research was possibly Capt. Hiram
Martin Chittenden's good luck. But luck has had nothing to do with the

competence with which he has tilled his rich and almost virgin field, nor

with the abundant harvest of g-ood grain he has gathered. His American
Fur Trade of the Far West is so significant an addition to our historical

literature that no future student of the first half of the nineteenth century
can possibly ignore it.

It is curious enough that till now none should have seen this subject as a

whole—or, seeing, should have failed to lay prompt hands upon it. For

the solid meat of it—the influence which the fur trade excited upon our

national development—is spiced high with the most thrilling adventure.

The furtraders were the advance guard of the pioneers
—the pathfinders

along- whose very trails now thunder the L/imited lixpresses of our overland

railroads.

Within the strict limits of his subject, Capt. Chittenden's work is broad,

sound and exact. His original sources were widely scattered and often

difl&cult to come at, consisting largely of the manuscript records and corre-

spondence of the fur companies, and files of Missouri newspapers running-
back to the commencement of the period considered. He has, however,
drawn freely from a wide range of other published matter, giving special
credit to the journals of I^ewis & Clark, L/ieut. Pike, Thompson, Henry,

L/arpenteur and Carets, as edited by Dr. Elliott Coues. And, by the way,
one evidence of Capt. Chittenden's discriminating historical sense is to be

found in his full appreciation of the monumental work of Dr. Coues by con-

trast with his balanced yet biting criticism of Hubert Howe Bancroft.

The thousand and more pages of this work appear in three volumes, and
the author has wisely chosen to group his material under five distinct

headings. These cover, in order, a general consideration of the fur trade

and its characteristic features
;

a chronological narrative of its events

from 1806 to 18+3
;
an account of contemporary events within the territory

of the fur trade, but connected with it only indirectly ;
sketches of some

of the noteworthy men engaged in the trade, and details concerning its

more striking events
;
and a geographical and topographical study of the

country in which it flourished, its fauna, flora and native inhabitants. An
appendix reproduces a few of the interesting manuscript sources, and a

valuable map shows the routes of travel, location of trading- posts, forts,

and so on.

Within the field of his more intimate study, Capt. Chittenden may be

followed with entire confidence, shaken slightly in minor detail by such

careless or ignorant spelling as Mohave for Mohave, Nez Perc& for Nez
Perc6s and Santa Fe for Santa F6 (indeed the proofreader once let Sante Fe

pass), or by such an inaccuracy as the statement that the Gila river enters

the Colorado at the southern boundary of the United States—near would
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be straining the fact. But a few of his statements on matters only faintly

germane to his subject must be flatly traversed, nor would he have made them
after even a slight study of the evidence widely open. Of these is the

assertion, on page 72, that no attempt was made until 1673 by either

France, England or Spain
*' to learn what lay within the vast interior of

the continent"—with a footnote exception
" in favor of the Spanish under

Hernando de Soto." In fact, there had been at least 20 Spanish expeditions
for precisely that purpose a century earlier than the date named. Even
more amazing is the statement on page 640 that " the real work of the

missionaries [to the Indians] west of the Missouri belongs to a later period
than 1843, and only the foundations were laid prior to this time." The
work of the missionaries in this territory began in 1540, was carried on
with such zeal, persistence and self-sacrifice as have been rare in th« his-

tory of the world, and the results of the work before 1843, measured by
whatever standard, were at least a hundred times greater than all that

have been won since then. At page 882 he states that, as a result of the

political and religious system imposed on them by the Spaniards, the

Pueblos of New Mexico were reduced within two centuries to one-tenth

their former number. *This is not the place to challenge his misconception
of Spanish rule, but his figures cannot stand. There never can have
been more 30,000 Pueblos in New Mexico

; there are now about 9,000. The
same prejudice against the Spaniard—quite unworthy a historian, however
well it may harmonize with the mental outfit of statesmen-by-their-own-
confession—appears on page 522—"

It [the fur trade with Mexico] was as

honestly conducted as any business could be which had to do with Spanish
officials." The hand clasped over a ready bribe will, it is unfortunately
true, not uncommonly find a pocket open ready to receive it, whatever the

nationality. But strict integrity is quite as common in Spanish custom-

houses as in those of the United States, by the testimony of men with

extensive experience of the tender mercies of both. And, finally, the

cause of our infinite blundering in our treatment of the Indians, has not

been lack of power in the government to carry out its good intentions, but

lack of knowledge. If the misinformed good intentions of the govern-
ment had been carried out to the full, it is probable that the situation

would be as bad as it is today—it might even be worse.

These blunders, however, though serious enough, impair but slightly
the value of Capt. Chittenden's work—indeed, do not affect its main cur-

rent at all. Taken as a whole, it fairly entitles him to high rank among
contemporary historical students. Francis P. Harper, N. Y. $10 net.

It is not too much to say that Laurence Hope's India's Love transi,ation

Lyrics opens for English readers a new gateway to the heart of That

the East. The author—said to be the wife of an officer in the interprkts.

British army—modestly claims on the title-page to have collected and

arranged these poems. This is in fact the smallest part of her achieve-

ment. For she has translated in the broadest sense, carrying over from
one literature to another not merely unfamiliar ideas but those evanescent

aromas that escape analysis and defy criticism. The "love" of these verses

is very far from normal Western ideals. Passionate desire—or its mem-
ory—is everywhere the dominant note. There is no suggestion of home-

building, of peaceful, happy years together, of protection, of self-sacri-

fice. And even when triumphant possession is the burden of the song,
the key is minor and the chords often jangle strangely on the Western ear.

But there is a vivid fascination about it all, and one that—for me at least
—grows with familiarity.
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No quotation can give an adequate idea of this book, but I cannot refrain

from quoting. This I choose for its tender sweetness :

" When I am dylnsr, lean over me tenderly, softly

Stoop, as the yellow roses droop in the wind from the South ;

So I may, when I wake, if there be an Awaken ingr.

Keep, what lulled me to sleep, the touch of your lips on my mouth."

And this, concerning the carvings on a tomb, for its unusual flavor, and

for the hint it gives of some things to be found in this book as well as on

the carven stone :

"
Strang-e, weird thing's that no man may say.

Thing's Humanity hides away ;
—

Secretly done,—
Catch the light of the living day.

Smile in the snn.

Cruel things that man may not name.
Naked here without fear or shame.

Laugh iH the carven stone."

John lyane. New York. $1.50 net.

A LITTLE A new mark has been set in " Nature Books "
by the bulky and

SOMETHING beautiful volume American Food and Game Fishes. The names
ABOUT FISHES.

^^ j^^ authors—Dr. David Starr Jordan and Dr. Barton Warren

Everman—form a sufficient voucher for its scientific accuracy. Its 572

pages are mainly occupied with exact descriptions of about one thousand

species of fishes—including all in American waters which are used for

food or pursued by the angler. To this is added much matter concerning
the life-habits, food, distribution, and commercial value of the more

important fishes, a chapter on bait-minnows and one on fly-fishing.

The illustrations are of remarkable interest and importance, including
10 lithographed plates in colors, 64 full-page half tone reproductions from

life-photographs taken by A. Radclyffe Dugmore, and more than 200 text

cuts. It is hard to see how the book could have been improved. Double-

day, Page & Co., New York. C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $4, special net.

*'— SMALLER Herbert W. Paul is himself a critic of rank and reputation, and
O'^SS it is with much diffidence that a mere reviewer ventures to suggest

TO BITE 'EM."
^^^^ jjjg Matthew Arnold (in the "

English Men of Letters "

series) falls short of satisfying either as biography or critical study. It is

not close-knit—at times it is hardly coherent. It fails to present a clear-cut

picture of Mr. Arnold's life and work. Its criticism is largely piecemeal,

dealing with lines, verses or paragraphs. Often Mr. Paul seems more con-

cerned to present and defend his own opinions on philosophy, theology,

politics or literature than to make Arnold's clear to the reader. These
seem to me radical faults, and not to be overbalanced by the wealth of

scholarship or the refined literary judgment evident in the book. The
Macmillan Co., New York and London. 75 cents.

.WHAT • At the end of the first part of his Introduction to the Scientific
POETRY Study of English Poetry^ Prof. Mark H. Liddell arrives at this

REALLY IS *

general notion" of what poetry is: "Ideas normally formu-
lated in the terms of correlated sound group-images, possessing the general
and abiding human interest of literature, and rendered aesthetically in-

teresting by being couched in some recognizably aesthetic Verse Form.

Or, stated as a formula : x -f- H I + V F." The work bears much the

same relation to a study of poetry as a series of anatomical lectures has to

a study of mankind. I am not expert in anatomy of either kind, and am
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not entitled to a voice as to the correctness of the theories advanced. But I

can imagine no better way of "getting rid of the poet"—which Prof.

Liddell says is essential if one desires to grasp the elements of poetry—than

to offer him this book to read. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York.

$1.25 net.

The basic idea of Dr. C. W. Wooldridge's Perfecting the Earth is new uses
the use of an army of half a million men, released from military ^OK THE

duties by universal peace, to make the waste places blossom and

build up a new order of civilization. It is frankly Utopian, but on a scale

and in a manner quite unfamiliar, the larger part of the book being devoted

to precise details of the works, gigantic and minute, carried to completion

by the army. Among its larger enterprises were a dam across the Green

River in Utah, a mile and a quarter long, 520 feet high and 430 feet thick

at the bottom, and a "rain-flue" of glass and steel, five to ten miles wide,

500 to 1,000 feet high, and reaching from the Pacific to the summit of Mt.

San Bernardino. The result of the latter structure is the formation of a

great glacier and the reclamation of the Mojave desert—which Dr. Wool-

dridge insists on misspelling Mohave. Among its lesser tasks was the con-

struction of automatic flytraps to brush flies from the cows and convert

them into fertilizer. Slips as to fact are not wholly escaped. Putting a

million hens,
" besides turkeys, ducks and other fowls," on 600 acres—

more than 1,500 to the acre—"without crowding" is one of them; and

giving earth every year deeply covered with snow " the first full drink it

has had for unnumbered ages" is another. Nor do "improbable" and
"
impossible" seem to have any place in the author's vocabulary. But the

book is written with high purpose, its detail has been worked out with a

painstaking minuteness not common to most would-be economic reformers,

and it is suggestive and interesting. The Utopia Publishing Co., Cleve-

land, O. $1.50.

Under the title Our Literary Deluge are collected a number of nor any

entertaining articles by Francis W. Halsey—for many years rainbow

editor of the literary pages of the New York Times—on various ^

matters pertaining to books, their authors, publishers, readers and collect-

ors. The essays range over a much wider field than might be inferred

from the title, the final seven for instance, dealing with Sir Walter Scott,
" Memoirs and Memoir Writers," Burns, Pepys, Chesterfield, Lord Her-

bert of Cherbury, and Gibbon. It is a pity to find a writer of such posi-

tion speaking of the Jesuits in New Prance as the pioneers in American

historical literature, wholly ignoring the labors of the Spanish missionaries

nearly two centuries earlier. Doubleday, Page «& Co., New York. C. C.

Parker, Los Angeles. $1.25.

The Love Story of Abner Stone is a very tender, simple and a romance

pathetic tale of Kentucky in 1860. There are no daring deeds, without
• . AOVENTURE,

desperate adventures nor intricate psychological problems in it
;

there is not even a villain of the mildest sort, an opposing parent, a rival

lover, or a misunderstanding. But for all that Mr. Litse^ has written a

story that holds the reader and will cling in his memory. A. S. Barnes &
Co., New York. $1.20 net.

Many volumes of more or less readable verse come to this table NOT merely

—very little genuine poetry. But Iren^ Hardy's Poems prove
good

her truly a poet. The little volume not only contains much work
that is fine and musical—it gives sure evidence that she has the real gift*
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There are still lines that need retouching-, and some of the verses could

be spared to advantage. But the true poet's note rings clear and unmistak-

able. Elder & Shepard, San Francisco. $1.50.

PAINFUI< A new story, a story worth telling, and a story well told—these
^'^^

things may be expected confidently whenever Mary Hallock Foote's

name is on the title page. The Desert and the Sown does not

disappoint expectation. If it has not the sweep and rush of some of her

earlier work, it shows an even surer grasp and broader vision. It is not a

book to be outlined in a paragraph—nor one to be missed by those who care

for fiction of purpose and quality. Houghton, Mifiiin & Co., Boston. $1.50.

Ellen Velvin, Fellow of the Royal Zoological Society (London), offers,

avowedly for childish consumption, sixteen animal stories. Rataplan, a

Rogue Elephant, giving title to the book. She shows such intimacy with

her subjects as may be obtained from books and some observation of

caged animals. The illustrations in color, by Gustave Verbeek, are said

to be "
all that could be desired." So they are—for people with a well-

developed sense of humor. Henry Altemus Co., Philadelphia. $1 net.

The History of Wachovia, by John Henry Clewell, Ph. D., is a narrative

of the Moravian settlement in North Carolina, now known as Winston-

Salem, from 1752 to the present time. It is drawn from the original Ger-

man and English records and manuscript sources which have never before

been used. Dr. Clewell is Principal of the Salem College for Women,
which observes its hundredth birthday this year. Doubleday, Page & Co.,

New York ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $3 net.

Style, knowledge and cultivated taste are evident in Charles H. Caflfin's

American Masters of Painting. Thirteen of them are considered in these

"brief appreciations." Some day, possibly, Mr. Cafi5n will "discover"
William Keith, and realize how large a gap is left by the omission of

this name from a list of American Masters. Doubleday, Page & Co.,
New York. $1.25 net.

Frederick Slate, professor of physics in the University of California,
has prepared a text-book in that subject for use in secondary schools. To
read its 400 pages and pass judgment on them is quite beyond me, but the

sound and closely-reasoned preface gives sufiScient assurance of the useful-

ness of the book. The Macmillan Co., 2\ew York and London. $1.10.

Catholic in the broadest sense are the seven essays by the Right Rev.
J. L. Spalding, Bishop of Peoria, whose scope is indicated by the title

Religion, Agnosticism, and Education. They are plainly the ripened pro-
duct of a scholarly and widely observant mind. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. 80 cents net.

Every one of the thirty-two little discourses included in the second series

of Home Thoughts is sane, sweet and sensible. They are by Mrs. James

Farley Coe, and originally appeared in the New York Evening Post. A. S.

Barnes & Co. New York. $1.20, net.

Assuming that M. Frances Hanford Delanoy
" meant well" with her

Coals of Fire, it must simply take its fore-ordained place in the pavement
provided for such good intentions. The Abbey Press, New York. $1.

Chari,ks Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

m

i

THE MARCH OF EMPIRE.
HE day of the West is dawning. The hour of its great-

ness is at hand. On every side evidence multiplies to

show that the tide of development is setting: strongly

toward the Pacific Coast. The new century is to be ours. The

stone that the builders rejected shall become the head of the

corner. San Francisco has jumped from fourth to second place

as a port of American commerce. But a few years ago only a

few travelers crossed the Pacific. Now they go by thousands,

and a journey to Japan and China will soon be quite as common
a thing as a trip to London or Paris. Already Honolulu is a

popular resort for Californians, and people of small means make
the jaunt. The truth is the world is getting smaller every

year as a result of our improved means of transportation and of

our abounding prosperity. The result is a wonderful social in-

terchange between different States and different countries. The
overland trains to San Francisco are groaning under their

weight of Eastern passengers. Nearly every other man you
meet in the metropolis of California has just arrived from

Michigan, Ohio, or further East. Popular excursions and fra-

ternal conventions have furnished the excuse for much of this

travel, but there is a greater fact lying behind it, and this is

that the West is coming to the front with giant strides—that

the hour has struck, and that the day of genuine and mighty

development is at hand. The influence of the new national ir-

rigation law is being felt in an unexpected way. Though the

amount of money which the measure makes immediately avail-

able is by no means large, the fact that the nation has entered

upon a new policy of internal development is given its full

significance. Arid America has been discovered. As most

of us knew nothing of the Philippines until that May
morning when Dewey fired the shot heard round the world, so

the masses of American people knew little or nothing of our

arid empire until the Newlands Act was passed and signed.

Since then the Eastern newspapers have teemed with the sub-

ject. Even the cartoonists have joined the chorus, and that is
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a sure sign of fame. Uncle Sam is depicted in all his lanky

grandeur looming: up above the peaks of the Rockies and man-

ipulating a gigantic watering pot, beckoning to hosts of settlers

who are rising like a cloud on the Eastern horizon. It is a

healthy note of patriotic pride which runs through all this talk

about the redemption of the arid West, and it is unmarred by a

single suggestion of the kind which raised opposition to our

policy in the Philippines. No one sees danger to the republic

from internal expansion. No one is opposed to the conquest of

the waste places. No one objects to increasing the army of

landed proprietors. The fullness of time has brought the devel-

opment for which we have worked and prayed through all the

discouraging years of the past. The West is coming into its in-

heritance.

One of the most substantial indications of the present ^hb

strong pulse of Western development is the railroad grow
work now under way. It is largely taking the form of the re-

building of old lines, and for that reason has attracted compara-

tively little attention. The expenditure for betterments on the

Harriman lines is equivalent to the construction of a new road

of important dimensions. The line of the Central Pacific from

Ogden to Reno is one long camp of railroad workers. During
the first year of Mr. Harriman's administration, 84 per cent was
added to the total capacity of the freight equipment alone,

while motive power was increased in proportion. On the Union
Pacific grades were reduced from a maximum of 90 per cent to a

maximum of about 43 per cent. Throughout the length of the

line curvature has been eliminated as far as possible at the cost

of abandoning nearly 200 miles of track. The expense of oper-

ation has been materially reduced by the substitution of oil

for coal, and large oil tanks are being erected at convenient

points along the route. A similar policy has been applied to

the Southern Pacific. Thus, while no new transcontinental

line has been built, improvements have been made which vastly

increase the railroad facilities of the Pacific States, and this is

equivalent to the construction of new lines. This policy of

wholesale betterment has not been confined to the Harriman

properties alone. It is the order of the day throughout the

West, and has been followed to a very notable degree by the

Santa Pe. In addition to the improvement of existing lines,

accomplished by the expenditure of tens of millions of dollars,

we are having interesting developments in the way of new rail-

road projects. Both Senator Clark and the Oregon Short Line
are pushing work on the new roads which will connect Salt Lake
with Los Angeles. There is no longer any doubt that such a
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route will be open to travel within two or three years. This
will open a wonderful agricultural and mining country to set-

tlement. It will also furnish a direct channel of communication

between Southern California and the heart of .the Rocky Moun>
tain region. In the meantime, Mr. Moffat, the Denver capital-

ist, is proceeding ag-gressively with his projected line from Den-
ver to Salt Lake. This will traverse new and rich territory

which has hitherto been closed to settlement by lack of railroad

communication. Aside from these actual and tangible develop-
ments the air is full of other railroad projects. There has been

no such activity in this field since 1890. At that time it was
felt that railroad building had been somewhat overdone. Evi-

dently we have caught up with the railroads and passed beyond
them. Now they are earnestly striving: to catch up with the

country.

u^isTs It is interesting to consider what proportion of the

SETTLERS, large travel to the Pacific Coast is merely pleasure or

tourist business, and how much is of the nature of permanent
settlement. There can be no absolute answer to the question at

present. It is evident enough that California does entertain,

for a few months each year, a very large tourist public from

which it collects annual tribute running into the tens of mill-

ions. This tourist public increases every year. Apparently
our capacity to build hotels is behind the capacity of Eastern

people to fill them. On the other hand, we all know that every
tourist is a possible settler. They may come to scoff, but are

very likely to remain to pray. It is easier to contract the Cali-

fornia fever than it is to eradicate all the g-erms from your sys-

tem. Hence, it is plain that the more who come here to spend
a holiday the more we shall obtain as permanent residents. It

is difficult to point to many localities in California that are now

rapidly filling up with farmers. There are places receiving-

settlers in fair numbers, but none in great numbers. The lead-

ing cities are undeniably growing as fast as could be wished.

San Francisco and Los Angeles, at least, have outgrown their

sidewalks, and people are taking to the "middle of the road "

whenever there is anything of special interest to call them to

the main thoroughfares. In other parts of the West there is a

strong movement of farmers, accompanied by their families

and household goods, to attractive places where cheap land

may be found. People are flowing into the Dakotas, Colorado,

Idaho, Montana, and Washington in a very notable way. The
Canadian Northwest is also filling up very rapidly. Curiously,

it is getting a very large emigration from the United States.

And thereby hangs a lesson, if not a tale. The fact is that the
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Canadian g-overnment has adopted a wise policy to facilitate

settlement. It has g-ood irrigation laws, and it lends a strong-
hand in the development of cooperative industries. These two

things are absolutely essential to the success of the men on the

soil, and as much so in California as in Canada. The fact that

fifty thousand of the most desirable class of American settlers

have preferred the bleak lands of the North to the sunny valleys
of California should set some people to thinking. In the midst
of these rising western hopes, Nevada is beginning to lift her

head. The new mining district of Tonopah may prove to be
another Virginia, while national irrigation will broaden the

possibilities for homes upon the land.

It is now perfectly apparent that the aggressive success
OK ^ORTBTK

Northern California movement, which was described in movsmb^
the July number of this magazine, was undertaken at a fortu-

nate moment. The boat was launched on the wave and ought
to get safely beyond the breakers. There is no doubt that the

advertising part of the program will be carried out successfully.

The American people are listening, and they will hear the voice

of Northern California. This is one of the most inspiring facts

in the whole situation. If the new northern movement had

proven a mere flash in the pan, it would have had serious and far-

reaching consequences. No man could say when this section

would again be united in a common effort to attract population
and develop its resources. But now it is different. The move-
ment is not to be a flash in the pan, but a continuous roar of ar-

tillery all along the line, discharged when the shots may be fired

to the best advantage. The result will be a new and much
needed impulse which will quicken business and lead many to

improvements. And out of this new enthusiasm for the North-

land will very likely come a political inspiration, which will

lead to better laws and to the adoption of public policies, which
will save the waters and the forests and make it possible for

millions to live on soil which cannot now be put to its highest
uses.

With the growth of the West three cities are rising three

into stately proportions. These are Seattle, San Fran- crm
cisco, and Los Angeles. Alaska and the Orient are filling the

sails of Seattle with a breeze that must bear her on to greatness.

Washington, Idaho, and Montana must always be tributary to

this port on Puget Sound, and they are becoming yearly bigger
and richer and more substantial. San Francisco is moving for-

ward with mighty strides. A very remarkable era of recon-

struction is on. Fine hotels and business blocks are rising on

every hand. The suburban districts are filling up with beauti-
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ful homes. The expansion of American trade in the Orient has

unquestionably done much for San Francisco, and is to do more
in the future, while the opening- up of the rich territory behind

her will add still more larg-ely to her trade and population. San
Francisco is getting to be one of the great cities of the world.

In the meantime, Los Angeles continues to confound her critics

and even to surprise her friends. Where all the people and all

the money come from no one knows, but they continue to come
without sign of abatement. Hotels, business blocks, factories

and railroads are still swelling the tide of Los Angeles develop-
ment until it washes the foothills and slops over into the Pa-

cific Ocean. In the case of Seattle and San Francisco the ex-

planation lies on the surface. But in Los Angeles there must
be a factor beneath the surface. Everything is not accounted for

by climate, situation and surrounding country. Under it all is

a certain fierce enthusiasm of the people themselves for the town

of their choice. It is like the devotion of the lover to his lady
—

possibly without rhyme or reason, but tireless, changeless,

boundless, none the less.

ATK OF It is perfectly certain that the great growth of the
XHS PUBLIC •

DOMAIN. West, now so clearly on the way, will project new and

great questions into the thought of the American people. The
foundation of all this is a stupendous item of natural wealth

which is still the property of the United States in fee simple.

It is the public domain, an asset which is potentially worth bill-

ions of dollars. Here it lies—an area of hundreds of millions

of acres, traversed by mountain ranges, clothed with forests,

filled with minerals, covered with fertile soil, marked with

streams of precious water. It is the heritage of our children

and our children's children. What is becoming of it ? Gradu-

ally it is slipping away and falling into the hands of those

who use it as a means of private enrichment. Cattle and sheep
feed upon its pastures and return no rent to the owners of the

property. Forests are taken up to be held against the needs of

the future. Lands valuable for oil and mineral are acquired for

a song. With one hand we issue bonds to buy gold and with

the other we give gold mines away. Water power is seized

and held against the needs of the future. Great tracts of fertile

agricultural soil are taken under the Desert Land Law and

transformed into lordly private estates. The water needed for

irrigation is appropriated and held as personal property apart

from the land, to be sold to those who cannot live without it, on

terms dictated by their necessities. Any private individual

who handled his estate as Uncle Sam handles his would be
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promptly committed to the insane asylum with a guardian over

his affairs. Any company pursuing the same policy would be

placed in receivership within a week. But this vast property,

worth billions and billions, belongs to the people. They have

no friends. So let it go. That, apparently, is the situation.

There are only a few of us here now. Posterity, as someone

has said, never did anything for us. Why should we do any-

thing for it ?

There are some gratifying signs of an awakening on save what
• p^* • -t
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the part of public sentiment. There is a revolt against i^bfi

the iniquities of the Desert Land Law, which has always been

used as an instrument to deprive the people of their property.

And where do you suppose this revolt has broken out ? Not in

the West, but in the labor unions of Chicago and New York.

What possible interest have the members of these unions in the

fate of the public domain ? Simply this—that some of them
look forward to a day when they or their children may want
homes on the land, while others have conceived the idea that it

is a bad thing for the workers to have the outlet for surplus

population clogged up so that all the people will be crowded

into the cities, competing for a chance to labor at their trade.

Hence, they think the time has come to apply different laws to

the public domain. It is easy to understand why public senti-

ment would oppose a proposition looking to the compulsory

purchase of property now privately owned, even when that

property is absolutely essential for public uses. It is difficult to

understand how anybody can object to having the American

people hold fast to what they have left. Of course, the man
who wants to acquire the private ownership of a forest, or a

stream, or a pasture, or a valley of fertile soil, in order that he

may get rich himself, would not be expected to assist in the

reformation of the laws now governing the disposal of the

public domain. But this man is only one in ten thousand when
our entire population is considered. The vast remainder of our

people have nothing to gain and everything to lose by the con-

tinuance of the present system. If we do not call a halt, the

day will soon come when the natural wealth which now belongs
to our people in fee simple

—a domain easily equal to the susten-

ance of one hundred million people
—will be unavailable for

their use except upon such terms as private parties may name.
There is no issue now before the country of such momentous
consequence as the saving of the public domain for the highest
uses of our future population. The laws now in operation are

wholly unsuited to the situation.
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It is a fifrave question whether another acre of ffovern- ^ow
XO T7SH

ment land ought to be permitted to pass away from ykt'kbtain.

public ownership. It would be a comparatively simple thing to

frame a law whereby the mine and the forest, the field, the

pasture and the stream could be used by those who can make

good use of them under public regulation, while the title to the

property should remain with the government. People do not eat

land, or wear it, or take it away when they die. All they can

possibly do is to use it. Like those who lived before them, and

like those who shall live after them to the end of time, they are

mere tenants subject to the will of God. It is to the highest

interest of all the people that this natural wealth, now owned
in fee simple by all the people, should be so used as to give com-

fort and happiness to the largest possible number of human

beings. This result is certainly not achieved under our present

laws which permit enterprising men and companies to step in

and acquire such property on merely nominal terms. But the

result would be achieved if title remained in the government,
and if men were permitted to make use of this property in a

way which harmonizes with the general good. For instance,
consider the forests of California. They are not valuable

merely for lumber, but yet more valuable as a means of conserv-

ing the water supply. We know that if they are destroyed the

streams will fail at the time of greatest need
;
that with the

failure of the streams, agriculture will fail
;
that with the fail-

ure of agriculture all the industries and commerce we have built

upon it will fail in proportion. Now, it is perfectly feasible, as

European experience has demonstrated, to cut the timber in such
a way as to preserve the forests, and thus to preserve the water

supply and the manifold interests dependent upon it. But this

may only be accomplished under good public regulations, en-

forced by rigid administration. Where these are provided, trees

are cut when they are ripe and other trees are planted in

their place. No single district is completely denuded at one
time. Thus the timber supply is continued while the watershed
is preserved. The only effective means of asserting such con-
trol is to have the public retain the ownership of the property
and permit the cutting of the timber on royalty. The operation
is profitable alike to the lumberman and to the community. In
the same way pastures and even agricultural lands could be
leased and brought under good regulations. It would be easier

rather than harder for men to enjoy the use of the soil, but they
could enjoy only so much as they apply to beneficial use.

This is the principle which the people are already insisting

upon in regard to water in an arid land. Why should it not be
extended to all other elements of natural wealth now owned by
the people of the United States ? We must choose between
some such system and the utter loss of the public domain, ac-

companied in some instances—notably in the case of the forests—by the destruction of the very foundation upon which our in-

dustrial structure now rests.
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the: coming irrigation system.

@f|HE coming irrigation system will be under some form of

J[ public ownership and administration. As a private

speculation, irrigation investment has proven almost

uniformly disappointing. Furthermore, the nation has now

entered upon a policy of public irrigation works. Aside from

the tremendous moral influence of this example, this amounts

to giving notice to all whom it may concern that settlers can

have land and water at cost in the future. If the government
would furnish sugar or dry goods at cost, what private manu-

facturer or merchant would care to compete with it ?

There can be no doubt, then, that our people will look to

some form of public enterprise as a means of storing the floods

and distributing the waters over large areas of fertile soil which

cannot otherwise sustain a dense population living upon a mul-

titude of small farms.

What practical measure can be suggested to meet our needs ?

First, it must be such a measure as is suited to the present state

of public opinion. Second, it must be a measure capable of

gradual expansion to locality after locality, rather than a meas-

ure which would call for a vast expenditure at one time.

It seems also fundamental that public works built hereafter

should be under the control of the State rather than of small

local communities. This lesson we have learned in hard-

ship and disappointment from our experience with the Wright
Law. Under that law many districts were formed which ought
never to have been brought into existence at all. In some cases

the water supply was entirely inadequate to the amount of land

to be reclaimed. In other cases the cost was out of proportion
to the value of the land, and therefore imposed a burden of

taxation which could not be borne, especially in the early stages
of settlement. Then there were instances of the organization
of purely speculative districts where injustice was done both to

landowners and to bondholders. Besides all this, there were

two drawbacks common to every one of the districts, and these

constituted a weakness plainly inherent in the system of local

control. First, the district securities were not in good credit

and could not readily be sold at par. Second, the district

organizations broke down on the side of administration. The
necessary financial and engineering capacity and experience to

deal with large affairs was not found in boards of directors

chosen from small farming communities.

Nevertheless, the district system was founded on correct prin-

ciples of water ownership and of taxation. Water and land

were joined together in the same ownership and the burden of
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taxation was laid squarely upon the property to be directly
benefited by the creation of the works.

We may certainly hope to extract some wisdom from our fif-

teen years' experience with the district system.
There should be a State Board of Control of Waters, consist-

ing of three able and experienced men. Last year's United

States Irrigation Commission recommended that one of these

officials should be a first-class engineer, another a lawyer, pref-

erably of high judicial experience, and the third a business

man trained in large affairs. This board should have complete

authority over the construction, maintenance and operation of

public works to be built for irrigation and drainage purposes.
No district should be permitted to be formed without the con-

sent of this expert board. It should be provided that the

citizens of a locality where irrigation was desired might peti-

tion the board for permission to form a district of a certain

size. It would then be the duty of the board to investigate the

project thoroughly from its engineering, financial and economic

standpoints. If the board found it a feasible project the dis-

trict could be organized and bonds voted. The actual construc-

tion should not be undertaken until a market has been found for

its securities at a minimum price fixed by the law. When the

money is available the works should be built by the board and

taxation levied on the property immediately benefited. The
bonds should run for a long term, probably not less than 100

years. It is believed that San Francisco capital would readily

invest in such bonds bearing 4 per cent interest. State admin-

istration would be a safeguard against unsound projects and

failures in management.
The amount of water required for the proper irrigation of an

acre of land depends upon the soil, upon the class of crops

raised, and, in no small degree, upon the habits and ideas of the

irrigators themselves. In order to equalize the cost of water

all the land in the district should be charged a minimum rate,

while land using water in excess of a certain amount should

pay an extra rate. Thus the man who needs, or thinks he

needs, twice as much water as his neighbor, would pay twice as

much toward the support of the system.
The pressure upon most of our streams has now become so

great as to require the consolidation of all canals drawing from

a common source in order that water may be used most effect-

ively and economically. It would therefore be desirable to have

districts comprehend the entire watershed of a given stream

and absorb all existing rights and works, paying just compen-
sation therefor. There would thus be no further possibility of

conflict between rival claimants to a stream. The single public
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system would store the waters of the mountains and distribute

it over the largest possible area within reach of its dis-

tributaries.

But storage and distribution of water would by no means end
the usefulness of such a system. Drainage, either natural or

artificial, is essential wherever irrigation is employed. In many
cases drainage ditches would have to be built as a part of the

district work. Nor is that all. It would frequently happen
that valuable water power would be developed in connection
with such works. This could also be utilized, so that the taxa-

tion would provide irrigation, drainage and power. What a

foundation this would make for the settlement of land and the

growth of farms !

To illustrate, take Cache Creek in Yolo County. There is no
more favorable neighborhood in the world for such an under-

taking. Water is available for the entire valley if properly
stored and distributed. The soil is fertile almost beyond belief

Transportation facilities are all that could be desired, and there

is easy access to the best markets. But under our present laws
the effort to use this wealth of land and water has been at-

tended by vexatious and costly litigation. Under good State
administration magnificent works could be created and carried
on without danger of failure. Only those immediately bene-
fited would be taxed to pay the cost, aside from the salaries of

the State Commissioners. The cost per acre would be a light
insurance upon the success of the crops, while in addition to

this the farmer would have drainage and power.
While national irrigation is designed especially for the reclam-

ation of arid public lands, there is reason to hope that national
aid can also be had for the storage of waters at the head of
streams in our interior valleys. Every dollar received from this
source would tend to lighten the burden of local taxation.
The editor of this department invites suggestions and criti-

cism in connection with this outline of a coming irrigation
system based on distinct lines under a strong State adminis-
tration.

state: aid to cooperation.
@f?HE following is a sample of many letters received by the
^ editor of this department :

Dbar Sir : There has been considerable discussion in our neighbor-
hood about the plan proposed in Out West to make a success of co-

operation among the farmers. It seems to be quite generally admit-
ted that this problem must somehow be solved, or we shall simply
have nothing whatever to say about the price of our products. In other
words, we will be working for just such wages as those who buy our crops
may be willing to pay us. No single farmer can have his own cannery,
winery, or packing house. Neither can he maintain a system for shipping
and selling his goods to the East. Somebody must do these things for
him, and if that somebody supplies the only outlet, or if all engaged in the
business combine, the farmer will certainly be dependent on them and will
have to take what he is offered.
We all understand this part of the question and are naturally very much

concerned about our future. We also keenly realize the failure of many
cooperative undertakings among the farmers. Between these failures, and
the combinations of those who supply the only market for our crops, we
are in a discouraging position. What is the way out ?

" State aid to co-
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operation," you say. The idea is a new one to us. We would like to hear
more of it. Please tell us how you propose to bring it about and what
good you think it would accomplish.

J. T. K.

Nothing except the fear of annoying- readers by constantly

harping on one string, has prevented the writer from going
into this subject more fully in the past few months. It is cer-

tainly one of the biggest problems on the economic horizon of

California and the West. For is it not idle to talk about mil-

lions of new settlers until those already with us are firmly estab-

lished and in the secure enjoyment of industrial independence ?

We all agree that economic forces never stand still. Things are

always getting better or getting worse. And it is important
that we understand not merely what is on the surface of things,

but the great glacial tendencies of the whole mass. Thus we
are not interested so much in today's market quotations as in

knowing what set of men and interests possesses the power to

shape the direction of those quotations in the future.

This is the day of large organizations. Almost every line of

business has been consolidated or is now in the midst of the

process. This tendency will continue until the work shall be

completed. It means economy, efficiency, and, what is even

more important, it means the power to cofitrol the situation.

Show me the man who has the only market for pears and I will

show you the uncrowned king who fixes the price at which

pears must be sold, and who, by the same token, fixes the stand-

ard of living of those whose livelihood is found in the pear or-

chard. The same thing is true of all the other products of the

soil. The controlling factor in the situation is the man who
stands between the producer and the consumer. It is because

our fruit-growers realize that this is so that they have made re-

peated efiforts to organize cooperative associations to handle

their product as a whole. Some of these associations have

proved very disappointing, yet they must not fail. The very
character of our future civilization depends upon the success of

these undertakings. Those who raise the fruit are the men
who perform the labor and! who have the great investment at

s^ake. Moreover, they make up the preponderating element in

our population. We cannot permanently accept any system
which puts them iat Hhe mercy of a few large corporations

occupying the strategic point on the threshold of the market.
There is but one remedy suited to the present conditions of

things, and that is scientific cooperation, which will enable our

army of producers to control the sale of their crops, even to th e

extent of owning the cannery, the winery, the packing houte*

and, perhaps, the machinery by which their goods are distrib-

uted throughout the market, at home and abroad.
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The plan proposed in this magazine contemplates a certain

amount of State aid to cooperation. It is based on the long and
successful experience of the most important European countries.

It calls for a department or bureau with an able and experienced
man at its head to educate, organize and federate the producers
and to lend material assistance in the administration of their

business affairs. The expense of the undertaking would be

trivial in comparison with its possibilities of good. The work
is just as legitimately within the scope of State government as

the work of the State Board of Horticulture, or of Agricultural
Experiment Stations. It is as important for people to know
how to market their crops as it is to know how to raise them,
and as important for them to have protection against those
who would absorb their profits as to have protection against the

pests that destroy their trees.

Following the well-approved European examples, the State
should first seek to educate the people thoroughly concerning
the history of cooperative effort, with its successes and its fail-

ures. We shall never have success in this line until effort

proceeds from an enlightened and informed public sentiment.
We have been stumbling along in the dark. It is time to light
the lamp of experience.

Is there anyone who doubts that this much, at least, could be

successfully done by the State ? Let it be remembered, in the
first place, that the mere fact that the State had pronounced in
favor of such a policy would go far to make a success of co-

operation. From that moment the whole moral weight of Cali-
fornia would be thrown in that scale. An early result would be
a new and most practical course at the University, where young
men and women would be systematically trained for the work of

cooperative administration, as is done in Europe. In the mean-
time the State ofi&cials appointed to the task, working with the
aid of a reasonable appropriation from the public Treasury,
would be organizing cooperative societies everywhere. Ulti-

mately they would be found in every city, town and hamlet.
These organizations would not be commercial, but purely edu-
cational and social, in character. They would quicken the in-

tellectual life of every community. They would be somewhat
similar to the village lyceums which sprang into existence in re-

sponse to the creative genius of Horace Greeley, shining forth
from the pages of the New York Tribune. But they would be
far more practical than the old lyceums were, because there is a
work for them to do now which did not exist forty or fifty years
ago.
These societies would teach thousands of people

—
ultimately

tens of thousands—all that can be known about the history of

cooperation at home and abroad. They would also be useful
channels for the dissemination of ideas on a wide range of eco-
nomic subjects. If our plan went no further than this it would
add a good deal to popular knowledge and raise the common
standard of intelligence along these lines of thought. But
there is a practical side to the cooperative society in Europe,
and so there would be here. They serve as so many reservoirs
whence little streams of cooperative effort are drawn out upon
the soil of practical life. For instance, there is a demand for a
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little store, a village bank, a cannery, a creamery or a winery.
Here is a bodj^ of educated members ready to enter upon the
task. Thus the first step, which is education, is accomplished.
The second step is organization. When this point is reached

it must be remembered that there is almost no example of suc-
cessful cooperation which did not start small and gather size

and strength as it went on. The unit of the great industrial

fabric which we hope to weave in the fullness of time must be
the little local organization. It must deal with things which
it understands. It must be conservative and keep close to the
shore of its own knowledge and experience. It must, as far as

possible, avoid experimental enterprise. This is not saying that
it cannot safely undertake certain lines of effort which have not
been tried in California, for California is but a small part of the

world, and some of the most useful and beneficent forms of co-

operation have been worked out very fully in foreign countries.
The village banking system, for instance, has been a tremendous
benefit by making small loans available at very low rates of in-

terest. In the same way, a system of stores for the distribution
of farm products in centers of population has done much for the
common people of England. AH these things are possible
here, but must be approached by slow and gradual steps and
always with the small local body as the unit. There is no
reason, however, why the cooperative system should not in

time enable our producers to combine successfully in the pur-
chase of supplies, in the manufacture and sale of their crops,
and in furnishing credit and capital to their membership.
The most difficult feature of such undertakings is to provide

for their administration. In Europe this is accomplished by
bringing the heads of all local organizations into a county
council, and then uniting the heads of county councils into a
State council. The same plan of federation should be employed
here. Thus it is possible to bring all the wisdom in the move-
ment directly to bear upon the problems of each local unit. The
whole army of cooperators is organized in companies and bri-

gades. It moves toward a common point with order and dis-

cipline. A thousand mistakes which have been made in the

past would be avoided hereafter by the same method of educa-

tion, organization, and federation which has united European
millions for the same undertaking.

It is not to be claimed for a moment that the solution of in-

dustrial cooperation in California is easy. Under the best cir-

cumstances, it offers no primrose path. But the solution must
be found. And we are not finding it very rapidly today. On
the contrary, the solidarity of capital is notably increasing,
while in many directions demoralization is attending the efforts

of producers to organize. The State aid suggested in this arti-

cle could be extended by a simple act of legislation. It would
cost but little money. If successful, it would greatly enhance
the prosperity of those already living upon our soil and enable us
to attract and to support a great many more. The plan is based

upon the working successes of other countries. Those who
have given the closest study to the subject have the largest
faith in its value to our people.
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTIONS.
An Important Letter on Compvalsory Arbitration, HitKerto

UnpublisKed.

@flHE New Zealand plan of compulsory arbitration formed

J^ one feature of the academic program for the building of

California, published in these pages some months ag-o.

Of the five suggestions submitted in that program this was the

only one which met with an unfavorable response. Oddly

enough, the opposition came with equal vehemence from em-

ployers and employed. Neither capital nor labor felt that the

New Zealand plan was suited to American conditions.

A great deal has been published in this country about the

alleged failure of compulsory arbitration in New Zealand itself,

but there has been a notable lack of authoritative and first-hand

statement on the subject. Under the circumstances a letter

addressed by one of the chief officials of the New Zealand labor

department to a prominent citizen of California is well worth

reading. It is perhaps not too much to say that it is one of the

most important contributions yet made to the discussion of a

subject of which the American people will doubtless hear much
more in the future.

[Unofficial.]

WEI.I.INGTON, N. 2,., Sept. 24th, 1901.

H. Wkinstock, Esq., Sacramento, Cal., U. S. A.:

Dear Sir: I have no right as an official to discuss Acts I have to admin-

ister, and my opinion expressed in this paper must be regarded as entirely
that of a private citizen in a favorable situation for observation.

In reply to the remarks made in the circular letter enclosed to me as
follows :

As to there being
" none of that perfect satisfaction the passing of the

Act was expected and prophesied to produce." Of course, the glowing
rhetoric of politicians or enthusiasts may have pictured a Utopia as the
result of the passing of the Arbitration Act, but I am sure that no sane

person, no man of the world, ever expected such an issue. Given the

seething, heaving world of modern commercial and industrial life, and
what wand except that of Death could strike peace upon such a volcano ?

Satisfaction ? Contentment ? Happiness ? There is no enactment possi-
ble to human society which could bring about such conditions in the world
of trade and labor, except by destroying its whole fiber as constituted at

present and constructing it anew. What man is "satisfied" who, wanting
to pay his men a dollar and a half a day, is made by the Arbitration Court
to pay two dollars ? What "

happiness" is in the mind of the " sweater"
whose efforts to grind his workpeople and injure his fair competitors are
traversed by the labor laws? What loafing artisan is "contented" who
finds that his pretense of work is no longer wanted, since if employers
have to pay a high minimum wage they will only employ the best men
they can get? There is plenty of grumbling under "

Compulsory Arbi-
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tration," but the vast majority do not grumble, or only emit that healthy
grumble which shows that they are not content with the thing's of the

present as long as they can do better for themselves in the future.

What the friends of the Act have to say for it, is that since its enactment
the tendency toward contentment and satisfaction is greater—that is all.

The enemies of the Act say that for the "strike" and " lockout" has been
substituted a continual state of unrest, and that the Conciliation Boards
are sitting almost continuously. The latter is partly true, but it is only a

temporary matter. There are a great many trades represented, so many
that the bystander wonders he never recognized before what numerous

occupations are necessary for life under civilization. Cooks, stewards,

firemen, marine-engineers, sailors, officers, butchers, slaughtermen,

sausage-skin makers, freezers, bakers, confectioners, carpenters, joiners,

plumbers, bricklayers, masons, drivers, carters, tram-drivers, cabmen,
shearers, wharf-laborers, coach-builders, foundrymen, boiler-makers, far-

riers, blacksmiths, tinsmiths, bootmakers, tailors, dressmakers, tailoresses,

drapers, grocers, plasterers, printers, printers* machinists, lithographers,
etc.—the procession seems endless. But note—everyone of these occupa-
tions wishes to get its working hours and wages regulated ; everyone of

them has had its grievances hugged close up for years, and has been wait-

ing for daylight to be let in.

Unrest is an essential in the primary stages. If we had been under the

rule of strikes and lockouts for the last seven years, no one knows what
memories of ruin and disaster we should have had to make us bitter now.
The unrest is merely a surface movement

;
as each trade gets its award it

passes into industrial calm. The employer knows exactly how much he

will have to pay for two years as wages for each class of workers in his

employ, and if he knows the cost of material can calculate his contracts to

a hair's turn. He is no longer at the mercy of blackmailers among his

hands who, knowing that the "boss" has a time contract, suddenly says :

" Raise our wages twenty per cent or we will strike." The worker is re-

lieved from the incessant competition with other workmen ready to take

his place and turn him out by oflFering to do his job for a cent a day less, nor

is he so entirely hanging on the eyebrow of his master and having to lick

that master's hand for the chance to earn a crust. The workman in New
Zealand receiving his fixed proper wage is relieved awhile from the con-

stant fret of money matters, and can devote his best energies to his work.

It is to these two causes—the steadying effect of regulated expenditure of

employers for wages, and the steadying effect of regulated receipts of

wages by the men—that most of the industrial expansion and prosperity of

the last few years in the colony have (in my opinion) been owing. The num-
ber of hands in the factories of the Colony has exactly doubled in the last

eight years.
On the point as to whether during the years of tribulation the Act would

work badly, I do not know, having no experience yet (I am glad to say)

in this direction. The Industrial Unions, however, could not discorporate

unless the Registrar agreed to cancel the registration. Is not too great
credence given by employers and capitalists to the idea that workingmen
are blind fools ? I have formed a different estimate, to the effect that if

you show workers the reasonable side of a question, and don't attempt to

bully, you can convince them easily. Who but a fool would insist on hav-

ing his wages raised at a time when values were falling and trade di-

minishing ? Who but a fool would try to break from under a law that as-

sured him present rates for two years, while if free from the law he would
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probably have to accept half such wages before a few months were over ?

The workingman who wants to give up a sure thing for the sake of "
free-

dom of contract " on a falling market does not grow in New Zealand.

I shall not consider at any length the point raised as to the progress of

New South Wales being greater than that of this Colony. If so, there may
be other causes than those affected by the Arbitration Act here. I could

quote endless figures (which probably you would not read) to prove the

case for either side. But I know that not only New South Wales, but the

whole Australian Commonwealth, is likely soon to have a far more drastic

Compulsory Arbitration Act than ours, one in which it is actually contem-

plated to imprison a man for going out on a strike at all. This shows that

Australia is hardly satisfied with the present condition of things, but pre-

fers ours, and goes "one better."*

You mention that some Americans disagree with the New Zealand Act

because it robs the laborer of the right to strike. Well, people grumble
about strange things. Do you not remember how it was said that un-

believers would take away the belief in hell,
" and then where would be

the poor man's comfort on his death bed ?
" At present, however, a

New Zealand workman has the power to leave off his work (if that means
" to strike ") when he pleases. What he cannot do is to accept lower

wages !than the Court has awarded and so bring down the wages of his

mates. If he works at a particular trade at all he must accept the legal mini-

mum wage, but that does not prevent his employer paying him a thousand

dollars a minute if that employer should be so minded. Our law does not

prevent
" lock-outs." All it does is to say to employers,

"
Bither stop your

manufacturing altogether, or pay fair wages." They do not stop, and they
have to pay fair wages. Still they are not exactly contented ; whether

they are hit high or hit low they won't own to perfect happiness.
The Arbitration laws are only drawn in favor of the Unionists so far as

to encourage formation of Unions. We wish to deal with organized re-

sponsible bodies, with Councils, having the intelligence of a thousand

brains, not to fool with isolated units drifting and blowing hither and

thither, irresponsible and anarchic. If by the Court decisions leaning toward

the workers instead of employers is meant that the Arbitration Court has

prejudices in favor of labor, I deny it. The President, who is really the

Court (since the employer's member and workmen's member neutralize

each other) is a judge of the Supreme Court, a lawyer of eminence. If

anything, his sympathies, education and training, are with the party of

privilege. If the workers gain most cases—as they do—it only shows that

they had right and justice in their claim.

Yours faithfully,

Edw. Tregear,
Sec'y for Labor, Chief Inspector of Factories, and Registrar of Industrial

Unions.

[•Since the foresroinif letter was written, New South Wales has adopted Compulsory
Arbitration laws which provide that, pending any proceeding's in Court in relation to an
industrial dispute, any employer or employee who does any act or thing- in the nature of a
lock-out or strike, or suspends or discontinues employment, or instigates or aids in any of

these acts for the purpose of defeating arbitration, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction be liable to a fine not exceeding one thousand pounds, or imprisonment not

exceeding two months.—Ed.]
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WT is time for members of the League to begin to look

j^ sharply after the election of friends of the cause to the

Legislature. Most of the nominations have been made

throughout the State. It is in the highest degree desirable

that there should be a good working force in both Senate and

Assembl}' of men who believe in our measures for building the

State and who will support them in downright good faith next

winter.

Go to the nominees of both parties in the locality where you
live and ask them squarely these questions :

1. Will you vote for the submission of a constitutional

amendment providing that '*
title to water vests in the user

and l>ecomes appurtenant to the land irrigated ; and that bene-

ficial use is the basis, the measure and the limit of the right ?
"

2. Will you support a bill providing for a State Board of

Control of Waters to have jurisdiction over all unappropriated
waters and to construct and administer public works for the

irrigation and drainage of lands, such works to be paid for by
direct taxation of lands immediately benefited ?

3. Will you demand and support the re-enactment of

"Senate Bill No. 7," carrying an appropriation of $1(K),000

for the exploration of reservoir sites, for the investigation of

the conditions of the irrigation industry, and for the develop-
ment of plans looking to the saving of the forests and the

replanting of denuded areas ?

4. Will you favor State assistance in the education, organi-
zation and direction of cooperative organizations among
producers ?

Ask these questions, get your answers, and act accordingly.
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TUCSON. ARIZONA.
By ROCHESTER FORD.

fUCSON lays claim to being one of the oldest settlements in the

United States, ranking as to age next after San Augustine, Florida,

and Santa F^, New Mexico. Its history can be traced back to

1649, when a military station was established by the Spaniards to protect

the Mission of San Xavier. The merits of this claim of long descent have

been called in question, but the fact remains

that it was settled at a very early dajs and its

natural advantages are such that it was always
an important trading point.

Before the advent of the railroad, Tucson
was almost as unknown and as remote from
civilization as the interior of Africa. It was
indeed a frontier town in all that those words

import.
But Tucson now is as different from Tucson

in its frontier stage as the day is from night,
or the gorgeous and bespangled butterfly from
the chrysalis or grub. That period of her his-

tory which might be termed the dark ages has

passed. Warfare with the Apaches, and cruel-

ties surpassing any tales of fiction, are among
the experiences of the pioneers who are still

living, but to the new-comers and the younger
generation all this seems as far back in the

past as the myths that are preserved only in

folk-lore. The wild west is to be seen now
only on the stage and in the comic papers.
The frontier has disappeared with the buflfalo,

and Tucson is one of the most modern, progres-

sive, prosperous and law-abiding cities to be

found in the length and breadth of the land
—one which offers as many inducements as

could be expected or desired, both to those who
wish to engage in active business for the profit

there is in it, and to those who may wish to

rest and regain strength in a climate which is,

without any exception, unequalled. When it is

known that Tucson not only possesses its

matchless climate, but is also one of the best

business points in the southwest, it is no wonder
that it has gone ahead by leaps and bounds.

Just as sometimes in the large cities a tract of

ground, barren, repelling, covered with hovels

and surrounded by s({ualor, is taken for public

use, and in au incredibly short time the houses

are removed, the streets broadened, graded and

paved, and, as though by a magician's wand,
the land itself turned into a park or boulevard

of entrancing beauty— "a wilderness of har-

mony,"—delighting the eye and quickening the soul, so Tucson in the

last few years has been physically 're-created and beautified. Adobe
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houses have been pulled down to give place to substantial brick buildings.

Crooked streets have been made straight and narrow ones—no matter what
the expense—widened. Blegant residences have been built

;
trees have

been planted and have grown in countless numbers, and private lawns and

public parks refresh the eye.

It is worthy of note that the improvements seem due to the natural and

permanent advantages which Tucson has as a business point. The city

has not been boomed by outsiders, nor is its progress due wholly to what
is termed new blood. L/Ocal capital has been sufficient for increased de-

mands, and the men who have lived in Tucson from the early day are fully

imbued with the spirit of progress and have been the most important
factors in the march of improvement. It is the citizens who have lived

here for years who have built the most beautiful and costly residences,

who conduct the largest business enterprises and who have been most

prominent in the radical changes which have come over the city.

A Tucson Stkket Scenk.

This seems to be strong evidence in support of the belief that Tucson is

an excellent commercial point. A sudden spurt due to the investment of
outside capital or the methods of those who make it a business to boom
one place after another would be temporary and deceptive, but a steady
and constant growth from within gives assurance of permanent prosperity.
Tucson is not dependent on any one cause for her stability, and therefore

is not in danger of seasons of depression. Where business rests mainly on

mining operations, for instance, or on the success of one product, or on the
water supply for irrigation purposes, the shutting down of the mines or
the failure of the crop or the shortage of water in the canals will result

immediately in curtailed business and hard times
; but Tucson has so

many resources to draw from that its volume of trade cannot in any
reasonable probability be seriously affected for any great length of time.

Among other causes of advancement is the fact that it is the headquarters
of the important division of the Southern Pacific Company from Ul Paso
to Yuma. The company now employs 600 men at Tucson, and these figures
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will be increased as soon as the extensive enlargements and improvements
already decided on are completed. The geographical position of the city
is such as to make it the headquarters for the mining and cattle industry of

Southern Arizona. It is the great distributing point not only for a large

part of the Territory, but for much of northern Sonora as well, and the

tides of business will keep it what it has always been, the metropolis of

Arizona.

The population according to the best estimates, one of which is based
on the fact that there are 2,400 school children in the district, is between

11,000 and 12,000. Of this number, perhaps one half are Mexicans. It

should be borne in mind, however, that Tucson is strictly an American

city. By this is meant that our Mexican friends do not hold themselves

aloof, but are as wide awake in the march of progress as any citizens we

The New Caknkoie Library at Tucson.

have. No race issues are raised, and the Americans and Mexicans freely

intermingle without friction.

Where 12,000 intelligent, active and well-to-do people are assembled, as

a matter of course there will be the agencies necessary for supplying their

needs and desires. It is believed that Tucson is not only fully abreast

commercially of any city of her size, but even in the lead in modern
methods and instrumentalities.

The first wealth is health, and a pure water supply is of paramount im-

portance. This demand is met in the waterworks system owned and

operated by the municipality. It is new and complete, comprising all

necessary features of pumps, water-tower or stand-pipe, mains, etc.

Hardly second in practical importance to the well-being of a city is its

drainage and sewerage. In this, also, Tucson meets all requirements. An
improved sewer system, planned by eastern experts who came to Tucson
and thoroughly examined local conditions, has been installed. It, like the

waterworks, is owned and operated by the municipality, so that the people
have nothing to fear either from the neglect or extortion of a private

corporation.
From a mention of the most prominent business enterprises of Tucson
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A Pleasant Road Near Tucson.

it will be at once apparent that it is characterized by activity and

prosperity.
There are two national banks having- deposits aggregating a million and

a quarter of dollars
; three building and loan associations (one of them

being on record as the most successful in the United States) which loaned

$175,000 in 1901 ; two daily newspapers receiving the Associated Press

dispatches ; a complete local and long distance telephone service ; two
modern ice works ; the same number of excellent and complete flouring

Low Watrm in thr Santa Chit/. Rivrr.
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mills; a number of hotels, one the new Williard, opened September 1, 1902,

and another one, a modern and elegant building to cost $100,000, now in

course of erection and soon to be opened.
The streets of the city are well kept and cleaned, and as a matter of

course, the sidewalks are laid in cement.

In speaking in a comprehensive way of the business features of Tucson,
the legal maxim that the mention of certain things is the exclusion of

others does not apply. The reader should rather bear in mind that deep
saying, peculiarly applicable to a cattle country, to which Jay Gould set

the seal of his approval, that " the tail goes with the hide." It will be un-

derstood, therefore, that the butcher and baker and candlestick maker, to-

gether with other industries of minor character, are present in full force

and effect, too numerous to mention.

The growth of the city has been such as to attract attention, and busi-

Two OK Tucson's Chukchks.

ness men have not been slow to avail themselves of the opportunities.
The pursuit of the almighty dollar has been attended with success. All

classes of business have done well. From the merchant to the day laborer,

everyone willing to work has prospered financially.
What stronger evidence could be given of the enterprise and stability

of the city than the fact that there is now being installed by one of the

banks a complete and strictly first-class safe deposit vault, or of its ac-

tivity than the fact that the regulation of the speed of automobiles on the

streets is agitated in the public press ?

The intelligent reader cannot have failed to come to the conclusion that

Tucson is not simply a "
promising

"
place. That stage has long since

been passed, and it is now a well-ordered, prosperous and permanent com-
mercial center, destined to be steadily carried ahead by the same causes
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that have made it what it is.

There is no reason to believe

that its full growth has been

reached or approximated.

Passing: from a " bread and

butter " consideration of the

place, Tucson presents all the

features of life without which

mere commercial success

would be inadequate. The

Territory has always followed

a large and liberal educational

policy both as to public schools

and higher institutions of

learning, and Tucson may con-

fidently present her schools as

being up to the highest attain-

able standard. Even in the

comparatively early day, many
years ago, the public school

building was the largest and inost expensive in the place, and the new
schoolhouses erected in the past two years are, like all the late improve-
ments of the city, designed and finished in accord with modern scientific

requirements. The public schools are judiciously located in different

parts of the city and are, in fact, of peculiar excellence and models of what
such buildings should be.

An academy and a parochial school are maintained by the Roman Catho-

A Couple of Tucson Banks.
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Pima County Coukt House.

lie authorities, who also conduct an Orphan's Home. An Indian indus-

trial training- school and farm have for many years been successfully

managed by the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions.

The chief feature of the educational system of the Territory is the Uni-

versity of Arizona, situated at Tucson. It is located on a campus of 40

acres, commanding at once a full view of the grand mountain ranges and

also of the city. Its equipment comprises extensive buildings and all

TvcsoN City Hall.
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necessary apparatus, and its courses of study are varied and such as to

meet the needs of any student. The mining course is planned with special

reference to the need of the mining engineer in Arizona or Mexico.

The faculty is a strong one, consisting of twenty members, including

graduates of all the leading universities. The equipment of the shops

and laboratories is modern and complete, and the credentials of the univer-

sity are accepted in place of examinations at all the leading universities

and colleges. It is in all respects the equal of similar institutions in other

Territories or States.

Tucson affords the means of gratifying social, literary, religious and

other needs. The various secret orders and benevolent societies have 35

lodges. A large, new opera house affords a suitable place for theatrical

and other entertainment. The Carnegie library is a beautiful, well-con -

structed building fully supplied with books, and conducted by the city ac-

A Tucson Home.

cording to the methods which have received the approval of library ex-

perts. The Elks have a large brick clubhouse of their own, the finest of

its kind in the Territory, furnished with the most artistic equipment pos-

sible to be secured.

The religious denominations are represented by Baptist, Congregational,
Northern Methodist, Episcopal and Presbyterian churches. The Roman
Catholic Cathedral is the largest in the Territory.
Reference has been made to the matchless climate of Tucson. The

greater part of the southwest, including western Texas, New Mexico,
northern Sonora and Arizona, is a vast natural sanitarium, but among the

many excellent resorts in this district, each having some features of merit,

none surpasses Tucson. The word-artists have exhausted their skill in de-

lineations of western life, and so many pen pictures have been drawn of

the mountains, the clouds, the skies and the sunsets, that the reading pub-
lic is familiar with such descriptions. But, after all is said and written,
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the fact is that descriptions fall short. The reality surpasses the most am-

bitious portrayal. The chnrm of the western air and life is too elusive to

be captured by words, and the blue of the sky, the purple haze of the

mountains, the softness and kindness and peacefulness of the air, and the

glories of dawn and sunset, remain indescribable.

A very experienced traveler and impartial observer, Hon. Whitelaw

Reid, wrote of Arizona as follows :

"
During a five months' residence in southern Arizona in winter there

was but one day when the weather made it actually unpleasant for me to

take exercise in the open air at some time or other during- the day. Of course,

there were a good many days which a weather observer would describe as

'

cloudy
' and some that were *

showery
'

;
but during the five months (from

November, 1895, to May, 1896) there were only four days when we did not

have brilliant sunshine at some time during the day. Even more than

Egypt, anywhere north of Luxor, Arizona is the land of sunshine.

A New Sanitarium at Tucson.

" The nights throughout the winter are apt to be cool enough for wood
fires and blankets. Half the time an overcoat is not needed during the day,
but it is never prudent for a stranger to be without one at hand.
" The atmosphere is singularly clear, tonic and dry. I have never seen

it clearer anywhere in the world. It seems to have about the same brac-

ing and exhilarating qualities as the air of the great Sahara in northern

Africa or of the desert about Mt. Sinai."

The late Senator John J. Ingalls gave it as his opinion, that the *' winter
weather of Tucson is certainly incomparable." It is believed that the

place possesses a combination of all the features which medical science

has pronounced beneficial for ailments of the respiratory tract. The
mountain ranges around the city inclose a vast amphitheater and mini-

mize storms and sudden changes of temperature. The altitude is a mod-
erate one, 2400 feet, giving rarity to the air without the dangers attending
a greater height. The city is situated on a dry table land, with a minimum
of humidity in the atmosphere. The days are bright and open, with the

life-giving rays of the sun streaming down unchecked by clouds or fogs,
and the beauty of the nights is not marred by dews. Almost every one

sleeps out of doors during the summer months, and many persons follow this
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An Orchard in the Santa Cruz Valley.

practice the year around. The forces of the system are not used up in

fiyhting- against cold and chill, but are reserved for building up the im-

paired tissues, and the dry and balmy air helps not only by enabling in-

valids to keep out of doors, but also, as it is thought, exerts a positive cura-

tive effect.

For these reasons the fame of Tucson's climate for lung sufferers has
been steadily growing. Threatened or incipient cases of tuberculosis may
confidently hope for improvement, but persons with cases far advanced

Gakdbm and Orchard Nbar Tocson.
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The Elks Club, Tucson.

will not be benefited here or elsewhere, and it cannot be too strongly urged
that such persons should not come.

In common with all resorts for pulmonary invalids, Tucson is awake to

the necessity of making reasonable regulations to prevent the danger from

infection from consumptives. The belief is prevalent that the disease may
be communicated from one to another, and for the protection both of the

invalids themselves and of our own citizens strict compliance with sanitary

regulations is imperative.
The Sisters of Mercy conduct a new hospital exclusively for persons suf-

fering from lung troubles, and another large and completely appointed
sanatorium is expected to be opened by winter.
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FOR THE PROMOTION OF CALIFORNIA
The California Promotion Committee has established permanent headquarters at

No. 25 New Montgomery Street
Palace-Grand Hotels
San Francisco

and cordially invites all visitors to the city to call and make thgmselves at home.
Here will be found—
A complete bureau of information—
Where all questions regarding- the various points of interest in the city and State will be

cheerfully and intelligently answered.
Literature about the various sections of California setting forth its resources and attractions i

to the tourist and prospective settler.
A complete telephone service for which there is no charge.
Guides to Chinatown.
Writing rooms, with supplies of souvenir stationery.
Reading rooms containing the current newspapers and magazines.
Directories of San Francisco and some of the larger cities of the interior.

Carefully selected pictures by famous California artists.
Commodious lounging rooms.
In fact all accommodations for the stranger in the city.

It is anticipated that these headquarters will be made a general rendezvous for visitors,
as well as for San Francisco people, and fill a long felt want in the community.

REJUVENATION OF A FAMOUS RESORT
The Hotel El Paso de Robles has just been leased by Mr. W. A. Junker, who was for-

merly manager of the Hotel Del Monte.
It originally cost over a quarter of a million dollars, and since then $40,000 has been

expended on the hotel and grounds. In taking charge at Paso Robles, Mr. Junker is spend-
ing from $20,000 to $30,000 in extensive improvements. Fifteen large rooms, with bath-
rooms attached, will be put in on the ground floor, while the large barber's shop at the north
end will be transformed into two finely furnished writing and reading rooms for ladies. In
the new plans the children are not forgotten. The beautiful grounds in which the hotel
stands, the green lawns covered with grand old oaks and intersected by winding paths and
beds filled with rare blossoms, are known all over California. A children's play-ground with
swings is being laid out in the midst of these beautiful surroundings. A fine bowling-alley
is being constructed, in which guests can exercise after their daily visit to the hot sulphur,
mud, or sand baths, which are situated in a handsome bath-house in the south end of the
hotel grounds. While the curative properties of these baths and the medical value of the
waters combined with the dry climate, make Paso Robles an ideal place for the invalid, it

has equal attractions for those who are strong and vigorous, and who do not need the services
of the resident physician. The dove and quail shooting cannot be equalled in any other part
of the State. The roads in all directions are excellent, and the country admirably suited for

driving and wheeling. Situated half way between San Francisco and Los Angeles, Paso
Robles bids fair to become a sort of half-way house on the new Coast Line, at which many
of our eastern visitors will be glad to linger, while the new and improved service of trains
brings it within easy hailing of our largest Western cities, and makes it an easy matter for
business men and others to run up and down at the end of the week. Mr. Junker has inau-

gurated a plan by which physicians sending their patients to Paso Robles for the benefit of
the baths can keep in touch with them, and continue the treatment already prescribed, an
arrangement that is likely to work to the advantage of all concerned.

The improvements which are now being made in this hotel give the best indication that
it is in charge of one with a realization of the advantages with which the location has been
endowed by nature.
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r>.i. >,mm| After Rathinif. A Luxury After Shaving.
•tics and l're»«rve» the Compleiinri.

-
1 itwKir IIK4T, <innM, I V-

( .SV; mplf frrf, )

(.1 nil \UI» Ml \ M \ < o
. \<>wnrk. .\. J.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
"ill relieve and cure chapped liands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed i>r rouLdi
kin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or aKeintr of tTie

skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, fi

equal. Ask for it and take no substitute
I and white. It has no

SAMPLES OF ESPEYS TOILET POWDER
and boi.k, "I'ortune 1 cller by Cards," sent TKHl-: on receipt ..f i cents
to pay pcwta^e. p. B. KCKS, ^QT., HI S. Center Ave., CH/CXQO

[FOR \i(35^0^»

SAMPLE : FROM KVANH & 80NH, LIM., NBW YOKK
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foiOAK HILL PARK
D

PLACES TO BE SEEN
FROM THIS BEAUTIFUL TRACT

HE GEM OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ( FOR A HOME ) will have the

finest streets, the best water, the finest oak trees, and the finest views'

with the best transportation facilities in the State. It will have FOUR
SEPARATE RAILWAY LINES running through it

;
it will have a 150-FOOT

PASADEARO or AVENUE extending the entire length of the tract. The

FREE METHODIST COLLEGE will be within a short distance.

WE ARE AT WORK NOW putting in

the water. The grading is now being done.

We will grade all streets, put in sidewalks,

and make many improvements that will en-

hance the value of these lots.

OAK HILL adjoins the beautiful HIGH-

LAND PARK ADDITION, where we sold

500 lots in thirty-five days at $60.00 each.

One lady who bought four lots made $160.00

on them
; another who bought two lots made

$70.00 clear in two weeks.

Pasadena

The Raymond Hotel

Altadena

Chatsworth Park

Glendale, Tropico

Burbank, Eagle Rock

El Monte, Whittier

San Pedro, Garvanza

Highland Park

Church of the Angels

The Financial Wonder

of Wonders

The Ostrich Farm
and many other noted places too

numerous to be mentioned.

ALL LOTS IN THE HIGHLAND
PARK ADDITION WILL BE $200
EACH FROM THIS DATE UN-
TIL FURTHER NOTICE.

W. J. Hamilton, of New York, has bought
from T. Naud his beautiful Vineyard at

Highland Park Addition, and placed it in our

hands to subdivide and sell. There will be

only 30 lots in this tract, all covered with

bearing vines. These will be sold for

$200 EACH
$25 CASH, $10 MONTHLY

If you want a beautiful level lot only

1,500 feet from Pasadena car line, and on the

new proposed line to be built within twelve months, now is your chance.

We can suit you in any part of the City or County.

RALPH ROGERS & CO.
232 W. First St. LOS ANGELES
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-^ov t^ (r>ne/^yo

liy our method of introducinjr men and women to praciical repor/iiti', editorial writing;

^cial." and magazine contributions, book reviczvitig, dramatic criticism, proof-reading KnA
.\hort- story writing, we qualify begrinners by the shortest, most practical way-of work
and study combined- to earn money with their pens.

We quickly qualify students to report news for their local papers or to produce accept-

able correspondence for papers at a distance.

The School of Journalism of the National Correspondence Institute is in charce of

a newspaper man of lonjr experience, with ability to impart his knowledere to others.

Mr. Henry Litchfield West, formerly Mnnatrinif Editor of the Washington Post, assisted

by a corps of trained newspaper and niagrazine writers and editors, is quick to discover,

and successful in developing-, talent in the work of students.

All the traininar is by our successful method, • y MbII, and all study and work is

done in
"
Spare Time," permittinfir the student to carry on his usual vocation until pre-

pared for a salaried position on a newspaper. Our course in Select J'onrnalism meets the

requirements of doctors, lawyers, merchants and professional men srenerally who have

occasion to write for publication or to prepare public addresses.

Short-Story H'ritingnsan occupation or as

a means of conibinintr recreation and profit

is an attractive field for which we fully qual-

ify persons whose taste inclines toward

writingr.

Manuscript! Criticized, Corrected and Placed.

This is a separate department lo which both
bt'srinners and writers exi)erienced may send
MSS.. and profit by the expert criticism and
advice of those familiar with all branches of
the profession, and in touch with the pub-

I lishers and tastes and demands of the public.
This is a service of inestimable value, espi'Ci-

ally to the beg-inners, and results in the sale
of many a rejected manuscript.

]
Thousands of successful Ktu<lents of Short-

t hand, Typewrliinir, Bookkeepinir, Husiness,
V EnglneerinK', Scieace, and llie Lanffuatres,

)
who have prepared themselves by Mpnie-
Time rttiifly for positions of prominence
and responsibility, prove the efficiency of our
system of Instruction by Mail. If you have
latent literary talent, let us develop it. Write
for announcement, container full information.
State clearly in which branch of study you

' are interested.

mE
Wff

STUDYT
\

^ .V.:. r>i>t(

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE. Inc.,

Pacific Coast Orricc, aar Markct St., San Fhancisco,

Home Orricc, Sccono National Bank auiLOlNa, Washinoton, O.C.
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(OME TO THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, (ALIEORNIA !

Jfarvest Time in the Peach Orchards.

TEN THOUSAND MEN
WILL BE NEEDED

TO HARVEST THE IMMENSE FRUIT, GRAIN and HOP CROPS in the Sacramento
Valle3' this season. Industrious, thrifty young men from the agricultural districts of the
East will find this the best year to COME TO CALIFORNIA and the great SACRAMENTO
VALLEY. Five months of steady employment in harvesting the crops is assured, with con-
tinuous employment all of the year to those who desire it.

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY PAYS THE BEST WAGES
OF ANY DISTRICT IN CALIFORNIA

For more complete information address any of the following Vice-Presidents of the
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION :

J. W. KAERTH, Colusa County, Colusa
M. R. BEARD, Sacramento County, Sacramento
C. W. THOMAS, Yolo County, Woodland
H. P. STABLER, Sutter County, Yuba City
RALEIGH BARCAR, Solano County, Vacaville
R. M. GREEN, Butte County, Oroville
P. R. GARNETT, Glenn County, Willows
C. F.FOSTER, Tehama County, Corning

F. A. STEWART, Placer County, Auburn
J. J. CHAMBERS, Shasta County, Redding
W. F. ENGLEBRIGHT, Nevada County,

Nevada City
E. A. FORBES, Yuba County, Marysville
W. C. GREEN, El Dorado County, Georffetown
W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa County, Colusa
F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa County, Colusa
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NEW GEM" SAFETY RAZORS
Tf , rcri'ly nothing to learn : you feel experienced the first time

y/i .^•- t: • 'NIiW CiEM." By its simple arrangement your beard
Is rt::. .c ; -a^ily and without the least likelihood of cutting the face.

StlJ at Cutlery Dtaltrs or direct from the factory: Razor in tin

Ixjx, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $:».50; Automatic

Strop Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be supplied through

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.

Dunham, Carrlngan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Manhall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth. \ >

Sleinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing^ouses generally.

SOZODONT
Tooth

Pcwder
BIG BOX, 25c
At the request of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an analj'sis of Van Bus-
kirk's SozoDONT, which I

purchased in open market
in tliis city. The analysis
shows that there is nothing-
in it injurious to the teeth or
srums, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-
septics, cleansingr atrents
and preservatives.
Herbbrt M, Hill, Ph. D.,

Analytical Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, N. Y.

SozoDONT Tooth Powder, used in

conjunction with Sozodont IvIQuid,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Each, 25
cents ; large sizes tog-ether, 75 cents

;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should bedeclincd.

HALL &L RUCIIEL, New YorK

$5.00
THE CRITIC for one year and

ROOSEVELT'S WORKS
(14 vols. Satramore Edition)

Handsomely bound in khaki colored cloth, large
type, good pajjer, size 6^x4X» illustrated. A set
which is an ornament to any library, and which
no patriotic American should be without. And
under the special terms of this offer, readers of OuT
West may receive the ^«/iV^ jt'/, all charges prepaid

I in the U. S., with The Critic for one year, for %5.
If you ever read a book you will enjoy THe Critic.
If you ever buy a book, you need The Critic.

Trxe Critic is a delight and necessity to all
who aim at culture or knowledge of literary affairs
and art. It is the leading literary magazine, and
the chronicle of art, music, and the drama as well.
The best writings of the most famous writers of

every land, together with hundreds of illustrations
of the sort you want to frame.

"The Critic lonir nince took rank an the foremost literary paper of America." -AVrc fork Timt:
"There in no other publication in America that rivals The Critic in its aeld."—A'>w /V*.V««».

ROOSEVELT'S Most Valuable and Characteristic M^orhs • Titles "Ameri-
can Ideals," "Administration— Civil Service," "The Wilderness Hunter," "Hunting the
Grisly," "Hunting Trips of a Ranchman," "Hunting Trips on the Prairie," etc., "The
Winning of the West" series (6 vols.), "Naval War of 1812" (2 vols.).

FIVE THOUSAND PAGES, which for real value and entertainment can hardly be
surpassed, are comprised in this offer. SE-NT ON APPROVAL—If you do not like
the books you may return them, charges prepaid, within two days of receipt, and we will
refund your money. Specimen pages on request.

the: critic CO.. 27 and 29 W. 23rd St., NEW YORll
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THE OREGON YELLOW JftGKET GOLD MINE

The Arrow Shows thk Situation of the Mine.

Large amount of FREE MILLING COLD ORE ALREADY DEVELOPED, civilization,

timber, water, railroad, and all supplies close at hand. One million shares NON-

ASSESSABLE STOCKS, 15c. A SHARE. Send for prospectus.

I. B. HAMILTON, Secretary. 306 HENNE BLOCK, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WHERE ELSE CAIN YOU GET THIS GUARANTEE ?

Every Share of Mining stock Sold by Our Firm Has the Following Guarantee Slip Attached :

OFFICE OF CHARLES J. GEORGE <& CO.
BANKERS. BROKERS and FISCAL. AGENTS

Capital and Surplus Fund, $150,000.00

NEVI YORK BOSTON LOS ANGELES

This stock is guaranteed by a Trust Fund of Fir-e Hundred Thousand Shares of the Capital Stock of the

following companies, to-wit :
—

TU« Poland Kxteuslon Gold Mining and Milling Company.
The Verde King Copper Company.
The liincoln Gold Mining and Milling Company.
The American Gold and Copper Conapany.
The Mina Grande Mining and Milling Company
The lilttle Louige Mining, Milling and Reduction Company.

These stocks are the personal holding's of Charles J. Georsre & Co., and have been deposited with
the Los Angeles Trust Company of Los Ang-eles, California, Trustee, as an additional g-uarantee of
this stock to their stockholders and clients.

Attached to Certificate No of the Company.

Could you ask for any better security?

Every share sold guaranteed by five other Companies.

Boston Office, 407 Tremont Building. BION L. TROUT, Manager
Los Angeles Office, Henne Building
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COURT

PIASTER

Heals Cuts. Abrasions, Hang-Nails, Chapped
and Split Lips or Fingers, Burns, Blisters,

etc. Instantly relieves Chilblains, Frosted

Cars, Stings of Insects, Chafed or Blis-

tered Feet, Callous Spots, etc.. etc.

A coatinsr on the sensitive pnrts will

protect the feet from beinsr chafed or
blistered by new or heavy shoes.

Applied with a brush and immedi-
ately dries, forminjr a toutrh, transpar-
ent, colorless waterproof coatingr.

MECHANICS. SPORTSMEN
BiCYaiSTS, GOLFERS, Etc.

are all liable to bruise, scratch, or
scrape their skin. "NEW SKW will heal
these injuries, will not wash off, and after
it is applied the injury is forgrotten, as
"NEW SKIN" makes a temporary new
skin until the broken skin is healed
under it.

Poclcet Size (size of illustration) each 10c

Family Mze "
25c

2-07. BottS. (for surjfeons and
hospitals) . . - -

" 50c
At the Druggists, or we will mail

a package anywhere in United
States on receipt of price.

Douglas Mfg. Co.,
'^^^

107 Fulton St., New York

rHIS
&inou« chair has l>een on the market 20 yean, and over one

hundred thouiand are now in u«e In all parts of the clvilize<l

rid. It has never l>een vild for less than $30, hut t>ecause rjf Improveil
I incraaicdjbclllties in the |>roccss of manufiicture we are enal>le<l to

r>frrr It Just as hrrp llliistrate<l for $17. and will

;.r-;iv ^r-'i'i.t (•• inv i-.lnt In State of New York
•

r
• '

>

|iial l>a<ils. Weifuanintee
' r\ l>e^t workmanship. l>est

'••-1 ir I I' . iictar halile and reversllilc
II \IK i.shi..ns.»l«i ta|>cstry front an<l sides and
1 #•.-,( li#T''ttr tiack. and In every way the same < hair
iliat his l«en v>ld the world over f-rr $30.

TNC MASKS CHAIR
awini{-r<«>m

hair, a llhrary inalr, a

klna

>I6 A ORAWINQ-
ttOOM CHAin

Is at nnceadrawln
rary
and reillnInK

hair, a lounve. a full-

Irnt'th l>ed. a child's crll>.

an Invalid's retreat, and a

Wealthy man's luxury.
W ilh cushions removed. It

K a drliirhtfully co<j| ami
. ..iiif. rtal.le chair ('>r the
veranda In sumtnrr.

Marki Adjustable
Chair Co.

26lh St. and Broadway
New York, N. Y.. U. S. A.

IN COMPOUNDING, an incomplete niixtur
was accidentally spilled on the back of the

hand, and on washing' afterward it was dis-
covered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is

absolutely harmless, but works sure results.
Apply for a few minutes and the hair disap>-
pears as if by matric. It cannot fail. If the
trrowth be ligrht, one application will remove it;
the heavy g-rowth, such as the beard or arrowth
on moles, may require two or more applications,
and without slisrhtest injury or unpleasant
feelinjf when applied or ever afterward.

MoJiiit- .s;//><7.v<v/<-.s i/,'cli o/vsis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.

Modene sent by mail, in .safety mailing-cases
securely sealed), on receipt of $1.00 per
bottle. Send money by letter, with your lull
address written plainly. Postasre-stamps t.iken.

LOCAL AND GENERAL AGENTS WANTED
MODENE MANUi'ACTURING CO.

Dkpt. I>0, Cincinnati, Ohio
Every Bottle Guaranteed.

<»-We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury

OPALS

NGRAVING
for all purposes and by all processes.

We make sugsrestions and furnish

sketches, and are daily sendinar out

liigh-irradecuts for particular people.

Our plates look well, print well and

wear well.

^'oi-B. We have In Itock thousands of half-tones and zinc

ctrhlnKS used In THR I.AND OF SUNHHINH. (MiT WksT. et< .

Tr-Mif IxMiks at our office. Correspond enc r lnvlte<l.

75,000
Genuine
Mexican

OrALS
Kor sale at k»8 than half price. We want an agent in

every town and city In the U. & Send 86c. lor eamplt
op»l worth $8. Good •^tnXM make $10 a day.

Mexican Opal Co.. 0o7 Frost Bldg.. Loa Anfelas, Cal
Bank reference, SUte Loan and Tnut Oo.

.The OUT WEST LOOSE-
LEAF LEDGER IS THE

BEST, CHEAPEST and SIMPLEST
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Your Party
YOU WANT SOMETHING

GOOD TO DRINK

is a pure Orange Syrup, and

makes an ideal non-alcoholic

punch for any party or social

entertainment. Also makes a

splendid ice. Enquire of your

grocer or caterer
;

if they do

not keep it, send their names
with 5 cents, to us, and we will

send you a sample bottle with

full directions for use.

The Los Angeles fruit Juice (ompuny

905 TEMPLE ST.
LOS ANGELES

"Barker
^•^^n'cnflars a Cuffs f//>4^'

fAHSRvWEsr-moY. NY.'te'//'
SACHS BROS & Co.

San Franclgoo Coas^^ Asents

=^Sm for Mlirnliliic. (Inlnm or ot,1

Free Trial

Treatment
for Mjirpliliif, Optiini or other druK habit.

PainlcHH, pvrinuiunt Home Cure. Contains «reat vital

principallacking in all others. Contldential correBpon.
dence invited. A full trial treatment alone often cures.

Write St. Paul Association, Suite 847, 48 Van Buren St., Chicago

BEAUTirUL

SOUTHERN

(ALIfORNIA

POINSETTIAS

IN WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Poinsettia

Artist

0. L. N'Laio
13x25—$6.00
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Some

W watchmakers harp
on Railroad

Watches.

More

than twenty

Elgin

Watches
have been sold for

every mile of railway

trackage in the world.

Sold by every jeweler
in the land; guaran-
teed by the world's

greatest watch works.

ELGIN NATIONALWATCH CO.

Elgin, Illinois.

omfort
MEDICINAL

TOII.ET *"»

Nursery Powder

WHY IT IS THE BEST.
Because It is a scientific preparation in powder

form, unequaled in its ability to prevent and heal all

Inflamed and uncomfortable conditions of tlie skin.

It will not harm the most delicate skin, yet it has
power to heal the most obstinate skin affections, and
IS unquestionably the best toilft and nursery
powder in the world. It is unequaled for

Snnhnrn, Eruptions of the Skin, Chafing,
Pricltly Heat, After a IJath, to I'revent Per-
spiration <)<lors, A fter a Shave, Tired, Aching
Feet, in tlie Siek-Koom ; in fact, for all Skin
Affections it is a Healing Wonder.
FOB SALE AT TOILET AMD DKUO STORES. 2Sc. A BOX.

If YtH'US <loeH not kt-ep it, tnkv no othrr, but
nenil a.V rents to the Comfort I'owilrr Co., Jlart-

foril. Conn., and receive, box, poKt-j>ai<l .

.,ar/y//^.y-;7Z2^

niK M,%.<KAMi:>T<» v\i.i.i:v
is jjicturesque, hcalthfiiluiulprixlni'liv''. ^|(Bnow
or ice, ricbesteoil, abundant water, direct traii,-

^'

IK>rt«tion even-where, a<lvnntaKes.oi modem Sue
'.;

ramento city, looal or Eastern markets ancl ev<n
(;{

inducement to settlersand investors. VvwXwyvv.
everything (ifrown from Now England to Klor

ilia. All prmlucta nsach highest perfection ami
mature early. Write for odlotal lllustrntcil

l>ookIet«contaInln(^(iim(>rnla InK.rniaMon am'
descriptions; also HtatiHtlcs on ail fruit kmiI uk'ii

cnltnral imbjectH to Mannger «-hanil»er of
Commerce 800 K St. Sacr-'mcnto, C«l

BYRON

HOT

SPRINGS
Contra Costa Co.

California

AOOHKBa
MCR. LEWIS

BYRON NOT SPRINGS

A Magnificent New Hotel nestles at foot of old

Mt. Diablo A fine place to rest, recuperate and

recover your health. No better hotel on the

coast. No waters on this continent to equal these.

The hot mineral baths will take away all that tired

feeling and fill you with the vigor of youth. A

first-class Hospital in connection if you need con-

stant care. Elegant rooms with baths ensulte,

if you so desire. All the comforts of the most

luxurious home, it is well named

The Carlsbad of America

THESE

WATERS
CURE

RHEUM-
ATISM &
MALARIA



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS n
M

I

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard

mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grenville C. Emery,
A. M., late Master iu the Boston

Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the resrulai"

army in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS <

Boarding and Day Pupils

New Building's. Gymnasium. Special care of health.
Entire charge taken of pupils during school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admits to Eastern Colleges.
European teachers in art, music and modern languapres.
13th year begins Oct., 1902- ANNA B. ORTON, Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester begins September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

INIVERSiTY or SOITHERN

CALirORNIA, LOS ANGELES
THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students

may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State, utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. M.

EIGHT
SCHOOLS

QIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Casa de Rosas)

Adams and Hoover Sts., Los An&eles, California

Heautiful buildings, lielightful lioiiie, tliorough school.

Certificate admits to college.

j ALICE K. PARSONS
I JEANNE W. DENNENPRINCIPALS

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Ninth year begins September, 1902. Limited numbers,
full corps of instructors, best of home influences and

training.
WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M.. Principal

Telephone Main 1556

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
GRAND AVENUE LOS ANQELES, CAL,

A Boarding and Day College for Boys and Young Men

COURSES : classical, Scientific, Commercial and
Academic

For further Information address REV. J. S. GLASS, C. M., D. D.

AAnn QMV PLENTY of positions for best teachers in coun-

UUUII AI try, city, high and private schools. 1350 posi-

tions already filled in California alone. We want the BEST TEACH-
ER from whatever school or university. The MAN or WOMAN is

more important than the DEGREE. Particulars to teachers and

school trustees free. FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY.

C. C. BOYNTON
Stimson Block, Los Angeles.

CALVIN ESTERLY
ParrottBldg., San Francisco.

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
(Occupying its own luiilding—CUMNOCK IIAI. I,—modeled after

Shakespeare's home at Stratford-on-Avon

1SOO PIQUEROA STREET, LOS ANGELES
A school for personal culture for young men and women. Four

Departments; ORATORY, ENGLISH, PHYSICAL CULTURIi,
DRAMATIC ART. Studfnts may enter at any time and take

part or att of course. Fall term begins October 2, 190*2. Visitors

welcome. Illustrated Catalogue upon application.

Tel. Pico 2521. ADDIE MURPHY GRIGG, Director.

TEACHERS and STUDENTS find here a
plant equipped for doing School work—designing, en-

graving, printing and binding—the best possible prod-
uct at most reasonable prices.—Odt West Co., Offices,
115 S. Broadway, lyos Angeles.
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212 iA^eST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

:olleg-e on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

THROOP

POITTECIINK INSTIiyiE
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Theonly completely equipped Manual Training
Scliool on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academ}', Normal School

(Slo3'd, Art, Domestic Economy),
Collegre (Degree of B. S.).

Dally exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turiilnsr and
Carijentry, Forarinsr, Pattern-Makinp, Machine-
Sliop Practice, Wood-Carvinsr, Clay-Modelin?,
Cookinir, Sewinir and Drcssniaking^, Electrital

PlnfTineerinfr, Cbemical L.nboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawinir. Freehand Drawiiiir and
I'.-iiniinfT, Biolofficat Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of irradnation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leadintr collesres and uni-

i-rsities of the country.

FAUL. TCRM BeaiNS SePTEMBER 24, 1902
W. A. Edwards, LL.D.. President

Thbodorb ColBMAN, Secretary

» Tel. JosepirTOol

614 South Grand Avenue. In its own new buildlnif, with larue Gym-
nasium. Tlie (jreatest and strongest Commercial School in I.os Angeles.
Its graduates are the most competent and secure, and hold the best posi-
tinns. Investigate. I.ACEY, HOOD & HOLI-MAN. Managers.

STAMMERING
quickly cured. Over 20 years' experi-
ence. Send for booklet and testimonials.

ROBINSON STAMMERING INSTITUTE
QO*) Ellis Street, San Francisco

MAKE S/0.22 A DAY
By seiiditK,'- for our FREE BOOK, on the eye.

Learn to correctly Test the Eyes and Fit Glasse-i.

A profession that is not crowded. A postal card will

bi ititr it. jacksonlan Optical Colleoe, Dept. H, Jackson. WIch

PAUL P. BERNHARDT & CO.
re.. Mam 5537

RED RUBBER STAMPS
Seals, nadsres. Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, &c.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Any reader of OUT WEST coold

easily secure subscriptions for it in his

own neighborhood.
We pay well for such work.

Modernness is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ date laundry equipment in the West, and includes——^—^^—^—^^—
facilities, such as our " NO SAW EDGE on

Collar** and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. H9 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

>*Srl«pdloma tpilet5?ap AT" ALL
DRUfj
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Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSIOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHtEA. Sold by Drugrsrists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

"The Knowledge of a Perfect Healing"

MR. THOMAS Richard Wheeler
PROFESSIONAL HEALER

Addkbss Letters and Telegrams
P. O. Box 54fi, Pasadena, Cal.

EVERY WOMAN
r -v , is interested and should know

--
'

^» about the wonderful

'*i:kHK Marvel ll:r

If your druggist cannot
supply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but write us for
Illustrated Book, Bent free —
sealed. It gives price by mail,
particulars and directions invalu-
able to ladies. KndorBed by Ptayalclans.

MARVEL CO., Room 33, Times Building, N.\.

= SUFFERERS FROM ^~

DYSPEPSIA ^^^ ^^"^^

STOMACH TROUBLES
Can Find Quick Relief by Using

an absolutely harmless germicide.
It subdues the inflammation of the
mucous membrane of tl:e stoniacli,
thus removing the cause of the disease,
and effects a cure.
For any stomach trouble it will do

good and generally cure.

Used and recommended by leading
physicians.

Sold by leading druggists.

IJ^DETir I \vill send by mail on receipt of
* '^"'-' 2oc.,to cover actual po;jtage, a
liberal sample, tliat will prove the cl li i I

make to your enti. satisfa tion. Thisprepa.a-
tion cannot harm you, and in most cases gives
wonderful results. Address

S9-A Prince St., Mew York.

HllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilEllllllllili;:

URICSOL
URIC AGIO SOLVENT

CURES

RHEUMATISM
= AND ALL DISEASES =
S CAUSED By URIC ACID S

S Dissolves, Neutralizes and Eliminates 5
= it from the System. Does NOT HLRT S
= THE STOMACH. $1.00 A BOTTLE at all =
S Druggists, or sent prepaid to any 5
S address upon receipt of price. S

5 SEND FOR PAMPHLET S

I URICSOL CHEMICAL CO. I

I LOS ANGELES, CAL. |
niiii||ii|||iii|ii||i||iiiiiii||iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif
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LUNDBORG'S PK^ PERFUMES
all who \

s of tlu' P

finest ill tlie world— have for orer SO years represented

itj', delicacy and refinement. They appeal to

are reproduced the sweetest and truest odors

VIOLET DEW is the season's most popular vi<>

est approach to the dainty spring- flower. Sold in at

intf dealers. Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Ask for CLOVERA, one of I LADD & COFFIN
Lundborg's greatest successes.

|

2 4 Barclay St., N. Y

1 lie hiphest standard of qual-
love nature because in them
iKimral flowers,

lei production; it is the near-

iractive violet box by all lead

.g=^S^: :$=^S5=:§)(

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

>g=^^=^: :(5^=:::^r=5)<

^^^^^^^^^^m^^m ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

IRRIGATION ''fELiNK
ESTABLISHED 1886

ARTHUR S. BENT
651 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

Hummel Brcs. & Co., "Help Center," 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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THE

AWAKENING
OF A

NATION

The nation is Mexico—the author, Chas. F. Lummis.

The book is not merely brilliant and entertaining
—

it

is informed and informative to the last degree.

The retail price of the volume has been $2.50.

But from an edition just printed by Harpers we have

secured a small number of copies which we will de-

liver, postpaid, in connection with 'an annual sub-

scription to Out West, for 75c. The subscription

may be new or renewal, but the $2.00 for it must be

sent at the same time with the 75c. for the book.

The book is of 178 pages, handsomely bound in

art vellum, with 16 illustrations.

We cannot fill any order for it except in connection

with a subscription.

OUT WEST COMPANY
LOS ANGELES
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cHf'O) Summer Reading
OLYMPIAN NIGHTS

"By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
The humorous adventures of a mortal

among- the modern gods of Olympus.
Mr. Bangs' best humorous work since the
" House-Boat " series.

Illustrated, $1.25.

THE KENTONS
By W, D. HOWELLS

The delig-htful story of an Amer-
ican family

— full of delicate wit

and humor "in, through and 'round

about every page." $J.50.

AN
ONLOOKER'S
NOTE-BOOK

By the Author of "Col-

lections and Re-

collections."

Do you like g- o o d

stories ? There are
scores of them concern-

ing everybody you ever

heard of in this new
volume. It is a volume
of interestingness.

Witty comment, anec-

dote, observation, by the

son of an English peer
and one of the best-

known members of Par-

liament.

$2.25 net.

(Postage extra.)

THE KING IN
YELLOW

By

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Author of "Cardigan,"

'

Conspirators," etc.

The

A new, revised edition of Mr.
Chambers' best-known short
stories. Illustrated, $J.50.

TALES OF DESTINY
By

ELIZABETH G. JORDAN
New short stories by the author

of "Tales of the Cloister," etc.

One critic says : "A book for

every woman and for every man."

Illustrated, $1.50.

ABNER DANIEL
By WILL N. HARBEN
A new novel by the author of

" Westerfelt." A story of South-
ern life and droll American humor.

$1.50.

MEDITATIONS
OF AN

AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTOR

By ADRIAN H.

JOLINE

You will be disap-

pointed in this volume—
if you expect to find in it a

collectionof autographs.
Instead you will find

new, humorcus stories of

poets, authors, kings,

queens — celebrities all

over the world, and the

author's own bright,

witty "meditations"
and experiences. You
will enjoy it thoroughly.

Half Leather, Illustrated,

$3.00 net

(Postage extra.)

A LOVE STORY
OF THE PLAINS

THE CAPTAIN OF THE
GRAY HORSE TROOP

By HAMLIN GARLAND Author of "Main Traveled Roads. $1.50.

Harper & Brothers, Ne<w York
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COLLIER'S
covers the world ; it supplies its readers with the

news, not of a city, nor of a section, nor of a

nation even, but of the entire world. No event,

situation, or tendency that is interesting to civil-

ized people can hide itself in so remote a place

that COLLIER'S will not have a man on the

spot to describe it vividly ; an artist to draw

pictures of the men and scenes concerned; and

an expert photographer to complete and amplify

the work of the pen and the pencil correspon-

dents. The reports in COLLIER'S are clear,

vivid, and as complete as it is possible to make

them; in fme the whole history of the world

is written and pictured in COLLIER'S
WEEK.LY— so well written and so well pic-

tured that it is now viewed everywhere as the

leading illustrated record of current events.

Send for Illustrated

Booklet B

P. r. COLLIER Cgl SON
NEW YORK
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'

Nothing so rare as resting on air.
"

:(5==:s=^'

Pneumatic

P Mattresses

YACHT MATTRESS WITH LIFE-LINE

HOME - YACHT - CAMP
FOR HOME USE, the Pneumatic is the cleanest, lightest, most convenient,

most luxurious mattress made.

FOR YACHT USE, unexcelled. It is moisture-proof, smell-proof, bug-proof,

economical, and, above all, the BEST LIFE-PRESERVER.
IN CAMP, it is the only thing yet devised that meets the needs of the camp-

er. Always dry.
"
Luxuriously comfortable."

For the CAMPER
YACHTSMAN
RANCHMAN
PROSPECTOR
MINER
PEOPLE AT HOME BOAT CUSHION—WITH LIFE-LINE

BOAT CUSHIONS "l^r^
GOOD ON BOAT, ON THE
THE VERANDA.

SWIMMING COLLAR AND CUSHION
COMBINED

SWIMMING COLLAR

The finest thing ever devised. Fits around the
neck without buckles or straps. The arms are
free for action. Will support a grown person.
Deflated can be carried in the pocket.

JUST THE THING for Bathing Pavilions. Price $1.50. 2 for $3.00 by mail.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS AND CUSHION CO.

35 Broadway, New York City

)(5==^:::=^=

VON LENGESKE & ANTOINE, Chicago
SIMMONS HARDWARE CO., St. Louis

By mentioning Out Whst, Catalog- W sent free.

^(5=*=S)i
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Diamond^
On Credit

E OPEN hundreds of Confidontial Charge Ac-
counts every business day, for Diamond rings,
pins, brooches, studs, lockets, cuff links, ear-
rings, etc., and higii grade Watclies. At least

three-fourths of these accounts are with persons
who had considered Genuine Diamonds a luxury
beyond their reach until they read our new booklet

"How Easily You Can Wear and Own n Diamond"
It answers every question, and shows every honekt
person who proposes to act in good faith, how he or
sne may select a Diamond or Watch from our half-

million dollar stock, have itdelivered at onceandpay
for it in a series of such easy monthly payments that
the small amounts required to meet them are hardly
lissed from the most modest salary or income.

gl Buying a Diamond is not an extravagance — it is an^ investment in the most valuable, stable, and quickest
-producing luxury in the world. The highest European au

ties assure usthat Diamond values will increaseat least twenty
^ i-vrcent within a year. They will pay better than savings banks, bonds,
mortgages, life insurance or real estate. Our Liberal Credit System provides

an ideal method for saving money, for you can make your payments just as you would
mt aside a little of .vour earnings each month in a savings bank. You get far greater interest returns from the constantly ic-

reading value of Diamonds— yon also get the daily dividend of pleasure and prestige which comes to every Diamond wearer.

KWe send Diamonds direct to your home or place of business for your Inspection. You do not obligate yourself to buy, neither
rio you pay one penny until you have fully examined the article sent and are entirely satistied with it. We pay all express

hargeM- no expense or risk attaches to you in any way.
rr We are one of the largest and oldest houses in the United States (Est. 1858) and do by far the largest Diamond Credit business^ Ml the world. You can s.-itisfy yourself of our responsibility by imiuiring of your local banker. He will refer to his Dun's or

i-treet's book of commercial ratings and tell you that no house stands higher in credit, reliability or promptness, and that
"-presentations may be accepted without question.

Our prices are from 10 to aO percent lower than you will be asked for spot cash by the ordinary retail jeweler—this is possible
from the fact that we are direct importers and sell a thousand Diamonds where the retail jeweler sells one.

KWe want to send you oar new booklet which explains all. It shows you how you can establish a credit with one of the largest
houses in one of the largest cities of the world; how you can buy a Diamond and exchange it years after for the full amount

riginally paid; how you can wear a fifty-dollar Diamond at a cost of less than ten cents per week; how we can give the strongest
tten guarantee with every Diamond, that a responsible house ever issued, and hundreds of other facts which make our book

orth its weight in gold to any intending purchaser. Write to-day to insure the prompt mailing of a copy from the first edition,
,na address Dept.4-N .

LofiU "Broj. /32 Co., 'Diamond Imporlerj and Manufaciurtnd Jetttelers.
(KrtTi-N. 92, W. 96 and 9H STATE STREET, OPPOSITE MARSHALL FlELi) & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. .

YOU WIUU FIND IT ON EVERr NEWS STAND
KACM MONTH, PRICE JO CENTS. ASK FOR

fiEm

America's A\aga2ine for Sportsmen

jlO PAfiES, profusj-ly illustrated. It tells"^ yon all that Is best to know of Sliootlng-

and Fisliinir. tlio rportsman'H Dog, the SportH-

man'a Camera and other out-door Bnbjccts.

It Inspire* a new interest In life. The entire

family circle will enjoy it. At the popul.Tr

Bob^riptlon price of ONE DOLLAR yearly its

circnlation l<i spreading like a prairie fire.

Mention thin adverti-wment and yon will re-

ceive with each yearly •nbucription (51) a fine

19 by 25 envravlnir of either a BlKXJtlnif, fi .iiiniir

•r hantinir doir nubject. If yonr newsdealer is

•old out, fkcnd Htamp for free sample copy, or 10

cents for the current issue, to the imblishers,

JOHN P. BURKHARD (corporation),
3B W. 21BT STREET, NEW YORK

If you want to keep in touch with

these two live subjects, which Pres-

ident Roosevelt considers "the most

vital of the internal questions of the

United States," you should be a sub-

scriber to Forestry and Irrigation.

''Forestry and Irrigation is a
niatrazine that should l)e of special interest

in the West. The articles are from experts
on the subjects treat.-d and the illustrations
a re photoirraphic half-tones. The tnatraKine
is published in Wasbinirton and has the ad-

'aniajrc of intimate connection with the
(;<)vernment. It is well edited and rnpidly
iraininir the confidence of those p«'rsons
whose interests are identified with forestry
and irriifation."— /^i-z/rvr /'«.»/.

Subscription price, $1.00 a year.

Sample copy free if you mention
Out Wk.st. Address,

rORESTRY AND IRRIGATION

Atlantic Buildino WASHINGTON, D. C.
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OLDEST AND LAKOKST BANK IN
SOUTHERN CAIiirOBNIA

THE FftRiRS AND Mmm BANKS
or tOS ANGELES Incorporated 1871

Capital, Surplus and Profits - -
$1,569,220.00

Deposits
----- 7,6uo,Ouo.OO

Cash on Hand, and with Bankers - -
5,012,302.00

U. S. and other Bonds and Stocks -
1,124,400.00

OFFICERS

I. W. Hellmam, Pres. H. W. Hbllman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Gkavks, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charles Sbyler, Cash'r

G. Hbimann, Assistant Cashier
M. H. Hellman, 2nd Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS

W. H. Perry I.W. Hellman, Jr. O.W. Childs
L N. Van Nnys J. A. Graves I. W. Hellman
H. W. Hellman J. F. Francis C. E. Thorn
J. Baruch Wm. Lacy
Special Safe Deposit Department and Storage Vaults.

Largest National Bank in Soutlieri California

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF tOS ANGKIiES

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 40o.oo»

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360,000

Deposits 5,000,000

J.M Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Prest
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Blckncll
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story

Drake

W. G. Kerckhoff
J. D Hooker

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

W. C Pattbrson, Prest. P. M. Green. Vice-Pres.

Frank P. Flint, Second VIce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE, Cashier

E. W. COE, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WlGDAL •'

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Cor. First and Spring Streets

Capital Stock .

Surplus and Profits over
$500,000.00

iso,ooaoo

Largrest capital of any National bank in Southern

California. This bank is fortunate in having- a strong

directory and a large list of substantial stockholders.

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
We wish to notify Southern California

merchants and advertisers that we are now

showing a line of LitKograpHed Fans,

Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautilul de-

signs, never surpassed in this section. We
urgently request your inspection of our

samples.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

Out West Co. I
OfiBlces, 115 S. Broad-way

LOS ANGELES

A Wise

Precaution

jEiFORK leaving the city for your
summer vacation you had bet-

ter store your Valuables in the

Vaults of the

CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND

TRIST COMPANY

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FRANK P. BURCH, Cashier Telkphonk Main 942

Southern California Grain and Stocic Co.
Share and Grain Brokers New York Markets.
Correspondents in Pomona, San Bernardino,

Redlands, Riverside and San Diego.

118 STIMSON BLOCK
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

COR. THIRD AND
SPRING STREETS

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
hat pay a steady investment, with K^ood water
srbts. I have them in the snbtarbs of Pasadena,
»ely located for homes, also in the country for
-ofit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL,EST^

^!»H«=FUfRANe^,L(

S. Raymond Ave.,
Pasadena, Cal.

115 S. Broadway
Los Anereles, Cal.

PORTERVILLE

(itrus and Deciduous fruits

FARMINO. STOCK RAISINQ
DAIRYING, MININQ, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE. (AiifORNiA

Offers better inducements to the Homeseelcer
than any other portion of the United
States. For i>articnlars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTCRVILUE. CALIFORNIA
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DURAND FOOT-POWER LAUNCH
AN IDEAL BOAT FOR SPORTSMEN \NITH ADJUSTABLE SEATS

Both hands are free for use of eruns or trolling- lines. Back pedaling- easy. One, two or three persons
can operate it ; but little disturbance of water when approaching game. As a pleasure boat it affords ex-

ercise preferable to rowing. There is no disagreeable odor of gasoline or naphtha. A man, woman or

child can operate it. Motor is always ready. No cost for repairs. Costs the same when being operated
as when out of use. One man can make five miles an hour or more. Two men can make seven miles.

IV/ieu a mail tries to start a ffasoline launch he says something. Our foot-power launches ffo jvithout saying.

Proprietors of summer hotels and pleasure resorts find our boats profitable for rental purposes.

OANADIAN CANOES (lakef/eld model)
of world-wide renown, compare favorably with any canoe on the market. We guarantee the best of

workmanship. We carry in stock launches the most suitable for our foot motors.

DURAND MFG. CO. 225 SOUTH AVENUE
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Tlie (five '

Power
THE E. M. M. CURA-
TIVE COMPANY
have established their

Institute, 529 South

Broadway, this city,

where every appliance

known to the science of

Electro Therapeutics
is tobefonnd.

Of He New

(entury
Diseases are treated by

Musical Vibration,

combined with all forms

of Electricity,

Convalescents from

acute exhausting

diseases or any low

state of health will be

surely benefited by
this treatment.

ALL FORMS OF NE.RVOUS DISEASES -Insomnia, Nervous Exhaustion, Hyste-
ria, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bright's Disease, Lumbago, Brain Tag, Functional Heart Derange-
ments, Migraine, Diseases of the Skin, Bronchitis and all Throat Diseases, Paralysis, Dyspepsia
and Functional Derangements of the Alimentary Canal, Locomotor Ataxia, Cervical and Lum-
bar Backaches of Women, Epilepsy.

Appointments can be made by PHone MAIN f3A'€>

H. M. M. CURATIVE CO.. 529 S. BROADWAT
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" THE SCENIC ROUTE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA "

Yon can see on this line the most prominent attractions of the country, such as Pasadena, the

OstricH Farm, the wonderfnl Mt. LoMre Railway. Old San Gabriel Mission,
Los Angeles, and Lon^ BeacH — the finest beach on the coast— and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort. The luxuriously appointed cars and the scenes along-

the way make of this trip a rare treat. For further information, time-tables, etc., call at

office of Company

250 South Spring' Street
Tel. Main 900 LOS ANGELES

^5=J): ^S==!=S)

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers will find Our Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their wants. ^ jt ^ ^
I30-I36 IMor-fcK ^os A.rtgreles ^-fc.

BAKER & HAMILTON

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cart-
Free from smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Anffeles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth

street, every ISminutei from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m.. then each hour till 11:35 ; or via Bellevue

Ave., for Coleirrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:l5a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean

Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from

6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.
, „ ,.

Cars leave Los Anffeles for Santa Monica TJa. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevne

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hoor thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

KfVoT complete time-table and particulars call at onRce of company.
Sinarle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

RamonA Toilet ^oAPe^^h^
Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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SO MANY PEOPLE
DON'T KNOW !

OTWITHSTANDING our central loca-

tion, the methods employed in gaining

publicity for ourselves and the firm

which we succeed (Kingsley-Barnes &
Neuner Company), and the further

fact that "we are advertised by our

loving friends," still there remain

many Los Angeles people who don't

know that we do the very best design-

ing, engraving (all processes), printing, binding, steel

die and copperplate work, and are in the stationery

business, as well.

This complete plant under one roof and under

one management.

Samples, estimates and suggestions cheerfully

furnished on request.

LOS ANGELES CAL.
Offices

IIS SOUTH BROADWAY
Telephone Main 4/7

WORKS
113, lis, 117 AND 119 SOUTH BROADWAY

(Rear)
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THE OUT WEST

LOOSE-LEAF LEDGER
AND

PERPETUAL INDEX

SAVES TIME

SAVES SPACE

SAVES TROUBLE

The more accounts you have to handle, the

greater the saving
— but it is worth

while even for a small business.

Send us your address, and let us inform

you fully about tt.

115 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Paatily use and Bxport a spcctelty.

A pure, wholeaooie bcrerace, recommended by
promlacBt physlciana.

OFFICE, 440 ALISO STREET
TCL. MAIN 91

Po55lbly you need three-color plate work. Don't
think you have to send Eaat for it. We do It and do
H right. OUT WE5T CO.. Loa Anxelea. Cal.

|llllilllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHHII^

I FOX !

I Typewriters I
aivE

1 Satisfaction 1

LIGHT TOUGH

SPEED iND

DURABILITY
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Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

AMERICA
Larsrest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE tl'^^-J'lt£!^r:i!e
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
GAUTE 8 CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. lllEiAfe^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^" or by mail. 35 cents.
STOWELL & CO., Mfrs. Charlestown. Mass.

Rboho

Cures
HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c

and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Bn II M n volwnies of this magrazine should be
U U II U in every well equipped library.

f^COR ANY BOOK ON EARTH—^^r Write to H. H. TIMBY, Boole Hunter -©»
«S-CATALOGUES FREE CONNEALT, OniO-=S»

RIPflNS
I have experienced a wonderful result in using Ripan's

Tabules. I was seriously affected with indigestion and

heartburn. A friend suggested tr^^ng Ripans, and I was

surprised at the Improvement. On making application a

few years ago for policy of insurance, I was refused on ac-

count of a weak heart, but the same company passed me re-

cently, and I give Ripans Tabules credit for the health I

am enjoying. I can certainly recommend them to anyone

suffering with palpitation of the heart or indigestion.

AT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is cnoogfh for an ordinary occasion. The family bottle, sixty

cents, contains a supply for a year,

INYVn TUFATRIPAI Pfll 11 PRPIM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinr ; it re-
MnlfU InLHiniUHL UULU UnCKIrl mores them. ANTVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Loe AnirelM.
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AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are niakin£r and selling' the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling- the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out it. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,
lis Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

U. S. A.

Laughlin
FOUNTAIN PEN

TM( BEST AT ANY PR.CC.

SENT ON APPROVAL
To responsible people. Your
choice of these popular
styles, superior to the $3.00
grades of other makes.

•CNT POSTPAID FOR ONLY

$1 .00

By registered mail, 8c extra.

It Costs You Nothing
to try it a week. If you do
not find it the best pen you
ever used and pre-eminently
satisfactory, send it back
and ^et your money. Finest

'(uality bard rubber holder,
highest grade, large 14K.
«old pen, any desired flexi-

bility, in fine, medium <>;

stub. Perfect ink feed. I^,

not miss this opportunity to

secure a strictly hi^h grade
ffuaranteed Fountain Pen at
a price that is only a frac-

tion of its real value.
Ask your dealer to slu .

you this pen. If he has ii< <i

or won't get it for_you, (do
not let bim substitute an
imitation, on which he will
make more profit), send bisjnaoM and your order direct

I

to us, and we will send you
with Fountain Pen, one of
our Safety Pocket Pen Hold-
ers without extra charge.
Remember, there is no
•just as good" as the
Laushlin. Insist on it; take
no chances. If your dealer
has not this widely adver-
tised writing wonder, it is

neither your fault or ours, so
order direct. Illustration on
left is full size of ladies'

style; on right, gentlemen's
style. (Either style, richly
trimmed with heavy solid
gold mountings, for |1.0(>
additional). Adareas

La«i|fKlia Mftf. Co.
68S Gritwold St.,

DOES YOUR rOOD

DISTRESS YOl ?

Are you nervous?

Do you feel older than you used to ?

Is your appetite poor ?

Is your tongue coated with a slimy,

yellowish fur ?

Do you have dizzy spells ?

Have you a bad taste in the mouth?

Does your food come up after eating,

with a sour taste ?

Have you a sensation of fullness after

eating?

Do you have heartburn ?

Do you belch gas or wind ?

Do you have excessive thirst ?

Do you notice black specks before the

eyes ?

Do you have pain or oppression around

the heart ?

Does your heart palpitate or beat ir-

regularly ?

Do you have unpleasant dreams ?

Are you constipated ?

Do your limbs tremble or vibrate ?

Are you restless at night ?

NAME
Age Occupation

Street No

Town State

If you have any or all of the above

symptoms you probably have Dyspep-
sia. Fill in the above blank, send to

us, and we will mail you a free trial

PEPSIKOLA TABLETS (unquestion-

ably the surest and safest Dyspepsia
cure known) together with our little

book — "Advice to Dyspeptics." Reg-
ular size PEPSIKOLA TABLETS,
25 cents, by mail, or of your druggist.

The Laxakola Company
45 VESEY STREET

NEW YORK

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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11 Hniirc LOS ANGELES
Li IIUUlo UN FDANf.l^iSAN ERANCISGO

BY

Pacific Coast Steamship Co.

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9 .00 a.m .

STATE OF CAL Thursdays,
" "

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angei,ES : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10.00 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Sundays,
" "

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Columbia, Seattle and Alaska

C. D. DUNANN, General Passenger Agent

W. PARRIS, Agent GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

328 S. Spring St. GENERAL AGENTS
LOS ANGELES, CAL. SAN FRANQSCO, CAL.

RAMONA TOILET ^OA P FO R 3 ALE
EVERYWHEF?E
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Lake Tahoe

A Bit of Ldke Idlioe

REAOHED ONLY VIA THE

Southern Pacific
Summer Excursions—Throug:h Connections.

Fishing, Boating- and Hunting Unexcelled.

Special Inducements to Campers. For De-

scriptive Literature, Rates, etc., ask or write

G. A. PARKYNS, Ass't Gen'l Frt. and Pass. Agent

261 S. Spring St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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uilllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllillllliiilii:

ItlE NORTH

(DASI

THE FAMOUS TRAIN OF

I THE NORTHERN I

I PACIFIC RY. I

IS THE FINEST TRAIN
TO THE PACIFIC COAST

Solid Vestibuled, Electric lyighted,

Elegant Observation Car, Pullman and

Tourist Sleepers and Dining Car

through.

I TWO Overldnd Trains Daily |
S to all points East by way of Portland, S
S Tacoma, Seattle, Spokane, Minneapolis S
5 and St. Paul. THE, NORTHERN =
S PACIFIC is the cool route, the scenic S
S route and the only all-rail line to S
= YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL =
S PARR. There is no better route. S
S Try it. Full information furnished by S

E C. E. JOHNSON =
= TRAVELING PASSENGER AGENT E
S 725 W. THIRD ST.. LOS ANGELES. CAL. E

niiiiiliHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

15 Trains Daily

New York Central
LINES

From CHICAGO

IVIichigan Central
The Niag-ara Falls Route

AND THE

Lake Shore & IVIichigan Southern
The Limited Train Route.

From ST. LOUIS

C. C. C. & St. L
"Bisr Four"

AND ALL BY THE

New Yorli Central
The Great Four-Track Trunk Line.

All trains by these lines arrive in New York
at the Grand Central Station, 42ad Street, and
in Boston at the new South Station.

CARLTON C. CRANE
PACIFIC COAST AGBNT

637 Market St. SAN fRANCISCO, CAL.

F. M. BYRON
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PASSENGER AGT.

Stimson Block. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Grand Canyon ofArizona
A mile deep
12 miles %vide

2t7 miles long

Altitude 7000 feet

Insuring a dry, cool,

invigorating^

atmosphere

The Great

Round
World

has nothing like it

"Stolid indeed it

he who can front

the awful scene and

view its unearthly

splendor of color and

form without quaking

knee or tremulous breath."

Ask a SANTA FE Agent

for a. copy of

**The Titan of Chasms'
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MURRAY A\. HARRIS

ORGAN CO.
*

i

t

I

$7 /^/^^^ Mahog-any-cased electric parlor org-an in residence of Mr. C. E. Green,
r^^-^^^-^^^^ San Mateo, Cal. This Organ is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS or

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

754-760 San rerndndo St. Tel. Ndin 363

lOS ANdriES. (AllfORNIA
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WB ERECT FORM
CORSETS

The New Lonjg-Hip
*'
Erect Form" Corset at $1.00

I.r t Spring when we introduced this long-hip corset, there were just two models, No. 71I at
$2.00, and No. 7'3 ^^ $4.00. But to popular was their reception that wc have determined to placi

two mure long-hip model* on the market.

*' Erect Form" 9S9 at $1.00 and "Erect Form" 992 at $1.50

All dealen in every part of the country will supply the Long-Hip
" Erect- Form " at these price:..

You must wear this corset if you wear the new style skirts. The extra length at the side produces th" m" -

beautiful hip-curves, and insures a set to the skirt without a wrinkle.

If your dealer cannot supply you, mention his name, and forward money order or check to

WEINGARTEN BROTHERS. Dcpt. T. 377-379 Broadway, New York
LARGEST MANLKACI URKRa OF CORMiTb IN THE W'ORLU
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WB ERECT FORM
CORSETS

ThelW.;B. Erect Form New "Long- Hip" Corset is the ideal model — the bast corset of the year.
The New "hong Hip" insures that greatly prized style-effect for the figure and growns. Produces
graceful lines and curves to the hips and improves the fit and set to your skirts in faultless fashion.

Erect Form No. 989 at $1.00

Erect Form No. 992.at $1.50

Erect Form No. 711 at $2.00
Erect Form No. 713 at $4-00

These four distinct styles of the new "Long Hip" Erect Form Corset along with numerous other
favorite models, can be bought at every dealer's in America.

// yours caiDiot supply you^mention his name and forv)ard monev order or check direct to

WEINGARTEN BROS., Makers, "S" 377-379 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Largest Manufachtrers of Corsets in the World.
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Now for

FALL Clothing
What makes our clothing superior to other makes is the skill

with which they are designed, and the thoroughness of the tailor-

ing which causes them to fit perfectly, and to retain their shapes
so much longer than other makes. Our clothing comes from the
best manufacturers in the world. The styles this fall eclipse all

past efforts.

SUITS FROM S10 TO S25
Send for self-meas-FuU line of boys' clothing as well as men's,

urement blanks.

/Vlullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
First and 3prlng Streets, LOS ANGELES

THE, PHOTO = MINIATURE,
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION : ILLUSTRATED
Every number a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photographic informa-
tion obtainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. '^5 cents each.
Per year, S2.50 in advance. No free samples. Send for Blue Booklet describing the series — free on application.

GET IT FROM YOUR DEALER : TENNANT & WARD. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK

60,000
ACRES RICH RIVER BOTTOM
OF LAND WITH WATER

IN THE HEART OF CALIFORNIA

The 2nd .and 3rd Subdivisions of

THE LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
are now ready to sell in tracts of 10 acres or more. This land is located

in Fresno and Kings Counties and along- the North side of Kings
Kiver. It is adapted to corn, alfalfa, dairying, hogs and cattle, and
all the products of the Eastern general farm, as well as vegetables,
small fruits, orchards and vineyards. Every acre carries a water right
with it. The prices are low. The terms are easy. For descriptive
folder and full particulars, address

/S/ARES & SAUNDERS, LATON. FRESNO COUNTY. CAL.

RamonaToilet 3oap FOR 3 A LE
EVERYWHEWE^



OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NEW

EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

AMONG THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

FREDERICK STARR „
Chicago University.

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California.

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of

" The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of Stories of the Foothills."

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of

" Tne Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas.

INA COOLBRITH
Author of

"
Soners from the Golden Gate," etc.

BDWIN MARKHAM
Author of

" The Man With the Hoe."

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of

" The Life of Ajrassiz," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Fleur de Lis."

SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,"etc.

WILLIAM KEITH
The greatest Western Painter.

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Polk-Lore Society.

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Marches.

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washingrton.

GEO. HAMLIN FITCH
Literary Editor S. F.

"
Chronicle."

CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN
Author of

"
In This Our World."

CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
Author of

" The Story of the Mine," etc.

T. S. VAN DYKE
Author of

" Rod and Gun in California," etc.

CHAS. A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER

ALEX. F. HARMER
L. MAYNARD DIXON

Illustrators.
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of
" Our Feathered Friends."

BATTERMAN LINDSAY
CHARLES AMADON MOODY

Contents— October, I902.
The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, V, by Chas. F. Ivummis 399

The Cactus Hedge, poem, by Ina Coolbrith 429

On the Crest of the Sierra Nevada, illustrated, by Milnor Roberts , 429

Last Days of Gen. John A. Sutter, illustrated, by William S. Rice 441

The Desire of the Moth, story, by Eugene Manlove Rhodes 446

Quivira, poem, by Arthur Guiterman 456

The Truscott Luck, serial story. Chapter VI, by Mary Austin 459

An Early Vandalism, by John T. Doyle 466

The Sickness of Eone Chief, story, by Jack London 468

Sir Insolence, poem, by Edward Salisbury Field 475

The Sequoya League,
" To Make Better Indians " 476

In the Lion's Den (by the editor) 481

That Which is Written (reviews by the editor and C. A. Moody) 489

The 20th Century West, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

A View of National Irrigation 495

The Break o' Day 500

The Pillar of Vire 503

The California Constructive League 506

Bakersfield, Kern County, illustrated, by J. M. Hunter 509

Copyrigrht 1902. Entered at the Los Anjreles PostofBce as second-class matter, (see publisher's^pagb;.)
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The Five Per Cent Preferred Shares of the

SAN BENITO VINEYARDS
CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA

guarantee to the purchaser a goodly income. Not only that,

but there is every reason to believe they will, with the fur-

ther development of the vineyard, (now a big institution),

yield an annual profit of lo to i^ per cent. These shares are

better than ^ per cent, bonds. They are sold at par, ^i.oo per

share. If interested, write for printed matter and photo

engravings. Address

The American Guaranty and Trust Company
SELLING AGENTS

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., SAN FRANCISCO

Universal Wringers
= ==HORSE-SHOE BRAND

t

WARRANTED 3 YEARS

Over Six Million Universal Wringers

have been sold, giving Universal Satis-

faction. The rolls are of good elastic

rubber which wring the thick and thin

parts equally dry. They have the

Patent Guide Board which spreads the

clothes, and are warranted for three

years as stated on the Horse-Shoe War-

ranty Card attached to each Wringer.

All Dealers.

HE American Wringer Co.
99 Chambers St., New York.
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COLLIER'S
covers the world ; it supplies its readers with the

news, not of a city, nor of a section, nor of a

nation even, but of the entire world. No event,

situation, or tendency that is interesting to civil-

ized people can hide itself in so remote a place

that COLLIER'S will not have a man on the

spot to describe it vividly ; an artist to draw

pictures of the men and scenes concerned; and

an expert photographer to complete and amplify

the work of the pen and the pencil correspon-

dents. The reports in COLLIER'S are clear,

vivid, and as complete as it is possible to make

them; in fme the whole history of the world

is written and pictured In COLLIER'S
WEEKLY— so well written and so well pic-

tured that it is now viewed everywhere as the

leading illxistrated record of cvirrent events.

Send for Illustrated

BooKlet B

P. r. COLLIER Ca SON
NEW TORR
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NOTABLE

NEW

FICTION
EACH SI.50)

Examine these Books at

your Bookseller's

TJHE fOf^TUJMES Of

oyvEF^

'*« OLIVER
HOF.N

BY

F.JHOfKlJSISOJM

SMITH

"Characterized by a rare

sense of refined humor,

and the sentiment and

pathos are handled with

vigor and manhness."

(leH/cRD JH/fRDIJMG D/WIS
HIS TWO NEW BOOKS

HIS IMPORTANT NEW NOVEL HIS VOLUME OF NOVELETTES AND STORIES

HARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK

/
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cHew Fall Reading
OLYMPIAN NIGHTS

"By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
The humorous adventures of a mortal

among- the modern g-ods of Olympus.
Mr. Bangs' best humorous work since the
" House-Boat " series.

Illustrated, $1.25.

THE KENTONS
By W. D. HOWELLS

The delightful story of an Amer-
ican family

— full of delicate wit

and humor "in, through and 'round

about every page." $1.50.

AN
ONLOOKER^S
NOTE-BOOK

By the Author of "Col-

lections and Re-

collections."

Do you like good
stories ? There are
scores of them concern-

ing everybody you ever

heard of in this new
volume. It is a volume
of interestingness.

Witty comment, anec-

dote, observation, by the

son of an English peer
and one of the best-

known members of Par-

liament.

$2.25 net,

(Postage extra.)

THE KING IN
YELLOW

By

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Author of "Cardigan," "The

Conspirators," etc.

A new, revised edition of Mr.
Chambers' best-known short
stories. lOustrated, $J.50.

TALES OF DESTINY
By

ELIZABETH Q. JORDAN
New short stories by the author

of "Tales of the Cloister," etc.

One critic says : "A book for

every woman and for every man. ' '

Ulustrated, $1.50.

ABNER DANIEL
By WILL N HARBEN
A new novel by the author of

" Westerfelt." A story of South-
ern life and droll American humor.

$1.50.

MEDITATIONS
OF AN

AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTOR

By ADRIAN H.

JOLINE

You will be disap-

pointed in this volume—
if you expect to find in it a

collectionof autographs.
Instead you will find

new, humorous stories of

poets, authors, kings,

queens — celebrities all

over the world, and the

author's own bright,

witty
" meditations ' '

and experiences. You
will enjoy it thoroughly.

Half Leather, Illustrated,

$3.00 net.

(Postage extra.)

A LOVE STORY
OF THE PLAINS

THE CAPTAIN OF THE
GRAY HORSE TROOP

By HAMLIN GARLAND Author of "Main Traveled Roads." $1.50.

Harper & Brothers, Ne^w York
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The FALL Book-Season

A First-rate Novel
THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. MOULTON

By NATHANIEL STEPHENSON, Author of
"
They That Took Ihc Sivord."

Frontispiece iKjrtrait of the herdine. Decorative cover. 12mo. $1.20 net.

A Beautiful Story-BooK
DREAM DAYS

By KENNETH GRAHAME, Author of
"
The Golden Age," etc. With ten

Photogravures by Maxfield Parrish. Decorative cover. 8vo. $2.30 net.

A BooK of Travel
PERSIAN CHILDREN of THE ROYAL FAMILY
By WILFRID SPARROY. Profusely illustrated. 8vo. $3.30 net.

JOHN LANE '^"o^'z ^^t^'-^Xe^^e^^ NEW YORn

YOU WILL FIND IT ON EVERY NEWS BTANO
EACH MONTH. PRICE lO CENTS. ASK FOH

riELn

America's Magazine for Sportsmen

flO PAGES, profanely illnatrated. It tells"^ yon all that in best to know of Sbootinff

and Fiabiar, the Sportsman's Dor, the Sports-

man'a Camera and other ont-door subjects.

It Inspires a new interest in life. The entire

family circle will enjoy it. At the popular

Hubscriptien price of ONE DOLLAR yearly its

circulation is spreading like a prairie fire.

Mention this advertisement and yoa will re-

ceive with each yearly subscription ($1) a fine

19 by 25 engraving' of either a ahootinr, fishinar

•r hantinr doff snbject. If your newsdealer la

sold ont, send stamp for free sample copy, or 10

cents for the current insne, to the pMblishera,

JOHN P. BURKHARD (cor^oratioh),
3e w. 21mr street, tf£W YORK

If you want to keep in touch with

these two live subjects, which Pres-

ident Roosevelt considers "the most

vital of the internal questions of the

United States," you should be a sub-

scriber to Forestry and Irrigation.

''Forestry and Irrigation is »
matrazine that should be of special interest
in the West. The articles are from experts
on the subjects treated and the illustrations
are photogrraphic half-tones. The mairazine
is published in Washinirton and has the ad-

vantaire of intimate connection with the
Government. It is well edited and rapidly
iraininir the confidence of those persons
whose interests are identified with forestry
and irrlg-ation."—Z>*«rT'*r PoMt.

Subscription price, $1.00 a year.

Sample copy free if you mention
Out West. Address,

rORESTRY AND IRRIGATION

Atlantic Building WASniNOTON, D. C.
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Glimpses

2LCaIifornia
and THE MISSIONS

By Helen Hunt JacKson
AutKor of " RAMONA," etc.

With 37 Pictures by Henry Sdndham

IN
response to a repeated demand, Mrs. Jackson's delightful

California articles, hitherto printed with her European travel

sketches in the book entitled
"
Glimpses of Three Coasts," are

now published in a separate volume with the addition of a series of

pictures by Henry Sandham, who accompanied Mrs. Jackson in the

California trip which gave suggestions for her famous romance,

"Ramona." The volume includes "Father Junipero and His

Work "
(a sketch of the Foundation, Prosperity, and Ruin of the

Franciscan Missions of California); "The Mission Indians in

Southern California
;

" "Echoes in the City of Angels ;

" "
Out-

door Industries in Southern California," and "Chance Days
in Oregon."

12 mo. Decorated Cover. $1.50 Postpaid.

Little, Brown & Co., Publishers

Boston



I he literature of the world is preserved in types and notes. To read only books
to miss half of all literature. We can enjoy a book in silence; music must be

rd, and the finer its means of production the finer the music. The piano unlocks
literature of music. The finest m<»de of musical expression in the world is the

CHICKERING PIANO
Ah illuttrated catalogu* wU it tent on application

Manufactured solely by CHICKERIXG & SONS. Pianoforte Makers,
rABLMMBO 1823 ygg Tremont Street, Bo«ton, Maw.

Our QUARTER.GRAXD it the tmalUtt Crttf/ rniMyir" tnoHfrn principles n-er mniif.
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"
To-day
Unsullied comes to thee, next) born ,

To-morrov} is not thine,"- Ruskin,

THE FUTURE
is before you. What does it promise ? Times are prosperous.

Everybody is making- money. You may be able to accumulate

enough to keep your family, providing you live long enough. But

remember, "To-morrow is not thine." Death comes when we
least expect it. If it should come to you, how would you leave

your family ? If you were to invest a part of your savings in the

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"strongest in the world"

You would be sure that your family would be provided for, if you
died

; you could enjoy the money yourself in old age, if you lived.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society
is the strongest of all Lrife Assurance Companies. It pays its

death losses more promptly, and during the past seven years has

paid more in dividends than any other company.

A. M. JONES, General Agent
414-420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California



Bi

Mellin's Food
LESLIE JESSE MATTHES MILWAUKEE. WIS.

"My little boy, Leslie Jesse Matthes, has been fed on Mellin's Food
ever since he was twelve weeks old. I began nursing him, but I had
a great deal of trouble and anxiety about him, until I gave him

nothing but Mellin's Food. I found your little book and pamphlets
a great aid, and I thank you for same, also for samples with which

you have favored me. I would advise every mother, who is unable

to nurse her babe, to try Mellin's Food."

OUR BOOK, "THE CARE AND FEEDING
OF INFANTS," SENT FREE ON REQUEST.

MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY BOSTON, MASS.
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Colonial
Furnitvire

We have secured the sole agency for Los Angeles and vicinity
for a famous furniture factory v^hich makes nothing except col-

onial and antique styles.

Every piece of fttrniture is accurate in design. It reflects the

furniture of our grandfathers. It is the modern, up-to-date furni-

ture of the present time. It is the most popular furniture in

America.
The pieces include everj' sort from a grand oak bed set to a

massive hall clock. Those designed f r library uses and for din-

ing rooms are remarkable for their simplicity and the artistic

character of their construction.
Six floors and basement filled with the finest furniture, car-

pets, draperies, pictures, etc.

BARKER BROTHERS
420-424 Soxith Spring' St. LOS ANGHLES

Ne^vv Fall Furnitxire
\\/HAT with the new Fall g-oods and the chanires we have made in the store to se-

cure additional display room, the appearance is entirely chang-ed. It is more
commodious and a more convenient shopping- place.

The new goods represent the very best makers in America — some of the choicest

is shown by us exclusively. It is all selected after personal inspection, and we be-

lieve that the choicest furniture in the countrj' has been assembled her.-.

The fourth floor has its share in the new Fall

g-oods— carpets, rugs, draperies, hang-ings .mil

curtainings are shown in every new feature, and
our expert workmen are imparting to their worK
the latest ideas in vog-ue in the East.

Hundreds of Customers by Mail

Write yoay needs; lue will iake ihe maUer up in detail, and feel confident

of our ability to please you.

Niles Pease rxirniture Co.
439-441-443 S. Spring St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.



Sunshine
The "Best" Tonic goes hand in hand with
quick recovery and perfect health and
strength. It creates energy, ambition,
and ability to enjoy all the sweetness of
life. It drives away melancholy and dis-
mal forebodings, and brings bright, smil-

ing eyes and rosy cheeks. It is ''sun-
shine'' in the home. Thousands of women
might be like this to-day, for they lack
only the right help to make them whole
and happy.
Too many causes produce the opposite

condition — household cares, worry, ma-
ternity, sickness or weak nerves. It

usually means just one thing—the blood
is thin and watery without strength-
giving, nerve-building qualities. Nor is

this condition of low vitality confined
to women. Men wear themselves out by
overwork and worry, until they too, be-
come '"bloodless." Yet all that is needed
is a first-rate tonic. The "BEST" Tonic.
Feed the blood with proper nourishment
and it will grow rich in life-giving red

corpuscles, and carry vigorous strength
to every nerve, bone and muscle.
This condition is not sickness. It re-

quires no rigorous, heroic treatment.
You will be surprised to find how quickly
it yields to

Palest
MaitExtiad

l^e'BcsTTomc
Dyspepsia departs. The brain awakes

to new and pleasurable sensations. Pes-
simists become optimists, for new life

shows forth in freslf, healthful color and
conscious strength.
The "Best" Tonic, made of malted

barley and hops, contains only pure, con-

centrated food for muscles and nerves,

bringing true nourishment and restful

sleep. Pleasant to take. Quick in bene-

ficial results. Ask the doctor, if he has not

already prescribed it. At all druggists.

Pabst Brewing Co., (Tonic Dept.) nilwaukee. Wis.

Maui:xira«»
F. W. BRAUN <C CO.
WESTERN WHOLESALE DRUG) CO. LOS ANQELEa DISTRIBUTORS FOR

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Spend Your Summer in STRAWBERRY VALLEY

A MILE ABOVE THE SEA

IDYLLWILD
AMONG
THE
PINES

IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL.
MOUNTAIN RETREAT ON EARTH

4,284 ACRES of Pine Forest, in the.
center of Government

Forest Reserve of 784,000 acres.

Every surrounding and convenience to make
your outing" a deli^Ht and an inspiration.

FvirnisKed Tents for campers at low
rates. FvirnisKed Cottages for those who
want them. Good Doard at a moderate
price, and General Store, Dairy and Meat
MarKet for those who prefer housekeeping.

The Most Healthful and Desirable Summer Resort

in Southern California

For full information, address

R. A. Lowe, M$r., Idyllwild, Riverside County, (dl.

THE FALLS AT IDYLLWILD

The Difference in
Insurarvce Comparvies
Should be clearly understood. Those conducted on the Mutual plan charge a premium
which provides both for insurance, and for such participation in the profits of the business
as the Company sees fit to make.

Consequently the annual net cost of a Mutual policy varies from year to year. You
never know wKa.t it is going to be.—Those conducted on the stock plan of which

THE THAVELETiS
is the best known, and for many reasons the most popular, charge only for Insurance,
which, in consequence, is sold at a considerably lower premium, the annual cost in every
instance being positively fixed, and all results guaranteed.

Yovi know all about it—no uncertainty — no risk—a splendid illustration of the
basic principle of ABSOLUTE SECURITY, on which Life Insurance, of all things,
should rest.

THE TRAVELERS also conducts what is by far the largest Accident
InsuraLnce business in the world, covering practically every occupation at an expense
based on the degree of risk. Disbursed over

A Million Dollars in Accident Claims Paid Last Year

A N AGENT I N EVERY TOWN
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If you pay $3.50 or $3.00 for your
shoes you are losing money ;

if you
are paying $2.00 for shoes you are also

losing money because for $2.50 you can

buy the RADCLIFFE SHOE which
has twice the wear of any ^2.00 shoe

made, and equal to any $3.50 shoe on
the market. This is the verdict of

thousands of women who are wearing
RADCLIFFE SHOES and find them

equal in wear to any made-to-order
shoe which would
cost them $5.00.

'irH

Shoes tor Women
Ask your dealer to sliow you the line of Rad-

cliffe Shoes for fall and winter. If he should
not have them send us his uanie and we will

tell you where to j^et them and send you.
/ree, a book of Radcliffe styles.

For pre.servuijx and reiu-winjf shoes
use only Radcliffe Shoe Dreuini^

THE RADCLIFFE SHOE CO., Dept. 28, Boston, Mass.
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Torm
For dressmaking
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

duplicate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
chansres.
Is made

to stand as

person stands, for-

ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-

ing- send a perfectly
fitted lining- with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)-
with close fitting col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office: 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3 and 4 PHONt Jamcs 4441

San Francisco : 503 Powell St. phone red 2986

T.\ COMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was acciil
*•

ally spilled on the back of ti.e hand, and on washing afteM
ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed^We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by majfic. IT CANNOT FAIL,

. ll
the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require twd
or inore applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant'
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Mocicne sitperseiies electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

DepX. 96, CXNOINNATX. OhIO
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

flS-We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury

I

^/VVV^^^/VVVVVVVV%VVVVV%VV%%'%^V^VV^^V^^VV*^'%'VV*'V%«»^'VVVVVVVV^

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL -.---.- - $ J 2,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - --------- 2,J50,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 275,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ------- 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to J2 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

\ HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

I
WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager

CVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV^/VVVVVVVVVVV^^VVVVVVV^
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the: right hand or the continent.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

V.

IMPLY the economy and ease of life as one can live

it on the soil in California make a miracle to the

Easterner. It is not the slaver}' he knew Back
Yonder.

Here the farmer can work out-of-doors every day in

the year. Therefore he need not rush so hard to do
in a short season the work of the year. If his acres

ever loaf, it is his fault, not Nature's. There are

fields here which from year's end to year's end are never with-

out a crop, save during the few days necessary to replougfh and

replant. It is the only part of North America which has a

literally continuous crop. Oranges and lemons, at least, never

cease. In 1898, for instance, the last shipment from Los Angeles
of the old crop (Valencias) was made October 31 ; the first

shipment of the new crop (navels) was made November 1.

This might vary a day or two, year by year, but is typical.

Out of the five years I watched the first lemon tree I ever

planted (a poor little whip in the back yard), there were three

years in which was no day that we could not have our choice of

lemonade or blossoms. Alfalfa, the king of all forage plants
—

a lesson we learned of Spain via Peru and Mexico—is as unceas-

ing. We cut it five to eight times a year, a ton or two to the

acre at each cutting. And generally speaking, California soil

is willing to work for its master every day in the year, Sundays

Copyrightad 1902 by Chat. F. Lummit. All righto rMWvad.
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and holida5's included. Think what it means to turn the cold,

idle, housed, feeding winter of the Eastern farmer into an

active, fertile season ! There is a forty per cent, advantage in

one jump. Eliminate drouths, frosts, grasshoppers, and hail

(mostly); allow liberally for shrinkage by accident; and reason-

able agriculture in California is not only twice as secure as

farming elsewhere done by white men—it is probably the surest

occupation pursued by civilized people. Despite the fact that

more, and more verdant, greenhorns are today farming in Cali-

fornia than ever anywhere before. Yet even these Horace

Greeley agriculturists, whose initial turnips cost them a dollar

apiece, generally grow a crop which does pay
—a perennial

harvest of earth-born strength
—with a final drop, also, in the

cost of turnips.

To the average new-comer the soil of California means just
—

oranges. And they are pretty, whether advisable or not. The

output has increased fift3"fold in fifteen years, and the annual

shipments now reach 18,400 carloads. Pour and a half million

orange and lemon trees ( about ninety to the acre ) are now

growing here, overwhelmingly in the southern counties. By
1906 they will stand for 30,000 carloads of oranges and 15,000 car-

loads of lemons a year. Overdone? Is the United States over-

done in general ? Are we ruined by the introduction of machin-

ery ? Doubtless you remember, as I do, how often an orange
was eaten in an ordinary New England family thirt3^-five years

ago. But appetite and habit grow as well as orchards.

Since we have that strange phenomenon, a strong minority of

neophyte farmers who elect their crop chiefly because they like

the looks of it and without much regard to whether their land is

fit
—and only a small proportion of California land is Al for citrus

fruits—oranges are our largest single fruit crop. But they are

only the beginning of the story. Already Los Angeles county
alone ships nearly 16,000 tons of fresh vegetables to the East.

One little farming town sends 500 carloads of celery a year to

Eastern markets. California exports over 5,700 tons of almonds
and English walnuts

; seventy million pounds of prunes ;
near

5,000 carloads of fresh cherries, apricots, peaches, plums, pears,

grapes, apples, quinces, nectarines, figs ; much more dried fruit
;

and nearly fifty million two-and-a-half-pound tins of canned
fruits. It sends out 40,000 tons of beet sugar, an increase of

fortyfold in seventeen years. Leaving out Louisiana, California

produces more sugar by ten per cent, than all the rest of the

Union combined—more than the other beet-growers, the Texas
and Florida cane, the Kansas sorghum, the maple sweets of

New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Vir-
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{^inia. Ohio, Iowa, Michigfan and Minnesota. It yields more

honey than all the rest of the Union- 3,000 to 4,000 tons a year.
It is the only raisin State ; and the industry has g^rown fourteen

hundred fold in twenty-eiifht years. It raises more than twice

as many peaches as Maryland, and tifty per cent, more than New
Knjrland, New York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania tog^ether ;

nearly a half more cherries than all the States just named ;

more plums and prunes than all the rest of the country to^jethcr,

and ninety-five times as many apricots. It grows more pears
than all New Enjjfland, and almost as many apples as Massa-

chusetts. It produces one-fourth of all the beans in the United

States, and practically all the oranges, lemons, limes, citrons,

olives, almonds, English walnuts, figs, nectarines, loquats,

guavas. In the first six months of 189'^ it exported more barley

than all the rest of the country did in the whole fiscal year pre-
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ceding-. Only one State outranks it in wheat, one in hops, one

in lumber, two in wool, four in ha.j.

These figures* are given for no idle vanity. They are per-

tinent onl)' as the}' concern others than Californians, but so I

think they do. They are guide-boards on the road whose

proved outcome is that California has greater diversity of pro-

ducts than any other equal area on earth, which is quite as sig-

nificant to outsiders as to Californians. And the infinite variety

of the State is by no means defined 5'et. Despite the recent

tidal immigration of sober and shrewd people ; despite the

scientific scouting of one of the best agricultural experiment

departments in the country, the wilderness of our potentialities

Built Fkom Chbrkies.
(The Meek place, Alameda county.)

PAolo by C. /'. L.

is not only not settled, it is hardly mapped. We know little

ourselves as yet of the possibilities in the vast acclivities of the

Sierra. The Nile-like valley of the Rio Colorado, itself big

enough and rich enough to support perhaps ten times the present

population of the whole State to which it is now but an unfa-

miliar desert boundary, we have yet to chart and sound. It is

framed ifot only for wheat, corn, grape, fig, orange, but for

cotton and the cane. There are the
"
Tulc Lands" of the

Sacramento-San Joaquin, "as big and as rich as Holland," but

still almost untrodden, though more than half a century ago

Lieut. Revere wrote of this section : '*I was struck by its rcscm-

* Bareau of SutUticit, Treasury Department.
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blance to the often laboriously prepared
'

padd3^-fields
' of China,

Hindustan, Sumatra, and the Dutch and Malayan archipelago."

Now here, perhaps, is an intellig-ible little example of the

range of California. These
"
Tule Lands" are almost a

replica of parts of Louisiana or southern India. They are

about in the center of California. The waters which swamp
them are glacier-born in California mountains, higher above the

sea than Mount Washington piled on the Alleghanies, and are

grown big rivers before they cease to be nobler trout streams

than any that Maine can boast.

A fit foundation in fishing should be part of every philoso-

pher's education. This is not all a jest. The ethnologist or

A Fruit-Kanch Home.
( San Bernardino County.)

Photo by C. F. L.

geographer is not quite equipped to judge of men and climates

who has never bethought him why the same New Hampshire
brook has trout in its upper stories and suckers in its basement

meadows—and many other economic and scientific clews best

learned through trout. The fat old grandsire who used to carry

a four-year-old bo)^ over the Bristol hills, and set him whisht

under a tree, and softly expound the penalties and blisses of the

righteous trout-fishcr made perfect, even as he coaxed flapping

glories from the holes of Danforth's brook—he was one of the

most enduring tutors of a rover who has had many schoolmasters

in many lands. And having fished pretty much all waters, fresh

and salt, flat or tumbling, from near Nova Scotia to the Pacific,

and from Ontario to Titicaca—and the tributary humanities

as well—the pupil is prepared to say in all seriousness : "Be-



Forty Fkbt Up a Redwood. Photo by C. F. L.
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ware of any countr3'^ which
has no trout. God doubt-

less made it, but He did

not care tosig-n it." Cal-

ifornia is sigrned. It is fit

for man to drink and live

in. There is no better

trout country. And not

alone in the northerly Si-

erra Nevada, where the

State of Maine could be

taken out and lost, and

among conifers beside

which the Androscoggin
pines would look like

toothpicks. Nor only in

the fog-bannered Coast

Range. But down in the

arid South, where the

bald-faced Sierra Madre
mothers a land bewilder-

ingly like Palestine—and

bigger than six Pales-

tines—there, also, is the

Creator's official endorse-

ment. In an hour's stiff

walk you may come from tall palms, and roses never bare, and

perpetual oranges, to beryl pools wherein you shall see that

animate flash which is Nature's guarantee. My home is in a

"dry wash" of boulders and gravel in Los Angele8_city^__Xlie
house is buitding" ox lOuuucd granites from that dead stream.

Three or four times a year, in heavy rains, a 'current comes
down this far

;
but normally th^Wroyo here is as fishable as

the top of Bunker Hill Monument. Yet two miles up it, begin
such sixty-foot alders as never grew in New England, and in

eight miles more I have filled many a creel with speckled trout.

There are people who will understand from this one thing the

monstrous folly of calling California "semi-tropical." Man is in

no danger to be enervated by out-door weather in any land where
trout deign to inhabit. And not only our native Rocky Mount-
ain trout, but half a dozen other kinds, including the crimson-

dotted jewels of Maine—assisted immigrants as happy here as

the rest of us graduate Yankees.
Nor is there peril of climatic undermining of man where the

Bighorn ranges. He is as sure token of energy in thefatmosphere

SiLK-SPINNING.
( At Point Loma. )
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as the trout is. Within forty miles of Los Ang^eles, and so near

above one of our most typical valleys that I could tell the orang-e

from the lemon g-roves by their color, I have watched the cimar-

ron—noblest, without exception, of all four-foot mountaineers,
and as unassociable with the tropics as a polar bear would be—
skipping along the cliffs of San Antonio. Neither is the grizzly

precisely a t3'pe of effeminacy ;
and until our hunters eliminated

him, this king- of unmitigated savages rang-ed within view of

the mildest-temperatured town in California.

These things are not introduced as a rhetorical diversion.

They mean something
— if Nature at all means anything. The

virtue of a monog-raph is not in the austerity of its style, but in

An Irrigating Ditch. I'liolo by hockvJOiid.

the truth of its tacts
; and this is meant to be mere!}' a mono-

graph in blossom. These things are true, and sig-nificant as to

how much man may safely endure of a respectable climate, and
how much he will be attracted to the intimacy of it. They
count not only in the commerce of a State so incomparably
diverse that it can breed dairy-farms, bananas, pineapples, corn,

trout, ostriches and grizzlies within ten miles
;
where Heine's

fichtcnhaiini and Valine can not only see one another, but not

infrequently rub elbows, being- planted side by side. They
count in the fibre of the humanity they are to mould and diver-

sify. Such Nature draws men, not by its tenderness onl}^ but by
its piquant variety. From such a lap man will never altog-ether
withdraw

;
and wherever man really keeps in touch with Nature,

there—no matter how mitig:ated
—

it is Frontier.

Among- the broadest economic functions of such contact is



'CoRiKBRS Among Which TiiR Andk<isc(k;<;in Pinks Would L<k>k Likr Toothpicks.
> Photo by KobiHton <t Weixhar.
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one perhaps not enough considered by our botanists—the reten-

tion of roots. "All flesh is grass," and grass can radicate only
in soil. The epiphyte is a degenerate. Man, like other plants,

is entitled to get his subsistence from the sane earth, not from

some patient trunk he might sap. Not so much for the trunk's

sake as for his own. Orchids are useful in their place as costly

curios—but we could better lose them than corn, though one

orchid maj' be "worth" the crop of a hundred corn-fields.

Kissing w^ould probably persist much longer, and of better

savor, if we lost the mistletoe than if wheat were abolished.

Now the whole and intrinsic gravitation of the Frontier is

to free plant life. There may be also mean little weeds, even

A Passion-Vinb at Ventura. Photo by lireivster.

here ; but the meanest weed with its head to the sky and its

toes in the earth is a manfuller plant than any $10,000 orchid

with its feet on a neighbor and its face shadowed by the

boskage of Amazonian forests. And a happier plant. It gets

more chlorophyll.

Now this botanic figure is not wholly fanciful. The basic

difference between the East and the West, between old commu-
nities and frontiers in general, is this. One has real roots

;
the

other is becoming parasitic. How typical this is, I despair of

words to define. It must be left for some larger botanist. But

it is as visible to the eye as inevitable in evolution. It is so

marked that even a "Ian Maclaren" sees that "The West is

more self-reliant than the East. It lives more on the soil, and

less on its fellow man."
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Generically speaking-, the difference is that between producing
and distributing. The old, thick communit}', of course, still

produces, for its fathers were producers pure and simple ;
but

its whole drift of practice and of ideal is more to the handling
of products. "Making money" there no longer really means

making: it means getti)ig. Whatever else we may think of

them, the recent enormous poolings of wealth have about as

much to do with the creation of wealth as a flea has to do with
a dog's nutrition. It accelerates circulation, but it does not

make blood. The dog has to furnish that.

The Frontier is a bloodmaker—as well in finance as in sociol-

ogy. It creates wealth, if onl}' for others to enjoy. It brings
from farm or mine or forest new assets. It feeds, clothes, and
"
stakes" the financier who innocently talks of "making money

on thevStreet," where none was ever made. He would presentlj'

put up his shutters, having worn out all the money there was

by overhandling, were there not unconsidered persons minting
fresh from the soil to make good his abrasion, and more. Per-

haps we need not quarrel with conditions, but it is just as well

to remember what they are.

It is^lso well to remember that the producer is more vital not

only X.O' economics but to himself. He "lives more," on the

a.veTa.gi; because, even if stupid and burdened, he lives less arti-

ficiallj^ He is less environed with the smartness of man, and
more with the ancient common sense of God. The steel we
whet so sharp was forged before our time, and there are few

men, even the most artificial, who have not left from the grind-
stone some of the temper.
This encouraging ethnologic truth was never before so clearly

tested as in present California
; for never before has any out-

doors had to do with such finished graduates of civilization.

In a very small city, within the carry of my old Sharpe's buffalo

gun from here, there are doubtless more millionaires today than

were in the United States in 1860
; for it was the civil war,

coming on the head of California, which gave us to talk as

familiarly of roaring millions as maids of thirteen do of puppy
dogs. And here the two great modern inventions—those who
have, and those who wish they had, a million—are cuddling
closer to Nature than they ever meant to cuddle again.

We cannot dismiss, as merely a centripetal mania, the present

overwhelming drift from country to city. Abnormal it cer-

tainly is, and febrile ; but it is not quite delirious. There is

reason in it as well as unreckoning. If the urban attraction is

in fact meretricious, the rural repulsion is real enough. The
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"Sand-Boating" on the Mojavb Desert. Copyright, iqoi, by C. C. P

Eastern farmer's life is not exactly Virgilian. It deals with a

rather stingy and overbearing Nature
;

it is uncertain, crabbed,

backaching ;
a little narrow, and far from independent. It is

"
bound out" to the weather. It has splendid generic sanities,

but wretched specific vexations. The farmer must do his year's

work in half the year or thereabouts. The other months he is

more or less jailed by his weather, and then he misses the diver-

sions the city prisoner can ameliorate the winter limbo withal.

He knows not in what day or what hour a hailstorm shall pound
his crops to death, or a drouth choke them. For a third of the

year he is lonely because he is denied the
"
best company" that

man can have (nature), and shut up with himself, too often the

worst. I cannot blame him, icmembering what I do, if he

sometimes begs Hercules to lift him off the earth.

It is merely a belief of observation, and not susceptible of

statistics, but my belief is that the men who are tilling Cali-

fornia today are not of as high an average percentage in sturdi-

ness as those who are still tilling New England. For they in-

clude probably a thousand times as many pleasure farmers,
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The Train on Mt. Tamalpais. J'liolo by C. F. L.

grown up and unpushed apprentices-for-fun. They will learn

no more than they wish about the soil
; but from it nearly all

the good their ancestors learned, and much more cheaply. They
will learn it without bent backs and knotted knuckles and a

narrowing between the eyes.

Of course
"
farming" is used here in a catholic sense. I mean

getting a livelihood from the superficies of earth, whether by
corn, oranges, live-stock, 10-acre calla-fields, flower seeds and
bulbs by the ton. I mean also, living how you will—by coupons,
even—but upon the soil, and with time and taste to meddle
with it, if only to the tune of a rose-bush. Inclusively and

generally, life on the soil has in California an entirely novel

meaning. It is more free, more secure, more gentle, more re-

fined, more broadening, less backbreaking, than in any of our

previous experiences. The business man with an acre is (or

may be) absolved of his daily office sins. The farmer with

twenty acres is still free. He does not have to live in a cabin

that he may build a titanic barn—half the time he does not

build a barn at all. He can take a day off when he likes, be-

cause he never has to lose a day. He can have more and finer

flowers about his house and hiding his outbuildings than will

grow for any man's money back yonder. There is no other

country where country homes average so high in comfort and

attractiveness ; no other country where so large a proportion of

the farmhouses have bath-rooms, and piped water ; where so

many have even telephones and electric light. There is no other

country where the poorest ranch can have, and so often does
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'iHK Warhkn's Houhk, in
" Wintkk."

San Qnentin State'8 Prison.

J'liDio hy ( . /-'. L.

have, more kinds of fruit on its table every day than the New
York market affords ; and all better, because fresh, instead of

t)einjf plucked premature and bumped across a continent or

stowed in a noisome hold all the way from the Mediterranean.

Here is no heaven. We have to work. Competition is as

keen as elsewhere ; industry and common sense as necessary ;

the fool-killer as maudlin-merciful. There is no new hope here

for the incompetent ;
but for the competent a higher average

security. As President Jordan has observed, in the best brief
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digest of "California and the

Californians" ever printed, "It

is true in general that few to

whom anything else is any-
where possible find disappoint-

ment in California."*

There is no modern danger
that the race shall again be-

come too natural. There is

some risk that it may become

too artificial. Within its lim-

ited jurisdiction, California

will somewhat arrest this con-

gestion. If cities be the social

brain, blood is also needed in

the middle and the extremities
— and in California we shall

never have cold hands or feet

nor dyspepsia. There will be

no problem of "abandoned

farms" and even cities will be

less abandoned—for vice comes

from losing Nature. We shall

have all the "conveniences"

in the country, for the obvious

reason, if for no other, that we
can pay for them ;

and even our

cities will not be mere archi-

pelagos of brick islands wholly
surrounded with sidewalks. We
shall "average" better; more

rus in urhc and back again. We
shall have more fruits and flow-

ers, more hygienic diet, more

freedom, elbow-room, air, sun,

exercise. California will be

some day
—and with moderate

luck I shall live to see 9 a.m. of

it—most of l,000-milcs-by-300

of out-door homes. There will

be a dozen cities of from a mil-

lion down to 100,000—for we

shall keep corsets in stock for

such as prefer lacing. But they

will be—as they are now—the
* AthtnUc Monthly, December, 1898.
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least wasp-waisted cities in America. And the vast majority of

the Golden State—whose twent3'-five-carat gfold is only now dis-

covering—will dimple with millions of really out-door homes
;

each with its reasonably modern lighting and sanitary plumb-
ing ; each with its quarter-acre or acre or ten acres of immortal
flowers and fruits

; each framed with a smiling sky ; each near—
by carriage or railroad or electric car—to libraries, schools,

churches, concerts, theaters, and stores stocked with all you
can buy in New England. It will be, in fact, a State of summer
homes—and summer twelve months long, and as genial to

laborers and farmers as to millionaires. I take no credit of

prophec}' for this, for it is precisely what is going on now.

The Van Nuys Hotkl, Los Ancieles. ,

With these eyes I have seen already, since "Americans" dis-

covered what its pioneers not irreverently call "God's Coun-

try," more of this very sort of thing than there has been of two-

fisted "clearing" and ploughing up of malaria, and log-cabin

building and roughing it, in Ohio or Illinois in any comparable
term of years. And better eyes can see it by looking too.

Conditions of this sort, which undeniably exist, are extremely

likely to have results. Even without personal observation it is

not very hard to compute, by mere common-sense, what some of

the generic results will be. Where out-doors is comfortable,

and the soil "a good fellow," and where folk need not lie spoon
fashion to keep warm, people on the average will live less cooped

up, less on the interlocking penitentiary plan. More of them
will own their own houses, and plant flowers instead of a party
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wall. More of them will own
land, because land is friendly.

They will be a little better citi-

zens, on the average, because

the landowner "cares" more

than the tenant does. They
will be a little wiser citizens,

because Nature is still rather

bigrg-er than her infant phe-
nomenons. They will be a lit-

tle happier, because they will

have all that civilization gives,

and several things that civili-

zation too often has to give up.

What is the convenience of

turning a button for evening

light, compared to the con-

venience of having good skies

turned on all the time? What
syndicate of trusts could trade

their combined stock for control

of a patent which would save

the North Atlantic division of

States from ever seeing another

storm dangerous to life and

propert}^ or another summer
when New York would have to

import hearses to keep up with

the sunstrokes ? This is not a

captious query. It means

merely to suggest, if possible,

that weather does count.

Evolution, like the coral reef,

cares nothing for the indi-

vidual madrepore. It is alive

only at the top. It stands upon
the submerged fossils that

builded each its unprofitable

cell, and in it died, nor knew

nor cared if palms should some

day flutter upon a new atoll.

But if it does not count us—

being only a "blind force"—

we may, if we will, count evo-

lution. As the least premedi-

tated of California writers has
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An Old Mission Hbdgb of Pkickly-Pear Cactos. Photo by lirexvster.

it (in dialogfue between a rather conceited Evolution and its hu-

man to}' : the latter replying-, at last, to Evolution's taunt, "3'ou

are only what I make you"):

"Just think what the product shall be

When I MAKB you make tne! "

The advantage of man over the myriapore is not in having
differentiated a spinal marrow, but in the use he may make of

the upper, larger, and more troublesome end thereof; not in his

bifurcation, but in the chance it gives him to walk off. The
coral

"
insect " has to "stay set where he's sot." Man doesn't

have to.

Personally, it is nothing much to me if another Easterner

never transgresses the Rio Colorado—save a very few, who merit

California. The real Californians, so far as I know them, have

somewhat the same apathy. They argue with the few they
hold dear. For the people who have real estate to sell, and

would sell it to any one, are only geography-Californians. I

have nothing against them. They are grasshoppers, East as

thick as West. And West or East the word of their mouth is

grasshopper-*' molasses."

For any who may forget that I am writing not an immigra-
tion document, but what study I may in evolution, it is proper
to say what the right person never needs said—that no one

should come to California who does not know what he is going
to do, and about how he is going to do it. What Nature in such

disposition will do with man, in the long reckoning up, is, I
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An Art of the First Californians.

hope, a scientific certainty, as much as it is that railroads facil-

itate transit. But it is not precisely a certainty that every

stockholder in a new railroad will get rich. The naturalist pred-

icates codfish from cod roe
;
but he cannot pretend to say which

of the millioned spawn shall escape the providential shark that

keeps the sea from choking" to death. And the more deeply I

believe in the outcome, the more obligfated I feel to quit myself
of all responsibility in the individual processes.

California is Frontier. Frontier in essence it will always

stay. For that means merely Nature and elbow room
;
and

unto those it is appointed by geography and by that congenital

tendency of man to be no more foolish than is most convenient.

And if these papers may seem—to those who do not know their

justification
—to partake unduly of prophecy, the}^ shall now

try to show how easy it is to foretell what has happened.

[to be; continued.]
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the: cactus hudgi:.*
By INA COOLBRITH.

HARP are the thorns of the cactus path-

A3% Felipe !

But sharper still is the madre's wrath I

The cactus-hedge is a blossomed flame—
Red star-blooms of the heart untame.

Listen ! I hear the mock-bird's song.

Felipe, Felipe,

The day is long,

Is long !

The doors are fast, and the gates are barred,

Ay, Felipe !

The sky with a thousand lamps is starred.

Under the rose at the vineyard edge.

But a step to the thick of the cactus-hedge !

Listen, the ring-dove 's cooing sweet !

Felipe, Felipe,

The night is fleet.

Is fleet !

San Francisco, Gal.

ON THE CRIIST OF THE: SIERRA
NEVADA.

By MILNOR ROBERTS.

HE summer of 1901 will long be remembered by
California mountaineers as the season when
the deep snow of the previous winter lay far

down the timbered slopes of the Sierra

Nevada, until the longest days of the year
had come and gone. The Portuguese and

Basque sheep-herders will tell you that this

year, when they tried to drive their flocks up into the dainty

Alpine meadows, which they have claimed as their own and

completely overrun in recent years, they found the high passes

blocked by broad snowfields. The approaches were made diffi-

cult by an unusual amount of fallen timber, and the feed in

the meadows was hardly worth the picking until the end of

July. To the cattlemen it was a season of plenty, for in its

own good time the grass grew rank and tall, surrounding every

spring and water-hole, and following the rocky streamlets wher-

ever the leaf-mold or gravel could support it. Prospectors,
* The old California Tinejrarda were frequently bedded with tiie

"
prickly-pear

" caclua.

See pace 427.
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tourists, forest rangfers and travelers in general, found this a

peculiar season
; many were turned back in July by trails over

which, in other years, they had traveled in June and sometimes
in May.
The outfit with which my friend

"
Spike

" and I purposed to

follow the crest of the Sierra Nevada southward from Tuolumne

Meadows, consisted of two saddle horses and a pack-mare, all

well hardened by two months' work. Concerning our route.

Banner Peak.
Headwaters of San Joaquin River.

John Muir, the poet and geographer of the Sierras, and Dr. C.

Hart Merriam, chief of the U. S. Biological Survey, had given
us full information, and had advised us to linger awhile in the

region south of Mt. Lyell and Mt. Ritter. Tuolumne Meadows
lie at an elevation of 8,600 feet, twenty-five miles north of

Yosemite Valley and ten miles west of the summit of the range;

therefore to reach our destination it was necessary to cross the

range, travel southward along the east side, recross and continue

south near the summit on the west side.

The wanderer in the high Sierra is frequently tempted to

leave his chosen path, attracted perhaps by enchanting glimpses
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Nkak Mirror Lake.

of a distant valley, or by some prospector's tales of a certain

"lost lake," known only to "my pardner and me," where the

ravenous trout crowd each other out on the banks at sigfht

of a fisherman with roe-bait. Jesse Lak6, only a few miles

north, proved our undoing on the first day out. However, a

magnificent string of Tahoe and Rainbow trout more than re-

paid us for the two days spent in whipping the waters, and
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proved very welcome to some miners camped there. Another
famous fishing lake near by was still frozen over hard on

Aug-ust 6th.

Our next move took us, in a blinding rain, over the summit
of Mono Pass, altitude 10,600 feet, at the head of Bloody Canon,
which is perhaps the most remarkable of the five high passes

through the range. The approach from the West is up a gently

sloping meadow, which brings into strong contrast the precipi-

tous descent to the East. Sheer down over glaciated granite

domes, along jagged ledges and boulder-strewn stream beds,

"Old Gray," the pack-mare, nonchalantly slid and tumbled,

wallowing through snow and starting little avalanches of slate.

TRiPLE-Di\iiDK Peak.
Headwaters of Merced River.

Photo by Mihtor Roberts.

Bloody Canon received its name in 1858, during the Mono
gold excitement. In those days, and for many years afterwards,

no beast of burden crossed the pass without leaving a blood-

stain on the rocks. And indeed on the three occasions when I

have crossed, some one of our horses has been unfortunate

enough to follow tradition by leaving its blood-mark. Never-

theless the trail is not especially dangerous, taking it for

granted that anyone who has penetrated thus far into the

mountains is experienced himself, and is riding only sure-footed

animals.

Leaving the last patch of snow, and passing the lower limit

of the fir timber, the trail led out into the sand and sage-brush
of the Mono Plain, past one or two Indian rancherias

;
and
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within a few miles brought us to

Farrington's Ranch, where a

hearty welcome awaited us. After

two days spent in collecting speci-

mens of obsidian and pumice from

Mono Craters, and bathing in the

delightful waters of Mono Lake,
we turned our ponies' heads south-

ward in the face of a heavy thun-

derstorm. The spring at which
we made noon-camp under the

shelter of a willow bush required

skimming before we could drink

the water. The heavy rain had

washed bits of floating pumice
into the muddy springs and

streams, giving them an appear-
ance which, to the imaginative
mind of Spike (the chef), resem-

bled barley soup. Owing to the

poor footing for the horses in

the light pumice, thirty-six miles

at a walk seemed a long day's

journey. This brought us up
to the level of the welcome firs, where one-half of our party

had a huge fire blazing, before the other half, with numb

fingers, could loosen the packs.

Next morning, under the scattering storm clouds, we trailed

due west by way of the deserted mining camp of Mammoth to

the pass of the same name. During the ascent of the pass the

Photo by Milnor Roberts.

No Automobiles Herb.

I«OOKIlfO NORTHBAST ThROCOH TooLDMNB MbAOOWH.
(Knaa Crest. Mt. GIbbs, Mt. Dana.)

Photo by Miliior liobcrt*.
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Banner Peak and Mt. Ritter. PAoio by Milnor Roberts.

view to the eastward had been growing in scope and beauty

until finally the whole region lay spread out below us—the

near-by timber still dark and gloomy, the desert beyond flecked

with brilliant patches of sunlight, and the whole enclosed by a

distant range of ashy craters, whose ragged summits were

partly hidden by the low-hanging cloud mass. To the

northwest, our old friends Mt. Ritter and Banner Peak were

easily recognized by their sharp summits and the peculiar

arrangement of their snowfields and rock ridges ;
and trailing

southward from them, the black, knife-like crest of the

Minarets, cut by deep snowy gashes and crowned by the

Mt. RiTT«» AMD THB MlWAIIBTS.

The lake (altitnde 10,500 ft.), Is headwarterH of the North Fork of the San Joaquin.
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slenderest of spires and pinnacles. Away to the westward,

near the center of the Yosemite National Park, where we had

wandered earlier in the summer, could be seen Mt. Gray, Red

Mountain, Merced Peak, and the Triple Peak Divide, where the

waters of three rivers take their rise.

Leaving the trail as soon as it was fairly through the pass,

we turned southward through dense timber, and keeping at

about the same altitude, 10,000 feet, traveled for several hours

until the light of the sinking sun grew brighter, as it reached

in under the lower branches of the silver firs. Following down
a small stream in search of a good meadow to camp by, we
reined in suddenly at the brink of a canon wall. There were

several breaks in the perpendicular fall, which had a total

height of over 2,000 feet, therefore it seemed that diligent

Sardine Lake, in Bloody Canon.

search might show ledges and gorges not too steep for the

horses to scramble down. The temptation to risk it was strong,

for below us lay three beautiful meadows, surrounded by dense

timber, and with a goodly stream flowing through them. Trout,

deer, and grouse we could almost see, lined up to await our

arrival down there.

But the descent looked mighty perilous, so we got out our pipes

and debated. Finally the old gray pack-mare settled the ques-

tion for us by suddenly disappearing over the cliff, at a point

some distance away. To Spike's anxious inquiry, "Did you
fall ?" her only reply was a wink of her sad glass eye, as she

lay wrong side up, on top of the pack, on a smooth granite

ledge fifteen or twenty feet below us. It required a strong com-

bination of lifting, swearing and spurring to set her on her
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Mt. Dana and Jesse Lake.
Clond Shadows on Suowfields.

Photo by Milnor Roberts.

feet, but having gotten her down so far in safety, it seemed a

pity to go all the way back. So we hauled the diamond hitch

still tighter around the pack, and started on one of the liveliest

descents it has ever been mj^ fortune to undertake.* Shortl}"

after sundown we reached the meadows, and, on taking stock,

found ourselves "shy" half a horseshoe, one spur, one overall

leg, two tempers and one fingernail, besides minor articles
;
but

the pack, with the mandolin on top, rode undisturbed, by some

miracle common to pack-trains. Four grouse flew into camp
just at dusk and sacrificed their lives, but carelessly arrived too

late for supper. We had seen no trail nor sign of axe since the

Si>ikb'b Strimo at Jbssb Lakk. /'/;../.' hv Miluor Robert!.

*TbU, from Mr. Kohertn, means a danflreroim climb. I know nothintr bnt a cimmaron
that can beat him on a trail.—Ed.
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morning-, and after a few song-s

with mandolin accompaniment,
to celebrate the safe arrival of

the orchestra, we lay down to

sleep, with the monopolistic

feeling- that we had a corner

on everything within miles.

But if man-sign was lacking
in the region about us, so was

deer-sign. A whole day we

hunted, slowly and carefully,

stepping- only on yielding- pine
needles or soft ground. A
fleeting glimpse of a pair of

does was our only reward, bar-

ring- a couple of grouse that

refused to move from in front

of the revolver. Not until

the next afternoon did our

luck turn, and even then we
had to be content with a spike
buck.

At daybreak next morning,

streng-thened in heart and limb

by a breakfast of wild strawberries and fresh liver with bacon,

we set out afoot to explore to the westward. A tramp of many
miles brought us to the main fork of the San Joaquin, at a

point where the river has cut a small gorge through a lava flow

on the floor of its main canon. Hearing- the roar of waterfalls

of unusual size we climbed out on a ledg-e of rock jutting- into the

river, and found ourselves overlooking a magnificent cataract.

No one had told us of its existence, although it is known to

many of the mountaineers. We were especially struck by
its extreme beauty

— a perfectly symmetrical single fall of

pure white spray, very full at this season. The rainbows across

its foot fairly gleamed in the strong sunlight of mid-afternoon.

The whole effect of the snowy falls is greatly heightened by its

deep setting in a cation of black basaltic rock standing in clear-

cut columns. Although there was nothing at hand by which

to estimate the height of the cataract, we risked a guess at one

hundred and twenty feet, its width at the brink being about a

third as great.

Another evening found us once more near the summit of the

range, camped by a tiny glacial meadow, carpeted with a gaudy
pattern of flowers. Thereafter our way led for several days

Dog Lake in August.
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Hbadwatbrs op Merced River.

through a series of meadows and past glacial lakes, with occa-

sional snowfieldsand numerous scantily timbered ridges to cross.

The entrancing beauty of the meadows and the surrounding
mountains is constantly impressed upon the traveler in this

range, even though he be accustomed to the grandeur of the

high altitudes elsewhere. Certainly no other range in this

country offers scenery of a similar character ; and in no two

portions of the Sierra is it quite the same. Occasionally a high
westerly spur offers a vista over the heavily forested lower

ranges and beyond into the golden valley of^the San IJoaquin.
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A climb to one of the

higher peaks is rewarded

by a mag-nificent panor-

ama, with the great

Whitney group in the

south as its most promi-
nent feature, and innum-
erable little rock-bound

lakes on every side.

While the supply of

half-dried venison lasted

we fared well, relishing
an occasional meadow-
lunch of frogs' legs
broiled on a flat rock

with thin strips of bacon.

But our horses' ribs be-

gan to assume that wash-
board appearance that

warns the cowpuncher to

"hunt real grass," for

the tender herbage of the

high Sierran meadows is

not sustaining. And so

it happened that we sang
Falls of Middle Fork, San Joaquin. . "AdioS !

" to the

crest of the Sierra Nevada and turned down to the west.

Striking a dim trail on the second day we followed it for

several miles down a rugged caiion to an Indian camping
ground, well located in a small park dotted with groves of quak-

ing aspen and monster yellow pines, and knee deep in rich grass—a paradise for man and beast. By the creek stood the bent

willow frames of three tepees, a flat granite boulder contained

a score of grinding holes, worn deep by the patient squaws,
and in the willows we stumbled upon a cache of several large

acorn baskets, a winnowing fan and other utensils. The only

permanent residents of the locality were three rattlesnakes, who

paid their customary penalty for the sin of being alive. The
two days we spent in that camp brought us a bit of the finest

fishing we had ever enjoyed, for the mad white waters of the

stream seemed alive with trout, and game fighters they were,

every one we hooked.

The Indian trail down the caiion led by a two-day's journey

to the South Fork of the San Joaquin, which we were obliged

to swim. Prom a camp of the U. S. Geological Survey located
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there, we obtained much needed information as to our where-

abouts, and, what was fully as welcome, a gift of five potatoes.

Having left the delights of the high altitude, we hastened to

reach a town on the railroad as soon as possible. Valley dust

and hard water put a bad taste in the mouth, and made one gaze

longingly back at the snow-clad peaks, and think of the dainty
meadows hiding in their shadows, each with its ice-cold stream

singing a welcome to those who care to listen.

University of Wasbington, Seattle.

LAST DAYS OF GEN. JOHN A. SUTTI:R.
By IVILLIAM S. RICE.

|FTER his misfortunes in California, General

John A. Sutter — on whose ranch in 1848 the

first gold was discovered—came East and made

application to Congress for a claim to the

gold discovered on his property which had
been quickly grabbed up by squatters. He
finally settled in the Moravian village of Lititz,

in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.
A curious combination of circumstances led him to make his

home in the quiet Pennsylvania town. His son, John A. Sut-

ter, Jr., had been for many years U. S. Consul at Acapulco,

Mexico, and had married a Mexican lady. The General, not

approving his grandchildren's educational advantages, brought
the two girls to the Moravian Seminary at Bethlehem, Pa. For
some unknown reason the school did not quite suit the old gen-

tleman, so he next tried Linden Ha^l,
also a Moravian institution

at Lititz. The peaceful life of a pastoral community appealed

strongly to the rugged California pioneer, worn with hardships
and buffeted by misfortune. Moreover, the waters of the Lititz

Springs seemed a panacea for rheumatism, with which he was
a great sufferer, so, a/ter spending a summer there, he adopted
it as his ho^e.
He built in 1871, for himself and wife, a roomy stone house,

where they spent the remaining days of their life.

General Sutter was originally a Lutheran, and in his later

years was not connected with any church ;
but his kindly ways

arfd open-hearted hospitality endeared him to his Moravian

neighbors who regarded him as one of their foremost citizens.

A few of his old cronies are still living, and they condemn

Congress more severely for its negligence than did the General

himself. Before them the former never showed the bitterness

of his disappointment ;
but when the news of his death at
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Washing-ton, after Congress had adjourned in June, 1880,

reached them at Lititz, all agreed that he had died of a broken

heart. His death occurred just four years before that of Mar-
shall (the rather worthless fellow who actually found the gold).
The funeral was held at Lititz in the Moravian church, built

more than a hundred years ago.
It was the most pretentious funeral ever given a citizen of the

town. Rev. Charles Nag-le, of Philadelphia, preached the ser-

mon, and among- the General's pioneer friends in the West who
were present were Gen. Fremont and Gen. H. T. Gibson, who

GRASt °f GENERAL JOHN A SUTT£R AT LITITZ^ PA-

spoke feelingly and most forcibly about Sutter's services ren-

dered to his country, his disasters, and the Nation's ingratitude
that darkened the last days of his life, in conclusion saying-
"
God g-rant that there is a realm waiting for him amid the

crowns of glory."

Some of the Lititz gentlemen still living, who knew the General

well, who called at his hospitable home to drink his wines and
listen to his tales of adventure, are Mr. H. H. Tshudy, Capt.
John R. Bricker, and Dr. J. H. Shenck. They say that the

General was troubled with rheumatism and always walked with

a cane, and, consequently, never walked a great distance. He
was very regular in his habits, arose at four o'clock, and retired
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•y^^^j^jh^i^

From the Steel Enirravinir in Colton's Three tears in California, 18SJ.

prompll)' at eijfht of an evening. Both he and his wife were

noted for their hospitality when visitors called at their home.

All day long he diligently read magazines, newspapers, and

his library books. He spoke five languages fluently
—

English,

German, French, Spanish and Italian ; and is said to have been

the most entertaining conversationalist the town of Lititz ever

had. Sometimes Sutter confided to his friends his disappoint-

ment at Washington, which, of all his troubles, was the hardest

to bear.

His claim had been passed by the committee of the House,
and was in the Senate on its final passage when one sena-

tor, over-zealous in his appeal for Sutter, insisted on delivering

such a long harangue that the senators grew weary and ad-

journed, and the bill was not reached again that session.

General Sutter admired the quaint custom of the Moravians

in the burial of their dead— the bodies of the rich side by side
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with the poor, and only a simple gravestone laid flat on top of

the low mound; thus verifying the old adage "Death levels

all, both g-reat and small." His sympathetic Moravian neigfh-

bors to whose hearts he had so endeared himself made an ex-

ception in his case and buried him in the cemetery located on

the rising ground south of the church.

After entering the gate the visitor finds himself in a beauti-

ful avenue of cedar trees which separates the g^raves of the

males from the females, the former on the rig-ht and the latter

on the left. For instance here will be found a row of numbered

graves containing none but married women
;
farther on those

of single women ;
and still farther on the little girls and boys

under the age of twelve years. The first interment was that of

a child, and was made in 1758.

The Sutter vault stands apart from the other graves, and

consists of a simple marble slab resting on a granite base, the

whole enclosed by a granite coping. The slab, besides the

Sutter coat of arms— an eagle and a shield — has the following

simple inscription :

Gkn. John A. Suttkr,
Born Feb. 28, 1803

At Kandern, Baden.
Died June 18, 1880
At Washing-ton, D. C.

Requiescat in Pacem.

Anna Sutter, nee DubeIvT,
Born Sept. 15, 1805
In Switzerland.

Died Jan. 19, 1881
At Lititz.

If Sutter's life was rough and filled with disappointments,
his last resting place is quiet and peaceful beyond belief. Age
has lent its softening touch about his tomb, rows of cedars and

pines, almost a century old, wave their dark branches over the

plain marble slab, so typical of the unpretentious man whose

life it commemorates, after the simple manner of the Moravians.

In treating of General Sutter's last days among the Mora-

vians, with whom he was so intimately associated, to mention

here a few of the quaint and beautiful customs of these people,

observed in the cemetery where he lies buried, would not be

amiss.

Upon the death of one of the congregation, the event is

announced not by the mournful sound of the tolling bell, but by
the deep-breathing melody of trombones borne from the church

steeple to the village where the people reverently drop their

work to listen and softly say, "the horns are blowing, some

one has gone home." These last words express so fittingly the

perfect unquestioning faith of these devout people ;
and the
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sincerity of it all is clearly shown in their lack of mourning- at

the death of members of a household, however deeply beloved
;

fo firm is the Moravian belief that death is but the entrance to

a happier home.

Perhaps no more unique or appropriate ceremony can be

found than the manner in which they herald the dawn of the

Eastertide. Through the starlit streets in the still hours of the

morning-, the trombone choir walks from place to place in the

village, pouring forth their music upon the stillness of the

night, thus announcing to the inhabitants the advent of the

glorious day. Soon lights appear at the windows, and, before

sunrise, throngs of people may be seen wending their way to

the church, where a service is conducted until the brightening

sky announces the approach of dawn. Then, in silent proces-

sion, headed by the trombone choir, they pass from the church
to the cemetery beyond on the hill, where the congregation
stands in a semicircle facing the East. Thus assembled, the

service of song and responsive readings is continued in the

gray spring morning of the Eastertide, where in spiritual

communion with their loved ones gone before, they wait the

coming of the sun which ushers in the Resurrection morn.
Manheim, Pa.
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the: desire: or the moth.
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

"
Well, sir, this here feller, he lit a cigarette and throwed away the

match, and it went in that powder keg, and, do you know, more'n half that

powder burnt up before he could put it out ? Yes, sir."— Wildcat Thomp-
son.

]
WO events occurred at Appomattox Court House

on April 9tli, 1865. One of them was christ-

ened Carrol McComas, but Dundee knew him
as Dallas. This because the praises of that

city had been the chief theme of his conversa-

tion when he first joined the Bar Cross outfit.

That had been in 1883, ten years ago, when
he was a raw youngster of eighteen, whose
stock in trade was a keen eye, a quick hand,

a willingness to die trying, and a cheerfulness which no stress

of circumstances could abate.

To this, the eventful years of his novitiate added a cool

judgment, the ability to go over, under, around or through any
obstacle whatever, and the poise and alertness bred of the thou-

sand emergencies of his hazardous calling, where, on any day

you chose to mention, a false move, or the delay of a fractional

part of a second in making the right one, meant disaster or

death.

No mean equipment, you will say
—and rightly

—for any walk
in life. For while anyone can be a "sort of cowboy," to be a
" cowman righV with all that such infrequent praise means to

the initiated, implies that possession of qualities, which—with

the addition of a little coaching-up on the commonly accepted

theories of property
—would make a mark in any station, high

or low.

And Dallas was "sure-/ig^ a cowman righty Step by step he

had worked his way up the cowboy's painful promotion. He had

been night-wrangler, horse-wrangler, day-herder, bog-rider,

water-mason, full hand, bronco buster, outside man—and now
he was "top waddy

"—
or, if one wanted to be disrespectful,

"
straw boss."

As the right bower is to the joker, so, and more also, the
"
top waddy

"
is to the

"
Rod."

Wherefore, inasmuch as the average cowboy is very tenacious

in his peculiar ideas of dignity, it was with some dif&dence that

Cole, the Bar Cross "rod," approached the project he had in

contemplation as he helped drive in the bunch of strays Dallas

was bringing from the Parage work. In fact. Cole's advances

were so very tentative that Dallas was moved to song, by way
of encouragement :
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" We all went to the ranch next day,
Brown augered me most all the way,
He said cow-punching was only play,

There was no work at all ;

All you have to do is ride,

It's just like drifting with the tide—"

Cole laughed. "The fact is, Burt mixed it with that Star-

gazer bronc' the other day, and took second money. He broke

his ribs pretty plenty, and we shipped him off to Las Cruces to

get mended. All the boys are off representing, and—"

"And you want me to go to the horse-camp till the general
work starts up. ^Sta bueno.^'' And he began to sing again :

"
Oh, he put me in charge of the cavvyard.
He told me not to work too hard,
He said there was nothing to do but guard

These horses from getting away ;

I had a hundred and sixty head—"

"When you going to begin your old rodeo ?
" he concluded,

abruptly.
"
Oh, about the tenth of next month. We'll begin out there

and work through Rosebud and Good Fortune and down to the

T ranch."
"
Muy hien^ senor. I'll just take a small, short nap, and get

up about two o'clock and start out. That'll beat traveling in

the heat o' the day tomorrow."

"Oh, say, Dallas, just work on those broncos Burt was fooling

with, will you ? I guess you can get them gentle enough for

the day herders. And shoe the ones that need it most. Burt

left his bed out there, so if you don't want to take yours, I'll

bring it out in the wagon."
"All right. I'll just take my war-sack and slicker, and won't

fool with no pack."
It was cool and pleasant when Dallas saddled his horse,

turned his
"
mount " out of the corral and drove them gaily up

the road. At half past four he passed through sleeping Dun-

dee, and turned out on the Bear Den road, keeping up the steady
six-mile fox-trot. The dawn came fair and gracious, the slow

sunrise flooding the broad plain behind while he rode on in the

shadow of the mountains before him. He threaded his way be-

tween the hills, and at ten o'clock turned down the Bear Den
draw.

He heard a commotion from behind a hill to his right and rode

over to investigate. The horses kept on down the canon to the

ranch where they knew water awaited them.

He saw a bunch of pawing, snorting, bellowing, frantic cattle

at the base of a boulder as big as a small house. When he
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came closer he saw, perched on the farther slope of the rock, a

very pretty and very much ag-itated young lady, a lot of scat-

tered sketching- materials and a small, penitent Skye terrier.

Dallas drove the cattle away with considerable emphasis,
rode back to the rock, took off his sombrero, and said :

*' You seem to be in trouble, can I help you? My name is

McComas—and I'm going to stay down at Bear Den with the

Bar Cross horses." His private thought was,
"
Confound Cole's

ornery hide, he ought to be killed for steering me up against
this game."
The girl reg-arded her rescuer at first doubtfully

—then with
marked disapproval. Dallas had just come from six weeks'

work in the Rio Grande bosques and had, as yet, been allowed

no opportunity of sprucing up. Wherefore, he did not present
a prepossessing appearance. His stubby beard was dusty, his

brown face scratched, his shirt and gloves tattered and torn.

Also he was undersized ; and a life passed in ceaseless conflict

with the immense, pitiless, irresistible forces of nature had left

deep lines in his forehead, and fine crow's feet at the corners of

his eyes. Naturally enough, the girl's inexperience attributed

them to dissipation.
"

It is all the fault of this wretched dog, Paderewski," she

replied at length. "I was sketching, and he chased one of

these cunning little baby calves. The cows ran from all direc-

tions, and he ran to me and we had to get up on the rock. Oh,
how is Burt ? Was he badly injured ?"

"
Burt ? He's getting along fine. He ain't hurt none. How

long have you been in a state of siege ? Let me help you
down." There was a quizzical expression on his face that she

did not like.

"Only about half an hour," said the young lady, gathering

up her sketching materials and stowing them away in her port-

folio. "My mother, brother and myself are camping at Bear

Den," she explained.
"
We're from Detroit, Michigan. Friends

of the Colonel, you know. In fact, my father is a stockholder

in the company. So we're out here on a vacation. Mother is

accumulating health. Cecil is hunting, and I'm sketching and

learning to bake bread in a Dutch oven."

"Then we are to be neighbors," said Dallas, smiling, as he

helped her down.
" Now you get on my horse, and I'll pack

your plunder.
"

"
No, thank you. He might not be safe, and I don't mind

walking at all."
"
All rig-ht

—neither do I. But old Calabaza is gentle as a

dog." He took up the portfolio and they started down the

canon.
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"You haven't been here long, have you ?"

"It's about three weeks since we reached Dundee, and nine or

ten days since we came here. Perhaps you know my brother—
Cecil Calvert ? He was out here two years ago—with Henry
Stirling."

Dallas nodded. "I heard of your brother, but never saw
him. The boys called him '

Frank John' for short. I met Mr.

Stirling, though."
The girl looked at him curiously. "You didn't like Mr.

Stirling ?"
"

I didn't say so," said Dallas, smiling.

"You mustn't, you know," with a swift, sidewise glance,
"
I'm engaged to him."

"How did you come to walk 'way up here ?" said Dallas, ig-

noring her last remark.
"
Haven't you got a saddle-horse ?"

"
Oh, Cecil bought such a lovely horse for me and he ran off.

Cecil says he'll go back to Dundee."

"Sure—if there's where he came from. It takes a long time

to locate 'em. But why didn't Burt let you have a gentle

horse ?"

"Colonel said none of them were safe for ladies' use."

"The Colonel tells naughty bad stories," was the cowboy's
comment.

" Mean old whelp—the Colonel. Didn't want you to

ride 'em. Tell you what, I've got one of my own you can ride.

He's as gentle as a cat and purty as a peach."
" Thank you—I'll ask my brother about it," she said, with

more reserve. "This is where the trail goes up to our camp.
Thank you very much for rescuing Paderewski and me."

"Not at all—good day."
"
Good day." And she went on up the right hand trail to the

white tent under the trees.
"
Humph !" said Dallas to himself.

"
Sociable child 1 She

might have asked me to go up to their camp."
He put in a couple of hours cleaning up the little stone hut

and getting dinner. While he was washing up the dishes a

shadow fell across the doorway.
"Come in," said Dallas, looking up. A tall, athletic, pleas-

ant-faced young fellow entered and held out his hand.

"Mr. McComas, I presume ? My name is Calvert."

"Glad to meet you. Wait till I get the dishwater off my
hands and I'll shake with you. Come in and sit down."

"
Bessie—my sister—told me how you got her out of a scrape.

I came in to thank you for it, and to ask you to come over and

see us."

Dallas shook his head.
"

I'll come some other time. I've ifot
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to ride around and get the run of those horses today, and to-

night I want to sleep. I left Aleman in the middle of the night.
I was talking to your sister about letting her ride Tom-Dick-
Bob—"

Tom-Dick-how much ?" gasped Calvert.
"
Tom-Dick-Bob—that's my private. He's perfectly reliable

and kind."
"
She will be delighted, I am sure. Can't you ride with us

tomorrow ?"
" Much obliged," said Dallas, with manifest constraint. "I

am going out very early tomorrow and ride clear around the

basin and find out where all the horses are running."
" How will I know Tom-Dick-Jim-Henry-Katie-Lee-and-Wil-

lie-Bunting from any other horse ?"

Dallas laughed in spite of himself. "I'll leave him in the

corral for you. Just turn him loose when you're done with

him."

"Sort of a surly swine, this new man," reported Calvert.

Won't come over and see us, nor yet ride with us. It may be

bashfulness, but I think it's original sin."

Dallas was coming back to the ranch late in the afternoon the

next day. As he was about to turn up to the spring he became
aware of Miss Bessie Calvert coming down the winding trail

through the cedars. He chuckled to himself. "Guess Miss

High-and-Mighty's going to come down from her high horse.

Most of these Eastern girls have a hazy idea that cowboys go
on all fours and wear horns. Mebbe-so she's caught on to my
walking upright and bein' half white. Hope so, anyhow.
This rarin' back on my dignity don't suit my complexion."
He jumped off where the trails forked and waited for her.

"Good day, Miss Calvert. I hope Paddy is none the worse

for his adventure yesterday ?"

He's recovering from the shock, thank you.
" she said, dim-

pling in the most fascinating manner. Really, it was very dif-

ficult to keep this person in his place
—one forgot sometimes.

"The pony was very nice. And I'd like to get him again."

She held out her hand,
"
will this be satisfactory ?"

In speechless wrath and astonishment Dallas saw that she

was offering him a dollar. He took it with an exaggerated air

of humility and gratitude.
"
Oh, thank you," he said sweetly.

He took the coin and flung it away with a quick jerk of the

wrist as if it were white hot. It flashed in the sunlight as it

sailed away over the trees and fell in an ocatilla far below them.

''''Good day."
He took off his hat, bowed very low, threw himself into the
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saddle and trotted up the hill, sitting- bolt upright. He looked

straight ahead, and sang to the accompaniment of jingling

spurs :

" All you have to do is ride—"

The girl looked after him aghast. Too late she realized the

enormity of her offense.
"

I say, sis," said Calvert a few days later," I met a prospector
in the red hills and was telling him about this unsociable

fellow here. He asked me who it was, and I told him '

Mc-
Comas.' It seems that he doesn't go by that name, and who do

you think he really is ?"

"I'm sure I don't know."

"Why, it's that very Dallas we heard so much about in

Dundee—the hero of a hundred exploits, the preux chevalier.

I didn't see him when I was out here, but he seems to be a

general favorite. I wonder what he's huffed at ?"

Bessie blushed guiltily.

"Anyhow, I am going over and bring him back if I have to

tuck him under my arm and carry him. So put on your best

bib and tucker and prepare to receive him—Hellol"—inspecting
Bessie's scarlet face, flashing eyes and generally hostile de-

meanor—"
I didn't tell you to prepare to receive cavalry. Look

here, miss"—shaking a monitory forefinger at her—"
I bet a

cooky you are at the bottom of all this. What have you been

doing to this young man to make him retire into his shell,

turtle fashion ?"

Slowly, and with much confusion and reluctance, Bessie

stammered forth the tale of her misdeeds.

Calvert rose in disgust. "Well, the cow has eaten the grind-

stone ! If you haven't made a pretty mess of it I I've a notion

to shake you ! You must be a born fool 1" he continued, with

brotherly candor.
"

I—I never had come in contact with any com—with any

laboring men before," faltered Bessie.
"
O-O-h ! You hadn't ? Your father happened to be a labor-

ing man. Miss—and if a little money is going to have this effect

on his children it's a pity he's not a laboring man yet. If that

fragile blossom you're going to marry had half the force this
'

laboring man' is credited with, you'd be mighty lucky. And
you offered him a tip: I A man like that—another Alan Breck

Stewart, without the boasting. A Tip 1 No wonder he wouldn't

come over to see us I"
"

I
—I'm sorry 1" said Bessie.

"Well, if you want to undo the mischief your inhuman

idiocy has made, you go over there and offer him your abject
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apolofjies. Apology ! you ought to grovel ! Go ! Avaunt 1

Vamos! GUT
Bessie "got" with noticeable alacrity. Neither she nor

Dallas ever divulged the details of the ensuing interview. But
it was evident that the

"
groveling" was to some purpose, for

she presently came strolling back in very animated conversa-

tion, and introduced him to her mother as "my friend, Mr.

Dallas, nee McComas."
For the next three weeks there were long rides with Miss Cal-

vert, when he taught her all the lore of bush and bird and hill.

He showed her rare flowers and grasses and told her their

names. He showed her the 7nescal, and its kindred, the soio,

yucca and amole—told her their many aliases of maguey^
''''

carajo poles," :palmilla, soapweed,
"
niggerhead," bear grass,

Spanish dagger or bayonet ;
with the reasons therefor, and

explained their manifold uses, their points of similarity and

divergence. How from the mescal, with luxuriant blossoms of

red and yellow and purple, the natives made the mild tistuin

which, fermented, became the fiery mescal; how the heart of it

was roasted in a pit with hot rocks, and tasted, according to the

degree of "doneness" it had achieved, like baked pumpkin
(and soap), sugar cane (and soap), or cabbage (and soap).

"Not common cheap soap, you understand—but nice soap
—the

kind that comes three cakes in a little pasteboard box with

embroidery around the edges." How maguey ropes were made
from the fibers of it. How the cattle ate the heart of this one,

the stem of that. How the white waxen blossom of the Yucca
served them as a substitute for water for days at a time. How
the root of this was better than any soap for the hard water ;

how the Indians wove baskets from the long, tough, pliable leaves

of the other. How the straight, flower-bearing stalk made the
"
poor man's lath," for roofing his house, and the thorny leaves

made thatching, and how they all burned fiercely, green or

dead, wet or dry.

Then there were the innumerable cacti with their brilliant

flowers, and the tar bush, the greasewood, ocaiilla, mountain

mahogany—every bush and tree and flower and rock had a

meaning or a lesson. She noted too, that all vegetable life here

was thorny, and most of the insects and reptiles poisonous. She

grew learned in knowledge of bear and deer, mountain lion and
"
bob-cat," of wolf and coyote.

It was Dallas who daily trained her to shoot, and gave her

lessons in the difficult art of tracking
—which instruction bore

fruit at last, after several failures, in the slaughter of a mighty
buck which Bessie shot

"
all-aloney," as Dallas said—with no

assistance from him except advice and encouragement.
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He described to her and her brother the life of a cowboy
through the long- circling year; in camp and round-up, sun and

storm, at home and abroad, on the
"
trail" and cattle-train, and

all the twists and turns and schemes and dodges of running
cattle "on the range."

"
If ever I should become implicated in the cattle business,"

said Calvert,
"

I want you for a partner."

Then he would tell them stories of frontier life—things he

had seen or heard, that sounded like pages from some Homeric

epic, in their direct and primitive force. More rarely
—and only

when fairly cornered—he would tell them, briefly and baldly,

some old adventure of his own.

But at night, the positions were reversed. Bessie became the

teacher, Dallas the pupil. He was little versed in the learning
of books, and all the old familiar tales of history, whose gla-

mour is staled and lost for the most of us by repetition and fa-

miliarity, were fresh and beautiful and enthralling to him. Troy
town—the Phoenicians creeping timidly coastwise round the

hostile seas ; the age-long wars of Greece and Persia, of Carth-

age and Rome ; King Arthur and his Table Round
; the ro-

mance of peer and paladin, knight and Viking, of Crusader and

Moslem—of Puritan and Cavalier, Abencerrage and Zegri, and

the passing of the Moorish empire in Spain. Legend and

story, saga and song
—he listened entranced to them all—with

questions which showed that the seed was falling on fertile

ground.
Sometimes too, the mother told stories of her life as a girl in

the old Kentucky days
—of loom and wheel and flatboat and

coach ;
when each community produced for itself nearly every-

thing it used
; when wheelwright and cabinet-maker, potter and

cooper, tanner and shoemaker, tailor and hatter, weaver and

miller, were essential factors of village society ;
when each

family made their own soap and candles, maple syrup and

sugar ; when the women wove linsey and jeans, homespun and

blankets, linen fine and coarse. When, through the long winter

evenings, the men sat shaping and scraping scythe-snaths, rake

teeth and ox-bows, and handles for all manner of tools from

hard wood, and the patient click of the needles spoke of

warm woolen stockings and mittens and comforters ; while some
of the members read aloud from Rollin's History, Plutarch's

Lives, Josephus, the Pilgrim's Progress, or the lives of Wash-

ington or Napoleon.

Calvert, in his turn, told gay stories of college pranks, and of

hard fought victories or defeats on the gridiron. Sometimes,

too, he aired his only hobby, the real or fancied grievances of
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the Spanish explorers and conquistaddres^ who, according to his

version, had been badly treated by jealous English historians.

Best of all was the singing under the warm clear skies, when
Calvert played accompaniments on the guitar, and Bessie's soft

thrilling voice floated through a hundred sad and tender old

ballads.

Of course there was but one inevitable result of all this, so

far as Dallas was concerned.

And the girl ? She saw him, day after day, in his perilous

work, put death gently by, smiling, tranquilly, without undue

emphasis or unnecessary haste, not an inch too far
;
and the

conviction came to her that, in any age, this quiet, unassuming

gentleman would have played his part as well and manfully as

any storied hero of their nightly tales. And she came to place

implicit trust in the quick eye and steady skill that her brother

so much admired. His unfailing cheerfulness, his quaint hu-

mor, and his "untaught, innate philosophy," made their im-

pression also.

Nor did the unpretentious way in which he admitted his ig-

norance of book lore hurt him in her eyes, though his directness

and simplicity in this regard were appalling at first. But she

soon found that so far as sheer natural ability was concerned,

he was richly endowed ;
that it was only the factitious advan-

tages of life that he lacked. And too often, she found herself

making comparisons between Dallas and the absent Stirling
—

which, for some reason, were always promptly suppressed.

So the days sped by and the last one came. On the morrow

the Calverts must go home. It was a quiet little group that

gathered together that night, and after a few songs Dallas ex-

cused himself and went home.

"I'll see you again in the morning," he said. "Guess I'll

escort you out of the hills to make sure you don't get off with

anything. Good night, all 1
"

He went home—not to sleep, but to toss restlessly on his nar-

row bed. Tomorrow she would leave him, would pass from his

life forever. He recounted the unanswerable reasons why it

must be so. She was far above him as the stars—a being of

finer clay. She was promised to another, she did not care for

him, she never could ;
he was uncouth, unlettered, unmannered,

but—he loved her I Having thus demonstrated beyond cavil

that she was above and apart from him, the obvious thing to do

was to begin again.

He loved her, she did not love him, but another
;
even if it

were not so, there could be nothing in common between this

rich, educated, cultured girl, and—a cowboy ! But he loved her
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—loved her ! Over and over again he toiled at his endless,

hopeless, Sisyphean task. Ah, God ! never to see her again,

never to clasp her hand nor hear her voice ! That she should

forg-et him—that he should be to her, at best, a misty detail in

a half-forgotten summer-time—he could bear that. But—never

to see her again !

He rose at last, dressed and went out into the night. A few

clouds were in the sky, and a chill keening wind wailed sadly

through the trees. The high cold stars, unchanged, un-

changing, looked calmly down upon him from immeasurable

heights ;
the moon's pitiless light fell on the drear and

lonely hills, showing their barrenness and savage desolation

with cruel distinctness.

Aimlessly he walked on. There was no slightest glance or

tone of hers that he did not remember now. The wistful face

she wore when she bade him that last good night rose before

him, thrilled him, lured him on. How fair she was, how sweet

and good and true. She must not know—she must never dream
that he had dared to lift his eyes to her. It would only grieve

her.

He came to the fork of the trail. Here she had given him the

dollar—was that a life-time ago ?—and he had thrown it away,
instead of explaining and making it easier for her. He would

find that coin now and keep it—always.
There was the bush, he remembered, down by that limestone

ledge
—

What was that ?—white—moving—
The tender stars bent low to kiss the hills—the dear old hills,

never again to be remembered apart from youth and hope and

love and happiness. For it was Bessie, weeping
—
sobbing

—
searching

—
The kindly, wise old moon hid then behind a cloud. So they

did not find the dollar.

It was near Christmas and we were all snowed in at Aleman.

Frank Mill was making a quirt, Cole was stringing up his

saddle, Yoast and Headlight were playing seven-up, and Dallas

was sitting in the deep embrasure of the window, smoking.
The Colonel sat before the blazing fire reading his Detroit

paper.

Presently he laid the paper down, and glanced benevolently

at the boys over his gold-rimmed eye glasses.

"Ah," he said,
'*
Here are some—er—er—personals here that

may interest you boys. About Henry Stirling and the Calverts.

You remember the Calverts, Dallas ?" He peered at Dallas over
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his glasses. No one looked up. Headlight inadvertently took

Yoast's ace of trumps with the jack, but it passed unrebuked.

Yes—Dallas remembered.

"Well," the Colonel patted the paper softly,
"

it seems that

Stirling- ran off with an actress the other day, and that Mr. Cal-

vert has been speculating and lost all his money. Guess about
all he has left is his holdings in company stock. I'll read you
the articles."

When he had done we gave in our comment. The unanimous
verdict was that

"
Prank John " was a good fellow, but none of

us liked Stirling. His little supercilious ways had grieved
us deeply.

But Dallas made no remark. He rolled another cigarette,

rose, stretched himself, and sauntered to the door.

" All you have to do is ride—"

The door shut out the rest.

Cole put his saddle by, washed his hands, took out his

note book and figured for awhile. Presently he took out a page
and handed it to the Colonel. He looked it over.

" Eh ! What's this ? What's this ?
"

"That's Dallas's time," said Cole. "He's going to take a

lay-off."

Tularosa, N. M.

QUIVIRA.
By ARTHUR GUITERMAN.

YJJRANCISCO CORONADO rode forth with all his train,

j|<S) Eight hundred savage bowmen, three hundred spears

of Spain,

To seek the rumored glory that pathless deserts hold—
The city of Quivira whose walls are rich with gold.

Oh, gay they rode with plume on crest and gilded spur at heel,

With gonfalon of Aragon and banner of Castile !

While High Emprise and Joyous Youth, twin marshals of the

throng.
Awoke Sonora's mountain peaks with trumpet-note and song.

Beside that brilliant army, beloved of serf and lord,

There walked as brave a soldier as ever smote with sword,

Though nought of knightly harness his russet gown
revealed—

The cross he bore as weapon, the missal was his shield.
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But rugged oaths were changed to prayers, and angry hearts

grew tame,

And fainting spirits waxed in faith where Fray Padilla came ;

And brawny spearmen bowed their heads to kiss the helpful
hand

Of him who spake the simple truth that brave men understand.

What pen may paint their daring
— those doughty

cavaliers !

The cities of the Zuni were humbled by their spears.

Wild Arizona's barrens grew pallid in the glow
Of blades that won Granada and conquered Mexico.

They fared by lofty Acoma ;
their rally-call was blown

Where Colorado rushes down through God-hewn walls of stone
;.

Still, North and East, where deserts spread and treeless prairies

rolled,

A Fairy City lured them on with pinnacles of gold.

Through all their weary marches toward that flitting goal

They turned to Fray Padilla for aid of heart and soul.

He bound the wounds that lance-thrust and flinty arrow

made
;

He cheered the sick and failing ; above the dead he prayed.

Two thousand miles of hardship behind their banners lay.

And sadly fever, drought and toil had lessened their array.

When came a message fraught with hope to all the steadfast

band :

**
Good tidings from the northward, friends ! Quivira lies at

hand !

"

How joyously they spurred them ! How sadly drew the

rein !

There shone no golden palace, there blazed no jeweled fane.

Rude tents of hide of bison, dog-guarded, met their view—
A squalid Indian village ; the lodges of the Sioux I

Then Coronado bowed his head. He spake unto his men :

"
Our quest is vain, true hearts of Spain ! Now ride we home

again.

And would to God that I might give that phantom city's pride

In ransom for the gallant souls that here have sunk and died !

"

Back, back to Compostela the wayworn handful bore
;

But sturdy Fray Padilla took up the quest once more.

His soul still longed for conquest, though not by lance and

sword
;

He burned to show the Heathen the pathway to the Lord.
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Again he trudged the flinty hills and dazzling- desert sands,

And few were they that walked with him, and weaponless their

hands—
But and the trusty man-at-arms, Docampo, rode him near

Like Great Heart, guarding Christian's way through wastes of

Doubt and Fear.

Where still in silken harvests the prairie-lilies toss,

Among the dark Quiviras Padilla reared his cross.

Within its sacred shadow the warriors of the Kaw
In wonder heard the Gospel of Love and Peace and Law.

They gloried in their Brown-robed Priest
;
and oft in twilight's

gold
The warriors grouped, a silent ring, to hear the tale he told,

While round the gentle man-at-arms their lithe-limbed children

played
And shot their arrows at his shield and rode his guarded blade.

When thrice the silver crescent had filled its curving shell.

The Friar rose at dawning and spake his flock farewell :

" — And if your Brothers northward be cruel, as ye say.

My Master bids me seek them— and dare I answer
'

Nay '?
"

Again he strode the path of thorns
;
but ere the evening star

A savage cohort swept the plain in paint and plumes of war.

Then Fray Padilla spake to them whose hearts were most his

own :

"My children, bear the tidings home— let me die here alone."

He knelt upon the prairie, begirt by yelling Sioux.—
"
Forgive them, oh, my Father 1 they know not what

they do !

"

The twanging bow-strings answered.

Before his eyes, unrolled

The City of Quivira whose streets are paved with gold.

New York, N. Y.
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THE TRUSCOTT LUCK.
By MARY AUSTIN.

CHAPTER VI.

ELL, as soon as I had grasped the meaning- of

the scratches on the bone amulet, we had out

our map and compared them line for line.

Except for being- done on different scales they
were identical, and I was for going back at

once to dig up the old chief again and demand
of him our treasure, which I made no doubt

was somewhere about him.

"No, no," said Mac, "there's no man been fooling around

them graves since they planted them
;
and nobody but us knows

what that old fellow had around his neck. I see it all now,
and a plumb fool I've been not to see it before."

"That's Indian writing sure enough. I've seen it before,

though not just like this. There's places in the hills where

they've had their fanda^igos and such, where the rocks are all

covered with it."

"Yes, I know," I cried excitedly, "back of the house at

Black Rock, about a mile, a rock all covered with quail, and

something like deer ; I've seen it lots of times when I've been

after the cows."
"
They're antelope," said Mac, "and good ones, too. Well,

Indian Charley up at the Bully Boy told me they were made by
dead and gone Indians, and nobody knows what they mean, but

he knows where all the places are. Now I take it the treasure

we're looking for is under one of those rocks, marked with a

picture like this, and a mighty good way to mark a cache^ too.

But the question is, where is the rock ?
"

"
Maybe Indian Charlie can tell you that," I said.

"Well, it's worth trying," said Mac, turning the amulet over

in his hand. And the more we talked it over the more worth

while it seemed. We agreed that once we were home again,

Mac should lose no time getting word with Indian Charley
about any picture-writing, or pictoglyphs, as I have learned

since they should be called, that lay in the neighborhood of the

hot springs
—south and continuous to a white hill. I may say

here that though Mac strove in all honesty to make him gra-

cious, with gifts of tobacco and canned stuff, all that he got out

of Indian Charley was very little. Of the writing on the bone

he professed no knowledge whatever, though he inquired curi-

ously where it might have come from. That Mac dared not tell

him, for rifling of graves is a serious offense among his people.
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When he was questioned about the white hill, Charley admitted

that he knew of such a place, near which were many writings
on the rocks, but gave only the vaguest directions, a shrug and
a nod and a jerk of his thumb toward a point south, and much
farther west than any included in our wanderings.
We were not, however, so much at a loss at this as appeared.

Early in the search I had suggested to Mac the advisability of

following Beatty even as he had followed us, but had met with

Mac's instant disapproval. Nevertheless I was not deterred

from keeping a sharp lookout on Mr. Beatty's movements when
the chance came, and twice I had seen him riding away from
the hot springs, but always by the -west gully. Plainly that was
another clue to freshen the trail. Of course, by this time we
had laid the whole case before my mother, who, now that we had
some notion of what to look for, was as keen on the search as

we were. We talked it over by the kitchen table when the work
was done, and my mother and Macnamar, who had been stiff

and offish all winter long, grew quite chatty and comfortable

again. But with all we could say, mother would not consent to

our going out again until the spring work was all done, stop-

ping my expostulations with her favorite proverb about a
' '

bird

in the bush."

All this time I make no doubt Mr. Beatty had been watching
us narrowly. Always he made it a point to seem on the best of

terms with Macnamar, though he got small encouragement,

speaking in the kindly, reproachful manner of a man who has

been much misunderstood, but bears no malice. 1 suppose our

excitement at being so near upon the trail of our treasure was
not very well concealed, and he had resolved upon one more

effort to have the secret out of Mac by fair means if possible,

and if not, even at that time he had another plan maturing by
which he meant to outwit us.

The spring had set warm and vigorous, the garden growing

beyond belief in that generous soil, and my seedling prune had

blossomed. We had still a great stack of winter hay in the

corral, and I had been selling a load of it to a teamster down
Panamint way. I sat on the stack for a while, feeling the

languor of the spring and quite willing to give way to it. I

slipped down into the hay, dozing a little, and Beatty and Mac
came out of the house and sat down at the foot of the stack. I

had not the smallest scruple about listening for I was quite used

to having the men about the place talk on without minding me,
and after I found out what it was all about I would not have

interrupted them for worlds.

"And now," Beatty was saying, "since there's no use denying
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we're here for the same thing", why not make a pool of it ? Two
heads—you know."

"You'd ought to have thoug-ht of that in the first place,"

said Mac quietly.

"Oh come, what's the gfood of harping on that. I've owned

up that I played you a shabby trick. And, after all, what else

was I to do. We hadn't either of us a red cent, and there was

the money in the man's pocket, and him not needing it. You
know Mac, that you would never have taken that money."

"
No," said Mac,

"
I never would."

Beatty sighed,
"

I always said you were better than I, Mac.

But now here's the case ; you know something- about this cache,

what I don't know, nor how you found it out, but you know

something and I know something-. Now, why not put the things

we know together and go halvers on the find ? I suppose you
think I'm no great shakes of a pardner, but I should think I'm

better for a smart man like you, Mac, than that great Cornish

calf."

"Jack's good enough pardner for me," said Mac, and I loved

him for it.

"But look a-here, Mac, maybe you can't find the stuff at all

without me ; ain't it better to divy up than not to find it at

all ?
"

"
I guess I'll trust to finding it with the facts I've got," Mac

said ; "you was willing to trust to yours."

Beatty was quiet for a while and then began in another tone.
"

I don't suppose you ever heard anything from his folks ? "

"
Not knowing that he had any folks, I can't say that I ever

did. Did you ?
"

Beatty overlooked the question.
"
Supposing he had folks,

and they were looking for this thing too, and supposing you
was to find it, and supposing there was somebody to put them
on to it ?

"

"
Meaning you," put in Mac.

"Well," said Beatty, "wouldn't it be better to fix it so that

they wouldn't get on to it ?
"

"Not if they was really his folks."

"You don't mean to say," cried Beatty in a kind of slow

wonder, "that after you had knocked around these hills for

three years a-looking for this man's fortune, that you'd turn it

over to his folks the minute they said the word I

"

" Well—if it was their's—"
"
Mac, you're a fool!

" said Beatty viciously, getting on to hit

feet. "And you're not going in with me on this ?
"

"Well, no," said Mac deliberately, "I guess I'll worry along
without you."
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"
You're a bigger fool than I took you for," Beatty answered

him,
"
but mark my words, you may find that money, but I'll

be if ever you g-et to spend a cent of it. Not a red cent !
"

With that he stalked away in a great fume, and when he was
clean out of sight I slid down the hay stack to talk it over with
Mac.
The idea that Beatty and Macnamar should unite for the

purpose of locating the treasure was not a new one, my mother

having suggested it at the first when she saw me entering so

heartily into it, and had nearly come to a serious quarrel on

account of it. What Mac thought was that Beatty would not

play fair, that he would get all he could, giving nothing in

return, and having located the treasure make off with it as fast

as he could. My mother had a better opinion of Mr. Beatty
than that, and I cannot deny that he had a pleasant, honest-

seeming way with him
;
but I sided with Mac, thinking in a

boy's way that, being a woman, she could not therefore be a very

good judge of men.

"But, Mac," I said,
"
do you think Beatty really knows any-

thing about the man's family ?
"

"No," he said, "I think that was just a bluff. Men that

have folks that care for them don't go caching their money out

in the hills."

"And what did he mean when he said you should never have

a cent of it ? Is he going to kill you ?
"

" Oh no, that was just a bluff too." Then he began to chuckle

in a quiet way.
"
There's one thing he let out, though. That

treasure, wherever it is, is mone)^, or at least Beatty has good
reason to think it is. He was so careful never to give it a name,
but just at the last it slipped out in spite of him."

I was not quite reassured myself about Beatty 's final intention

in regard to Mac. I thought he meant killing, for so it would

have been in any books of adventure I had read, and so I

thought it was the habit of men in mining camps to dispose of

their enemies. But in the end I came to know that miners sober

are just like other men, and drunk not very much worse.

It was very soon after that talk that we settled on a time to

go after our treasure, which I at least made sure we should find.

We had finished with the garden, and had but to build a new
bath-house at the spring, and then we would be off. The hot

springs lie in three small canons or gullies, opening out from

each other like the sticks of a fan, heading east, west and

south. The ground all about was hot and treeless. Puddles of

greasy mud boiled and bubbled on the level of the ground ;

steam rose from them, and in jets and clouds from the rainbow-
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sides of the canon, apparently from the solid earth. The steam-

bursts varied from week to week, or sometimes after long

periods ceased, or broke out afresh without cause. In the sides

of the ffuUies were heaps and holes where some one had pros-

pected for travertine, and these smoked and sweated with the

heat.

The bath-house stood on the floor of the east gully, a rude

pine shanty set over a furious vent of steam.

But whatever mysterious force was at work there at Coso, and

it was commonly supposed to be the devil, had changed its direc-

tion of late. The steam had nearly ceased in the east gully

and broken out in the west. What Mac and I proposed doing
was to snake the bath-house over from the east gully to the

west.

The house had been orginally built on four uprights planted
in the ground. That it had been moved before, we saw, for the

posts had been rudely hacked off on the level of the ground,
and it was now held in place against the wind by boulders

rolled against the foot it. It seemed to us an odd coincidence

that when we were clearing the ground around the new steam-

vent that we had selected, we came upon the four old stumps of

the uprights, indicating that the bath-house had originally

stood on the spot we now moved it to. Mac was verj-^ quiet

during that piece of work. At the last he said,
"
Jack, if you

was to go up the side of the canon there, in a line from the

house, what do you think you'd see ?
"

"What?" I asked.

**A red hill. I've been figuring this thing out. When that

map was made the bath-house stood where it stands now, and

the bearings were taken from the west canon instead of the

east. Beatty took this trail you say, and the points Indian

Charley gave me for the picture rocks were away west of any-

thing we touched. We've been miles out of our way. We're a

couple of chumps, we are."

Well, you may guess I was up the side of that canon in a run

and a couple of scrambles, and lay panting at the top for Mac
to come up to me. It was open country below us where the

main ridge veered away from the middle canon ; and off to the

south lay a red hill
;
a low, long-pent cone, showing yet the

cup-like hollow of the crater, tilted on the ash colored slope of

the main ridge and red—as red as burnt brick. 7Ag red hill.

Our red hill !

Doubtless we had looked down upon it from the east. Doubt-

less we would have come upon it in our wanderings and perhaps
taken no account of it.
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By the time we reached home I was fit to burst with impa-
tience to be off to this new hunting ground, and quite furious

with Mac and my mother for taking it so quietly.

The evening before we were to start we were talking it over

in our kitchen,
"
Well, Mac," said my mother,

"
I suppose when you get your

fortune you will be off to buy a prune orchard in the Santa

Clara, and forgetting all your old friends.
"

"It's yourself that knows where I would wish to be," said

Mac gently.

My mother, very red in the face, went out of the room in a

huff, I fancied, and I was stupid enough to be vexed with them
for beginning a quarrel on so auspicious an occasion. It was

every way happy weather to be abroad in. The meadow of

Black Rock was a garden newly planted. The arroyos were

wells of intoxicating balm, the hills veiled in the wonder of the

spring.

We came to the red hill with little difl&culty. It was redder,

and more of it than there looked to be. All the open space
about it was strewn with scoria, and the crater rim was torn

out in two great gaps, probably by the same blast. The one

on the west, the "west gap" of our map, was evenly semi-

circular like the bite out of a cookie. We climbed up to it at

noon and looked out to the west. The hills rested under the

mid-day haze, soft slopes of fawn and tawny red, dappled with

cloud shadows. The clouds were pearly white and rounded

above, pearly gray and flat beneath and stood at a level mid-

way of the hill slope, and, as we watched, the wind that stirred

the higher air blew up from the south driving the clouds like

sheep.

With the passing of the clouds the hills stood out cleanly to

the eye. It was an enchanting country for a prospector, full of

twists and turns, upfolds and downfolds, laps and fissures, great
streaks of chrome and vermilion and burnt earths, hints of

unimagined opportunities. And while we looked the murk
cleared away from a white patch on the dip of the hill that

spread down behind a dike of black rock.

Mac and I rode straight away for it from the west gap of the

red hill. We had made a dry camp in the hollow of the crater,

with Matilda staked near by, and only the picks and canteens

clanked, dangling from our saddles as we rode. It was easy to

see as we went down the cinder slope, how a miner awake to

the possibilities of the desert hills, in the intervals of idling at

the spring might have steered by that landmark as he explored

the painted hills. I suffered a thousand fluctuations as we
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rode, and made bets with myself, g-etting no response from Mac,
who concerned himself only with the trail and the lay of the

land. We would find, I thought, a very great treasure, or no

treasure at all, or come too late to a rifled cac/ie, and so on until

I was like to work myself into a fever.

We lost the white hill as we neared it, and lost time g'oing- up
on high ridges to sight it again, and g-rew weary and confused

in the tangle of the hills. About two of the afternoon we came
little flat or mesa, footing the hill on which we saw the

:e formation, gypsum we found it afterwards to be
;
and

»ed by a broken dyke of vitreous rock common in those

5. The mesa was sandy and very open to the long southern

_^ 's, and against the wall of the rock the sand was blown in

^ ling bank nearly the whole length of it. I hardly know
w I we came up that bank and amongst the g-raven rocks,

^
^ e the old art of the Indians withstood the effacing years.

o -S e were pictures and symbols chipped into the vitrified sur-

p. S. and among them the ones we sought many times repeated ;

S §. 'e came upon the right one at last, a little aside from the

5 3 tallying line for line with the clue we held.

3 z picked up a bit of crumbling gypsum, and with a trembl-
3 • •

and drew a straight line down from the spot where the

should be, yet somehow it seemed a long time before we
to dig.

rst blow to you. Jack," said Mac, so I lifted up my pick

ought it down solemnly on the packed sand, and Mac did

the same, then straightened his back to listen, for in that still

land a new sound carries far. What he heard I heard too, and

recognized as the sound of a horse's feet stumbling amid stones.

Very quickly after that came the sound of a voice, and a bridle

clanking.

So we stood stupidly staring with our picks in the air, and

around the rock wall came riding my mother and Beatty.

[to be concluded.]
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AN EARLY VANDALISM.
By JOHN T. DOYLE.

[This scrap of personal reminiscence by that rare and gallant type of
the Old School gentleman and scholar, John T. Do'yle

— dean of the Cali-
fornia bar, hero of the historic " Pioas Fund" litigation now arbitrating
between the United States and Mexico— is of more than casual import. So
far as known, his is the only copy of the lost inscription.
The Vanderbilt family could certainly afford to have this old tablet

found and restored to the place from which it was stolen half a century
ago. Or, it would be a gracious courtesy— of the sort we should be
smarter if we sometimes paid our neighbors— if Secretary Hay would
have the stone looked up and presented to Nicaragua, its rightful owner.
That is what a decent individual neighbor would do ; and nations can afford
to be as respectable. That our snub-nosed contempt for them has lost us
the respect and confidence of the nations to the south, we may still be too
immature to care ;

but we care for coin if not for respect
— and we are

throwing away every year ten times as much trade in Spanish America as
we will get in a generation from our recent five-hundred-million-dollar
wars and "expansion ;

" and Old World nations, whom we deem "
slow,"

are fast enough to take these innumerable millions right from under our
noses.— Ed.]

^HEN I first visited Nicaragua, in the summer of 1851,among
the passengers on the steamer "Prometheus," which
took us from New York to San Juan de Nicaragua, were

Mr. Peter P. Stout, afterwards vice-consul to Nicaragua, and a
cousin of his, Mr. Edward Laws, both of Philadelphia. We
ascended the river San Juan in a little stern-wheeled steamboat
(the first put on the river for service) called the "Bulwer," as

far as the Castillo rapid, where we necessarily took a "stop-over
"

for want of transportation. We were told that an old Spanish
castle crowned the hill at the foot of which we were camped ;

and, having obtained machetes, Messrs. Laws, Stout and myself
cut our way through the dense brush and trailing vines that
covered the sides of the hill, to the summit, where we explored
the old castle so far as possible. We were on historic ground.
It was here that "Mighty Nelson" won his spurs, in 1780,
when he conducted a boat expedition up the river, and having
passed under the Spanish guns, and taken possession of a com-

manding hill a little further up stream, from it bombarded and
captured the fortress.

It was a perfect old mediaeval castle, surrounded by a ditch
about twenty-five feet wide and twelve or fourteen deep, faced on
sides and bottom with masonry, and had formerly been crossed

by a drawbridge in front of the principal gate which was on
the east side. This gate was surmounted by a large lintel

;
a

monolith, in which was cut, in the style of a century and a half

ago, an inscription we found it impossible to make out a word
of, so covered was it with moss and lichens. We were all young
and enterprising then, and Mr. Stout made a pedestal of his

body, by bracing his hands firmly on his knees, and thus enabled
me to climb to a sufficient height to get at the historic stone. I

cleaned out the incised letters with a sharp stick and, standing
on Mr. Stout's shoulders, copied the inscription into my note
book.

It read as follows :
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" Siendo Gobernador y Comandante general de las provincias de Nicar-

agua, Honduras y Costa Rica, el Senor D. Alonzo Fernandez de Realva,

Brigadier de los Reales ej^rcitos, a quien Su Magestad niand6 venir, a

defenderlas, en el ano de la guerra con los Ingleses, de 1745, se hizo esta

fortaleza, el fosso estacado, y baterias, por el ingeniero segundo, D. Luis

Dyes Navarro
; y siendo Castellano D. Ignacio Anyno y su ingeniero, y

teniente lugar, D. Navarro Torralvo se perfeccionaron y acabaron dichas

obras, en el ano 17—"
(Remaining figures broken ofiF).*

When Capt. Jacob H. Vanderbilt (brother of the old Com-
modore, Cornelius) visited Nicaragua, he expressed to a g-entle-

man, who afterwards became agent of the Transit company in

the country, a desire to possess this old stone, in order to set

it up in his garden on Staten Island, N. Y. In 1853 the agent
(more compliant than considerate) had it extracted from the

wall, of which it formed apart, and shipped it to "Captain Jake "

at New York, where it arrived in due course. Whether because
the fancy for possessing it had passed, or perhaps for other

reasons, the captain declined to accept it
;
and it lay for many

years in public store in New York as unclaimed merchandise.
I have an indistinct recollection of learning (in some way I

cannot now recall) that it lay in the large lot at No. 9 Broad-

wa)\ extending through to Greenwich street, once used as the
Atlantic Gardens, where ice cream, milk punch and other re-

freshments were dispensed to weary pedestrians, and which was
afterwards used as a public store.

The vandalism of removing the lintel, becoming known to

the Government of Nicaragua, aroused much indignation ;
and

I think representations on the subject were made to our State

Department. But of course nothing came of them
; no one in

Washington had any knowledge on the subject nor acknowl-

edged any responsibility for the act. The stone was, as I now
recall it, about nine feet long and about from twenty-four to

twenty-eight inches thick ; I think it was brown sandstone.
When I was agent of the Canal Company, in Nicaragua, I

caused the trees and brush which had grown up on the hill to

be cut down, and the old castle was thus brought into view and
formed a picturesque summit of the landscape as seen from the
river for quite a distance above and below the rapid. A view
of it appeared as an illustration of an article on the Nicaragua
route to California, in an Eastern magazine in 1854 or 1855.

My recollection is that it was in "Harper's," but I have not
been able to find it there, and suppose it was some other. The
castle is built of bricks about ten inches by five inches and one
and a quarter inches, probably brought from Spain.

Mealo Park, Cal.

•" Being Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the provinces of Nicar-

augua, Honduras and Costa Rica, the Seiior Don Alonzo Fernandez de
Realva, Brigadier of the Royal armies, whom His Majesty ordered to come
to defend them [these three provinces] in the year of the war with the

English, of 1745, this fortress was made [with] the palisaded moat and
batteries, by the second engineer Don Luis Dyes Navarro ; and being Castle-
warden Don Ignacio Anyno, and his engineer and lieutenant Don Navarro
Torralvo, said works were r»»rfected and finished in the year 17—."
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THE SICIiNESS OF LONE CHIEF.
By JACK LONDON.

HIS is a tale that was told to me b}'^ two old

men. We sat in the smoke of a mosquito-

smudg-e, in the cool of the day, which was

midnig-ht ;
and ever and anon, throughout the

telling, we smote lustily and with purpose at

such of the winged pests as braved the smoke
for a snack at our hides. To the right,

beneath us, twenty feet down the crumbling

bank, the Yukon gurgled lazily. To the left,

on the rose-leaf rim of the low-lying hills, smouldered the

sleepy sun, which saw no sleep that night nor was destined to

see sleep for many nights to come.

The old men who sat with me and valorously slew mosquitoes

were lyone Chief and Mutsak, erstwhile comrades in arms, and

now withered repositories of tradition and ancient happening-.

They were the last of their generation, and without honor

among- the younger set which had grown up on the farthest

fringe of a mining civilization. Who cared for tradition in

these days, when spirits could be evoked from black bottles,

and black bottles could be evoked from the complaisant
white men for a few hours' sweat or a mangy fur ? Of what

potency the fearful rites and masked mysteries of shamanism,
when daily that living wonder, the steamboat, coughed and

spluttered up and down the Yukon in defiance of all law, a

veritable fire-breathing monster? And of what value was

hereditary prestige, when he who now chopped the most wood,
or best conned a stern-wheeler through the island mazes, attained

the chiefest consideration of his fellows ?

Of a truth, having lived too long-, they had fallen on evil

days, these two old men, Lone Chief and Mutsak, and in the

new order they were without honor or place. So they waited

drearily for death, and the while their hearts warmed to the

strange white man who shared with them the torments of the

mosquito-smudge and lent ready ear to their tales of old time

before the steamboat came.
"
So a girl was chosen for me," Lone Chief was saying. His

voice, shrill and piping, ever and again dropped plummet-like
into a hoarse and rattling bass, and just as one became accus-

tomed to it, up it would soar into the thin treble—alternate

cricket chirpings and bullfrog croakings, as it were.
"
So a girl was chosen for me," he was saying. "For my

father, who was Kask-ta-ka, the Otter, was angered because I

looked not with a needy eye upon women. He was an old man.
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and chief of his tribe. I was the last of his sons to be alive,

and through me, only, could he look to see his blood go down
among those to come after and as yet unborn. But know, O
White Man, that I was very sick

;
and when neither the

hunting- nor the fishing delighted me and b}' meat my belly was
not made warm, how should I look with favor upon women ? or

prepare for the feast of marriage ? or look forward to the

prattle and troubles of little children ?
"

"Ay," Mutsak interrupted.
"
For had not Lone Chief fought

in the arms of a great bear till his head was cracked and blood

ran from out his ears ?
"

Lone Chief nodded vigorously.
' '

Mutsak speaks true. In

the time that followed, my head was well, and it was not well.

For though the flesh healed and the sore went away, yet I was
sick inside. When I walked, my legs shook under me, and
when I looked at the light, my eyes became filled with tears.

And when I opened my eyes, the world outside went around and

around, and when I closed my eyes, my head inside went around
and around, and all the things I had ever seen went around and
around inside my head. And above my eyes there was a great

pain, as though something heavy rested always upon me, or

like a band that is drawn tight and gives much hurt. And
speech was slow to me, and I waited long for each right word
to come to my tongue. And when I waited not long, all manner
of words crowded in, and my tongue spoke foolishness. I was

very sick, and when my father, the Otter, brought the girl

Kasaan before me —"

"Who was a young girl, and strong, my sister's child,"

Mutsak broke in.
"
Strong hipped for children was Kasaan,

and straight-legged and quick of foot. She made better mocca-

sins than any of all the young girls, and the bark-rope she

braided was the stoutest. And she had a smile in her eyes,

and a laugh on her lips ; and her temper was not hasty, nor

was she unmindful that men give the law and women ever

obey."
"As I say, I was very sick," Lone Chief went on. "And

when my father, the Otter, brought the girl Kasaan before me,
I said rather should they make me ready for burial than for

marriage. Whereat the face of my father went black with

anger, and he said that I should be served according to my
wish, and that I, who was yet alive, should be made ready for

death as one already dead—"

"Which be not the way of our people, O White Man," spoke

up Mutsak.
"
For know that these things that were done to

Lone Chief it was our custom to do only to dead men. But the

Otter was very angry."
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**Ay," said Lone Chief.
*'

My father, the Otter, was a man
short of speech and swift of deed. And he commanded the

people to gather before the lodge wherein I lay. And when
they were gathered, he commanded them to mourn for his son

who was dead—"

"And before the lodge they sang the death song— O-o-o-o-o-

o-a-haa-ha-a-ich-klu-kuk-ich-klu-kuk^^^ wailed Mutsak, in so ex-

cellent an imitation that all the tendrils of my spine crawled

and curved in sympathy.
"And inside the lodge," continued Lone Chief , "my mother

blackened her face with soot, and flung ashes upon her head,
and mourned for me as one already dead

;
for so had my father

commanded. So Okiakuta, my mother, mourned with much
noise, and beat her breasts and tore her hair

;
and likewise

Hooniak, my sister, and Seenatah, my mother's sister
;
and the

noise they made caused a great ache in my head, and I felt that

I would surely and immediately die.

"And the elders of the tribe gathered about me where I lay

and discussed the journey my soul must take. One spoke of

the thick and endless forests where lost souls wandered crying,
and where I, too, might chance to wander and never see the

end. And another spoke of the big rivers, rapid with bad

water, where evil spirits shrieked and lifted up their formless

arms to drag one down by the hair. Por these rivers, all said

together, a canoe must be provided me. And yet another spoke
of the storms, such as no live man ever saw, when the stars

rained down out of the sky, and the earth gaped wide in many
cracks, and all the rivers in the heart of the earth rushed out

and in. Whereupon they that sat by me flung up their arms

and wailed loudly ;
and those outside heard and wailed more

loudly. And as to them I was as dead, so was I to my own
mind dead. I did not know when, or how, yet did I know that

I had surely died.

"And Okiakuta, my mother, laid beside me my squirrelskin

parka. Also she laid beside me my parka of caribou hide, and

my rain coat of seal gut, and my wet-weather muclucs, that my
soul should be warm and dry on its long journey. Further,

there was mention made of a steep hill, thick with briers and

devil's-club, and she fetched heavy moccasins to make the way
easy for my feet.

"And when the elders spoke of the great beasts I should have

to slay, the young men laid beside me my strongest bow and

straightest arrows, my throwing-stick, my spear and knife.

And when the elders spoke of the darkness and silence of the

great spaces my soul must wander through, my mother wailed

yet more loudly and flung yet more ashes upon her head.
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"And the girl, Kasaan, crept in, very timid and quiet, and

dropped a little bag- upon the things for my journey. And in

the little bag-, I knew, were the flint and steel and the well-

dried tinder for the fires my soul must build. And the blankets

were chosen which were to be wrapped around me. Also were

the slaves selected that were to be killed that my soul might
have company. There were seven of these slaves, for my father

was rich and powerful, and it was fit that I, his son, should

have proper burial. These slaves we had got in war from the

Mukumuks, who live down the Yukon. On the morrow, Skolka,

the shaman, would kill them, one by one, so that their souls

should go questing with mine through the Unknown. Among
other things, they would carry my canoe till we came to the big-

river, rapid with bad water. And there being no room, and

their work being done, they would come no farther, but remain

and howl forever in the dark and endless forest.

"And as I looked on my fine warm clothes, and my blankets

and weapons of war, and as I thought of the seven slaves to be

slain, I felt proud of my burial and knew that I must be the

envy of many men. And all the while my father, the Otter,

sat silent and black. And all that day and night the people

sang my death song and beat the drums till it seemed that I

had surely died a thousand times.

"But in the morning my father arose and made talk. He
had been a fighting man all his days, he said, as the people

knew. Also the people knew that it was a greater honor to die

fighting in battle than on the soft skins by the fire. And since

I was to die anyway, it were well that I should go up against
the Mukumuks and be slain. Thus would I attain honor and

chieftainship in the final abode of the dead, and thus would

honor remain to my father, who was the Otter. Wherefore he

gave command that a war party be made ready to go down the

river. And that when we came upon the Mukumuks I was to

go forth alone from my party, giving semblance of battle, and

so be slain."

"Nay, but hear, O White Man!" cried Mutsak, unable

longer to contain himself. "Skolka, the shaman, whispered

long that night in the ear of the Otter, and it was his doing
that Lone Chief should be sent forth to die. For the Otter

being old, and Lone Chief the last of his sons, Skolka had it in

mind to become chief himself over the people. And when the

people had made great noise for a day and a night and Lone
Chief was yet alive Skolka was become afraid that he would not

die. So it was the counsel of Skolka, with fine words of honor

and deeds, that spoke through the mouth of the Otter."
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"Ay," replied Lone Chief. "Well did I know it was the

doing- of Skolka, but I was unmindful, being very sick. I had
no heart for anger, nor belly for stout words, and I cared little?

one way or the other, only I cared to die and have done with it

all. So, O White Man, the war party was made ready. No
tried fighters were there, nor elders, crafty and wise— naught
but five score of young men who had seen little fighting. And
all the village gathered together above the bank of the river to

see us depart. And we departed amid great rejoicing and the

singing of my praises. Kven thou, O White Man, wouldst re-

joice at sight of a young man going forth to battle, even

though doomed to die.

"So we went forth, the five score young men, and Mutsak
came also, for he was likewise young and untried. And by
command of my father, the Otter, my canoe was lashed on either

side to the canoe of Mutsak and the canoe of Kannakut. Thus
was my strength saved me from the work of the paddles, so

that for all of my sickness, I might have a brave show at the

end. And thus we went down the river.

"Nor will I weary thee with the tale of the journey, which
was not far. And not far above the village of the Mukumuks
we came upon two of their fighting men in canoes that fled at

the sight of us. And then according to the command of my
father, my canoe was cast loose and I was left to drift down all

alone. Also, according to his command, were the young men
to see me die, so that they might return and tell the manner of

my death. Upon this, my father, the Otter, and Skolka, the

shaman, had been very clear, with stern promises of punish-

ment in case they were not obeyed.
"I dipped my paddles and shouted words of scorn after the

fleeing warriors. A nd the vile things I shouted made them turn

their heads in anger, when they beheld that the young men
held back, and that I came on alone. Whereupon, when they

had made a safe distance, the two warriors drew their canoes

somewhat apart and waited side by side for me to come between.

And I came between, spear in hand, and singing the war song
of my people. Each flung a spear, but I bent my body, and the

spears whistled over me, and I was unhurt. Then, and we were

all together, we three, I cast my spear at the one to the right,

and it drove into his throat and he pitched backward into the

water.

"Great was my surprise thereat, for I had killed a man. I

turned to the one on the left and drove strong with my paddle,

to meet Death face to face
;
but the man's second spear, which

was his last, but bit into the flesh of my shoulder. Then was I
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upon him, making- no cast, but pressing- the point into his breast

and working it through him with both my hands. And while
I worked, pressing with all my strength, he smote me upon my
head, once and twice, with the broad of his paddle.

"Even as the point of the spear sprang out beyond his back,
he smote me upon the head. There was a flash, as of bright

light, and inside my head I felt something- give, with a snap—
just like that, with a snap. And the weight that pressed
above my eyes so long was lifted, and the band that bound my
brows so tight was broken. And a great gladness came upon
me, and my heart sang with joy.

"
This be death, I thought ;

wherefore I thought that death

was very good. And then I ssCw the two empty canoes, and I

knew that I was not dead, but well again. The blows of the

man upon my head had made me well. I knew that I had killed,

and the taste of the blood made me fierce, and I drove my
paddle into the breast of the Yukon and urged my canoe

toward the village of the Mukumuks. The young men behind

me gave a great cry. I looked over my shoulder and saw the

water foaming white from their paddles
— "

"Ay, it foamed white from our paddles," said Mutsak.
"
For

we remembered the command of the Otter, and of Skolka, that

we behold with our own eyes the manner of Lone Chief's death.

A young- man of the Mukumuks, on his way to a salmon trap,

beheld the coming of Lone Chief, and of the five score men be-

hind him. And the young man fled in his canoe, straight for

the village, that alarm might be given and preparation made.
But Lone Chief hurried after him, and we hurried after Lone
Chief to behold the manner of his death. Only, in the face of

the village, as the young man leaped to the shore. Lone Chief

rose up in his canoe and made a mighty cast. And the spear
entered the body of the young man above the hips, and the

young man fell upon his face.
"
Whereupon Lone Chief leaped up the bank, war-club in

hand, and a great war-cry on his lips, and dashed into the vil-

lage. The first man he met was Itwilie, chief over the Muku-
muks, and him Lone Chief smote upon the head with his war-

club, so that he fell dead upon the ground. And for fear we
might not behold the manner of his death, we too, the five

score young men, leaped to the shore and followed Lone Chief

into the village. Only the Mukumuks did not understand, and

thought we had come to fight ;
so their bow-thongs sang and

their arrows whistled among us. Whereat we forgot our

errand, and fell upon them with our spears and clubs ; and they

being unprepared, there was great slaughter
— "
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With my own hands I slew their shaman,

"
proclaimed Lone

Chief, his withered face a-work with memory of that old-time

day. "With my own hands I slew him, who was a greater
shaman than Skolka, our own shaman. And each time I faced

a man I thought,
' Now cometh Death '

;
and each time I slew

the man, and Death came not. It seemed the breath of life

was strong- in my nostrils and I could not die— "

"And we followed Lone Chief the length of the village and

back again," continued Mutsak. "Like a pack of wolves we fol-

lowed him, back and forth, and here and there, till there were

no more Mukumuks left to fight. Then we gathered together
five score men-slaves, and double as many women, and countless

children, and we set fire and burned all the houses and lodges,

and departed. And that was the last of the Mukumuks."
"And that was the last of the Mukumuks," Lone Chief

repeated exultantly. "And when we came to our own village,

the people were amazed at our burden of wealth and slaves, and

in that I was still alive they were more amazed. And my
father, the Otter, came trembling with gladness at the things I

had done. For he was an old man, and I the last of his sons.

And all the tried fighting men came, and the crafty and wise,

till all the people were gathered together. And then I arose,

and with a voice like thunder, commanded Skolka, the shaman,
to stand forth — "

"Ay, O White Man," exclaimed Mutsak. "With a voice

like thunder, that made the people shake at the knees and be-

come afraid."

"And when Skolka had stood forth," Lone Chief went on,
"

I said that I was not minded to die. Also, I said it were not

well that disappointment come to the evil spirits that wait be-

yond the grave. Wherefore I deemed it fit that the soul of

Skolka fare forth into the Unknown, where doubtless it would

howl forever in the dark and endless forest. And then I slew

him, as he stood there, in the face of all the people. Even I,

Lone Chief, with my own hands, slew Skolka, the shaman, in

the face of all the people. And when a murmuring arose, I

cried aloud — "

" With a voice like thunder," said Mutsak.

"Ay, with a voice like thunder I cried aloud: 'Behold, O
ye people ! I am Lone Chief, slayer of Skolka, the false sha-

man 1 Alone among men, have I passed down through the

gateway of Death and returned again. Mine eyes have looked

upon the unseen things. Mine ears have heard the unspoken
words. Greater am I than Skolka, the shaman. Greater than

all shamans am I. Likewise am I a greater chief than my
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father, the Otter. All his days did he fight with the Muku-
muks, and lo ! in one day have I destroyed them all. As with

the breathing of a breath have I destroyed them. Wherefore,

my father, the Otter, being- old, and Skolka, the shaman, being

dead, I shall be both chief and shaman. Henceforth shall I be

both chief and shaman to you, O my people. And if any man
dispute my word, let that man stand forth !

'

*'
I waited, but no man stood forth. Then I cried: 'Hoh!

I have tasted blood ! Now bring meat for I am hungry. Break

open the caches, tear down the fish-racks, and let the feast be

big. Let there be merriment, and songs, not of burial, but mar-

riage. And last of all, let the girl Kasaan be brought. The
girl Kasaan, who is to be the mother of the children of Lone
Chief 1

'

"And at my words, and because that he was very old, my
father, the Otter, wept like a woman, and put his arms about

my knees. And from that day I was both chief and shaman.

And great honor was mine, and all men yielded me obedience.'
"
Until the steamboat came," Mutsak prompted.

"Ay," said Lone Chief." "Until the steamboat came."

Piedmont, Cal.

SIR INSOLENCE.
By EDWARD SALISBURY FIELD.

ELF-SATISFIED and jauntily at ease,

Well groomed and rakish, daring
— debonair—

(A veritable Lovelace, if you please)

The blackbird swaggers in the garden there.

Just hear him scold ! 'Tis evident he sees

Me coming. Hear him clamor and declare

That they are his— my lawn and flow'rs, and trees ;

And that 'twere best that I should have a care.

Altho' I should not wish to have him know,
I like his scoldings and his lordly ways ;

I like to see him strutting to and fro

Across my lawn. I miss him on the days
When he indulges me with a pretense

Of having made a change of residence.

Los Aagvlas.
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t^ffHE preparation of abstracts of title for the properties to be

X purchased as a new home for the Warner's Ranch Indians

is practically completed, and the Department will be able

to consummate the matter very soon. Meantime the attorneys for

the owners of Warner's Ranch are urging the instant removal
of the Indians at Mataguay (one of the small villages on the

ranch), though willing to await the Government's action as to

the other Indians involved. Their suggestion is that the Mata-

guay people be moved to the Hot Springs temporarily, until the

new home can be made ready and all the Warner's Ranch In-

dians transferred to it. Grass is short on the ranch, and the

owners desire to pasture at Mataguay ;
and claim that the In-

dian dogs scare off their cattle.

The league has laid the matter before the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs
;

but has earnestly protested to the owners

against this premature partial eviction, urging them not to add

this serious hardship to the Indians, whose case is already bad
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enough to have awakened universal sympathy. To evict a por-

tion of the Indians now, and quarter them temporarily on the

others, who have no provision for supporting- them— as they
have none for supporting themselves away from home — could

not fail to increase the unrest and alarm they all feel at the loss

of their lands. It would seriously increase the danger that

many of these evicted people will scatter to the mountains in-

stead of going to the admirable new reservation,

Mr. Walter Vail— who practically controls the situation— and

the other owners of Warner's Ranch, feel that they have been very

patient and considerate and humane in permitting the Indians to

remain so long. It does indeed require patience to await action

b3' Government. It is a year last May since the Supreme Court

of the United States handed down its decision evicting the In-

dians ;
and the owners have been waiting ever since to get their

lands free. Legally, they could have turned the Indians out at

once ; but they have put up with a great deal of inconvenience

that the Indians might not be homeless while the Government
was getting them a new home. And they will have to wait

yet a little longer before the Indians can be transferred to it.

One can understand this point of view, and the disposition of

the public is evidently to give it credit for all it is worth, and
to let bygones be bygones. It certainly has had a great deal to

do in mitigating the widespread indignation which was aroused

by our tardy public realization that 300 inoffensive Indians had
been robbed of their homes. The long legal battle to oust them
did not excite general interest

;
for probably no one dreamed

that so inequitable a conclusion would be reached
;
but when it

became known that the Indians had actually been dispossessed

by law of the lands their ancestors were occupying before a

white man ever heard of California, there was a tremendous
wave of sympathy and wrath. Doubtless none of the successful

claimants dream at all of the volume and the bitterness of this

exasperation ; but the League has been in a position to know—
and also to do much to soothe it. Commissioner Jones stated to

me that he had been simply astounded at the extent and depth
of interest in this case that he discovered all over the country.
The action of the Government in appropriating $100,000 to pur-
chase a new home for the evicted Indians, and some general
confidence in the assurance of the Commission appoiilted for

this purpose that it has secured an incomparably better prop-

erty for the Indians than the one from which they are dispos-

sessed — and, too, the patience of the ranch-owners thus far in

permitting the Indians to remain, pending the preparation of

the new home— all these things have tended to take the edge
off of public resentment. It would be particularly unfortunate —
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and it seems to me needless— to whet it anew. It is a bad
affair at best, but now in a way to a far better outcome than
could have been expected. It would be a pity

— and the League
believes, poor "business" policy

— to put ag-ain a bad taste in

the public mouth.

Prom the outset of its campaign, which has now lasted nearly
a year and has been a complete success, the League has not only
treated the ranch owners with the utmost consideration but has

in every way tried to soothe the general exasperation against
them. It has pointed out to innumerable angry correspondents
that we cannot too severely blame Americans for taking what the

highest court in the land gives them ; and that outside of this,

the successful claimants have acted with notable consideration

and have inconvenienced themselves to keep the Indians from fur-

ther hardship. Furthermore, the Warner's Ranch Indian Commis-
sion— created solel)^ at the instance of the League— has given

many months of time to arduous and urgent labor, not only to do

its task well, but to do it in the shortest possible time. It has

saved several months for the ranch-owners. It has also done its

full share to relieve them of unjust opprobrium. And this dis-

position is still sincere and effective. In the work of the League
there is no room for retroactive vindictiveness. There are some

pretty good haters in the organization, and many that can and

will "camp on the trail." But these virtues can have scope

enough as against the live enemies of the cause, without open-

ing any graves for must)'^ scalps.
" The patient search and vigil long
Of him who treasures up a wrong

"

are better bent to the averting of new wrongs. And in the case

of the evictions which have disgraced California, the League has

much more reasonable hope
— and therefore much more inten-

tion— to prevent a recurrence of these infamies than to punish
those who did these things when there was no one to hinder. In

the present case, when the Warner's Ranch Indians shall be se-

curely located in a new home ten times better than the old one,

and with special advantages and help they never had before,

there will be a reasonable excuse for letting the dead past bury
its dead.

But with all tolerance and friendliness, there are a few things

it is just as well not to forget altogether
— basic things, which

it seems to me should lead the ranch-owners to push their pa-

tience to its verge, and then carry it awhile longer, if it is too

over-taxed to go by itself. The Supreme Court has, indeed,

given them full possession under a Mexican land grant
— made

by a particularly and notoriousl}-^ worthless Mexican carpet-

bagger Governor, who was run out of California in disgrace
—
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and has decreed the eviction of the Indians who have occupied
these lands from long before there was any Micheltorena or any
Mexican Gk)vernment— or any U. S. Supreme Court. But that

does not make it equity, nor even good law. The Supreme
Court of the United States also once gave the notorious Dred

Scott decision. As a matter of fact, the Warner's Ranch decis-

ion will rank no better in history, though its defect is not

partisanship but ignorance. From the legal standpoint it is an

astonishing monument of misinformation. The U. S. Supreme
Court is a great and noble body, wise in our own laws

;
but

what it does not know about the Spanish laws would make—
as this decision shows— a ponderous volume. The Warner's

Ranch, and all other Southwestern landgrant titles, derive

solely from the Spanish laws. The Supreme Court recognized
this basic fact ; but in attempting to adjudicate this case did

what not only never was done but never could be done under those

laws. If the Court had been properly informed of the funda-

mentals— which seem quite worthy to be understood by it,

since at least half the titles in Arizona, New Mexico and Cali-

fornia rest thereon— it would indeed have given the ranch to

the claimants under the grant, but at the same time would have

secured the Indians in perpetual title to such lands as they occu-

pied and used. The claimants had no title on earth to the ranch,

except by Spanish law ; and under Spanish law there is no pos-

sible way, means or device by which these Indians could have

been dispossessed of the lands they were born on. Every Span-
ish and every Mexican landgrant was with this reservation,

express or implied. The grantee was given the tract ( generally
an enormous one ), subject to the occupancy of such Indians as

were upon it. They could be restricted to the lands they needed

and employed ; but there was no such thing as evicting them.

The Laws of the Indies bristle with repeated, explicit and

efifective edicts to prevent any sort whatever of dispossessing

Indians from their lands. These venerable volumes, which lie

open before me as I write, would be good reading for our own
legal and other authorities. It seems rather a pity that we
should do these things worse than wicked Spain. There has
been Spanish rule in America for nearly 400 years ; but there

have been no Warner's Ranch cases. There could not be any ;

for the law made them impossible. The only Indians in Amer-
ica that have trouble are those in the United States. Canada has
never had an "Indian Problem." In Mexico, Central America,
Peru, and wherever the spirit of the wonderful Indian policy of

Spain is effective, the aborigines are protected. Cattle com-

panies do not crowd them off the earth, nor do courts evict them
from their homes. This is not a pleasant comparison to make ;

but it is the truth, and it ought to be of some value to us. If

for no higher motive, we might well be ashamed to be less
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humane and less just than a nation we apply ourselves so earn-

estly to despising.
The marrow of the matter is just this. The claimants are

legally correct. They would be justified of law if they had
forcibly expelled the unfortunates instanter. They would have
been justified of law if the Indians had resisted eviction and
they had shot them down. No action could possibly lie against
them if they turned the Indians out doors tomorrow, and left

them to starve until the slow machinery of Government gathered
and fed the survivors and put them in the new home. But they
could not afford to— nor, in justice be it said, have they at any
time seemed to desire to do anything they realized would be
heartless. "A decent respect for the opinions of mankind" is

a good asset. But they do not, perhaps, fully comprehend how
much the proposed partial eviction would add to the hardships
of the Indians, nor how much it would reawaken and inflame

public sentiment of the sort it is always the part of wisdom to

avoid when possible. It is inconvenient to be kept out of full

possession ;
but it is also inconvenient to the public to have its

sympathies harried— and incidentally there is probably no

great exaggeration in saying that it is a bit inconvenient to

the 300 Indians to lose the homes they and their immemorial
ancestors were born in, and to have to move to a strange place
and begin life over.

The ranch-owners are within the law and their rights as defined

by our own highest tribunal. There is no disposition to pursue
them with curses for taking what the law allows. But it is

sensible to bear in mind that in spite of the color of law the
case is one so repugnant to every sentiment of equity that
inheres in man, so palpably absurd to all that are not ignorant
of the legal blunder now given authority, so cruel to the vic-

tims, that history will not have the apologies for it that are

printed here. The claimants are all wealthy. The Indians are

all poor. The claimants have secured legal and exclusive right
to lands which they and the people whose home it was seem to

value. They got it by law, in perpetuity and without considera-

tion. The agreeable old man to whom the grant was made did

not pay a cent for the 40,000 acres. He did not render any
service for it, so far as is of record. Simply a tinhorn Mex-
ican governor of California gave it to him. But even the tin-

horn governor did not dream of such a thing as evicting the

Indians who had been on the granted land since no one knows
when. It would seem that the claimants have about as much
as they need ask. It seems as if they might keep their hands
off until the poor devils on whose homes they hope to make
money can be decently removed to another location. When the

Indians go from their ancient home on Warner's Ranch, they go
for good. From thenceforward forever there will be no one
to bother the owners. They do not need instant income, being
millionaires

;
and a month, or two months, will not make any

serious difference with their heirs. But it makes a deadly dif-

ference to the Indians. And all that care for fair play—who
are perhaps rather more numerous than appears on the face of

things— will hope that the Warner's Ranch owners may wait

yet a little longer. C. P. L.
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Much experience with witnessing the class of accidents

in which people are run over by trains or trolley cars is

pretty certain to lead to the conclusion that at least seven

out of every ten are due wholly to the stupidity of the victim.

All human beings have the birthright of wit enough to keep them
from under such easy things as are audible and visible and run

on tracks; and that so many do get nipped is a token of how much
civilization causes us to lose of the sense which serves brutes

and savages. To this day you will see ninety-nine out of every
hundred educated women get off a car wrong side out, at the

proper peril of their bones and their modesty, and with all the

grace of a hippopotamus on a ladder. I have seen in a dozen

cases grown men or women retreat from an advancing car or

wagon, flutter, turn, and dash like a hen right into their death

or maiming. One of them was a man of high position and some
national repute. And of course he sued the company. They
all — or their heirs— do that.

No one can travel much, with real eyes, and not perceive that

as a rule the men who carry people
—whether by trolley or train

— are superior to half their passengers in the faculties which
make for longevity. They are clearer-headed, more careful, more

responsible
—

aye, and more patient
—than a majority of the folks

who ride behind them and at their mercy. If they weren't, they
could neither get their job nor hold it. And they do not run over

people for fun. The lowness of the mortality in city streets is

due far more to the horse-sense of the "motorneer" than of the

average public.

A motorman that can run into our alert and cat-like Teddy is

a rare bird — and one better to be caged. He wouldn't make a

railroad man in a thousand years. He should do time for the

food man he has killed
; and the company which hires such

incompetents should have its franchise revoked. It was a close

call the nation had, for such a loss as it has not endured since

Lincoln.

But cars will not be run any slower. They are not too fast,

as a rule. If they were preceded by a brass band on foot, there

are people who would still manage to get run over. Nor are we

ACCIDENTS
AND

ACCIDBNTS.
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going to keep the President of the United States in a glass case

or as a "Vatican prisoner." We can insist that traction com-

panies shall not "sic" greenhorn motormen upon him— nor

upon anyone else. We can prevent abuses. But for the rest,

we may well admire the vast majority of motormen who indus-

triously refrain from running over us
;
and pray (since it is

beyond human teaching) that we learn as a class the horse-sense

of the average railroader.

The President is not backing down in the case of

MORS Cuba
;
and the indications are that Congress will be forced

BUI.I.SBYKS.
^y public sentiment to put honor before greed. But if

Our Teddy will give us a little more of it in his public speeches,

and in his old rifle-ball way, he will make the thing dead sure.

• And incidentally he will discover how overwhelmingly the

American people are with him in this matter. He can lead us

up that hill in no time
;
and then we'll be ready to tackle

another with him.

GEOGRAPHY AND "As far as the East is from the West"— you may
VIEW, observe that the son of Jesse, 3,000 years ago, hit upon
the widest antithesis yet familiar to literature— "

so far He hath

removed " our minds asunder. Or maybe we have fetched them

along with us to where they have room and the chance to remain

human.
Some few weeks ago the San Francisco News-Letter printed

a vile paragraph, and a lying one, about a San Francisco young
woman of good family and good character. It printed it for

purposes of blackmail. But instead of the usual tribute of

money it got lead. Two male friends of the girl's family called

on Marriott, owner and head of the News-Letter^ thumped him,

and on his flight shot him— inadequately, for he is getting

well. And of course such an incident has been a text from

Sausalito to East Cheap.
There are several papers which make their living as the

News-Letter does
;
there are still persons

— some of them human

themselves, and not immaculate— who resent the blackguard-

ing of a woman ;
and there will always be people hasty to index

themselves rather than the event in discussion of it, according

as God hath given them heads. But soberly, there is something

worth reflection, even in these disreputabilities.

What are we to do in certain contingencies ? Does Civiliza-

tion have to take all the Man out of men ? Is there no line

beyond which
"
polite conduct " ceases to be a virtue ? When

a gentleman debauches your wife, are you to take it out in pray-

ing for him ;
or in giving him a haughty stare of unacquaint-

ance on the street
;
or in suing him for damages ? When a rake
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— or a reporter
— blasts j'our daughter's life, is it to be

"
Father, forgive him, he knows not what he does" ? If a dog

assails a woman not of your blood, but one you know and revere,

is it your part to go home and dictate a letter to the Dog-Catcher

advising him that really such brutes should not be let run loose ?

In a word, how far do education and culture absolve us of the

duties every quadruped recognizes
— and every biped that is not

acutely refined ?

The Lion is no advocate of mobs. The only soldiering he

ever did was when he volunteered against the mob that got
more thoroughly shot to pieces than any other in United States

history. He has no regard for duelling, laughs in the face of

the "Code," and avoids fisticuffs whenever he can without for-

feiting the respect of the man that shaves him. He has even

come to believe that war is something to avoid when it's just as

easy.

But if the man who fights he knows not why, and because it

is his only argument for whatsoever case, be a fool and a

brute, the man who won't fight when he does know why— well,

he is several pegs lower than the dumb animals. God never

made a creature He didn't design should fight at the proper

time, and He gave them the wherewithal, and the sense of

using it.

" 'A man of peace ?' How came you then by fists ?

Or were they but for clenching- ou a purse ?

There is a selfward peace, which never lists

Surrender to the worse."

It is well to bear in mind— and most of us have to weigh it

for ourselves at times— that many things tend to get mixed in

with our virtues, and to be counted as part of them, that do not

belong there at all. It is easy for a person to fancy that it was
his refinement which kept him out of a quarrel, when in fact it

was only his timidity
— and the same is true of society. The

frowning upon chronic violence is sane and right ;
but the in-

discriminate condemnation of the Last Argument, ever, any-

how, is another thing. It derives more from cowardice than

from culture. And whatever man or woman has red blood, and

keeps the self-respect that is the universal heritage of every

healthy member of the animal kingdom, knows that there are,

or may be, times and cases wherein anything less than physical

protest is immaterial, incompetent and unmanly. Probably
even the most cultured and cautious still feel a little stir of con-

tempt in their hearts when they see a man suing for money for

the ruin of his home, or standing by and saying "please don't"

while some ruffian strikes a woman. And while some of them
are so far gone as to fancy these feelings are survivals of
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Orig-inal Sin, to be smothered from their nice hearts, they err.

It is the last call of human nature in them— the human nature

that was good enough for God to make.

As to the San Francisco case, certainly no one competent to

cut a cudgel can forgive the Friends of the Family for so ama-
teur a job. If one of them had demolished the countenance of

the unspeakable Marriott, or even killed him, that would be one

thing. But for two grown males, not altogether unworldly, to

set upon one cur, and thump him inefficaciously, and then shoot

him like a lady throwing stones— that really merits reproba-
tion. On the other hand, the News-Letter is type of a problem
that society more and more has to face. Every reasonably

posted person in California knows that the elder Marriott, who
founded it, was a common blackmailer

;
that his son, the gen-

tleman now mending his perforations, is of the same stripe ;

and that the paper makes its living in that way. Blackmailer

is not used here in any figurative sense. It means the plain

Saxon of it
;

it means the setting up in type of a scurrilous

article, true or false, taking it to the victim, and offering to
"
keep it out "

for so much money or other consideration. Those

who will not pay are muddied. Those who do pay are thence-

forward an asset of the paper.

Now in greater or less degree, the question comes home to all

Americans :

' ' What are you going to do about it ?
"

If some

vulgar blackmailer takes it into his head to defame your wife or

daughter or sister or mother, what then ? Sue him ? It is no-

torious that libel suits against newspapers, good or bad, are ab-

solutely fruitless. There are in some States fair libel laws
;

but in no State is it possible to get justice as against a news-

paper. You can't fight them. They not only beat you in

Court
; they make you ten times worse off than you were made

by the original libel. Decent papers realize this giant's power
and try to use it decently ; but from the very nature of news

publication it is inevitable that there shall sometimes be injus-

tice done
;

and there is no way of undoing it altogether.

Even the best apology of a respectable paper for its mistaken

assertion that you are a thief cannot gather back into the

bottle the smoky afrite it loosed. To indecent papers, this state

of affairs is their capital-stock. They need no equipment but a

dirty mind and a heart insensible to shame. The law in fact,

though not by intention, protects them in blackmailing.

What, then, are you going to do ? Grin and bear it, lest more

dirt be thrown ? Let it pass that the woman you are in honor

bound to protect
— if we wish to limit it, and do not have a

little notion that a man is in honor bound to protect all women
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— has been published as infamous ? Submit to her disgrace,
because it isn't nice to have personal encounters, particularly
with low scrubs ?

Not the least curious feature of the case is the Eastern line o^

comment on it. These newspaper sermons, as a rule, have some
leaven of the average Eastern ignorance and distrust of the

West, and much specific ignorance as to the nature of this case.

The}' generally treat it as if an ordinarily respectable newspaper
man had been assaulted for the sort of thing that decent news-

papers may print. The London Times of course sees in it
"
the

rule of the revolver in California." And there is something of

this in some American papers. But the significant thing is in

the curious twisting of professional feeling, and the indication

that a good many able moulders of public opinion in the East

would, if their own womankind were involved, take a fearful

revenge on the seducer, ravisher or blackmailer by
—

refusing
to shake hands with him.

The Hartford Times presents the case typically for a certain

argument
" of much popularity in newspaper offices. The young

lady's name was not mentioned in the News-Letter; she was

only unmistakably described ;
if the case had been let drop, no

one would have known, except San Francisco society, who was
meant. When her champions assaulted the blackmailer, her

name came out and all the world knows it. The Hartford

limes takes pains to print her name, in order that the lying
scandal may hurt her as far as its list of readers goes. It could

have made its argument just as well without
;
but perhaps it

desired to add its weight to the proper terrorizing of all who
rebel against being defamed in print. Type is sacred, so a

respectable paper (as the Times is) must join to defend it even

in the person of a common blackmailer 1 Furthermore, the Times

remarks that
" No young lady whose social relations are properly

guarded and regulated can really be injured
"
by such a defama-

tion as the News-Letter's. Maybe not. But there are sec-

tions of the United States where her father and her brothers

would have an idea that she was not altogether benefited by it;

and whatever their fathers, brothers or male friends may think

or care to do about it, there probably is no section of the United

States where the girl herself would not feel that she had been

infamously used, nor where she would not wish she had a Man
to champion her.

'

Leaving aside the specific case, in which certainly the stand-

ards by which decent journalism is judged do not at all apply,

the logic,
"
Better let it go and swallow your injury, because if

you stir it up you will make it worse "
is peculiarly a newspaper
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gospel
— for their victims. They do not employ it for themselves.

If anyone even questions their divine rig^ht, they fight to the

end of the chapter. But if the Blood Royal of the press does an

injustice, the mere human being who is hurt had better pretend
he likes it, lest he be mutilated altogether. This is one way of

looking at it
;
and beyond any doubt, the fact that resentment

would only bring down on the head of the already defamed
woman an irreparable avalanche of dirt, has very commonly
deterred men who were men enough to stand any other conse-

quences. But it does not seem to me the sort of argument a

respectable paper should use. It better befits the blackmailer.

And while at present the woman does suffer more for being

championed— either with fists or in a law-suit— it might occur

to a prophet that if any considerable number of men made it

their creed that printed defamation of women had to stop, at

whatever cost —even of violations of etiquette
— it would pres-

ently come about that women would be safer not only from the

original attack but from further outragebecause that attack was

punished.

If, also, respectable journals would not think it incumbent on

them to take up the disreputables in case of a clash, and make
common cause with them against the

" common enemy," the

public ;
if they would not regard the overtaking of a jackal as

an
"
attack on the profession"

— the days of the blackmailer

would be over. It will also hasten that desirable time if we
can get rid of our own absurd superstition that type confers a

peculiar sanctity upon the man who uses it, or upon the words

he says in it.

THB HOUR As is fairly well known to all that chasten their minds

MAN. with these pages, the Lion has no truck with politics.

Parties and partisanship are none of his bones
;
and if he

sometimes gnaws at matters with which politicians deal, also

and otherhow, it is never from their viewpoint. It is only of

principles and men, not of advantage to a party
—

indeed, when
these things enter here at all it is generally

"
agin

" the Lion's

hereditary and usual party. Any fool can whoop for the crowd

his father begot him into
;
and there is at least enough of this

"literature" elsewhere. A magazine has no business to have

"politics"
— not because it should be too cowardly to offend

someone, but because partisanship is an ephemeral, tuppenny

thing which nothing more enduring than a newspaper can

afford to give the dignity of type. There never has been, and

there never will be, room in these pages for one word for the

success of any party as a party.

But when a California congressional district has the extra-

J
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ordinary chance to send to Washing-ton, in place of the habitual

nonentity
— even the occasional respectable nonentity

— a Man
who neither is a dummy, nor talks nor writes likes one

;
a Man

who is not a mere negative Decent Person, but a vital force, a

leader, a constructive master instead of a sleek trotter in the

ruts — why, it is time to send him. If there is any State in

the Union that needs Men in Congress, it is California. The
old handmedown isort of thing no longer serves for us. We
might as well do without representation at all, as have only the

sort of thing that just fits into the old grooves. We need men
that can see ahead, can lead ahead, can build ahead. We need

men who understand the new necessities, and have some rational

plan of campaign to meet them. We need men in touch with

the new movements that have taken national scope. We need

men who are not unheard-of smatterers at irrigation and the

like, but recognized masters. We need men who can hold their

heads up in Cong-ress by virtue of their brains, and who will

not look like stuttering- schoolboys in debate. We need men
who have thought, and who can tell their thought in such

fashion that it weighs. In the Senate, we of Southern California

have been happy of late years. The lamented Stephen M. White

was one of the giants there ;
and a Republican State loved this

noble Democrat, and would have kept him at his post. And by

unexpected luck, he has had a successor who could stand that

most difficult comparison with a literally great man, and a

pK)pular idol, just dead. Any State in the Union might — and

would— be proud of such a senator as Thos. R. Bard— over

whose recovery from mortal sickness all Southern California is

even today rejoicing. And it is about time that we were hunt-

ing someone for the House who has some higher distinction

than that he is oftener seen in the bank and church than in the

police court. For two decades we have been in the usual

habit of sending nice little nobodies.

Wm. E. Smythe, of San Diego— founder of the National

Irrigation Congress, author of 7/ie Co/leanest of Arid America

(incomparably the greatest book ever written on Western eco-

nomics), president of the California Constructive League,
" To

Build the State," beyond reasonable comparison the ablest and

most convincing writer and speaker on irrigation and its allied

subjects in the Far West, a gentleman and a scholar, not of

township scope, but recognized and respected throughout the

country— has been run down by a nomination for Congress.

The Lion's own party did not use sense enough to
"

fo'ce
"
him,

and the detested Other Fellows did. But the Lion has in 18

years grown a trifle tired of having respectable numbskulls in
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Congress from any ticket. He is ready to welcome a Man on

any ticket. And knowing well Mr. Smythe and his work, is

content that here at last is man enough.

Smythe is a rare combination of "horse sense" with the

highest eloquence in both the written and the spoken word.
In any convention of orators he would not need stammer

;
in

any symposium of economists he would stand well to the front.

He is the ablest and the soundest writer that has ever dis-

cussed economic questions in the Far West, and one of the

most compelling speakers on these themes that has ever been

heard here. He has the respectful ear of every important pub-
lication in the United States. He is known and valued by every
serious student of irrigation in the world. He and Walter H.
Maxwell are the two foremost apostles of the national irriga-

tion movement
;
and they are pulling together. Smythe has

formulated, beyond question, the sanest, the broadest, the most

practical plans for the betterment of economic conditions in

California that have yet seen light
— and God knows it must be

a very stupid Californian who does not realize that we need

betterment. It would be sheer cruelty to ask any other candidate

this year what he thinks ought to be done. They could as easily

tell you as decapitated poultry can. But you can ask Smythe
safely. He knows what he would advise ;

and it is a hundred

to one that when you have heard his clear, common-sense pre-

scription, you will not only say : "Well, that's all right," but
"
why in misery hadn't some one sense enough to think of it be-

fore ?
" For it is like Columbus's egg. The reason the other

fellows didn't think of it was simply that they never had time

to think about little things like irrigation and its sort. They
have been more studious as to how they could get to Congress
than as to what they would do when there.

Smythe has looked for success in a different sort— and he has

found it. He is a recognized authority
— not only in Chicago,

New York, Boston, Washington, but in England, Australia,

and wherever else the gospel of irrigation has spread. He is

the one man in California who was ahead even of Roosevelt in

Roosevelt's own policy, and has been in absolute harmony with
the President in every detail of that magnificent new crusade
ever since. The others have come to it, more or less— and less

or more reluctantly. But Smythe was there all the time— of

printed record in advance. He not only knows his ground in

irrigation and all that— the country knoivs he knows. He
would have more influence with the press, with Congress, with
our First Irrigation President, than a dozen representatives of

the sort we can send (if we prefer) will ever have. And it

really seems that there might be intelligence enough in his dis-

trict to send to Congress just that sort of a man.
Chas. F. Lummis.
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Another monumental volume from

the brave old dean of American ethno-

logists, Dr. Washington Matthews, was

'^^•T*^**^' almost more than we had dared hope ;
and this

new and splendid triumph over the handicaps of a body wrecked in the

discharge of duty is doubly welcome. It is a monument not alone of the

ripest scholarship, but of deathless pluck. Few men in all the history of

science have worked against half so hopeless odds as have beset Dr. Mat-

thews's wreaking of this great work ; and the gunpowder courage of the

mere martial hero is brummagem by comparison with the slow, lonely but

immortal, heroism which has informed and inspired this fine volume. The
tinhorn " scientists " who have battened on his researches would have

died long ago of the half of his disease
;
nor did they, nor could they, ever,

in all the flush of perfect health, comparably rival this output of a man
half-dead.

The Night Chant, a Navaho Ceremony, is a huge folio of some 342 pages,

counting the plates, of which several are colored. It is probably the most

definitive monograph ever printed on any Indian ceremony anywhere ; and

while the author modestly confesses that after 20 years' study of the

Navajos he not only does not know all about them but doesn't even know
all about this specific phase of their complicated mythology, what he does

know and record is enough to make a most extraordinary contribution to

American ethnology. Something of the scope of this remarkable cere-

monial may be inferred from the fact that it involves some 400 songs, all

of which must be sung in their invariable sacred order and without fault

of a syllable or a slipped note ! Of these songs. Dr. Matthews gives the

texts and translations of 30 in this work. The successive stages and

observances of this almost incredibly intricate and tedious ceremony are

recorded and explained with lucidity and precision. There are also 60

pages of the myths which relate to the origin of the Night Chant.

The most unreserved admirer of the great field-student, of whose services

to scholarship this sumptuous volume is only one, may pardonably regret

not only the spelling "Navaho" but Dr. Matthews's defense of it in his

introduction. For it will not work. Qp to 1897 this veteran — and first,

as well as still foremost, serious investigator of this great tribe— spelled

the name right, "Navajo." It is more than a pity that in the last quarter
of his term of labor he should have gone over —God knows why— to a

spelling confessedly of no higher motive and authority than to cater to the

ignorance of the unready reader. It violates history and etymology, that

the unstudious Tenderfoot may be saved a fall. Dr. Matthews says he

now spells the word "
according to English orthography, Navaho (pro-

nounced N4v-a-ho)." But that "English orthography" does not mean

anything is confessed by the parenthetic clause. If there were any such

thing as an "
English orthography

" that a scholar should consider, he

would not need to give a diagram showing how a word is pronounced, in

the same breath that he has spelled it. There is a Spanish orthography.
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and as "

Navajo
"

is a Spanish word — though derived from some unknown
Indian source — when it is properly written there is no possible question
how it is to be pronounced. It seems unworthy the mind that can do so

noble a work as the present volume to find excuse for a solecism in the

fact that the word was " not always spelled the same way in the early

Spanish records." It was not always pronounced the same way. But

the sound "Navajo" has now become absolutely fixed and accepted;
and there is only one way to spell that sound. Still worse, if pos-

sible, is the argument that we have butchered innumerable French

names in America, and that therefore we should not "treat our

Spanish predecessors with any more respect." We might, however,

treat ourselves, and Science — which is the love and pursuit of exact

truth— with more respect than we have given the Spanish or the French

pioneers. The corruptions have been put in our vocabulary mostly by
the illiterate

;
when scholars hold the reins we should expect themi not to

continue the debasement of the dictionaries. And if there is any man we

have a right to find on the side of accuracy it is our great and unspoiled

Past-Master of the Navajos. The explanation— the only possible ex-

planation
— of his peculiar warp in this one case, the single point in all his

labors of a generation wherein I have ever found him seriously vulnerable,

is that his bent and training have been rather field than documentary.
No one who had such esoteric knowledge of the records as he has of

the field could possibly favor the "Navaho" barbarisnl. As I have

often printed, and in many places, the deformers of Southwestern proper

names practice neither scholarship nor consistency. The same mammying
of the ignorance of their readers should lead them to write " Santa Fay,"

"Soonyi"(for Zuiii),
" Sheewawa "

(for Chihuahua),
"
Pweblo," "Su"

(for Sioux) — and so on, through five thousand words someone will always
butcher. The part of Science is to do thinga right, and let the unwashed

learn, in their due time, what is right ; and not to do wrong in a fleering

hope to be understood by the crowd more easily. It cannot be accounted

less than a shame that the man who without reasonable doubt will stand

to the end of time as our foremost authority on the Navajo tribe, the larg-

est in the United States— for in these transition times it is practically

certain that no other man will ever have the chance to learn so much of

them— should give the weight of his name to a corrupt and unscientific

spelling of the name by which the tribe will always be known.

The book is given a worthy dress, and appears as Vol. VI of the Memoirs

of the American Museum of Natural History, "Publications of the Hyde
Southwestern Expedition."

KATHER THIN A. Iv. Kroeber reprints as a "
separate

" from the American
FOR Anthropologist his Preliminary Sketch of the Mohave Indians^

SCIENCE.
y^ pp octavo. It may not unreasonably be a wonder, to such as

care for scholarship anywhere— and for Western scholarship a little in

particular
— that so slender a paper should ever have been printed in

the serious Anthropologist ; and a sorrow that a man connected with the

University of California should ever have fathered it.
"
Preliminary

Sketch " is mild enough in phraseology, but the paper is \.oo-too
"
prelimi-

nar)'." As a newspaper space-killer it would be dull but tolerably in-

formed ;
as the outgiving, never so "

preliminary," of a scientist, it is em-

phatically too tenuous for California. It would be sorrowful to believe

that Mr. Kroeber cannot do better work, even in new ground ;
and the

question naturally arises why has he not done it ? We must have conipe-
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tent horizon of the records— and there is a great deal in history about the

Mojaves, of which Mr. Kroeber gives no sign of knowing— and something

approaching the scientific method in original field-work, of which he ap-

pears to be as innocent. There is bitter need of competent study of the

California Indians ; they are fast becoming extinct ; and the work should

be done— and done "
up to the handle " — by the two great universities in

California.

Two publications of no small importance to the scientific study sober work
of our next-door neighbor south are put forth by the University of ^n

Chicago. Both are by Prof. Frederick Starr, of the staff of this
mExico.

magazine ; and both are of authority and interest. His Physical Characters

of Indians of Southern Mexico is a square folio of 59 pages, with a gener-

ous number of scientifically-made racial photographs for illustration (full-

front and profile together, of each subject), and of much serious informa-

tion within its specific scope. His Notes upon the Ethnography ofSouthern

Mexico are no less important within their delimitations ;
and form a

brochure of 109 octavo pages, with a number of illustrations and, particu-

larly, the music, texts and translations of a good many songs.

The Burrows Bros. Co., of Cleveland, O., famous for its old

magnificent edition of the Jesuit Relations, has done well again in new
a handsome and satisfactory reprint of that rare and costly pamph-
let, Denton's A Brief Description of New York—Formerly Called New
Netherlands. This was one of the first— if not the very first— printed

descriptions of the American metropolis. The original was printed in

London in 1670. A copy (that of the Lord Ashburton library) sold in 1900

for $2000— a fair price for a work of 21 pages. Only 250 copies of this

reprint are issued. The value of the publication is very much enhanced

by a studious introduction by Felix Neuman, of the Library of Congress.

After 12 years of steady sales, a new and better edition of F. H. A romance
Balch's The Bridge of the Gods, A Romance of Indian Oregon,

o^ Indian
OREGON

has been issued ; and is welcome. While not at all scientific or

historic, Mr. Balch's story is sympathetic and reasonable, and one reads it

with genuine interest. If is really one of the good stories amid all the

enormous category that pretend to be " Indian." From the literary view-

point it is old-fashioned— nowadays we have no stomach for the " Keader-

would-you-know-the-tale
" sort of writing. But it is straightforwardly

told, as a rule, and has far more than average verisimilitude. There is some,

thing to lament in the '*

royal blood " and "
royal language

" of the Oregon
Indians ; and the publishers should eliminate such gross blunders as
"
cayote." The book is notably improved by eight illustrations by our

own L. Maynard Dixon. These are of somewhat unequal merit ; but by-

and-large are altogether superior as illustration for this book to anything
a more famous New York artist would have done. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. $1.50.

Bulletin 26 of the Bureau of Ethnology is a valuable embalming of

Kathlamet Texts by Franz Boas. This dialect of Columbia River Indians

is almost extinct— Dr. Boas can learn of but three people who still speak
it — and probably in another decade it would have passed away leaving no

record, but for Dr. Boas's careful preservation of these fragments. He

gives 33 myths and tales in intelligible form, and with them the original and

an interline translation. There are many tribes of California and the

Coast now almost obliterated, of whose languages not a word has been
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saved for science. It would seem that out of the two great California uni-

versities, at least, there should come the impulse and the effort to preserve
and record these things, before it shall be forever too late. There are

other studies which will "keep" better. Our ethnologic work must be

done mighty soon, or never.
C. F. L.

SPANISH CRUBi,TY The five papers by Helen Hunt Jackson, originally written
VERSUS twenty years ago, now collected under the title of Glimpses oj

California and the Missions, are all interesting and readable, but

differing widely in permanent value and importance. The first has for its

subject that passionate evangelist Father Junfpero Serra and his work,

including under the latter head, the marvelous results which sprung from
it after his death. It is a very sound and careful piece of historical work,
enthusiastic without extravagance, and thoroughly picturesque without

swerving from the straight facts. The second essay deals with the condi-

tion of the Mission Indians in Southern California as it was at that time,

and as it has remained without alleviation — more shame to us— to this

day. It is a biting contrast (for those who muddle about Spanish cruelty to

natives) which Mrs. Jackson presents
— under harsh Spanish rule many

thousands of Indians, carefully protected in the possession of all their

lands, educated, trained in religious faith, industrious and useful ; under
our mild and beneficent sway—well—treated slightly otherwise. These two

essays, by the way, have also been issued by the same publishers in a

smaller volume expressly for school use— and it is one which might, to

much advantage, be included in the "required reading" of every school.

Of the remaining essays,
" Kchoes in the City of the Angels

"
is charm-

ingly reminiscent of conditions in Los Angeles, now so far past as to

seem incredible to the new-comer;
" Outdoor Industries in Southern Cali-

fornia" and "Chance Days in Oregon" are of the nature of first-rate

newspaper correspondence. The illustrations are by Henry Sandham, who
was with Mrs. Jackson while Raniona was growing under her hand. The
book is well worth a place in any library. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

$1.50.

ONE WAY At first thought, it seems a little startling that a text-book on
OF WRITING the history of the Philippines for the use of Filipino school-

children should be published in the Fnglish language and at a

point half way 'round the world from the schools in which it is to be used.

But waiving that entirely, Adeline Knapp's Story of the Philippines fails

vitally
— and at precisely the most crucial point. It is brought down to

nearly the end of 1901, and gives considerable detail concerning the revolts

against Spanish rule. But of the armed and desperate resistance to

American authority absolutely no reference is made outside of just four

sentences. These are to the effect that out of Aguinaldo's "misguided
ambition to rule," the country was "

plunged into still deeper misery."
An ostrich might write history after that fashion, but I should not have

supposed it would be satisfactory to any other creature. It is possibly true

that " other nations began to feel that the United States, as the nearest

neighbor of that unhappy country, should interfere" in Cuba— but they
succeeded in keeping any inanifestation of such a feeling fairly well sup-

pressed at the time. And not only is the method taken of indicating pro-

nunciation of proper names a clumsy one for Filipino children, but blunders

in the fact are frequent. Even the name of Aguinaldo is not pronounced
after the fashion shown in this book. Silver, Burdett «fe Co., New York,
Boston and Chicago.
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Probably no one of Henry James's most devoted admirers ever a rbd-
dreamed of applying such adjectives as "

stimulating,"
"
inspir- headbd

ing," or even " wholesome " to any of his work. Indeed a fitting
DOVK.

sub-title to almost any of his offerings would be "A Study in the Morals
of People who Haven't Any " —

or, by way of variant, **A Problem in the

Fourth Dimension," or "An Experiment in Morbid Ethics." Reduced to

its simplest terms — if simplicity and Henry James can possibly be in-

cluded in the same wave of thought— The Wings of the Dove is the story
of a "

slim, constantly pale, delicately haggard, anomalously, agreeably,

angular young person," American, with a "stupendous" fortune, hair
"
exceptionally red even for the real thing," and some mysteriously

fatal disease ; of " the so unusually clever young Englishman" poor and

literary, upon whom she was willing to bestow her angles, hair and for-

tune ; and of the beautiful English girl who
" had stature without height,

grace without motion, presence without mass," and who desired for herself

the English man plus the American fortune. This motif is pursued by Mr.

James, with his usual brilliantly painstaking ineffectiveness through two
volumes and across 750 pages. The so unusually clever young Englishman
has, it appears, some scruple against marrying one girl for her money in

cold-blooded anticipation of her prompt death and his equally prompt convey-
ance of himself— and his price

— to the other girl. But, somewhere about
the middle of the second volume, the latter finally overcomes this shred of

decency by the preliminary surrender of herself to him as the result of a
deliberate bargain. She visits him in his room "

to stay, as people
call it" — he agrees to get the fortune if he can. That the plan fails is

due partly to the interference of another beautiful specimen cf the titled

gentleman— who also wants the money so soon to be freed from incum-
brance— partly to some obscure stirring in what Mr. James conceives to

tie his pitiful hero's morals and affections. If a really clean, strong man,
or an entirely sane woman, should by any chance stray into one of Henry
James's books, what false and flimsy creatures the rest of his characters
would show for ! Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $2.50.

Some "historical novels" are pretty good stories; fewer of a novei,
them are worth consideration from the historical standpoint. o^ ancibnT

Rare indeed is the one which succeeds in making a civilization KGYPT.

dead for centuries live again in its pages. Alexander Glovatski, a Polish

author to this time dumb for English ears, has done precisely that, with

The Pharaoh and the Priest, for Egypt at the close of the Twentieth

Dynasty, during the reign of Rameses XII and XIII— contemporary with

Saul in Israel. In this novel not only is the national life carefully and

convincingly depicted, but its relations with the rest of the world as then

known appear clearly. And it is a good story besides, as it must be to

hold attention through 750 pages. The translation— entirely satisfying
—

i» by Jeremiah Curtin, to whom English readers were already indebted for

access to Quo Vadis *.n6. other works of Sienkiewicz. Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston. $1.50.

Publication No. Ill of the California Historic-Genealogical ov gbnuinb

Society is an octavo pamphlet*of 86 pages — and valuable all the historic

way through. Robert E. Cowan contributes an interesting paper
^A.i,VK.

on the Spanish Press of California (1833-1844). The most important oflFer-

ing is the paper styled A California Pioneer— a biographical sketch of

Don Jos^ Francisco de Ortega, leader of the advance guard in Portoli's
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march from San Diego to Monterey, one of the first white men to see the

Bay of San Francisco, founder of the presidio of Santa Barbara and of

the mission of San Buenaventura, and one of the most active, fearless and
useful of California pioneers. A partial list of his descendants is included.

The Society announces this as the first of a series of similar articles —
and it is to be hoped there will be no hitch in the programme. Publication

Committee, 531 California street, San Francisco. 75 cents.

WITHOUT Crisp to the point of curtness, positive to the degree that
^^^ waives argument, W. F. Henley's

"
Fssays in Appreciation

" col-

lected under the title Views and Reviews— Art, are delightful

reading. Of the 174 pages of this little book 40 are devoted to a preliminary
" Note on Romanticism," and IS to a study of "A Critic of Art " — R. A. M«

Stevenson, cousin to Robert L/Ouis and (in Mr. Henley's opinion) so far his

master that " we shall get ten Lewises, or a hundred even, ere ever we get a

Bob." In the remaining 119 pages no less than 59 artists are considered,

often with much biographical detail, and final, unappealable judgment is

passed on the work of each one of them. This is incisiveness with a ven-

geance, but it justifies itself. Mr. Henley's literary style could hardly be

improved upon— direct as a rifle bullet, but with the unmistakable stamp
of the artist in words on every sentence. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York. $1.

Harvey Monroe Hall's Botanical Survey ofSan Jacinto Mountain is an im-

portant contribution in its field, being evidently the product of prolonged
and patient field-work, deliberate connotation of ascertained facts and the

scientific temper. It is published by the University of California, and in-

cludes fourteen full-page plates. The University Press, Berkeley. $1.

The Gateway Magazine is a competent, well-illustrated, and not un-

reasonably enthusiastic presentation of the facts concerning
" Central

California " — meaning more particularly San Joaquin County. It is pub-
lished by the Chamber of Commerce of Stockton, and is distinctly credit-

able to that body.

The careful and informative Historical Sketch of the Mining Law in Cal

ifornia, by John F. Davis of Jackson, has been reprinted as a separate
from the History of the Bench and Bar of California, by the Commercial

Printing House, Los Angeles.

The Pahn Trees of Brazil, by Dr. John C. Branner, of Stanford Univer-

sity, is a reprint in pamphlet form of an article appearing last spring in

the Popular Science Monthly. Thoroughly accurate, it is full of curious

information and will interest anyone worth interesting.

Pacific Coast Avifauna is the first check-list of California birds to be

published. That it is the work of Joseph Grinnell gives assurance of its

reliability. Cooper Ornithological Club of California, Santa Clara, Cal.

75 cents.

Augustine Birrell's William Hazlitt— in the *'

English Men of Letters "

series— is an admirable and entertaining biographical study, sympathetic,

appreciative, and well-balanced. The Macmillan Co., New York. 75

cents.

Chari,es Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

A VIE^W OF NATIONAL IRRIGATION.

^fcf^HERE is a good deal of misunderstanding in the popular mind

X as to the precise provisions of the National Irrigation Act

which became a law last June. Gen. Will S. Green, one of the

stalwarts of the irrigation cause, regards the measure as one of

doubtful utility. He asks, in the Colusa Sun :

What we are anxious to know is, how are we going to get settlers to go
on to the desert land with no provision for irrigation other than the money
they are to pay will bring, and how they are going to get $2,000,000 a year, or

any other sum, from the sale of public lands under the homestead act ?

General Green appears to be laboring under the mistaken notion

that settlers are expected to go out into the desert, take up land and

pay for it, and then wait until the government shall use the proceeds

arising from their own payments to construct canals and furnish

water for their farms. If such were the plan it would certainly

promise small results in the way of reclamation and settlement. It

would practically amount to asking the settlers to lift themselves

over the fence by their bootstraps. But this is not the plan at all.

It is worth while to quote the text of the law in the matter of

appropriations :

All moneys received from the sale and disposal of public lands in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mex-
ico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington
and Wyoming, beginning with the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 1901,

including the surplus of fees and commissions in excess of allowances to

registers and receivers, and excepting the five per centum of the proceeds
of the sales of public lands in the above States set aside by law for edu-
cational purposes, shall be, and the same are hereby, reserved, set aside, and

appropriated as a special fund in the treasury to be known as the "Reclama-
tion Fund," to be used in the examination and survey for and the construc-

tion and maintenance of irrigation works for the storage, diversion and de-

velopment of waters for the reclamation of arid and semi-arid lands in the

said States and territories, and for the payment of all other expenditures pro-
vided for in this Act.

The Act further provides that "in case the receipts from the sale

and disposal of public lands other than those realized from the sale

and disposal of land referred to in this section are insufficient to

meet the requirements for the support of agricultural colleges,"

(and certain other educational purposes) "the deficiency, if any,

in the sum necessary for the support of the said colleges shall be
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provided for from any moneys in the treasury not otherwise appro-

priated."

From the foregoing provisions it is plain that the National

Irrigation Act puts at the disposal of the Government every dollar

received subsequent to June thirtieth, 1901, from public lands.

The total receipts not only from homestead and desert entries, but

from timber and mineral lands, are dedicated to this great purpose.

The sum of about $6,000,000 is already in the treasury and immedi-

ately available. It is estimated that the annual receipts from this

source would amount to about two million and a half dollars per

year for some time to come. Settlers will be neither invited nor

permitted to take up land in advance of its reclamation. On the

contrary, land will be withdrawn from settlement pending the

making of surveys and the construction of works. Any other plan

of procedure would, of course, be quite preposterous and open to

all the objections which General Green has raised in his discussion

of the subject.

CAHRYiNG
'j^j^g administration of the law is placed in the hands of

THE LAW ^

INTO BFFKCT. the Secretary of the Interior. Through the Hydrographic
Division of the Geological Survey, of which Dr. Frederick H. Newell

is the head, the Secretary is now making extensive investigations

looking to the wise expenditure of the funds on hand at the earliest

practicable moment. When a few feasible projects shall have been

selected from the many under consideration, the public lands will

be promptly withdrawn from sale and the work of building reservoirs

and ditches will be begun. Upon their completion the lands will be

opened to settlement at a price which will return to the Government

the actual cost of the work. Payments will be extended over a

period of ten years. The money thus returned to the treasury will

be again available for the uses of the Reclamation Fund. Thus,

after the tenth year, the fund will increase quite rapidly. It is esti-

mated that it will yield a total of $150,000,000 during the next

ten years. The Secretary of the Interior has absolute authority

not only to select the projects for development, but to fix the size

of farm in different localities and the price at which the land is to be

sold.

HOW ABOUT Another criticism which is constantly directed against

i,ANDS. the new law refers to lands owned by the railroads. In

many localities where reclamation is most feasible and desirable

these corporations own alternate sections with the Government, so

that it becomes practically necessary to provide water for their prop-

erty while reclaiming the public domain. There are those who

claim that national irrigation is merely a scheme on the part of the
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land-grant railroads to effect a vast increase in the value of their

lands by having them watered at public expense. This is a subject

to which the framers of the new law gave careful thought. It is

understood that the President himself insisted on throwing every

possible safeguard around the new policy to protect the interests

of settlers upon these railroad lands. It is to be remembered that

we are not now dealing with the question of subsidizing the rail-

roads with these land grants. That is a matter which was dealt with

many years ago, when conditions were far different. The fact is

that the railroads own these lands; that they are intermingled with

the public domain ; that they depend upon the same source of water

supply as the contiguous government sections; that it would be

entirely impracticable to irrigate one section and leave the other

without water. The question then arises : Shall we forego irrigation

altogether and decree that both the government and the railroad

land shall remain forever voiceless and vacant? Or shall we make
the best of the circumstances as we find them, irrigating both the

government and the railroad land and seeing to it that both are open
to settlement on terms based on reason and justice? This matter

was carefully considered. The decision of the President and his

advisers, of the Congress of the United States and the organized

irrigation movement, was embodied in the following provision of

the law:

No right to the use of water for land in private ownership shall be sold
for a tract exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to any one land-owner,
and no such sale shall be made to any land-owner unless he be an actual bona
fide resident on such land, or occupant thereof, residing in the neighborhood
of said land, and no such right shall permanently attach until all payments
therefor are made.

The effort of the law is to put the railroad land on just the same

basis as the government land, so far as settlement is concerned.

That is to say, farm holdings must be of the same size and the

cost of the irrigation works must be returned in the same way, while,

in both cases, only the actual occupants of the land are entitled to

enjoy the privileges of the law. Besides these wise legal provisions,

there is a certain automatic feature of the situation which should

largely regulate land prices in favor of the settlers. This railroad

property must be disposed of in direct competition with the govern-
ment land. The latter can be had on homestead terms, plus the

actual cost of reclamation. Who will buy the railroad land at a

higher price so long as the public domain is open to entry ? Obvi-

ously, no one will do so. Furthermore, in most localities there is

much more land than water. Thus if the railroad does not get

settlers as rapidly as possible, it is likely to find that the water has

all been claimed for the public domain.
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There is another feature of the matter which should be mentioned

in this connection. Railroads look for their profits to the trans-

portation of freight and passengers. This is their legitimate and

permanent source of income. The more settlers, the more passen-

gers and freight. Any attempt to deter settlement by fixing high

prices upon their lands when they cannot escape competition with

the government, and when they would run the risk of seeing the

water all absorbed by settlers on the public property, would be a

policy of folly of which the railroad managers would hardly be*

guilty. It goes without saying that the growth of the West will

benefit the railroads. And yet we all desire the growth of the

West and we all strive to facilitate it by every means in our power.
If anybody can suggest a better means of dealing with this problem
than that provided in the present law, the friends of irrigation

would be glad to hear it. An honest effort was made to deal with

the matter wisely and justly. No feature of the bill received more

careful consideration and none was hailed with more satisfaction

on the part of the country generally.

THB BuiiyDiNG There could be no greater error than to imagine that the
OF jlS^ , ^^

NATION, battle for national irrigation is over. This is by no means the

case. The battle has only begun. The amount of money available

is wholly inadequate for the purpose. Already many different

localities are contending for the slender appropriations available.

The great principle of public ownership of irrigation works has

been established. The nation has entered upon a new and momen-
tous policy. But we must have large appropriations at an early day
in order to make that policy much more than a mere sentimental

declaration. During the past thirty years private irrigation invest-

ment has amounted to considerably more than this bill is expected

to yield during the next thirty years. And private irrigation has

made but a small mark on the map of the Arid West, when the

grandeur of the opportunity is taken into consideration. Every
dollar available from the Reclamation Fund during the next ten

years could be expended in any one of the seventeen states and

territories mentioned in the Act, and still work would not be com-

pleted in that single locality. We are undertaking to do a thing

which will more than double our present foundation for the support

of a population. Of all the imperial projects upon which this

nation has entered from the dawn of its history this is incomparably

the greatest. It is idle to talk about a little income of $2,000,000

a year, in dealing with this stupendous enterprise. Let it be

remembered that every dollar expended in this way is a reproductive

investment. Not only does the dollar itself come back into the
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public treasury, but it adds at least ten dollars to the taxable

valuations. Nor is that all. The expenditure of that dollar con-

tributes to the prosperity of all merchants and manufacturers.

This, however, is only the material side of the subject. It is

when the matter is reviewed from the homemaking standpoint that

we may begin to realize its true significance. National irrigation

is a gleaming star of hope in the sky of our common humanity. It

means a home for every man who wants one. It means economic

freedom for the crowding masses of our people. It means the

infusion of a new and potent influence into our national life and
into the world's civilization—a hundred million people living on their

own land, sitting by their own firesides under their own roofs,

rearing their children to the music of flowing waters and whispering
trees and singing birds. It means a Twentieth Century America

that shall steady the institutions of the world and preserve the

essence of free government to the latest generation.

But to accomplish all this we need more than appropriations
^^^ must

from the treasury. The land laws must be reformed. Here is i,and i^ws.

a great domain of 600,000,000 acres, which belongs
—to whom?

To the people of the United States. No private individual has any

legitimate claim upon a single acre of this enormous public estate

except the claim which is his by virtue of his citizenship. It is for

the nation to say upon what terms he can exercise this right of

citizenship. The waters, the pastures, the forests, the agricultural

lands, the priceless treasure of minerals—all these belong to the

American people. But we have dealt with them not only generously,

but loosely. We have treated them as if they had no particular

value either to us or our descendants. As this is written, the

morning newspaper tells the sad story of the destruction by fire of

vast forests in the Cascade Mountains. It will take scores of years

to replace what was destroyed by greed, ignorance or criminal

carelessness in the space of a few hours. The loss is not only that

of the few of us who are now here, but it is still more the loss of

the millions who are to come here in the future. Now, we hear

quite promptly of disastrous forest fires, but there are equally deadly

methods by which the invasion of the public estate is accomplished

of which we hear nothing. Timber lands of enormous value are

acquired by means of dummy entries. The most valuable agricul-

tural lands are absorbed and made into large private estates by
means of the Desert Land Law. Even in g^ranting away our

valuable mineral lands we give slight heed to the true interests of

the whole of our people. The time has come when we should set

our great public estate in order and bring it under such rules and

OK THE ^
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regulations as shall best promote its development for the benefit

of all. No one has a right to object to our doing so. It is one

of the great subjects with which legislation and administration

must deal in the future.

^^*
„ The actual colonization of the irrigated lands is stillWORK OF °

COLONIZATION, another feature which must be worked out in connection

with the National Irrigation policy. The settlement of irrigated

lands presents some peculiar problems. This fact has been abun-

dantly learned through the experience of* those who have tried jto

colonize private lands. In other parts of the world they have

learned that colonization is something of an art and that it cannot

be left to take care of itself entirely. The development of our

beautiful Western Valleys will offer us an opportunity to see just

what the Twentieth Century American can do with this problem.

We have the finest class of settlers to draw from the world has

ever seen. They are educated, aspiring, and fairly well off in

this world's goods. They will make homes under the most favorable

conditions and, perhaps, at the most favorable time in all history.

Surely the raw materials are available for such a work of colon-

iization as was never before carried into effect anywhere. But at

present we have no department of Government dealing with the

subject. We have not even begun to accumulate the necessary

data for the work. This is an aspect of the subject which should

receive early attention, for those of us who know Arid America

and its possibilities are hoping to see here the fairest forms of

civilization which ever grew from any soil.

THE BREAK O* DAY.
W T is morning in the land of irrigation. The sun is rising over

X the hilltops. Already we are beginning to feel the genial

warmth of the new policy for which we have been working 'so

many weary years
—the policy of public works of irrigation, to be

built by State and nation. Listen to the following from Chas. D.

Walcott, Director of the Geological Survey, in an interview at

Fresno :

It is proposed, as is well known, to build a reservoir far up in the mountains

on Kings river for the storage of water, thus guaranteeing a supply for irriga-

tion during every dry season sufficient for the needs of the entire district.

Estimates of the cost of such a reservoir have already been made by J. B.

Lippincott and work is now actually needed.

The Government, of course, does not build these reservoirs as public institu-

tions. (That is, not as it makes river and harbor improTements.) It merely
advances the money to those interested in having them built. The people in

the districts to be benefited by such a reservoir must first get together and form

some kind of an association with which the bureau can carry on business. The
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money advanced by the nation must be paid back in ten annual payments with-
out interest. To do this the directors of the association can charge, as do all

irrigation companies, a rate for all water used, the consumers paying in ten
annual payments.

All that it is necessary for the people of Fresno County or of this portion
of the valley to do in order to get the needed assistance is to form the associa-

tion and communicate with the reclamation department of the Geological
Surrey.

Is it not a glorious thing to see the beginning of the end of water

troubles on King's river? And is it not even more inspiring to

know that the floods are to be stored by national enterprise rather

than as a private undertaking, and that the men who have made this

portion of the San Joaquin blossom with homes—and those new
settlers who are to conquer an eve;;i larger area from the wilderness—
will receive this water at actual cost instead of paying some private

company a profit for the use of natural wealth which God put up
there in the mountains for the equal benefit of all? It is perfectly

true, as is elsewhere stated in these pages, that the amount of money
now available for these great purposes is quite trivial, when com-

pared with the size of the opportunity. Kings river people are most

fortunate in getting the benefit of one of the earliest expenditures

from the funds already on hand. Our reason for satisfaction lies in

the fact that a new and beneficent principle has been established.

Now we want tens of millions of dollars to carry that principle into

effect. And we shall get them.

There are two features of Mr. Walcott's interview which require

discussion and explanation. He says it is necessary for all the

people interested in the use of water from Kings river to come to-

gether in one association. The need of such a step is perfectly

obvious to those having the slightest familiarity with the history of

that stream. There are over fifty canals, big and little, drawing
their supplies from this common source. The appropriation and

distribution of water have gone on for many years without any sort

of public supervision. First and last, one hundred times as much
water has been claimed as ever flows in the stream. Frequently rival

claimants have clashed in the attempt to get what belonged to them.

Recourse has been had to litigation. This has been extremely costly

(an average of $40,000 every year for the past ten) and has been

as unsatisfactory as it was costly. Judicial decrees have often been

conflicting. Certain companies have been ordered to take out their

dams and fill up their ditches, and later these same concerns have

been granted large appropriations, though the supply in the stream

had in nowise been increased.

The men who have the irrigation work in charge for the national

government fully realize that these complications must be disposed

of before storage reservoirs can properly be built at public expense.
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Furthermore, they reahze that they are themselves in a position prac-

tically to compel the settlement of these difficulties, by insisting- upon
a peaceable and lasting solution as the condition precedent to the

construction of national works. So they say to the warring irri-

gators : "Get together and agree about the division of this water,

so that the government can know that it is to be divided justly among
all those entitled to receive it. If you are willing to do this, we will

build the reservoir. But if not, we will spend the nation's money
somewhere else." It is possible that by this means we shall soon

behold the settlement of some of the most vexatious water troubles

which have embroiled men and communities in litigation and social

strife for years past. That of itsel-f will be a great achievement and

will make the name of national irrigation blessed in the minds of our

people.

The other inference to be drawn from the Director's remarks is

this—that the private water company must disappear and that all the

agencies employed in the distribution of the supply from this source

must be brought together in a single large co-operative company.
The national Irrigation Act distinctly provides as follows :

The right to the use of water acquired under the provisions of this act shall

be appurtenant to the land irrigated, and beneficial use shall be the basis, the

measure and the limit of the right.

This provision is fundamental to the character of civilization, and

it must be enforced to the letter. President Roosevelt said in his

message to Congress: "Private ownership of water apart from

land cannot prevail without causing enduring wrong." Some of

the most important canals on Kings river are based on "private

ownership of water apart from land." This system must be changed.

Doubtless some State legislation will be required to effect the result,

but the writer is informed that the Interior Department will use all

the power at its disposal to compel the result in another way. It

will require all ditches on a given stream to be benefited by national

reservoirs to be brought into a single co-operative company, to be

owned and managed by those who own the land. It will not pyermit

a water-selling corporation to take its portion of the supply and sell

or rent it to the farmers. The man who owns the land must own

the water. He may be a large landowner or a small one. His

ownership of water will be in proportion to his land holdings. Water

must be furnished at cost and the attempt to treat the natural stream

as a private monopoly and a speculative commodity must be

abandoned. To what extent this result may be reached through the

good offices of the Interior Department, and without the aid of State

legislation, is an undetermined question at this writing. But with

the national appropriations in one hand, and the President's message
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and the irrigation law in the other, the Interior Department can

certainly do a great deal.

One of the most urgent needs of the Kings river district is drain-

age. Under the lead of the West Park Constructive Club, a good

beginning has been made to this end. A generous national appro-

priation has been obtained and the Agricultural Department has

begun work in making actual studies to determine what must be

done. It is in the highest degree desirable that national enterprise

in this locality should be made to include provision for drainage, if

there is any way in which it can be done.

The Kings river country has had a wonderful history. It sprang'
from the desert almost like magic. It made California the rival of

Spain in the production of raisins. It furnished us with one of our

best examples of the possibility of sustaining a dense population on

irrigated land. It is now entering upon the second and greater stage

of its history. By the more economical and scientific use of its re-

sources at least twice as much land will be watered, and much more

than twice the present population will be sustained. The new era

will be marked by less of speculation and more of sober industry.

The first of its public utilities will be brought under public ownership.

Co-operative organization will acquire a new and i>owerful impulse
from the impending change in the character of canal ownership and

management. The wonderful city of Fresno is but in the infancy of

its development. It stands with its face to the morning and its bril-

liant future seems assured.

THE PILLAR OF FIRi:.

ND still, as wc turn our eyes to the mountains, we see that

sign which led the children of Israel out of Egypt—"a pillar of

cloud by day, a pillar of fire by night." Our precious forests are burn-

ing up.

How kmg, Oh Lord, how long!
We have wept over our treatment of the Indians. We have sor-

rowed for the Cubans and Filipinos. We have sympathized and

suffered with the Boers. But when shall we begin to weep and sor-

row and sympathize and suffer on our own account and on account

of that posterity whose heritage we are destroying?

The news of the destruction wrought by fire in the Cascade Moun-
tains of Washington ought to arouse the people throughout the

West to a lively sense of their dereliction of duty in this respect.

It must be plain to all that the mere reservation of timber lands by
Presidential proclamation does not prevent the starting of fires or

put them out when they are started. We must have an effective
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method of forest patrol. Something has been accomplished in this

direction, for at this moment we have the most intelligent, the most
efficient and the most devoted men in the forestry service that we
have ever had. But their hands are tied by lack of sufficient funds

with which to accomplish the protection of our timbered watersheds.

As a people, we appear to take a strange view of the national bank

account. We can draw upon it to the extent of hundreds of millions

to acquire new lands by purchase or by conquest, but we balk when it

is proposed to expend a comparatively small amount of money in

preserving the lands we already have. We can spend millions in de-

veloping new industries, but we become suddenly economical when
it is proposed to save existing industries. We open our purse-strings
to increase our naval and military establishment. We do not hesi-

tate to spend money freely for the pleasure and profit (if there is

any profit in it) of pitting the army against the navy in mimic war-

fare along the Atlantic coast. But we cannot afford to draw our

check to stop the war of greed and ignorance upon the most precious
of our natural resources.

Several plans of forest patrol have been proposed. Some prefer

the use of military reserves, and some favor a civil guard. In the

meantime, our forest superintendents are doing the best they can

with the limited number of men and money at their disposal. At the

head of the forest service we have the best trained man in the United

States for that place
—Gifford Pinchot. He is perfectly capable

of making plans adequate to the situation and of carrying those

plans into effect. But he must have the co-operation not only of

Congress, but of the several States. The support of the President

is already fully assured for the most comprehensive and thorough

plan which could be suggested.

The bottom fact of the situation is that we have permitted the

forests to be treated just as though they had no relation whatever to

the interests of society in general. We have sold them for a song
to those who have been far-seeing enough to understand their future

value for lumbering. We have permitted the most barefaced viola-

tion even of such foolish laws as we have. We have allowed camp-
ers and hunters to build fires and go away without extinguishing

them. We have allowed sheep to destroy the forest cover, and have

even stood idly by while herders have set fire to the undergrowth
in order to improve the pasturage. We have permitted lumbering
methods which sacrifice all our permanent interests to the need of

the moment. Some of these abuses have been curbed to a slight

degree, but all of them yet flourish and menace our future prosperity.

As a consequence, the problem of saving the forests from their ene-

mies is one of the mighty economic problems of the time. Its solu-
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tion may no longer be delayed except to the unspeakable injury of

the Western States.

What is wanted is, first of all, an enlightened public sentiment

which shall brook no further delay and be satisfied with no half-

way methods. Then we must have a comprehensive public policy

and adequate appropriations with which to carry it into effect. This

public policy can only be developed through the co-operation of our

several States with the nation. The economic character of water-

sheds is just the same whether the timber be in public or in private

ownership, or partly in each. Even when the timber has been cut

off the denuded land does not cease to be a matter of public concern.

These facts are generally understood. Everybody groans at the

sight of forest fire. Everybody realizes that it is a shame to permit

our timber lands to pass into private ownership and then to be

converted into lumber without the slightest regard to its effect upon
the watershed. Everybody objects to the manner in which sheep are

grazed in the forests. And yet nobody does anything
—at least, any-

thing really adequate. The time has now come for heroic measures.

One of the wisest men in California suggests that the tariff should

be entirely removed from lumber, so that the cutting of our forests

would cease, while foreigners would be encouraged to despoil them-

selves of their own resources for our benefit. The suggestion is

probably not practical at the present time. What is wanted is a

scientific policy which will enable us to use the forests and yet to

presrve the watersheds. The problem has been solved in foreign

countries. Gifford Pinchot knows how to solve it here. Theodore

Roosevelt is ready to back him up. What is wanting? Simply this:

Enough patriotism to vote the necessary appropriations and over-

come the opposition of those who, for their own selfish ends, are

grabbing and destroying the forests while the rest of us are merely

talking instead of acting. In the meantime, it will take more than

thirty years to make good the losses of not much more than thirty

hours in the Cascade mountains of Washington during the past

month.
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OTH of the great political parties have held their State con-

ventions and adopted the declaration of principles upon
which they base their appeal to the people. Friends of

the Constructive League were present at both and did what they
could to interest the managers and delegates in an effort to build

the State. The result, on the whole, is gratifying to the movement
which began only a few months ago and which may be regarded
as still in its incipient stages.

It is a pity that the platform-builders cannot meet in advance

of the convention and give undivided thought to the party declara-

tions before the office-seekers arrive. As a matter of fact, the

platform means much more to the party and to the people than

the candidates. We usually have fairly good men as nominees

in both parties. But it is the exception rather than the rule when
we have platforms that really mean anything to the state. This

result inevitably follows our method of crowding the work of com-

mittees on resolutions into a few hours, when they are besieged

by the advocates of a great variety of propositions and when the

air is full of the strife of contending factions interested chiefly in

the distribution of offices.

The day may come when the friends of constructive ideas will

be strong enough absolutely to dominate one or both of the political

conventions. Until that time comes they can only take their
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chances in the general melee which attends the all-night sessions

of a committee sitting in the midst of a swirling mass of excited

delegates.

THB REPUBI^ICAN PLATFORM.

This document contains two allusions to the progressive move-

ments of the time in the field of state-building. First, it says that

President Roosevelt "has shown himself to be a friend of the great

west by his frank endorsement of such measures as are peculiarly

favored by the Pacific Coast." And first in the list of such meas-

ures it names the reclamation of the arid lands.

Second, it declares in favor of one scientific step looking to the

storing of the floods and the saving of the forests. The resolution

is as follows:

In view of the generally recognized fact that the prosperity and progress

of California depends so largely upon the development of its water resources

and the preservation of its forests, we favor a liberal appropriation to be

made by the State, and to be used in co-operation with the federal govern-

ment, for the purpose of investigating suitable locations for storage reser-

voirs and the cost of the same, and of preparing a plan for the preservation

of the forests.

This is the Republican party's demand for the re-enactment of

Senate Bill No. 7, which was vetoed by the Governor. The declara-

tion is of great importance, for it foreshadows action which will

be welcomed by all lovers of California.

THE DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM.

The Democrats give much larger attention to constructive issues,

dealing with irrigation both in its State and in its national aspects.

Their declaration on this subject is as follows: .

We rejoice in the passage of a national irrigation act. It was framed

by a Democratic Representative and supported by Democratic votes in both

Houses as a distinct party measure, in the face of the opposition of the most

conspicuous Republican leaders in Congress. We demand a much larger ap-

propriation for this purpose in the early future.

W« declare that the remainder of the public domain must be saved for the

benefit of the American people, whose heritage it is. Under existing laws

it is rapidly passing into the hands of private syndicates and corporations.

We declare that the storage of flood waters and the preservation of for-

ests is the foremost economic question in California today. The early solu-

tion of this mighty problem is vital to the continued growth and pros-

perity of the commonwealth.

To this end we recommend the retention by the State of all denuded forest

lands acquired by means of delinquent tax sales, and the purchase of other

such lands by State authority under proper legal regulations.

We are opposed to private monopoly of natural streams. We declare that

the ownership of water for irrigation should vest in the user.
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We favor the creation of comprehensive public works for the storage

of flood waters, for the distribution of irrigation supplies and for the drain-

age of lands subject to overflow.

We denounce the veto of Senate Bill No. 7, which provided an appropria-
tion to be expended by United States engineers in co-operation with an un-

paid State commission, in exploring reservoir sites, investigating irrigating

problems, and planning a comprehensive policy of forest preservation. We
.demand the prompt re-enactment of this measure by the next Legislature.

THE NET RESULTS.

No one who has the least familiarity with the progress of reform

movements will fail to appreciate the long forward step achieved

by these party declarations. It is the first time that irrigation has

ever risen to the proportions of a first-class State issue. If the

policies enunciated in these two platforms can be carried out as

the result of the coming election, the Constructive League—for

there can be no doubt that the organization is entitled to the credit—
will have ample reason to congratulate itself upon the result of its

first year's work.

But it would be wholly unfair to measure the results of our labors

by these party declarations alone. A large amount of good
educational work, has been done. The people have been set to

thinking. They are studying the questions we have raised. The

formation of a powerful sentiment has begun. If the work can be

continued during the next two years California will become the most

interesting spot on the map of the world. For it will be fairly

launched upon a great process of state-building along the most

enlightened lines.

AS TO THE I,EGISI,ATURE.

Members of the League should not fail to use their influence to

get reliable friends of the cause into both branches of the legis-

lature. Whether they act through their local clubs, or as individ-

uals, every effort should be made to see that good, true friends

are on hand at Sacramento next winter.
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' BAKERSFIELD, RERN COUNTY.
NE of the most surprising things to a new-comer in California is

the apparent lack of information or interest, on the part of the old
residents of the community, in its past history. While it is true
there lie in every new country vast resources, which early pioneers

seldom realize, yet there may always be drawn from the primeval condi-
tions of the country lessons which may point toward its future develop-
ment ; so when we contemplate the agricultural possibilities of the upper
San Joaquin Valley, in which Kern county lies, it may be of interest to

note the conditions before the advent of American enterprise. To do this
we cannot do better than quote the graphic descriptions of the " Path-
finder," John C. Fremont.

In the spring of 1842 he made an exploring trip the entire length of the
San Joaquin Valley, passing through the center of what is now Kern

1 III'. i>r.Ai.K .Wkmukial Liiikaky. Bakeksfibld.

county, and out through the Tehachapi Pass, over almost the exact route
followed many years later by the Southern Pacific Railroad. Of that por-
'ion of the valley where Kern county now lies he says :

:ril 4.— CommenciMl to rain at daylifrbt, but cleared off brijrhtly at sunriw. We fer-
le river withoat any difficulty, and continued up the San Joaquin. Elk were running'

iiiIh over the prairie and in the Hkirt of the timber. We reached the river airain at the
uiouth of a larffe alouirh, which we were unable to ford, and made a circuit of Heveral
mile* around. Here the country appears very flat; oak treeH have entirely disai)peared,
ind are replaced by a larjre willow, nearly equal to it in size. The river is about a hundred
yards in breadth, branchinir into slouirhs, and interspersed with islands. At this time it

ippears snfTiciently deep'for a small steamer, but its naviiiation would be broken by shal-
lows at low water. Bearing in toward the river, we were again forced off by another
-'"::L.'h ; and, passing around, steered toward a clump of trt^s on the river, and, finding
' ' " ifood grass, encamped. The prairies along the left bank are alive with immense
•'' 'H (if wild horses; and they had been seen during the day at every opening through
I lir wikkIs which afforded as a view across the river.
"April $.~ During the earlier part of the day's ride, the country presented a lacustrine ap-

P«.iraiire ; the river was deep, and nearly on a level with the surrounding country ; Its banks
r.»i^.-,l iw,. a icvpcand fringed with willows. Over the bordering plain were interspersed
-iHit ~ i.t ir.iirlc among fields of tule (bulrushes), which in this country are called tnlares,
•>ri<l liitli- ponds. On the opposite side a line of timber was visible, which, according to
information, points out the coarse of the slough, which, at times of high water, connects
with the San Joaquin River— a large body of water in the upper part of the valley, called
the Tttl^ Lakes. The river and all Its sloughs are very full, and It is probable that the

*
Half-tone engravings from photographs by Aston, Bakersfield.
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lake is now discharg-ing-. Here elk were frequently started, and one was shot out of a band
which ran around us. On our left, the Sierra mountains rears its snowy heig-hts, and
masses of snow appear to descend very low toward the plains; probably the late rains in
the valley were snow on the mountains. We traveled 37 miles, and encamped on the
river."

Ten years later General E. F. Beale found much the same conditions,
and once told the writer that he had never in all his travels through the
world seen a region so teeming with animal life as that of the Kern and
Tulare I^ake region.

It was in the early 'SOs that some hardy settlers attempted the first stock

raising is what is now Kern county, by turning loose some domestic hogs
in the tules surrounding Kern Lake, but the experience was somewhat of
a failure, as the animals were soon so wild that they were as difficult to

capture and market as any of the original game animals with which the

region abounded. But in the first years following the rush of settlers to

California it was not these wonderful growths of grass and vegetation
which attracted the first settlers, but it was in the mining development in
the Sierras about Kernville, Keysville, and the mountain valleys that Kern
county had her birth, and it was with the greatest reluctance that, as the
fever of speculation died in the veins of the prospectors, they turned their
attention to the great valley of Kern River, which was destined to become
one of the greatest food-supply storehouses of the Pacific Coast. Bitter

In a Kern County Hay Field.

were the animosities and exciting the events crowding about the removal
of the county seat of Kern county from the beautiful mountain valley of
Havilah to Bakersfield on the banks of the Kern River. We have all

learned that water indeed is
"
King

" in California, but in the early his-

tory of Kern county there seemed to be too much of a "
good thing," and

the name of Bakersfield came to be a synonym for marsh, malaria and

mosquito. These conditions have disappeared, and carefully kept health
records give proof that no part of the State is healthier than Kern county.
The abundant sunshine is one of the best of natural antiseptics, and the
hottest days— none hot enough to be dangerous— are always followed by
cool, delightful nights.
The history of California seems to be one of marked epochs, and the

same sudden rush, energy and enthusiasm which marked the gold epoch in

California has characterized all other lines of development in the State ;

and so the founding of Bakersfield marked an epoch in the development of

agricultural interests in the upper San Joaquin Valley, and that was the

epoch of canal building. Nature had furnished the fluid, with which the

thirsty land was to be nourished, in such abundance as only nature can

bestow, but like all her great and precious gifts it was left for the hand of

man to turn this precious gift to his greatest benefit. Rising in the per-

petual snows of Mount Whitney, confined in the rocky canons, the great
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volume of Kern Riv-
er came dashing-
down and spread at

will over the valleys.
The task of control-

ling and distributing
at will this mighty
volume of water was
a feat worthy to be
made the subject of

ancient myths or fa-

bles. No greater
wonder did Hercules

perform in cleaning
the ^gean Stables
than has been per-
formed in the con-
struction of mighty
canals which have
taken the waters of

Kern River from the

sloughs, swamps and
lakes, which they
once fed, and distrib-

uted them at will to the higher and dryer lands, doubling the area of pro-
ductive land with which nature had fed her hordes of wild animals.
The simplicity of methods and the magnitude of results accomplished by

the early canal builders were remarkable. For instance, one of the pio-
neers in the work conceived the idea of a plow on a scale more gigantic
than anything ever undertaken in that line. A few furrows of this mon-
ster plow were to be all that should be required to make a canal, and so it

was constructed .,- with a mould board five

feet high, and the T^^tttt/KKt^ motive power required to

draw it was eighty -MS^^^^^^^^m.- yoke of oxen. It proved so

un w ieldly, how- '.^^^^^^^^^^B ever, that but one furrow
was ever turned. '^^^^^^^^^^^h This, however, was a long
one, extending JJi^^^^^H^^^^HIb' from the banks of Kern
River south eigh- ^^^^^^^K^^^^^^''- teen miles, and there the

great plow was '^^^^^^^K^^^^^ ^^^^ where its remains may
yet be seen. The ^^B^^^BS^^Ki, scheme, however, was not
so impracticable, ^^^BHB^MHHff' as the tiny stream of water

following down M» ^^^^ furrow aided in the

construction of BA v. hat is now a canal carry-

An Oiled Road near Bakeksfield.

A Kekn County Spoutek
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Irrigating a Kekn County Vinbyakd.

end of the San Joaquin Valley, was known to the Indians by the name "Tool-
was," which meant, in the Indian languag-e, "rodeo grounds." It was in

this great rincon formed by the Coast Range and Sierra Nevada Mount-
tains that the Indians would gather in such great numbers that they were
able to drive in and kill great numbers of antelope, as in later days their

pale-faced successors have driven in and destroyed the festive jack
rabbit

;
and so, from being the great hunting ground of the aborigines,

Kern county has come to be the great food supply district of these later
times. Nowhere on the Pacific Coast may be grown such crops of grain
and hay, nor fed such herds of cattle, horses, hogs and sheep.

In the center of this region lies the city of Bakerstield, which, with its

neighboring Southern Pacific station, Kern, contains a population of about
8,000. From its earliest history Bakersfield has been known as a town
with a " back country," and has consequently been a good business point.

Following the pastoral epoch of canal building and cattle raising has
come a wonderful epoch, the result of which as yet we can hardly foresee,

A Sample of the Crop
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and that is the epoch introduced by the discovery of oil. The early settlers

along the streams and on the irrigable lands had long wondered why the
Lord had created such areas of waste and barren hills as now constitute
the oil fields of Kern county, but it remained for a couple of poor, plodding
wood choppers to show resources beyond even the wildest dreams of riches.
It was during the construction of one of the immense canals of Kern River
many years ago that some slight indications of oil were noticed in out-

croppings along the bluffs, but these were long ago forgotten by all but a

very few. One of the pioneers, however, yet remained on a little place on
the banks of the river, and when in June, 1900, the Elwood brothers came
to make a contract to chop some wood on the river banks, he suggested
that they might make more money prospecting for oil, and so on a piece of
brown wrapping paper, with the stub of a lead pencil, was drawn a lease
from Thomas Means to the Elwood Brothers, which marks another epoch
in the development of the State. With a pick and shovel the first prospect-
ing hole was sunk but a few yards from the banks of Kern River. At a

depth of eighty feet so much oil was encountered as to render further pro-

How Sorghum Grows in Kern County.

gress with pick and shovel impossible, and sufficient to demonstrate the

presence of oil, in paying quantities.
The first discovery was made in June, but it was not until some months

later that the Elwood Brothers succeeded in interesting sufficient capital
to develop oil in paying quantities. Then the excitement began in earnest,
and fortunes were made in a few months. Strange to relate, but few of the
old residents of Bakersfield have made much out of direct investments in

oil lands. Small and unprofitable discoveries of oil had been made from
time to time in the western part of the county in the past ten years, and
local people who had lost money on these ventures were loath to believe in

the new field, so that the great fortunes were made by sjieculators who
came from abroad. One notable exception, however, was the firm of Mack
& Keith, who owned a section of land in what soon proved to be in the
heart of the district. This land had been purchased by them many years
before for $2.50 per acre, and was used but a brief season for grazing
sheep. The sheep business had been unprofitable, however, for some
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years, and up to the time of the discovery of oil these g-entlemen would
have been glad to dispose of it for $2.50 per acre. After the discov-

ery of oil this land rose to a valuation of probably five thousand dollars

per acre, and its owners found a fortune of more than half a million
dollars thrust upon them.
This is not the place to go into the details of the oil fields of Kern

county. Suffice it to say that it has been amply demonstrated that in area,
ease of development and output, the oil fields of Kern county far exceed
those of any other portion of the United States, and their growth and de-

velopment presages a future for Bakersfield and Kern county brilliant be-

yond conception.
The Kern River not only supplies water for the great irrigators

— it is the
source of power for an electric generating plant, situated sixteen miles
from Bakersfield, at the mouth of Kern River canon, from which power is

transmitted to Bakersfield and Kern City for factories, illumination, and
the operation of one of the best street railway systems in Southern Cali-

fornia, connecting Kern City and Bakersfield.
Besides this, power is delivered from a sub-station in Bakersfield to

various points, extending over lines 35 miles in length, furnishing power
for 30 or more pumping stations that supply water to various ranches for

irrigating purposes, and in many cases electric lights are found on ranches
ten miles from the city.
In addition to this, the Kern River Electric Power Company is now

engaged in the construction of works to utilize the power of the water in

Kern River caiion, for transmission to Ivos Angeles, to mining camps on
the desert, and to other distant points. Incidental to this is the building
of eight miles of flume, tunneling a great part of the way through solid

rock, with a fall of 800 feet. The estimated cost of this work is stated at

five million dollars.

Above Kern River canon, the point of diversion being in the town of

Kernville, the California Power Development Company is also engaged
in an undertaking of similar magnitude, costing millions of dollars. The
intention is to bring the water around through Hot Spring Valley and
drop it into the river at the head of Kern River caiion, where their power
station is located. It is planned to use the power thus generated for one of
the systems of electric railways that girdle Los Angeles county as well as
a line that will run from Ivos Angeles to Bakersfield via Ventura. Nor
does this exhaust the list of projected development of power.
The Kern Delta presents to the eye a most beautiful, abundant and

varied growth of vegetation. The soil is of a rich alluvial character,
washed from the surrounding mountains in ages past, forming a deposit
adapted to the growth of all vegetable life. Nothing in its topography
interferes with the practical details of irrigation, and it contains enough
sand to insure easy cultivation, so that the benefit of the water is not lost

by evaporation. Without fertilization of any kind, except the water from
the Kern River, which is filled with all elements necessary to plant life,

these lands will produce from six to ten tons of alfalfa hay per acre,

cereals, fruits and other products in proportion, and raises for the market
wheat, barley, corn, apricots, peaches, pears, prunes, plums, nectarines,

apples.
The dustless roads in Kern county are a notable feature. They are

made possible not by the sprinkling-cart, but by the free application of

crude petroleum. This, properly used, makes a road as free from dust and
and almost as smooth and hard as asphalt.
Kern county ships more horses, mules and cattle than any other county

in California, and, besides the home-grown stock, approximately 50,000
head of wild cattle are annually brought in from the ranges of Arizona,
New Mexico and old Mexico every year to be fattened on alfalfa. Sheep
and swine are raised extensively, and form an important factor in the live

stock industry.
In regard to stock-raising and dairying, here are a few facts worthy of

consideration. It takes three acres to support one cow in Illinois, but in

Kern county one acre of good alfalfa will easily support two cows. Expen-
sive barns and houses for live stock are unnecessary, and the mild climate,
diversified products, and extensive mountain ranges make Kern county a

paradise for the stock-raiser.
Kern county has the largest artesian wells in the State. Twelve wells

flow 75 cubic feet of water per second, or sufficient to irrigate 12,000 acres

of land. Artesian flows are obtained from 125 to 400 feet from the surface;
and under almost the entire acreage of Kern Valley, there is a body of
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never-failing water at a depth of 8 to 60 feet, which can be pumped and
used to irrigate every foot of land at a cost not to exceed three cents per
cubic inch for 24 hours.

Twenty acres of land here, in diversified crops, well irrigated, will give
one man all he can attend to, and supply him with an abundance. In Kern
county may be raised any of the semi-tropic fruits. Indeed, the region
along the base of the foothills produces some of the best oranges grown in
California. Peaches, prunes, and all stone fruits grow to perfection, and
in the sandy loam of the plains grapes of every variety flourish abun-
dantly. Apples are grown in the mountain sections that rival those of

Michigan or New York. One acre in prunes will yield an average of 2,000

pounds of dried fruit — equal to any other district's record — and the

sugar contents cannot be excelled. Olives and lemons also thrive and are

profitable.
Kern county contains the most extended variety of minerals to be

found in the State, and includes some of the most celebrated mining
districts on the Pacific Coast.
The list of minerals includes gold, silver, copper, lead, antimony, borax,

salt, sulphur, petroleum, iron, asphaltum, and the largest deposit of fullers'

earth to be found in the United States. Limestone of the finest quality

Kern County Courthousk.

is found in abundance, as well as marble and building stone, slate for

roofing, black granite, and gray, green and yellow sandstone.
In the past five years the mining camp of Kandsburg has yielded over

five million dollars in gold, and the supply shows no signs of exhaustion.
Kern county shipped 52.7 per cent of all the oil in this State in 1901, and

it was produced from 233 wells. The entire State production was from
2040 wells. Less than 12 per cent of the wells in the State produced 52.7

per cent of all the oil, and in 1902 Kern county will produce over 80 per
cent of all the oil in the State, and is now shipping 25,000 to 30,000 barrels

per day. The oil produced differs from that of the eastern States, being of

a heavier grade, with an asphaltum base. It is used almost exclusively
for fuel, and has been adopted by many of the leading factories, railroads

and Trans-Pacific Steamship lines. Fuel petroleum is destined to play an

important part in making California one of the leading manufacturing
States. Bakersfield has the great advantage of being able to supply fuel

at cost, without transportation, charges added.
The school system of Kern county is equal to that found anywhere, and

its methods have received attention far and wide. The deep interest taken
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in public schools, and education, is apparent everywhere, and the county
has 64 school districts, 110 teachers, 3,922 census children. The school

property is valued at $260,000. In 1901 the amount expended for educa-
tional purposes was $83,600. There is an admirable free public library in

Bakersfield, made possible by the generosity of one of her citizens.

Among- the smaller towns of Kern county, Tehachapi, at the summit of
the Tehachapi pass, is a well built town, in the center of a grain, apple and
cattle district, and produces more lime than any other point in Southern
California.

Mojave, Randsburg and Kernville are the chief points of supply for the

great mineral belt, and are rapidly growing in importance. Delano, near
the northern line of the county, is fast becoming noted for its system of

pump irrigation, and is the distributing point for many square miles of the
richest and cheapest valley lands in California. Kern City is the second

largest incorporated town in the county, and has a population of about
2,500. Here are located the headquarters and railroad shops of the San
Joaquin division of the Southern Pacific, and the homes of several hun-
dred railroad employees. It has several manufacturing industries, and
well constructed business blocks. It is the chief supply point of the sheep
growers of the county.

Bakersfield, the county seat, is the distributing point for a county as

large as Massachusetts or Scotland, has an assessed city valuation of

$2,735,600, not including railroad assessments, and shows an increase in the

past year of $650,000. Population, 8,000. It has splendid streets with
bituminous pavements, and many miles of well shaded cement sidewalks.
It has excellent sewerage system, fine water supply, twelve churches, many
fraternal societies, six newspapers (two dailies and four weeklies), steam
laundries, foundries, machine shops, planing mills, tank factories, pack-
ing houses (fruit and meat), flour mills, refineries, the largest ice plant in

the State, gas and electric light plant, five strong banking institutions, and
a large number of excellent retail stores. Its public school buildings are
all modern, well modelled and built, and compare favorably with those to

be found anywhere.
This article is by no means exhaustive, but Bakersfield has a competent

Board of Trade which is at all times ready to supply fuller information.
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YOUNG
Americans who do not wish to lose their hair before

they are forty, must begfin to look after their scalps before

they are twenty.
—New Tork Medical Record.

Systematic shampooinff with Packer's Tar Soap means healthy hair

and scalp
— and you cannot begin too early. Send for our leaflet

on
**

Systematic Shampooing." The Packer Manufacturing Co.,

81 Fulton Street (Suite 87 W), New York City.
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A CKange of Quarters— The Los Angeles Fruit Juice Company, whose interestin I

advertisement appears in these pag^es, has recently removed from 905 Temple Street to 2l|
New High Street, Ivos Angeles. Visitors are invited to call and secure samples.

"NO PHOSPHORUS, NO THOUGHT,''
Says MolescHott.

Phosphorus is a component part and one of the most important constituents of the brai|
and nervous system. By brain labor and the expenditure of nervous force and energy, it

exhausted— burned up.
In order, therefore, to keep the brain and nervous system supplied with this element, si

essential for the maintenance and preservation of the health and strength which endows til

with mental strength and nervous power, a preparation such as Winchester's HypophosphilT
of lyime and Soda is imperatively needed, as it combines these characteristics in the highel
degree, being perfectly assimilable, and nearly as oxidizable as phosphorous itself. It is al^
a valuable remedy for Marasmus and Rickets, and is prescribed by physicians as the specif

Remedy for WEAK LUNGS.

UNLOCKS VAST RESOURCES.
The world renowned oil fields of Kern County, Cal., have given a cheap fuel, at last,

a region abounding in raw materials and ungrasped opportunities.
In Kern County rich finds of gold, silver, lead, copper, iron, antimony, sulphur, boi

asbestos, fuller's earth, soapstone, potter's clay, gypsum, etc., have been made for years
this district, the uniting point of the Coast Range and Sierra Nevadas, the most hig!"

diversified mineral district in America, the home of the great "Yellow Aster" gold mi
Large bodies of ores made valuable by cheap fuel in mining them, are now lying neglect
because there is not enough capital here to handle the known properties, and rich new finj

are being reported to us daily by prospectors who sell valuable properties at prospect
prices.

Farmers are making fortunes irrigating the rich soils of the valley about Bakers

by pumping water found at a shallow depth with cheap fuel. They are raising four and

crops of alfalfa to the acre per annum. Land is still selling cheaply because there are

enough people here to handle all of it.

Oil lands with producing wells are selling low. Buy while treasuries of companies
depleted by cheap oil. Oil will go up to big fortune figures later as is the history of ev(

oil field yet discovered.
Our business is to safeguard the interests of our clients and make money for them

do so successfully, we have scoured the States to find the best region in which to invest 1

good returns and still retain as much safety as banks can give or even a greater degree
security, for banks will fail.

We can loan money here on best negotiable security at 8% per annum. Farm Ian

bought now will give from 10% to 20% per annum on the money invested. Proven oil Ian

secured now and held for two years will certainly sell for 25% profit, and possibly for a ga
of many fold. We can buy mining prospects on which 10% can be made with the chances

making fortunes in them. We know that no district can ofi'er better investments than the;

and located our offices in Bakersfield, the center of the district. Thus we are in direct ton

with the holdings of our clients to protect them. Practical and efficient men in their spec
lines'are at the head of each department of the work.

Write us for information and details. If employed by you we shall subserve yc
interests to best of our ability.

Kkrn County Brokerage Company {Incorporated),
References: Bakersfield, Cal.

Soloman Jewett, Bakersfield, Cal. C. T. Tryon, President.

Bankl'of Bakersfield, Bakersfield, Cal. G. P. GuiberT, Manager, Oil Lands Dept
First Bankiof.Kern, Kern City,iCal. J. W.l Scott, Manager, Real Estate Dept.
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L. £. Waterman Co
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In Your Room.
Wash delicate things—handkerchiefs, laces,
doilies, etc. (things which one cannot send
to the ordinary wash) in Pearline's way,
viz : SoaK, rinse, squeeze directions on
each packet. Spread smoothly while wet,
on a mirror or window pane. This is bet-
ter safer -than ironing. Grand advice for
bachelors, maidens, boarders and hotel
guests. Saves fabrics too delicate and valu-
able to risk to others' hands.

Pearline is Trustworthy.

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makcs, keeps and
Restores Beauty
IN Natures own way

THE cup-sliaped teeth have a suc-

tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and tfives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A Ur of akin food given with every roller.

For talc by «U dealer*, or ^C\r
Mailed upon receipt of price.

'^VV.

Rubber Catalogrue Free.
Ajfents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 BoyUton St., BOSTON, MASS.

Supplyintr Airents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braon & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles



Tourist Hotels

"The Ang-elus," Los Ang-eles.

TKe A.n^elus.
— Ameri

can and European plans. Corne

Fourth and Spring: Streets, Lo

Ang-eles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern an<

elegant. The newest of the first

class hotels of the State. Opene(

Dec. 28, 1901, by G. S. Holmes
also proprietor of

TKe K.nutsford,

Salt Lake City.

The "
Knutsford" Hotel, Salt Lake City.

Tourists and others g^oing Eastward will fin

that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake City ca

be most pleasurably spent. The "
Knutsford "

i

the only new fire-proof hotel, for the better clas

of trade, in the city. Every place of interest i

nearby this hotel. Do not be misled, but check yot

baggfage direct to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake Git:

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet o
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone addressing

G. S. Holmes, Prop.

At the "Westminster.'

TKe AJVestminster.—American and Ei

pean plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, L

Angeles.

Every modern comfort and convenience that «

be found in any hotel and at the most reasonal:

price.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion

a noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of t

masterly manner in which the minutest deta

have been taken up and dealt with are appare

throughout the whole house, every attention bei

g^iven to make the guest feel perfectly at home a

at ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service t

hotel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

F. O. Johnson, Prop
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The

You

College
Course

COPrWGHT )898By NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTI
'

,
('E5TABLISHE0ja93) WASHWGTOKDC (iWCORPORATCP)

Single

Study
To those who have a desire for academic nonors, or who wish to pursue some special line of

study, the Department of Science of the National Correspondence ^/istitute, offers the greatest

possible advantage.
If you are one of those who, for any reason are unable to attend college, or who have been

compelled to give up a college course after beginning, we offer you a substitute, in a thorough
education by correspondence, with a degree at its close.

Our Faculty consists of bright, brainy college men, who know students' needs, and how to

supply them. The student gains a more personal, individual attention than is possible in classes,

and progresses more rapidly than when held back by other less competent or ambitious pupils.
In addition to these undoubted advantaged of a course by correspondence, there is the saving of

traveling expenses, and board away from home; and the saving of income, the student suiting
bis convenience in hours of study, and so maintaining his business position.

Special Courses are given in Chemistry, Mathematics, Library Science, History, Business Law,
P«lapogy, Meteorology, Physics, Theology, Technics, etc.

^>f%rtts.
—Seven graduation courses leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Science (B. S.),

Ba> hclor of Arts (B. A. ), and Bachelor of Philosophy (Ph. B.) have been arranged so as to afford full

freedom of choice of lines of study. Credit will be allowed for study done elsewhere. Those who
enter for a degree must pass satisfactory examinations at the completion of every subject, and must,
at the close of the course, pass a satisfactory examination on all of the subjects of the course.

In the study of languages, our methods are the latest—the use of the graphophone insuring
absolute conectness of pronunciation

—and our equipment unequalled. Pupils in French and

German, and particularly in Spanish, for which there is now a daily increasing use, attain great and

quick proficiency. Prospective teachers of languages rapidly fitted for their profession.

If you are ambitious to enter any of the higher callings, or wish to follow some special course of

study, we invite your correspondence, and a statement of your needs.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE. Inc.

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE I

927 Maritct St., San Francisco

HOME OFFICE I

Second National Smk BIdg., Washington, D.C.
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By Sydney George Fisher

The True History
of the American
Revolution
nphese are the real facts of the days of

1776. Mr. Fisher has some things
to tell about the conduct of the War of

the Revolution, its chief figures, and the

reasons for its outcome, which will startle

every reader

ofAmerican

history.

24 illustra-
tions. Crcwn
8vo. Cloth,
deco-

Net . $2*00
Postajje, 14 c. extra.

^^^^K::«
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Donovan PasKi
And Some People of Egypt. By Sir Gilbert Parker, author of

"
The Seats of the Mighty^'''' etc. Colored frontispiece. 12mo.

Cloth, $1.50.

Donovan Pasha, or
"
Dicky Donovan," as he is intimately known, stands for a type of Entflish-

man who has found his way into E^ypt and Arabia, there to emphasize by his own sense of rig-ht

and wronir the two opposite poles represented by Eastern and Western civilizations. He is sup-

posed to be in the service of the Khedive of Egypt, in a confidential capacity, at a time when the

throne is totterinir. By his skillful diplomacy he asrain and again meets Oriental cunnintr with

European wit. Sometimes it is exercised in behalf of a countryman who has violated Mohammed"
an traditions by penetrating the sacred precincts of the harem; sometimes it is to save an Egypt-
ian woman from the terrible consequences of her crime in making the pilgrimage to Mecca ; some-
times to save the Khedive himself from the rascality and duplicity of his own ministers. From
the principal character to the least significant the action is stirring and dramatic, and the inci-

dents possess the inherent quality of possibility.

TKe TKings tKat are Caesar's
By Reginald Wright Kauffman, author of

'^

Jarvis of Harvard.'"

12mo. Cloth, $1.50.

The story is based upon the old questions of whether or not a man having violated the laws
made for the protection of society, and then paying the penalty prescribed therefor, has canceled
the debt, and whether society will recognize the fact that the score has been wiped out? Mr.
Kanfifman has drawn his characters only too true to life, and they play around this question with a

fidelity that causes the reader a twinge of conscience as he realizes how nearly like his own un-

considered actions these might be.

TKe House Under tKe Sea
By Max Pemberton, author of

''

KronstadtC ''Footsteps of a

Throne,'' etc. Illustrated. 12ttio. Cloth, Si. 50.

Mr. Pemberton's vivid imagination has created this strange "edifice" and peopled it with
modern people and paraphernalia. The heroine is a rich young woman who has been inveigled
into a marriage with the Governor of a strange island in the Pacific. Her disillusion comes when
•he diHcoTers it to be the abode of wreckers and assassins. The daring attempts at rescue by hor

friends, their skillful action with a rapid-fire gun in keeping at bay ten times their number, and
the many trials of wit, are all told with a picturfsqueness and coloring that is chanicteristic of

Mr. Pemberton.

TKe Sea Lady
By H. G. Wells, author of

"
7he War of the Worlds,'' zic. Illus-

trated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.50.

Mr. Wells's vivid imagination and playful humor never found happier expression than in this

fantastic yet wholly amusinr story of a modern mermaid who is cast up by the sea into th«'

electrified bosom of a respectable British family. This np-to-date fisher of men appears in a

jaanty bathing suit, which becomes her amazingly, only— it does not hide the indisjMsnsable trade-
mark of mermaids, the fatal Tail \ After being received by the sympathetic family, it is agreed
that she shall appear to their friends as a lovely young invalid, always wheeled about in a chair,
which plan allows «r to be concealed by voluminous folds of drapery. Her subsequent ext>eriences
are in strict keeping with all of Mr. Wells's work.

D. Appleton h Co. I'^^^'^'^^k
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CALIFORNIA ORANGE GROVES
A beautiful home located in the world-renowned Riverside,

" the home of the Washii
ton Navel Orange," consisting- of 8 acres Washington Navel Orange Trees in full bearii

good house, and extra well built barn. This grove has paid an interest of 12 per cent, net
valuation for seven years past. It is in the very best condition having been well fertili;

and cared for, and has unlimited water supply. Price, $12,000. For further particulars
garding this, also many other bargains in Orange Groves, address,

CALDWELL t& BROWN. 123 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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(OME 10 THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, (ALIfORNIA !

Harvest Time in the Peach Orchards.

TEN THOUSAND MEN
WILL BE NEEDED

HARVEST THE IMMENSE FRUIT, GRAIN and HOP CROPS in the Sacramento

y this season. Industrious, thrifty young men from the ag^ricultural districts of the

:it*t will find this the best year to COME TO CALIFORNIA and the great SACRAMENTO
/ALLEY. Five months of steady employment in harvesting the crops is assured, with con-

inuous employment all of the year to those who desire it.

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY PAYS THE BEST WAGES
OF ANY DISTRICT IN CALIFORNIA

For more complete information address any of the following' Vice-Presidents of the

iACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOQATlONt

W. KAEKTH. Colana County, ColuHa
*i. R. BEARD, Sacramento County, Sacramento

. W. THOMAS, Yolo County. Woodland
i P. STAHLER. Sutter County. Yuba City
tALEI(;H UARCAR. Solano County, Vacavllle
< M. (;REEN. Butte County, OroTille
1*. R. HARNETT, Glenn County, Willowii
- 9. rosTER, Tehama County, Corning

F. A. STEWART, Placer County, Auburn
J. J. CHAMBERS, ShaHta County, Reddiotf

W. F. ENGLEBRIGHT, Nevada County,
Nevada City

E. A. FORBES, Yuba County, Maryaville
W. C. GREEN, El Dorado County, Georgetown
W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa County, Colusa

K. E. WRIGHT, .SVcrWary, Colusa County, Colusa
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Brown's Electro Vibratory Water Finder
This Scientific Apparatus will Locate Running Water in the Earth.

Broad Process Patents Allowed. County Rights with Complete Outfit, $J00 for each County.
Send for 'DescripH've Circular, Address

FRED H. BROWN. 135 South Avenue 64. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

THE GRANDEST MINING STOCK EVER OFFERED THE PUBLIC

. TWENTY'FIVE GOOD REASONS
WHY thb; shares of the

Poland Extension (old Mining and Milling (o.
ARE THE

BEST INVESTMENT ON THE MARKET AT 50c. PER SHARE

1st.

2nd.
3rd.
4th.

5th.

7th.

8th.

9th.

10th.

11th.

12th.
13th.

14th.

15th.

16th.

17th.

Capitalization very low.
Fifteen mining claims or over 300 acres.

Large Treasury Reserve.

Special Reserve Fund of 500,000 shares.
Railroad depot on the property.
Company lias its own townsite.

Company owns its own water system.
Company owns its own electric light plant.
Timber valued at $100,000.
Company building its own mill.

Vast bodies of milling ore are already blocked out.

Poland vein for over 3000 feet already exposed.

Complete assay office and building.

Company owns its own store with a $5000 stock of goods
and no indebtedness.

I-arge Rand Air Compressor supplying power for Inger-
soU drills.

Company's boarding house feeding 75 men daily.

18th. uses, !)oaniing

19th.

Engine house, blacksmith shoj), bi

house, office, all erectetl.

Concentrating mill when completed will have capacity
of 150 tons per day.

20th. Conservative and economical management.
21st. Expert's report values property at $1,000,000.
22nd. Large force of men working day and night.
23rd. Property adjoins the great Poland mine.
24th. No salaries paid officers until company is on a dividend

paying basis.

25th. No bonded indebtedness. All current bills paid to date.

Why not join us in developing a grand nnning property which
under proper conditions should be paying dividends within a

year. The stock, in our judgment, should be worth par.
Besides, when you purchase this stock, your investment is

guaranteed by half a million sliares of our personal holdings in

six operating companies, deposited with a prominent Trust

Company for your protection. Can you do so well anywhere
else, antl at the same time feel that your money is safe ?

WRITE US FOR PROSPECTUS AND MAP

CHAS. J. GEORGE & CO.
FISCAL AGENTS FOR THE

Poland Extension dold Mining and Milling Co.

HENNE BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

TREMONT BUILDING. BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK CITY



t
hold as't were, the mirror

ip to nature."

SHREDDED
J

BISCUIT
; led Whole Wheat Biscuit is the direct reflec-
: Nature. It is the whole wheat—nothinB added,
Is' taken away. It is the NATURAL food in-
1 by Nature for man's use, because it contains
hVoterties in Correct Frotortion Necessary to

U every Element of the Human Organism. Man's
}rance as to the uses of the different parts of
wheat was originally accountable for the re-

>«ml of portions of it in order to make white
r. Custom and habit are accountable fur
continuance of this vital error. Faulty
es and teeth, weak bodies and minds
the result of the white flour eatiiit;

•ractice."
iaue off the pale, sickly yoke and nour-
I •»»ry part of your Oodgrlven mind
4 body with NATIKAI. food—thrust
white t>read eating habit flmily / r'."

,
lie well and stroni; and "Kars '

tkal moLj brroara >." Solri

arwer*. Send for -The Vital
•on" Cook Book [FreeJ.

IF

«I«TI RU. l-OOI» CO., /
.Maf»r» fall., .\. ^. /^

RO-
H| PfRFECT DtSSERTJELLY
NONE MADE THATIs AS COOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
< PACKAGE BROMANGELON
PINT BOILING WATER
2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

Wemon orange cherry
raspberry strawberry— at your. grocers —

f RN & SAALBER.G NEW YORK
Mftndsome Rook let of Recipes
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Remington
BTAHDAKD

TYPrnwrnrmK

will do a bigger day's

work than any other

writing machine.

And not one
day's

work only. Day after

day, year
after

year,
a

Remington will con-

tinue to render most

efficient and reliable

service.

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT
527 Broa.<Iwa.y, ffew YorK

The beautiful new building now bein^

erected by the Southern Californit

Music Company on Broadway, nearl

opposite Coulter'' s, which will be usd

entirely for the sale of musical instru

ments.

Removal Salt
We have ordered an entire new stoc

of beautiful instruments for the ne

store. Our tremendous stock now o

hand must be closed out at once.

CHICKERING, HOWARD, VOSE,

KIRTZMANN and PEASE Pianos

at prices far below anything ev

known on the Coast. Cash or ea

terms. Special selections made f

out-of-town customers.

Southern California Music Co

216-218 West Third St.

Los Angeles, California
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In happy homes, wherever found.
One hears the Washburn's merry sound

iEY PLAV

WASHBURN

AAND0LIN5
<UITARSAr<''BANJOS
Unequaled for Tone, Durability

and Workmanship.

I

We will gladly send free a beautiful Art
Davenir Catalogue and "Facts About The
(andolin" and "How to Play The Man-
>lin" if you will send us your address on

[postal card.

'ON & HEALY, "ihrc1.^o^^*
i I^rr^t Xuilr Houu-. S<-llri '•K<Fr;thlnK Known lo Kuiiir.

Deviled
Crab5

Send for

CRAB BOOK-
FREE

Tells how to make
Crab Croquettes,
Crab Salad,
Crab Cakes,
Baked Crabs,
Crab Stew,
Crab Fritters,
Crab Canapes,
Crab Omelet,

Escalloped Crabs
and many other
delicious dish^'s.

Served upon tables of refine-

ment everywhere.

12 Deviled Crabs with
original shells, as fresh
as when taken from
the ocean fcr 35 cents.

Sold by grocers—if yours hasn't

got them, write us — we will

have you supplied.

McMENAMIN & CO,

333Hifirhland Ave. Hampton, Va.

RUSH'S ROYAL

A-cetylene Gas
Ge nerators

HOMES. STORES, CHURCHES AND
TOWNS LIGHTED

Rush's Royal Dissolving Process is strictly

our own. Produces coolness of generation,

greater brilliancy and no clogging of

burners.

Our Mantle Burner is the brightest

light ever produced with acetylene.

Cooking with acetylene is made

practical with this process.

The Rush is perfectly automatic.

We invite inquiry about our system
and will ^ii>e any desired information
and testimonials.

Permitted by the National Board of Fire

Udderwritert.

J. K. RUSH
2A BRISTOL ST., CANANDAIQUA, N. Y.
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Autumn C^^rp^t;

The new floor coverings are here in abundance

and beauty. Clever styles, choice designs and

beautiful color effects in Rugs, Art Squares
and Carpets. Our connections with a number

of great makers enable us to control many fine

designs. This feature gives our stock an air of

exclusive novelty that cannot be found elsewhere.

If you are going to need new floor coverings this

Fall make your selections now and secure the

early choice of extra desirable patterns.

Los Angeles Furniture Co. I

225-27 29
Broadwa

Los Angeiesi

Rattan Furniture
Direct From Us To You

Rattan Divan

Rattan Furniture is just as desiraMe after "piazza days" as be-

fore. Our specialty is the strong, well-made articles that are practi-

cally useful the year around. Our HANGING SETTEE adds in-

estimably to the comfort and attractiveness of the " den "
or library.

Hand-woven of finest Imported rattan. Very strong. It can't be

worn out. Better made than any other similar settee. Our RAT-
TAN DIVAN is the most satisfactory piece of furniture made for

home or office. Cool, clean, graceful and strong. Fittecl with

castors. Moved anywhere. All our furniture is woven on simple,
artistic lines. New and original designs. WE MAKE TO ORDER
anything in rattan or willow. So/d on approval, freight prepaid,
directfrom factory . We have no agents or dealers. Write us

for catalog of Settees, Couches, House Trunks, etc., free.

Hanging Settee

RATTAN NOVELTY CO., 136 E. South St., Indianapolis, Ind.

A PURE LIVE MOUNTAIN WATER. PHONE JOHN 8211



ERYOUSNESS Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause

WIHCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL.
Cured
by...

It contklns no Mercury, Iron. Cantharides, or any Injurious Ingredient whatever.
his Pill is purely vejretable, ha-s been tested and prescribed by physi<-.ians, and has proven to be tlie best, safest

most effective treatment known to medical science for restoringr Vitality, no matter how orig-inally caused,
remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that money can buy and
nee pro<lnce: therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price. ONE DOLLAR Per Box. ^q Huiiibug Of Treatmciit Scheme.
by Sealed flail.

ERSONAL OPINIONS ' ^^'^^ ^"^ ' ''*^* "^^'' * ''""'^ °^ >""" Hypophosphites of Majjanese for liver and kidney complaints in my
nD |)etson and received much benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and will ask you to send me as

I by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through the regular channels
uch as you

I am confident it is just what I have been in search of'^for

ly years. I am prescribing your Hypophiwphites of Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely. Dr. T. I. WEST.
I know of no remedy^in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—ADOLPH BEHRK, M. D., Professor ot

Beekman Bldgf., New York.
Est. 1858.

^nic Chemistry and Physiology, New York

he^'re^^rr" Wmchestcr & Co., Chemists, 599
rOR WEAK LUNGS tSE WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES.

Asno[
FOR

MEN

The NETTLETON
This shoe stands for all that is extremely

irood in shoemakinfr— faultless fit, immacu-
late finish and the most thorouarh dependability.
We show Nettleton's latest lasts in Tic! kid,
relour calf and patent leather. Prices, $5.00,
16.00 and $7.00.

C. M. Staub Shoe Co.
255 S. Broadway

Los Anjreles

MATURED
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the: finest and largi:st music housk in

the southwi:st — over 30,000 square
feet of floor space devoted to music

FiftK
Floor

Repair Department
and Tuning
Rooms in cliarjje

Steinway Repairers

FovirtK
Floor

Show Rooms for

Emerson, Sterling,

Starr, Huntington,
Richmond Pianos

THird
Floor

Devoted to

Japanese and

Chinese

Objets d' Art

Second
Floor

Steinway Hall and

Display Rooms for

Steinway, Mason &
Hamlin and
Kranich & Bach

Pianos; Cecilian

Recital Room

First

Floor

Small Musical

Instruments,

Sheet Music,
Business Offices,

Actuaries' Room
and General

Display Rooms for

Pianos andXJrgans

STEINWAY
" The King of Pianos -

The Piano of Kings"

RlRANICH &i BACH
" The Artists' Favorite "

MASON &i HAMLIN
" The Piano of Destiny"

EMERSON
' ' The College Piano "

Starr Pianos

RicKmond Pianos

Mason &. Hamlin
Organs

Estey Organs

TKe Cecilian
Piano Player

EVFRYTHING
IN MUSIC

Write us for Prices and Descriptive Circulars

GEO. J. BIRREL COMPANY
STEINAVAY REPRESENTATIVES

3-4'5-4'7 S. Spring St., Los Angelas; also San Die^o, Cal.
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JnsigKtly
ti a i r j^ j^
n tHe Face, NecK or A.rms is

s unnecessary as it is disfigvir-
1^. If you are sensitive, not liking
ask an3-body about it, and feel afraid

> use loudlj' advertised articles, too

lany of which seriously irritate and
ijure the skin, you are invited to try

BAZIN'S
DEPILATORY POWDER
•tendard preparation used for over 30
sars by society leaders and known in the drusr

ade as a strictly legritimate article. Bazin's

IS been awarded the hitrhest cold medals in

le United States and GreatBritain. Bazin's is

mple, effective, harmless. Why pay exorbit-

it prices for worthless
"
hair removers " when

Ula's can be had for 50 cents anywhere? Re-

snbstitutes. If yon prefer to pay direct, we
111 send full si/.e packasre in a plain wrapper,
r ttail. postpaid, for the price. Address

[ALL &i RUCnEL. New YorK
(Established 1X48)

SOZODONT
Tooth

Pcwder
BIG BOX. 23c
At the request of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an analysis of Van Bus-
kirk's SozoDONT, which I

purchased in open market
in this city. The analysis
shows that there isnothingr
in it injurious to the teeth or
erunis, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-
septics, cleansing' agrents
and preservatives.
Herbert M. Hill, Ph. D.,

Analytical Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, N.iY.

SozoDONT Tooth Powdkr, used in

conjunction with Sozodont IvIQUID,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Each, 25
cents ; large sizes together, 75 cents ;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should be declined.

HALL & RUCIiEL, New YorK

Skii\ Diseatses
If you suffer from Eczema,
Salt Rheum, Ringworm, Itch,

Ivy Poison, Acne, or other
&kin troubles,

Hydrozone
will cure you.

' ures .sunburn in 24 hours. In cases
i'rit kly Heat and Hives it will stop

.it once, also will relieve mos-
tes.

dydrozone is & scientific Germicide,
-d And endorsed by leading physi-
ins. It is absolutely harmless,
' rnost pouterful healing agent.

<T diseaiics are caused by parasites.
' m without causing injury to the »uf

. L.nurally cures the trouble.

Sold by leadtnH drugitatM.

\ RF.r t> cover xtiml
/niainlnir sulfi-

I llic (.Ulmt here

n^. Cf^^^^^^^^^i^
V PHncm St., Mow Yofkm

por
^lldreo

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S S00THIII6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and in the best remedy for

DIARRHCEA. Sold by Drusrirists In ^every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow'H Soothinir Syrup." and take no other
kind. Twenty-five centH a bottle.



RKADY TO WEAR

Well Dressed Women
LIVING

In the Southwest

Will find this store of great value to thetn

whether or not they are able to visit Los
Angreles. We sell suits, jackets, skirts, waists,

by mail. Write us a plain description of what
you wish. We'll be pleased to send you partic-

ulars and prices. By sendingr your size we can
fit you more accurately than any local store.

Our grarments are cut and tailored by the most
skillful artisans in New York. The newest
and most exclusive effects are shipped to us by
express the moment they are produced.

B. B. HENSHEY
COR. THIRD AND BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, OAL.

m fAll WAISIJ
NOW READY

Very Latest Styles both in

SILK AND WOOL

The finest productions in

Lddies' Ne(k Dressings
of the Leading-

New York Makers

A^A/V^AA^

Modern Architecture

IF you intend to build a house as your own
residence, you certainly want it right. On
the other hand, there never was a keener

demand on the part of purchasers and renters
for modernly improved property than now.
Therefore you need our assistance.

GARRETT & BIXBY. Architects,

l^oom 312 Currier Block

Los Angeles, Cal.

Tel. James 1706 212 West Third St.

The

Capital. $1,500,000
Par Value,

$1.00 Per Share

500,000 Shares In Treasury

OfSonord,Ne)(i

9,000feet development work; ore blocked

in mine, $1,053,000.00; other assets, ore on du

land, store, mill, etc., $147,837.87. We off*

limited amount of our Treasury Stock for

at Fifty Cents, to increase reduction wo

For full particulars address

DAVIS RICHARDSON, President

LdnkershimBldg., Los Angeles,

References on application.



Linen Underwear
that wears to the satisfaction of the purchaser

or money cheerfully refunded.

Woolen Underwear has Seen its Best Days
BELFAST MESH has real absorbent properties; takes up excretions
and moisture quickly and evaporates them rapidly. It may be
boiled any number of times. It cannot shrink. When it has

become wet, dries quickly, and body is surrounded by dry fabric and dry air.

OUR FREE BOOK !•; handsome and convincin.c It explodes the "wool for warmth" theory.
It is designed for thinking people, BELFAST MESH is sold by all- dealers or direct by mail if desired.

THE BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO. 330 Mechanic Slreet, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

•jQ^MQ^jQ^BmG:Qm&mQi^

DO YOU

PHOIOdRAPtl ?

niHEN SEND prlatR of your
favorite picture.s to Camera
Craft. If they are not repro-
duced It will be because of

some fault in the picture, and a full ex-
planation of the fault is tt'wen when the
pictures are returned.

S«ri«» of pictures
upon some one line
are especiallx desired

Rates paid and a free specimen copy of
the Mairaxine to anyone interested
Mouffh to mention this advertisement.

CAMERA (RAfI
SAN FRANCISCO

:.i2:&:^:^:^io:o:^:cj!o:o:o!c?»



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

FOR
BOYS

I MILITARY )

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Ivaboratories. Ten-
acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grenville C. Emery,
A. M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular
army in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL FOR GIRI
Boarding and Day Pupils

New Buildings. Gymnasium. Special care of heal
Entire charge taken of pupils during school year s

summer vacation. Certificate admits to Eastern Collej
European teachers in art, music and modern langruag
13th year begins Oct., 1902. ANNA B. ORTON, Princii

Occidental College \
LOS ANGELES, CAL

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Litera
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list

schools accredited by State University. The Occiden
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal a

instrumental. First semester begins September 24, 19o:

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGEL!
EIGHT
SCHOOLS

THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Studei

may pass from any class to the State University or a

in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among (

highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains tah

with physical development, manners and character,
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A.

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Casa de Rosas)

Adams and Hoover Sts., Los Angeles, Californii

Heautiful buildings, delightful home, thorough school.

Certificate admits to college.

PRINCIPALS \
^'-'CE If- PARSONS

I JEANNE W. DENNEN

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Ninth year begins September, 1902. Limited numbers,
full corps of instructors, best of home influences and

training.
WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M.. Principal

Telephone Main 1SS6

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
GRAND AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A Boarding and Day College for Boys and Young Men

COURSES : classical, Scientific, Commercial and
Academic —

For further Information address REV. J. S. GLASS, C. M., D. D.

GOOD par
PLENTY of positions for best teachers in coun-

try, city, high and private schools. 1350 posi-

tions already filled in California alone. We want the BEST TEACH-
ER from whatever school or university. The MAN or WOMAN is

more important than the DEGREE. Particulars to teachers and

school trustees free. FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY.

C. C. BOYNTON
Stimson Block, Los Angeles.

CALVIN ESTERLY
ParrottBldg., San'Francisco.

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
(Occupying its own building—CUMNOCK HALL—inodeleil after

Shakespeare's home at Stratfnrd-on-Avon

1500 FIGUEROA street, t-OS ANGELES
A school for personal culture for young men and women. Foui

Departments: ORATORY, ENGLISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE,
DRAMATIC ART. Students may enter at ativ time and tail

part or all of course. Fall term begins October 2, 1902. Visitors-

welcome. Illustrated Catalogue upon application.

Tel. Pico 2521. ADDIE MURPHY GRIGG, Director.

TE.ACHE.RS and STUDENTS find hen

plant equipped fordoing School work— designing, <

graving, printing and binding—the best possible pn
uct at most reasonable prices.—Out West Co., OiBc

115 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.
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los ^/ige/e6

212 iAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

jllege on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

ItlROOP

POIYTKHNK INSTITUTE

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Ttaeonly completely equipped Manual Training'
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
Collegre (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Tuniinir and

Carpentry, Forarinir, Pattern-Makinir, Machine-

8bop Practice, Wood-Carving-, Clay-Modelintr,

Cookinar. Sewing- and Dressmakinir, Electrical

£ngineerinK-, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and

Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gyra-
axtics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tate accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

Tersities of the country.

Fall TmmM BmaiMS SmprmMBrnm 2A, 1B02

W. A. Edwards, LL.D., Pretident

Thbodokb Coleman, Secretary

614 South Grand Avenue. In its own new building, with large Gym-
nasium. The greatest and strongest Commercial School in Los Angeles.
Its graduates are the most competent and secure, an<l hold the best posi-
tions. Investigate. LACE-y, HOOD & HOLLMAN, Managers.

The DOBINSON

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
Now open. Incorporated 1899.

Full course two years.

English Literature, Readingr, Word Analysis, Inter-

pretation, Elocution, Oratory, Physical Culture,

Shakespeare. Trairiinc of the Speaking Voice. The
DRAMATIC DEPARTMENT includes training for the
Stage and securing of engagements for conii)etent
pupils. GEORGE A. DOBINSON, Principal

614 South Hill Street Los Angelks, Cal.

STAMMERING
quickly cured. Over 20 years' experi-
ence. Send for booklet and testimonials.

ROBINSON STAMMERING INSTITUTE
1104 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco

Any reader of OUT WEST could

easily secure subscriptions for it in his

own neighborhood.

>(?===5=S)= =(5=:s=5

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANQELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

^ Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

U<s====S)-- =6==55^

CAHUENGA MOUNTAIN WATER CO. RHONE JOHN 3211
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Diamonds
on

Credit
SeeHowEasy it is to OwnOne;
There is No Better Investment.

£8tu.blitth your credit by opening
a charge account for a beautiful
Genuine Diamond Eins, Brooch, Stud,
Locket, Earnnprs, Culf Buttons or otlier
article to be selected from our half
million dollar stock of Diamonds,
Wa't'hes and Fine Jewelry. Catalogue4N sent free.
Diamonds will pay at least 20 per cent,

in increased values this year. Your
local jeweler. If he is posted, will tell

you so. They are the best investment
in sight at the present time.
You can establish a credit with us that

you can use as long as you live, wher-
ever you live, and with any other house
In any line of business. Oood Credit
is Capital and a Diamond paid for is

Keady Money the world over. Your
credit is good with us if your intentions
are good. Honesty and good faith are
the only requisites.
If you have any doubt about your

credit with us you can easily settle the
question in advance. Ask yourself this
question:
Will 1 do as I agree and can I spare

from $3 to $10 monthly to invest in a
Diamond^
If you can answer in the affirmative

your credit is as good with us as though
you were worth millions.

How We Do Business.
You select a diamond from our catal-

ogue, we send it to you for examination,
If you like the diamond, the mounting,
the price and terms, you make a small
first payment and wear the diamond.
The balance we arrange in a series of

Bmall, easy payments to be made
monthly. We give a Guarantee Certifi-
cate of value and quality, and the option
of exchanging at full price paid for any
other article or a larger diamond at any
time.
There are no disagreeable features

about our Liberal Credit System, no
publicity, no security, no guarantee, no
endorser—in fact it's nothing but a per-
sonal business transaction based on
mutual confidence and good faith.
We are the largesthouse in our line of

business and one of the oldest. (Estab-
lished In 1858. ) We originated the sys-
tem of selling diamonds on easy pay-
ments, and do the largest diamond
credit business in the world. There is

half-a-million dollars back of our guar-
antee, and If you will ask your local
banks how we stand in the business
world, they will refer to their Dun's
and Bradstreet's book of commercial
ratings, and tell you that our rating is

the highest possible to have for respon-
sibility, good credit and reliable per-
formance of all agreements and
promises.
We pay all expenses of placing our

diamonds before you for your examin-
ation, it costs you nothing whether you
buy or not—you get the diamond at
once and every dollar you pay on
It, is a dollar saved, for diamonds are
instantly convertible into cash the
world over at full value.
It3^^^e handle no Imitation

diamonds, nothing but grenntne
atones.
Write today for our Illustrated book-

let which shows goods, prices, terms
and full particulars of our Liberal
Credit System.

LOFTIS BROS. &. CO.,
Dept. 4N 101 to 107 State St , Chicago, J. S. A.

Diamond Importers and Manfr. Jewelers

Opp. Marshall Field k Co.

M4^
^^

Land and Water at

Ceres—Take It

The water is there now. Land is sell-

ing quick, and the prices are less than

half what they will be twelve months

from this date. Ceres, four miles

south of Modesto, is the place. C. N.

Whitmore owns the land, eight thou-

sand acres of it, and every acre tillable.

The deed to the land carries with it a

perpetual water right, and the source

of the water supply is the Sierra Nevada

mountains, a range whose peaks are

clothed with eternal robes of snow.

The channel is the Tuolumne river to

Iva Grange, where the greatest dam in

the world forms an immense reservoir,

whence the water is drawn through a

rock tunnel and conveyed through sub-

stantially built canals to the Whitmore

lands. The price of the land is $30 to

$50 per acre. Roads to all tracts. Laid

out in ten-acre lots, and any of these

lots will be split if desired. The title

has been vested in the Whitmores for

more than thirty years, and comes

directly from the United States Govern-

ment. Deeds are given free of incum-

brance, and half cash contracts can be

made if desired. There are at this

date on the Whitmore lands all kinds of

fruit trees, vines, berry bushes, plants,

etc., demonstrating the productive

quality of the soil. Three railroad

lines give quick and cheap transporta-

tion to the San Francisco markets.

Every Whitmore deed contains a per-

petual prohibition clause. No saloon

can ever invade this 8,000 acres or any

portion of it. What a splendid colony |

tract that would make. Address

C. N. Whitmore,

Ceres, Cal
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Al IFflRNIA I ANnQ'^QO'^'*^'^'^' VENTURA county. Beans, com,^^r Wnillll LiilllfO Barley, Apricots, Apples, Prunes, without Irrigation.

/,000—iAC/?E'S-/,000
In tracts to suit purchaser. $25 to SlOO per acre.

li W. POINDEXTER. 309 WILCOX BLOCK, LOS ANGELES

PASADENA

' SELU ORANGE ORCHARDS
ay a steady investment, with g'ood water
I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
tcated for homes, also in the country for
F'ine homes in Pasadena a si>ecialty.

^
. REAL ESTATE, -

.INSURANCE. LOANS
INVESTM£-Hi;^

end Are
,Cal.

115 S. Broadway
Los Anereles, Cal

PORTERViLLE

itrus and Deciduous fruits

FARMINQ, STOCK RAISINO
OAIRYINO, MININO. LUMBERING

PiRTERVIllE. (ALiroRMA

• ffern better inducements to the Nomeseeiier
..in any other portion of the United

'•!S. For particulars address

CRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
fORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

REDLANDS

K' RDnV(^ ^o'' reliable Information as to cost,
UnUlLO care and culture of Redlands

Oranffc Groves, call on or address

C H. FOWLER
SttMt RedUtvU, Cal.

FRESNO

•Ts send for price list and pamphlets of
\ FERiaE UNDS. Opiwrtunitles nnsnr-

11 trad«p«(rtation rebated to settlers.

!icr.

SHEPHERD <S TEAQUE
1123

'•

J
••

Street, Fresno, California

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

For Sale at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledjre of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grrove or a house or a good payinir

business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. PISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. Redlands, Cal.
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OI.DEST AND I^AKOBST BANK IN
SOUTHERN CAtlFORNIA

THE FARMERIi AND iRCiNIS BANKS
OF tOS ANGBLBS Incorporated 1871

Capital, Surplus and Profit* - -
$1,569,220.00

Deposits - - _ _ _
7,600,000.00

Cash on Hand, and witli Banliers - -
5,012,302.00

U. S. and other Bonds and Stocks -
1,124.400.00

OFFICERS
I. W. Hbllman, Pres. H. W. Hbllman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charlks Sbylbr, Cash'r

G. Hbimann, Assistant Cashier
M. H. Hellman, 2nd Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS

W. H. Perry I.W. Hellman, Jr. O.W. Childs
I. N. Van Nnys J. A. Graves I, W. Hellman
H. W. Hellman J. F, Francis C. E. Thorn
J. Baruch Wm. Lacy
Special Safe Deposit Department and Storage Vaults.

Largest National Bank in Soutkern Galifon

riRST NATIONALM
OF I.OS ANOBLBS

Desifirnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 40

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 36

Deposits 5,00

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Preit
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Bickncll
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story
J. C. Drake

W. G. Kercl
J. D Hooki

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conduci

W. C Patterson. Prest. P. M. Green, Vke-Pres.
Frank P. Flint, Second VIce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE, Cashier

E. W. Cob, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WiODAL ••

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Cor. First and Spring: Streets

Capital Stock .

Surplus and Profits over
$500,000.00

150,000.00

ADVERTISINi
NOVELTIE
We wish to notify Southern Califor

merchants and advertisers that we are i

showing a line of LitKograpHed Fa;

Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautiful

signs, never surpassed in this sectioil.

urgently request your inspection of

samples.

Largest capital of any National bank in Southern
California. This bank is fortunate in havingr a strong-

directory and a larg-e list of substantial stockholders.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

Out West Co.
Offices. 115 S. Broadv

LOS ANGEL

A Wise

Precaution

JEFOREi leaving the city for your
summer vacation you had bet-

ter store your Valuables in the

Vaults of the

CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND

TRIST COMPANY

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PRANK P. BURCH, Cashier Telephone V.

Southern California Grain and $tocl( Co.
Share and Grain Brokers New York Markets.

Correspondents in Pomona, San Bernardino,
Redlands, Riverside and San Diego.

118 STIMSON BLOCK
LOS ANGELES, (COR. THIRD AND

SPRING STREETS

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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The Man
and the Hour

meet by the

time of an

Elgin

Watch
Pu nctuality' s watch
word is Elgin. Worn

everywhere; sold

everywhere ; guaran-
teed by the world's

greatest watch factory.

Booklet mailed free.

KLGIN NATIONALWATCH CO.

Fi.riN, li riNois.

s: «^^s
To Ownrrs of Gasoline Engines

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
il'irt awav ratircly willi all ataitinK ami
riinnini; liaKcHn, tlirir anno)'ance an>l

e<|>en«e. No l>«ll— do •iwitcti— no li«f-

trric<i. Can Ix at1a<.he<l to any rniflne
now u«iOK liattrrle«. Fully Kuaranlc«l ;

orite for rlr<iLri|>tlve calaloK.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

AT

BR iSH

WORK.

We are makinir and »ellinif the
t>e«it Art Tool in one. Applies
color by Jet of air, enabling' the
artim to do t>etter work and save
time. No Htndio complete with-
out it. CircnlarH free.

Address. AM BRUSH MFG. CO.,
115 Nassan Street, Rockford. 111.,

U. 8. A.

omfort
KuHSEmr powder

v ^1

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionably the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class by itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evitlence

of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third : Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no other powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal-

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed and uncomfortable

conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most ol)stinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant testi-

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder unequaled for any inflam-

mation or soreness of the skin and for

Toll«-t and Nuriwry. ChRflnif, Aftor a Bath,
Aft«T a Nhav«, t«> l'r««v««iit Offfiislve I*«t-

Kpinition, for Stinbiirii, l{<iiiKbii<>KH, ]C<><ln<-HS

and KriiptionH of th<> Skin, Nettle- KaHh,
I'rickly Ilcat, Infant Kcz<>niti,Tir<><I, Acbing
Ffft, Aociclcntal Itiims, It<-lilnK:, Mc>K<inlt<>
ItitfH, In tlie SIck-Kooin, frritiitlon <'hiih<'<I

by TrnMS I'atls; In fi»ct, for all Skin Affec-
tiiMiH It is a Ilcallnff Wonder.
FOK SAI.K AT TOII.KT AND DRVO

.""iTOKKS. 25 <;KNTS A BOX.
// YOriiS rforo nit' hrrp it, tnkn na other, but

tend HJir. ti' the Ciittiftirt I'tnriirr Co., Hurtford.
Conn., nnil rrrrirr boj', jxmt-paUl. Cheap oub-
itilutet are nrver tafit/actory.
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DURAND FOOT-POWER LAUNCH
AN IDEAL BOAT FOR SPORTSMEN \NITH ADJUSTABLE SEATS

Both hands are free for use of guns or trollint; lines. Back pedalingr easy. One, two or three persons
can operate it ; but little disturbance of water when approaching granie. As a pleasure boat it affords ex-

ercise preferable to rowingr. There is no disagreeable odor of gasoline or naphtha. A man, woman or

child can operate it. Motor is always read j'. No cost for repairs. Costs the same when being operated

as when out of use. One man can make five miles an hour or more. Two men can make seven miles.

When a matt fries to start a ffasoltne launch he says something. Our foot-power launches go without saying.

Proprietors of summer hotels and pleasure resorts find our boats profitable for rental purposes.

CANADIAN CANOES (lakefield model
of world-wide renown, compare favorably with any canoe on the market. We guarantee the best ol

workmanship. We carry in stock launches the most suitable for our foot motors.

225 SOUTH AVENUE
ROCHESTER, N. Y.DURAND MFG. CO.

75,000
Genuine
MexicanOPALS

OPALS
For sale at less than half price. We want an agent in

every town and city in the U. S. Send 3Sc. for sample
opal worth $2.00. Good agents make $10 a day.
Mexican Opal Co., 607 Frost BIdg., Los Angeles, California

Bank reference, State Loan and Trust Co.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREA

Itl 1

will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or

skin from any cause. Prevents tentlency to wrinkles or ageing
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white,

equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWI
and book, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent FREE on receipt of .

to pay postage, p, g, KEYS, AGT., HIS. Center Ave., CHtC

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to

i^^^^^^i.iM^_».^_.i_i_MMH_ date laundry equipment in the West, and include:

—
facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGE oi

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstance

have enabled us to weed out inefificient help, Skillfulness, promptness and courtes;

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center o

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guarante

^^l^iPciioma tpiletS^aPor^JsVores
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The Windsor Boudoir
is a very quiet, refined place, where one can have their skin

treated, all blemishes removed, heavy chins reduced, and youth
and beauty restored by facial massage and other treatments.

We have a most wonderful SKIN FOOD SPECIAL
which prevents the skin from getting flabby, and removes

the wrinkles.

Then our SKIN FOOD for keeping the pores in a very
fine condition, and as a cleanser* There is really nothing to

equal it.

Then in addition is our PURE ALMOND MEAL for

bathing the face. It whitens and gives the face a youthful

look.

We have as a fine lotion for toning up the skin, the

ORANGE FLOWER WATER. When the face is thor-

oughly dried, a little SKIN TONIC should be rubbed in.

Follow all this with our DIANA LOTION. It takes

the place of powder, giving the face a rested look. Don^t be

without it on your dressing table. If you are going out and

want to look exceptionally fine use DIANA either in pink
or white.

If your pores have enlarged so as to look badly, and

you desire to bring them back quickly, use PORINE.
Should your eyebrows be scanty, use OUR WATER

COLOR to beautify both the eyebrows and eyelashes.

Many ladies write us and want to know what our ROSE
TINT is. It is a most delightful tint for bringing back

nature's color. Can not be detected, and only creams will

remove it.

OUR MAIL ORDER BUSINESS is extensive, and a

two-cent stamp will reach us, and we will gladly furnish

you any information you would require.

Windsor Boudoir, 7 E.46th St.,N.Y.
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For Your Party
YOU WANT SOMETHING

GOOD TO DRINK

is a pure Orange Syrup, and

makes an ideal non-alcoholic

punch for any party or social

entertainment. Also makes a

splendid ice. Enquire of your

grocer or caterer ;
if they do

not keep it, send their names
with 5 cents, to us, and we will

send you a sample bottle with

full directions for use.

The Los Angeles fruit Juice (ompdny

905 TEMPLE ST.
LOS ANGELES

^

Barker b^^nd^

wnEn'nnDars 8 Cuffs 0^-
f'SISi^WEST-nioy.NY '*2Z/'

SACHS BKOS & CO.
San Franclgoo Coas^ Agents

Free Trial

Treatment
for Morphine, Opium or other drug hobit.

PalnlesK, permanent Home Cure. Contains great vital

principal lacking in all others. ContidPntial correspon-
dence invited. A full trial treatment alone often cures.

Write St. Paul Association, Suite 847, 48 Van Buren St. .Ciiicago

BEAUTifUL

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

wmum
IN WATER COLO

By the Leading
Poinsettia

Artist

0. 1. M'lil

13x25—$6.00

SIZE PRICE
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"
NotHing' so Rare as Resting on Air"

he Pneumatic /Vlattress
AN IDEAL BED

"
I will have all my mattresses blown np, not stuft. Down is too h.3sd."—Beu yonson.

-EUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

lor to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pnen-
Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby resting all parts equally. Did you ever

insanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
' <• of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airintr will remove any disease ^erms that may have
••. Nothing can enter the Air Mattress. It is tlie only sanitary mattress In existence. There is no place for

-
•

; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turning-, as air never mats down. It is

>th and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regrulated
<• of hardness or softness by admitting- or expellintr a little air. It weifirhs when deflated about 18 pounds.
e these mattresses in three sizes : X, Kand full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided len»rth-

—ire, thus if two iieople sleep toifether and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, both can be accom-

are required with the Air Mattress ; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary
|lts«a wood beds.

The air sack is protected by a covering- of the t>e8t quality ticking. With ordinary care this mattress
t a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can t>e easily repaired.

ETpi A
I

So sure are we that this mattress will g-ive universal satisfaction that we will send you
I i\lr\L one and allow you to use It THIRTY NIGHTS. If you do not find it the best mattress you

"
ever slept M, or do not like it for any reason, return It and we will pay shippinir charjres

Hid refund your money. Price $22.00 up according to size, including air pump and slals. Delivered.

''
''>ABIES *'*'"' ^''''' ^^t^resH is a delight to babies and a joy to mothers, it can be Cleaned wltb a sponge.—^^^ Half baby's cryingr and frettintr will be avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat-

ill (jii. delivered.

Good for Invalids
'

'' ii.itic MattreHH for a patient who
in a ho><pital that had nothing

«-•*. She had seven large bed
i lie first night she used your mat-

night without an opiate—something
iornix weeks—and has had no further

cpt jne tediousnesH of their healing.
4k» J. BODGSON. M. D.. Wai'KBhha, Wis.

American Steamship Une Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure in stating that the Pneumatic Mattresses
on American line steamships Paris and N«'w York have
been very satisfactory in every way and we will never
outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. For some
time we carried a number of hair mattresses on the ships,
in case people preferred them to air mattresses, but have
ceased doinir so as they are never required.

c. A. (;riscom.
Manager of the International Navigation Co.

Ited tMioklet,
"
Erolution of the Air Bed" and Cataloir C of Pneumatic Cushions, Pillows, Yacht

> tent free on request by mentioning- Out West.

ATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway. New York. N. Y.. U. S. A.

'<"> at Reading. Mass.
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Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

REUATINQ
CHIEFLY TO SPANISH

AMERICA
Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ^^^^^]^£r'^^
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
-^''"'-^ Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

Cures
HEADACHES

Seasickni

Nervousni

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, ^

and $1.00 Bott

FOR SALE EVERYWHE

BO II N H volumes of this magrazine shou
U U R II in every well equipped library.

;9^pOR ANY BOOK ON EARTH-
4S- * Write to H. H. TIMBY. Book Hunter

«»=CATALOOl)ES FREE CONNEAUT, OH

RIPHN.c

I doctored for a year and a

half for what the doctor told me

was gall stones. I had read so

much about the relief Ripans

Tabules gave other people, I

thought I would get some. I have

used eight of the 5 cent boxes and

have not had a spell since.

HT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is enougfh fot an ordinary occasion. The family bottle

cents^ contains a supply for a year.

lilVUn TUCATDinil Pni n PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatiu

ANilU intAlnlljAL UULU UntAIVI moTesthem. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St.. Los

Ix'
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"Assumin? that the best printing is never too ^ood, it is unlikely that more time
will be exiiended on a carif blanche job than is really necessary to the best results, or

that the engrraver or printer will be so dishonest' as to charg-e for time not actually
consumed thereon. The buyer is, therefore, reasonably justified in believinar that he will

be asked to pay for actual service only. In any event there is no other way to procure
the very best, and the customer must rely for protection on the reputation for square
dealing- of the printing- house."— .•lii'j-t;-//.v/«^ Experience for September.

We do Printing, Binding

Engraving, Designing

We try to do tKese ^well

People say Ave are

Succeeding

If you appreciate

Effective, Original
Economical results

Better get acquainted
WitK us and \vitK our
Methods

lis SOUTH BROADWAY
Los ANQELES reu.

WoKiem
113. IIS, 117 AMD 119 SOUTH BROADWAY

Main 417 (Rkak)

m
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Tlie (idtive

Power
THE E. M. M. CURA-
TIVE COMPANY
have established their

Institute, 529 South

Broadway, this city,

where every appliance

known to the science of

Electro Therapeutics

is to be found.

01 He New

(entiy
Diseases are treated by

Musical Vibration,

combined with all forms

of Electricity.

Convalescents from

acute exhausting

diseases or any low

state of health will be

surely benefited by
this treatment.

ALL FORMS OF NERVOUS DISEASES — Insomnia, Nervous Exhaustion, Hyste-

ria, Neuralsria, Rheumatism, Brig-ht's Disease, Lumbagro, Brain Fag-, Functional Heart Derange-

ments, Mig-raine, Diseases of the Skin, Bronchitis and all Throat Diseases, Paralysis, Dyspepsia
and Functional Derang'ements of the Alimentary Canal, Locomotor Ataxia, Cervical and Lum-
bar Backaches of Women, Epilepsy.

Appointments can L>e made by Phone MAIN C>4'G

H. M. M. CURATIVE CO., 529 S. BROADWAY C

'The Knowledge of a Perfect Healing'

MR. Thomas Richard Wheeler
PROFESSIONAL HEALER

EVERY WOMAN
is interested and should know

about the wonderful

g,jJ^ Marvel ^"'
Douche

If your druggrist cannot
supply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but write us for
Illustrated Book, sent free —
sealed. It gives price by mail,
particulars and directions invalu-
able to ladies. Kndoraed by Physicians.

MARVEL CO., Room 33, Times Building, N.V.

Ullllllllllllilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllliilii

lURICSOLi
URIC ACID SOLVENT

CURES

RHEUMATISM
= AND ALL DISEASES
5 CAUSED BY URIC ACID

S Dissolves, Neutralizes and Eliminates

5 it from the System. Does NOT HURT

S THE STOMACH. $1.00 A BOTTLE at all

5 Druggists, or sent prepaid to any
S address upon receipt of price.

S SEND FOR PAMPHLET

I URICSOL CHEMICAL CO.

I LOS ANGELES, CAL.

niiiiiiiiiiiilllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliilililiii

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. &. Co., Tel. Main 509.

i.
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PaclliG

Electric

"THE SCENIC ROUTE OF SOUTHERNICAUFORNIA"

Yon can see on this line the most prominent attractions of the country, such as Pasadena, the

OstricH farm, the wonderfnl Mt. Lo-we IVail-way, Old San Gabriel Mission,
Los Angeles, and Lon^ BeacH — the finest beach on the coast— and many other points
in the shortest time and greatest comfort. The luxuriously appointed cars and the scenes along-

the way make of this trip a rare treat. Per further information, time-tables, etc., call at

office of Company

250 South Spring Street
Tel. Main 900 LOS ANGELES

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers will find Our Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their wants. ji ,^ ji ^
130-136 IMor'tH l_os ^Kngreles ^-1:.

BAKER & HAMILTON

I

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comlortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Ponrtta street and Broadway, Los Anfrelen, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:36 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevne
Ave,, for Cole^rove and Sherman, every hour from6:15a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Anireles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Anareles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

•^For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, SOc. 10-Trip Tickets. $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

RamonaToilet^oap FOR 3ALE
EVERYWHEI^E

TsHelp—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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CHOICE OF THREi: ROUTES
"OGDEN"
"SHASTA" and
•SUNSET-

Are You Going Hast ?

Are \o\x Going West ?

If so, look up the question carefully,

add you will see that the

SoutKern
Pacific

Gives roa the best comforts possible, also the opportunity of

seeinff the mountain scenery of the Rockies, which is srand

beyond description.

ANY AGENT will give you
information and literature illustrative

of your journey. Ask him for

particulars.
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SAN ERANCISCO
BY

Pacific Coast Steamsliip Co.

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9.00 a.m.

STATE OP CAL Thursdays,
" "

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angi;i,ss : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10.00 a.m.

STATK OF CAL Sundays,
" "

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Columbia, Seattle and Alaska

C. D. DUNANN, General Passenger Agent

W. PARRIS, Agent
328 S. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Il

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR
EVERYWHE F?E
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Grand Canyon of Arizona
A Mile Deep — 12 Miles Wide 2 7 Miles Long

Altitude 7,000 ft., insuring a dry, cool, invigorating atmosphere

THE GREAT ROUND WORLD
HAS NOTHING LIKE IT

"Sto&l iodcta b
b* who can front

tb» awful iccnc and

»»tw its ufxarthlr

HUn6oT at color and

fawn wHhout quaking

faiM or tMmuloua breath.

Ask a SAIMTA FE Agent

for a copy of

"THE TITAM OF CHASMS"
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DOES YOUR rOOD

DISTRESS YOl ?

Are you nervous?

Do you feel older than you used to?

Is your appetite poor ?

Is your tongue coated with a slimy,

yellowish fur ?

Do you have dizzy spells ?

Have you a bad taste in the mouth ?

Does your food come up after eating,

with a sour taste ?

Have you a sensation of fullness after

eating ?

Do you have heartburn ?

Do you belch gas or wind ?

Do you have excessive thirst ?

Do you notice black specks before the

eyes ?

Do you have pain or oppression around

the heart ?

Does your heart palpitate or beat ir-

regularly ?

Do you have unpleasant dreams ?

Are you constipated ?

Do your limbs tremble or vibrate ?

Are you restless at night ?

NAMEi

Age Occupation

Street No
Town State

If you have any or all of the above
symptoms you probably have Dyspep-
sia. Fill in the above blank, send to

us, and we will mail you a free trial

PEPSIKOLA TABIvBTS (unquestion-
ably the surest and safest Dyspepsia
cure known) together with our little

book— "Advice to Dyspeptics." Reg-
ular size PEPSIKOLA TABLETS,
25 cents, by mail, or of your druggist.

The Laxakola Company
45 VESEY STREET

NEW YORK

IVeddtngs /

Is there to be one in your

family or that of a friend ?

We can promptly furnish In-

vitations, Announcements, and

Cards from our Copperplate and

Steel Die Department.
You can obtain nothing" more

elegant, and the prices are satis-

factory.

Can furnish -printed work if

desired.

^^^^^
Stationery Department

115 South Broadway LOS ANGELES

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family use and Qxport a specMtjr.

A pure, wholesome beyerage, recommended by
prominent physiciana.

OFFICE, 440 ALISO STREET
Tel. Main 91

Possibly you need three-color plate work. Doi

think you have to send East for it. We do It—and

It right. OUT WEST CO., Los Angeles, Cal
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Your money back
if you are not satisfied

DO YOU SUPPOSE that a company with a capital of $300,000.00. paid in full, and the
proud reputation of 36 years of continuous success, would make such an offer and not carry
It out to the letter?
DO YOU SUPPOSE we would jeopardize our standing with the public and our chances

of still greater success by failing to fulfil any promise we make ?

DO YOU SUPPOSE we would make such an offer if we did not have the utmost confi-
dence in the satisfying quality of our goods ?

WE KNOW we can please you and save you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY goes
direct from our distillery to you, with all its original richness and flavor, carrying a UNITED
STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saving
you the big profits of the dealers. That's why it's best for medicinal purposes. That's why
it's preferred foroiher uses. That's why we are regularly supplying over a quarter of a
million satisfied customers. That's why YOU should try it

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

~"^"

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEM-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $^:00 EXPRESS

QUARTS H PREPAID
We will send you FOUR FULL QUARTS of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-
OLD RYE for*4.ou. and we will pay the express charges. When vou receive
the whiskey, try It and if you don't find It all right and as good as you ever
drank or can buy from any body else at any price, then send it back at our
expense and your IJuu will be returned to you by next mail. How could
an offer be fairer? We take all the risk and stand all the expense, if

the roods do not please you. Won't you let us send you a trial order? We
ship in a plain sealed case; no marks to show what's inside.

If yon can nse 20
jou. we will lend you
•avins $4*00.

luarts, or can jtet nomo of your friends to join
> <iuarta for 916.00, by frelKht prepaid.

to Jol
1, thii

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

91 DisTOXERT. Tbot, O. Established 1866.

MNCLE SAM, in th<- pefHon of ten of his Ciovernment ofHclals, has charge of^
every department of the Hayner Distillery. Durinir the entire proceHH of diH-

tiltatloD, after the whiskey in stored in their warehouses, during the seven years it

r<-Tti;iinH then-, fr«»m the very irrain they buy to the whiskey you get. Uncle Sam is
'': '.'intly on the watch to see that everything isall right. They dare not take .t

. ' . on of their own whiskey from their own warehouse unless he says it's all right.
\n<l when he does say so, that whiskey goes direct to yuM, with all its original

i^ss and flavor, carrying a UNITKD STATES RKCJISTEREO DISTIL"
I, IKS GUARANTEE of PURITY and AdE, and saving you the dealers' big
I'lt/lits. If yon use whiskey, either medicinally or otherwise, you should read the
above offer of The Hayner Distilling Company.
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MURRAY M. HARRIS

ORGAN CO.

$7 V~\/^/^ Mahog-any-cased electric parlor org-an in residence of Mr. C. B. Gr^e;!,
»^-'^-'^>-' San Mateo, Cal. This Organ is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

754?60 San rernandfl St. Tel. Main 363

LOS ANOELES, CALIFORNIA
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Every new subscriber to The Youth's Com
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THEODORH ROOSE
of unusual public interest o.

fThis highly interesting article \
received his nomination as Vice-Pres

C. A. STEPHENS, That .

THE. DUKE OF ARGYLJ
The Vent

JUSTICE DAVID J. BRl-

SARAH ORNE JEWET'r
T. P. O'CONNOR,THE MARQUIS OF DUFFERIN, The Vu

WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, M. P
PROF. SIMON NEWCOMB.
SARAH BARNWELL ELLIOTT. A
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FREE
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Powder
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jIyT\ire
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t^SOME. Makes cake, biscuit and past*-^^

^f and delicacy. Makes food that will keep mcsi:

momical because it is the purest and greatest in

Cheap, alum baking powders may raise the -)iscuit,

«, but to eat the biscuit will be at the expense of health.

ING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST . NEW YORK.

wOcoa

/^,OLATE
held the market

"^ yea.rs •with con-

tncreaLsing sales

are pure and of

,use they yield

J^ the money ;

J are unequaled

, delicacy ("and flavor

every package of

le goods

jaker&Co.
- Limited

ter, Massachusetts
Iw^ards In Europe S. America

STEVENS

SPORTSMEN
are prepaiing- lor that Fa

Huntinjr Trip. Have you a keliabi

FIREAKM? If not, your trip will m'

be the succes-4 anticipated. We manufacture
'

lari,'-e and varied line of

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND SH0T6UNJ
Is .l.-aU-rs .arrv them,
.ve will ship ilirect.

riv all sportini^ y:<

ifn.it,

1

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPAN]
No. 270 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASSACHUSETTS

5e PIANOS
have been establishecl over 50 YBARS. By our f

pay mentsevcry family in moderate circumstance
a VOSE piano. We tal.e old instruments in exch
deliver the new pian^i in your home free of

Write for Catalogue D and explanations.
VOSE «. SONS PIANO CO.. 160 Boyl.ston St.. Boston. Me>!
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Clothing
OF THE Best Sort

Our store is stocked with the best productions in

Fall Suits and Overcoats.
All that's New and Stylish

—
All that's Reliable— Suits and Overcoats

S70.00 TO S40.00
Self-measurement blanks on application. Our Boy's Department is the most

complete in the West — everything- the boy wears but shoes.

iVlullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
First and Spring Streets, LOS ANGELES

HE, PHOTO = MINIATURE,
ONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION : ILLUSTRATED
.amber a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photog^raphic informa-

btainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. 'IS cents each.
W. f2.S0 in advance. No free samples. Send for Blue Booklet describing the series — free on application.

IT FROM YOUR DEALER : TENNANT & WARD. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK

60,000
ACRES RICH RIVER BOTTOM
OF LAND WITH WATER

IM THm HEART OF CALIFORNIA

The 2nd and 3rd Subdivisions of

ITHE LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
'' now ready to sell in tracts of 10 acres or more. This land is located

Fresno and Kings Counties and along the North side of Kings
ver. It is adapted to corn, alfalfa, dairying, hogs and cattle, and

ill the products of the Eastern general farm, as well as vegetables,

Ismail fruits, orchards and vineyards. Every acre carries a water right
>ith it. The prices are low. The terms are easy. For descriptive
"'^Mer and full particulars, address

|V4f?e-S <£ SAUNDERS, LATON. FRESNO COUNTY, CAL.

RamonaToilet«Soap FOR .SALE
EVERYWHEWe



OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NE

EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

AMONO THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

FREDERICK STARR
ChicafiTO University.

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California.

MARY HALI^OCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of

"
Stories of the Foothills."

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,'

"WILLIAM KEITH
The irreatest Western Pa:

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Soi

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Mar

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institution, WashinGRACE ELLERY CHANNING ^„„ HAMT TN TTTTrTTAuthor of "Tne Sister of a Saint," etc. Gl!<0. HAMLIN FITCH

e.T^..oi.
PTT A TTTrrTTvr«;r»^r Literary Editor S. F. Chron^

Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc. CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN
CHARLES WARREN STODDARD „„ , „ HOWARD SHIN^The Poet of the South Seas. CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
INACOOLBRITH

.. T S VAN DYKE
The Story of the Mine

=.T.wT^ ^ .t^'^T.^
^°"'^' '''"" ''"" '''''^"" '^^'"'" "'"• Author of

" Rod and Gun in California.EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of

" The Man With the Hoe.

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of

" The Life of Ag-assiz," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Flenr de Lis."

SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CHAS. A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER

ALEX. F. HARMER
L. MAYNARD DIXON

Ulii

ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL
Authors of

" Our Feathered F

BATTERMAN LINDSAY
CHARLES AMADON MOODY

Contents—November, 1902.
The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, VI, by Chas. F. Lummis
What Italy Thinks of a "

Ivandmark," illustrated, by Grace Ellery Channing
Wild Animals, illustrated, verse, by

" Childe Harold "

The Sierra Club in Kings River Canon, illustrated, by Hugh E. Gibson

Samar, sonnet, by L<orenzo Sosso

IvOtos-Dust, story, Ednah Robinson
Whence Cometh My Strength, poem, by Bailey Millard

The Gull, poem, by Amelia Dominique Smith ,

The Truscott Euck, serial story, concluded, by Mary Austin

Early English Voyages to the Pacific Coast of America (from their own, and contempor|/

English, accounts). Sir Francis Drake—I

The Sequoya Eeague,
" To Make Better Indians "

Landmarks Club
In the Eion's Den (by the editor)

That Which is Written (reviews by the editor and C. A. Moody)
The 20th Century West, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

Getting the Man on the Eand
Proposed New Water Eaws— Report of Water and Forest Association Commission..

An Arizona Water Right Case, story, by Alfred J. McClatchie

Maiiana, poem, by Julia Boynton Green

Kings County and Hanford, illustrated, by F. M. Goodrich

Eaguna de Tache Grant, illustrated, by W. N. Harris

Copyright 1902. Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter, (see publisher's paGB
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The Five Per Cent Preferred Shares of the

SAN BENITO VINEYARDS
CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA

guarantee to the purchaser a goodly income. Not only that,

but there is every reason to believe they will, with the fur-

ther development of the vineyard, (now a big institution),

yield an annual profit of lo to i^ per cent. These shares are

belter than ^ per cent, bonds. They are sold at par, ^Ji.oo per

share. If interested, write for printed matter and photo

engravings. Address

The American Guaranty and Trust Company
SELLING AGENTS

Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., SAN FRANCISCO

Universal Wringers
HORSE-SHOE BRAND

Over Six Million Universal Wringers have

been sold, giving Universal Satisfaction. The

rolls are of good elastic rubber which wring

the thick and thin parts equally dry. They
have the Patent Guide Board which spreads the

Clothes, and are warranted for three years.

A XMAS PRESENT
Appreciated by alt young huuiiekeepen,
is the Gem Toy WrinKer. It is a perfect

wringer with ni))l>er rulU and malleable

iron frame. Sent postpaid on receipt of

60 cents. Address Dept. 49

,|The American Wringer Co.
!i 99 Chambers Street, New York
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Notable Books of D. Appleton & Companj
Send for Illustrated Monthly Bulletin Free

Social New York Under the Georges
By Esther Singi^kton, Author of "The T^'urniture of Our I'orefathers." 100 Illustration

in halftone. Title-page in colors. Royal 8vo. Cloth, $5.00 net. Postage additional.
The illustrations set forth with wonderful effectiveness the degree of social splendor which then existed inNe

York. Furniture, china, plate, jewelry, and houses amply demonstrate that a social luxury existed quite con
parable to the corresponding- state then found in London. The book is a revelation of unknown splendor i

Colonial times.

The Romance
Youth

By Mme. Adam (Juliette Lamber). Portrait
and Ornamental Title. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25
net ; postage, 12 cents additional.

One of the most interesting Frenchwomen since
Mme. de Stael is Mme. Adam, whose pen-name, Juli-
ette Lamber, is also her maiden name. The volume is

the first of a series of autobiographical recollections
she is now writing It relates to a childhood and youth
that were remarkably romantic. She has told the
story as only a gifted Frenchwoman can.

Of IVIy Childhood and

Daniel Boone
By Reuben Goi,d Thwaites, Editor of " The
Jesuit Relations" and Author of "Father
Marquette." (Series of Historic L,ives.)
Illustrated. 12nio. Cloth, $1.00 Wd"/?; post-
age, 10 cents additional.

Boone has been much in need of a sympathetic, ac-
curate, and popular biography. No one better adapted
to the task could have been found than Mr. Thwaites,
the author of the volume on Marquette, in the same
series, which has already met with a general welcome.
Tragedy, heroism, ^If-sacriflce— these were the char-
acteristics of this simple pioneer.

IVIy Life in Many States and in Tor

eign Lands
Written in the Mills Hotel in my Seventy
fourth Year. By George Francis Traij
Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25 net; pos

age, 12 cents additional.

Citizen Train's reminiscences will be widely read. A
States have known him, and in many he has had h

home. There are few lands on the globe to which 1

has not made journeys, few conditions of fortune I

has not experienced. He participated as a leader
the building of the first railway to the Pacific coat

became a notable figure in the Paris Commune, and
early life conducted shipping enterprises of great ii

portance on three continents.

Ohio and Her Western Reserve

With a Story of Three States Leading to Oh
from Connecticut by way of the Wj'omii
Valley, its Penamite Wars and Massaci

By Ai.FRED Mathews. Fully illustrate

Vol. II of the Expansion of the Repub
Series. (Vol. I : Dr. Hosmer's Louisia
Purchase.) 12mo. Cloth, $1.25 net; p
tage 12 cents additional.

Donovan Pasha
IllustrafcBy Sir Gii^bert Parker, Author of

" The Seats of the Mighty," etc.

12mo. Cloth top. $1.50. 35,000 copies sold before publication.

One of the three or four most successful writers of fiction in recent years is Sir Gilbert Parker. His Canac
romance "The Seats of the Mighty" has gone through numerous editions and still maintains its popularity.

'

II-

ovan Pasha" illustrates Sir Gilbert's talents in a new field. His large public has awaited its appearance
- '

eagerness.

Animals Before Man In North America:

Their Lives and Times

By Dr. F.A. EuCAS, Curator of the Division
of Comparative Anatomy,United States Na-
tional Museum, Washington. Illustrated.

12mo. Cloth.

The Sea Lady
By H. G. Weli^S, Author of " The War of
the Worlds," etc. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth,
$1.50.

The House Under The Sea

By Max Pemberton, Author of "
Footsteps

of a Throne," etc. Illustrated. 12mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

Lip From Georgia
A volume of poems by Frank E. Stant .

Author of "Songs of the Soil." 16nio.
Ckji.

gilt top, uncut, $1.20 net ; .postage, 12c€Js
additional.

A Bayard From Bengal

By F. Anstey, Author of " Vice Ver.'l"
" Baboo Hurry Bungsho Jabberjee, B
" Eove Among the Eions." Illustra

12mo. Cloth, $1.25.

The Things That Are Caesar's

By REGINAI.D Wright Kauffman, An
of "Jarvis of Harvard." 12mo. CI

$1.50.

d.

D. Appleton & Company, publishers, New Yok



NOTABLE

NEW

FICTION
EACH SI.SO)

Examine these Books at

your Bookseller's

TJHE fOf^TUJMES Of

oyvEF^

^< OLIVER
HOF.N

BY

F.JHOfKIJsJSOJM

SMIT|H

"Characterized by a rare

senso of refined humor,

and the sentiment and

pathos are handled with

vigor and manhness.".

^leH/cRD [HyVR9l|^G D/cVIS
HIS TWO NEW BOOKS

HIS IMPORTANT NEW NOVEL HIS VOLUME OF NOVELETTES AND STORIES

jiHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK
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cHew Fall %eading
OLYMPIAN NIGHTS

'By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
The humorous adventures of a mortal

among the modern gods of Olympus.
Mr. Bangs' best humorous work since the
" House-Boat " series.

Illustrated, $U25.

THE KENTONS
By W. D. HOWELLS

The delightful story of an Amer-
ican family

— full of delicate wit

and humor "in, through and 'round

about every page." $1.50.

AN
ONLOOKER^S
NOTE-BOOK

By the Author of "Col-

lections and Re-

collections."

Do you like good
stories ? There are
scores of them concern-

ing everybody you ever

heard of in this new
volume. It is a volume
of interestingness.

Witty comment, anec-

dote, observation, by the

son of an English peer
and one of the best-

known members of Par-

liament.

$2.25 neU

(Postage extra.)

THE KING IN
YELLOW

By

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Author of "Cardigan," "The

Conspirators," etc.

A new, revised edition of Mr.
Chambers' best-known short
stories. Illustrated, $1.50.

TALES OF DESTINY
By

ELIZABETH G. JORDAN
New short stories by the author

of "Tales of the Cloister," etc.

One critic says : "A book for

every woman and for every man."

Illustrated, $1.50.

ABNER DANIEL
By WILL N. HARBEN
A new novel by the author of

" Westerfelt." A story of South-
ern life and droll American humor.

$1.50.

MEDITATIONS
OF AN

AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTOR

By ADRIAN H.

JOLINE

You will be disap-

pointed in this volume—
if you expect to find in it a

collectionof autographs.
Instead you will find

|

new, humor us stories of

poets, authors, kings,

queens — celebrities all

over the world, and the

author's own bright,

witty "meditations

and experiences. You

will enjoy it thoroughly.

Half Leather, Illustrated,

$3.00 net.

(Postage extra.)

A LOVE STORY
OF THE PLAINS

THE CAPTAIN OF THE
GRAY HORSE TROOP

By HAMLIN GARLAND Author of "Main Traveled Roads." $1.50.

Harper & Brothers, Neiv York
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On FbrtuTiG's

ROAD
£yr Win Payne

i C. McCLURG & GO'S FALL BOOKS
^"^HE CONQUEST. Being the true story of Lewis and Clark. A chronicle based on the most roman-

tic event in American history. By Eva Emery Dye. With frontispiece. i2mo, $1.50.

i ()S FORTUNE'S ROAD. Six capital short stories of business life in which realism, excitement, and
romance are cleverly blended. By Will Payne. Illustrated by Thomas Fogarty. izmo, ;?i.50.

ILLAND WOLVES. An absorbing story dealing with the Spanish invasion of the Netherlands. By
KENRIDGE Ellis. With 6 illustrations by the Kinneys. i2mo, $i.^o.

UDGE OF THE GODS. A romance of Indian Oregon two centuries ago. By F. H. Balch. New
:i) edition, with 8 striking illustrations by L. Maynard Dixon. i2mo, ;?i.50.

FIVE OF THE ROMAN EAGLES. A powerful romantic novel of the conflicts between Rome and
.y.

Translated from the German of Felix Dahn by Mary J. Safford. i2nio, $i.'p.

^"1 /£ EXPEDITION OF LEWIS AND CLARK. A reprint of the edition of 1814, with Introduction
1 and Notes by Dr. James K. Hosmer. With facsimile maps and photogravure portraits. Two square
i Svo volumes. $5.00, //«-/ ; delivered, $5.36.

BIRDS OF THE ROCKIES. An entertaining and popular account by Leander S. Keyser, author
of '• In Bird Land." With m any beautiful illustrations in color and olack and white by Louis AgaS'
krtes and Bruce Horsfall. Square Svo, i?3.oo, nei ; delivered, 53-20.

ORIES. A story of German love. By Max Muli.er. Holiday Edition (forty-fifth thousand) from new
es, with illustrations and deco rations by Blanche Ostertag. Square Svo, $2.00, uei ; delivered, $2.12.

RGOLIS. An account of a summer in Greece. By George Horton. A sumptuous gift book, illus-

edfrom photographs and printed at the Merrymount Press. i2mo, ;J!i.75, »ei ; delivered, iSi.S;.

f/f£ STANDARD LIGHT OPERAS. Their plots and their music. A handbook. By George P.

Upton. i6mo, S1.20, ;/c'/.- delivered, i5i. 29.

MUSICAL PASTELS. Essays on quaint and curious musical subjects. By George P-.tJiTON. Illus-

trated from rare wood engravings. Square Svo, ;P2.oo, nef ; delivered, ;f2.i2.

AUSM AND LABOR, AND OTHER ARGUMENTS. By Bishop J. L. Spalding. i6mo, 80 cents,

ddtvered, 88 cents

(HJS VIEWS. Essays on literature and education. By William Morton Payne. Uniform with
ttle Leaders" and " Editorial Echoes." i8mo, 5ioo, ne/ ; delivered, $1.06.

Tff WORDS OF CHEER. Helpful thoughts for each day in the year. A compilation l;y Sara A.
BIAKD. 24mo, 80 cents. «^/ , delivered, 85 cents.

^HE PETE AND POLLY STORIES. A beck of nonsense prose and verse. By Carolyn Wells.
Illastrated by Fanny Young Cory. Large Svo, $1.50, net; delivered, $1.68.

PRINCE SILVER WINGS. Seven fairy stories. By Edith Ogden Harrison. (Mrs. Carter H.

Harrison). Illustrated in color by Lucy F. Perkins. 4to, J1.75, net; delivered, i>i.94.

UJB MISTRESS GOOD HOPE, and other fairy tales. By Mary Imlay Taylor. Illustrated in color
llttIK WiLLCox Smith. Square lamo, 51.50, net ; delivered, J1.62.

JO AND THE KING'S CHILDREN. A fairy tale. By Cornelia Baker. Illustrated in color by^ F. Perkin.s. Square Svo, ^1.50. ne( ; deliverea, ^1.64.

KBN. A historical story of Holland for children. By Jessie Anderson Chase. Illustrated by the

Svo, 5 1.20, ngi; delivered, 51.33.



"MARY ADAMS'S"
Absorbing^ Love Story

Told with rare literary skill.

The " Confessions
" Relate Principally to Three

CHARACTERS:
MARNA.—MTilderness Girl, Deserted Wife

The woman who fought for happiness and won.

DANA—Husband
ROBERT—Friend

Keen analysis
— dramatic force

intense interest

The MostTalkedAbout Story of theYear
Illustratea by Granv^ille SmitK. $1.50

FOR SJiLE JiT JiLL BOOKSELLERS'

THE CENTURY CO., PublisHers, NE"W YORK



The Century Co.'s New Fiction

Aladdin O'Brien ^
TKe NeAv Novel by Gotivernexir Morris

A.utHor of "Tom Beatiling "

A charming, powerful love story, with humor and pathos
playing hide-an'-seek through its pages. It is full of intense

and novel situations and told in the strikingly original style
of this young author. $1-25.

Napoleon JacKson
TKe Gentleman of tKe PltisK RocKer

By MRS. RUTH McENERY STUART
The author of "

Sonny
" has here written one of her best

stories of Southern life. Beautifully illustrated by Potthast,—
pictures in tint. $1.00. tm

Barnaby Lee
THe NeAV Story by tbe A\itKor of

"Master SKylarK"
In "

Bamaby Lee" Mr. John Bennett gives us a capitcil story of New Am-
sterdam in the days of Peter Stuyvesant. With 34 full-page illustrations

by DeLand. $1.50.

A. New ** H\iman Document"

BiograpHy of a Prairie Girl
Bx ELEANOR GATE5

\ delightful description of a little girl's life in the Northwest, twenty-five

years ago It is full of local color and adventure and written in a quiet,

sympathetic way true to child nature. $1.50.

THe Year's Great Hit

Mrs.Wiggs oftHeCabbage PatcH
Bx ALICE CALD^VELL HEGAN

"The success of Alice Caldwell Hegan's 'Mrs. VViggs of the Cabbage
Patch '

rejoices tiie souls of dignified bookmen who cling to tradition and
resent the 'booming' feature of the modern publishing business. 'Such

successes,' said one of these men the other day, as he patted a copy of ' Mrs.

Wiggs
'

lovingly,
* make me hope that we may yet be saved.'

"— N. Y. Sun.

Price $1.00.

For other books, see The Century Co.'s New Catalogue, sent on request

^^mfECENTURYCPUN10N-5QU/«ENEWYORK^^^S
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By Sydney George Fisher

The True History
of the American
Revolution
nphese are the real facts of the days of

1776. Mr. Fisher has some things
to tell about the conduct of the War of

the Revolution, its chief figures, and the

reasons for its outcome, which will startle

every reader

ofAmerican

history.

24 illustra-
tions. Cro'wn
8vo. Cloth,
deco-

Net . $2,00
Postage, 14 c. extra.

By Clara E.

Laughlin

Stories
of

Authors*
Loves
"VTOthing in fiction Charlotte Bromg

excels the fascination of these ro-

mances of real men and women whom we

all know by their writings. The volumes

are a chronicle of fact, but hold all the

charm of a novel. Two volumes, inus-

They are superbly il-

lustrated with over 40

photogravures from
rare portraits, etc.

trated. Handsomely
bound, in

^5
..

box. Net . 4»J«UU

Three-quarters mo-

rocco, Net.
J^^QO

Postage, 19 c. extra.

By Jack London

A Daughter of the Snows
A strong and extremely dramatic story. Its plot is unique,

its characters boldly drawn, and the love interest intense.

The first full length novel from a writer whose tales "The
Son of the Wolf," and ''The God of His Fathers," etc., have

won him much popularity as well as recognition from the first

critics. The book is beautifully illustrated „, ,•' Illustrated. 12 mo.
in colors from drawings by F. C. Yohn, Decorated

and is handsomely bound.
cloth $1.50

By Cyrus Townsend Brady

Woven with the Ship
IV/fr. Brady's thousands of readers will derive fresh pleasur
*' from this his new book. It has an intensely interestin

plot and something happens on every page. In addition t

the novel, which is the most sympathetic love story he has y

written, there are a number of tales in his best mannei

The book has stunning drawings by Christy, Leyendecke

Glackens, Parkhurst, and Crawford,
, , ... , . . , niustrated. nmo. *• < r

and has a striking design in colors. Decorated cloth . >pJ^^,r^„,

Publishers—J. B. Lippincott Company—Philadelphi
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Little, Brown & Co/s New Publications

QLIMPSES OF CALIFORNIA and the missions

By HELEN HUNT JACKSON, Author of
" RAMONA." etc.

With 37 Illustrations by Henry Sandham. 12nio, Cloth, $1.50.

Mrs. Jackson's California articles :

" Father Junipero and His Work "
(a sketch

f the Foundation, Prosperity, and Ruin of the Franciscan Missions of California);
• The Mission Indians in Southern California ;

" " Echoes in the City of Angels ;

"
' Outdoor Industries in Southern California ;

" and "Chance Days in Oregon,
"

ire issued for the first time in a separate volume, handsomely illustrated.

TNE STRUGGLE FOR A CONTINENT

Edited from the writings of Francis
Parkman by Prof. Pklham Edgar.
Illustrations, maps, etc.

12mo, $1.50 net.

AMERICAN LITERATURE

In its Colonial and National Periods.

By Prof. IvORKNZO Sears of Brown
University.
12mo, $1.50 net.

QLIMPSES OF CHINA AND CHINESE HOMES
Ily Edward S. Morse, author of "Japanese Homes and their Surroundings,

etc. With fifty sketches from the author's journal. 12mo, $1.50 net.

ADVENTURES OE TORQUA

Hy Prof. Chari^bs F. Hoi,dbr. Illus-

trated. 12mo, $1.20 net.

A Robinson-Crusoe-like story for

boys, with the scene laid on some
islands in the Pacific, 200 years ago.

THE QUEEN OF QUELPARTE

By Archer Buti.er HulbbrT. Illus-

trated. 12mo, $1.50.
a rotnance of the far East in which fact and

fiction are clearly interminfirled.
" The story

constantly commands interest," says the Boston
Advertiser.

Sm<l for illustrated

Chr^^tlMa^

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., Publishers, BOSTON

IITfl (ASA lOMA. REDIANDS

'^ (Of Season, NovemDer 3, 1902

The Most Beautiful Spot

in California

ANY INSTRUMENT
LEARN
TO PLAY
We teach by mail only, and you need not

know on thingrof music or the instrument.

Every fe ture is made simple and plain.

Best conservatory methods only arc used,

with competent and practical instructors at

the head of each department. With thous-

ands of satisfied and irrateful pupils in every

State, there are still those doubting- wht'ther

or not they can learn to play by mail in-

struction. To srlve you opportunity to fully

satisfy yourself as to the real merit of our

work, we make this liberal trial offer:

A 10-weeks' course (one lesson weekly) for

a beginner or advanced player for either

Piano, Orgaa. Ga tar, Violin, Baajo, Maadolln or

Comet will tx-jfiven on receipt of $l.l>0. This

will be your only expense, as all the music

used In the entire course will be furnished

free. Yon will be under no oblliration to

continue unless perfectly satisfied, but 90 out

ofeTery 100 do continue. Booklet telliiiR'of

our school and the work done durinir the

iiast fire years sent free on requ»'st. Address

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Suite S8. 19 Union Square, Mew York City, N. Y.

A Ilaiij...(;ulUr. Violin i.r Maiwl'illn Ki'orantcot by ttie

l)llv>n Cii., fcif one Stat, mnd a 10.wcek»' tmirte of In-

tiructioo, )H.iO. Bay Stale iaitnimeot and U weeks, {16.

our scho

2

past fire;

Suite S8.
A Iljiij...<

l)ltv>n Cii.,

tiructioo, y



Best Offer the Year
Absolutely F'REE to Subscribers

The November number and magnificent 25 cent Christmas
issue of IvKSWE'S M0NTHI.Y, and the Coi^i^ege Gikl Calendar

Entertaining features of

Leslie's Monthly for
November and December :

The Mill, a new and
striking story by Dr. Henry
VAN Dyke.
The Autobiography of a

Thief, a genuine personal nar-
rative of intense human interest.

Richard Mansfield, a mas-

terly sketch by the first of thea-
trical critics, William Winter.

Stories by such authors as
Harry Stillwell Edwards,
Charles Battell Loomis and
Eden Phillpotts.

FRANK

for 1903, free to all

who subscribe NO"W

LESLIE'S
POPULAR.

MONTHLY
10 Cts.; $1,00 a year

LOOKING FORWARD -1903
Three Splendid Novels

Glengarry Stories, a tale of sentiment. A better

sequel to The Man from Glengarry, by Ralph Connor.
The Amethyst Box, a story of mystery as good as

The Leavenworth Case, by Anna Kathkrink Green.
Dennis Dent, a novel of thrilling interest, by

the creator of The Amateur Cracksman, Ernest
W. Hornung.
Eaeh month will appear colored portraits of the best

Ameri("an actors and actresses, sketched from
V life and accompanied by frank and anthori-

^N^
tative criticisms. Among the sketches

N^ made for early numbersare portraits of
^v J iiscph Jefferson. Kichard <,

^^^ Jlaiisfleld, and Miss /^^ _-
^^ Julia Marlowe. c' u- ^'

0. W. N ^ -'

Frank \
Leslie

Publishing House \
141-147 Fifth Ave., \^

New York. \
You may enter my snbscrip- ^^.

tion to trank Leslie's I'opular
Jlonthly for theyearlSKB. Please
send me the CoIleKe (iirl Calendar
and Nov. ami Dec. nnmbersof 1902 Free.
1 enclose $1.00 for my subscription.

PRINCETON YELL

Hooray,—Hooray,—Hooi

Tiger, Siss, Boom—Ah!
'

COLLEGE GIRL CALENDAR
Beautifully illustrated in 12 colors on 3 sheets heavy pebble plate paper, tied with silk i|"i

and the graceful figures of girls dressed in the colors of the great colleges. ( iii eaili -

the appropriate college ieal&nA the college veil. The calendar carries out tlic

^ college idea, and represents the best work of Miss Maud Stumm, the fainou-
^v can water-color artist. Calendar to separate address if desired.

N Remember the College «lrl Caleinliir and the Nov. and Dec. is-

given free, all charges prepaid by us, with each $1.00 subscription I'

Lksi.ik'.s Poi'ULAR Monthly tor 1903—that is, 14 numbers and (

postpaid
IF voir 8E\D 91 .OO !V01V TO
Frank I^eslle Pub. House, 141 -147 Fifth Ave,

\ The Nov. and Dec. numbers and the Calendar are not
N with combination subscription orders, unless so a<ivei i

\ Use the attached coupon. Clip it off; fill it "'

^-^^ mail it to us with $1 today.

.1



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

FOR
BOYS

(military;

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Ivaboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grenville C. Emery,
A. M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lient. in the reirular

army in Cnba clnrinir the late Span-
-h w.ir.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Boarding and Day Pupils

New Buildincrs. Gymnasium. Special care of health.
Entire chartre taken of pnpils dnrinsr school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admits to Eastern Collegres.
European teachers In art, music and modern lang-uagres.
13th year begins Oct., 1902. XHW B. ORTON, Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music Rives hisrh grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester beffan September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

INIVERSITY or SOITHERN

CALIfORNIA , LOS ANGELES
Students

may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood amonff the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. M

EIGHT
SCHOOLS

THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment.

OIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Casa de Rosas)

Adams and Hoover Sts., Los Angeles. California

Heautiful buildings, delightful home, thorough school.

Certificate admits to college.

^miMGIRALs\
*'-'^^ X- P^ffSONS

I JEANNE W. DENNEN

SXNGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

I jraar bcffins September, 1902. Limited numbers,

Mps of inMmctors, best of home influences and

WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M., PrinCIRAL

Tklkphonk Mai.n 1556

.VINCENI'S COLLEGE
Avmue LOS ANQELeS. CAL.

1ifl< aiMl Day Collag* for Boy* and Young Man

Sts : Cl<ulcai. Scientific, Commercial a«d
Academic

-'offMtion addraM REV. J. S. GLASS. C. M., 0. 0.

I'D PIY
PLENTY lA (»«itl.rti« f.jT l*»f teachers in coun

try, city, high ami private «chooh. ISM poai-

alMdniU alone. We »ant the BEST TEACH-
VLhotA or uairenrfty. The MAN or WOMAN is

DECREE. Particulars to teachers and
*w PISK TEACHERS' AGENCY.

VTO«» CALVIN EBTEftLY
k.tj^ A»irp|««. PaxTott Bldg.. San Fran<.lsco.

When in Los Anjr»-les, visit CUMNOCK HALL,
— modeled after Shakespeare's home at

Stratford-on-Avon.

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
leoo FiauEKOA mrmmmr, lob ANamLmm

mmTAmLimHmo i»»*

A Hchool for pertMinal culture for younff men, women
and children. Poor Di-partments : ORATORY, ENG-
LISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DRAMATIC ART.
Student* may enter at any lime and take part or all of

eourie. Send for IIIUHtrated catalogue.

Tel. Pico 2521. AuDiR Murphy Griuc, Director.
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los jf/)ge/e6

212 iA^EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped busiijig

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 26f!

THROOP

POIYTECHNK INSTITOTE
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training-
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar Sclaool, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning- and

Carpentry, Forg-ing-, Pattern-Making-, Machine-

Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Sewing- and Dressmaking-, Electrical

Eng-ineering-, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing-, Freehand Drawing- and

Painting-, Biolog-lcal Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of g-raduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading- colleg-es and uni-

versities of the country.

FAL.L Term begins September 2A, 1302

W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President

Theodork Coleman, Secretary

The DOBINSON

SCHOOL or EXPRESSN
Now open. Incorporated 1899.

Full course two years.

English Literature, Reaiing-, Word Analysis, ]|

pretation. Elocution, Oratory, Physical Cii:l

Shakespeare, Training- of the Speaking- Voice.!
DRAMATIC DEPARTMENT includes training foil

Stage and securing of eng-agements for comjil
pupils. GEORGE A. DOBINSON, Princlpaif

614 South Hill Street Los Angeles,!

STAMMERiNS
quickly cured. Over 20 years' exjri-

ence. Send for booklet and tCStlmonilS.

ROBINSON STAMMERING INSTIt\'E
llt)4 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco

If you have a liking or a natu;
Talent for UrawiiiB. cut thie

mail \\ 1th your address and recei

our FREE sample Lesson CIrcul

with tcriii8,and twentyPortralt*
well-known artiHtSak lllustrutoi

N.Y. SCHOOL OF CARICATUR
studio 85 World It'ld'e. Xew Vork ( ii

)6=i5=?)= :(g=5:a^(;:

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

)(5=^:^==^: :(5=^:::^^

CAHUENGA MOUNTAIN WATER CO. PHONE JOHN 8211



MARSHALL ELLIOTT BYRON ERKENBRECHER WILLIAM H. TONKIN

laMger Real Estate Dept. Investments. Loans, Stocks and Bonds Manager Mining Dept.

l^fjS^na-e^/^a^ '^o'f . 1, 1902.

he Investor :
—

111 roads once led to Rome ; fair Naples still
its sunny skies and balmy air; gay Paris has
arts, parks and pleasure grounds; London,
most silent of great cities— its Thames, and
res, and courts, and ''inns'' and famous promenade;
bbing New York; historic Boston; grand Washington;
Chicago; restless Kansas City; rare Denver; each
rding to location, have their roof gardens, parks,

i|s, paseos, mountains or beaches to flee to for
-.tion for a crowded, fleeting, fitful season,

^-i , where else is there a metropolitan city like
Angeles, that can— all the year round — escape out
l.oors; that can deliver Its people back to nature's
it for one whole day; in an hour's time, to their
c.ce of mountain chasm, bold peak, quiet glen, the
T:s, the brook, or turn them loose in fields of
^rs, give them a day's respite of yachting or deep
Ashing, or scatter them in gay profusion for a half
^A miles along the sunny sands of ocean beaches?

...e mountain view, the forest stillness, the wayside
Bile, the tonic of old ocean, the grandeur and awe

^ace and joy strengthens and rests and abides with
:.d makes him feel that life is worth living, makes

::-a-day work and the ceaseless grind in the busy
If, six days in the week, a pleasure.

pee
Rome and die— all else and pass on. See Los

'fries and you will want to live here forever.
Yours truly,

S. Consult us for our splendid bargains in beau-
1^1 homes and business blocks.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank. State Bank and Truit Company. Dun or BradttreeU.

Western Union Code 1901 Edition.



Schell's Patent Adjustable Form
For Dressmaking
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

dupl i c a t e

anyone's
form, and
can be inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
chansres.
Is made

to stand as

person stands, for-
ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will bang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-
ing send a perfectly
fitted lining- with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back),
with close fitting- col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office: 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3 and 4 Phone James 4-441

San Francisco: 503 Powell St. phone red 2986

Two Gifts iiv One
Enquire about the Gift

Certificate we send free.

WsLtermfiLa's

IdedLl

Fountain Pen
is the fountain of gift

satisfaction. Ifit isn't an

Ideal it isn't aWaterman.

L. E. WaLteriT\aLA Compa-ny
17} Broadway, New York. 12 Golden Lane, London. |l

138 Montgomery St., San Francisco. Boston. Chicago.

6'VVVVVVVVV%/VVVVVVVV^/*%VVV%VVVVVVVVVVV%V%/VVVVV%%VVVV^/V%VVV%/VV

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allo^v them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

I HOME OFFICE: 301 California St, San Francisco, California

I WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager





"Wherk Dat Fig Leaf?"
A California two-and-a-lialf-year-old.

Photo by C. F. I
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

VI.

1?|NLY we, who are to die pretty soon, need tem-

pered steel and high explosives. Evolution

can afford soft tools— and apparently prefers

the softest. Volcanoes and earthquakes and

upheavals are only, as it were, the rolling^ in of

raw logs by her 'prentices
— to where she waits

with patient hand and cunning tools. She has

shaped more landscapes by the tap of raindrops than by the

Thor's hammer thunderous on all our coasts. To carve the

thousand cubic miles of upburst granite* between St. Elias and

Aconcagua, she has relied not upon our excitable dynamite and

the diamond drill. Her chisel has been— a Snowflake. Ay, and
a thing softer, frailer, more vagrant yet

— a Shadow ; the shadow
of the very peak, coddling the glaciers that shall fret it into

shape. In her hands the imponderable sunlight weighs far more

upon the face of nature, every year, than all his fists and all his

axes, steam-shovels, ploughs, pile-drivers, fire and steel and

giant-powder shall have weighed in all his scope when the Last

Man lies down, done, upon a worn-out earth. All his loves and
all his labors have not so much ordained the stature of his sons

as has the atmospheric pressure he cannot see, and must gener-

ally run to a dictionary to get news of. And softest, still-

est, frailest, strongest of all her tools; cheapest, dearest, dullest

and most efficient, is the one we most aflfect and can least afford
—Time.
*
Perbap* a fall vertical mile of the Sierra Nevada has been decapitated.—A/iviV.

Copyright«d 1903 by Cha*. F. tummit. All right* rcMfvad.
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In the Siekra Nevada in August.

No less is true of her handicraft in human character. Crises

and hard knocks do, indeed, develop us
; sometimes tremendously.

A generation of stress may raise an astonishing- and enduring-

new bump amid our round phrenolog"ies. But comprehensively
our nature is determined by the velvet arrosions of all-the-

tinie.

In the g-enesis of a California character (for there is such a

thing, and already almost as individual as the Greek character)

there have been both agencies
— the trip-hammer decades,

thumping a vast red ingot to rather surprising form
;
but with

this always, and always as effective, and now carrying out the

contract alone, the slow, sly file of Atmosphere.
Romance has been, and to this day is, half the assets of a State

whose billions of dollars' worth of material production in a mere

half-century might seem capital and bait enough. And Romance,
howsoever we hardheads may disclaim it, is half the secret of

every Frontier. The cowboy will snort unfeignedly if you
accuse him of Romance; but it is on him. It is the very reason

he is a cowboy and not a clerk.

It was not the yellow flakes, blinking up from the bottom of

the "pan," that were heaviest; nor the octagonal $50 "slugs"
* Coined by Moffat & Co., 1851. San Francisco was the only city that had a grold-coinajre

of its own, as well as the largrest irovernment mint in the world.
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ring-ing- on rough counters, nor the bank account of nuggets sag-

ging in promoted socks. These were petty, compared with the

Gold in the Air — the Glamour, the Adventure, the Mystery,
the Chance, the Leviathan Hope. It was the Substance of

Things Wished-for, the Evidence of Things Not Seen, that got
into the blood— and thence to the marrow. It was the Attrac-

tion of Levitation.

To-day more than three times as much gold is mined in Cali-

fornia every year as set the world afire in 'Forty-nine
— but you

do not hear of it. A fairly observant person might dwell a seri-

A Mining Scene in '49. From an old print.

ous term apiece in each city of California and never realize that

this is still one of the delving giants ; that outside the United

States the only countries in the world which equal* the gold

product of California are Africa, Australasia, and Russia ;
that

this one State still digs more gold than Mexico, Central America,

Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil

all put together ;t that gold is produced by thirty-four of its

fifty-two counties, and silver by twenty-three of them. You

might canvass the overland trains for a year and not find a pas-

senger bound for the diggings
— on rails that parallel, and for

* And thejr nnrpaaii it.

t pirector o( the Mint, |«98.
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From an

San Francisco from the Bav,

long leagues cover, the identical foot-

prints where already in that first [twelve-

month of the Rush, 42,000 men trudged

beside their ox-teams, 2000 miles of hard-

ship and danger, to get to the Dorado.

Why ? Well, simply because the "Gam-
ble" has gone out. Thanks, indeed, to

California, fifteen millions in gold

seems no great shakes nowadays. Above

all, mining is now mere matter-of-fact,

sober hard work— no longer a golden

huckleberrying. But its volatile essence,

its evaporated Romance, is still in the

air — and the Romance of all that went with the Yellow Magic.
It is much of the Unrest that infects people afar, and lures them
to see, and clinches them to stay

— as much as the excellent

materialities they find. It has brought us and kept with us more

and better citizens that all our fabulous crops ;
it is the universal

solvent of the innumerable elements that compose the California

spirit.

There is piquancy as well as philosophy in study of the appar-

ently radical differentiation already rigorous between the north-

ern and southern halves of California. We may not now stray

into discussion of the physiographic agencies which have made
of these two practically equal shares of the same State two Far

Countries, hinged at the cross-range of the Tehachepi and its

accessory cape of Point Concepcion. These agencies are not

particularly obscure, in science, and will leak out in their essen-

tials before we are done ; but it is enough, at present, that the

two sections are about as much unlike in landscape, geology, for-

cstation, and meteorology as, say, Pennsylvania and Texas. The

only as wide difference in any one State

is between the eastern and western

halves of Kansas. Of course I use these

examples solely as measures of contrast.

Above the waist, California is rela-

tively almost to be classed among the

humid climes, though without their

vices. Below, it is of full fellowship of

the Arid Lands, and with all their vital

virtues. The northern half has double the

rainfall of the southern half,* and many
times the total precipitation. Perhaps as

o/d print.

in 1847.

From am old print.

The PoHtofficc in 1849.
rner Pike and Clay StreetM.

* Averaffc yearly rainfall : Boston, 48.21 inches; New
York. 42.68 Inches; San Francisco, 23.53 Inches; L>o«

Atiffeles, 14.56 inches.— £/. S. Signal Sen ice.
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much snow falls in the average year in northern California as in

Massachusetts. But you are to remember that even this half-

State is about ten times as big as Massachusetts
;
that it has a

mountain spine whose filet alone covers at least as much
ground as the Old Bay State

;
that its snowfall is in this stupen-

dous Sierra (mostly above any altitude attained in the whole

East), and not in its cities. The great majority of born Cali-

fornians never saw snow, save as a glorified Presence on the

horizon. All have seen it there, for in this vast State it is im-

possible to get out of sight of the mountains, I presume every
class at Harvard still has— as they used to have— some enter-

San Francisco, Winter of 1848. From an old print.

tainment in watching the Freshman from California in his first

game with the new toys of winter. And when snow comes

down to our foot-hills, once in many years, tens of thousands of

laughing people swarm upon trains and electric cars to go out

and touch it and frolic in it, and tell their wondering children

of how this was a winding-sheet, Back Yonder, which is here

become a bridal veil. The snowfall of the southern half of

the State is, perhaps, only about equivalent to that of

the great isolated volcanoes of central Mexico— Orizaba,

Popocatepetl, Iztaccihuatl, and their category. It would

be no puzzle to pick out in northern California 1,000

square miles in a piece with more growing timber and

more running water than are in the 70,000 square miles of

Southern California.* There is no glen
—

experto credite—
'^ Not coi^atiajf, of coarse, the I^io Colorado, on oi^r desert boundarj-,
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in all New England, nor in the Adirondacks, nor in West

Virginia, south central Ohio, Tennessee, nor anywhere else east

of the Big Muddy, which cannot be matched (and probably

beaten) at its own game of witchery of fern and brook and flut-

tering tree by a thousand spots in northern California ; while

that wonderland has a thousand unique beauties of its only own.

In Southern California that particular sort of thing is relatively

rare, though extant— the thing we mean when we think of the

Franconia Notch, for instance. The aridian Nature-gifts are of

another category, quite as luring, but even stranger to the unre-

spited New-Englander.

Up there, the monarch of all tree-kind, the incredible Red-

wood, five thousand years old, near forty feet through, 375 feet

San Pranciko in 1849. from thb Head of Clay Strebt. from an <)/</ print.

tall, growing on every glacial moraine, 2,000 square miles of it ;

the sugar-pine, up to eighteen feet in diameter and 245 feet in

height; the yellow pine, up to eight feet in diameter and 220

feet in height ; the Douglas spruce, with a girth of twenty and

a stature of 200 feet ; the incomparable Madrono, Redskin of

the Forest, dearest of all wild-wood trees ;
and monstrous oaka

and buckeyes, birches, maples, yews, alders, and many another,

worthy such a company. Down here, outside the mountains,

groved with pines and cedars that in Maine would provoke a

pilgrimage, and with nestling canons of decidtious trees in much
less variety, there is little. Here a mile of live-oaks (at best of

half the caliber of the huge white oaks of the northern valleys),

and there a Canada of our most distinctive tree, the royal syca-
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more (occidentalis), far larger and more individual than its

Eastern cousins. On the average the southern landscapes are

naked as the Holy Land, save for the mossy leagues of orchards,

squared with fluttering masts of the eucalyptus, along enchanted

valleys. North, these seem but the skirts of the natural wood-
land ; here, they are a palpable and delicious violence upon the

bare scene.

But neither their climates, their landscapes, nor their trees

are much more curiously unlike than their people. Here in one

State, and only 500 miles apart, are two cities, disproportion-

ately representative and inclusive of the respective civilizations.

Okangb Picking. Photo by Pierce.

and striking concrete types of the differentiation alluded to.

San Francisco and Los Angeles are more than merely the two
chief cities of the State ; more than an incidental one-third of

the entire population. To an extraordinary degree, they stand

for California, politically, commercially, socially ; partly by pre-

cedence of seniority (for they were already strong while their

tributary country was still unsettled), partly because the other

two-thirds of the State population is still mostly divided into

relatively small communities, scattered along these great dis-

tances, unorganized to make head against the compact influences

of the two metropolitan towns— even had they any special

desire to do so.





A HOMB iw Brikblby. Photo by C. F. L.
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In face, in disposition, and in experience, these two California

sisters are as unlike, probably, as any two cities in the whole
Union. Their people are almost as dissimilar as Yankees and
F.F.V.'s — but here the Virginians are in the north, and the

New-Englanders in the south ; the more generous, more poised,

less "hustling," freer-living people in the cooler clime; the

more refined, more enterprising, narrower and more nervous

folk in the warmer.

It would be absurd, of course, to credit all this divergence to

instant local evolution. Perhaps 20 per cent, of it is radicated a

hundred years back. Southern California is populated not only
much faster and more newly, but on the average from much

Fishbrmbn's Homes, Pokt Uakfuku.

further East. It has a great proportion of people from New
England, York State, the Western Reserve, the North Atlantic

division, and the colder States in general. Northern California»

on the other hand, has a distinct Southern and Mid-West flavor.

For this criss-cross trend of immigration there have been several

reasons referable to national affairs at different periods, and

other reasons relating merely to transportation ; but much, and

possibly the bulk of it, comes from the indeterminate attraction

of unlikes — the same every-day gravitation which makes it

rather more probable that a brunette will fall in love with a

blonde. The refugee from the cruelties of a far-northern

winter is naturally most charmed with the aridian mildness of

our southern counties ; the victim of malaria, more by the more

tingling temper of the Golden Gate.
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At any rate, so the equation stands. Northern California is

Southern and Central in its tone, and largely in its derivation.

Southern California is emphatically Eastern and Northern, in

act and fact. It will be evident enough that I use these car-

dinal terms in no invidious discrimination. The difference is

merely sociologic, in attitudes to life and thought, and in these

the terms I have used are generic and fair, though by no means
to be applied to every detail we shall deal with.

Yet this matter of our native States, though significant in

the growth of unlikenesses in our present habit, is far from the

whole story. Each environment digests and assimilates to its
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is to-day the most Western of American cities, in more than

g-eography ; while it would hardly be too violent to term Los

Angeles the most Eastern. It is, without violence at all, more
Eastern than Boston— in nativity, in politics, in standards. It

is less sophisticated with foreign elements, and less ruled by
them

;
it is less diverted, in many things, from the old New

England ideals, except as to skies. Its average of education,
and of property too, is higher than that of San Francisco or

Boston — and beyond even the start properl}- given smaller cities

in such a handicap. It is far less
"
g-enerous

" than San Fran-

A CcTTiNO OP Alfalfa.

Cisco— but much better broken to trot in the harness of modern

public spirit.

This is one of the paradoxes that are forever popping up in this

contrary State; but, like many other puzzles, it is "easy

enough when you know how." Here is the most typical city of

the tempting West, with some 350,000 denizens, of whom a

working majority (or thereabouts) played tag together at

school and have grown up acquainted ; people as rooted in devo-

tion to the State, and of more generous training ; people who
have got more out of California, if only because they have been

here twice as long. On the other hand, a city of, say, 120,000,

comparative strangers to the State, to horizons and to one
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another

;
thousands of miles from school, and doing business

with persons they grew up unaware of
; derived, largely, from

an environment wherein a cent is no crime, and wholly virginal,

as yet, of princely giving or princely living. Yet as between

the twain now, when it comes to "pulling together" for any
communal interest, and in any real communal fashion — be it to

entertain some National Convention of Something-or-Other, or

to cut a dash at some distant exposition, or to besiege govern-
ment for an appropriation, or to step up and bell the cat of some
too hungry monopoly — the smaller town is notoriously the

more dependable. It carries always more than its share — some-

times practically the burden of the State.

Yet in the vast liberalities the southern city is not in the

comparison at all. Nor, in reality, is any other. San Fran-

^K 1

^
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The Hearst Baildinff.
t^A Photo bv C. F. L.
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From a contemporary steel engraving,
San Francisco in 1854, from the Head of Sacramento Street.

elsewhere. In Los Angfeles, on the other hand, no citizen has

ever dedicated a monument or a building- or a great endowment
to the public. The nearest approach was man)' years ago,

when E. F. Spence, an Irish banker, walled $25,000 to put an

observatory on the crest of the Sierra Madre. I do not remember

why his wish was never carried out. Yet the per capita of

wealth is greater in Los Angeles than in San Francisco. No
doubt the fact that the northern fortunes were mostly made in

California, and the southern ones were mostly brought here, has

made a difference ;
but there is a better reason still.

San Francisco has been Californian for more than fifty years.

For twenty-five of them it was the State, to a degree no other

city in the United States has ever measured. Lima and the City

of Mexico are the only New World parallels to this wagging of

a vast territory by a single town. It was the commerce, the poli-

tics, the head and heart and lungs of the Golden State.* It hjis

Appiliatbd Collegbs of thk Univbrsity op California.
San Francisco.

Photo C. F. L.

•It wan the State when California "admitted Itself to the Union" (cf. CongressioHal
C/o*/. xxi., 451). and (rare the. free States a majority in the Senate, and locked the door
affainat the extension of slavery.
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From an old print.

The Fire of May 4. 1850.

never forg-otten, though now its sceptre

is broken up and the pieces passed
around. It is princely still. No one of

solvent speech would think of calling Los

Angeles princely. Her disposition, as

well as her baptism, makes
"
queenly,"

the fitter word. And a right prudent

queen, as a rule.

San Francisco is, I should say, the

least— grateful
— town in the most

beautiful location in the world. Its

site is peerless among' cities, in its

harmonied variety of sea and earth and sky ;
its incom-

parable contours and their incomparable opportunities ;
its

hills, its clouds, its bay, its rim of the biggest-mountains-of-

their-size that beset any metropolis of ours. Any other people

than Americans, in anything less than an American Rush, would

have made it a proverb of beauty to all time. If only it could

have been discovered and laid out by Dagos ! For we could have

disinherited them and moved into their architecture to save build-

ing. Think what Cypriotes, or Neapolitans or Spaniards would

have done with those terraceable heights !

But San Francisco was first built in more of a hurry, and a

more ribald hurry, than any other city anywhere. It was built,

more than any other city, without the dream of staying. Never

before nor since have so many millions in merchandise been so

unprotected of walls, locks, warehouses ; and I believe no other

city has suffered so great proportionate scourging by fire. Think

of a town four years old having lost eighteen millions of dollars

in five fires! It was a mere makeshift city. Unfortunately, before

they found out that they were going to stay, the adventurers

had irremediably determined the lines of the unforeseen metrop-

olis— and it is hardly too much to say
that all their lines were scars. They
had gashed and slashed their camp-

ground until the ruts were too deep for

later taste to escape altogether out of,

unless at greater expense than any

''practical" community will be at. I

hope those battering-ram engineers have

by now repented them, in a land where

there's no hurry.

Never, perhaps, has a town comparably
held itself aloft by the boot-straps while
•

. . . . i,.',i-4-. From an old print.
1 1 created a place to let its feet down upon. cu.tom Houm on the puia.
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The only townsite sober men could find in '49 was forty acres

around Portsmouth Square (the "Plaza," where Captain Mont-

gomery first raised the American flag, July 8, 1846). But these

desobered Yankees filled miles of profound swamps (some of them

eighty feet deep) and miles of tide flats
; tipped scores of hills

over into scores of valleys ;
made "cuts " and

"
fills

" before un-

heard of, and— had a locus standi. To-day, San Francisco rests

on about ten times as many hills as Rome, and on more ^al land

than any other population in America. Market Street, one of

the noblest of business thoroughfares, and without rival in Boston

or New York, is in places sixty feet below its old level
;
and that

A Byway in Vektuka. Photo by Breivster.

was not one of the
"
big

"
cuts. Among other items of this titanic

wreaking of a townsite was the removal of twenty-one million

yards of earth. Likewise the raising to grade of nearly a thou-

sand brick buildings. Somewhat in the same order was the im-

portation of building material from the ends of the earth. After

the fifth and last great fire (1851), business men brought their

bricks from New York, London and Australia, their granite from

Quincy and Hong-kong, to rebuild. It was cheaper than brick-

making and stone-cutting on the spot !

If ever there was a city of the Arabian Nig-hts, here it was.

Or a mad and impudent city, savagely absurd, absurdly indom-
itable. Having licked swamp, hill, gully and bay into standing-

room, it as insolently tousled the proper hair of business and
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morals. No convention was sacred. It put up $30,000 tinder-

boxes (worth $7,000 anywhere else), and rented them for $15,000

per month.* It had a hundred gamingf-tables in open play at a

time, with as much as $10,000 in coin piled up on a single table.

It paid forty prices for the necessaries of life ;t and for the luxu-

ries, anything- you had the face to
"
ask." The costliest wines,

cigars, silks, broadcloths, imported to the United States were

not for New York nabobs, but for California gamblers and men
whose profession was pick and shovel. So late as 1875, San
Francisco consumed seven times as much imported champagne
per capita as New York city. It is years since drunkenness was
as prevalent in California as in Eastern cities ; but despite his

very pretty taste in wines, what the San Franciscan does drink

i^:»:o'c^a/i

From an old print.

The Plaza, June, 1854.

From all old print.

The Parker House.

savors perhaps a little better the more it costs. It is probably
still true, as it was a few years ago, that "class for class the

San Franciscans have better houses, better tables, better cloth-

ing, better furniture, than the people of the Atlantic cities. "|

[to be continued.]
• E. f.. the Parker House. See cut. above.
t Merely for zest in passinir let ine quote a few prices — not from wondernion»rers, but

from unimpeachable chroniclers who themselves paid, or saw paid, these fitrures. Rev.
Walter Colton, U. S. N., Three Fears in California, pp. 27'>. 30":

" We pay $400 a barrel for
flour; for poor brown susrar and indifferent coffet-. $4 a pound each A pick, $10."
A barrel of New Entrland rum arrived; the price was $20 a quart; and one man offered $10
for the priviletre of suckinHr a straw throuirh the bunK-hole. Mr. Colton sold his pair of
pistols for one pound ol ifold. This was in the di»r»rinar8, in 184«. In San Francisco, in

l«4'»-So, Rev. William Taylor ("Father" Taylor, the missionary Boanerires so well known
in the East a (feneration later) sold "jrreens" from his trarden for $10 the water-pail full;

paid $18 for a rooster and two hens; $5 for a "common tin coffee-jwt," 50 cents
^apiece

for

apples and i>otatoes, $3 a joint for stove-pipe, $15 per hundred-weijfht for hay— "and mis
erable stuff." Milk was $1.25 a quart: Oresron butter, $2.50 a pound; eirirs, $*' a dozen. He
did //(>/ rent, on his missionary stipiMid, the "small four or five room house" he wanted for
his wife and new-l>orn babe- The rem was $5<J0 a mon\.\\.— California Life Illustrated, pp.
4«, 50 f/ passim. Soule, Gihon and Nisbet, in their voluminous Annals of San Francinco,
note:

" The time s<K>n came when enrsrs were sold at one, two and three dollars apiece
laudanum a dollar a drop (actually $40 were paid for a dose of that quantity), ten dollars a
pill or purire, without advice; and with it, from thirty, aye, up to one hundred dollarn.

Spirits were sold at from ten to forty dollars a quart; and wines at about as much |)er
bottle No man would (five another a hand's turn for less than five dollars; while a
day'H constant labor of the commonest kind, if it could be procured at all, would cost from
twenty to thirty dollars, at least." And so on.

t J. S. Hittell.
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WHAT ITALY THINKS OF A " LAND-
MARH. '

By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

]T is difficult— perhaps, indeed, it is impossible— for America, "taken by and large," to under-

stand the cr3' of mingfled wrath and despair
which Italy has sent up over her ruined Vene-
tian bell-tower— her

"
assassinated" tower, she

prefers to call it. Accustomed as we are to see

our monuments crumble about us, with the

happy indifference of youth to age, and to think we do much
when we rescue an Old South Church or a Mount Vernon from
the light fingers of destruction, we can hardly imagine what
the loss of her bare, brown tower means— to Venice first, and
after her to all Italy.

True, it had its artistic value — the rude, simple shaft in the

florid wonder of that Piazza, with the Ducal Palace, the mar-
velous Basilica — "

the Christian mosque
" — and all the other

arched and traceried palaces about it
— the loggia of Sanso-

vino, a stone blossoming against a stone, clinging to its base.

"It was like the leader of an orchestra," said one Venetian

artist, "evoking by its presence the whole harmony of the

Piazza." A Russian painter characterized more briefly the

fluent sweetness of the remaining architecture, lacking that

strong element— "
/^^;«;«/>^« senza maschio,^'' said he with a

shrug of the shoulders — "
the woman without the man."

And yet, when all is said, it was no world- wonder like the

Palace or the Church themselves, nor even like other bell-towers

of Italy (that Tower of towers, for instance, Giotto's), and not

as such has Italy mourned it. It was something more
;

it was a

thousand years of history, it was a document, a visible page, as

our Faneuil Hall is a paragraph in our briefer tale, and as

the ruins of our West are passages of the great Western ro-

mance. Those only value documents, however, who can read

them. Italy is still one of the illiterate countries of the earth,

as we count ilHterac}' ; but these characters she early learned

to decipher, and from the highest to the lowest, every Italian

has felt the full measure of his present loss.

Something else he has felt ;
next to his sorrow has been his

shame, and second to neither his bitter indignation. "Are we
barbarians ?

" the Italian papers exclaim.
" What are for-

eigners to think of a people who in these days suffer glorious

monuments to perish as in the worst days of barbarism ?
" "It

is a national disgrace," say all, "for this is part of our common
heritage

— the purest part."
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"
It is a debt of honor for Italy to rebuild that tower— and

quickly !

" the young king is said to have exclaimed with emo-

tion, when the tidings reached him at St. Petersburg. Nor is

there much doubt it will be rebuilt, by Italian hands, with

Italian money ; self-respectingly refusing the honorable offers

of outside aid ; using as far as possible the identical materials,

and exactly reproducing the ancient form— a monument to a

monument. Meantime, woe to the army of functionaries whom
Italy has paid

— to neglect their business. The inquest was

immediatel}' commenced, the principal officials at once sus-

pended, while the one brave architect who had prophesied the

ruin, getting thereby his official head promptly removed, and

himself likewise (to Sardinia), has been recalled amid popular

demonstrations. Nay, more
;
an election being imminent, the

campanile has become a leading political issue, and the rehabil-

itated architect is being run for office. This, I think, America

7vt7/ understand !

The papers have already chronicled how the shock of the

falling tower shook all Italy ;
how in Venice all business was

suspended and the five local papers appeared with mourning
borders ;

how self-contained men kissed tearfully the newspaper

reproductions of the fallen campanile as if they had been holy

images, and gondoliers and po-polani (common people) were seen

to weep before the ruins. And I have elsewhere written how
one of these, seeing that the giant had spared in his fall the

Ducal Palace and the Church, cried aloud :

"
Even in dying you

were a gentleman !

" All this has been told and retold, but the

lesson is slow to be learned.

Going from the West — our West, where they assassinate

tree-life for no better reason than that trees grow more magnifi-

cently than elsewhere— it used to move me with pride and

tenderness to see Boston spend thousands of dollars and write

scores of letters for the preservation of a single tree threatened

by a city sub-way. Coming to Italy, more eastward still, and

seeing how one single of those Stones of Venice may be the

instrument to break a People's heart, I have found myself think-

ing backward to that West again, remembering the unequal

fight a handful of Americans there are making against the

blank indifference of the rest of us, for the preservation of our

towers and cloisters, and I have felt again that stir of pride and

sympathy.
It is true our Missions are not quite a thousand years of his-

tory for us ; that in an intimate sense they are not our history

at all, as the Campanile of Venice was of Venetian history.

But they are pages of a great past in the history of the West
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we have g-iven our hearts to and made ours
; they are monu-

ments of a great moment in her fortunes, to which we are fallen

heirs, and we stand in relation to them much as the other

cities of Italy stand to Venice. For it is only yesterday
—

only since the occupation, in fact— that one part of Italy has

not been more foreign to all other parts of Italy than ever

Maine was to California. It is within my memory when the

inhabitants of one province spoke of another as
"
abroad."

The history of Venice is no more the history of Rome than

California's history is that of Massachusetts.

But when the Venetian bell-tower fell last week— then

Florence, with the Campanile of the world
; Pisa, with her

famous leaning- tower
; Bologna, with her two

;
the other cities

with towers all intact— they did not sit closer and hug them-

selves, blessing heaven that the evil was none of theirs. No !

Each and every city of them behaved herself as if precisely her

own tower were lost. And first they mourned. And then —
they opened a subscription.

Verbuni sap.
Rome, Italy.

r
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* THE SIERRA CLUB IN KING'S RIVER
CANON.

By HUGH S. GIBSON.

AKE an ordinary person whose life has been con-

fined to the narrow spaces of a city, where a button

has responded to his need of fire or light, an elec-

tric car to his uplifted fing-er, a telephone and all

the paraphernalia of modern civilization to his

more or less urgent call, and transport him, not on

a magic carpet, but wisel)' and slowly, on foot or on

horseback, into the mountain fastnesses— and the

change works a transformation. The few comforts

are now to be obtained only by hard work— warmth
and light b}' dragging heavy logs to the camp-
fire

;
the country can be traversed in no way save

on foot, and little used trails are the best that can

be expected. While all these things would be con-

sidered unendurable hardship at home, they are

here sought after rather than avoided, and gen-

erally taken as part of the good time. The mount-

aineer naturally falls into the ways of the wood-

folk— caring for himself in every emergency, and

feeling as though born to just such conquest ;
with the freedom

On King'hIRiver. I'huto by Hunk S, Gibson.
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' Light Housekeeping." Photo by Hugh S. Gibson.

of the wood, grypsy blood begins to ting-le ; and as he gradually
sheds his impedimenta, he realizes that possessions only cumber.

A six days' leisurely trip into the King's River Cation took the

southern contingent of the Sierra Club through greatly diversi-

fied scenery and climate — from stuflfy cars at Visalia, over the

"hog-wallows" and foot hills— along the beautiful Kaweah
River and upward to the Sequoia National Park with its mag-
nificent Giant Forest containing miles and miles of huge trees

which give perpetual shade ;
then into the snow-line with

its exhilarating air; through countless glacial meadows, kept

green by the melting of the eternal snows ;
and crossing in-

numerable mountain streams, rushing over rocky beds, or drain-

ing quietly from the meadows.
The Grand Cafion of King's River, reached on the sixth day

from Los Angeles, and after three days on the trail, bursts

upon the view with the same suddenness as does the Yosemite

from Inspiration Point. Its huge granite yosemitic walls and

domes rise sheer on either side from 2,000 feet to a mile in

height. The densely wooded floor, the slender ribbon of water

with frequent rapids and cascades coursing along the southern

side of the canon, the grass-carpeted slopes, with flowery

meadows here and there, combine to make a magnificent pic-

ture.

The camp was situated on the level floor of the caiion, close

to the bank of the clear, sparkling cold river. On either
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YosEMiTic Domes in Kino*s River CaRon. Photo by Hugh S. (lib.soti

hand were the almost vertical walls of the canon, and directly

above towered the lofty head of the Grand Sentinel. All around

were giant pines, firs, and cedars, and underfoot a thick carpet

of pine needles.

Life in the forest primeval was indeed Arcadian— with just

a touch of Celestial in the commissary. Clothes at which the

most abandoned tramp would blush, were worn without a sign
of shame ; the simple fare was eaten while sitting on the
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"a Faculty Meeting." Photo by Hugh S. Gibson.

I the left, Bunnell, Lemmon, Keeler, Gannett, C. Hart Merriam, Hittell, Keith, Mekriam, Sr., Muir.)

ground, from tin plates, cups and spoons, and without any need

of appetizer or digestive tablet. And the crystal water that

was quaffed! Housekeeping was simplicity itself
;
each morn-

ing one's blankets were thrown over a log to air and to keep the

rattlers out
;
at night they were spread upon the ground

— and

the day's work was done. After a hard day's trudging, nothing
could be more luxurious than a night of unbroken rest upon a

fragrant mattress of pine needles or cedar boughs. One look

up the cylindrical tree-trunk at the brilliant stars that shone

like jewels in the clear mountain air— and then sleep, from

which the drowsy mountaineer was roused all too early by the

ardent kisses of the sun.

Trout were plentiful and supplied the only fresh meat
;
the

stream abounded in fine pools, and fish could be caught any-
where along the river. In places the bank was thickly grown
with overhanging trees, and many dollars' worth of flies and other

tackle in their tops show where many unwary novices have come
to grief. At almost any time, at some place along the river, an

exasperated gentleman could be found, swaying with the breeze

in a tree top, or knee deep in water, exerting his power of ex-

pression to the utmost while trying to disentangle his line.

In this wonderful and little known region there are many
tramps to be taken in and about the cation and among the lakes

and mountains farther away. Beautiful waterfalls, wonderful

granite cliffs and mountains — among the highest in the United

States — and about all, and making a rich setting for these

wonders, the woods, ever changing, ever new. Nowhere could

one take a half hour's walk without seeing some part of King's
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River or one of its tributaries, with deep pools, beneatli whose
surface innumerable trout darted here and there among- the

shadows of the rocks; thundering cascades, bounding down
rugged declivities, and then resuming a peaceful way upon the

more level country. The river alone, with its constantly chang--

ing scenery, was well worth the trip.

Those unaccustomed to the mountains had small conception
of the new world opened to their eyes ;

and had it not been for

the leveling necessities of camp life, would have been rather

overawed by the knowledge of some of their companions.
As a prelude to the camp life, the southern section of the

Club was privileged to travel into the caiion with Theodore H.

Hittell, the historian of California, who has always studied his

subject from the original documents, and Prof, and Mrs. John
Gill Lemmon, those devoted botanists who have explored the

mountains and woods of the western part of the United States

for many years. These friends patiently and skillfully answered
the many questions of the ignorant concerning everything, from
the scientific names of flowers and trees to the carrying capacit)'^

of a pack animal— and, as one of the guides expressed it, the
"
botanical names of the bears."

From first to last, the evening camp-fire was perhaps the most

universally enjoyed feature of the Club life. Here it was that

the famous talks were given ;
here in the chats and lectures the

whole party of over two hundred men and women grew to feel

like a great family with common interests and common aims. To
aid those untutored in Nature's moods to enjoy their trip intelli-

gently, there was a fine faculty of mountain familiars — not a

closet philosopher among them — gentlefolk, bred close to

Nature, authorities along their special lines of woodcraft, who
gave unstintedly from their rich stores and lovingly interpreted
the story of the ages. In the early part of the trip there was Prof.

Joseph N. Le Conte (son of Dr. Le Conte of blessed memory), a

man who has lived largely in the
"
pathless woods." With him

was his wife, an equally hardy mountaineer, who accompanies
him on all his trips and has written a good deal on the little

known parts of California. While in camp they gave their

efforts and experience to the Club, leading and superintending
the climb of Mount Brewer, and directing- many of the shorter

jaunts. Prof. Le Conte gave a most interesting talk on the

Sierra, its conformation, and characteristics— its many Yosemi-

tes, waterfalls, mountains and passes
— a talk rich with his own

observation and adventures. But all too early the Le Contes

left us
;
each leading a pack mule and bound on a trip through

the Tehipite Valley to the North.
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Prom the beg-inning", everyone was expected to contribute his

portion to the
"
feast of reason and the flow of soul." Whoever

could not give a scientific talk must sing a song- or tell a story
— and there were many "sweet singers" and good story

tellers. Some, like Prof, and Mrs. Lemmon, had had adventures

thrilling and otherwise among the Indians and bandits of the

wild West, which they now rehearsed that others might share

their delighted shudders ;
some had taken unusual sea voyages

or mountain climbs— while others, more notable for imaginative

power than for veracity, told snake and fish stories, and strove to

overdraw one another in length of bow. Then there were glee

clubs, pantomimes, performing animals and other equally ele-

vating things to run a vein of humor through the more serious

talks— and, strange to say, it was those of the greatest depth

who responded most readily to these gayeties.

An interesting talk was given by Mr. Newhall, who is in

charge of the Western Forest Reserves— a sympathetic delin-

eation of the lonely life of the forest ranger, patrolling the parks
and reserves, watching for fires, seeing that campers do not

leave a spark that may develop into a large conflagration, and

keeping out the sheep men and their flocks— showing that the

ranger is necessarily a man of tact, courage and honesty, who
earns every cent he receives. Illustrating the difficulties with

which the Western Reserves have to contend, Mr. Newhall told

of a set of instruments sent from Washington for measuring
the trees

;
the largest pair of calipers

— alas for the knowledge
of Uncle Sam !

—
capable of measuring a tree only three feet in

diameter !

One day the Club was enriched beyond its fondest hopes
—

its president, John Muir, came into camp, following the pack
train ;

his slightly bent form giving no promise of the hardy
mountaineer. With him were his old time camp-mate, William

Keith, the artist of the Pacific, and his wife; Dr. C. Hart Mer-

riam, of the U. S. Biological Survey ; Dr. Henry Gannett, of

the U. S. Geological Survey ;
Charles Keeler, the poet and

ornithologist, and J. S. Bunnell. A royal welcome was ac-

corded these royal guests ;
and everybody settled down to a new

period of enjoyment. In such a laboratory, with such a rare

set of interpreters, one was indeed a poor stick who could not

find some absorbing interest.

Dr. Merriam told at the camp fire of the wonderful plant and
animal life of the region, and so infected others with his enthu-

siasm that before he had been in camp a week a promising crop
of embryo biologists was turning over rocks, climbing trees,

picking flowers and chasing bugs with a view to swallowing
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the world of biology as their oyster. Even the animals caught
the spirit of the occasion, and responded promptly to roll call.

In one talk Dr. Merriam gave a rather full account of the otter,

an animal very rarely seen in the Sierra ;
the next night a large

otter appeared, stole the luck from a lone fisherman's line, and

vanished down the river till his presence could be announced,

returning about once in five minutes, swimming through a swift

chain of rapids without any apparent effort, and securing other

fish from the teeming pool. Water-ouzels, after being described

at the camp-fire, made their appearance under each of the

neighboring waterfalls with nests and young. Or was it only
"
where I was blind, now I see ?

"

Charles Keeler soon found himself a bureau of information

for those who "wanted to know about the birds." He added

greatly to the pleasure of the party by several chats on the

songsters and other birds of the vicinity ;
one on Samoa where

he has lately been to study the songs and customs of the Maoris,

and another on the Harriman Alaskan Expedition, of which he,

Mr. Muir, and Dr. Merriam were members. He is thoroughly

opposed to the needless destruction of birds, and being strongly

backed up by the sentiments of the Club, none of the animals

suffered by the advent of the party into their domain. Mr.

Keeler is the author of "Bird Notes Afield," devoted to Cali-

fornia birds and partly to those of the South. He studies them
in their native haunts, and does not believe that text books and

stuffed specimens are of very much value in giving one a true

insight into the wonders of bird life.

John Muir, the Seer of the Sierra, was in himself a treasure-

house to the Club
;
he takes a loyal interest in its members, in-

dividually and collectively, and exerted himself in every way
that all might have a good time. In spite of his preference for

solitary journeys, he stayed with the more unwieldy party, acted

as guide to many of the near points of interest, and even took

a few of the more appreciative mountaineers on some of his

longer trips.

He calls himself
"
a self-appointed inspector of gorges,

g^ulches and glaciers." A great part of his life has been spent

alone, climbing the mountains of California ; and, being so

wood-wise, he makes an ideal camp-mate, always cheerful and

ready to help, and, stranger still, always immaculately clean —
a condition which the ordinary mountaineer finds it impossible

to maintain. A walk, a trip, or a conversation with Mr. Muir

is never to be forgotten ; his enthusiasm for nature is conta-

gious ; but few were so affected by it that they cared to imitate

him by going alone on a three or four days' trip without blankets
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and with only a pocketful of bread for food. Some one asked

him how he could endure cold and hunger for such long periods.
"
Well," he replied,

"
it depends on what you care most for

;
if

you are fonder of your stomach than you are of the beauties of

nature, you had better stay at home. So long- as I don't miss

more than nine consecutive meals, no one needs to worry about

me."

Mr. Muir was always an obliging oracle
;
and everybody re-

members a number of talks (either at the camp-fire or to small

groups at other times) on mountaineering, botany, snow-ban-

ners, geology, glacial action, water-erosion, and other subjects

in which he has an unfailing interest. He firmly believes that

all the Sierra Yosemites were formed by glacier action
;
and

when those who are of a different mind say that water alone

could accomplish such work, he laughingly replies, "Bosh!

People are willing to let water do any amount of hard work, but

they don't like to shoulder anything on to a poor weak glacier."

In one talk he told about snow-banners, which are so finely

described in his "Mountains of California;" but far more

thrilling was his graphic portrayal as he carried his hearers

into the freezing Yosemite winter, showed them the magnificent

banners of snow, waving and undulating from the summits of

the surrounding peaks, and caused them to share his veneration

for such wonders.

A few nights before the Club was to leave the canon, after

begging off from speaking at the camp fire, Mr. Muir offered to

meet those who cared to go, take them for a walk through part

of the canon, and give an informal lecture on glaciers, illus-

trated by the examples of glacial action to be found there.

"Those who cared to go" numbered most of the Club; Mr.

Muir met them some half mile below camp, and slowl}'^ walking
from one vantage point to another, he gave a simple and easy
talk of two hours' duration. His language was picturesque and

abounding in spontaneous allusions— his manner easy, and

never for a moment did he cease to be intensely interesting.

When the talk was over his horse was brought, and, mounting
it, he rode away toward the Giant Forest, whence he was to

start for the Kern Yosemite.

In the Sierra, one is continually impressed with the prodigal-

ity of Nature rather than with her economy ;
with the thought

that for countless ages mighty forces have been working to

form these majestic mountains with their caiions and rivers and
forests

;
and that in it all man has had no hand

;
that human

eye rarely beholds the sublimest wonders, and that the cunning

workmanship goes on ceaselessly, regardless of this fact.
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With such a wealth of Nature poured out before those with

eyes to see, the human interpreters were a stimulant and an in-

spiration. Everything that was wonderful and beautiful was

ten times more wonderful and beautiful when there was some

one to explain it appreciatively. They awakened the less

enthusiastic to a new and abiding" interest. He who had spent

most of his life withindoors, among books, and had deemed him-

self "educated," was now disillusioned. When he saw these men,

whose best knowledge had been acquired in Nature's library, he

marveled at their learning ;
and when he considered how little

exact knowledge he had on any of the more important subjects

which they so easily discussed, his high opinion of himself as

a scholar was greatly lowered. Theirs was a sort of knowledge
that was worth striving for, while his could be attained by any-

one who could read. And the chances were that he left the

canon determined to learn more of Nature from herself— to de-

vote more of his time to life out of doors, and not to hold

books as the source of all wisdom.

I<os Ang-eles, Cat.

X
SAMAR.

By LORENZO SOSSO.

\0 more let England her imperial head

Bow down to dust alone in grief and shame ;

Nor her proud heart exulting in its fame

Mourn for the ancient splendors that have fled.

O memories of the immortal dead 1

O reverence for each illustrious name

Of those who fought for Freedom and became

One with her deathless banners overhead !

How shall Our Nation's glory be resumed ?

In one fierce tropic isle that glows afar

Eclipse has fallen upon Freedom's star,

Dishallowed, desecrated, disillumed :

Fame, Honor, Pity, Liberty are tombed

In that dread cenotaph of blood, Samar 1

Saa Fraociaco, Cal.
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LOTOS-DUST.
By EDNAH ROBINSON.

HE road curled like a snake down to the pebbled
creek beneath the willows, rustling past the

tender wet grasses and fragrant Yerba Santa ;

then on up the bank to curve sinuously through
the long stretches of yellowing grain. Car-

nak stopped his horse and listened. From the

west, the ceaseless rage of the ocean, as it

lashed the shore with foam. At his feet, the ground swelled

upward to the hills— three miles of rolling hills, that, topped

with slanting oaks the wind had bowed, lay between Carnak

and the sea. A mile away, on the crest of the highest, crouched

an old adobe.

It was the place of his quest. Carnak had been told of the

old rancho of the Peraltas, the once famous home of grace and

courage and ease. He drew a note-book from his pocket, and

jotted down a few vivid impressions, and a crude outline of the

ruin. The whole country teemed with romance. Were it not

for his mother's loneliness, his father's estate that must be

settled, here he would linger until he had caught the spirit that

hovered over these old adobes, over the venerable oaks, whose

hoary beards of olive-gray moss swept the ground. His few

short days seemed pitifully inadequate ; days devoted to the red-

tape investigation of the California estate that had come as a

god-from-the-machine to adjust his mother's financial diflB.cul-

ties. Carnak could not remember his father's trip to California,

but he had a vivid childish memory of his mother's frequently

shared disappointment that her husband had failed to secure the

investment he had gone to seek.

When Carnak reached the place, he found its dilapidation far

advanced. The doors and windows had long since been burned

at vagrant camp-fires, and the vanity of finite life leered out of

the empty sockets as through a mocking skull. The west walls

were crumbling. Out of the cracked steps sprouted the weeds,
that further down in the garden strangled all growth less rank.

A willow had thrust a leafy arm through one of the empty win-

dows, and there it had been held, growing away from sun and

moisture, creeping like a penitent across the wide stone floor.

Carnak tied his horse under the willow, and mounted the

steps. A long room stretched out to the west, where a balcony
faced the sun. The tomb-like chill struck across his face as he

entered. In the south corner the fire-place, where generations
of sociable Peraltas had gathered, lay in a heap of brick and
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adobe dust. Carnak stood in the middle of the room, his east-

ern fancy restoring the moribund dwelling-, through whose ar-

teries a once gracious life had passed. Here men had lived and
loved and fiercely hated ; hated and loved and died. Out on the

balcony, a flashing-eyed senorita had swept her guitar strings
with soft, passionate fingers, and a man's heart had throbbed

to the rhythm. In the room beyond, proud Castilians had
toasted one another in the wine of the Mission grape, or in the

mellower Malaga brought round the Horn in the hold of a deep-
sea ship. In the patio, beneath the trees long since tossed to

the sky in camp-fire smoke, laughter had ended in tears, and
tears had fled at the sound of laughter. Carnak followed the

long, irregular sweep of the land beyond ;
the mesa, grain-

topped, the hill to the northwest, with its dense carpet of

chamisal ;
and far away, dominating the valley, the dark, pyra-

midal peak, the Bishop's Mitre, the mountain which gives its

name to the town and mission at its base— San Luis Obispo.
He tested the lower step, mounting carefully, and a lizard

scurried away into the darkness. Up stairs, part of the roof had
fallen in. From a crumbling window, Carnak looked down
whence he had come. His mare was grazing at her tether's

end. As he watched, a strange horse wandered up to question
or share the meal. It carried a side-saddle of carved leather.

Carnak found the girl on the balcony. She was the dark-

eyed senorita of his conjurings. Her name was Peralta, she

told him, Tulita Peralta, and Carnak's ignorance of the home-
bred Spanish-Californian accepted Tulita Peralta as the type.

His questions did not penetrate the world beyond the horizon.

His Eastern provincialism never questioned that she was a

genuine daughter of the West, of the hills and mesas— Tulita

Peralta, who had lived in Paris, knew her Madrid as a well-

loved book, and piqued herself on being a cosmopolite. She

coquetted with his mistake. He must not guess that this was
her first visit to the home of her ancestors. And she did not let

him ride home with her.

But she had admitted that she watched every sunset from

that generous balcony ; and Carnak was there the next day.
Tulita had been studying her r61e in the mean time. There
was the story of Junipero Serra, and his chain of missions from

San Diego to Carmel ; then of that first Peralta who had flung
his tent where the ruined adobe now rested ; the young noble

who had left the languors of a Spanish court to woo adventure

on the edge of an unknown world. The story ran that a Prin-

cess held his vow that he would return ;
but the magic of the

new life held him ; a dark-eyed daughter of the Mexicans pressed
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the image of the Princess from his eyes ;

there was milk and

honey —
" The Lotos," Carnak supplemented,

"— blooms below the barren peak ;

The L/otos blows by every winding creek :

All day the wind breathes low with mellower tone :

Thro' every hollow cave and alley lone

Round and round the spicy downs the yellow I/Otos-dust is blown."

"O rest ye, brother mariners," began Tulita,
" we will not

wander more." She broke off with a sudden odd look at

Carnak.

He had not heeded. He was following the daring Peralta

over the sea, a Princess forsaken — a world to gain 1 That was
a life worth living ! To race over the hills, the salt air expand-

ing the nostrils, to drop one's burdens in the cool absolution of

the Mission walls, to drink the home-brewed wine with the

gentle padre
— and then the return, through the shadows of a

languishing day, down into the shaded arroyos with their wet

grasses and sweet-smelling Yerba Santa, over the rich mesas,

home to where a soft hand waited to smooth his brow and

keep his sleeping visions, as she held his waking dreams, her

own : the Princess over the sea forgotten.

When Tulita spoke again, his smile embraced her. "I was

dreaming that I was the first Peralta," he hazarded,
"
and that

you were—" She took his sentence from him.
" The last !

"

then added, "/ dream sometimes, too. As I watch the sunset

from this balcony, one day I am the daughter of the Mexicans,
then again Miguela who stabbed herself after selling

— the life

of the lover who had grown cold. A few coins, a gay serape to

a riotous Indian, and he was sent to the colder caresses of his

last mistress. Then, still another, Ynez, who loved too deep
— "

"And died ?" questioned Carnak.

"And died," whispered Tulita.

The sun had dropped behind the hills, sending a sudden chill

over the earth. A fog was creeping in from the ocean. Tulita

was reminded of the hour, and was swift with her parting.

Again, she would not let him go home with her
;
she said it was

too late— meaning it was too soon. She would not help him to

discovery.

Her stories had stimulated his imagination ; he could hardly
wait to get home to bottle up the romance, mellower than the

buried vintage of forgotten cellars, that she had poured to his

eager cup. Each day sent him back to his Scheherezade. He
did not tell her that he wrote

;
he would not confine her fancy in

the bonds of self-consciousness. As the summer burned away,
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he was weaving- her threads into his tapestry. There were

Miguela, the Princess over the sea, the first Peralta and his new

content, and then— one day as they watched together the pur-

ple shadows deepen in the curves of the Bishop's Mitre, she told

him of Ynez; and his book rolled out before him in panoramic

beauty. He left Tulita abruptly. It was there— his story
—

in his hands, running over ;
it would trickle through his fingers

and be lost. The statel)^ old Peralta, whose hope was bound in

the approaching marriage of his darling, his grand-child Ynez,
and her cousin Gerardo, who would keep his bride in the old

house, make it gay again with singing and laughter
— the

easy laughter of children. Then the absence of Gerardo, the

advent of the handsome American who was accorded the un-

questioned welcome of that old-time hospitality. And the prep-

arations long and ceremonious, while under the fig-tree in the

patio, the bride was throwing her heart away to the careless

stranger. The awakening, when she proved herself a Peralta

who would dare all for love ; and a flight from the old home,
the night before the wedding.
"And after ?

"
questioned Carnak.

" When she crept home, Gerardo would have started out that

day to kill him, but for Ynez. The courage of Miguela helped
her to her lie

;
she had killed him herself, she said, she who

had sent him home to his wife and child. There was yet

another sacrifice— her grandfather urged it, Gerardo might
suspect

—"

"
She married her cousin ?

"
interjected Carnak.

"
She saved the man she loved," was the simple answer.

Carnak was silent. The story had reached its climax. Later,

it wrote itself; Tulita, Ynez, seemed to be guiding his pen.

There it was on his pages
— he had caught it quivering, a live

thing ;
and now he could tell Tulita.

She listened, rigid. The joy of the past few months pointed
a mocking finger at her. He had written her histories, betrayed
her confidence, her people. It was not as her friend, her com-

rade— her lover— that he had sought her. He did not lore her.

His eagerness to hear her, to prod her speech, was the greed of

the pitiless hunter, he was a— he did not love her 1

*' You have written that ?
" Her voice astonished him.

" You shall not use it." Her tone was low. "I forbid it."

Her dark eyes were alight.

"Tulita !"

"I — I forbid it.'

Carnak was angry now. A caprice to ruin his book ? His

book I He tried to reason with her, to make her see it in the
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right light. He had disguised the locality, changed all the

names. She could not understand, she did not know that it was

done every day. His voice softened. Everything is grist to a

writer's mill. He had done nothing wrong. If he did not use

it, the next comer would
" You cannot— use that story."

"You demand too much, Tulita."
" You must destroy it before me." Their eyes crossed each

other like gleaming steel.

"And if I refuse ?"

"My horse is swifter than yours." The spirit of Miguela
was dominating her. She was in dead earnest, her cosmo-

politan sense of reserve fled,
"

It is not stealing to take one's

own."

Their eyes met again with that same cold shock. Carnak's

fell first.
"
Give me one reason," he demanded.

"
Ynez— was— my mother," she said.

He stared at her. Her mother ! He never dreamed— He was

angry with Tulita, with himself
;
he swept all into the grim

flood of his disappointment. His wasted labor ! He thought
then that he hated Tulita— but he met her eyes.

" When shall I bring it to you?" He had flung his world

away.
Her eyes brimmed over. Carnak stood watching her. This

life was yet to be lived, if not written, and the living pages
were the best. The life of the wild, free mesas, the hills, and

the quickening sea. A new light of comprehension embraced

Tulita, and his hands went out to her.

"Not yet," she said, and she turned and left him.

The next day he tied his sacrifice in a commercial-looking

package, and carried it to the old adobe. If once the thought
came to him of flight, of deception, he afforded it scant hospi-

tality. The woman came first
; life, not reflections on life— but

he dared not test his courage. He did not turn a page of his

book.

She was waiting for him, on Ynez's balcony. He struck a

match and handed it to Tulita, who applied it with firm fingers.

They sat and watched the leaves crackle and curl, and Carnak's

eyes never flinched. They sat quiet, as the flames died away,
leaving charred scraps of months of toil in the ashes.

" How strange," said Tulita at length,
"
to burn that here."

She was touching the margin of his thoughts.
"
Under one of

these very bricks she buried his picture
— the stranger's

— that

she wore around her neck, until the night before she married

my— father. She buried it then. I promised before she died
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that I would come down and search for it." Tulita had deserted

her part, but neither Carnak nor she was thinking of self.
'*
She wanted it to be laid in her grave. I think she had earned

the right. But I— I hate to disturb it." Her eyes were troub-

led. "He seems to beg me to let him rest where he is, undis-

covered, to shield his secret." She lifted her gaze to Carnak.
" What should I do ?

" she asked.

They looked deep into each other's eyes, a long silence ialling

between them. The very air around them throbbed with mean-

ing. Carnak was reading the romance by a new light
— of

gfrotesque coincidence. Tulita was waiting, her eyes full on

him, earnest, compelling.
He looked around the balcony. The picture ! Then back to

Tulita's tender eyes.
" We will leave them their secret," he

answered.
*'

Let us leave it to the old adobe walls to bury for-

ever. It is best, Tulita I
" A long look was exchanged. Carnak

plunged his hands into the ashes. "Ashes," he began ;

"
ashes

— and lotos-dust ! Why not, Tulita ? You and I ? Hearing
each other's whispered speech, eating the Lotos day by day

—
Tulita!"

Her eyes were still serious.
" Was there a Princess ?

" she queried.

"There is no Princess— no other," he amended.
" Was there a Princess ?

" she insisted.

He bent and kissed her forehead with a new reverence. "The
Princess was forgotten," he said.

San Francisco, Cal.

WHENCE COMETH MY STRENGTH.
By BAILEY MILLARD.

"MOME, come home," the oriole is calling,"
Back, come back," a piping quail-voice shrills ;

Heart, O, hungry heart, beat low.

Pleading heart, you may not go—
You are outcast from the freedom of the hills.

Ah, wild days amid the blowing lupin I

Revel-time, revival-time that thrills

Even yet a trade-bound soul,

Slaving for a meager dole.

Shut forever from the freedom of the hills.

Dark pine tree, your balm I would be breathing.
Far from the air that stifles and instills

Naught of zest for this low strife ;

Oh, to be where life is life.

Oh, to feel again the freedom of the hills !
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Well I know the trail up to the cedars,

Well I know where the splashing runnel spills

Floods of fairy silver down
On the brake-decked sandstone brown

In that hollow of the free and friendly hills,

Heart, swing- down behind the clattering cattle,

Ride, ride again and hear the liquid trills

Breaking from the pine tree bough ;

Sing it, bird, oh, sing it now:

Sing the rapture of the free and fragrant hills !

Hear, sad heart, the calling of the throstle,
"
Home, come home !

" the air of heaven fills.

Ah, no longer shall you burn ;

Pleading heart, you shall return.

Never more to lose the freedom of the hills !

Larkspur, Cal.

THE GULL.
By AMELIA DOMINIQUE SMITH.

VER the waves I fly, I fly.

Swift as the clouds a-chasing by,

Leaps my heart when the wind is strong,

Blowing me and the clouds along.
Blue above.
Below me green,
I—a live white speck between !

Oh, the salt sweet breath of the sea.

The singing waves with their song for me,
Oh, the life of a bird at sea !

Mists all great and soft and white

Wrap me oftentimes at night ;

Times, a great white light will shine
Silver clear o'er the foamy brine.

On and on
I float and swing
Dreaming oft, tho' still a-wing I

Oh, the cool o' the salt, salt sea,
Glad as the waves am I and free—
Oh, the life of a bird at sea I

Days there are when I soar and try
To pierce the cloud-ships sailing by
Up and up to the Higher Blue—
That sea with the gold-light shining thro'

That shines so bright.
That shines so fair—
To dip my breast in the waters there I

Oh, my heart, but the wind grows cold 1

My sea calls to its fledgeling bold,"
Hither, bird, and thy white wings fold.''

Redlands, Cal.
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THE TRUSCOTT LUCH.
By MARY AUSTIN.

CHAPTER VII.

O explain how it was that mother, who could scarcely

be persuaded farther away from home than the end of

our meadow, came riding- into the hills behind us on

the morning- that we found the treasure under the pic-

ture-rock, I must go back to the time when Beatt}'^ first

came to us. We were several days straightening out

the details of that matter, and even then much of it

was conjecture, so I doubt not I shall make poor work

telling it.

The parcel of letters which Beatty took from the dead man in

his cabin in Calaveras is still in my mother's possession, a dozen

or more of them, taken out of their envelopes for convenience

and bound with a rubber band. From them Beatt)-^ had the

man's name and some further clue to his identity. As for the

dying speech that Beatty quoted to us, it was likely to have

been true, but coming through him none of us could place anj-^

dependence on its being so.

I do not know how soon he began to have an inkling of the

real situation, but it must have been ver}'^ soon after his coming
to Black Rock

;
as soon as in the wheedling sympathetic way he

had, he had gotten from my mother all the particulars of my
father's disappearance. It was not, however, until he became
certain that Mac also was upon the trail of the buried monej'
that he began to take any measures to secure himself against
the mischance of our finding it.

The first step was to get into my mother's good graces. For

this he had but to lead her on by careful hints to believe that

my father's lost fortune might yet be recovered. He professed

to believe that the money was yet lying in some bank, accumu-

lating interest against the day she claimed it, declared that it

needed but a good head for business, which my mother protested

she never had, to unravel that coil
;
made her think he was the

man for that business ; managed so with his palaver that she

herself asked him to undertake it
;
and further contrived that

she should keep the matter a secret even from me. This last

she was quite willing to do, partly from native reticence, and in

part because all her friends had long^ g-iven over any attempts
in that direction as wasted pains. So Beatty got to know all

of my mother's affairs, and to see all of my father's letters,

though there was nothing in them that helped him much.

What he got out of my mother about Mac's affairs I do not
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know, not mucli I think, though being a little doubtful on that

score herself my mother could never be induced to speak of it.

Now Beatty knew everything necessary to locate the fortune

except the identical rock it was buried under. Indeed, we
learned afterward that he had dug over a considerable part of

the sand bank where we finally found it. Prom the close watch

he kept upon Mac and me he must have surmised that Mac had

the missing clew, and resolved to have it out of him. Failing

this, he conceived the idea of marrying my mother and so

making himself secure
;
and if that failed he could still put

evidence in her hands that would rob Mac of every penny of the

dearly sought treasure
;

for Beatty had just that touch of

viciousness that made him unwilling to see another enjoy what

he had lost.

I do Mr. Beatty the justice to believe that he would have been

glad to marry my mother on her own account. She was very

comely in the Cornish fashion, with bright dark eyes, and a

fresh color such as is not often seen in the rainless West. Add
to that that she was a good cook and known to be forehanded,
and in a country where there are ten men to one woman, it is

small wonder she was much courted. Indeed it was only
the fear of ridicule that kept me from doing myself an injury

against Ike Mallory's fists because of the jests he made about

her many admirers.

We had never spoken of it, but I knew as well as if she had
told me, that as long as any doubt remained as to my father's

end my mother would never marry again.
The day before Mac and I started for the picture-rock Beatty

was away at Posada getting a horse shod, returning late at

night and getting up late to find us gone. But the excitement

which we had not been quite able to conceal ever since the dis-

covery of the amulet and the red hill, had in a manner prepared

him, and Mr. Beatty lost no time in bringing his plans to a

conclusion.

He got my mother away from her work somehow, under the

Cottonwood trees, and asked her in very plain terms to marry
him. I think this was not the first time of his asking, but my
mother was always rather mum on that point ;

at any rate she

refused him point blank, and Mr. Beatty taking his refusal in a

very gentlemanly spirit, hoped that on that account she would
not deny him the right to serve her as a friend. He would be

glad, he said, for her sake to go on with the work of recovering

my father's fortune, of which, he hinted, he had now some cer-

tain clew.

Then Beatty made what from his point of view was a great
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mistake. He said that he could not move again in that matter

without being- properly empowered by my mother, and drew out

a paper, a contract or power of attorney, or some such matter,,

which he had had prepared in Posada the day before. My
mother was simple enough in business matters, and he might
have entrapped her on any less important occasion. But now
at the show he made of it, and the sound of the legal phrases
as he rolled them out to her, her Cornish caution was up in

arms. She was frightened and suspicious, and perhaps in a

little bit of a temper as well
;
and Mr. Beatty was left in no

doubt as to her sentiments.

At this he considered a long while with his back to my mother
and his fingers working nervously in the pockets of his coat.

Finally he turned back to her with the air of a man with a

serious matter to deliver.
'*
Mrs. Truscott," he said, "I have

that to say to you which has been too long delayed, but from no

other purpose than to spare you anxiety. It concerns us both,
and your son and Mr. Macnamar."
At that my mother flashed out,

"
I will hear nothing against

my son, Mr. Beatty, nor his friends."
" You will hear nothing except what is for your good. You

know," he asked, "what business they are about, off in the

hills together ?
"

My mother nodded, resolved not to commit herself by words.
*' Macnamar has told you ? Well I'll warrant he has not told

you any good of me, but we will let that pass. There is one

thing he cannot have told you, that is the name of the man who
died in our cabin in Calaveras, the name of the man whose for-

tune lies buried out there in the Coso hills, the name of the man
whose wife and child I have worked to find, to give back their

own to them, and find at last being duped by my partner
— did

he tell you that name ?
"

"No, no," cried my mother wildly, getting on to her feet,
*'

It cannot be ;
it is not."

**
It is," said Beatty, holding my mother's hands lest the

shock should overcome her,
"

It is Henry Truscott. That was
the name he gave me, and the name I found on his papers. Let

me tell you about it." Then when my mother was a little

calmed he went on.
**

It was near to midnight when the man came out of his fever

and told me these things, his name and about the money he had

buried here. He said he had started to San Francisco to meet

his family, but having some time to spare, had turned out of his

way to see the Calaveras boom, and an old sickness that he had

before had come back to him. He thought then that he would
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die, and begged me to find his money for his wife and child.

And I promised him. If I had thought he would really die I

would have called some one, but he seemed quite strong-
— and

in an hour he was dead. You see how it was, Mrs. Truscott
;

I

did not know how to find you. I was not quite sure that 1 knew
where to find your husband's money, but you may be sure that I

felt it laid upon me to do both. But then there was my partner.

Mr. Truscott had been raving for twenty-four hours, and had

talked much about his money ;
how much more Mac had gotten

out of him while I was out of the house I did not know. I had

only one wish in the matter, and that was to find the money and

put it in your hands. But if Macnamar did not agree with me
there was nothing to prevent his going off to find it for himself.

And that you see is just what he has done."

When Mr. Beatty had said all this, very soberly, and in a

manner not to be disbelieved, my mother fell into such a maze
of doubt, and wonder, and suspicion, that she knew not what to

say. So Beatty went on to tell her how he had come away in

the night, fearing to trust his knowledge to Macnamar
;
how

he had searched unsuccessfully for the money and for her
;
and

having found her, how he had kept the whole matter from her

until he could make sure of the fortune, hoping to spare her

anxiety, and the better to keep watch upon Macnamar.
"But you see," he finished with a very rueful air, "I have

made a mess of it, I have not found it, and Macnamar probably
will and be out of the country with it unless you take some

steps to prevent him. You see he has outwitted me. I am
afraid I am not very clever at dealing with that sort of people.
Mrs. Truscott, you do right to be angr)^ with me."
But my mother was too much in a whirl to think whether she

was angry or no. Whether Beatty or Mac was most to blame
was not to be decided now ;

the thought that she clung to was
that my father's fortune which she coveted for me was to be had
for the picking up by the first comer.

" Oh I
" she cried,

"
they have gone to find it

; they will find

it today under the Indian rock with the writing on it. Oh, what
shall I do ?"

" The picture-rock by the white hill ?
"

said Beatty.
" How

did they know ?
" But my mother only fell to weeping and

wringing her hands, and though Beatty argued she would not

be persuaded into anything, until at last he said he would take

her there.

It was a good three hours after we left before my mother and

Beatty set out, and but for taking a shorter road they could

not have come up with us so soon. And Mac and I stood there
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in the shadow of the picture-rock staring stupidly to see them

come.
"
Jack ! Jack I" my mother cried getting down from her horse

without waiting to be helped, "It is yours, it is all yours. Oh

your poor father, your poor father !

" and burst out crying with

her arms around me.

Well, as you may guess, I could make neither head nor tail of

it, and all of a sudden my mother turned from crying to anger.

"And I never thought it of you, Mr. Macnamar, that have been

like one of my family these two years past, that you should be

the man to rob the widow and the fatherless."

If ever a man looked the guilty wretch it was Macnamar at

that moment, his pale face gone a shade paler, and his hands

fumbling nervousl}' at the pick.

"We've brought you to book, Mac, old boy," said Beatty,

with a kind of evil joy in his face
;

"
you remember I warned

you." But by this time I had my mother calmed a little, and I

spoke up at once, wanting the meaning of all this.
"

It means," said Beatty,
"
that you have come near to being

done out of a fortune by a snivelling scoundrel. It means," he

went on, and all the while Mac answered never a word,
"
that

the man who died at our cabin in Calaveras was Henr}" Truscott^

your father ; that the money buried here was his, and is now

yours, and I can prove it."
"
Mac," I said,

"
what do you say to that ?

" Mac looked at

me quite broken and confused. "Jack," he said, "Jack," in an

entreating sort of way, as if he would not have me be too hard

upon him.

"You will remember, Mac," said Beatty, "that I gave you
an opportunity to confess, that I begged you to tell me what

you knew of this," and so he went on turning the matter with

his clever tongue, until between that and Mac's behavior, I was

fairly staggered. But it was my mother that brought matters

to a point, demanding to know where the treasure was
; which

made us all seem rather silly I thought, to be making so great

a to-do over a fortune that had not been found.
"

It should be here," said Mac, and at that he and I fell to

digging, with my mother sitting beside us, going red and white

by turns, and Beatty, still and sullen, holding the horses that

champed their bits in the sun.

The air was warm and still and Mac sweated as he worked,
and yet I remember as if it were yesterday how, as one of the

little whitish lizards, called swifts, darted into the hole he held

his pick in air until it ran out again, what to my impatience
seemed a long time.
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About two feet down we came upon a small pine box, clean

and dry, in that dry, clean soil. It was partly filled with speci-

mens of ore carefully labeled as to the locality or claim they

came from, and in the midst of these a large tin tobacco box.

I pounced upon it with a shout, but Mac took it from me and

put it in my mother's lap. But mother fell to crying- and wring-

ing her hands, so that I opened it myself without more ado.

There on the top lay a small linen account book, and "Henry
Truscott, his book," in my father's hand, written across the face

of it. Underneath was my father's fortune, in gold and notes,

tied in careful packages, eight thousand six hundred dollars of

it, and in the account book memoranda to show what had be-

come of the rest of it. According to that there must have been

near a hundred dollars on my father's person when he died in

Beatty's cabin.

Well, it was near the turn of the afternoon by that time, and

we had to ride for it to get home by dark. Beatty and Mac-

namar, with black looks and never a word between them, my
mother, thinking only of my father and crying softly as she

rode, and I, beginning to be sadly fagged by the day's labor

and excitement ; although carrying our treasure with us, as

sorry a party of treasure seekers as ever rode.

I think my mother could not have closed her eyes all that

night after we brought my father's fortune home. Along about

cock-crow she called me, hearing me turn in bed, and I found

her sitting fully dressed, with my father's letters and keepsakes
in her lap. She made me get into her bed and covered me up,

and then she sat and held my hand as we talked for a long time.

She told me many things about my father, and I told her all

that had ever passed between Mac and me about the treasure,

and all about Beatty's talk with Mac under the haystack, and

at last I fell asleep again with her head beside mine on the

pillow.

I suppose from his manner that Beatty came to the breakfast

table next morning determined to be conciliatory, but he

could not make much headway against my mother's set face and
swollen eyes. After that nervous meal my mother began to say
that while she thought that there could be no doubt that the

money we found was her husband's, and therefore hers and

mine, yet she was sensible of the fact that without their help
she could never have found it at all, and she wished them prop-

erly rewarded. Mac pushed back his chair abruptly and got up
to go out. "Where are you going Mac ?

" said she. "To milk

the cows," answered Mac curtly, and my mother was too proud
to call him back.
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'* You understand, Mr. Beatty," she went on,
"
that I consider

myself in your debt to any reasonable amount."

"And the least you could give under the circumstances," said

Beatty,
"
would be half. Considering that you wouldn't have

had a penny of it without me ; and if I chose to go into court

about it now that's what I would get."

"You would have some difficulty, Mr. Beatty, in explaining
to the court why you kept the facts so long from my mother,"
said I, who had grown wonderfully bold and cool with the

notion of being a man of property. Beatty darted a vicious

glance at me and tugged at his mustache.
"
I have no doubt of your generosity Mrs. Truscott, he said,

trying to recover his former complacency.
"

I learn," said my mother,
"
that Mr. Macnamar had promised

my son three hundred dollars when the money should be found,
and I have thought it fair to pay over that sum to each of you,
with my son's consent."

"
Just as you please, Mrs. Truscott " he said in such a manner

that I guessed he had not made sure of getting anything. So

my mother paid down on our dining table three hundred dollars

in gold eagles, and Beatty pocketing it, gathered up his things
and went away with a scant goodby, on the Mojave stage at

noon. And that was the last of him. But Macnamar we could

make nothing of. He fell back into the position of our hired

man, would not be approached on the subject of the money, and

after a few weeks asked for, and obtained, work at the Tiaqui

Mine. A coldness had grown up between him and my mother

that I saw no way to overcome.

Mac never asked me if I had exonerated him of any part in

Beatty's schemes, and boylike I never told him that I had done

so. I was vexed that he would not speak for himself, for I did

not know that in the first flush of expectation after we sighted
the red hill, he had offered himself and the fortune he hoped to

find to my mother, and she had neither consented nor denied,

putting him off until she had some certain information of my
father's end. And now that the fortune had changed hands he

would not ask again.

Of course it was settled that we were to leave Black Rock so

that I might be put to school, and yet after it was agreed upon

my mother seemed in no hurry to go. On the whole we agreed
that we had been very happy there, and indeed we knew not

where to go. We had no wish to go back to Porktheran, and

every other foot of earth was strange to us.

It was nearing the middle of June, and we were still unde-

cided. Mac had come to see us, as he sometimes did. We three
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were walking- in the garden rows in the cool of the day, and had

stopped to admire my seedling prune which in that generous
soil had shot up to my shoulder. And that gave Mac an idea.

"You should go to the Santa Clara," he said. "With a prune or-

chard you could double your money in no time."
"
Why so we might, Mac," said my mother going rosy red all

at once,
"

if you would manage it for us."

"Yes, do, Mac," I cried, for I loved him very much, and then

I felt my own face growing red, for I discovered that I was
wanted at the barn, or in the house, or anywhere except in that

garden.
I went out and walked in the meadow, and I was gone a good-

ish while, for though I loved Mac very well, and wished my
mother to be happy, it came hard to realize that anyone should

take my place with her.

They were sitting quietly on the porch when I came back to

the house, and my mother insisted that I should kiss her, but Mac
understood, for he said as he shook my hand,

" You and me ain't

ever going to be anything but pardners, Jack." Dear old Mac,
the kindest and best

"
pardner

" a man ever had !

My mother and Mr. Macnamar were married almost immedi-

ately, and Mac contrived to find just the place we wanted in the

Santa Clara, overlooking the valley, with a bit of a canon for

us to wander in when the hill fever overtakes us.

When we went to leave Black Rock, my mother cast about for

something to remember it by, and what should it be but the seed-

ling prune I had planted the week Mac came to us, which, when
it had fruited, proved to be a superior sort of fruit. And Mac
so contrived by his skill in propagating it that the

"
Truscott

prune
"
brought him a very great fame, and money as well. So

much so that in the end he was able to pay over to me the whole
of my father's fortune, less what my schooling, cost, and that, he

says, except the day he married my mother, was the proudest

day of his life. But my mother will be saying it is all a piece
of the

"
Truscott Luck."

[the end.]
Independence, Cal.
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' EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To tK« Pacific Coast of America.

(F'rom their own, and contemporary English^ accounts.')

Sir Francis Drake.— I.

O little is known to Americans in general of the early

history of our Pacific Coast, in any language ;
the old

books which deal with it at first hand are so rare and

costly, and so seldom quoted or consulted by the kind

of text-books we generally manage to get along with —
it seems not only worth while, but rather a duty, to

make accessible some of the more interesting portions

of this neglected romance. This magazine has already

printed, it believes, more of the original
" sources " of

Californian and Western history never before published

nglish, than any other magazine, anywhere, has ever done ; and it

5 continue this policy. It will resume shortly the publication of expert

ilations of important documents from the priceless Ramirez CoUec-'

Meantime it presents original accounts of some of the early Eng-

royages to this Coast, as written by the voyagers themselves or by
al chroniclers. These partisan accounts are of course not, by a long

History ; but they are the indispensable raw material which History

sifts, weighs, digests and assimilates, in due proportion, to its bones. From
their own accounts, by the way, there is evident to the most careless reader

the foretwinkling of a curious fact which History has already crystallized.

All the early English navigation of the Pacific was purely piratical. In

those old-fashioned days, Spain was the only serious exploring nation—
and she was in her Golden Age. Before an English keel ever plowed the

Pacific, the nation which discovered and colonized America had built a

chain of American cities more than 5,000 miles long, up and down the New
World ; had explored from Nebraska to Patagonia and from ocean to

ocean ; had built schools, colleges, universities and thousands of magnifi-

cent churches ; had printed a voluminous and scholarly literature in more

than a dozen languages— including many original American tongues—
and had so developed the natural resources of America as to excite the

greed of freebooters of other nations— not one of which had before paid

any serious attention whatever to the New World as a land to explore,

settle up, study or convert to Christianity. For nearly a century, about

the only activity shown by any other European nation in getting to Amer-
ica was as pirates preying upon the Spanish colonies. Of course Drake,

Hawkins, and the other **

English Heroes " of that school were as un-

mitigated pirates as ever went unhanged. They were as bigoted, as cruel,

as rapacious as the next. They scuttled the ships, burned and looted the

towns, ravished the women, of a friendly nation whose bravest had been

first to earn from abroad the title we are now rather proud of '— "Ameri-

cans." These pioneers, nearly a century before the Mayflower, had con-

quered wild America and made their homes in it, and held them against a

swarming savagery compared to which any Indian wars in all our national

story have been child's play. And up to 114 years after the discovery of
^

America, the only mark England had made on the New World was to rob

and outrage these home-builders. This is not a comfortable reflection for

us who are of that kith ; but it is history ; and it is always best to look the

truth in the face.
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The following account of Drake's vojage to the Pacific is from a con-

temporary account in the editor's possession, and is reprinted literally.

B*or the finest engraving of Drake, direct from Houbraken's magnificent

copperplate, see this magazine for April, 1902, frontispiece.

DRAKE'S VOYAGB TO THB PACIFIC.

Captain Drake having in his former Voyage had a View, and only a

Yiew of the South Atlantick Ocean [a palpable misprint for South

Pacific] from the high Tree aforementioned, and from that very
time being very ambitious of sailing theron in an English Ship ;

he

retained this Noble Resolution within himself for some years, being partly

prevented by secret envy at home, and partly by applying himself to the

public Service of his Prince and Country to Ireland under the B. of Essex,
and otherwhere. But in 1577, having a gracious Commission from his

Sovereign, and assisted with divers of his Friends who were Adventurers

with him, he fitted up five Ships : 1. The Pelican, Admiral, of a hundred

Tuns, Francis Drake Captain General. 2. The Elizabeth, Vice Admiral,

eighty Tuns, John Winter, Captain. 3. The Marygold, a Bark of eighty

Tuns, John Thomas, Captain. 4. The Swan, a Fly Boat of fifty Tuns,
John Tester, Captain. 5. The Christopher, a Pinnace of fifteen Tuns,
Thomas Moon, Captain. Having mann'd this little Fleet with a hundred

1 and fifty-four able Men, and furnisht them with all necessary Provisions

for so long and dangerous a Voyage, and stowing certain Pinnaces aboard
in pieces to be set up on Occasion, as in his former Voyage ; yea, carrying
with him several Musicians for delight and rich Furniture of silver for his

Table and Cook-room, with all sorts of curious Workmanship for Orna-

ment, and to raise Admiration of the Civility and Magnificence of his

native Country in other Nations where he came.
Thus provided, they sailed out of Plymouth Sound Nov. IS, 1577, about

five in the Afternoon, and next Morning came to the lyizzard, where meet-

ing with contrary Winds, they were all compelled to put in at Falmouth.
Next day a great Storm arose, so that, tho' they were in a good Harbour ;

yet the Admiral, wherein Drake was, and the Marigold, were forc'd to put
their main Masts by the Board, and obliged to return to Plymouth to repair,
13 days after their Departure thence : where having quickly supplied all

defects, they, Decern. 13, once more put to Sea with better hopes. Being
out of sight by land, Drake gave some Intimation of his Design (which he
had hitherto concealed) both by the course he sail'd, and appointing their

Rendezvous, if separated by any Accident, to be the Isle of Magadore ;

sailing then with a favorable Wind, December the 25th, being Christmas

Day, they had sight of Cape Cantin in Barbary, and of the high Inland

Country, in thirty two Degrees and thirteen jMinutes North Latitude, and

coasting thence Southward about eighteen lyeagues, they arrived that day
at the Isle of Magadore, which is under the King of Fesse, and a good
Harbour, being about a Mile from the main I^and, inhabited, and a League
in Circuit, overgrown wit Shrubs, and full of Pidgeons and therefore

much frequented by Goshawks, and other iBirds of Prey, with Plenty of

several sorts of Sea Fowl. At the South side are three hallow Rocks,
under which are great store but very ugly, yet very wholesome Fish ; send-

ing a Boat to sound the Harbour, all their Fleet came in December 27, and
staid about four Days, setting up one of their four Pinnaces, brought from
home in pieces. The Inhabitants of the Country soon perceived them, and
made signs on the shore to come aboard

;
to whom the General sent a Boat

wherein two chief Moors were received, and one of theirs left in exchange
till their return. Drake treated them very civilly aboard his Ship, present-
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ing them with what they seemed most to value, to shew they came in Peace
and Friendship to trade for such Goods as their Country afforded, accord-

ing to their own Content, wherewith they seemed much pleased, promising
to return again the next Day to exchange their Goods for others. By
their I^aw they ought to drink no Wine, being Turks in Religion ; yet they
will drink it very plentifully by stealth, as now appeared. Being carried

ashore, they freely restored the Person left as a Pledge, returning with
Camels next Day at the Hour appointed, as if loaden with Geods for ex-

change, and calling hastily for a Boat had one sent by the General's Order,
before he went from the Islands ; the Boat coming to a Place of landing
among the Rocks, one John Fry, suspecting no Treachery, readily stept
out of the Boat, to be a Pledge as the Day before, when those on the Shore

instantly seizing him, and others in Ambush coming to their Assistance,

they speedily carried him away, the rest being glad to shift for themselves :

The Cause of this Violence, was to inform the King of Fesse whither this

Fleet was bound, or sent from the King of Portugal, or what Intelligence

they could give him. Fry being brought into the King's Presence, and

declaring they were Englishmen, bound for the Streights under General

Drake, he was sent back with a Present to his Captain, and Offers of all

Kindness and Friendship in that Country. Drake much disturbed at

this Injury, landed his Men in his Pinnace, and marched pretty far up
in that Country without Resistance, the Moor declining any Engagement
with him, so that making Provision of Wood, and visiting an old Fort

formerly built by the Portugueze, but ruined by the King of Fesse, he

departed, Dec. 31, toward Cape Blank, so that when Fry came back, he, to

his great Grief, found the Fleet gone, yet by the King's Favour he was
afterwards sent home in an English Merchant Ship. Meeting with foul

Weather they were detained some time, and the third Day after fell in with

Cape de Guerre, in thirty Degrees, where they took three Spanish Fishing-
boats, called Caunters, whom they carried to Kiodel* Oro, under the Tropic
of Cancer, and there took a Carvel. From hence, Jan. 15, they sailed to

Cape Berbas, where the Marygold took another Carvel ; it lies in 20 Deg.
30 Min. low and sandy, where they first observed the South Stars, called

the Crosiers, 19 Deg. 30 Min. above the Horizon : In the Cape they took

another Spanish Ship riding at Anchor, (all her men but two being fled

ashoar in the Boat) whom with all the rest formerly taken, they carried

into the Harbour three Leagues within the Cape.
General Drake resolved to stay some Time to refresh his Men with the

plenty of fresh Victuals in this Place, to supply them at Sea, there being

great Store of Fish easily taken, even within the Harbour, and as good as

any in the World : During their Abode here, the Greneral being ashoar,
was visited by the People of the Country, who brought down a Moorish

Woman, with her little Babe hanging at her dry Breast, being scarce alive

herself, and therefore unlike to nourish that, whom they would have sold

as a Horse or Cow ; which Merchandize Drake not dealing in, they pro-

duced Ambergrease, and some curious Gums to exchange with the English
for fresh Water ; of which they had great Want, and were willing to

quench their Thirst at any Price whatever, and to carry the rest in their

leather Bags for that Purpose. Drake compassionating their Unhappiness,

gave them freely what Water they wanted, and fed them with Victuals,

which they devoured in an inhumane and loathsome manner.

Their Ships being wash'd and trimm'd, and all their Spanish Prizes dis-

charged, except the Caunter, for which they gave the Fisherman the

* DovbtlcM Rio del Oro.
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Christopher, one of their own Ships ;

and a Carvel bound for St. Jag-o

being here freed also : After six days they sailed for the Island of Cape
Verde, Jan. 22, where they were obliged to furnish themselves plentifully

with water, since the General intended to run a long Course from thence,

even to the Coast of Brazil, without touching Land ; and having the Wind

j-enerally North East, Jan. 27 they coasted Bonavisto, and next day an-

chored at the Isle of May, to fifteen Degrees, high Land, and inhabited by
the Portuguese, where Landing, and expecting to traffick with the Inhabi-

tants for fresh Water, they found in the Town near the Shoar only a great

many ruinous Houses, and a poor Chapel, but no People, nor Water, though
within the Land there is enough : The Springs and Wells here being

stoped up, and no Quantity of Water to be found, thej' marched forward to

seek for supply, finding the Soil fruitful, and plenty of Pig Trees, with

Fruit thereon, and in the Valleys were little low Cottages, with pleasant

Vineyards, yielding excellent Grapes ;
also Cocoa Trees, planted, and other

Fruits some ripe, some rotten
;
and others blossoming, and this is in Janu-

ary, because the Sun never withdraws its heat from them, nor have they
ever any great Cold or Frost. They found good Water in divers places,

but so far from the shoar, they could not convey it to their Ships, the

People refusing any Conference with them, securing themselves in the

sweet Valleys among the Hills, where the Towns were, and suffering them

freely to survey the Island, since they were like to receive more Damage
than Profit to offer Violence to those who came peacaably among them.
This Island yields vast numbers of Goats and wild Hens, and Salt made
without Labor, by the flowing of the Sea, and the Heat of the Sun, which

naturally produceth a great Quantity thereof, lying upon the Sands of all

that come, and therewith the People drive a great Trade with the adjacent
Islands.

Sailing hence, Jan. 30, they passed next day the Isle of St. Jago, ten

Leagues West of May in the same Latitude, inhabited both by Moors and

Portuguese, occasioned by the cruelty of the Portugals towards their

Slaves, which was so intolerable that many fled from their Masters to the

hilly parts of the Island, and their number encreasing by the Escapes
they daily made, grew at length so formidable that they are now a Terror
to their Oppressors, from whom they receive daily Injuries, either in their

Goods or Cattle, and have lost a great part of that large and fruitful Isle,

which is a Relief to all Ships bound for Brazil, Guinea, or the East Indies,

being also of great Strength, were it not for the cause aforesaid, which
hath much abated the Pride of the Portugals, who under Pretence of Trade
and Friendship, excluded the first Plantors thereof, both from Government,
Liberty, and almost Life : South-west of this Isle tbey took a Portugal
Ship laden with Wine, store of Linen and Woollen Cloath, and other Goods
bound for Brazil, with many Gentlemen aboard. As they went hence,
three Towns in sight of them shot off two great Guns into the Sea, either
for Joy of their Departure, or to show they were provided to entertain

them, and were answered with one from the Fleet. South-west about 12

Leagues hence, yet for its height not seeming above three, lies Fogo, a

burning Island, or fiery Furnace, wherein rises a steep Hill, thought at

least 18 English Miles high, belching out great and dismal Flames of Fire
from the Top almost every quarter of an Hour, that in the Night it gives
Light like the Moon, and seems to reach the very Heavens. It throws out

great Stones, which falling into the Sea, are used as Pumice Stones. The
rest of the Island is peopled with Portuguese, who live happily therein.

Two Leagues hence, lies another sweet and pleasant Island, called Brova,
the Trees always green, and is almost planted all over with Trees and
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Fruits, as Fig-s, Coco's, Plaintains, Orang-es, Lemmons, Cotton, and the

like, with Streams of fresh Water running- into the Sea, and easily taken

up by Boats and Pinnaces : but there is no Road nor Anchoring- for Ships,
no Ground being- to be found by the longest Line, so that the Sea is thought
to be as deep as Fog-o is high. They found only one Hermit inhabiting
this Island, nor any house but his, who delighted so much in solitariness

that he fled from them, leaving behind the Relicks of his Worship, that is,

a Cross, a Crucifix, an Altar with another above it, and certain Images of

Wood of rude Workmanship. They here discharged the Portugals taken

near St. Jago, giving them a new Pinnace built at Magadore, instead of

their old Ships, with Victuals and Provisions.

Furnish'd with fresh water at Cape Verde Feb. 2. they directed their

Course towards the Streights of Magellane, to go thro' into the South Sea, >

sailing sixty-three days without sight of Land, passing the Equinoctial

Line, Feb. 17. and fell in with the Coast of Brasil, April 5. during which-^

Passage on the vast Ocean, having nothing but Sea below, and Heaven

above, they saw and experienced the goodness of divine Providence, in

making ample Provisions for them in their Wants, and tho' they oft met
with contrary Winds and Storms, unwelcome Calms, and burning Heats in

the Torrid Zone, with the Terrors, of dreadful Thunder and Lightning,

they could not but take notice, that not having been thoroughly furnished

with Water since they came from England, till they arrived at the River

of Plate long after, yet for seventeen days together their Necessities were

constantly supplied by Rain water
;
neither was their Fleet (now six in

number) ever disperst, nor lost Company, except the Portugal Prize for

one day only, which yet much discouraged them, having the greatest part
of their Drink aboard her, and was therefore found again with much Joy,
since her Miscarriage might have defeated the whole Voyage. Among
many strange Creatures, they particularly observed the flying Fish, as big -

as a Pilchard, whose Fins are as long as his Body ; and serve for Wings,
when he is chased by the Bonneto or great Mackrel (whom the Dolphin like-

wise pursues), for when weary of swimming he lifts up himself above

Water, and flies pretty high, falling sometimes into Vessels that sail by.

The fins are so curiously placed as might serve for a longer and higher

Flight, did not their Dryness after ten or twelve Strokes hinder their

Motion, and force them into the Water, to moisten them. Their Increase

is wonderful, their young ones lying upon the Water in the Sun as Dust on

the Earth, where, when no bigger than a Wheat Straw they employ them-

selves both to fly and swim, and where they have many Enemies ; for by

flying into the Air to escape one, they often meet Death from another

Enemy the Spurkite, a ravenous Fowl, who feeding on Fish, seizes on

them in their Flight, and makes great Destruction among them. There

is another sort called the Cuttle fish, whose Bone are used by Goldsmiths,

a Multitude falling off at once into their Ships among their Men. Sailing

thus, with as much Pleasure as if in a Garden, beholding the excellent

Works of the eternal God, in the Seas, April 5, they fell on the Coast of/

Brazil, in 31 Deg. of South Latitude, and being descried by the Inhabit-/

ants, they saw great Fires in divers Places, which they understood were

made for Sacrifices to the Devil, where they use many Ceremonies and

Conjurations, by casting up great Heaps of Sand, that if any Ships stay

on their Coasts, their evil Spirits may destroy them, whereof the Portu-

gueze had Experience, by losing several Ships. Magellane reports, they

pray to nothing, but are absolutely barbarous ; but it seems they are much
altered since his Time, falling from natural Creatures to make Gods of

Devils ; yet it may be, they being then a free People, had no Occasion to
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practise their Wickedness

;
but being now in miserable Slavery, to the

Portugueze in Body Goods, Wives and Children, and forc'd by their Cruel-

ties into the barren Parts of their Country, choosing rather to starve and

linger out a wretched Life there, than endure such intolerable Bondage,

they may now use these Practice with the Devil, to be revenged of their

Oppressors, and to prevent their further Entrance into their Country, and

judging the English to be some of their Enemies, they used the same
Enchantments against them ; yet without Effect ;

for though they had

great Storms on these Coasts, they received no Damage, only April 7, a

violent Tempest, at Southwind, directly against them, separated one of

their Ships for a while from the rest of the Fleet.

Keeping on their Course South, April 24th, they passed by Cape St.

Mary, in thirty-two Degrees near the River Plate, and came to an Anchor in

a Place which their General named Cape Joy, because here the Christo-

pher that was seperated came to them again. He always took special Care

to keep his Fleet as much as possible together, to be well furnished with

freih Water, and to refresh his Men as oft as he could ;
and therefore at

Cape Verde he gave publick Notice, that the next Rendezvouz (if dispersed)
and Place of Watering, should be the River of Plate, and accordingly they
here joined, and were supplied with all Conveniences, the Air of this

Country being pleasant and temperate, and the Soil fruitful, stored with

Plenty of large and mighty Deer. April 16, they sailed twelve Leagues
further to a more commodious Harbour, especially against the South

Winds, where they killed diverse Seals or Sea Wolves (so called by the

Spaniards) which came to the Rocks in great Numbers, they were good
Meat, and a seasonable Supply for the futare. April 20, they sailed

farther up the River and rode in fresh Water, but stayed not because of

the Danger of the Winds and Rocks, and having spent a fortnight there to

their great Refreshment, April 27, they went to Sea again, and that very

Night the Swan, their flyboat, lost Company, and soon after by another
storm the Caunter was missing ;

to prevent which for the future, the

General resolved to diminish the number of the Ships that they might the

better keep company, and have more supplies of Provision and Men
;
es-

pecially since it was now Winter in these parts, and these Seas subject to

terrible Tempests and therefore sought out a convenient Harbour for this

purpose. May 12, they anchored in a place not very commodious, which

yet he call'd Cape Hope ; but seeming to promise good Harbourage.
Drake, who never trusted any but his own Eyes in danger, went next day
in a Boat into the Bay, and being near the shoar, one of the Inhabitants
appeared, seeming to sing and dance very pleasantly to the noise of a
rattle he had in his Hand, earnestly expecting their Landing ; upon which
there instantly rose so thick a Mist and Fog, with such an extraordinary
Storm, that Drake being 3 leagues from his Ship, thought best to return,
and not venture to Land ; but the Fog much increasing, he could not see
where his Ship lay, and were hereby in much danger ;

when Captain Thomas
gallantly adventured into the Bay, and finding him out, joyfully received
him into the Ship, where they rid safely, but those that lay without, were
so furiously assaulted by the tempest that to secure themselves they were
forced to go off to Sea, the Caunter formerly lost, now coming into them.
Next day May 14, 1578, the Weather being calm, and the Fle«t out of

sight. General Drake now in the Marigold went ashoar, and made Fires
to direct them to come together again in the Road, whereby at last they all

returned, except the Swan, lost long before, and the Portugal Prize, whO'
was not found till a great while after.

In this place, the People flying into the Country for fear of them, they
found in Houses built near the Rocks, to that purpose, at least fifty dried

Ostriches, and much other Fowl drying which they dry here, and after

carry to their Dwellings. The Ostriches Thighs were as big as a common
Leg of Mutton

; they cannot flie, but run so swift they can neither be over-
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taken nor shot at. They found the Tools wherewith the Natives take

them, and among- others a large Plume of Feathers at the end of a Staff,
the fore-part like the Head, Neck and Body of an Ostrich, spreading very
broad, behind which they go stalking, and drive them into some Neck of

Land near the Sea where spreading long and strong Nets, they have Dogs
that seize on them. This Country seems very pleasant and fruitful, and at

their Return that Way, the English became familiarly acquainted with the

People, who much rejoiced at their Friendship, and that they had not
harmed them. But the Place not being convenient for providing Wood,
Water, and the like, they departed thence May 15, and sailing South-west,
fell into a very useful Bay, where they staid fifteen Days. From hence the
General sent Captain Winter in the Elizabeth southward, to seek for two
Ships that were wanting, himself going North upon the same Account,
who happily met the Swan the same Day, and bringing her into Harbour,
being unloaded, she was broken up, and made Fire wood, the Iron-work
and other Necessaries being preserved, but could hear no News of the
other.
After some Stay here, being ashoar in an Island nigh the main Land,

and from whence at low Water they might go over a-foot, the Inhabitants

appear'd leaping, dancing, holding up their Hands, and making out-cries

after this manner ; but it being then high Water, the General sent them
by a Boat some Knives, Bells, Bugles, and other Things he thought would

please them ; upon which getting together upon a Hill half a Mile from
the Shore, two of their Company came down swiftly, tho' with a great
Grace, such as they used in times of War, but drawing nigh, they made a

Stand, upon which the English, tying the Things to a Staff, stuck it in the
Ground that they might see it, and retired a reasonable Distance ; being
departed, they came and took the Things, leaving instead thereof such
Feathers as they wear on their Heads, a Bone carved like a Tooth-pick,
six Inches long, and neatly burnished ; whereupon the General, with divers

Gentlemen, went over to them, they still remaining on the Hill placed in a
rank one of them running from one End to the other. East and West, with his

Hands over his Head, and his Body inclining toward the rising and setting
Sun, and at every third Turn he erected himself, vaulting in the Air

against the Middle of the Rank toward the Mount, signifying (as they
thought) that they called the Sun and Moon (whom they worshipped as

Gods) to witness they meant nothing towards them but Peace. But per-

cciving the English came a pace forward, they seemed fearful ; to prevent
which, the General and his Company retired, which so confirmed them
they were no Enemies, that divers came down after them without Fear,
and traded with them, but would receive nothing from them till it was first

cast on the Ground : The Word they used for Exchange was Zustus, and
Tot to throw it on the Ground. If they disliked anything, they cried

Corob, Corob, with ratling in the Throat : Their Goods were Arrows
made of Reeds, Feathers, and the Bones aforementioned. They go naked,
except only a Furr about their Shoulders, when they sit or lie in the Cold,
but at other Times it is a Girdle about their Loins. Their Hair is very
long, which to prevent trouble they knit up with a Roll of Ostrich

Feathers, and serves them for a (Quiver for their Arrows, and a Storehouse
for what they carry about them : Those of Quality wear a large Feather
on each Side their Heads, seeming afar off like Horns, so that a Head thus
trim'd upon a naked Body, resembles a Devil with Horns.
Their chief Bravery consists in painting thtir Bodies with divers Colours,

with such Works as they fancy ; some wash their Faces with Sulphur, or
the like ; others paint their whole Bodies black, leaving only their Necks
round about white, and shew like Ladies with black Gowns and naked
Necks ; some paint one shoulder black, and another white, and likewise
their Legs, setting white Moons on the back part, and black on the white

being the Marks of the Gods they adore. By this continual painting, the
Pores of their Bodies are so close, that they never feel any cold ; they are

strong, comely, swift and active, and are much to be lamented, that being
of tractable natures, and in an excellent Soil, they are ignorant of the

Worship of the true God ; for tho' they never knew any Christians before,

yet they soon became so familiar, that they seem'd rather willing to serve,
and do them all the good Offices, than offer any Injury, The General be-

stowing a Cap off his Head on one of their Chiefs, he going at a small dis-

tance, suddenly pierced his Leg deeply with an Arrow, so that the Blood

streaming out he thereby signified his unfeigned Love to him, and was a
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covenant of peace between them ; they were about fifty Persons, who tho'

frequented their company. In the South part of this Bay, is a River of

fresh Water, and several Islands full of Seals, Birds, and Fowls, sufficient

to maintain a multitude of People, of which they killed some with Shot
and Staves, and took many Birds with their Hands, they lighting- upon
their Heads and Shoulders. They saw no Boat or Canoe used by the Na-
tives to come to these Isles, but their own Provision seemed to be raw
Flesh and Fish, and finding pieces of Seals all bloody, which they had
gnawn with their Teeth like Dogs. They are all armed with a Bow an Eill

long, and Arrows of Reeds headed with Flints. This Bay they named Seal

Bay, for the plenty of them found here, killing two hundred in an hour's
time.

Sufficiently provided with all necessaries, they sail'd hence June 12.

Southward, and anchored two days in a little Bay, where they discharged
and laid up the Gaunter or Christopher, and June 14. arrived at another

Bay, in fifty degrees twenty minutes South Latitude, and within one degree
of the Mouth of the Streights, through which lay their desired Passage to

the South Sea. Here the General turned his Course North, in hopes of
•'

finding his Ship and Friends lost in the great Storm, since if they should

pass the Streights without them, both might be much discomfited : So
that June 18 putting again to Sea, with hearty Prayers to God for success,

they ran back toward the Line, and the next Night near Port St. Julian,
. had Sight of their Ship, and the Day after the whole Fleet entered joyfully
»\into that Port, to refit and refresh this Ship and the wearied Men. St.

\ Julian is in 49 Degrees, 36 Minutes, being a very convenient Harbour,
having many Islands within it. Coming now to an Anchor, and all things
made safe the General, with his Brother and five others, (according to his
usual Care and Diligence on such Occasions) rowed further into the Bay in
a Boat, to find out some convenient Place for fresh Water and Provisions

during their Stay ;
and were no sooner landed, when two of the Natives

visited them, called by Magellane Pentacouts, for their huge Stature
and Strength, wko seemed much to rejoice at their Arrival, familiarly re-

ceiving whatever the General gave them, and much pleased to see Oliver,
the Master Gunner shoot an Fnglish Arrow, trying to out shoot him, but
came nothing near him

; Soon after another arrived, who seemed angry
at the Civility of his Fellows, and strove earnestly to make them become
Enemies ; which General Drake not suspecting used them as before : when
Mr. Winter thinking also to shoot an Arrow, that he that came last might
see it, the String of his Bow broke, which being before their Terror, did
now encourage them to contrive Treachery against them, not imagining
their Guns and Swords were Weapons of War, and therefore as they were
quietly returning to their Boat, these Villians suddenly discharged their
Arrows at their Backs, aiming chiefly at him who had the Bow, and not

suffering him to string it again, by wounding him in the Shoulder, who
'

turning about was shot with an Arrow through the Lungs, yet fell not ;

but the Gunner being ready to shoot off his Musket, which took not fire,
was slain outright. In this Extremity their expert General gave Orders,
that no Man should keep any certain Ground, but shifting Places, and de-

fending themselves with their Targets, should approach these Monsters,
and break all the Arrows shot at them, knowing when they were spent
they should subdue them at pleasure ; with this wise Course, and by shoot-

ing off the Piece the Gunner could not fire, the General kill'd the Author of
the Quarrel, who slew the Gunner ; for the Musket being charged with a
Bullet, and Hail-shot, tore out his Belly and Guts with much Torment, as
it seemed by his roaring, which was so horrid and hideous, as if ten Bulls
had bellowed at once. This so discouraged his Companions, that tho'
divers others appeared out of the Woods to assist them, yet they were glad
to fly, and suffer the English quietly to depart ;

which they the rather did,
because of Mr. Oliver, who was wounded, and whom the General dearly
loved, and would rather have saved than slain an hundred Enemies ;

but
being past Recovery he died two Days after he was brought aboard. Next
Day the General in his Boat well arm'd, went again ashoar to bring off the
Gunner's Body, which they found lying where it was left, only stript of its

upper Garment, with an English Arrow struck in his right Eye. Both the
dead Bodies were laid in one Grave, with such Decency and Reverence as
becomes the Tabernacles of Immortal Souls, and such Ceremonies as
Soldiers in Time of War deserve.

[to be continued.]
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ITTLE JOHNNY defined Salt as
"
the Stuff what makes

your Potato Taste Bad if you Don't Put None On."

Similarly, History is the stuff that makes us look ab-

surd if we don't put none on. It is a condiment designed to

help us save what little wisdom the race has achieved, and to

keep us from being the same and as many kinds of fool over

again. But you have to put it on. The fact that there is His-

tory does you no good if you know nothing about it.

* *

In our national dealing with the Indian, for instance, we
should not have made — we should not still be making — so in-

human a botch of it, if we had not spraddled ahead, indifferent
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as tumblebugs to the fact that anyone ever lived before ; and

not only lived but meddled with aborig^ines, and learned by
hard knocks, and left the record of the knocks and the learning,

whereby any successor that had sense enough to consult it

might profit. Incidentally, these who devised the first Indian

policy, some centuries before us, had to deal with fifty times as

many Indians, and for three times as long ;
and they did it

more successfully. But did you ever hear of any U. S. official

at the head of Indian Affairs who consulted that record, or knew
the very name of any one of these statesmen— to say nothing
of the nature of any one of their policies and how it worked
out ? Nay, verily 1 In darkest England a man may be king by
Divine Right ; but to be charged with public affairs he has to

Know his Business. And he has to know it by having learned

it. But an American official doesn't have to learn anything.
He doesn't even have to know it by grace of God. If he voted

for the right party, it's in him already. He has all the experi-

ence, all the wisdom we desire in a public man. Particularly,
if he has no more important job than to ping-pong the lives

and happiness of a quarter of a million human beings.
*

* *

Of course it would require a book (in several volumes) to carry
out the suggestion which arises here—a comparison of the Span-
ish Indian policy of 350 years ago with our own Indian policy

averaged up to date. It would be useful enough, if disagree-
able to our vanity ;

but this is not the place for it. These few
remarks are merely apropos of a quaint and characteristic straw
which shows the list of the wind.

* *

No one will need to be reminded that within this year of

grace our Indian office issued its now notorious
"
Hair-cut

Order "— demi-semi-leavened advisors having persuaded it that

all you have to do
"

civilize
" an Indian is to knock him down,

gag and tie him, and chop off his hair. Nor is it yet forgotten
that such a roar of derision rose all over the United States—
even from the Press, which does not ordinarily lose much sleep
over Indians— that the absurd mandate was halfway revoked ;

though it still has vitality enough to enable the sort of Indian

agents born with that sort of brains and hearts to outrage their

unfortunate wards. Until their time, that is. And their time
is coming.

*
* *

Curiously enough, there were a few people just as ignorant some
280 years ago. It is comforting to reflect, however, that they
never got into civil authority, and that they were rebuked, not
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by public opinion only, but by their g-overnment. They were

only private individuals. Whatever our hostility to the Span-

ish, whatever we may prefer to believe of their American poli-

cies from British historians, no man can put his hand on any
official order or regulation in all the four centuries of Spanish

rule of the American Indians which will for a moment compare
in imbecility or in real cruelty with this

"
Hair-cut Order."

But two hundred and eighty-two years ago there were some

equally brilliant souls in New Mexico— or at least, they were

charged with being so. And the king of Spain g-ave them a little

lesson in horse-sense and humanity. A royal cedula^ dated Jan.

9, 1621, and addressed to the Custodian of all the Missions of

New Mexico, says :

" Y porque se ha entendido que en algunas Causas en que HABEIS pro-

zedido bos y buestros Relixiosos contra los Yndios por hierros y culpas
lebes los hazels tresquilar Castigo deque ellos Reciben muy gran des-

consuelo por ser para ellos la mayor afrenta que ay. . . dareis orden para que
los Relixiosos de buestra Custodia, no hagan semejantes castigos anttea

a los Recien Combertidos se les haga en ttodo buen tratamto, y Carisia."

Which is, in about contemporary English :

"And forasmuch as it hath been understood that in divers Causes, in

which ye and your Religious have proceeded against the Indians for errors

and slight faults, ye have caused them to be shorn— a Punishment
whereof they suflFer great aflBiction, since this is for them the greatest insult

there is .... ye are to give orders that the Religious of your Cus-

tody shall not inflict such punishments ; but that the Newly Converted

shall rather be given in all things good treatment and Loving-Kindness."

* *

And that was the last of forcible hair-cutting of Indians

from nine years before there was any such place as Boston,

Mass., up to the year of God's grace One Thousand, Nine Hun-
dred and Two. In 1621 the remote King of bigoted Spain
knew that an Indian hated to have his hair cut by force, even

as you and I know we would hate it ; knew that to put such an

indignity on any human being was silly and therefore bad

policy ; knew that instead of civilizing the Indians it confirmed

their preference for a stage of human development wherein

such idiotic atrocities are unknown ;
knew that this was not

•'Good Treatment"— and ordered this thing and all its sort to

cease. In 1902 our Indian Policy had all this still to learn ;

and learned it not by history's easy lesson but only by such

unanimous ridicule as has perhaps befallen no other govern-

mental act in a decade. And it has to be remembered, to boot,

that the stupid missionaries whom the King of Spain snubbed

so long ago cut Indian hair only as a punishment for offenses

of some sort ; while our enlightened government applied this
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indignity to Indians for no other crime than that of being-

Indians. Good or bad, they were to be shorn.

All this is in no specific vindictiveness. I believe the present

Indian office is honestly trying- to do its difficult duty. But there

is a generic anger, it is wholly safe to say, in all that know

anything of the history of Indian policies in America, that we
who admit that We are the People do not take any pains to care

that a matter which is life or death to so many (and so human)

men, women and children is habitually left to the tender

mercies of nice men (at best) who know nothing on God's earth

of the difficult statecraft of managing People of any sort, and

who know less of the needs of Indians than the King of Spain
knew while Shakespeare was still wet in the grave. It really

seems to be time for us to ask that the directors of our Indian

policy shall know something about policies and at least a little

about Indians.

THK STANDING ROCK CASK.

In April last Mr. Geo. Kennan, of the Advisory Board of the

Sequoya League, made public in The Outlook certain facts which

seemed to show that portions of the reservation of the Stand-

ing Rock Sioux Indians had been illegally leased to cattlemen.

In view of the force and responsibility of these charges and the

wide public interest, the President requested Mr. George Bird

Grinnell, of New York (one of the Executive Committee of the

League), to visit the Standing Rock Indian Reservation, to in-

quire into the facts and to make such arrangements for the bene-

fit of the Indians as he could. Mr. Grinnell started for Dakota

early in May. Definite knowledge concerning the situation at

Standing Rock was not to be had in Washington, nor was much
more learned after the Standing Rock Indian Agency had been

reached. Mr. Grinnell was therefore obliged to visit the ground
and to learn the local conditions for himself. Some time was

spent in doing this. The Indians' holdings were visited, and

the occupants and their neighbors were talked with about the

situation. A lease of between 600,000 and 800,000 acres lying
in the northern and western part of the reservation had already
been made to G. E. Lemmon, and was in force. By order of

Secretary Hitchcock another lease known as the Walker lease

although drawn had not been executed. This lease, covering
the eastern portion of the reservation, affected the homes of

about 500 people. The Lemmon lease, taking in the western

portion of the reservation, affected about 25 families, living

chiefly along Grand River. All these were within the lessee's

great pasture, and their farms, gardens and hay meadows were

exposed to the ravages of the cattle which he might keep there..
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On Mr. Grinnell's return from Grand River lie was met by
Mr. I*emmon, the lessee

;
and after some negotiation, Mr.

Lemmon— who throughout the whole matter showed a spirit

of great fairness— agreed to a plan of compromise which

seemed to protect both Indians and lessee.

A series of councils with the Indians followed. At first they

naturally regarded all talk of leases or agreements with sus-

picion, and from first to last they held firmly to the fact that

they had been wronged ;
that faith had not been kept with them

in the matter of selecting the lands to be leased, and that lands

had been leased that they never consented to lease. However,
the presence of Indian Inspector James McLaughlin, who had
been their agent for fourteen years and whom they trust, and

the fact that the missionaries, in whom also they have every

confidence, believed in the good faith of the negotiator, made
the task of negotiation not a difficult one. After several days*

talk an agreement was reached which was satisfactory to the

tribe and to the individuals most nearly concerned.

The Indians within the Lemmon lease reside principally in

two groups on Grand River, and the agreement provides that

the lessee shall build a substantial fence about these two groups,
who occupy about 24 sections of land. This fence will protect

the Indians and their holdings from the lessee's cattle. In ex-

change for the 24 sections of land which the lessee loses in this

way, it was agreed on the part of the government that his leased

territory should be increased by about 22 sections
; that is, by a

strip of land one mile from east to west, and about twenty-two
miles from north to south, running from the south fork of

Cannon Ball River south nearly to Grand River, and lying adja-
cent to and east of the territory described in his lease executed

at Washington.

Nothing was done about the Walker lease, though it may be

assumed that, in his report to the Secretary of the Interior, Mr.

Grinnell made some recommendations concerning it.

The Indians of the Standing Rock Reservation, and the

whites residing there who are interested in the Indians' well-

being, all profess themselves much gratified with the action

taken by President Roosevelt and with its outcome.

ICBSA GRANDB INDUSTKIAL, MISSION.

Two illustrated articles in the June number gave some account

of the Mission Indian village of Mesa Grande, San Diego
county, Cal., and of the little industrial mission experimentally
established there by Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of

Los Angeles (Episcopal). The condition of these interesting

Indians, unprovided by government with enough land or good

i^
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enougfh land whereon to make a livelihood
;
their patience, dig--

nity, thrift and earnest desire to help themselves, all eng-agre the

sympathy of so many as know their circumstance. Bishop John-

son's little mission has passed the experimental stage ;
it is a

success, and a growing one. Mrs. Miller, the refined and de-

voted teacher, has 20 young Indian women learning lace-making,
10 young Indian men doing wood-carving (and of the creditable

progress of both classes there were convincing photographs in

the article referred to), and has 50 young Indians in her Sunday
school and Guild. Besides this, six old people are being fed by
Miss Constance Goddard DuBois, the well-known writer, whose
home is in Waterbury, Conn., but who has given much time to

personal study among these people. Miss Mary B. Warren, of

lyos Angeles, furnishes medicines and liniments for the Indians.

Efforts are now being made by Bishop Johnson and his co-

workers to raise $1,000 for the erection of a plain, suitable

building for a home for Mrs. Miller and her assistant, with

proper rooms for the classes, Sunday school and
"
Young In-

dians' Social Evenings.
" Such a cause should meet with instant

and generous response. The work is in competent and devoted

hands, has been fully tested, is warmly welcomed by the Indians

and is doing them real good in material, common-sense ways
and in other ways as well ; and it should be cordially supported.
It has the unhesitating endorsement of the League. Moneys
can be sent to Miss Mary B. Warren, Bellevue Terrace, Sixth

and Figueroa streets, Los Angeles.
NOT VERY XIKELY.

An Albuquerque despatch alleges that Indian Commissioner
Jones and Congressman Sherman, of New York (Chairman of

the House Committee on Indian Affairs), visited the Navajo
reservation this summer "with a view to leasing the timber
and coal areas thereon to a syndicate of New York and Michigan
capitalists ;

" that in case of the lease, the syndicate would
*'
establish extensive lumber enterprises, and mine extensively

for gold, copper and coal;" that Commissioner Jones "was
favorably impressed by the offer of the syndicate, which would
make the Navajos almost self-supporting" and that "his rec-

ommendation will probably govern the Department in the
matter."

All of which is important if true. Even the irresponsible

rumor has been enough to excite and alarm the Indians— both

the Navajos and their neighbors. It would alarm a good many
other people if there were any probability of its being true.

These 22,000 Indians, the largest, strongest and least crushed

tribe remaining in the United States, will be left in peace on
their big, barren reservation, if the Government has either

sense or honor, as it probably has nowadays. A lease would
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mean not only endless trouble with these quiet but by no means

spiritless people ;
it would probably result finally in an outbreak

which would be no joke. The Navajos are hardworking In-

dians. They have something like 1,000,000 sheep and 100,000

horses and cattle. They manufacture annually tens of thousands

of dollars' worth of J blankets and silver jewelry. Until Amer-
icans taught them to use the damnable Diamond dyes and to

weave "for the market," the Navajo blanket was the best

blanket in the world
;
and despite our "civilizing" influence it

is still a valuable product. Hundreds of the young men work
on the railroad at good wages ;

the rest follow the industries of

stock-growing and wool-raising, with a little farming— and

only a little farming can be done on this almost waterless waste.

The Navajos have been absolutely peaceable for a generation ;

but they are as smart as the Apache, of whose stock they are ;

and if maltreated they would be able to make things very lively
in the two Territories. They do not need— these industrious,

self-respecting, self-sufl&cing folk— to be made dependent on
rents to

" make them almost self-supporting." They are self-

supporting now. There is no one among them who can nego-
tiate such a lease

;
and if it were hornswoggled out of them,

they would feel outraged
— and they would be right.

Furthermore, only a tenderfoot, or some promoter preparing
to sell to tenderfeet, would dream of leasing the Navajo reser-

vation or any part of it for lumber or mining. Far bigger and
far better bodies of timber can be had in New Mexico and Ari-

zona, without burglarizing any Indian reservation. As for

coal, the enormous measures are outside the Navajo country,
where any syndicate can get them if it wishes. With the huge
copper deposits of San Pedro lying idle under the costly works,
most of the time for the last dozen years, no one is very likely
to mine for copper in the Navajo region where there is practic-

ally no copper at all. As for gold, there isn't enough of it on
the reservation to gild picture frames for portraits of all the
tribe ; and the only reason for the occasional myths of its pres-
ence is that a certain class of tinhorn prospectors always dream
mines into forbidden places rather than work where they can

get something by working. Rushes and gold excitements, even
when disastrous to the crowd— as they generally are— make
money for certain classes ;

and if the rush precipitates an Indian

war, so much the better for the pockets of these same classes.

But the whole thing is doubtless a fake, like so many others

from the same source. The Standing Rock matter is still a
little too fresh in mind for us to expect any more leases of that

sort at present. Commissioner Jones had his eyes opened at

that time, and will not be likely to nap again.
*

* *

Receipt of $223 has already been acknowledged. New contri-

butions are : Prof. W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology, Wash-
ington, D.C., $3; C. C. Bragdon, Auburndale, Mass., $2; Mrs.
C. C. Bragdon, $2; Calvert Wilson, Ivos Angeles (services in in-

corporation), $16.
C. F. L.
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CorrespondiuK' Secretary, Mrs. M. E. Stilson.

812 Kensington Road.
Chairman Membership Committee, Mrs. J. G. Mossin, 1033 Santse St.

Honorary Life Members : R. Eean, Tessa L. Kelso.
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Francis, Mrs. John F. Francis, Mrs. Alfred Solano, Mareraret Collier Graham, Miss Collier»
Andrew McNally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Montiromery, Miss M. F. Wills, B. F. Porter, Prof. Chas.
C. Brasrdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott, Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Mrs. Annie D. Apperson, Miss
Afirnes Lane, Mrs. M. W. Kincaid, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. W. Jarvis
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fHE Mission chapel at Pala has been reroofed by the Landmarks
Club ; and the work of safeguarding the minor buildings of the
same interesting Mission has been ordered to be pushed with all

possible speed. It is hoped to have all these protective repairs completed
before the winter rains begin.
When the work is reasonably complete there will be such a celebration

as California has never before seen. Not a splendid pageant, certainly,
but an affair to warm the heart of such as have any. For many years the
scattered Indians and others whom this remote little Mission outpost
served have been largely without the benefits of the church. It has been
literally unsafe to enter the chapel, whose ponderous tiles were as like to
fall on the just as on the unjust. But Rt. Rev. George Montgomery— the

enlightened, progressive and thoroughly American, Bishop of Los
Angeles and Monterey, for whose broad-minded and generous assist-
ance in its work the Landmarks Club cannot adequately express its grati-
tude— long ago promised the Club that when the old buildings were made
safe and habitable he would himself go and rededicate them, and would
arrange that henceforth there should be regular services there. Only those
who know the ineradicable faith to which the people so long ago converted

by the Franciscan missionaries have grown can comprehend how much
this will mean to the people of Pala and its neighborhood ; but almost any-
one can guess that almost anyone would be glad to have the church of
their fathers rehabilitated. All the Indians from far and near will un-

doubtedly be gathered to this celebration ; and the Landmarks Club will

try to have an excursion of its friends to join in the festivities. It is a
beautiful trip ;

and there will be other things even more interesting than
the journey.
Meantime, the Club has much other work to do, and needs the money to

do it. Extensive repairs are necessary at Capistrano, San Fernando and
San Diego Missions. Annual membership fees, open to all, are $1 a year ;

life memberships $25.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THB WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $5,612.50, New contributions— "A friend,"
who desires to remain anonymous (in services), $200 ; Fmily Runyon Earl,
Van Nuys Hotel, Los Angeles (Life Membership), $25 ;

Trinidad Yaiiez,
Pala, Cal., $2; Mrs. John Wigmore, Los Angeles, $3.

$1 each— Julia Boynton Green, Redlands, Cal. ; Henry Morse Stephens,
University of Cal., Berkeley ;

Mrs. Arturo Bandini, Pasadena, Cal. ;
F. S.

Borton, Puebla, Mex. ; Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs. Laura A. Calhoun, Miss.

Mary L. Jones, Los Angeles, Cal.
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HE IS
' DIFFKKBNT

President Roosevelt is no better man, morally or in-

tellectually, than some small few of them that have just

got done being Sorry for him Too Soon. Many of the

wisest and best in the land assured him and their readers that

the thing- Couldn't be Did. What 1 A mere President— and a

rather youthful, woolly President at that— think to settle the

Coal Strike, which Pierpont Morgan couldn't (though hundred

millions slide up and down the stick for him as glibly as the

monkey on a child's jumping-jack) ; which the politicians

couldn't (who hand commonwealths over the bargain counter as

unconcernedly as the grocer passes you a pound of coffee);

which governors, and State militia, and U. S. Senators, and

Markannas, and Business Interests couldn't— the President

think to succeed where these Personages have failed ? Absurd 1

And also a little unbecoming I Should the President of a Re-

public condescend to put his hands to a matter which aflfects

only about a third of the entire population, and wherein he will

have to deal with Strikers ? Wouldn't it be more dignified for

him to hold to the traditions of his office, and put in his time

appointing to a job the persons kindly indicated to him by
Senators and State managers ? Is it seemly for him to touch a

quarter of a million Americans who labor— except when they

strike—otherhow than with telephoto tongs and the Circumlo-

cution Office ? And the gentlemen who never had learned that
"
Some things can be done as well as others," were Sorry for the

President, early and often.

Those of us who Care cannot have our full fun with them,

now that it is all over ; for among them are men whom every

serious American reveres as generally the salt of an unseasoned

land
;
and their attitude is the generic attitude of the great ma-

jority of our self-confessed Better Class. But those of us who Got

Away In Time are by the whole episode reminded irresistibly of

a Texas steer broken loose from the stockyards and rampaging
down the streets of an Eastern city

— as some of us have seen

Texas steers do. The street is his. A/l the streets are his.

The police shoot after him as he were a flock of barns flying

low ; the bank president, at the hardening of whose mouth a
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thousand business men would tremble, squeezes down between

two garbag-e barrels in tbe first alley. Of the million people
within rifle-shot, a thousand are known wherever American Su-

premacy is a proverb ; but one untied maverick, as badly scared

as any of them, has it all his own way.
And then a preposterous person, slouching upon a lean horse,

with criminal disregard of the ramrod he ought to have up his

spine, rounds a corner, carrying three rods of maculate clothes-

line in his hither fist, and on a gait as if he were Going- Some-
where. And from up the telephone poles, and from out the

windows and other advantageous points to which they have ad-

journed, there is a nervous giggle of the Best Citizens.
" What

does he think he can do to that Monster with that little rope ?

He must think that Wild Beast is going to lie down and let him
tie it ! How really Undignified to be gallopading on the public

street after such cattle !

" And so on.

And the man on horseback says nothing. There really

doesn't seem to be anything to say, in the face of helpless Culture.

He just slops along on that unfashionable steed, in the wake
of the runaway. And when he is just

— so— close, the rope
sort of leaps out of his hand, and floats off through the atmos-

phere, and befalls precisely about a pair of broad horns
;
and the

lean pony stiffens its fore-feet, and the rope twangs like a fiddle-

string to the saddle-horn— and— well, there's your Fearful

Wild Steer, with his neck broken.

The Coal Strike is ended. The poor in Eastern cities will not

all freeze to death this winter. The reasonably well-to-do will

not have to mortgage their homes to keep warm. The wheels of

industry will not have to stop ;
and the people who work will

have something to work at. And more than that
;
for the

first time in our history since— well, we all know since when— there actually looks to be some tolerable hope that we may
presently find more adequate procedure for the adjustment of

difficulties between employed and employer than murder and

dynamite and the boycott on one side, and militia, Pinkertons

and blacklists on the other. It is doubtless impolite of the

President to know that we have strikes
; and that the party of

the first part (being inflamed with profits) is lofty ;
and that

the party of the second part (having subscribed to the gospel
that a drunken, lazy, incompetent workman is just as good
as a smart, active, sober one, and shall be held at the

same level) is violent
;
and that between the men whose god is

their pocket and the men whose god is— well, they'll have to

ask the walking: delegate who He is— industrial conditions in

the Land of the Free are a practical joke on civilization. Per-
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haps it is worse than impolite
— it may be positively immodest— for him toiperceive these things. Maybe we would have him

as our maidens, hearing- nothing a maiden should not hear, no
matter what talk besets other ears in the same presence. But
then ag-ain there may be times when it is a relief to feel that

the President is not too ladylike
— and this may be one of them.

Maybe the time has come when we need a Man. And if it has
come— so has he. And there seems to be a disposition, even in

the most Easterly of the East, to forgive him for being here

just now.

Roosevelt has no more numerous panoply of feet, hands, eyes,

ears, livers, noses, grey cells, or other physiologic endowment
than the ordinary person who flunks when he runs up against

adversity. The President is not the most devoted Christian,
nor the greatest mentality, nor the nearest to Miles in beauty,
of all that infest this continent. But he is the man who settled

the Coal Strike. And he is the man who will settle a good
many other things. He is Different. And the reason why he is

different is that he has had — along with all the polish the most

glossy of his Eastern contemporaries can glister withal— a fair

taste of the Out-Door training wherein men learn to Do It when
It Needs to be Done. If he had never got the tang of the West
on his tongue, anthracite would still be a little like immortality—

something hoped for, but not just yet.

Whatever other medical diagnosis we may make of

NBVER them, it is evident enough that politics are fatal to the
SMii^B. sense of humor. It would be too much to hold that they
are death on sense of any sort ;

for now and then we see a man
who "does" them habitually and still can think, even in poli-

tics. It is the marvelous good fortune of this country that just

now it happens to have a President of that dimension. And
we all know thousands of estimable male persons, seized of the

right to vote, who are sane on almost any other subject, though
consecutive as sheep jumping a shadow when it comes to the

highest privilege and duty of the citizen of a republic. So it

is judicial to admit that politics deal with you very much as you
are predisposed. But certainly their tendency is to make one a

mere phonographic cylinder into which someone has talked. As
a rule we do not know just who it was that spoke the Inextin-

guishable Word upon our waxen receptivity ; but it certainly

was Somebody ;
and so, when the machine turns, we tootle ac-

cordin'. Our Party? Of course 1 /i says "Thumbs up I"

But who the deuce ts Our Party ? When did the brains and

honor of It get together and acquaint itself with the virtues of

Major So-and-So, our candidate, and issue its ukase that we

vote for him ?
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As a matter of fact, the "party" in tlie specific case was

just a little gang of professionals who make their living- by the

fact that we are not so smart as they are. They know we have

Troubles of our Own, while they have so few that they can

carry the most sacred one of ours. They know that while we

laugh at Indians for being Superstitious, we will vote, subscribe,

riot, and pretty nearly bleed— in fact anything except leave
"
Business" long- enough to go to the primaries

— for the fetish

about which not one in five hundred of us knows any more than

that he Always Heard So. Our fathers voted that way ;
from

infancy we have heard the Democrats damned or the Repub-
licans ridiculed

;
we have held on to the catchwords ;

and we
believe them as a savage believes in a hundre and seventeen

g-ods, one for each circumstance under heaven.

Now a person who had not the fine American privilege of put-

ting the weight of his little piece of paper into the scales for self-

government, might see how funny it is for so fortunate a being
to throw away his own vocal chords, and his will, and his oppor-

tunity, and become a mere graphophone record. But we can

play incredible jokes on ourselves, and on our dear ones and our

dearer business
;
and not only never crack a smile, but never be

grazed with the consciousness that it is a joke at all.

The unconscienced loafer who swept the store badly, we can

discharge with a holy sermon on the iniquity of not Doing your

Duty ;
and then put on our hat and chase to the polls to cast our

ballot for a scandalous loafer to run the city business for us.

Having dodged around the corner, only yesterday, to keep from

meeting that Old Bore Muggins, today we can trot up and vote

to send him to represent our average intelligence in Congress.
And that is precisely what he does represent there. It is not

his brains but ours for which he stands, as he wanders sweating-,

wobbling, muf&ng and futile in Washing-ton. God made him ;

but we took him.

We can
"
turn down " the man who asks us for a dollar sub-

scription to preserve the house George Washing-ton was born in,

or to keep our watershed from destruction— and inevitably after

our watershed our whole habitable area— and in the next

breath vote to fine ourselves $100 per annum to fatten some Beet

Sugar Trust. We can talk almost tearfully, After Dinner, of

the nobility of Education and Brains
; and next morning- vote

for an ignoramus against a gentleman and a scholar. We can

howl for Protection to Our Own Industries, even while we vote

for the man whose national Party has decided to sacrifice our

Protection for the sake of the sections where there are More

People. And we not only can do these things, and a thousand
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more like unto them— we do them whenever the booths are

open.

Why ? Well, because we were Told To. Isn't that enough ?

We were too busy to bother about the nominations
; and the

people who Live On Us were not too busy. And when they
have made The Ticket, "that do settle it." By some accident,

or in sheer desperation, the Other Fellows have put up an in-

comparably superior man. We know he would in every way
better fulfill the office, and would be a credit to the horse-sense

of the community that elected him
;
we know that Our Man

wouldn't. But does anyone fancy for an instant that We will

vote for the Better Man ? Perish the thought ! We would as

soon think of smoking in church. Didn't the Unemployed of

Our Party nominate the scrub ? Is not the gentleman the hated

nominee of those scoundrels next door ? What have character

and brains to do, when freeborn Americans vote for a repre-

sentative ? Hasn't Simon said "Thumbs Up?" Who's Simon?
God knows—but that's what Simon said.

And we throw up our hats, and whoop, and form Tin-Pan

Clubs, and turn black in the face with righteous ardor to give
Honor and a Salary to a man who, so far as we personally are

concerned, could not long subtract the hebdomadal ashes from

our back door, lest he lower the average intelligence of the cook.

And when the hired spell-binder (paid so much per speech by
the Central Committee, in name, but in fact at last paid by Us),

rounds his mouth to the Universal Intelligence of the American

Republic
—

why, we cheer till the cows come home
;
and there

isn't a man in the audience who would think of laughing.

Hooray for Us !

The West was not so well outfitted with the likes of „„„ o««««.THB SCOPE
either of them that it could afford to lose, between two of thb

months, two such men as Major J. W. Powell and Frank pkni>oi.um.

Norris. Nor was the country at large. Their sort is not

numerous anywhere ; and while they were as far apart as two

mere human beings could get who did not spend their whole

time and energy to be unlike, they had the one similitude which

brothered them as against the vast horde of careless, helpless,

hopeless persons that are born, live, die and leave no sign that

they ever Cared— and all that really Care do leave their mark

upon the world. Both were men that Did Things. And both

did them well.

Major Powell was one of the most important students that

ever bent his mind to the richest field any American every
studied— the far West. All things considered, he probably
knew more about the Southwest, in more ways, than any other
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person now extant in the East. He was deeply versed in its

ethnolog-y, its archaeology, its geology ;
and in its history he

was not unprepared. As to its physical temper, he had learned

that more shrewdly and more hardly than most Westerners ever

will. In all the history of the Continent, there is no other ex-

ploration by "Americans " which quite comes up, in daring, in

concentrated danger and in competent record, all put together,

to Powell's grisly journey down the deadly gauntlet of the

Grand Canon of the Colorado River, in 1869. It would be a good
deal easier, now

;
and now there is a million times the interest.

But there haven't been the men. Up to date no one has cared

to follow Powell.
'*
Science " and

"
Scientist " are words notoriously begrudged

here. There are in all America not six men whom I would

ticket as masters in ethnology ;
and Major Powell was not one

of them. But he was unquestionably head and shoulders above

the ruck of them that pass for scientists in that sort
;
and even

from the scientific viewpoint he was one of the most extraor-

dinary administrators and managers of scientific work that we
have been blessed withal. Manful, unfluttered, competent, con-

vincing
— he was a godsend to Science that hath to beg pardon

of Congress for being alive. He never grovelled. He was a

man of the manful erectitude. But he had an unstudied way of

capturing the average politician by not lickspittling him. It

was a national good fortune that Major Powell was allowed ta

father the Bureau of American Ethnology ;
of which he re-

mained official head up to the day of his death. It is not quite
certain that any other man could quite have filled that difficult

role. The Bureau has done some queer things (as must any
institution which derives its sinews from the politicians) but

it has made, after all— as every American knows, who knows

anything bigger than the rate of Exchange— a record of which

every student is proud. And that record is mostly due to this

grizzled, one-armed veteran ;
this bull-built, untalkative Scot,

with left hand contemplative amid his chin-whisker, small eyes

unstaring as an Indian's— and as observant— with unfailing

horse-sense, humanity and quenchless devotion to truth. Few
Americans have ever had so tall a monument as has grown to

stand, now, above the final rest of this quiet old man that

builded it for Science and now has it for his own. God rest that

kind of an American !

With less than half the years of the hero of the Grand Canon—
for Powell was born in 1834— Norris was, beyond serious ques-

tion, the most promising of all Western fictionists. Though hardly
more than a boy

— he was born in 1870— he had already proved
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himself one of the heavy-weig-hts. Unduly influenced and col-

ored by Zola, until it is inconceivable that his strong-est work
could ever have been written had not jLa Terre, he was at least

big- enough to translate Zola into terms of our latitude. There
are few American writers who could have done it. Norris did.

And this was only the pathologic symptom of youth and hero-

worship. He was already beginning to outgrow the Saturated
Solution ; very presently he would have given us a Western
novel all his own. And if the West can ill spare this astonish-

ing boy, the nation's literature can as little spare him. For he
had the two things we habitually lack in our letters— reality
and power.

It is a shame to clap a careless or a selfish snuffer on robbbd

the gayety of nations, and they who do so need not ^amusbment
expect our thanks. It showed mighty little real con-
sideration for the public when the opposing candidate, first, and
then the imported Real Thing, Congressman Littlefield of

Maine, declined to meet Wm. E. Smythe in public debate, to
divide time with him, or to let him at them in any fashion
whatever. It wasn't generous. People would have climbed
ten-foot fences to see the show ; for while California is normally
Republican, it is neither Yellow Dog nor amputated as to the
sense of humor. And there are already enough Californians
who know what would happen in such an encounter. Littlefield
is really a Power. He is a Man. He is the best in sight for

the speakership of the House— and here's hoping he will get
it, as he aims to. No doubt it was the part of prudence not to

burn his fingers with a candidate away out here in the Raw
West. But he really ought to have remembered that we like our
innocent fun. And here's hoping, also, that Mr. Smythe will

be able (as he cleverly retorted) to meet Littlefield "on the floor

of the House, where he can f run away."
For it is beginning to be grasped, by such as do not have to

get an idea with the trepan, that into California politics there has
entered a new personality, a personality which suggests nothing
else so much as it suggests that giant for whom California for-

got party lines, and would keep them forgotten still if he had
lived — Stephen M. White. And whether it be this November,
or a smuch later as it takes us to find out What's What, Cali-

fornia is going to use that sort of man where he can do her the
most good. And now is a good time to get back to the good old

American way of Joint Debate. Why shouldn't we have a
chance to "size up the two men together ?

"

Anyone who presumes that the Anti-Imperialist League is

dead— or yet sleepeth
— was not born a prophet. The League

never ivas sleepy ; and it could not die if it tried, so long as

there remain Americans who know and care something about
the past we call History, and about the very simple rules we call

Morals. The League still continues to publish matter that is

good for Americans to read, no matter what their party affilia-

tions. Edward W. Ordway, ISO Nassau street. New York, room
1520, is secretary of the League, and can supply its literature.

C. F. L.
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John Ruskin was, Frederic Har-

...^^.^.. ,
rison has been and is, supremely in

'^fii'i>i'\^^^
* ""^

" earnest in the search for truth, unflinching
"/u'd!

"^
"^

*'^ in its recognition, unsparing in its proclamation. But

the one received its light through the diffusing prism of fancy, broken

into a thousand shimmering colors ; the other through the concentrating
lens of reason— and each has transmitted it as he received it. To each

the uplift of humanity has seemed the only cause finally worth fighting
for— to one it was a passion ;

to the other a conviction. To one the

Beautiful was the True ; to the other the True is the Beautiful. One has

perforce dug deep for solid foundations to his beliefs
;
the wings of the

other hardly required a resting place at all. One is careful historian and
sound logician ;

the other was a surpassingly eloquent expounder of splen-
did dreams. The mental habit of one has been to weigh carefully both

sides of a question before deciding it
; the other never allowed himself to

see that it had another side at all. One has moved from the start steadily

upward along ordered lines of thought ;
the other, towards the close of his

life, declared the teachings of one of his great books to be "
misleading— sometimes even poisonous ; always, in a manner, ridiculous." One, en-

listing early under the standard of Auguste Comte, has been for years the

leader of a school of thought ;
the other, fighting under no standard but

his own, found legions of admirers, but never a regiment of followers.

These are some of the reasons which make Mr. Harrison's study of

Ruskin (in the "
English Men of lyetters

"
series) interesting and import-

ant— hardly less for the light reflected back upon the author than for

that thrown upon the subject. It is not a book to search for flaws, though
it has conspicuous ones. But as a whole it fully justifies the closing sen-

tence of its introductory paragraph: "If admiration, affection, common
ideals, aims and sympathies can qualify one who has been bred in other

worlds of belief and hope to judge fairly the life-work of a brilliant and
noble genius, then I may presume to tell all I know and all I have felt of

the * Oxford graduate
' of 1842, who was laid to rest in Coniston church-

yard in 1900." TheMacmillan Co., New York. 75 cents «<?/.

NON
POSSUMUS

JUDICARB

Club Etiquette
— being

" a conversation between a club woman
and a non-member who answer the calling question over the tea

cups
"— was written by EjUa Giles Ruddy, President of the Cali-

fornia Badger Club of Ivos Angeles, is introduced with a " club creed "
by

Mrs. Robert Burdette, Vice-President of the General Federation of

Women's Clubs, and bears on its title-page the imprint
" Out West Com-

pany." Fach of these facts gives it a special claim to the consideration of

this reviewer. But neither age, sex, nor previous condition of servitude en-

titles him to referee a contest over most of the questions discussed. Here
are samples of the easy ones :

Should an ofl&cer or member under any circumstances feel slig-hted or that she has not

been paid proper respect by another member, if, not haying- called— though extremely cor-
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dial feeliaffs may have been manifested at the club — she is not included amonsr her ia-

Tited club and other sruests?

Under how many names should a clab woman properly be known, and which of sereral

is it in the best taste for her to choose ?

Does not the hig-hest courtesy seem to consist in a call of some kind?

There are many points made, however, which do not elude masculine

grasp and which demand prompt assent—for example, this from the

Creed :
"

I believe in nine-tenths of the club members doing the work and
one-tenth the criticising, instead of the reverse." Out West Co., I^os

Angeles. 75 cents.

I should regard with considerable suspicion the taste and Intel- worth
ligence of man, woman or child who failed to relish James Whit- waiUng
comb Riley's Book of Joyous Children. It has been soine years

FOR.

since a book has appeared over his name— would that others with less to

say and a poorer manner of saying it, would imitate his reserve— and this

volume will receive the heartier welcome for that reason. The verses

range from the pure nonsense of

Our doar P/do
Et the pie-donsrh.

through narrative which is rather metrical prose than verse at all, to the

clear and melodious note of "A Song of Singing."

SiofiT as you will, O singers all,

Who sinjr because yon want to sinar!

Sinijr! peacock on the orchard wall.
Or tree-toad by the trickling' sprinfrt

Sinsr every bird on every bontrh—
Sinif ! every livinsr, loviuff thinsr

—
Sinff any song, and anyhow,

But Sinsr! Sinar! Sinsr!

Four lines more insist on being quoted, because in them is sounded the

keynote to which the whole is tuned.

When Old Folks they wnz yountr like as

An' little as yon an' me—
Them wuz the best times ever wnz
Er ever »oin' to be!

The illustrations by J. W. Vawter fit the text to perfection, and add

greatly to the charm of the book. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York.

$1.20 net.

Not the least interesting point about Hugo Miinsterberg's Amer- THE wounds
ican Traits from the Point of View of a German is the " aca- of a

demic freedom " with which he traverses the argument of the
fribnd.

President of the University in which he is professor. Paying warm
tribute to the "noble essays" contained in American Contributions to

Civilization, he proceeds to show that not one of the ten different features

in our public life on which Prest. Eliot lays emphasis is in reality distinct-

ively American at all— most of them, indeed, much more emphatically Ger-

man. In much the same manner. Dr. Miinsterberg asMrts the heartiest

admiration for American women, but finds that their ideals and system
of education *'

antagonize the family life," and have already begun to

"eflFeminate the higher culture," thus "positively injuring the organism
of the race." I^ikewise he looks with enthusiasm upon

"
personal achieve-

ments in scholarship all over the land," but points out at length that

American scholarship as a whole is about the weakest point in the national

achievement—suggesting, by the way, that it will hardly be much improved
until wt pay our university professors

"
large, even very large salaries."

Und so weiter!
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Probably most thoughtful readers— and the other kind will not dally

long over this book— will find repeated occasion to challenge at one point

and another the truth of Dr. Miinsterberg's premises and the correctness of

his conclusions. But the essays have the overshadowing merit of stimu-

lating active thought. And their basic purpose— to hew at the tap-root

of the vanity that the United States is at the top of the heap in everything
— is wholly sound and useful. Houghton, Mifilin & Co., Boston. $1.60 net.

A FIGHTER Richard Harding Davis's latest and longest story. Captain
BY Macklin, takes the form of an autobiography of a born soldier of

CHOICE. fortune— or, rather of its opening chapter, since none of the

threads of the tale are knotted together at the end of this volume. The
main action of the story lies in Honduras, whither young Macklin has

gone (after being dismissed from "West Point for "running the sentries"

on the challenge of a "
piazza girl ") for the express purpose of aiding a

revolutionary movement of which he knows no more than he has learned

from a brief newspaper paragraph. At the head of the Foreign Legion,
which is the mainstay of the revolt, he finds a warrior of spirit kindred to

his own, but seasoned by scores of campaigns. Of the progress of the

revolution, through brilliant, brief successes to crushing final defeat, of

Captain Macklin's return to Dobb's Ferry, his attempt to become a cog in

the New York business machine, and his final definite abandonment of all

else for "the free, homeless, untrammeled life of the soldier of fortune,"

Mr. Davis tells in his best style. Most readers will want to hear the rest

of it. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

TAi,BS A grim and tragic half-score of storiei Jack London has put into

PROM THE his Children of the Frost. Death— swift, sure and unrelenting—
NORTHi,AND. strides through all but two of them, and in one of these the

tragedy is far more bitter than death itself. There are notes of laughter,

to be sure— fierce, triumphant, or sardonic— never by any chance merry.
But they are strong stories and not to be escaped from if the reader wished

to— as he generally does not when Jack London is the teller. Two of the

ten have appeared in recent numbers of OuT WEST. The Macmillan Co.,

New York.

The growth Some of the characters in Mark Lee Luther's The Henchman
OF A are almost portraits

—"The Easy Boss," for example,would hardly
^^^' assert that " Old Silky

" is a caricature, nor be tempted to sue Mr.

Luther for libel. Others are merely generalized types familiar to all who
know anything about politics

— which includes most Americans. But all are

lifelike and drawn without prejudice. The field is New York, the time is

just about now, and the thread is the rise of the hero from aspirant for

Congress in a rural district to Governor of the State with the Presidency
almost in his grasp. Character develops as responsibilities increase and
the " henchman " of the opening pages— ruled not only by party leaders,

but by chance inclinations— learns to master desire, passion, ambition

for the sake of duty. It is really a powerful study— and good reading.
The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A handsome and useful condensation from the works of that foremost of

American historians, Francis Parkman, has been made in The Struggle

for a Continent. Pelham Fdgar, of Toronto, has done the editing and

condensing ; and in the five hundred pages of this volume has made a very
reasonable compend, in Parkman's own words. The volume will be wel-

come to all who cannot afford the full editions of Parkman's works. Little,

Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50 net.
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Not a word of fault to find with Jack I^ondon's Cruise of the i,barning
Dazzler—his first attempt, so far as I know, at a specific

"
boy's ^"^

story," though most of his work has meat in it of the kind that EXPbriENC«.

all healthy boys attack with gusto. The San Francisco lad who plays the

leading part finds other things so much more attractive than school that

he concludes to run away from home and go to sea. By way of preparation
for the forecastle of a sea-going vessel, he ships on a sloop

— which turns

out to be one of the "Bay pirates." His brief entanglement in criminal

adventure, his fortunate escape from it, and the completeness with which
his eyes are opened on some points, are spun into a yarn both exciting and
wholesome. The Century Co., New York. $1 «^/ ; postage, 10 cents.

Twin brothers separated in infancy, neither suspecting the a pi/)X

existence of the other, growing to manhood so alike that a woman WEI,I, mapped

loving one can marry the other by mistake, enlisting one in the wwj..

Union the other in the Confederate army, and thrown into close proximity

by the chances of war, offer good material for the right kind of a story-
teller. B. K. Benson has made a readable book of it, and one in which the

historical fact is adhered to with unusual care. Indeed much space is

given to a detailed account of the movements of the opposing armies and
there are half a dozen accurate maps of the territory covered. The Macmil-
lan Co., New York. $1.50.

George Horton has turned what he calls
" the happiest summer where

of our lives " to most excellent literary account with his just pub- ASPHODEt,

lished. In Argolis. It was the summer of 1898, during which he Bl,OOMS.

made his home, with his wife and "
Babycoula

" in a Grecian country

village. The book in which he tells about it is by turns scholarly without

heaviness, humorous without clownishness, poetic without sentimentality,
and intimate without familiarity. Added to this, Mr. Horton not only
knows Greece, but has unusual facility in assisting his readers to an ac-

quaintance with it. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.75 net ; postage
12 cents.

To " eat hog, think hog, dream hog— in short go the whole hog pork
if you're going to win out in the pork-packing business," is the PACKUfO

core of the advice in George Horace lyorimer's Letters from a phuosotht.

Self-made Merchant to his Son. It is good advice, too—provided only that

successful business is to be considered the object of life instead of a means
of livelihood. The Letters are thoroughly entertaining— full of "horse

sense," breezily humorous, and Philistine with a frankness that utterly dis-

arms criticism. Mr. Lorimer writes his name well up on the list of Amer-
ican humorists with this book alone, and there is no sign that this marks
hU limit. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. $1.50.

The volume devoted to Chaucer in the
" Pocket American and English

Classics "
is a most admirable specimen of that useful series. It contains

the Prologrue to the Canterbury Tales, the Knight's Tale and the Nun's

Priest's Tale, instructions for reading aloud, a discussion of the text and of

the language of that period, a study of Chaucer both as man and poet, ex-

cellent notes, a full glossary, and various other pertinent matters. It is

competent and satisfying throughout, not the least satisfying feature being
the ridiculously small price. Macmillan & Co., New York. 25 cents.

The seven fairy tales in Prince Silverwings arc as new as such stories

are apt to t)e, are simply and sweetly told, and will certainly win approval
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from the audience for which they are intended. They are by Edith Ogden
Harrison, wife of the Mayor of Chicago. The exceptionally charming'
illustrations in tints are from water-color drawings by Lucy Fitch Perkins.

No mechanical detail of book-making has been neglected to make the

volume a delight to eye and hand. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.75

net ; postage, 20 cents.

The " verses for and about children" in Harriet Prescott Spofford's The

Great Procession are musical and sympathetic. There is an occasional

tendency to fit words rather in regard to rhyme or rhythm than to sense—
wild animals, for example, do not leap through forests *' with a crash," —
and a more frequent one to wrap a thought of about the right size for a

quatrain in some forty lines of verse. Richard G. Badger, Boston. $1.25.

The Little Captive Lad, of Beulah Marie Dix's story, is carried away,

sorely against his will, from his Cavalier friends, exiles in Holland, to the

custody of his Roundhead brother in England. Duty is the only motive

on one side, to begin with, fear and dislike the ruling emotions on the

other. But a warm affection finally supplants less desirable feelings.

A good story well told. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A Captive of the Roman Eagles is a translation from the German of

Felix Dahn, by Mary J. Safford. It is a historical novel, dealing with one

of the Roman invasions of Germany. Some of the details of Germanic
customs that are woven into the story are interesting, and the tale itself

will entertain. A. C. McClurg &. Co., Chicago. $1,50.

John Denton Steell is considerately willing to
"
forego such advantages,

pecuniary and otherwise, as a wider field may offer" and lay the wreaths

won by his muse upon the altar of Southern California. His Love''s

Vengeance is announced as having reached a second edition. Dipping
into it, I find " in the furtherest row,"

" thou reposeth," and— in a single

"sonnet"— "plays" rhymed with "melodies," "raise "with "debase,"
and "say

" with "
purity." C. S. Sprecher, L<os Angeles. 75 cents.

Bulletins Nos. 41 and 43 of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the

University of Arizona are valuable contributions to the literature of irri-

gation. One is a report of investigations at the Station Farm as to

amount of water needed by various crops, results from the application of

given amounts of water, and the best methods of irrigation. The other

discusses broadly the fullest utilization of Arizona's water supply. Both
are written by Alfred J. McClatchie.

What a Girl can Make and Do includes instructions for a wide variety
of occupations. Almost any of them will furnish entertainment, and some

may prove useful. It is by L«ina and Adalia B. Beard, and is freely illus-

trated with original drawings. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.60

net.

The thin volume of Poems, by Arthur Upson and George Norton North-

rop, contains nothing that is commonplace, a good deal that is musical,
and not a little that is deliberately fantastic. It will pay for the reading—
all the more since the publisher has made a book most comforting to eye
and hand. Edmund D. Brooks, Minneapolia.

Homer Greene tells a spirited and natural story in PicketPs Gap, hinging
on a right-of-way contest between two railroads and the efforts of a lad to

prevent a road from being staked out across a graveyard. The Macmillan

Co., New York. $1.25 net.
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All sorts of curious things were to be found in The Shadow of the A MOST
Czar in 1845, according- to John R. Carling-. Possibly the most re- fi,Bxibi,e

markable was the building called with cheerful indifference some-

times a convent, sometimes a monastery. It was presided over by the

Abbot Faustus, the " weird chant of the monks" had not ceased in it for

fifty years, and it contained— besides the weird chant— jewels and gold
to the value of over $150,000,000, rifles to arm 100,000 men, and powder
enough to blow the whole outfit — Abbot, monks, weird chant, gold,

jewels and rifles— " to atoms " at the end of the story. But the Cardinal

Archbishop who has spent a long life in ruiuing young widows and

orphans, has driven one Princess to suicide and is after her sister, has his

points. It seems like false economy on Mr. Carling's part to let him die

with only eighteen wounds. But any miserliness in the matter of wounds
is amply atoned for in the outfitting of the English captain, who wins

Princess and throne, in the teeth of the Czar and despite his shadow.
"
Tall, athletic, soldierly," with golden curly hair and "soft hazel eyes,"

a "
graceful drooping moustache," an "excellent shot, a deadly swords-

man, a dashing rider, a youth of spirit and bravery
" and an elegant

waltzer, he must have been a delightful vision as he "
lunged with his

sabre-point at a mosquito that had just settled on a panel of the wall."

Two points in the book, however, may leave enquiring minds in permanent
disquiet. One, the question whether the treaty which the Hungariaa
envoy had to eat disagreed with him. The other the wonder what caused
the noble Captain's graceful, drooping moustache to curl upward as fiercely
as the Emperor William's own, when Princess Barbara first showed him
how "a golden diadem " set off his beauty — and to stand out as straight
as Napoleon Ill's, when the Duke of Bora fell before his sword. I/ittle,

Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50.

Angels, "The Devil and his Brood" (among whom are counted animai, wfb
Phlegyas, the Minotaur, the Centaurs, Geryon, the Siren and as SKKn

Nimrod), the sponge, the Griffin, the Phenix, the Dragon— these ^^ dantk.

are among the subjects considered by Dr. Richard Thayer Holbrook in his

Dante and the Kingdom. Dr. Holbrook's purpose is stated in the preface
as being "to set forth Dante Alighieri's whole philosophy of the animal

kingdom, to show from what sources he derives his knowledge, and to what
ends his knowledge is employed." "Knowledge" and "philosophy" seem

hardly the correct words to app'y to the mass of tradition about things
existent and imaginary with which this book is mainly concerned. It is a

scholarly work, the result of wide research, and a perfect mine of informa-
tion as to mediaeval opinions concerning other forms of life than human.
The illustrations are particularly interesting, including a number of fac-

similes of colored illuminations from a fourteenth century manuscript.
The Columbia University Press, New York (Macmillan St. Co., agents).

$2, net.

Rev. Cortland Myers, D. D., prefaces his Lost Wedding Ring tky fbbding
with this touching plea :

" May these pages not be burned in the tubm
fires of criticism, but be placed upon the marriage altar and fur- mbaT.

nish sweet incense to heaven." Burninf^ somewhere is about the

most useful purpose to which they could be put. They represent the

eloquence of the "popular" preacher at very nearly its best — or worst.

The same author has elsewhere discussed " Why Men Do Not Go To
Church." I do not know what reasons he graves. A fairly obrious one — in

relation to the church in which he talks— if one may judge by the present
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volume, is that most men do not choose mush for a steady diet, even with

cream and sugar. Funk & Wagnalls, New York. 75 cents, net.

BITS OF "Nero, the Artist," "The Musical Small-Coals Man," "The
MUSICAI, First American Composer," and "The First Opera

"— titles in-

HISTORY. eluded in George P. Upton's Musical Pastels— give promise of

flavorsome meat, and the meal is quite up to the bill of fare. Mr. Upton
offers a great variety of unfamiliar information, historical and biographical,
in a manner that makes delightful and profitable reading. The book is

illustrated with reproductions from rare wood engravings. It is attractive

at every point. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $2, net.

By the same author and publisher is The Standard Light Operas— a

little book of convenient overcoat-pocket size containing the plot and some-

thing about the music of more than seventy light operas. It completes the

series of musical handbooks by this author which already included opera,

oratorio, cantata and symphony. $1.20, net.

ON THE There can be no question of the power with which Arthur Mor-
iX)NDON rison has drawn the villainous crew that fill The Hole In The
WATERFRONT. Wall, nor of the deftness with which he has made its horrors

loom large on the imagination. The story is one of brutality throughout— sordid, scheming, cowardly, bold or cunning as the case may be — and
of greed, with just enough of human affection to set off the blackness. It

is not a pleasant book to read, but it grasps and holds. McClure, Phillips
«& Co., New York.

TRAGEDY On Fortune''s Road collects seven short stories by Will Payne—
FOR THE and seven good ones. Mr. Payne has the true romancer's eye,
MOST PART, and has discovered first-rate

"
situations," even through the grime

and murk of Chicago's business and politics. To my mind, "The Home
Boy," though barely more than a sketch, is the truest and most artistic

story of the lot; and "The Chairman's Politics," though ending happily on
its face, is by far the most tragic. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

HOW RUSSIA The Queen of Quelparte is a story of the clashing of Russian
SHAVED and Chinese intrigue in Korea. Its author. Archer Butler Hulbert,

ONE KING. was newspaper correspondent in that country for some time, and
vouches for the correctness of the local color. The plot is striking, and the

story far from commonplace. I^ittle, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50.

The familiar fairy stories retold by "Walter Jerrold in The Reign of

King Oberon have not been improved in the retelling. But then they
have not been seriously damaged, as a rule, and the illustrations, by Chas.

Robinson, are pretty uniformly delightful. J. M. Dent & Co., London.
The Macmillan Co., New York. $2 yiet.

Catch Words of Cheer gives a quotation for each day of the year— and
a few over— all being selected for the courage, hope or healthy uplook to

be gained for them. Mrs. Sara A. Hubbard is responsible for the selec-

tions— and has a beautiful and helpful little book to her credit. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. 80 cents, net.

Edward Stratemeyer has put plenty of adventure into his Marching on

Niagara, and his boy heroes pass through it all— Indian raids, battles

with the French, a scrap with a wildcat, a fall into the Rapids of the

Niagara, and so on— without serious damage. Lee & Shepard, Boston,
%\, net.

The Story offoan of Arc, "as told by Aunt Kate," is altogether too

much diluted. Children like their stories "straight" as well as their

•elders— and are quite as entitled to have them so. Lee & Shepard, Boston,
80 cents net.

Madge, a Girl in Earnest, is the story of a girl who finds in doughnuts
and coffee a way out of some of her troubles. It is wholly clean and
wholesome. Lee & Shepard, Boston. $1, net.

There are stirring bits in S. R. Crockett's Banner of Blue, but the book
as a whole is but dull reading. McClure, Pliillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

Chari^es Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

GETTING THi: MAN ON THE LAND.*

^rtHE conquest of Arid America is a problem in two parts.

j[ We must not only store the floods and distribute the

waters upon the soil, but we must also bring the landless

man to the manless land. And the effort to direct settlement to

the arid region has very often proven disappointing-. It would
be idle to pretend that the fact is otherwise, for there are too

many irrigation enterprises which have come to naught because
of the failure of settlement. If we are going to make homes
for millions of men in the west we may as well look this ques-
tion of colonization squarely in the face. The past thirty

years have supplied us with an instructive experience. Let us

learn its lessons and profit by them.

The most fascinating investment in the world is an
^

irrigation enterprise
— that is to say, on paper. Noth- missing

ing could be more alluring than a beautiful and fertile

valley, which is an utter waste because of the scanty rainfall,

but is capable of being reclaimed by irrigation and made to

blossom, with field, orchard and garden. The promoter says
to the investor,

"
Behold your opportunity. This land is now

worthless, bUt build a ditch to bring the water and it will in-

stantly be worth from fifty to one hundred dollars an acre."

Thus it looks to the investor also. He puts in his money, but

it seldom returns with any degree of promptness, if at all. The
promoter was mistaken. Even after the ditch has been built

the land is as worthless as before. There is but one element

that can give it value. And that element is human labor. There
must be a man there to use the water and till the soil. The
failure to get the man is responsible for more disappointing

irrigation investments than the failure of water supply or the

mistakes of engineering. This fact is so well recognized that

the attempt to sell the securities of private irrigation companies
has now almost ceased. The returns were too slow and too uncer-

tain. Possibly that is one of the reasons why we have turned

*Paper prepared for the Tenth Annual Session of the National Irrigation Congress at

Colorado Sprinirs, October 6-10. 1902.

MAN.
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the job over to the Government. At any rate there is now no

opposition to the public ownership of this first and most essen-

tial of all public utilities in an arid land, so far as public land

is concerned.

_ ^ ^ It is generally believed by the friends of national irri-WANT NO 9^ J J

" oKi,AHOMA g-ation that when Uncle Sam turns on the water there
RUSH.

^-j]^ ^^ ^ genuine Oklahoma rush for the lands on the

part of the homeless multitude. This may be so, but we do

not want an Oklahoma rush. What we want is orderly settle-

ment along scientific lines. We have been talking about build-

ing in these western valleys the fairest forms of civilization.

Indeed, we have promised our countrymen that we would do so.

Now let us keep our promise. We may only do so by avoiding
the mistakes of the past and learning the lessons of a few

luminous successes. In a word, we must master the art of

colonization in relation to the peculiar problems of our soil and

climate.

„„„„^ t would be an ungracious thing to direct attention to

sKrcLBMBNT particular instances of the failure of settlement in con-
FAiLBD. nection with irrigation. Such incidents are known to

all having the slightest familiarity with the history of these

arid States. Failures have been due to the act that managers
of enterprises as well as settlers themselves, utterly misunder-

stood the new conditions with which they were dealing. They
assumed that settlement in Colorado, in New Mexico, in Idaho,
and in California presented identically the same problems as

settlement in Ohio and Iowa. They did not appreciate the

fact that nature has planted deeply within the constitution of

the arid regions conditions which differ widely from those of

lands heretofore settled by men of our race. Still less did they
realize that these differences are fundamental to the quality of

our western civilization.

Aridity is not a curse, but a blessing. Irrigation is not a

poor makeshift adopted by unfortunate human beings who live

in rainless lands. Irrigation is a miracle, while dependence on
natural rainfall is the pitiable subterfuge of those who do not

know how to irrigate. Irrigation colors the whole texture of

the institutions which spring from it and shapes them after its

own peculiar design. No one who fails to take account, either

consciously or instinctively, of these great facts can possibly make
anything approaching' a real success of the colonization problem
in the arid region. If this be so, do we want to plunge our

people into an unthinking, ill-directed and planless attempt to

make millions of homes on the lands to be reclaimed by national

irrigation ? Surely this Cong-ress should have hig-her ideas,
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leaving- other methods to such reckless land-boomers as those
who "Rushed" a great population out on the semi-arid plains
in the early eighties, only to see the tide recede after a few ter-

rible years with no harvest save a crop of false hopes.

We have had some successful colonization of irrigated whbhe
lands— so successful, indeed, that it is fairly monu- ^^^uccSded
mental. First and foremost among such examples is the
Mormon achievement in the valleys of Utah. The constructive

genius which directed that stupendous undertaking and brought
it to happy fruition, is worthy of our most careful study, but it

may not be considered at any length within the limitations of

the present paper. Next to Utah, the Greeley neighborhood of

northern Colorado is worthy of our attention. Then come the
marvelous settlements of Southern California, beginning with
the German colony at Anaheim, and passing on through River-

side, Ontario, Redlands and many other communities of similar

character.

Each one of these undertakings was an example of organized
societ}'. Each was dominated by that lofty spirit of coopera-
tion which is inherent in aridity itself, for God laid down the

great law that where moisture must be supplied by artificial

means industry must be organized and disciplined at the begin-
ning. Each of these communities had strong leaders and faith-

ful followers. And each of them was as different from an Okla-
homa rush as anything that could possibly be imagined. These
communities had architects as well as builders. They were de-

signed
—

they did not simply happen. If we wish to duplicate,
or to surpass, these examples we may only hope to do so bj imi-

tating the methods which brought them into being.

The settlement of the lands which the nation is to a. natiohai,

irrigate must be organized. It must be organized by ^'^^^nmdbd
those who understand the real significance of our pecu-
liar conditions. Those who have charge of the work must be

widely informed concerning the history both of failure and suc-

cess in this field. There must be some national architect of this

new social and economic structure which we are to build in the

West. I am convinced that we must have a department, or at

least a bureau, of the government to deal exclusively with this

momentous feature of our country's development. Colonies
should be organized on scientific principles and settlers be
sent forward under good leadership and with fullest acknowl-

edge of the problems with which they must deal.

I give you, then, as a suggestion for discussion this thrbb

proposition
— the creation of a Bureau of Colonization

^suoSicSons.
under one of the departments at Washington, such
Bureau to have complete control of the settlement of arid lands.

I hare another suggestion to make in a more tentative way,
since I am not as yet wholly convinced that it is practical.
These public lands are the heritage of all our people. They
belong to the children of Maine as much as to the chil-

dren of Colorado and of California. But the residents of

the latter States are quite likely to absorb far more than their
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fair proportion of the lands unless we handle them in a different

way than we have done in the past.

When, in some great emergency, the President calls for

troops, the various States are assigned a quota based upon their

population. Would it be feasible— for I am sure it would be

just
— to arrange that each State should have an opportunity

to furnish its quota of settlers for each large tract of land re-

claimed by the government ? Under such a plan we would
make colonies composed of people drawn from many different

States. Each settlement could be the Republic itself in epitome.
One marked advantage of this plan would be that it would

bring home to the eastern States the real importance of the na-

tional irrigation issue. The people would then see that we had
sufl&cient appropriations to carry on this great work. I think
these suggestions are worthy of consideration on every account.

i-AND Whatever else we do, we must reform our land laws.

^'^^'ssKNTiAi.
'^^^ Desert Act is a standing menace to the rights of

the people and the public domain. It has been used as a
sort of anesthetic to put us to sleep while vast areas are pain-
lessly amputated from the public possessions. My own opinion
is that we ought to have far-reaching reforms looking to the
settlement of the lands in small farms, to the repression of dis-

astrous speculation, and to the prevention of monopoly brought
about by the consolidation into large tracts of areas which at

first may be taken up in small tracts.

THB New Zealand has adopted an effective method to ac-

NEw^zEALAND compUsh these results. It retains title to the land in the

government, leasing it to settlers for 999 years
— which

is as long as most of us will live. Those who outlast the lease

will have no trouble in renewing it. The New Zealand method
permits the settler to enjoy secure possession of so much land
as he may use. He may mortgage it to the government, sell it

to anyone whom the government approves, or bequeath it to his

children. He really owns it as much as John Jacob Astor owned
his property on Manhattan Island, for the latter was compelled
to move off when he died. If our object is to make homes, it

seems to me we would achieve it by this means, while re-

stricting speculation and preventing the consolidation of many
small farms into a few large estates. I give you this sugges-
tion merely to provoke thought, for I realize that at this stage
of our work it is not a practical issue.

A further development of this subject would lead me to deal
with the problem of making homes on the land for the very
poor. Here also New Zealand supplies some interesting ex-

perience. That Colony has found a way to take the poorest
men, employ them on public works, and finally

"
deposit

" them
on the land. Thus it "converts tramps into taxpayers."
We of the West have induced the nation to enter on this

policy of irrigation. The nation will justly look to us for

practical advice in carrying the work into effect. We hold a

great trust for the benefit of the millions who are to live here in

the future.

God grant that we may be true to that trust !
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' PROPOSED Ni:\Sr ^STATER LA^WS.

^rtHK Commission of distinguished men, appointed by the
^^\ Water and Forest Association to frame a new code of

water laws for submission to the Legislature of Califor-

nia, has prepared its report. The editor of this department
was the author of the resolution which led to the creation of

the Commission. He was not, however, consulted by the Com-
mission or the Association at any stage of its deliberations and,
therefore, has no responsibility for the recommendations enter-

tained in the report. With parts of the proposed water laws he
is in full accord ;

from other and most vital features he em-
phatically dissents. In the December number he will discuss

the subject fully. In the meantime he urges all his readers to

study the following lucid abstract of the report prepared by the
Commission itself :

To William Thomas,
President California Water and Forest Association.

The undersigned, constituting a Commission appointed by you to frame
a bill to be proposed to the Legislature of the State, for its consideration,

codifying the irrigation laws of the State, respectfully submit the following
report and accompanying bill :

This work was undertaken by your Commission with a full appreciation
of the vast importance of the subject to the State at large, and the manifold
and perplexing difficulties of framing a law that would meet the exigencies of

the occasion and at the same time satisfy and protect the many conflicting
interests growing out of claims to the flowing waters of the streams of the

State. These interests are of great importance, not only to the parties im-
medJateW concerned, but to the whole State. It has been the fixed purpose
of the Commission, from the beginning to the end of its labors, to propose
such legislation as will make it possible to develop and apply to beneficial

uses all of the flowing waters of the State, and at the same time, to protect
all previously acquired and existing rights, whether such rights are the result

of the ownership of riparian lands or of appropriation either by the actual

diversion and beneficial use of the water, only, or by complying with the

present laws providing for such appropriation, but, in each and every case,
to limit such right to the needed and beneficial use of the water.

The scope and main purpose of the proposed bill cover :

1. A declaration of ownership in the State of the flowing waters in its

streams subject to vested rights.
2. Th€ definition of riparian rights and the limitation of such right to

beneficial and needed uses of water.

3. The means by which water may be appropriated.
4. The fixing of rates and compensation for water supplied to the public.

5. The abolishment of the offices of Commissioner of Public Works and
the Auditing Board to the Commissioner of Public Works and the substitu-

tion therefor of a Board of Engineers, of which the Governor is made a

member cx-officio.

6. Vesting in said Board of Engineers all of the powers of the offices

abolished and all powers necessary to carry out the provisions and objects
of this act.

7. Providing a system of administration and control of the distribution

and use of water in order to insure its proper and fullest beneficial use and
prevent its illegal use and waste.

8. Authorizing the State, at any time, to acquire, by agreement or con-

demnation, any and all water and water rights.

9. Protecting the Federal Government in the proposed storage and dis-

tribution of flood waters.
The great difficulties in the way of satisfactorily accomplishing these im-

portant objects must be acknowledged. But that the cflfbrt should be made
and the best possible results attained should be conceded.

The duty of framing and enacting laws for the State rests with the Legis-
lature, chosen by the people for that purpose. It is a duty that we do not
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desire to encroach upon. But it was felt by us, and by the body by which we
were chosen, that it would not be out of place or unseemly, considering the

difficulties and intricacies of the subject, that some maturely considered bill

should be prepared and submitted to that body to be considered and dealt

with as it may deem proper and for the best interests of the State.

With this view the Commission has considered, weighed and discussed

every item of the proposed bill and submits the result of its labors, hoping
it may aid the Legislature, if it shall enter upon such legislation, in perform-

ing the important duty resting upon it. We do this with no little diffidence.

We are not tenacious of our own views or the precise terms of the bill we

propose. Together with all good citizens, we want the best law and the best

results possible.
This being so, we trust this proposed law will be given the broadest pub-

licity possible and that the fullest and freest criticism of it be invited.

We have thought it best that this report should contain a brief summary
of the proposed law, the reason and necessity for the enactment of its various

provisions, and a brief statement of our own views respecting it.

I.

As to the declaration of ownership in the State, it has heretofore been as-

sumed, or taken for granted, that the flowing waters of the State are owned

by the State, and legislation authorizing the appropriation of water and

regulating its diversion and use has proceeded, evidently, upon that theory.
In some of the States such ownership has been declared by the Constitution.

It was thought best not to leave this to mere assumption in the future but to

so declare in terms.
II.

In respect of riparian rights so-called, we propose certain sections limit-

ing the right of a riparian owner to the water needed and necessary for use

on his land and preventing him from resorting to a writ of injunction to

prevent some one else from putting the water to a beneficial use when he

is not using it and does not need it.

Here we are confronted with the question whether the legislature can,

legally and without violating the Constitution of the State, or of the United

States, thus limit the right of a riparian owner to the necessary beneficial use

of water and prevent him from standing in the way of the beneficial use of it

by others, merely that it may flow past his land unused.
That it is of supreme importance to the State that this should be done, if

it can be done legally, the Commission was unanimously agreed. But upon
the question whether the Legislature has the power to do it or not the Com-
mission was divided.

One of the members did not agree with the majority as to the legality vor

expediency of one of the provisions of the proposed bill, in this : That while
the principles announced are, as original propositions, consistent with the best

interests of the State; that no definition of riparian rights should be attempted,
and that the bill should neither undertake to define what are riparian lands
or what are riparian uses, for the reason, as pointed out, that these matters
are now settled and legislation thereon is precluded by reason of the Supreme
Court of the State having passed upon the questions involved and the same
being adjudications of rights of property, are not. subject to legislative modifi-

cation, and that such legislation, if in accord with the decisions, is not needed,
and if contrary thereto, would be unconstitutional and void, and while these

provisions might be held to be unconstitutional and eliminated from the act,

without destroying the other portions thereof, that such provisions, if uncon-

stitutional, would put in jeopardy the constitutionality of the entire act; and
also doubted the expediency of certain other details of the act. But, with the
above exception, as to the main provisions of the act, your Committee is

unanimous in reporting favorably the bill as proposed. But the majority of
the Commission maintained that by the proposed legislation no substantial or
beneficial right would be invaded ; that, on the contrary, the full right to the
beneficial use of the water is preserved to the riparian owner; that no con-
stitutional right to prevent the beneficial use of the water by others, merely
that it might flow past or over his land, exists ; that no new vested rights have
intervened, or arisen, by virtue of or as a result of the decisions of the Supreme
Court, consequently no vested rights, within the meaning of the Constitution,
do exist; that the rule of right supposed to appertain to riparian ownership
in thir. State results only from decisions of the Supreme Court, which re-
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main subject to overruled by that Court, or changed by legislative enact-

ment, save only, that no rights that have since vested under or by virtue of
such decisions can be taken away. And further, that by the common law,
no right to take water from a stream, for irrigation of riparian lands, existed,
and such right was engrafted on the law of this State only by judicial de-

cisions, and that, therefore, as to the use of water for irrigation, the right of
a riparian owner, being neither a constitutional, common law, or statutory
right, or in any constitutional sense a vested interest, it may be defined or
limited by statute. It is further believed by the majority of the Commission
that the question is one of such supreme moment that the Legislature should
so enact, leaving it to the Courts to determine whether such legislation is

constitutional or not, and if it should be necessary to achieve this most de-
sirable legislation, that the Constitution of the State be amended, and such
amendment will remove the obstruction to such legislation, then the proper
amendment be proposed for adoption. Entertaining these views, the majority
of the Commission have submitted the proposed legislation on this subject as

it appears in the earlier sections of the bill.

If it be the unalterable law of this State that an owner of riparian land

may, as at common law, prevent any one above him from taking any water
out of the stream for beneficial use, merely that the stream shall flow past his

place undiminished in quantity, and whether such riparian owner can put the

water to a beneficial use on his land or not, then no legislation that we may
suggest, or the Legislature enact, will materially relieve the situation. If that

be the law, and it cannot be changed or modified, there is probably no water
in any stream in the State that can be legally appropriated, and the right to

the use of water that has been appropriated heretofore has only been acquired
by the sufferance of riparian owners or their neglect to assert their rights.
The enforcement of such a law would be disastrous in the extreme. The
majority of the Commission do not believe, if this is the law of the State,

as declared by the Supreme Court, that it cannot be changed by the Legis-
lature.

in.

In order that appropriations may be properly and legally made, the quan-
tity of water now in use, and the quantity left to be appropriated in each of

the streams of the State, are required by the bill to be ascertained and record

made thereof, and provisions for such work being done by the Board of En-

gineers and for applications to such Board for the appropriation of all water

remaining in the streams are inserted in the bill ; such applications being sub-

ject to approval by the Board, and the amount diverted to be limited to the

amount needed ; the right to be granted by a license to be issued by the

Board. These provisions are thought to be necessary to prevent the indis-

criminate and over
appropriation

and use of water, and the making and

keeping of a proper public record of all existing water rights.

IV.

Provision is also made for the fixing, by this same Board, of rates and

compensation for water supplied to the public, other than in any City, City
and County, or Town, where such rates or compensation are not fixed by the

contract or agreement of. the parties. The eflFort has been made to establish

a just and equitable basis for the fixing of such rates and a just compensation
provided for. Stringent provisions are also inserted compelling all such

com^nies to keep and mamtain their plants for the supply of water in good
repair, thus insuring the best possible service.

This power is proposed to be conferred upon this special Board, because
the fixing of such rates in the past, by local and often mtercsted bodies, has
been entirely unsatisfactory and fruitful of expensive litigation ; and for the
further reason that it is believed that the duty imposed calls for the exercise
of such special knowledge and skill as the members of this Board are re-

quired to possess, and for the further reason that it is thought to be wise to

invest in one competent body the full and complete administrative and suoer-

visory power over the distribution and use of water.
We have left the amount to be paid the engineers to be determined by the

Legislature. We desire to sav, however, that the bill is intended to call for

and require a high degree o( ability on the part of such engineers and we
respectfully suggest that the salaries should be made high enough to command
the ability demanded.
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V.

The abolishment of the offices of Commissioner of Public Works and the

Auditing Board to the Commissioner of Public Works, and the transfer of

their duties to the Board of Engineers, provided for by this proposed bill, was
resolved upon because it was believed that for the State to maintain both was
an unnecessary expense, and that the duties imposed upon the two were so

closely allied to each other, one relating to the drainage of land and the

other to its irrigation, they should be exercised by the same body.
It was suggested that instead of creating a new Board under this bill the

powers and duties provided for in it should be conferred and imposed upon
the Commissioner of Public Works. But, after careful consideration, the

Commission came to the unanimous conclusion that this would be unwise, as

the existing office did not seem to be fitted to the performance of the duties

provided for here, and the same end, so far as the saving of expense is con-

cerned, would be reached by the course taken by the Commission.
We are fully aware of the existing feeling against the promiscuous crea-

tion of new Commissions and the resulting increase of the governmental
expenses of the State, and with that feeling we are in full sympathy. But in

this case the duties to be performed are peculiar and call for professional
skill to carry them out properly, and no Court or body now provided by law
is at all adequate or competent to carry out the provisions or purposes of the

bill. Therefore, no choice was left the Commission but to provide a body
of men possessing the knowledge necessary to attain the objects in view.

VI.

There is an imperative necessity, in some parts of the State, and that

necessity will, before long, arise in other parts, that the wasting and misuse
of water be prevented. The conditions are such that every drop of water pos-
sible must be saved and secured to users who will apply it to beneficial pur-

poses. Much of the water that should be beneficially used is now going to

waste, partly through carelessness and neglect, often by its willful and wrong-
ful misuse. It is absolutely necessary, therefore, that some body be vested

with supervisory power to regulate and control the use of water and see that

it is properly applied and not wasted. Great care has been taken in the

preparation of this bill to secure this object by vesting the Board of Engineers
with full power to deal with the subject, and by providing severe penalties for

violations of the act.

VII.

There is a strong feeling prevalent in some quarters that the State should
own all water and water rights and itself become the purveyor of water. This
does not seem to us to be practicable, or even possible, at the present time,

but, in order that the State may, at its pleasure, take over any or all of the

water, water rights and water works ir the State, provision is made for its

so doing.
VIII.

As an act has already been passed by the Congress of the United States

providing for the construction of reservoirs for the storage and distribution

of flood waters, the Commission felt that all efforts of the Federal Govern-
ment to preserve and supply water that is now going to waste should be en-

couraged in every proper way, and for that reason provision is made in the
bill that rights acquired in water shall in all proper cases be subject to the

laws of Congress for the storage of flood waters. This cannot be so, of

course, as ag^ainst vested rights in water except by condemnation, as in other

cases, but, as far as it may be legally done, and without detriment to vested

interests, it i« believed to be right and proper and for the best interests of the

State to leave the way open to the Federal Government to prosecute the enter-

prises now contemplated for the storage and application to beneficial uses of
all water that can be saved and utilized in that way.

IX.

But we are disposed to think that the development and distribution of un-

appropriated and undeveloped water, by private enterprise and expenditure of

private money, should, under proper safeguards, be encouraged, and any rights

acquired by private individuals or corporations, in. the attempt to increase and
extend the use of water, should be fostered and protected, subject always to

the right of the State to intervene and acquire such water and water rights
whenever the people gf the State resolve that this should be done. We do
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not believe in the doctrine, declared by some, that no private individual or

corporation should be permitted to appropriate any water, but that all water
not already appropriated shall be held, appropriated and supplied by the State.

Such a course, at this time, would, we firmly believe, put an end to the

development or storage of additional water for many years to come, and
thus check the advancement and growth of the State, and result in great
detriment. We believe it should be the policy of the State, at this time, to

encourage every lawful and legitimate enterprise and effort to increase the

water supply of the State and extend its use to the vast areas of unirrigated
lands as rapidly as possible, but always under the careful supervision and con-
trol of the State, which should have the object of facilitating and hastening
the consummation of this purpose. If, when this is done, or at any time
before it is done, it shall seem to be advisable for the State to take the place
of such private individuals and corporations as have embarked upon such

enterprises, by taking over their water rights and works, well and good. But
the development and further distribution of water should not be made to

await such action by the State. Such a course, it seems to us, would be
ruinous.

The general scope and purpose of the bill we now propose is to confine

the diversion and use of water to beneficial and needful uses, to put a check

upon the extravagant, unnecessary, wasteful and unlawful use of water, to

encourage and facilitate the development of additional water and its ex-

tended use, to guard carefully the rights of the State and of individuals,
whatever their rights may be; to ascertain and make record of those rights,
and to create a Board that shall have the power, and whose duty it shall be
to so administer and control the appropriation, distribution and use of water
as to accomplish these objects. It will take much time and money, but it will

be worth it. This kind of legislation should have been entered upon at the

beginning of the appropriation of water in the State. It would have been
a much easier task then than it is now. But the importance of it was not

appreciated then as it is now. It should not be longer delayed. If we shall,

by our labors to that end, be instrumental in aiding the Legislature to formu-
late and enact adequate legislation on this most important subject, whether
this bill or some other, we shall feel amply repaid for the labor done. The
rf«ult of our work, as embodied in this proposed bill, is submitted for con-

sideration. Respectfully.
John D. Works,
Frank H. Short,
Benj. I. Whefxer,
David Starr Jordan,
Frank Soule,
Chas. D. Marx,
Elwood Mead,
F. H. Newell.

The bill as framed by the Commission contains some provisions the

validity of which has been questioned upon constitutional grounds Because
of the existence of such questions I deem it improper for a judicial officer to

participate
in any recommendation of the measure, and for that reason I

iiave abstained from any action upon it. W. H. Beatty.

' AN ARIZONA W^ATER-RIGHT CASE.
By ALFRED J. McCLA TCHIE.

^^'\ ^OUR honor, if I am locked up to-day, the prison doors will in no

|»J way lower my standing in this commnnity. I do not plead for
^"^

mercy, for I have committed no crime. I have done nothing' of

which I am ashamed. If this court sentences me now, it will be the first

time punishment has ever t)een pronounced upon me during' my varied life

of three score years.
The speaker was a man of medium height, clad in the garb of'a thriftj

farmer. As he stood erect before the judge, with a calm, firm demeanor,
he presented a striking picture of righteous indignation tempered by a feel-

ing of hopeless despair. These closing words were uttered with especial
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dig-nity and solemnity. The moisture in many an eye and the choking sen-

sation in many a throat, when he had finished, indicated the effect upon his

hearers.

This was the last scene of seven long years of litig'ation, seven years of

effort by this tiller of the soil to obtain his rights, to reg-ain what had been
taken from him after he had enjoyed it unchallenged for years. A few

days before, he had disregarded an order of the court, and was now before
the judge to have pronounced upon him punishment for contempt. The
company operating- the canal through which he had formerly obtained
water for his farm had secured from the district court an injunction re-

straining him from interfering with the head-gate of the ditch leading to

his premises. For disregarding this injunction and forcibly opening the

gate, he had been cited to appear before the court.

He had committed the act openly, in the presence of the zanjero who had
been ordered by his superior to close and lock the gate through which for

so many years water had flowed to him to supply his needs. He considered
that he was obeying higher laws than those he violated. His horses, his

cattle, the cows that had supplied his family with milk and butter, were

suffering for water to slake their thirst. The pasture that had supplied
these animals with food was parched and rapidly becoming barren. Upon
the witness stand he testified that when he started for the canal, his cattle

were bellowing and pawing their parched pasture, maddened with thirst.

He believed he would be justified in forcibly obtaining water for these

suffering animals. Furthermore, he believed himself to be entitled

to water by virtue of an injunction granted some time previous, re-

straining the canal company from depriving him of water he needed.
Instead of waiting to obtain by process of law the water to which he con-

sidered himself entitled, he relieved the suffering of his animals by forcibly

opening the head-gate. For this act he was now before the judge of the

district court to have punishment pronounced upon him.
Such was the fortune of an industrious farmer named Smosser, who had

cultivated land in a large irrigated valley of southern Arizona, since it had
been safe for white men to occupy the region. A full account of the irri-

gation experiences of Mr. Smosser would be as long as it would be enter-

taining. It would contain much of a romantic, much of a dramatic, much
of a pathetic character. His case is typical of so many, that a recital of

the leading facts will serve as an illustration of the evils arising from a
want of, or a laxity in enforcing, just irrigation laws— a failure to distrib-

ute the vital liquid of the arid west in an equitable manner.
In irrigated regions of the west, human experiences assume a dramatic

(sometimes a tragic) aspect not common elsewhere. Nowhere else is there
an essential natural element as scarce as is water in an arid valley of the

southwest. Here, water assumes a greater importance than does land in

humid regions. Here, land is abundant, water is limited in quantity. He
who gains control of the water supply of a valley gains ascendency over
its occupants. A farmer with an assured water supply is independent ;

one whose water supply is controlled by some one else is virtually a slave.

Irrigation by whites was so new in America when settlement of the arid

southwest began, that the importance of providing for the future equitable
distribution of the water supply was little realized. The supply was
usually so much greater than the demand for it, in the early days of the

settlement of a valley, that little thought was given to the future. As the
cultivated land increased, and the demand upon the water supply became
greater, the insufficiency of the supply for all during all times of the year
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usually became more apparent ;
and the question as to who had the best

right to the use of th« irrig-ating- water assumed greater and greater

importance.

During the early history of most irrigated valleys the channels for con-

veying water to land were excavated and maintained by those who used

the water. Water was apportioned in accordance with the amount of land

tilled bj' each, it not being looked upon as a commodity that could be

bought and sold. The canals and ditches were managed by cooperative
associations of the farmers themselves. In many cases, after this natural

condition had existed for a time, the prosperity of the farmers attracted

the attention of capitalists, and canals were constructed or acquired by
corporations that usually treated the water they carried as so much mer-

chandise.

Mr. Smosser settled in Arizona in the vigor of early manhood, soon after

the occupation of the Territory by troops at the close of the Civil War.
The establishment of military posts rendering the occupation of the region
safer for civilians than before the Apaches were overpowered, from time

to time bands of immigrants would decide to cast their lot in Arizona.

After coming by water to San Pedro, young Smosser joined a small party
en route to Mexico. On their way through Arizona they halted in a large

valley through which flowed a medium-sized stream. They found the

most of the surface of the valley either barren and smooth, or covered

only by cacti and low gray shrubs, with here and there a mesquite or

palo v«rde tree. Coyotes prowled about silently during the day, and at

night yelped noisily and saucily. Friendly Indiana irrigated and tilled the

soil along the streams, raising crops of corn, wheat, beans and pumpkins.
The climate was mild, the air dry and invigorating, the breezes balmy.
Mr. Smosser decided to go no further, and set about making a home.
The seemingly abundant water supply, the evidently fertile soil, and the

high price being paid by the neighboring military posts and the mines for

agricultural supplies induced him to undertake farming in the new region.
He joined with a few other enterprising pioneers in the construction of a

dam and canal to divert water from the river. The water brought out upon
the parched land soon produced green fields of growing crops. Wheat and

barley sown during late autumn yielded a heavy crop of hay in April, or a

crop of grain in May. Garden vegetables planted during autumn and

early winter were ready for the table during winter and spring.
Water was appropriated by these early settlers under statutes passed a

few years previously that declared that all streams were public, that all

inhabitants of the Territory who possessed land had the right to obtain

the necessary water for it from any convenient stream, and that during
times when there was not enough water for all, those who had first begun
the use of it had the best right to it.

Some other pioneers had constructed a dam and a canal some distance

above the one through which Mr. Smosser and his neighbors obtained

the water they used. But since there was plenty for all, water continued

for several years to flow past the head of the Upper caual to the one below.

But as additional water came to be used by new settlers under the Upper
canal, its dam and head-gate were so modified as to divert more and more
of the water of the river. The quantity that reached the head of the lower

canal consequently gradually diminished, and within ten years it was en-

tirely deprived of its supply of water.

When iMr. Smosser found his farm thus deprived of water, he requested
of the operators of the Upper canal that for a just compensation he be per-
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mitted to receive through it the water to which his land was entitled. The
operators of this canal being brother farmers, and realizing that by their

acts they had deprived him of water to which he was manifestly entitled,

consented to the arrangement ; and for many succeeding years Mr.
Smosser continued to receive through the Upper canal the water needed
for his land.

Finally, a few capitalists, who secured a controlling interest in the cor-

porate affairs of the Upper canal, caused a change in the policy of the com-

pany. Only stockholders, or owners or renters of so-called water-rights
that the company issued, should henceforth be served with water through
the canal. This was somewhat as if a railroad company should refuse to

carry freight for others than stockholders or the possessors of "
freight-

rights" that the company held for sale or rental. Thereafter, at the be-

ginning of each irrigation year, Mr. Smosser was required to pay rental

on a "
water-right," in addition to the charge for delivering water for his

land.

As the canal in which he had held stock had been rendered useless by
the Upper canal, Mr. Smosser did not feel inclined to purchase stock nor a

so-called water-right in the latter. He considered that he was entitled to

receive water, if he paid just charges for its delivery. Since he had begun
the use of water years before many of the

'*

water-right
" owners who

were being served by the canal company came to the valley, he considered

he was entitled to water so long as enough flowed in the river to supply
the needs of the early settlers.

As the canal company continued to serve more and more newly-settled
lands with water from their canal, the lands of older settlers received less

and less. Not only were the pioneer settlers gradually deprived of their

water supply, but more stringent conditions were imposed. Consequently,
Mr. Smosser decided to attempt to obtain by process of law that to which
he considered his land entitled by virtue of the early use of water upon it.

His claim was that he was a lawful appropriator of water from the river,

aud that he was being illegally restrained by the canal company from the

rightful use of it. The canal company contended that his land was not

part of the area for which they were under obligations to deliver water.

After many trying delays, and after the lapse of many years, during
which now one party and now the other gained vantage ground, the canal

company finally secured an order from the court restraining Mr. Smosser
and others similarly situated from interfering with the head-gates through
which water had flowed to their lands. It was for the violation of this

order, and for forcibly taking water that he was cited to appear before the

judge of the court. His attorney, who for years had been fighting against

great odds, for what he considered the rights of his farmer clients, in mak-

ing some closing remarks before judment should be pronounced, said :

"
I do not desire to occupy the attention of the court very long. It seems to

me that the circumstances of this case must appeal more forcibly to your
honor than any remarks I can make. Your acquaintance with the personnel
of this community is not so extensive as mine has been. You are not, pos-

sibly, aware of the degree of peace and the fondness of good order and re-

spect for the court that this community has. The circumstances surround-

ing the parties now before the court for its judgment are peculiarly touch-

ing and trying. Nothing of the sort has surrounded the people of this

community before during the past twenty years, to my knowledge.
"

I am not here to wink at a violation of an order of this court. I fully

appreciate and regard the importance of upholding the dignity of the court
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and of obserring its rules in every respect. I think a community could not

be named where that feeling is more prominent ; where its history mani-

fests it any more distinctly than this one does. I ask you, under these cir-

cumstances, to consider the case of Mr. Smosser who, with cattle suffering

with thirst, went for water to the head-gate where it had been passing for

years and years. To be sure it was his duty to come to his attorneys and

ask them to apply to the court for relief. Nevertheless, it does not seem

to me, with all respect to your honor, that this court is required to place

these citizens behind the bars of the county jail in order to uphold its dig-

nity."
These words were uttered with evident feeling and with a tremor of the

voice in no way feigned. The attorney realized so fully the trying circum-

stances surrounding these industrious farmers that he spoke with a fervor

and a seriousness that had a very impressive effect upon those who had

thronged the court room to witness this scene in a long drawn-out drama.

Every eye became fixed upon him as he proceeded, and every countenance

wore a serious expression.
When the attorney finished, Mr. Smosser calmly arose and addressed the

court. As he spoke, there was breathless silence in the packed court room.

Everyone present felt the solemnity of the occasion. With a firm, clear

voice tempered by sadness and strengthened by intense seriousness he

said :

*' Your honor, before I am sentenced, I wish to make a statement. I have

been arraigned here to-day for contempt of court. Contempt, your honor,

is entirely a misnomer in this case. It was with no disregard for the laws

of the land, it was with no disregard for the dignity of this honorable

court, that we disobeyed its mandate ; but it was a mere matter of neces-

sity, as already shown the court.
"

I have been, your honor, driven to poverty, misery, and despair. I

came here in the early days, at a time when life and property was in-

secure from Indian raids, for the purpose of building up a home for my-
self. In order to establish our homes, we excavated our own canals

and ditches and brought water out upon the land. We were prosperous,

and we were happy until there appeared upon the scene another class who
took for their own canal the water we had been using upon our lands for

so many years.
'*
But, your honor, / am brought before this court for contempt for

tciking even the necessary amount for my domestic purposes and for my
stock. I am cited here for taking water for the absolute needs of life.

" Your honor, after we have been driven to poverty, this is equal to

banishment for me from this valley, and from the home I love so well ;
for

I cannot live there and support my family without having water. For

several years I have been endeavoring to get my rights, to get the

water that justly belongs to me ;
but so far I have not attained my end.

But it seems the worst has not come yet ; it is the prison door that stands

open for me to-day. After having lived here for thirty years, for taking a

little water for my premises, for taking the water that justly belongs to

me, shall I go to jail ?
"

And with the closing words quoted at the beginning of this account, the

elderly man, with head erect, and with his eyes fixed upon the judge, stood

expectant in the solemn stillness that pervaded the crowded court room.

As he proceeded, many of his listeners involuntarily brushed unbidden

tears from their eyes.

The judge whose duty it was to pronounce sentence upon Mr. Smosser
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was in a trying position. An injunction of the court had been plainly and

openly violated. To permit such violations to g-o unnoticed would be sub-

versive of law and order. The law must be enforced ;
the dignity of the

court must be sustained ; Mr. Smosser must be punished. But the judge

having a heart as kind as his mind was judicial, and fully realizing the

extenuating circumstances under which the order of the court had been

disregarded, did not sentence unconditionally the man who stood before

him. Conditions were imposed for fulfillment on the morrow, and Mr.

Smosser, after a night in jail, returned to the home that was gradually be-

coming more and more desolate for want of the irrigating water so essen-

tial to existence in an arid valley of Arizona.
To supply his animals with water and prevent his once productive farm

from returning to the desert condition from which by his industry he had
reclaimed it, he was now obliged to sink a well and put in a pumping plant.

In the meantime, his cattle are herded on the river bottom, to keep them
alive until food and water can be provided for them. Some strayed away
under cover of the bushes, and could not be recovered.

Thus, he who for years was prosperous and contented must now make
new provisions for the future, having been, t rough unforeseen events, de-

prived of what had been his source of income and the means of providing a

living for himself and family. Though having made during early man-
hood what he considered ample provision for declining years, when he has

now arrived at the age when active labors should cease, he finds himself

unprepared for approaching old age.

Phcenix, Arizona.

MANANA.
By JULIA BOYNTON GREEN.

^rtHOUGH with lig-ht laugh we quote your word,

^1 O dark-eyed brothers of the South,
We should be meek, we too have erred,
Your phrase is often in our mouth,"

Manana."

Manana ! ah, the opulent hour !

Enriched with all heroic deeds,
And clothed upon with all the power
Today refuses to our needs,

Manana.

Tomorrow we will start the book.
Will pay the debt

;
reform our ways ;

We will seek pardon for the look
The word that gloomed a dear ones days,

Manana.

Tomorrow comes, and is today ;

Old habit's strong- ;
our funds are low ;

The muse is shy ;
the friends away ;

The voice still whispers, soothing, slow,
Manana.

Redlands, Cal.
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' KINGS COUNTY AND HANFORD.

M By F. M. GOODRICH.
'R. OWEN WISTER in one of his tales of Western life thought it

good to put into the mouth of one of his characters the assertion
that "California holds the record for the smallest stoves and
the biggest liars in the world."

Whether intended as a pretty embellishment to an interesting story or
as a statement of solemn truth, it is a fact that the words quoted voice the
sentiment of many of our honest but, on the subject of our State, very
ignorant Eastern friends. Concerning the "stoves" we may justly and
to our own great satisfaction plead guilty ; regarding the other portion of
the charge we enter our respectful but most emphatic disclaimer, partic-
ularly as to this article ; for, while we shall not be so modest as to at-

tempt to hide our light under a bushel, we do insist that every statement

SoMK Kings County Irrioatino Watkk.

herein made, is susceptible of demonstration to a mathematical certainty.
To state that twenty acres of average land planted to raisin grapes and

deciduous fruits— all the labor upon which with the exception of that inci-

dent to the harvesting of the crops may be done with ease by one man—
will year by year produce a net income of from twelve to fifteen hundred
dollars, would, to the uninitiated, border on the marvellous, yet such a

return falls below the average of many such places within our border.

King's County is geographically situated in about the center of Cali-

fornia. It is among the youngest counties in the State, and was formerly
a part of Tulare County, from which it was separated in 1893. It is bounded
on the north by Fresno, on the east by Tulare, on the south by Kern and
on the west by Fresno and Monterey. Its area is 1267 square miles, and it

contained, according to the census of 1900. 10,000 people, or about 2,500
families. Since that census the population has materially increased. Its

assessed valuation is about $7,500,000, indicating an actual valuation of at

least $12,500,000, or an average to the family of $5,000. For the most part
the county is level plain, containing some heavy natural oak timber in the
northern portion along Kings River. It contains no large streams to bridge
and no mountains upon which expensive roads must be maintained.
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Prior to the early 60's, the couuty was the range for the cattlemen who
ran their herds during- the winter and spring upon the natural grasses
that bloomed with the winter rains. It was not until 1870 that the irri-

gation of land which has since done so much for this country was be-

gun in what is now Kings County. From that time settlement increased
rapidly, stockmen gave way to agriculturists, and the development of
the resources for which this county has become famous steadily advanced.
In the center of the county formerly lay what is still shown upon all

maps as Tulare Lake, once the largest body of fresh water west of the

Rocky Mountains. The process of irrigation has practically wiped that
lake from the map, its bed has all been filed upon, and its reclamation is

now being carried on.
Grain raising, formerly the chief industry of Kings County, is still pur-

sued, some of the largest grain farms of the San Joaquin Valley lying
within its borders, although the farmers have very largel3' directed their
efforts into more profitable channels. About the year 1889 they began
turning their attention to the growing of deciduous fruits and vines, and
to-day we have thousands of acres producing the richest and choicest
fruits. The Lucerne vineyard alone, the largest raisin vineyard in the
world, and one of the most beautiful spots in the county, covers nine hun-
dred and sixty acres. In the list of raisin-producing counties of the State
we stand second, while our apricots, peaches, pears, nectarines and prunes
rank with the choicest products of this great fruit producing State.
Our soil is of great depth and practically inexhaustible ; it contains no

hard-pan, and in the planting of trees and vines a stand of from eighty-
five to ninety per cent, is secured at the first planting. Trees and vines

grow well and live long. Apricot orchards twenty years old and peaches of
fifteen years bear well and show no evidences of deterioration. A few vine-

yards are over twenty years old and are still improving in condition and
productiveness.
The facilities for drying fruits and raisins by natural process are unsur-

passed. Rains never interfere with the curing of fruit and but (seldom
with raisins. Market facilities, canneries and wineries easily accessible
make the disposition of all crops certain and profitable.
No county in the State can show better results of diversified farming.

Grain, fruits, raisins, hay, horses, cattle, swine and sheep are all success-

fully and profitably grown, while our alfalfa fields and natural grasses
make the dairying industry one of the most attractive and remunerative.
Unimproved fruit and stock lands, with water rights, may be purchased

at from $30 to $75 per acre. Improved lands, with water rights, at from
$50 to $200 per acre. Lands in the artesian belt sell at from $5 to $50 per
acre.

In the pioneer days stock raising was the only industry that engaged the
attention of the early settlers in this county. "Salt-grass," a wild feed

indigenous to the county, was the principal feed, as it grew without irriga-
tion. Outside of the irrigated districts there are still stock farms where
salt-grass is available the year round. Later, as irrigation facilities were
developed and utilized, alfalfa was introduced and dairying began. AlfalTa— a kind of clover— the king of all forage plants, grows luxuriantly ; it is

cut for hay four or five times during the season, each cutting yielding on
well irrigated fields from a ton to a ton and a half of excellent hay per
acre, and the same field can be used for pasturage, carrying from two to
four head of stock per acre, during six months of the year. Stock of every
kind does exceedingly well upon this feed alone. Cattle and hogs eating
nothing else fatten rapidly and produce beef and pork of unexcelled

quality.
The establishment of creameries, skimming stations and cheese fac-

tories at convenient points throughout the county has greatly stimulated
the dairying industry, insuring as it does ready sale for milk at remunera-
tive rates, affording a regular monthly income to the producer and result-

ing in the constant and profitable increase and improvement of herds by
the introduction of better blood and the adoption of better methods of

feeding and of caring for milk. It is a matter of easy demonstration
that one hundred cows can be kept and cared for here where no winter

housing or feeding is required, with less help and at less expense than can
thirty-five in the East, while the returns per head will be at least equally
great. The expense of putting land into alfalfa will not exceed the cost
of reseeding an eastern meadow.
Kings County lies within the great arid plain between the "Coast
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Range
" on the west and the Sierras on the east. Its annual rainfall

seldom drops below four or rises above eight inches ;
but six inches prop-

erly distributed is sufficient for the raising of wheat, proper distribution

being quite as important as the amount of precipitation. What is called

the
" Wet season "

begins in November and ends in April, but it has more
sunshine than summer has in the east, and is simply the season when occa-

sional rains fall. Without irrigation the dry plains of the county in their

wild state produce Alfilaria (filaree), and other native grasses sufficient to

graze not to exceed one head of stock to two acres of land. Properly irri-

gated the same plains exceed in fertility the famed Delta of the Nile, as

witness our raisin vineyards and deciduous orchards, not only the largest in

size but the greatest in producing capacity in the world. Many of our

irrigated peach orchards produce annually twelve tons of green fruit per
acre, and orchards of other varieties in like proportion, while a yield of

from a ton and a quarter to a ton and a half of raisins per acre is a con-

servative estimate for our average vineyards. Water for irrigation is ob-

KiNGS County Pasturage.

tained from Kings and Kaweah rivers, having their sources in the high
Sierras, and furnishing a never-failing abundant supply, with rights so

firmly established by the Courts of last resort that they can never be dis-

turbed. The water is mainly owned by the people and is appurtenant to
the land, and a water monopoly is therefore impossible. In addition to

unequaled facilities Kings County has the benefit of unexampled cheap-
ness, the average annual cost of irrigating being less than thirty cents per
acre. In some parts of the State farming is profitably conducted under
the burden of annual water rents of from five to ten dollars per acre.
Added to the supply furnished by the irrigating canals are many artesian

wells from which a supply is obtained sufficient for the irrigation of
smaller tracts. Underground water lies in great quantities within a few
feet of the surface

; and with cheap oil as fuel, irrigation may be accom-
plished by means of pumping plants at a cost probably not exceeding $1.00
to $1.50 per acre.
As to the healthfulness of Kings County, an annual death rate during

the past ten years of just a fraction over seven per thousand of population
will probably be as convincing as any extended argument.
Absence of cloudiness and rainfall, with low relative humidity, a reason-

ably high temperature and sufficient wind to keep the air in motion, form
a combination of conditions best suited for health and longevity. These
are the climatic conditions of Kings County. One not familiar with the
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climate of this valley would suppose that a temperature of no degrees F.

(the average maximum) would be dangerous to life and health. In fact it

does not even prevent people from attending to their daily vocations.

Sunstroke is unknown, and the diseases incident to hot weather through-

out the East rarely occur here. The mortality during July and August is

lower than during the winter months, as shown by the record of the past

five years. During the summer a refreshing northwest breeze makes the

nights delightful even during the hottest weather. In the months of Sep-

tember, October and November, the weather is as nearly perfect as one

ever sees. December and January are the rainy months, but rainy only in

name. With the rains spring begins, hills and valleys are covered with

verdure, and deciduous trees which have scarcely shed their old leaves take

on their spring raiment. The almonds are in bloom in January and are

quickly followed by other fruit trees. Soon the California poppy and other

wild flowers make the fields a veritable flower garden. February has less

rain than December or January; it is a beautiful month, with clear, warm,

sunshiny days and but little wind. The evenings, however, are cool.

March has a greater rainfall and more wind than any preceding month.

April, May and June are ideal. With the exception of December, January
and March the weather is ideal for health, and even during those months

the climate is as conducive to health as it is during the same months in

most of the so-called health resorts. Cholera infantum and dysentery are

almost unknown here; this is due to the dry atmosphere, pure water,

abundance of ripe fruit of the finest quality, and the fact that children

spend most of their time out of doors. An epidemic of diphtheria is un-

known ; only five deaths are reported in eight years. Typhoid fever, tht

scourge of eastern cities and villages, furnishes a record of ten deaths in

eight years. This remarkable freedom from typhoid fever is probably not

so much due to climatic conditions as to the fact that the water supply

throughout the country is from artesian and bored wells. The great depth
of these artesian wells (from 800 to 1000 feet) makes it almost impossible
for the water to become polluted.
Ever since its organization Kings county has had a tax rate among the

lowest in the State, that for the current year being $1.40; it has no obliga-
tions except court-house bonds to the amount of $32,000 drawing four per
cent, interest and maturing in 1906, and has over one hundred thousand
dollars in its treasury. All public buildings, including court-house, jail,

hospital, etc., are built, and there will be no necessity of further building
for years. These are conditions that should commend themselves to the

sound judgment of those seeking homes or investment.

While Kings County presents exceptional advantages and opportunities
to the man with means sufficient to purchase and operate a small farm, it

also offers to the man with nothing but his hands opportunities that are

unexcelled elsewhere. Rents are moderate; good locations for the build-

ing of homes can be obtained at low cost and on easy terms, while the char-

acter of buildings required and the expenses for clothing and fuel are, owing
to climatic conditions, much cheaper than in the East. Meats are much
cheaper, while groceries average about the same as in the East.

Labor is in demand at all seasons, especially during the fruit and raisin

harvest, extending from the middle of June to the first of November,
when the local supply is wholly inadequate, and large numbers of laborers

are imported from counties where no such products are raised. Men.
women and children find ready employment at good wages in the orchards
and vineyards during fruit and grape picking and in the canneries and
packing houses. Skilled mechanics may be sure of work most of the time
and at wages comparatively higher than they have been accustomed to

receive.

Kings County is still young, and while its growth in population and
material prosperity has been but little short of phenom^enal, it presents
rnportunities for the establishment of industries needed but not yet sup-
plied. The widening trade of the Orient for our dairy products offers many
inducements to establish dairy farms. There are openings for raisin

seeders, by-product plants, mince-meat factories, wool-scouring plants,

pork-packing establishments, cold-storage companies, ice plants, electric

car service. These and many others are within the range of possibilities for
the next few years.
Hanford is well supplied with schools, churches, fraternal and bene-

ficiary organizations. It has several public halls, an elegant opera house,
fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public
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library, a well organized fire department with Holly water system, a sewer

system owned by the city, electric light and power plant, creamery, cheese

factory, packing houses and canning establishments, winery, flour mill,
lumber mill, foundry and machine shops, in fact, everything necessary
to a lively and progressive interior city.
One feature which invariably impresses the visitor is the size and char-

acter of its mercantile establishments. Nowhere in the State, outside of
its largest cities, can be found merchants who offer to their patrons selec-

tion from such large, elegant and varied stocks as are here carried, and
this is made possible only by the fact that Hanford's volume of trade is far
in excess of the average town of its size.

The High School, with its beautiful grounds, is the pride of the city, no
less than the great twin building in its shaded park where the 700 pupils
of the district school gather under the instruction of 17 efficient teachers.

Even this accommodation has proved so insufficient that preparations are
well under way for another building for the higher grades in a locality re-

moved from contiguity with the younger classes.

Some Kings County Citkons.

King's County, while it invites capital, is not a rich man's country in the
sense that a man must be wealthy in order to prosper. The majority of the
citizens of this county came here with no other means than their good
health and a determination to succeed. They have conquered the desert
and redeemed to productive industry a once valueless country. They have
united the virgin soil with the waters of the mountains with results en-
tirely satisfactory. This is the ideal country for the man who can invest
in a small farm. Many have come from the East where they had 160 acres
of land, have i urchased ten or twenty-acre farms and are now selling their
orchard fruits or vineyard crops and receiving better returns than they did
from the whole quarter section they owned in the East. Grapes on the
vines have been selling for fifty dollars per acre, which is considered a
very good buy for the men who will pick, cure and market them. The farmer
who has children of an age to permit them to slice peaches and remove
the pits, or to pick grapes and place them on the drying travs, or pack
them in boxes in the packing houses, can, if he so desires, find work for
himself and them. This condition gives families who have settled on
small and unimproved farms the means of living in comfort during the
time required to bring their own land into bearing.The Chamber of Commerce will gladly reply to any inquiries concerning
this part of the: State.

t, j y j . h s
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» THE LACUNA DE TACHi: GRANT.
By W. N. HARRIS.

fALlFOKNIA

is a country of infinite variety. Few who visit the
State realize to what an extent this statement is true. And many
who are and have been residents of the State for a long- time realize
this quite as little as the visitor. The average tourist comes to Cali-

fornia with some particular destination in view. He sees that part of the

country in the neighborhood of this point of destination, together with a

glance through the car window at what is to be seen along the line of the
railroad over which he is travelings. Unconsciously, the whole of the
State is included in the impressions g^otten from a visit to one locality.
To many observers there comes a conviction that while there are vast op-

SoD Land in the Laguna ub Tache Gkant.

portunities presented everywhere they are of a kind to require much capi-
tal for development. Many have come hoping- to find a place where they
could enjoy the delig^htful climatic conditions of California and eng-age
in farming- in something^ like the same way that it is practiced in the great
g^eneral farming- localities of the East. Many people would no doubt be

glad to escape the rigors of an Eastern winter if they could find a place
where they could locate with a small amount of money and upon land
that would yield quick crops of the kind to which they have been used.
There are places in the State where this can be done ; where the opportun-
ities for fruit culture are just as gocxl as can be found elsewhere, and quick
g^eneral farm crops can be relied upon, thus making it po8.sible to engage
in either kind of farming-. The g-reat advantage in such a locality will

be appreciated at once. To those wishing- to engage in fruit culture, but
who have not the capital necessary to do so from the start, such a place
presents the opportunity to hicate and make a home, depending on gen-
eral farming^ to pay for land and earn a living-, and at the same time

gradually develop an orchard or vineyard. In this way the first cost is

less, and one avoids the long pericxl of three or four years with no return,

during iwhich' trees or vines are coming into bearing.
It is the purpose of this article to call particular attention to one of the
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localities in California where it is possible to adopt and successfully carry
out the plan above outlined— the Laguna de Tache Grant. This great
rancho, comprising 68,000 acres, is located partly in Fresno county and
partly in Kings county, near to the geographical center of California. It

lies in a bod^' of particularly rich farming land, known as the Kings River
Delta. The name is derived from the Spanish Laguna, meaning lake, and
referring to what is now called Summit Lake, located at the extreme
western end of the ranch. The word Tache is an Indian name, belonging
to a tribe which once inhabited the locality.
In 1846, before California was part of the United States, Manuel Castro,

brother of Juan B. Castro, who was at one time Governor of California,
located the Laguna de Tache Grant. Castro, like all the early Spanish
settlers, sought a location adapted to cattle. The record and reputation of
the Laguna de Tache has been a continual tribute to the good judgment of
the locators. Castro did not leave the Laguna with a title that had to be
litigated and ultimately adjusted by the courts, as was the case with many
of the old Spanish grants. The records show that in 1858 the Supreme
Court of the State confirmed the grant to Manuel Castro, and in 1866 the
United States issued him a patent therefor, thus perfecting the title which
has passed uninterruptedly down to the present day. To any one ac-

A Sbttler's Homb in the Laguna de Tache.

quainted at all with the Laguna de Tache, the reasons why Castro selected
this particular b<xly of land are plain. The ranch is situated along
the Kings River, which, for a distance of over thirty-five miles, is its

southern boundary. Besides the main river several branches run through
and around various parts of the property. There is probably no tract of
land in California with better natural water facilities. The country is

beautiful to l(X)k at ; it is covered with a scattering growth of magnificent
oak trees, giving it the appearance of an English park. The condition
that is perhaps the most remarkable is the perennial growth of green
grass. California is not a green grass country, that is, there is not much
green grass except during the spring and until about the middle of June.
From the early summer to late into the rainy .sea.son the hills and plains of
most of the State are brown, covered with "dry feed." The Laguna de
Tache has green grass throughout the entire year. No season of drouth
can dry up the pastures nor do they lie under a blanket of snow half the

year. The cattle graze on green feed every month in the year.
For over fifty years the broad acres of pasture land were devoted to the

purjK>»e for which they were manifestly best fitted. Thou.sands of cattle

cropped the rich gras.ses or rested contentedly beneath the shade of

great oaks. All of the conditions for the rapid, healthy growth of str)ck

were there. Good feed in abundance, good water, and cool shelter from
the heat of midday sun. Little wonder is it that this favored locality
became known as one of the best cattle ranches in all of California. This
reputation has been a part of the Laguna de Tache Grant to the present
day. No pastures are more sought after by stock men. Latterly it has
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Corn in the Laguna.

been the custom to bring- every fall

thousands of cattle from Arizona,
New Mexico and Nevada to the La-

guna, many of them scarcely ably
to stand when unloaded from the

cars. In from five to six months
these cattle are fattened and ready
for market. This is done entirely
on the natural feed of Laguna pas-
tures.

Many years ago the conditions that

gave to this great pasture its repu-
tation began to attract farmers.

Surely a country that would produce
such a continuous wealth of natural

feed would return as remarkable
results under cultivation. All of the

early farming was done by tenants,
and it was soon discovered that the

soil was capable of a great variety
of production. The crop that be-

came a prominent favorite was
Indian corn. The first planting of

corn produced so remarkably that

there has been a steadily increasing
acreage devoted to this crop, until

at the present time thousands of

acres are planted each year. To all

who visit the Laguna the Indian
corn crops are a surprise. There is

more corn grown on the Kings River delta than in all the rest of the State

combined. The visitor from the corn states of the East is surprised at the

luxuriant growth and large yield, which runs from sixty to eighty bush-
els per acre.

In June, 1899, the third great change in the history of the Laguna
de Tache was begun. The owners began subdividing and ofi'ering
the land for sale in small tracts of ten acres or more. From this time the

story of this old Spanish grant is of special interest. It is a story of one
of the most successful colonization enterprises ever carried on in Cali-

fornia. The bringing in of many new people and the introduction of

modern farming methods has greatly changed the appearance of the

country. Experiment has wonderfully increased the range of production.
New and valuable commodities are constantly added to the list of crops
that are successfully produced.
To one who knew the Laguna de Tache when it was a cattle ranch there

is perhaps a feeling of regret that the old conditions, the natural, wild

beauty is passing daily. One misses the broad park-like stretches of green
pasture land and the picture of contented cattle browsing lazily among
the oaks. There is a little feeling of sorrow when the plow turns under
the green sod and the wild flowers, but this is more than compensated by
the contemplation of contented people, industriously building homes and
developing resources with which to support them. The observer of the

changes in conditions that are taking place is impressed by the rapidity
with which the soil is brought under cultivation and quick crops produced.
As soon as the land is broken up, the necessary time for growth is all that
is needed to return to the farmer money for his labor.

It may not be uninteresting to learn something of the ordinary
methods of procedure among the settlers. Sod land is successfully broken

up any time after the winter rains begin, which usually happens about
the middle to the last of October and until the end of April. Prob-
ably the fall is the most advantageous time of the year to begin
work, for the reason that it permits of putting in a crop of grain early in

the winter season. This crop is usually cut for hay about the first of May
and the ground is then immediately plowed again and a crop of Indian
corn is planted and harvested about October first. This method returns
two valuable crops the first year. In many instances these crops have
yielded sufficient to pay for the land upon which they were grown. The
ground is then ready for planting any permanent improvement desired,
such as alfalfa, orchard or vineyard. As adjuncts to the ground crops the
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most valuable are probably dairy cows and hogs. Skimming- stations are
established within easy distances at which the farmers sell their cream.
The skim milk is returned and fed to hogs. The creamery companies pay
each month a large sum to the farmers, a system that is in operation
throughout the year. These conditions oflfer exceptional opportunities to
the dairj'man who will take advantage of the wonderful feed producing
capabilities of the country. Of course alfalfa is here, as elsewhere, the
favorite forage crop. The locality seems to be particularly favorable for
the production of this valuable plant. It will yield, besides winter pasture,
four or five crops of hay of one and one-half to two tons each— in other
words, from six to ten tons annually per acre. One acre of alfalfa will

successfully feed a cow and calf and one or two pigs. The average annual
return from a cow and one acre of alfalfa is from $65.00 to $75.00. It is of
course a fact in any country, that it is more profitable to feed to stock such
forage crops as may be produced, than to sell them. This is true here as
elsewhere, and while large quantities of corn and hay are sold yearly, the
farmers find an advantage in keeping cows, hogs and stock as much as

possible. The demand for corn is always good for the reason that, as be-
fore stated, but little corn is grown in California. Its most valuable use,

COKN, TOMATORS AND CABBAGK UN A LaOUNA FaRM.

however, is for feeding hogs. If one were to attempt to enumerate all the
different kinds of crops produced, knowledge and memory would surely
fail. Among those most valuable and prominent are Egyptian corn,
broom corn, pumpkins, squash, melons, potatoes

— both Irish and sweet—
tomatoes, cabbage, onions, in fact all kinds of garden vegetables, includ-

ing asparagus and celery. All kinds of berries and small fruits. All of
the deciduous fruits that are grown elsewhere in California. Grape vines
of all varieties grow beautifully and produce heavily.
To one acquainted with California generally, the conditions on the La-

guna de Tache suggest certain advantages not to be found everywhere.
There are many localities adapted to orchard and vineyard that do not
oflfer much opportunity to the general farmer. There are no lines of pro-
duction that offer quicker and surer returns than those of the general
farm. The demand for beef, pork and butter seems to be ever on the in-

crease. One is particularly impressed with the adaptability of the Laguna
de Tache country to these lines of production. The conditions seem also

splendidly adapted to grapes and fruits, excepting oranges and lemons.
One feature of the Laguna de Tache is the cause of exclamation upon

the part of most strangers who visit the Grant. What a world of water !

A description of this interesting section would not be complete without
reference to the irrigation conditions, for in these it iwssesses advantages
that are peculiar to the locality. Irrigation by surface flooding is prac-
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ticed very little. The nature of the soil renders this unnecessary. The
surface soil is sediment loam through which water seeps readily. The
subsoil is sandy to a great depth. The method of irrigating in almost uni-

versal use is to fill the ditches with water holding it in by check gates and

allowing it to seep into the ground. This method is inexpensive and
eflfectual. The same conditions that make this kind of irrigation possible,

also furnish a natural sub-drainage. There is a constant movement of the

water in the sandy subsoil. There is no hardpan upon which the water

can settle to the detriment of plant roots. These irrigation conditions

make farming an exact science. The farmer may have just as much or

just as little moisture as he may want to use for the kind of crops he is

producing.
The Laguna de Tache is particularly well supplied with transportation

facilities. Near the center of the Grant are stations on both of the great
transcontinental railroads, the Santa Fe having a depot at the town of

Laton, and the Southern Pacific one at Lillis. At the extreme eastern end of

the Grant is the town of Kingsburg, with another Southern Pacific station.

The town of Laton, which is the business headquarters of the Grant, is a

Sub-Ikkigation on the Laguna.

thriving, growing place. Its rapid growth is due to the settling up
of the surrounding farming country. The town is but a little more than
three years old, but already it is equipped with all of the business facili-

ties necessary to a place of its kind. There are good general merchandise
stores, markets, hotel and restaurant, drug store, harness and blacksmith
shops, postoffice, telegraph office, telephone, both local and long di.stance.
There is a broom factory manufacturing the corn grown on the ranch.
Lumber yard, grain warehouse, cattle shipping corrals, gas and water
works, public hall, free reading room, church, and last, but not least, good
schools. There are three new school houses already on the Grant, and
more will be supplied as they are required. There are many pretty homes,
and altogether the town is attractive and progressive. There is an active
board of trade looking after the commercial interests of Laton which are
steadily growing more important. The town supports a good weekly news-
paper.
The immediate surroundings of Laton are very attractive. The oak

groves are favorite places for holding picnics. A large pavilion has been
constructed in the beautiful grove just south of the town where, during
the summer season, thousands gather for Sunday school and fraternal
picnics.

Many people from different parts of California have located on the
Grant, finding conditions there more to their liking than elsewhere. The
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SHEKP on THK I/AGUNA.

Easterner seeking- a California home finds things more nearly like what he
has been used to. He finds here a chance to do the kind of farming that
he has done at home. For this reason hundreds of the best class of East-
ern farmers have located on the Grant. The low prices of land and the
terms upon which land may be bought are very attractive to the man of
limited or small means who wants to live in California, but cannot afford
to purchase land in the portions of the State where property is high. Upon
the L,aguna de Tache the problem is not so much one of dollars as it is of

industry. A g^reat many of the settlers who came with a small amount of

money, today own good homes and well cultivated productive and profit-
able farms. Excepting the amount necessary to make the first payments
on their land and provide shelter for their families and buy the necessary
tools, these homes and farms have been developed and paid for out of the

produce taken from the land. Altogether the Eaguna de Tache is a good
place to know about, and to the homeseeker it is worth investigating.

j>ak. .-_^„—«. >iNm.^ ^Hi^^^Blkm #H^IBHfHflHHi
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SAVING ON SHOES
The woman who goes into a shoe store nowadays without knowing- what shoe she is

going to buy has neglected an important point in being well-shod. The woman who takes

chances and tries experiments every time she buys a new pair of shoes is sure to give her

feet some extremely harsh treatment in "
breaking in "

all sorts of unskillfully made shoes.

This used to be the only way to buy shoes ready made. But there is a better way now.
Women in all parts of the country can buy the Radcliflfe shoe for women from some local

dealer and those who have once worn them know that in future they have only to select ex-

actly the right size and style of Radcliffe shoe and they will be entirely satisfied.

Women who used to pay $5.00 a pair for shoes made-to-order find eqiial style, fit and ser-

vice in a Radcliffe shoe at half the price. Women who formerly paid $3.50 a pair for ready-
made shoes find a better shoe and a better bargain in Radcliffe shoes. Women who were

once wearing $2.00 ready-made shoes-npw wear Radcliffe's and are gainers in style and corn-

fort, paying less in a year's time -thari they formerly paid for cheap shoes. The Radcliffe

Shoe Company, of Boston, publish and send free a little illustrated book of shoe styles,

UNLOCnS VAST RESOURCES.
The world renowned oil fields of Kern County, Cal., have given a cheap fuel, at last, to

a region abounding in raw materials and ungrasped opportunities.
In Kern County rich fields of gold, silver lead, copper, iron, antimony, sulphur, borax,

asbestos, fuller's earth, soapstone, potter's clay, gypsum, etc., have been made for years in

this district, the uniting point of the Coast Range and Sierra Nevadas, the most highly
diversified mineral district in America, the home of the great

" Yellow Aster "
gold mine.

Large bodies of ores made valuable by cheap fuel in mining them, are now lying neglected
because there is not enough capital here to handle the known properties, and rich new finds

are being reported to us daily by prospectors who sell valuable properties at prospector's
prices.

Farmers are making fortunes irrigating the rich soils of the valley about Bakersfield by
pumping water found at a shallow depth with cheap fuel. They are raising four and five

crops of alfalfa to the acre per annum, Land is still selling cheaply because there are not

enough people here to handle all of it.

Oil lands with producing wells are selling low. Buy while treasuries of companies are

depleted by cheap oil. Oil will go up to big fortune figures later, as is the history of every
oil field yet discovered.

Our business is to safeguard the interests of our clients and make money for them. To
do so successfully, we have scoured the States to find the best region in which to invest for

good returns and still retain as much safety as banks can give or even a greater degree of

security, for banks will fail.

We can loan money here on best negotiable security at 8% per annum. Farm lands

bought now will give from 10% to 20% per annum on the money invested. Proven oil lands
secured now and held for two years will certainlv sell for 25% profit, and possibly for a gain
of many fold. We can buy mining prospects on which 10% can be made, with the chances of

making fortunes in them. We know that no district can offer better investments than these,

and located our offices in Bakersfield, the center of the district. Thus we are in direct touch
with the holdings of our clients to protect them. Practical and efiicient men in their special
lines are a*^ the head of each department of the work.

Write us for information and details. If employed by you we shall subserve your
interests to best of our ability,

Kbrn County Brokeragb Company {Incorporated),
References : Bakersfield, Cal.

Soloman Jewett, Bakersfield, Cal. C, T, Tryon, President,
Bank of Bakersfield, Bakersfield, Cal, G, P, GuibekT, Manager, Oil Lands Dept,
First Bank of Kern, Kern City, Cal, J. W. ScoTT, Manager, Real Estate Dept,
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Vhere there's Suds there's Soap
y Pearline according

' directionsWithout Soan
1 see the Suds it

kes- Quantity ^

Quality
— Suds

-|
erof Safe Quick

I isyWashing and Cleaning?,

I opertles than Any Safe

)ap Sudsyou can ^et. \^

Pearline instead \

of Soap not with Soap
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massa^gc

Roller
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
IN Natures own Way

'pHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
*•

tioii effect on the »kiii that
Hmooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet"

in the corners of the eyes.

A iar of ikin food given with every roller.

For ulc by all dealers, or t^(\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

'JvV*

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Airents Want»'d.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 BoyUton St., BOSTON, MASS.

Supplyliiir Aifcnts

Wcst«m Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braun & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles



CI amm
j^^ Inseparably Linked

with good forms.

Royal
Worcester
/^ BON TONCORSETS

ARE ALWAYS

CORRECT

Sena

for
7^^Royal
Blue Book
Handsomely pictured.
THE SUN NEVER SETS
ON ROYAL WORCESTER

CORSETS.

Sold all over the World
DEALERS EVERYWHERE.

f^oyal Worcester (prsetQ).

Worcester, Mass.

185 Market St., 840 Broadwaj,
Chicago, III. New York.
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P

Don't

Stick

on One
Stool

Keep moving up from low

positions to higher ones.

The farther up you get the

less competition you en-

counter, the more leisure you
have to prepare yourself for

higher places. Men and
women who will fill the high
salaried places a few years
farther on are those who will

devote part of their leisure

now to Spare Time Study,
taking our

Business Training
By Mail

Courses in Shorthand and Typewriting, Bookkeeping and Business,

arranged to meet the needs and advance the salaries of ambitious workers.
I^evote part of your time to study by our method and promotion is sure.

There is a growing demand in business for people who can do things right.
That is the kind of training we give. Write now for free

illustrated circular.

If you are ambitious to enter any of the higher callings,
or wish to follow some special course of study, we invite

your correspondence, and a statement of your needs.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE. Inc.,

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE. HOME OFFICE.

927 Market St, San Francisco. 2d National Bank Bldg., Washington, D.C.
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PLeiser-DaratKea SilK StocKs and Bel

The above models are bvit a fe-w taKen from oxir collection of StocKs t

Belts. -wKicH is, this Fall, the larg'est, most novel and elegant of any -vve hi

ever presented.
"We -will continue to distribute our booK, in -which may be found a detai

description with illustrations, of many other styles.
This may be obtained from the follo'wing agents, or by application to

enclosing a t-wo-cent stamp:

Wolfe & Hawley, 133 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.; Matheson & Berner, Los Ang-eles, (

G. Rouse & Co., Riverside, Cal.; Lipman, Wolfe & Co., Meier, Frank & Co., Portland, Oregon
C. Cheasty, J. S. Graham, Seattle, Wash.; Walla Walla Cloak and Suit House, Walla Walla, Wa
James E. Weir, Colorado Springs, Colo,; Daniels & Fisher Stores Co., Denver, Colo.

WHOLESALE
ONLY

JAMES R. REISER
122-124 riFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

SOLE
MAKER



Crystal

"Dommoj
'*HAYEMEYERS&ELDER.

A

if /

Triumph
in

Sugar

MakingI

HitiKtliUl in 5 lb. sealed boxesi
< m-l \I. ItOMINO srCAR" l8 packed in npnt, sealed boxes, and Is NEV'FR sold in liulk. It is pacl^ea attlie refineryand•

•
'

I'fliold: there is no interiiie<liate lian llii fr. Ilenoe no dirt, no waste: no possible adulteration. Kverv piece alike—
I y ;

.- -parkles like a duster of diamonds, the ri'sult of its i)erfei-t crystaliization. Convenient in form, iierlect in qnality,
briliant m appearance, no siiKar made can equal it In excellence. NVlieii bnyinir I his sntiar remember that the sealed packa>ce beais
thedesiKnof 8 " Domino" Mask, " Domino" .Stones, the name of "

Crystal Domino." as well as the names of the manufacturers.
You will be please<l the momcrt vou open a box. You will be better pleased when yon have tried it in vonr tea, coffee, etc. It is sold
by all Orst-clus Orocerm and is manufactured only by IIAVKMKYKKS A KLDEK NlGAR KKt'lNEK V, NKW VOIik.

^he THAVELETiS
INSURANCE COMPANY

= OF HARTFORD, CONN. =

Curious Facts are shown in the report of THE TRAVELERS upon the 14,540
claims paid by that Company last year:

More than three times as many were injured at home, as

there were on steam railroads and steamships;
More pedestrians were injured than those who rode in carriages ;

Five hundred and one suffered from something in the eye ;

Five hundred and twenty were hurt in sports ;

Six hundred and thirty were burned or scalded ;

Two hundred and ninety-nine were bicycle accidents.

All going to show that you never know when you are going
to be hurt, or how; but that, in any event, it is the part of wisdom to be insured
in THE TRAVELERS, the largest Accident Insurance Company in the world.

Life IrvsuraLtice blIso. In every policy of Life Insurance issued by THE
TRAVELERS the annual net cost is positively known, and actual results are absolutely

Curious
Facts in
Accident
Insurance

guaranteed. No estimated dividends.

A N AGENT I N EVERY TOWN



READY TO WKAU

Walking Suits
SOLD BY MAIL

No matter in what part of the Southwest jou

may reside, this store makes it possible for you

to be as correctly dressed as women living in

Los Ansreles itself. If you are in need of a

walkinsr suit write at once for our prices — they

are the lowest possible on reliable, stylish groods.

Out-of-town patrons simply send us their size

according- to our instructions, grive us an idea of

the price and color they desire, and we fill their

order with the utmost care. We have never yet

had a dissatisfied patron, and thousands of well

dressed women, livinsr throughout Southern

California and Arizona will warmly recom-

mend Henshey's for all ready-made garments.

B. B. HENSHEY
COR. THIRD AND BROADWAY

LOS ANQEL£S. CAU.

^^A^«^^AAAAAA/V

^^WV^^^^^^^^^^^%

NOW READY

Very Latest Styles both in

SILK AND WOOL

^W^^^^^^^^^A^^A^

>AAAAAAAAA^^^^^^^^^WWW^

Tic New Princess? Petticoat

is a tailor-made garment. It is without draw-

strings, without lacing cords, without hooks

and eyes, and without a yoke. It gives a per-

fect glove fit at the top, impossible to attain

with any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a graceful figure

that cannot be obtained

with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.
It does away with the placket hole in the back,

and it does not hang around the feet when walk-

ing, and it gives a graceful flare to the dress

skirt. We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at 555 S. Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal.



Eight months of the year we dress in clothing more or less heavy—
underwear and overwear. The usual way is to endeavor to induce warmth
by piling on weight. The rational way is to dress in Wright's Health

Underwear, the Fleece of Comfort that keeps in the natural heat of the

body, takes up all perspi-
ration, and allows perfect

ventilation, without chill.JAWIiARY.

I..!-! .1 .! 3I 4
'

61 7 8, 9 lo'll

ii3 14:15 leji? 18

1120 a>|a>|9]ii4|>S
'1*7 »«i»9 30|3«

Two Thirds of Life in

Heavy Clothing
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»»i'3 M »S
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ejI7 18^19
2021 22
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Wright's
Health

Underwear
is made of many tiny loops
interlocked, standing in a
resilient mesh that will not

mat in laundering. This gives a fluffiness to the interior—a clothlike

: :iish to the exterior. The making is an expensive process, but Wright's
costs no more than any other underwear worth having. Some of the

Wright garments are sold as low as a dollar. The complete story is told

in our book "
Dressing for Health." Sent free.

Wrivrht's Health Underwear Company, 75 Franklin St., New York.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?

w. R. PECK ""'^r/j.s:;r.

TRUNK MANUFACTURER
TrunkH made to order, covered and

repaired. Sample trunkH and cancH
a apecialtjr. Trunkn, travelinir bairft

and drena auit caneH. Telescopes,
shawl strapH.

rmu. jomm^M m»0t

OBA S. SfmiHo »T., Lorn AMomLmm

REGAL

$3.50

SHOES fx
MEN ANi

WOMEN (^

$3.50

FOR

SYSTEM THAT SAVES
An oarsman, who must bail when he

should row, can not expect to win ag'ainst
one who races in a leakless boat.

Regal factory methods and selling sys-
tem eliminate enough leaks, waste and
needless expense, to aggregate a satis-

factory profit. It also saves — to wearers— the four usual profits between tanner
and consumer.
The net result is a $6.00 shoe for $3.50.

Send for sclf-meaHurcmi-nt blank and cataloirue.

A. S. VANDEQRIFT. MANAamm

The regal SHOE
222 WEST THIRD ST., BRADBURY BLOCK

LOS ANBELES, CAL.



Tovirisi

"The Aogelus," Los Aug-eles.

The
"
Knutsford" Hotel, Salt I^ake City.

THe A.n^elus.
— American and Europeai

plans. Corner Fourth and Spring: Streets, Lo

Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and eleg-ant. Th

newest of the first
- class hotels of the State

Opened Dec. 28, 1901, by G. S. Holmks, als

proprietor of

THe Rnutsford,
Salt Lake City.

Tourists and others going Eastward will fin

that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake City ca

be most pleasurably spent. The "Knutsford"!

the only new fire-proof hotel, for the better clas

of trade, in the city. Every place of interest i

nearby this hotel. Do not be misled, but check you

baggage direct to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake Cit)

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet o
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone addressing

G. S. Hoi^MES, Proprietor.

The "Fremont" Hotel.

Fremont Hotel.—America

plan. Opened October 1, 1902. Co

ner Fourth and Olive Streets, L<

Angeles.

The newest and most elegantly a;

pointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broadwa
i

on an eminence commanding a chart

ing vista of the city, and offering

its patrons the benefits of purest ai

prompt and courteous service, and

cuisine unequalled in points of exce

lenee anywhere, and at reasonab

rates.

For terms address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor,



Jlotels
jTKe "We Stminster.—American and Euro-

i^^^n plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

Aii?eles.

'Every modern comfort and convenience that can

l|-(found in any hotel and at the most reasonable

ce.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

oticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

sterly manner in which the minutest details

e been taken up and dealt with are apparent

•oughout the whole house, every attention being

en to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

tel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

F. O. Johnson, Proprietor.

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster,"

Otel i\rcadia, Santa Monica-by-the-Sea, Cal.

On a picturesque liifirli bluff, overlookinsr a wide expanse of blue sea,

tituated the famous Hotel Arcadia, whose strictly first-class service,

iplete and modern appointments, hot and cold salt water baths, srolf,

lalK, boatinff, bowlinir, fishing and delightful drives, unite in makinir

itm pleasure resort, ideal and complete.

totel iV^edondo, Redondo Beach, Cal.

This elerant hotel (under the management of R. W. Taj-lor, formerly
til Hotel del Coronado), is nniversally recog^nized as one of the "crown-

|r effort*" of hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Of its 225 rooms, every one is an ontside room with open rrate, hot

i4 Cold water, and a snnny exposure at some hour of the day. It has

trator, private baths and first-class bowlinir alleys, while its spacious
til room, open billiard room, orchestra, eleirant parlors and dininir

fo« have won for it the well-deserved title of "Queen of the Pacific."

It adjoins the largest carnation garden in the world, and boasts the

ttt fishing on the coast.

**
th these hotels are equally distant (18 miles) from Los Angeles
liich they are connected by a 30-min. trolley service and frequent
on the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Redondo steam railways,

iiperiority of this suburban service renders thete hotels vantage

. absolutely without a rival, for sightseers, as there is scarcely a

r county in Southern California that a ffuest may not visit and re-

ii<- same day if he wishes.

There are no other places in Southern California with a climate more
qaable, being considerably warmer than any of the interior towns, with
be extremes of night and day far lets marked.

For rates and further information, address

A. D. Wkight. Proprietor.

Hotels "Arcadia" and "Redondo.'
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Artistic

Tailoring
AT MODERATE

PRICES

We carr}' a full line of all Imported and Domestic Woolens. Good

Workmanship and Perfect Fit Guaranteed. Watch our window displays.

GLOBE WOOLEN COMPANY
C. L. OTTO, Manager

200 S. BROADWAY (Opposite Y. M. C. A.) LOS ANOELUS

Tlic Wive

Power

THE E. M. M. CURA-
TIVE COMPANY
have established their

Institute, 529 South

Broadway, this city,

where every appliance

known to the science ot

Electro Therapeutics
is to be found.

0( me New

(entury
Diseases are treated by

Musical Vibration,

combined with all forms

of Electricity.

Convalescents from

acute exhausting

diseases or any low

state of health will be

surely benefited by
this treatment.

ALL FORMS OF NELRVOUS DISEASES -Insomnia, Nervous Exhaustion, Hyste-
ria, Neuralsria, Rlieumatism, Brig-ht's Disease, Lumbagro, Brain Fair, Functional Heart Derange-
ments, Migraine, Diseases of the Skin. Bronchitis and all Throat Diseases, Paralysis, Dyspepsia
and Functional Derangements of the Alimentary Canal, Locomotor Ataxia, Cervical and Lum-
bar Backaches of Women, Epilepsy.

Appointments can be made by Phone MAIN &'4C>

E. M. M. CURATIVE CO.. 529 S. BROADWAT



TYPICAL

WESTERN PICTURES

Views of California and Ari-

zona Landscapes, Indians, Grand

Canyon of th2 Colorado, Missions

and Monks of California, Yosem-

ite Valley, and all points of inter-

est on Pacific Coast lines of tourist

travel. Unmounted Prints for

the album, Souvenir Photograph=
ic Novelties, magnificent 5epia

Enlargements for framing.
The Standard line of Western

Views.

For sale in all high grade sta-

tionery, curio and art stores.

PITNAM & VALENTINE
PtlOTOGRVPriERS

LOS ANGELES, C4LlfORNIA

THE STANDARD
PHOTOMETER

This is a new one, and i>erhaps the
most needed article in the Pboto-
irraphic art today.

I'kk;!-: Ti IJoi.t^AKH

This new dfvice meaHuren liiflit as a ther-
mometer mcaHures heat ; gives the correct ex-
posure inntantly retrantlesH of how p<x>r the
light may be. ThiH in the first time in the his-

tory of photography that it has been poftsible to
measure litfht correctly. Every instrnment is

tfuaranteed. Can be carried in the vest |K>cket.
AhIc your dealer for it or aend to us direct.

The Photometer Ck).

Cures While You Sleep

Wlcoping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fall to use Cresolene for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that tiiere is nothing better. Creso-
lene is a toon to Asthmatics.

.An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALI. DRUGGISTS

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.
180 Pulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

UnnoT-r lli.DO. Ham KxAxniHon. Oai..

FINE
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LENSES
We have the finest and most

complete line of hi^h-grade

photographic lenses in the

West. Why wait for weeks
when you can get what you
want in a few days ?

We lidve dll sizes ol Goerz. Zeiss, Bausch

& Lomb, Oundldch, and other line lenses

Send for descriptive price lists

and catalogues.

KIRK. CEARY & (0.

HE Geary Street San francisco



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

CHOICE OF THREi: ROUTHS
"OGDEN"
"SHASTA" and

"SUNSET"

Are You Goin^ East ?

Are You Going West ?

If so, look up the question carefully,

and you will see that the

SoutHern
Pacific

Gives you the best comforts possible, also the opportunity of

seeingr the mountain scenery of the Rockies, which is grand,

beyond description.

ANY AGE-NT will give you
information and literature illustrative

of your journey. Ask him for

particulars, or write

G. A. PARRYNS, Asst. G. F. &i P. A.
261 S. Spring St., Los Angeles.

©:g)i©M©i©i©©^©:©:WB^©:mm:©i©i©:mm



E. B. RICE Sl SOM T. E. B. Rice
H. B. Rick

ission Agts.

pirated and Non-irriirated Farmina- Lands, improved
and unimproved, in Turlock Irrigation District
and in all parts of the State.

ceon I St., Bet. 9th and 10th

Real Estate, Insurance

Modesto, Cal.

NGRAVING
for all purposes and by all processes.

We make sugrgrestions and furnish

-\ctches, and are daily sendingr out

.; h-g-rade cuts for particular people.

(Jur plates look well, print well and

wear well.

Note.— We have in stock thousands of half-tones and zinc

tchin^ used in The LAND OP SUNSHINE. Out West, etc.

ouf liooks at our office. Correspondence invited.

UL P. BERNIIARD & CO.
Tei. Mam 5^57

rED RUBBER STAMPS
Seals, Badges. Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Minute or Two and Your ShJve is TlirouQh

"NEW GEM" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothinjj to learn ; you feel experienced the first time

you use the "'NEW GEM." By its simple arrangement your heard
IS removed easily and without the least likelihood of cuttingthe face.

Stf/i/ at CtitUry Dfaters or dirrct /rum thf factory: Razor in tin

box, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $:i.50; Automatic
Strop Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be sitfiptieii through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.
Dunham, Carringan A.- Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally.

"FLING FLUNG'—A California Game
Hostess : Are you goinj^ to have a company of friends and don't know

what to do to entertain them ?

Rebeccas, Women's Relief Corps, Churches, Societies of any order : Do

you wi.sh to replenish your treasury ? Be the first to have an evening of
"
Fling Flung." It is a story told to 100 scores of music, 16 silkaleen flags

of different nations, 3 reproductions of famous paintings, 2 ribbon puzzles,

7 mounted puzzle pictures of different nations, 25 cards and 2 '*

Fling

Flungs." In a town of 600 inhabitants the Y. P. S. C. E. gave an

evening of "
Fling Flung," and with proceeds bought a piano for Sunday-

School room.

Drop postal for particulars. Box 529, Los Angeles, Cal., Publishers and

Manufacturers of "
Fling Flung,"

riLARE COUNTY, CALIfORNIA
is in the eyes of investors be-

cause of the excellency of her

cheap lands, cheap water and
>rJous climate. Her oranges are in the Eastern market by Thanksgiving and the quality
>e8t. If you are seeking Citrus, Deciduous, Alfalfa or Grape Land —improved or unim-
d -- let me send you a booklet and give you some prices. EXETER is the citrus center

• ntral California. B. FRANK TEAGUE. EXETER, CALIFORNIA

(9
E NEVER OVERLOOK THE LITTLE THINGS in our service that go so far

toward making this the best place to LUNCH OR DINE.
MUSIC AND THK DELICACIES OP DINING

III-1I7 WEST THIRD ST. LEVY'S 263 SOUTH MAIN ST.
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As Printers of ''Out West" and

Other Fine-Qrade Publications,

We are confident we can offer

You something handsome in

Catalogue, Booklet, Circular,

Commercial Work, or anything
In the Printing, Binding and

Engraving crafts—
Something with Individuality,

Distinctiveness and Character.

We would like very much to

Hear from you.

Oi2^t//^l^r^^.

WORKS
113, 115. 117 AND 119 SOUTH BROADWAY

Tel. Main 417 (Rear)
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COLLIER'S
Receipts from subscriptions

for the year ending July Jst,

1902, were $1,560,000,00

more than is paid any

weekly or any monthly in

the world.

Send for Illustrated

Booklet B

P. r. COLLIER Ca SON
NEW \ORI\



The King of Pianos—
the Piano of Kings

STEINWAY
PIANOS

No other name stands for the

same stan(iar<i in piano con-

struction as '*

Steinway."

Its position is

unique. Its

supremacy is un-

questioned. If you
desire to obtain the

highest degree of

excellence in piano
construction there is

no choice — it must
be a Steinway.

Under no other name and
for no other price can
you obtain the same
degrree of excellence.

Kranicli & Bach|Pianos,
Mason & Hamlin Pianos,

Emerson Pianos.
Cecilian Piano Players

GEO. J. BIRKEL COMPANY, STEINWAY AND CECILIAN DEALERS

345-347 South Spring St., Los Angeles, and 1025 Fifth St., San Diego

DIRECT FROM THE RUNS

Sample

of Our

Collections
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OLD JAPAN
Old Japan has an art all its own.

Rich in color eftects—unique
—orien-

tal. You will have a superb ty-:; of

perfect Japanese panel decora: ..i in

our Calendar of Old Japan, 8 inches

wide, 37 inches long, ready for hanging.
The Calendar is yours for just 6

cents in stamps.
Worth more than that in anybody's

art collection.

We offer it, as a token of the excel-

vamMmEsma
and you will find our Calendar of Old

Japan worthy of the name and fame of

its maker.

The "Best" Tonic is good to give
and good to take—a nerve builder and

blood maker—has no equal where one

needs a building up to health.

Send three 2-cent stamps, and you
will receive the prettiest and most dec-

orative art calendar of the year.
Address

PABST EXTRACT DEPARTMENT
Milwaukee, Wis.
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OLUKST AND LARGEST BANK IN

SOUTHERN CAI-IFORNIA

m FflRiRs Ai mmm banks
OF LOS ANGELES Incorporated 1871

$1,569,220.00
7,600,000.00

5,012,302.00
1,124,400.00

Capital, Surplus and Profit*

Deposits
_ - - -

Cash on Hand, and with Bankers -

U. S. and other Bonds and Stocks

OFFICERS

I. W. Hbllman, Pres. H. W. Hbllman, Vice-Pres.

J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charlbs Seyler, Cash r

G. Heimank, Assistant Cashier
M. H. Hbllman, 2nd Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS

W. H. Vcr.'Y
I.N. VauNuys
H. W. Hellman
J. Barnch

I.W. Hellman, Jr.

J. A. Graves
J. F. Francis
Wm. Lacy

O.W. Childs
I. W. Hellman
C. E5. Thorn

Special Safe Deposit Department and Storajre Vaults.

Largest National Bank in Soutkeri California

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Desifirnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400.000

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Deposits 5.000.000

J M Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Prest.

J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story
J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

D. Bicknell
M. Elliott

W. G. Kerckhoff
J. D Hooker

W. C Pattbrsoh, Prest. P. M. Green. Vice-Pres.

Frank P. Rint. Second Vlce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE, Cashier

E. W. COE. AsslsUnt Cashier

O. J. Wiqdal "

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY
SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS

Cof. First and Spring Streets

Capital Stock .

Surplus and Profits over
$500,000.00

190,000.00

Lartrest capital of any National bank in Southern

California. This bank is fortunate in havinjj a strong-

directory and a larg-e list of substantial stockholders.

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES

We wish to notify Southern California

merchants and advertisers that we are now

showing a line of LitHo^rapKed Fans,

Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautiful de-

signs, never surpassed in this section. We

urgently request your inspection of our

samples.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

Ovit West Co.
0£Eices, 115 S. Broad-way

LOS ANGELES

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers will find Oor Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their wants. ^ ^ ^ ^
I30-I36 nior-fcK L.OS ./Krkseles ^-fc.

BAKER Sl HAMILTON

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 2Sc, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Cures
HEADACHES

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

SPANISH
AMERICA

RELATING
CHIEFLY TO

Larg-est Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ll^^^^^J^lLZ^^^l^i
so cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00

or more.

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Angreles.
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Live or Die
You Win !

One of the best features in the policies of

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

is that you do not have to " die to win."
All policies written by the Society afford double

protection, that is :

They protect you against want in your old age, and
they protect your family in the event of your dying-.

If you take out a Gold Bond policy, the protection
extends still further:
You or your family can live on the interest of the

Bonds.

Very few women have a good business training.
And if, at your death, your wife should be left a

large sum of money, the chances are that a portion of
that money would be lost before it was safely and

advantageously invested.
If you had taken out a Gold Bond policy she would

get five per cent interest for twenty years, then the
face of the Bonds.

/\« 1 !• UOnCS^ Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. A. M. JO^ES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Anieles, California

PleaM send me full information and price list of the Gold Bonds of tlie Equitable
Society.

I was born the day of 18

NAME
;

Address



Hamblen Cowley Eaton
Warren, Pennsylvania.

I am sending you a photo-

graph of our son, Hamblen

Cowley Eaton. At birth he

weighed 9 pounds ;
at four

w^eeks 6 3-4, and we feared and

all our friends were certain we
would lose him, but we began
the use of Mellin's Food, and

now^ every one says
" a typi-

cal Mellin's Food baby." We
are confident Mellin's Food
saved his life.

MRS. FRED C. EATON,
W^arren, Pa.

A Sample of Mellin's Food Sent Free

MELLIN'S FOOD CO., Boston, Mass.

ARTISTIC
I

UPHOLSTERING
We show a comprehensive line of parlor, library,

hall and dining-room sets— also odd pieces
— which

we upholster to suit the general scheme of the

apartment in which they are to find a place.
The Colonial Pieces are shown both in the pol-

ished and in the dull finished mahogany. The
showing of Pure Gold Leaf Furniture is the most

complete shown on the Pacific Coast.

A complete line of covering materials including
many exclusive imported pieces, and we are pleased
to submit estimates for the entire draping and up-
holstering of an establishment.

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
4-39-441-443 S. Spring St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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omfort
Powder

HrOICINAL

rOIIiET *'">

WHY IT IS THE BEST.
Because It is a scientific preparation in Po^^er

form, unequaled in its ability to prevent and lieal all

iuUamed and uncomfortal)le conditions of the sKln.

It will not harm the most delicate skin, yet it has

powerto heal the most obstinate skin afTections.and
Is unquestionably the best tol?«t and nursery
powder in the world. It is unequaled for

Runbnrn. Eruptions of the Skin. Chafing,
Prickly Heat, After a Bath, to Prevent Per-

spiration Od«.rs. After a Shave.Tired. Aching
F«et. in th«- Si«k-Ko<.in : in fact, for all Skin
Affections it is a Healing Woniler.
POK SALE AT TOILET AND DKTTO STORES. 260. A BOX.

7/ YnrUS floea »ot k'ep it, take no other, but
Brntl •!•; cfiit* to the foinfort I'ovder Co., Hart-
foril. Conn., and rereire box, pott-paid.

onsene

:>1.M<, an iMcomplctc mUture oat aicldent-
I thr l«ck of the hand, and nn washini; after-

\ere<\ that the liair wa* cmnpletely removed.
"• :, -1 ir,r new illKovery MODKNK. It i« alisolulely
haTinl<-s<i. t«rt w<irk« »ure rcMilla. Apply for a few nilnutn and
It.<- lijfr 'll%a|.pean a« If by nUffic. iT CANNOT FAIL If
Ihr i;r'.wth he Il|{ht. one appllcarioo will remove If ; the heavy
ifT'.wih. vjf h a« the l>eard rir (trowth on mole*, may require two
<t more

api>lkationi.
and withfwt tliithte^t Injury or unpleasant

feelint; when ap(>lle<l rir ever afterward.

Modent tupersrdti tU<trolysii.

Lsfd by people of refhwflwat, Mtf recoanetded by all

wiM have tested Kt Merltt.
'

'py mall. In ufety manincoaea faecurely
;>( of ||.nn|.er lK4tle. Send money by letter,
!re<.« written plainly. FoWge rtaiiip* taken.

\-Hl> C.HNBKAL Kr.WKTS WAKTKD
M>i>i i; MANUFACrrURINO GO.

\'"v^, ee, CtwoinitAXi, Ohio
> .FRY BOTTLR (a'AR ANTEP.IJ

•^H» off^r $1,000 for filife or tbe Slightest njury

ORANGEINE
Promptly Cures

••GRIP," COLDS, ASTHMA,
Headache, AH Pain, Dyspepsia,
Biliousness, Neuralgia,

**

Nerves,'*

Depression, Blues, Indigestion,

,**Half Sick," "Out of Sorts" Condition,

BUILDS TISSUE
Offsets Wear and Tear

Set>s t^he System Rights,

PREVENTS
Little Ills Becoming Serious Ailments

Testimony from Chicago where first publicly in-

troduced and best known:
I>r. .U. II. Aiiplnwull.ManaKerEeeley Institute, London,

England, formerly of Chicago, says:
"
'OranReine' defies

all precedent, in its prompt relief from minor ailments,
and its far reaching rextoration in cases of extreme
debility."

Rev. Ferolval Mcliitlro, Rector of the Church of the
Redeemer, Chica((0, says: "I have used 'OranReine' aJmoKt
constantly, and find it works on nie like magic, Kives
strength and cures my coUIk and headaches."

Mr. C II. BoUt<.>r, Manager of Sprague, Warner &. Com-
pany's Foreign Department, Chicago, says: "Whenever I
feel myself exhauHted or have taken a sudden cold, I take
an 'Orangeine' powder. As a tonic it is excellent. lam
never without it, at home or at the office."

Ml«» llurrlft Fiilmor. Sunt. Visiting Nurse Association,
Ohicftgo,«ayH: "I am glad to add mj testimony to the long
list of those who have found relief in 'Orangeine.'"
Mloa Ceolllu Loflua. the distlngntshed actress said, on

her recent visit to Chicago: "I knew 'Orangeine' long
before it was publicly Introduced ; have used it ever since,
and consider it a great blessiugiit acta like sunshine to
tired nerves."

Mr. II. f*. Bunker, of Bunker A Cochran, Commission
Merchants. Union Stock Yards, says: "Enclosed please
find $1.00, for a large box of your valuable 'Orangeine.' I

use a great deal of It for my snippers, as they often suffer

from headaches, being out all night on cars with stock."

Mlaa Beaale Pe«-I. expert stenographer for the prominent
law firm, Me«»r». Hamlin k Hoyden, Chicago, says, after

three jeara' tise of "Orangeine:' "I keep it always within

reach, to offset fatigue, chill or exposure. As a result I did
not have a single cold all lust winter."

Dr. Edwar4 R Kellogc. Stewart Building, Chicago,
whose succeas as a nose, throat and ear spectallst is widely
known throughout the west, says:

" 'Orangeine 1* a grand
prescription: If promptly administered at the outset of
cold or grip. It will entirely abort attack and allay distresi^

ing symptoms."
One of the busleat women In Chicago, Mr^ II. M. Bailey,

says:
" 'Orangeine* an<weni the breadwiniiem prayer. In

giving relief and strength in thehoorof need."

A prominent Chicago lady writwi: "I wish every mother
oonid know the preTontlve power of 'Orangeine' tor their

children; I use half powders, and many a cold, headache,
earache and bilious attack have I averted by its prompt
application."

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.
Orangeine is a harmleM powder of well-known

remedies balanced by years of test. Sold in E.'ic, TiOc

and $1.00 packaftes. On receipt of 2c po«»aKO we
will mail lOc trial packape KREE with full direc-

tions, com position mid dpscription of its wide
human infliif^nro. .M-to 'Tlnl) OfTfr."

07ANCEINE CHEMICAL CO.,
19 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO.
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New Rugs Daily
Our Rug Stock is always new— the best products of

American looms. The handsomest patterns both in large

and small rugs. The choicest fall color effects in both light

and dark shadings. Not a pattern here this season that you knew last year. Not a

pattern that is anything but artistic and clever. Rugs small enough for the smallest

place in the smallest room. Rugs large enough to cover the entire floor of the larg-

est room— for hall, library, den, dining room, living room and bed room.

THE LARGEST COLLECTION
OF TURKISH RUGS
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles Furniture Co. trk^,^^

RATTAN

FURNITURE
AT WHOUESALE

PRICES

There is a growing demand for
Rattan Furniture that will stand
hard wear the year around. We
are making the strongest and
most graceful Rattan articles that
have ever been offered. Our
HANGING SETTEE is the most
comfortable, artistic and correct

piece ot furniture that could be
suggested for a "den" or living
room. Very strong; hand-woven
of best imported rattan, on simple
graceful lines.

Another popular article is our RATTAN HOUSE TRUNK—
light, dust-proof, self-ventilating, handsomely lined, fitted with
casters. Keep your clothes in l>etter condition than a cedar chest.
Make excellent window seats. Our designs are new and original.WE MAKE TO ORDER anything in rattan or willow. All goods
soid on approval, freight prepaid, direct from factory. tVe
have no agents or dealers. Write us for free catalog of Settees,
Couches, House Trunks, etc.

•••••''""""""""""

luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuHV^. ^£

Rattan House Trunks

P^^Kfc,

Hanging Settee

RATTAN NOVELTY CO., 136 E. South St., Indianapolis, Ind.

The Interior

fittings determine ttie

cozlness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
talce advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...flttractlve Homes

A PURE LIVE MOUNTAIN WATER. RHONE JOHN 8211
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Staub's Fine Footwear
The finest footwear brought to the Pacific Coast is sold at Staub's.

We are sole agents in Los Angeles for Nettleton's Fine Shoes for

Men. We sell exclusive styles in other shoes for men and women —
manufactured by the best shoemakers. Send us j'our exact size and
the amount j-ou want to pay, and we will send you the best shoe for

the money possible to buy.

C. M. STAUB SHOE CO
255 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES

nnt TUBES AKE NOT I

WM EN you want to enjoy atisolute Immunity from foot trouble, you'll educate yourself to using LEADAM'S SHOE TREES. They add
life to shoe-wear and add comfort to shoe-life. The Irverage does it. The tree slips snui;ly Into position—takes the curl out of the toe,

flailcns the sole and keein out hard ridges. Takes stiffness out of wet shoes. Ask your dealer for Leadam's Shoe Tree—the name's on every
pair. lion't !« "

roped in
"
with sul>stuutes.

For Sale by C. M. Staub Co., 255 S. Broadway, Los Anireles, Cal.; Wetherby, Kayser Shoe Co., 215 S. Broad-
way, LosAnifeles. 59 E. CoIoradoSt., Pasadena, Cal.: Rosenthal Bros. (Inc.). 107 Kearney St., San Francisco

Modernness is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

— date laundry equipment in the West, and includes——^^———^^^—^—
facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Phone Main 635.

Empire Laundry
H9 5. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES StthftctlM GwrMteed

Ramona Toilet 3oA p bv^J^wmV^^
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In happy homes, wherever found.
One hears the Washburn's merry sound

THEY PLAY

WASHBURN

MANDOLINS
GUITARS A'J^ BANJOS.
Unequaled for Tone, Durability

and Workmanship.
We will gladly send free a beautiful Art

Souvenir Catalogue and "Facts About The
Mandolin" and "How to Play The Man-
dolin" if you will send us your address on
a postal card.

LYON & HEALY,
isr Adams St.
Chicago.

The World's Largest Ilasic House. Sells "FAerj-thlng Kn

acopy for 50c. 75c. $1.00
SHEET MUSIC

Century Edition is the only en-

graved and lithographed publication
of standard sheet music ever sold at

10c. a copy. Equal to any foreign or

domestic edition for which you pay
50c. and $1.00. Over 1,000,000 copies
sold last year. Every composition

guaranteed genuine and correct. Here
are ten titles chosen from a thousand .

Send trial order ; money refunded if

dissatisfied.

Vocal—K athleenMavoureen
(Crouch), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c. My
Love is Like a Red Rose (Bums), reg.

price 50c.: ours 10c. Old Oaken Buck-
et (Turner), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c.

Toreador Song, from " Carmen "
(Biz-

et), reg. price 60c.; ours 10c.

INSTRUMENTAL— Air De Ballet,

"Callirhoe" (Chaminade), reg. price
40c.; ours 10c. Flower Song (Lange),

reg. price 50c.; ours 10c. How So Fair, from the oiJera
"Martha" (Krug), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c. Mandolina
Mexican Serenade (Langcy), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c.

Swedisl- Wedding March (Sodermann), reg. price 40c.;

ours 10c. Wine, Woman Song, waltz (Strauss), reg. price
50c.; ours 10c.

ITQcp —Valuable catalogue, containing a thousand
l\LC titles of standard music. Also duos for man-

dolin, guitar, violin and piano, sold at 10c. a copy.

Ceitury Music Publishing Co., 1 8 E. 22d St. , New York

We can save you one hundred dollars

or more on any good piano in our store

if you will purchase before we remove

to our NEW BROADWAY BUILDING

THe largest
SM

Ilie Best Mikes

Ever shown West of Chicago. Now is

the time to make your selections for

Christmas presentations.

All Wind dnd String

Instruments also at

Reduced Prices

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third St.

Los An&eles, California

SAN DIEGO STORE: 1015 Fifth Street

SAN BERNARDINO STORE: 507 Third Street

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Vs-

<

Music is a mode of expression. The piano is the most universal method of expressing tlie liest

tntjsic. The very name "Piano-forte" means that the instrument is a method of expressing in music

widest range of emotion and feeling. A Chickering Piano is the most perfect, the most com-

•e, most sensitive and resp<msive means of musical expression ever placed before the music lovers

of any country. Our Quakter-Grand is the smallest Grand embodying modem principles ever made.

^w iUuttrattd catalogue will he trut oh af>piicatiOH

Kn-ABUSHED 1833

M mufactured s«jlely by CHICKERING & SONS, Pianoforte Makers,

798 Trvmont Street, Boston, Mais.
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!'.f^ %

Brown's Electro Vibratory Water Finder
This Scientific Apparatus will Locate Running Water in the Earth.

Broad Process Patents Allowed. County Rights with Complete Outfit, $J00 for each County.

Send for 'Descripii've ^Circular. Address

FRED H. BROWN. 135 South Avenue 64, LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

€€

Arts and Crafts'*

Furniture

Artistic handicraft has combined simplicity with fine propor-

tion; honest material with sound construction. "Arts and Crafts"

furniture is the most noticeable furniture that has ever resulted

from the brains and hands of men.
We control these g'oods in this territory. There is only one

factory which turns out the g-enuine "Arts and Crafts" groods.

This factory was theorig-iuator of the style.

"Arts and Crafts" furniture is made of beautiful figrured ash, a wood which shows its grain to best

advantage. Acid stains are used on the wood and in this way the fig'ures formed by the grains are fully

broug-ht out. This finish produces a flat, antique effect and imparts a sort of g-low to the wood which is

unlike any other finish. Most of the pieces are in weathered or fumed brown, a color which is soft and
rich. The cushion covering's of the upholstered pieces are made of various materials, but Spanish leather

is most g-enerally used.

"Arts and Crafts" pieces are appropriate for den, library, dining room, hall and other rooms where
novelties in furniture are appropriate.

The prices are no higher than are asked for the ordinary styles of good furniture.

BARKER BROTHERS
420-424 SoxitH Spring St. LOS ANGELES



MAN CANNOT

IMPROVE

NATURE.
Man has not yet succeeded
in his attempt to paint the
lily or perfume the rose. The

white Hour miller has, however,
•iitempted to improve ujxjn the
vVhole Wheat as a food and failed
because he has taken apart awav
from a perfect whole.

SHREDDED
WS^T BISCUIT

U the wheat, the whole wheat, and nofhina but the wheat. It is a Naturally Orpanized Food, that is, con-
tains all the properties in correct proportion necessary to nourish every element of ihe human body. "Soft
cooked' cereals are swallowed with little or no mastication and, therefore, the teeth are robbed of their

necessary—NATURAL—exercise, causing- weakne.ss and decay. Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit being
crisp, compels vigorous mastication and induces the NATURAL flow of saliva which is necessary for
NATURAL digestion. Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit builds Strong: Bodies and Sound Teeth, end
makes possible the Natural Condition of Health.

Sold by all grocers. Sendfor ''TTie Vital Question^' Cook Book (free.) Address

The Natural Food Co., Niagara Fails, n. y.

THE PERFECT DESSERTJELLY
NONE MADE THATS AS GOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
I PACKAGE BROMANCELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

^vof^^
LEMON ORANGE CHERRY
RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY— AT YOUR GROCERS —

STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK

JREE-Me^nd^ome Booklet of Recipes

r
CALIFORNIA

CRYSTALLIZED

FRUITS
We crystallize about twenty
different kinds of fruits,

from strawberries and apri-
cots to whole navel oranges.

They are perfectly pre-
served and keep indefinitely.

Packed assorted in fancy
boxes ready to mail. Send
a tx)x to your friends. A
very appropriate souvenir of

California. J^lV* Mail
orders attended to promptly.

WELLS CINDY CO.

i^
447 S. SPRING ST.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. J
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UnsigKtly
Hair j£^ j^
on tHe Face, NecK or Arms is

.>s unnecessary as it is disfigur-
ing. If you are sensitive, not liking'
t(j ask anybody about it, and feel afraid
to use loudly advertised articles, too

many of which seriously irritate and
injure the skin, you are invited to try

BAZIN'S
DEPILATORY POWDER
a standard preparation used for over 30
years by society leaders and known in the drugr

trade as a strictly lefifitimate article. Bazin's

has been awarded the highest (rold medals in

the United States and Great Britain. Bazin's is

simple, effective, harmless. Why pay exorbit-

ant prices for wonhless "
hair removers" when

Bazin's can be had for 50 cents anywhere? Re-

fnse substitutes. If yon prefer to pay direct, we
will send full size packatre in a plain wrapper,

by mail, postpaid, for the price. Address

HALL &i RUCKEL, New YorK
(Established 1848)

SOZODONT
Tooth

Pcwder
BIG BOX. 25c
At the request of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an an.ilysis of Van Bus-
kirk's SozoDONT, which I

purchased in open market
in this city. The analysis
shows that there isnothinir
in it injurious to the teeth or
fiTums, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-
septics, cleansinsr agrents
and preservatives.
Hbrbbrt M. Hill, Ph. D.,

Analytical Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, N. Y.

80Z0D0NT Tooth Powdkr, used in

conjunction with Sozodont lyiQUiD,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Each, 25
cents

; large sizes together, 75 cents ;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should be declined.

HALL &i RUCnE-L. New TorK

:&:£> 6^:£^:e^ 6f:&:6f:£^i^:^:oQ)M© 6?:£^^^^

tlodaK
Simplicity
and Kodak film quality have

made the Kodak way the

sure way in picture taking.

$5.00 to $75.00

EASTMAN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS will be found in the most

complete assortment in our stock.

Write for Catalogues and Printed

Matter^ or for any article in the

Photographic Line. We have it in

stock, or will secure it
—and the price

will be right.

Blue Print Cloth— 12x36 inchci.

mailed for 40c.— ready for your neg-
ative*. No chemical! required. Ez-

po«c the cloth, then wash out in clear

water.

Fred E. Nuiisey & (o.

4'OC> S. Broad-way
LOS ANGELES

Wholesale and Retail Deafer in Photo-

graphic Supplici, Camera! and Kodaki
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I Tlie Windsor Boudoir
is a very quiet, refined place, where one can have their skin

treated, all blemishes removed, heavy chins reduced, and youth
and beauty restored by facial massage and other teatments*

We have a most wonderful SKIN FOOD SPECIAL
which prevents the skin from getting flabby, and removes the

wrinkles^

Then our SKIN FOOD for keeping the pores in a very
fine condition, and as a cleanser. There is really nothing to

equal it.

Then in addition is our PURE ALMOND MEAL for

bathing the face. It whitens and gives the face a youthful
look.

We have as a fine lotion for toning up the skin, the

ORANGE FLOWER WATER. When the face is thor-

oughly dried, a little SKIN TONIC should be rubbed in.

Follow all this with our DIANA LOTION. It takes

the place of powder, giving the face a rested look. Don^t be

without it on your dressing table. If you are going out and
want to look exceptionally fine use DIANA either in pink or

white.

If your pores have enlarged so as to look badly, and you
desire to bring them back quickly, use PORINE.

Should your eyebrows be scanty, use OUR WATER
COLOR to beautify both the eyebrows and eyelashes.

Many ladies write us and want to know what our ROSE
TINT is. It is a most delightful tint for bringing back
nature^s color. Cannot be detected, and only creams will re-

move it.

OUR MAIL ORDER BUSINESS is extensive, and a

two-cent stamp will reach us, and we will gladly furnish you
any information you would require.

Windsor Boudoir, 7 E. 46th St., N.Y.
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As Time

is the stuff

Life's made of,

take

it from an

Elgin

Watch
the timekeeper of a

lifetime—the world's

standard pocket time-

piece. Sold every-

where; fully guaran-
teed. Booklet free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

ELx:rN, Illinois.

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does airav entirely witli all startInK anri

runnlDK Mtterint. their annoyance an<l

expense. No l>ell— no switch— no l>at-

teries. Can tie attacheH to any engine
DOW uninic batteries, l-ully i{uarantee<l :

write for descriptive latalu);.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.

42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind

AID RDMCM ^V'e arc tnakin(r atid sellinif the**'" oriuon ^^^ ^j.^ Y^, (^ ^^ Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the
artlftt to do better work and nave
time. No ntudio complete with-
out it. Circulars free.

AddresH.AIR B8USN MFG. CO.,

ART WORK ^15NassanStreet, Rockford, 111.,

I
i

Shoes

for Women
Cheaper shoes can't

be as good. They are not

as economical in a year's

buying as Radcliffe Shoes.

Examine fall and wlntPr Iladcllflte

BboeH at your dealer's. If he should
not have tbetn send us his name and
get book of shoe stylw, free.
For renewing and preserving hIioch

use only Kndrliflc Shoe DrenNlns.
TUK KAIK LIKKK HIIOK CO.,

Dept. 88. Itocton, Mum.

sS
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PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with grood water
rifirhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

?EAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE, LOy

iNV^STMENTI
16 S. Raymond Ave.,

Pasadena, Cal.
US S. Broadway
Los Angreles, Cal.

PORTERVILLE

(itrus dnd Dedduous froits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE. CALifORWiA

Offers better inducements to the Homeseelcer
than any other portion of tfie United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
RORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES

209 Orange Street

For reliable information as to cost,
care and culture of Redlands
Orangre Groves, call on or address

C H. FOWLER
Redlanda, Cal.

FRESNO

Homeseekers send for price list and pamphlets of
CALIFORNIA FERTILE LANDS. Opportunities unsur-
passed ; all transportation rebated to settlers.
Write at once.

SHEPHERD <e TEAGUE
1123

"
J " Street, Fresno, California

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

For Salb at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledg-e of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grrove or a house or a g-ood paying-

business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN R. RISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. Redlands, Cal.

LOS ANGELES

We Sell the Earth

BASSETT & SMITH
We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard an^

Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlel

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
NOLAN & SMfTH BLOCK LOS ANGELES, CAl

I.J^i»v&MHM!HB!

THE SACRAMENTO VAI.J.EY
is picturesque, healthfuland productive. Nobdow
or ice, richest soil, abundant water, direct trans-

portation everywhere, advantages of modem Sac-
ramento city, local or Eastern markets and every
inducement tosettlersandinvestors. Produces
everytliing grown from New England to Flor-
ida. All products reach highest perfection and
mature early. Write for official illustrated
booklets containing California information and
descriptions; also statistics on all fruit and agri-
cultural subjects to Manager CliamlJer of
Commerce,. 800 IC St. Sacramento, Cal.

Los Angeles Hay Storage Co
WHOLESALE

HAY AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
335 Central Avenue t „ a „^^-r*,
Tel. Main 1596 -UOS ANGELEi

AX ALL.
DRUG STORES
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Belfast /nbceb
Linen Underwear—for Children

For Children, BELFASTMESH makes the Ideal Body Garments.

Children who wear this fabric enjoy almost entire freedom from colds

and tlie doctors' most frequent winter calls are to attend children who
have "

caught cold.
" The change to ^^

Belfast Mesh" maybe made at

any time by man, woman or child without danger of catching cold.

Made in two styles, (i) Natural linen (buff) recommended as more
durable and absorbent. (2) Bleached—the linen bleached white.

.SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK-lt is handsome and convincing. It goes into the subject
thoro.ighly and explodes the "wool for warmth" theory in short order. It ;s designed for

thinking people who desire comfort with health. The only forcible objection to the other
mesh iinderwears has been that they

" ivcar out too quickly ." We guarantee that Belfast
Mesh will wear to the satisfaction of the purchaser or refund money.

Sold by all dealers or sent direct by mail if your dealer won't supply it.

THE BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO.. 330 Mechanic St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

w

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

HRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

been ased for over SIXTY YEARS by
[ILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
>I»EN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
"JCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
IS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
[ND COLIC, and in the best remedy for

>IARRH(KA. Sold by DrufroriHtH in every
Ut Of the world. Be snre and ask for "Mrs.
rinslow's Soothing Syrup," and take no other'

ad. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
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FREE
EXPRESS
CHARGES

Send nsvourname and ftddreBS. We will Ben'l you FFVGE
postpaidJOof our Florentine Butterfly Pins. Fimly eold
finished, with center Imported richly cut jewel, settinprs are

reproductions of solid irold desif^ns One million already
sold. Greatest seller on earth. Sells at sight for 10c. eac)'.

One agent writes: "I sold 30 in one-half an hour. Send
more. Customers waiting." When you sell the 30 pins
at 10c. each, send us the 83.00 and we send you this hand-
some latest style trimmed hat, or glre you your own
CHOICE OF 100 OTHER UCEFUL PRESENT?
shown on our premium list sent wita the gooas.
The hat is this season's newest production made of

broadcloth trimmed by expert milliners, over a bucl:ram
frame, trimmed with two stylishly draped bands of black
elTet with four rows ofwhite sill: stitching, niso six wings
and handsome imported steol buckle. Like thousands o'

others you will be astonished when you see it. Wonld
retail for #5.00 anywhere. We prepay all express
oharKes on all presents. Costs you aboolntcly nothing
from start to finish. Send yoiir order to-day. Adrlress,

HAND MFe. CO., Dept. 846( CHICAGO.

It's a good plan to

have a bottle or two of

NAVELADE
in the house if you are feeling poorly
—it will be found delightfully refresh-

ing. It is really an invaluable health

builder. Don't cost much — pints
25c., quarts 45c. If you cannot get
it from your grocer, write,

Los Angeles FruitJuice Co.
219 Nevo High St.

BEAUTIFUL

SOUTHERN

(ALIEORNIA

POINSETTIAS

IN WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Poinseltia

Artist

0. L. M'laifl

13x25—$6.00

SIZB
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*' NotHin^ so Rare as Resting or\ Air"

The Pneumatic Mattress
AN IDEAL BED

I will have all my mattresses blown up, not stuft. Down is too hard."—Ben Jonson.

^g '^' "^^
,^ —'"^10 '^ ^^[i»^' ""'•-L^i* ^.-=^1^^^ ^ nMK

i"^iIE PNEUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

, sui)erior to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pneu-

matic Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby restinjr all parts equally. Did you ever

ik how unsanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
substance of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airinc will remove anjr disease (jrerms that may have

red there. Nothing can enter the Air Mattress. It Is the only sanitary mattress In existenct. There is no place for

it to lodg-e ; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turningr, as air never mats down. It is

Tiys smooth and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regulated

my decree of hardness or softness by admitting or expellinsr a little air. It weighs when deflated about 18 pounds.

We make these mattresses in three sizes : %, Kand full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided length,

e in centre, thus if two people sleep toirether and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, t)oth can be accom-

dated.

N* Sfrtot* are reqnired with the Air Mattress; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary

td slats on wood beds.

rafeWty : The air sack is protected by a covering of the t>e8t quality tickingr. With ordinary care this mattress

||l
last a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can l)e easily repaired.

I DFF TD I A I
^° *"'* ^^^ ^^ ***** ***'^ mattress will trive universal satisfaction that we will send you

KCC 1 KIAL one and allow you to use it THIRTY NIGHTS. If you do not find it the best mattress you
—^—^^^————— ever slept oa, or do not like it for any reason, return it and we will pay shippintr charires

ays and refund your money. Price $22.00 up according to size, includinir air pump and slats. Delivered.

OR BABIES OnrCrib Mattress is a deliirht to babies and a joy to mothers, it CBt be Cleaned with a sponge.

.^_^_^^__^ Half baby's cryinar and fretting- will t>e avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat-

Price $11.00, delivered.

Good for Invalids

have used a Pneumatic MattreMs for a patient whoe nnder my care from a honpital that had nothintr
; excelsior mattreHscH. She had seven larire bed
ea on her body. The first niirht she used yonr mat-
M, she slept all niifht without an opiate—somethinir
! had not done for six weeks—and has had no further
able, except the tedionsness of their healinir.

A. J. HODGSON, M. D., Waukbsha. Wis.

American Steamship Line Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure in statinsr that the Pneumatic Mattresses
on American line steamships Paris and New York have
been very satisfactory in every way and we will never
outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. For some
time we carried a number of hair mattresses on the ships,
In case people preferred them to air mattresses, but have
ceased doing so as they are never required.

C. A. GRISCOM,
Manager of the International Navigation Co.

Our illustrated t>ooklet,
"
Evolution of the Air Bed" and Catalog C of Pneumatic Cushions, Pillows, Yacht

(blons, etc., sent free on request by mentioning Onr West.

^EUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway. New York. N. Y.. U. S. A.

Factory at Readlni^, Mass.
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R̂ 97 Hniirc ^os anoeles
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BY

Pacific Coast Steamstiip Co.

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9.00 a.m.

STATK OF CAL Thursdays,
" "

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angei^es : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10.00 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Sundays,
" "

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Columbia, Seattle and Alaska

W. PARRIS, Agent C, D. DUNANN,
328 S. Spring St. GENERAL AGENT

LOS ANGELES, CAL. SAN FRANQSCO, CAL.



FAST TWIIN-SCREW PASSENGER STEA/VIERS

:T0

FROM BOSTON DIRECT

MEDITERRANEAN
GIBRALTAR

NAPLES
and GENOA

The mammoth Twin-Screw Steamers,
"
CO/WMONWEALTH," 13,000 tons, and

" NEW ENGLAND." 11,400 tons, make regular sailings from
BOSTON to the above ports and through

TO

ALEXANDRIA
EGYPT=

"NEW ENGLAND," Dec. 6th, Jan. 17th, Feb. 28th.

•COflHiWONWEALTH," Jan. 3rd, Feb. 14th, Mar. 28th.
Berthing lists now open.

Send for Illustrated booklet.

Regular Service to GIBRALTAR, Naples and Genoa

CALLING AT

AZORES
FAYAL

PONTA DELGADA

CAMBROMAN," Nov. 8th, Dec. 20th.
" VANCOUVER," Nov. 29th, Jan. 10th.

Full particulars and rates furnished upon application.

RICHARDS, MILLS & CO., /Managing Agents
77-81 State St.. Boston : 69 Dearborn St., Chicago

B. H, LOW, 1123 Broadway, New York. D. TORRANCE & CO., Montreal, Can.

J. F. BRADY & CO., 1013 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

T. H. LARKE, 127 South Third St., Minneapolis, Minn.
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California
Limited

DAILY SERVICE RESUMED NOVEMBER 16. 1902

The Peer of
Transcontinental

Trains

PACIFIC CCAST

TO CHIGAGC

Santa Fe

^\^l^>lKl»l>BU^l^iJSI''Bl̂ BL4BM^lKiaiinXlfSUBUKn B̂a»lK.U&l^



PICTURESQUE MEXICO
A Holiday Excursion

San Francisco, December 10, 1902

LosAng-eles, December 11, 1902

Round
Trip $80

$70
PERSONALLY CONDUCTED

TICKETS GOOD SIXTY DAYS
AN INTERPRETER

Return (optional) via the Grand Canon.
Ask for illustrated booklet.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
MEXICAN CENTrAl

SANTA FE
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Pacllic

Eieoirlo

"THE SCENIC ROUTE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA"

You can see on this line tlie most prominent attractions of the country, such as Pasadena, the

Ostrich Farm, the wonderfnl Mt. Lo-we Rail-way, Old San Gabriel Mission,
Los Angeles, and Long BeacH — the finest beach on the coast— and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort. The luxuriously appointed cars and the scenes along-

the way make of this trip a rare treat. Por further information, time-tables, etc., call at

office of Company

250 Sovjith Spring Street
Tel. Main 900 LOS ANGIILIIS

v-.'x.:

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angeles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth

street,everyl5minutesfrom6:35a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue

Ave., for Coleg-rove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angreles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

*9°"For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

OPALS
75,000
Genuine
Mexican

OPALS
For sale at less than half price. We want an agent in
every town and city in the U. S. Send 3Sc. for sample
opal worth $2.00. Good agents make $10 a day.
MexIcM Opal Co., 607 Frost Bldg., Los Angeles, California

Bank reference. State Loan and Trust Co.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the

skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no

equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWDER
and book, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent TREE on receipt of 2 cents

to pay postage, p. b. KEYS, AQT., l" ''• Center Ave., CHICAGO

KAMONA Toilet 3oA p FOR ^ ALE
EVERY^HEP?E
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(OME TO THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, (ALIEORNIA !

Harvest Time in the Peach Orchards.

TEN THOUSAND MEN
WILL BE NEEDED

rO HARVEST THE IMMENSE FRUIT, GRAIN and HOP CROPS in the Sacramento

Galley this season. Industrious, thrifty young men from the agricultural districts of the

Sast will find this the best year to COME TO CALIFORNIA and the great SACRAMENTO
GALLEY. Five months of steady employment in harvesting the crops is assured, with con-

inuous employment all of the year to those who desire it.

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY PAYS THE BEST WAGES
OF ANY DISTRICT IN CALIFORNIA

For more complete information address any of the following Vice-Presidents of the

;ACRAMENT0 valley development ASSOCIATION:

. W. KAERTH.Colnna County, Colnsa
f. R. BEARD, Sacramento County, Sacramento
'„ W. THOMAS, Yolo County, Woodland
L P. STABLER. Sutter County, Yuba City
tALEIGH BARCAR, Solano County, VacaTllle

t. M. r,REEN. Butte County, OroTllle

». R. GARNETT, Glenn County, Willows
;. F. FOSTER, Tehama County. Corninir

F. A. STEWART, Placer County, Auburn
J. J. CHAMBERS, Shasta County, Reddincr

W. F. EMGLEBRIGHT, Nevada County,
Nevada City

E. A. FORBES, Yuba County, MarysTille
W. C. GREEN, El Dorado County, Georgetown
W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa County, Colusa
F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa County, Colusa
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N
ERYOUSNESS Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause

WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL.
It contains no Mercury, Iron, Cantharfdes, or any Injurious Ingredient whatever.

This Pill is purely vegretable, has been tested and prescribed by physi<;ians, and has proven to be the best, safesil,

and most effective treatment known to medical science for restoring- "Vitality, no matter how orig-inally caused
Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingrredients that money can buy anc|
science produce: therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price, ONE DOLLAR Per Box,

by Sealed Hail.
No Humbug or Treatment Scheme.

pppCnUAl nPINIONS ' Ds*'' Sirs: I have used a bottle of your Hypophosphites of Maganese for liver and kidney complaints in in
' ^••"^*''""^ uriraiurao . ^^^ person and received much benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and will ask you to send me as much as yoi
can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in search of fo

many years. I am prescribing your Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely. Dr. T. J. WEST.
I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.

—ADOLPH BEHRE, M. D., Professor o

Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

^"tf/rebrielied'"' Wiiichestcf & Cc, Chemists, 599 Beefcman Bid?., New York
FOR WEAK LtlVGS USE WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES. Est. 1858.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. -'^•'""- fethma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail. 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

BA II N II 'volumes of this mag-azine should b<

V U II U in every well equipped library.

RIPANS
My skin was sallow, I had a bad

taste in my mouth in the morning,

and my breath was offensive at times,

and occasionally I had a bad headache.

By the use of Ripans Tabules I am

now in a condition to attend to my
daily duties, my appetite is excellent

and my digestion much improved.

AT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is enough fof an ordinary occasion. The family bottle, sixt

cents, contains a supply for a year.

ANYVn THFATRIPAI rninPDPAM prevents eany wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinff ; it I
flllllU IIILniniUflL UULU IiIILAItI moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., I,o8 Aii«el«
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URICSOL
URIC ACID SOLVENT

CURES

I
RHEUMATISM [

E AMO ALL DISEASES E
E OAUSEO BY URIC ACID E

E Dissolves, Neutralizes and Eliminates E
E it from the System. Does NOT HURT S
= THE STOMACH. $1.00 A BOTTLE at all E
E Druggists, or sent prepaid to any E
S address upon receipt of price. S

E SEND FOR PAMPHLET S

[ URICSOL CHEMICAL CO. I

I LOS ANGELES, CAL. |

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Modern Architecture

IF you intend to build a houne as your own
reitidence, you certainly want it riirht. On
the other hand. there never was a keener

demand on the part of purchanerit and renters
for modernly Improved property than now.
Therefore you need our assistance.

GARREH & BIXBY, Architects,

Room 312 Currier Block
Los Angeles, Cal.

Tel. James 1706 212 West Third St.

^ SVFFER.ERS FROM =
DYSPEPSIA ^^^ ^^"^"^

STOMACH TROUBLES
Can Find Quick Relief by Using

&fyco2on^
an absolutely harmless germicide.
It subdues the inflammation of the
mucous membrane of the stomach,
thus removing the cause of the disease,
and effects a cure.
For any stomach trouble it will do

good and generally cure.

Used and recommended by leading
physicians.

Sold by leading druggists.

1i*DIi'JP I will send by mail on receipt of
* ^^^ 20C. , to cover actual postage, a
liberal sample, tiiat will prove the clai- -• I

malce to yourenti. satisfa tion. Thisprepa-a-
tion cannot harm you, and in most cases gives
wonderful results. Address

BO-A Prlncm St., Mmw York.

MATURED
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I FOX

I Typewriters I
GIVE

1 Satisfaction =

LIGHT TOUGH

SPEED AND

DURABILITY
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Uncle Sam says
all right

Uncle Sam, In the person of ten of his government ofQcials, is always in charge of every
department of our distillery. During the entire process of distillation, after the whiskey
is stored in barrels in our warehouses, during the seven years it remains there, from the
very grain we buy to the whiskey you get, Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless he says it's all right.
And when he does say so, that whiskey goes direct to you, with all its original strength, rich-
ness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARAN-
TEE of PURITY and AGE, and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
HAYNER WHISKEY is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why it is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL %AM EXPRESS

QUARTS H PREPAID
We will send you POUR PULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
If you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, send It back at our expense, and your $4.00 will be
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could it be
fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better let
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you can use 20 Quarts or can get some ofyour friends to join you,
we will send vou !£0 Quarts for S16.00 by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you •4.00. We have been in business over 86 years and have a
paid-up capital of 9600,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
8T. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO 8T. PAUL, MINN.

49 DiSTILLKBT. TBOT, O. ESTABLISHED 1866

OVER A QUARTER MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. JUST
—THINK—THAT -OVER Think of th.' Immensity of such a business-OVER
A QUARTER OF A MILLION CUSTOMERS. Think of thi- unusnally urati-
fyinir feature of it—ALL SATISFIED. Do you think such an enormous business
could be built up, sustained and continually increased, if our iroodsdid not possess
exceptional value and merit? Do you think we could hold the trade of over a
quarter of a million people, if our reputation for doinir exactly as we say wasn't
firmly intrenched in their minds? Actual exi)crience and trial have proved to
them that we and HAYNER WHISKEY are both all rljrht. See our offer above.

The Hayner Distillinir Company.
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MURRAY M. HARRIS

ORGAN CO.

I
^"7 C^C^O Mahosrany-cased electric parlor organ in residence of Mr. C. E. Green,
'*' » »v-rv-rv-^ s^^ Mateo, Cal. This Org-an is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

754-Z60 San fernando St. Tel. Main 363

LOS ANCELES, (ALIEORNIA

1
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The ^uth'5 CompanionMap
of Circulation

Showing
the number ofsubscribers
in each, state

The Youth's Companion
Will give its Readers in the 52 Issues of the 1903 Volume

SERIAL STORIES, each a book in itself, reflecting American life in

home, camp and field.

SPECIAL ARTICLES contributed by Famous IVIen and Women-
Statesmen, Travellers, Writers and Scientists.

THOUGHTFUL AND TIMELY EDITORIAL ARTICLES on important
Public and Domestic Questions.

SHORT STORIES by the Best of Living Story -Writers— Stones of

Character. Stories of Achievement, Stories of Humor.

SHORT NOTES ON CURRENT EVENTS and Discoveries in the Field

of Science and Natural History.

BRIGHT AND AMUSING ANECDOTES, Items of Strange and Curi-

ous Knowledge, Poems and Sketches.

Health Articles, Religious Articles, Children's Page, etc.

If you wish to know more fully how much The Companion gives in 52 weekly issues send for

the complete Prospectus of the Volume for 1903.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.

6

50
200
250

1,000

2,000

E . 1 y ntw subscriber who will mention this publication or cut out this slip and send

it at once with name and address and $1.75 will receive :

V^ — All the issues of The Companion for the remaining weeks

I I I I of 1902.L mj k k — The Thanksgiving, Chiiatmas aad New Year's Doubler W% r 1^ Numbers.
I mU m — The Companion Calendar for 1903, lithographed in 12

M colors and gold.

And The Companion for the 52 weeks of 1903
— a library

of the best reading for every member of the family. p^o

T H K YOUTH'S C CJ M P A N I () N ,
. B O S T O N , MASS.



Crullers made with Royal Baking Powder

are light; sweet, crisp and never tough

nor grease soaked. Delicious with cof-

fee for breakfast, lunch or between meals.

Baker's Cocoa
and

CHOCOLATE
have held the market
for 122 yea-rs with con-

stantly increaLSing sales

(i) because they are pure and of

high grade ; (2) because they, yield

the most and best for the money ;

(3) because they are unequaled

TRADE-MAR K ^'^^ smoothncss, delicacy, and flavor

Ovir trade-nrvark Is on every package of
the genuine goods

WalterBaker&Co.
Limited

Dorchester. Massachusetts
40 Highest Awards in Europe& America

STEVENS

SPORTSMEN
are preparing- for that Fall

Hunting Trip. Have you a reliable
FIREARM? If not, your trip will not

be the success anticipated. We manufacture a
largre and varied line of

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND SHOTGUNS
Nearly all sporting goods dealers carry them,

if not, write us and we will ship direct.

I
FREE new catalog is full of valuable

.rmation for those interested in

lail one to any address.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY
No. 270 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS

vose PIANOS
have been established over SO YEARS. By our sysl
payments every family in moderate circumstances ca:
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in exchan{
deliver the new piano in your home free of ex'

Write for Catalogue D and explanations.VOSE «S. SONS PIANO CO., 160 Boylston St.. Boston. Na.s».
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ERECT fX)RN

SETS

(^

THE
Long Hip Erect Form is the original Long Hip Corset.

It was introduced bv us. It has set the mode in corset

stvles. The Long Hip gives that deep graceful dip,

rounds off the hips into sinuous curves, takes all strain from

I'nc abdomen and cheSt and places it upon the hips and back muscles.

Absolutely hygienW. The only corset for the new styles skirts.

Erect Form 989 at $1.00 JErect Form 992 at $1.50

Erect Form 711 at $l00 Erect Form 713 at $4.00
There are numerous other models of the Erect Form Corset.

All dealers sell thfc Erect Fbrm. If yours cannot supply you send

his name and price direct to

Makers

w

WEINGARTEN BROS.,
3 7 7-379 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, Dept. T
LARGEST M A N U K A C r U K E R S OF C O R s K I IN THE WORLD

i*;iii7;i/ip>»wwiiiiiflipij;i|illlli ,
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Clothing
OF THE Best Sort

Our store is stocked with the best productions in

Fall Suits and Overcoats.
All that's New and Stylish

—
All that's Reliable— Suits and Overcoats

S/O.OO TO S40.00
Self-measurement blanks on application. Our Boy's Department is the most

complete in the West— everythinsr the boy wears but shoes.

/Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
First and Spring Streets, LOS AN6ELES

THE, PHOTO "MINIATURE,
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION : ILLUSTRATED
Every number a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photogrraphic informa-
tion obtainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. US cents each.

Per year. $2.50 in advance. No free samples. Send for Blue Booklet describing the series — free on application.

GET IT FROM YOUR DEALER : TENNANT & WARD. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK

60,000 *S !!lf»V'l^t^^
IM THK HEART OF CALIFORNIA

The 2nd and 3rd Subdivisions of

THE LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
are now ready to sell in tracts of 10 acres or more. This land is located

in Fresno and Kings Counties and along the North side of Kings
Kiver. It is adapted to corn, alfalfa, dairying, hogs and cattle, and
all the products of the Eastern general farm, as well as vegetables,
small fruits, orchards and vineyards. Every acre carries a water right
with it. The prices are low. The terms are easy. For descriptive
folder and full particulars, address

NARES A SAUNDERS. LATON. FRESNO COUNTY, CAL.

im
^pjpVaioma Tpilet5?ap AT ALL

DRUG STORES



OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NE

EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

AMONG THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

rREDERICK STARR

THEODORE H. HITTELL
Chicago UniTersity.

The Historian of California.

WILI^IAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,'

WILLIAM KEITH
The greatest Western Pai

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore So(

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Mar

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washin

GEO. HAMLIN FITCH
Literary Editor S. F.

" Chron

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE,
Author of The Led-Horse Claim," etc

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Anthor of Stories of the Foothills.'

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING .„..„.
Author of The Sister of a Saint," etc

BLLA HIGGINSON
n.^uiA " .fo CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of A Forest Orchid," etc. Author of
"
In This Our Wc

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
,,The Poet of the South Seas. Author of
" The Story of the Mine,

INA COOLBRITH <j> g VAN DYKE
Author of

"
Sones from the Golden Gate," etc.

• '

Author of
" Rod and Gun in California,'

BDWIN
MARKHAM^^^^^^^^..^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^,, CHAS A KEELER

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of The Life of ArassiK," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Flenr de Lis."

SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

LOUISE M. KEELER
ALEX. F. HARMER

L. MAYNARD DIXON
Illustr,

ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL
Authors of

" Our Feathered Frie

BATTERMAN LINDSAY
CHARLES AMADON MOODY

Contents—December, 1902.

The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, VII, by Chas. F. Ivummis
California's Unique Pines, illustrated, Helen Ivukens Jones
The Kangaroo, comic verse, illustrated, by

" Childe Harold"
Greek Madonna Pictures in California, illustrated, by Eva V. Carlin

Just a Red Sunbonnet, story, by Clarence Alan McGrew
The Garden, poem, by May-Ethelyn Bourne
"God's Country," story, by Florence Peltier

The Desert of the Colorado, poem, by Nellie Suydam
The Soldier of Fortune

Landmarks Club

Early English Voyages to the Pacific Coast of America (from their own, and contempora
English, accounts). Sir Francis Drake—II

The Sequoya Eeague, "To Make Better Indians "

In the Lion's Den (by the editor)
That Which is Written (reviews by the editor and C. A. Moody)
The 20th Century West, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

The Failure of the Water and Forest Commission
Running for Congress

Art in Wood, illustrated

Tulare County, illustrated, by Geo. A. Barry
Ventura County, illustrated, by Harriet H, Barry

Copyrieht 1902. Eniered at the Los Aneel«s PostOfBce as second-class matter, (skk publisher's pack.
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Alaska Central Railway Shares
A small block of Five Per Cent Preferred Shares (par value $50.00),

are offered for immediate subscription at $10.00, which may be paid in

cash or in four monthly installments.

The permanent survey will soon be completed, and arrangements are

being made for the sale of the bonds, after which construction will begin.
It is to meet the expenses of the survey that shares are sold.

There are man}^ reasons why the investing public should buy these
shares while the price is low—being now one-fifth of the par value.

A large increase in values is a certainty.

That will mean handsome profits for the owners of low-price shares.

The investment will prove not only profitable, but safe.

The directors are practical men of high standing in railway circles

and in the general business world.

The "Alaska Central" book, map and reports will interest any
reader who would keep pace with the growth of the great country now
being opened up. Supplied free on request by

THE AMERICAN GUARANTY & TRUST COMPANY
General Agents

820-1-2-3 Haywakd Buii^ding, San Francisco, Cal.

Universal Wringers
" = HORSE-SHOE BRAND =====

WARRANTED 3 ihnno

Over Six Million Universal Wringers have

been sold, giving Universal Satisfaction. The

rolls are of good elastic rubber which wring

the thick and thin parts equally dry. They
have the Patent Guide Board which spreads the

Clothes, and are warranted for three years.

A XMAS PRESENT
Apprcciatfd by all young huuBckeepera,
ia the Qem Toy WrinKcr. It is a perfect

wringer with ruhljer rolls and malleable

iron frame. Sent postpaid on receipt of

60 cents. Address Dept. 49

The American Wringer Co.
99 Chambers Street. New York
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Notable Books of D. Appleton & Company
Send for illustrated Monthly Bulletin Free

Social New York Under the Georges
By Esther Singleton, Author of "The Furniture of Our Forefathers." 100 Illustrations

in halftone. Title-pag'e in colors. Royal 8vo. Cloth, $5.00 net. Postage additional.
The illustrations set forth with wonderful effectiveness the degree of social splendor which then existed in New-

York. Furniture, china, plate, jewelry, and houses amply demonstrate that a social luxurj- existed quite com-
parable to the corresponding^ state then found in London. The book is a revelation of unknown splendor in

Colonial times.

The Romance
Youth

By Mme. Adam (Juliette Lamber). Portrait
and Ornamental Title. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25
net ; postage, 12 cents additional.

One of the most interesting' Frenchwomen since
Mme.de Stael is Mme. Adam, whose pen-name, Juli-

ette Lamber, is also her maiden name. The volume is

the first of a series of autobiographical recollections
she is now writing-- It relates to a childhood and youth
that were remarkably romantic. She has told the
story as only a g-ifted Frenchwoman can.

of My 'Childhood and

Daniel Boone
By Reuben Gold Thwaites, Editor of " The

Jesuit Relations" and Author of "Father
Marquette." (Series of Historic Lives.)
Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.00 net ; post-
age, 10 cents additional.

Boone has been much in need of a sympathetic, ac-
curate, and popular biography. No one better adapted
to the task could have been found than Mr. Thwaites,
the author of the volume on Marquette, in the same
series, which has already met with a g-eneral welcome.
Tragedy, heroism, self-sacrifice— these were the char-
acteristics of this simple pioneer.

My Life in Many States and in Tor-

eign Lands
Written in the Mills Hotel in ray Seventy-
fourth Year. By George Francis Train.
Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.25 net; post-

age, 12 cents additional.

Citizen Train's reminiscences will be widely read. All
States have known him, and in many he has had his
home. There are few lands on the globe to which he
has not made journeys, few conditions of fortune he
has not experienced. He participated as a leader in

the building- of the first railway to the Pacific coast,
became a notable fig-ure in the Paris Commune, and in

early life conducted shipping- enterprises of great im-

portance on three continents.

Ohio and Her Western Reserve

With a Story of Three States Leading to Ohio
from Connecticut by way of the Wj'oraing
Valley, its Penamite Wars and Massacre.

By Alfred Mathews. Fully illustrated.

Vol. II of the Expansion of the Republic
Series. (Vol. I : Dr. Hosmer's Louisiana
Purchase.) 12nio. Cloth, $1.25 net; pos-

tage 12 cents additional.

Donovan Pasha
By Sir Gilbert Parker, Author of " The Seats of the Mighty," etc. Illustrated.

12mo. Cloth top. $1.50. 35,000 copies sold before publication.

One of the three or four most successful writers of fiction in recent years is Sir Gilbert Parker. His Canad
romance "The Seats of theMig-hty" has gone through numerouseditions and still maintains its popularity." 1>

ovan Pasha" illustrates Sir Gilbert's talents in a new field. His larg-e public has awaited its appearance w
eagerness.

Animals Before Man in North America :

Their Lives and Times

By Dr. F.A. Lucas, Curator of the Division
of Comparative Anatomy,United States Na-
tional Museum, Washington. Illustrated.
12mo. Cloth.

The Sea Lady
By H. G. Wells, Author of " The War of

the Worlds," etc. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth,
$1.50.

The House Inder The Sea

By Max PemberTon, Author of "
Footsteps

of a Throne," etc. Illustrated. 12mo.
Cloth, $1.50.

Up From Georgia
A volume of poems by Frank L. Stanton
Author of "Songs of the Soil." 16mo. Cloth

gilt top, uncut, $1.20 «^// postage, 12 cent'

additional.

A Bayard From Bengal
By F. Anstey, Author of

" Vice Versa.
" Baboo Hurry Bungsho Jabberjee, B. A.

"Love Among the Lions." Illustrat<

12mo. Cloth, $1.25.

The Things That Are Caesar's

By Reginald Wright Kauffman, Auth
of "Jarvis of Harvard." 12mo. Clot

$1.50.

D. Appleton & Company, publishers, New Yorl



NOTABLE

NEW

FICTION
EACH Sl.50>

Examine these Books at

your Bookseller's

TJHE fOf^TUJMES Of

OblVEf^

BY

F.JHOfKIJvJSOJM

SMITJH

^ OLIVERHORN
"Characterized by a rare

sense of refined humor,

and the sentiment and

pathos are handled with

vigor and manliness."

F^ieHjARE) JH/rRDip^G D/VVIS
HIS TWO NEW BOOKS

I

CAPTAIN
MACKLIN



Don't Forget
TKa.t v^rHatever magazine yoti may se-
lect for yourself for tHe coming year,

St. NicKolas
For Young' FolKs
belongs somewhere in your family.

The best possible Christmas present for a boy or girl

is a year's subscription to Sf. Nicholas Magazine.

St. Nicholas is an illustrated monthly magazine for

boys and girls, conducted by Mary Mapes Uodge and

published by The Century Co. St. Nicholas is thirty

years old ! It has become the acknowledged standard

of literature for young folks. Possibly you took it

when you were young, and know how good it was.

It is just as good as ever— better, some think. It

teaches the advantages of honesty, truth, and good-

fellowship. It goes into the best homes in this coun-

try and abroad. Now, are you taking it for your boys

and girls, or the boys and girls in whom you have an interest? If not, why not begin noic !

1"]^' 1 Cl^^*^ ^^' ^i<'ft(^i^^ \\ill have a splendid serial story about King Arthur, writ-

AA^ •»• ^V^CJ ten and illustrated by Howard Pyle, and stories by Miss Alcott (never
before published), and by the author of "Mrs. Wiggs," by Ruth McEnery Stuart, and by many
other writers you know and like. And the departments ! You do not know about them, per-

haps, but the "St. Nicholas League" and "Nature and Science" and "Books and Reading"
are the most popular departments ever known in a young folks' magazine.

0\ir Special CHristmas Gift Offer
Let us send you the November and December numbers

(November begins the volume, December is the great Christ-

mas Number) and a handsome certificate— these you give at

Christmas, and the numbers from January on, for a whole

year, go directly to the recipient of your gift. By this offe?'

you getfourteen numbersfor tlie price of twelve. Price $3.00.
Subscribe through dealers or remit to the publishers.

AnotHer Su^^estion
The next best Christmas gift is a set of the bound volumes

of St. Nicholas for the past year. Two beautiful books,
crowded from cover to cover with complete stories, pictures,
poems, jingles, puzzles

— 1000 pages of happiness. Sold every-
where, or sent prepaid by the publishers on receipt of $4.00.

Send for "An Open Letter," printed in two colors, which
tells all about St. Nicholas, and a free sample copy of the

magazine.

THe Centtiry Co.
Union Sctuare, New YorK



Cbc Cbristmas

Century
THE Cliristinas niiin1>er of The Century Mag^aziiie is such a

spleudid, all aroiin<l Holiday issue that oii<; could take a jp'eat
amount of space in detailing the contents,—more than you Avould
read. Here, however, are

Three Important features
(Only three out of manyJ

(i)
" Che Rigb-Cdatcr JMark of Color Reproduction

''

Howard PYLfc:'s superb paintings, illustrating "The Travels ot

the Soul." This is what Mr. Pyle wrote to The Century Co.
when he saw the proofs:

"I wish to express to you my great and sincere admiration for the

way in which you have reproduced my pictures. I had never hoped to

have such really great results. ... It appears to me that if you print
the magazine at all like the proofs, you will have reached the high-water
mark of color reproduction. Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) Howard Pvi.k."

And there are other color-pictures in the number, with beautiful

illustrations in black and white.

(2) first Chapters of a ]^ew Story by the Huthor of
*'

IVlrs. Oliggs of the Cabbage patch
"

For seven consecutive months one of the si.x most poi)ular books
in the United States has been " Mrs. VViggs,"

—and with reason,
for it is a book that does the reader good,— you go and get halt

a dozen copies and send them to your friends. "
Lovey Mary,"

Miss Hegan's new story, has all the charm of " Mrs. Wiggs," and
that lady herself is one of the characters. It begins in this num-
ber and will contmue for four months.

(3) H )VIoet enlightening Hrticle on
Che United States Steel Corporation
Not by way of attack or defense, but just a fair, truthful account
of how and why this great so-called Trust was organized, and how
it carries on its business. Written by Henry Loomis Nelson, and
one of an important series which The Century is printing on the

different so-called Trusts.
These three features alone are

enough to sell the Christmas Century.

New SubSCriberB ^'"' ''*^B'" their yearly sui)scription with this Christmas
number will receive the .\<)veml)er number free of charge,

i
'

;,'in the volume and .m.i.thk skriai.s. I'ricc $4.00.

Vhi Century Co., anCon Square, )Scw "^ork

s

r^



By Sydney George Fisher

The True History
of the American
Revolution
nphese are the real facts of the days ot

ryyC. Mr. Fisher has some things

to tell about the conduct of the War of

the Revolution, its chief figures, and the

reasons for its outcome, which will startle

every reader

of American

history.

24 illustra-
tions. Crown
8vo. Cloth,
deco-

Net . $2.00
Pustage, 14 c. extra.

By Clara E.

Laughlin

Stories
of

Authors*
Loves
"VTothing in fiction Charlotte Bronte

excels the fascination of these ro-

mances of real men and women whom we
all know by their writings. The volumes

are a chronicle of fact, but hold all the

charm of a novel. Two volumes. Illus-

They have photogra-
vure frontispieces and

45 duogravure por-

traits and views.

trated. Handsomely
bound, in ^taa
box, Net ^J.UU
Three-quarters mo-
rocco,2Vef. J^^QO

Postage, 19 c. extra.

By Rufus Rockwell Wilson

New York—Old and New
Its story as told by its landmarks. The writer is the author of " Rambles in Colo-

nial Byways," and "Washington: The Capital City," etc., and this is the first

authoritative, comprehensive and at the same time readable book yet put out on

New York City itself. The work is handsomely illustrated

with many reproductions from photographs, old prints, etc., trated.

°
E^t^a buck-

and contains a wealth of new material. ram, Net . $3.50
Postage, 30 c. extra.

By Anne H. Wharton

Social Life in the Early

Republic
TVTiss Wharton's wide knowledge of the practically un-

touched period following on Colonial and Revo-

lutionary years, and her ability to make us see the men and

women of past times as they really were,

are here given the most interesting ex-
5°;,°;;",^,/Xiuited:

pression. The volume promises to rival crown Svo. Decora-

in popularity her "Salons Colonial and '"'^ "'°'^'
^'^1:,'°J'A

Republican, and "
Through Colonial Half levant,

Doorways." Net. . . '. $6.00
Postage, 17 c. extra.

Publishers—J. B. Lippincott Company—Philadelphia
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HOUGHToN.MIFFLIN
AND COMPANY
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BOSTON AND
NEW YORK

CONDENSED NOVELS: NEW BURLESQUES
By the late Bret tlarte. Collected since his death, A group of humorous stories in

which Mr. Harte travesties present-day authors. $1.25.

A SEA TURN AND OTHER MATTERS
By Thomas Bailey Aldrich. A collection of short stories. The A''. K. Tribune says :

' Mr. Aldrich has never done better work than in this volume. It is interesting-
from beginning to end." $1.25.

'A delicious bit of

OUR LADY OF THE BEECHES
By Baroness Von Hutten. The .•^tory of a romantic attachment,
fiction."—Harper's Weekly. $1.25.

THE STRONGEST MASTER
By Helen Choate Prince. A striking story. A novel dealing vrith vital social ques-

tions. It is Mrs. Prince's strongest piece of work. $1.50.

JAPANESE GIRLS AND WOMEN
By Alice M. Bacon. Illustrated by Kelshu Takenouchl. A charming gift-book with ex-

quisite illustrations in color and bound in Japanese silk. $4.00.

GRIMM TALES MADE GAY
By Guy Wetmore Carryl. Illustrated by Albert Levering. Clever rhymes with many
humorous illustrations. $1.50 net. Postage 12 cents.

PENELOPES IRISH EXPERIENCES
By Kite Douglas Wiggin. Illustrated by Charles E. Brock. Holiday edition. Uniform
^^ith the lioliday edition of "

Penelope's Experiences." $2.00.

NEW FRANCE AND NEW ENGLAND
By the late John Tlske. Completing the Historical Series. This volume presents the
causes and events which marked the victory on this continent of the English civil-

ization over the French, $1.65 net. Postage 16 cents.

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW
By Thomas Wfntworth Itigginson In the American Men of Letters series. The work is

uniform with "Hawthorne," just published, and "
Whittier," in press. $1.10 net.

Postage 10 cents.

JESUS' WAY
By William de Witt Hyde. Presents the "Way of Life." The essentials of practical
Christianity are presented clearly and simply. $1.00 net. Postage 10 cents.

UNDER COLONIAL COLORS
By Everett T. Tomiinsoi. Illustrated by Clyde 0. Deland. The story of Arnold's Expe-
dition to OueV>ec, told fo boys. $l.<l0 net. Postage 15 cents.

A POCKETFUL OF POSIES
By Abble Farweil Brown. Illustrated by Fanny Y. Cory. A panorama of child-life in

simple verse, delightfully illustrated. $1.00 net. Postage 9 cents.

MISS MUFFET'S CHRISTMAS PARTY
By Samuel M. Crothers. Illustrated by Olive M.Long. A gathering of all the heroes
and heroines of juvenile literature into a charming story. $1.00 net. Postage extra.
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Little, Brown & Co/s New Publications

GLIMPSES OP CALIFORNIA and the missions

By HELEN HUNT JACKSON, Author of
" RAMONA, "

etc.

With 37 Illustrations by Henry Sandham. 12nio, Cloth, $1.50.

Mrs. Jackson's California articles :

" Father Junipero and His Work "
(a sketch

of the Foundation, Prosperity, and Ruin of the Franciscan Missions of California);
'* The Mission Indians in Southern California ;

" " Echoes in the City of Angels ;

"

"Outdoor Industries in Southern California;" and "Chance Days in Oregon,
"

are issued for the first time in a separate volume, handsomely illustrated.

THE STRUGGLE TOR A CONTINENT

Bdited from the writings of Francis
Parkman by Prof, Pbi,ham Edgar.
Illustrations, maps, etc.

12mo, $1.50 net.

AMERIC4N LITERATURE

In its Colonial and National Periods.

By Prof. Lorenzo Skars of Brown
University.
12mo, $1.50 net.

GLIMPSES OF CHINA AND CHINESE HOMES
By Edward S. Morse, author of "Japanese Homes and their Surroundings,"

etc. With fifty sketches from the author's journal, 12mo, $1.50 net.

THE QUEEN OF QUELPARTE

By Archer Butler Hulbert. Illus-

trated. 12mo, $1.50.
A romance of the far East in which fact and

fiction are clearly interming-led.
" The story

constantly commands interest," says the Boston
Advertiser.

ADVENTURES OF TORQUA

By Prof. Charles F. Holder. Illus-

trated. 12mo, $1.20 net.

A Robinson-Crusoe-like story for

boys, with the scene laid on some
islands in the Pacific, 200 years ago.

Send for illustrated

Christmas

Catalogue LITTLE, BROWN & CO., Publishers, BOSTON

The FALL Book-Season

A. First-rate Novel
THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. MOULTON

By NATHANIEL STEPHENSON, Author of
'^

They That Took the Sword."
With a dainty frontispiece-portrait of the heroine. Larg-e 12mo. Decorative
binding. $1.20 net.

A. Beautiful Story-BooK
DREAM DAYS

By KENNETH GRAHAME. Illustrated (10 photogravures, etc.) by
MAXFIELO PAHRISn. Decorative cover. 8vo. Price $2.50 net.

General Literature
WITH NAPOLEON AT ST. HELENA

From the Memoirs of Dr. John Stokoe, Naval Surgeoii. With portrait,
fac-similes, etc. Decorative cover. 12 mo. $1.50 net.

JOHN LANE '^^^j \?i?Yt^;^^.^i:^^ NE:W YORK
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John Kendrick Bangs'
EIGHT

VOLIMES Best Books
EIGHT

VOLIMES

lo 8 handsome volumes, with more than 200 full-page illustrations by Charges Dana Gibson, A. B.
Frost, H. W. McVfckar, C H. Johnson, F. T. Richards, Jr., Edward Penfield and Peter Newell

1. A House-Boat on the Styx
2. The Pursuit of the House-Boat
3. Mr. Bonaparte of Corsica
4. Coffee and Repartee and the idiot

5. The Idiot at home
6. Ghosts I Have Met
7. The Booming of Acre Hill

8. ( he Bicyclers, and Three Other Earces

John Kkndkick Bangs is known to every reader of American humor. Never be-

fore have his BEST books been accessible in a single uniform edition. The books
chosen for this edition include every subject

— wit, humor, humorous satire, farces,
whimsical fancy, bright dialogue and repartee

— the BEST in every way of Mr. Bangs'
work. It is a great chance to have a library of humor handsomely bound, and at little

cost.

OUR OFFER
We will send you the entire set of eig-ht volumes, charges prepaid, on re-

ceipt of $1.00. If you do not like the books when they reach you, send
them back at our expense, and we will return the $1.00. If you do like

them, send us $1.00 every month for eleven months. On receipt of this

dollar, we will send you, without cost, beginning- at once, a year's sub-

scription to either Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, Harper's Bazar,
or the North American Review. In writing, state which periodical you
want. Address

HARPER & BROTHERS, frankHn Square, N. Y.
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A HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

In Five Volumes

By WOODROAV WILSON, PH.D., Litt.D.. LL.D.
PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

^IRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON has devoted the best years of his life to the preparation of his

^^1 g-reat work, "A History of the American People," from the earliest times to the accession ofmIJBl President Theodore Roosevelt. The work, which is just completed, is monumental in character

and scope, represents the genius of the g-reatest historical thinkerof modern times, and is written

in that delightfully flowing- style which makes it read like a romance. It is printed from new type

specially cast in 1902. In the matter of illustration, every field of human activity has been searched, and

hundreds upon hundreds of new portraits, prints, maps, plans, and pictures make the pictorial features

alone tell their wonderful story of the finding of the continent and the birth and growth of what is the

United States of America. There is a photogrravure frontispiece to each volume, and portraits in India

tint and black. It is a curious fact that there is not a sing-le complete narrative history of the United

States in existence today. Dr. Woodrow Wilson's is the first. It is bound in dark blue leather stamped

vellum, lettered with gold ; untrimmed edgres, Rilt tops, etc. The edition is in five volumes and the

price is $25.00.

C\\ Tl^ C^'F*!**!'* R. ^'^ '''"'^^ .«<?«</ you the entire set of five volumes, charges prepaid, on receipt oi

V^^^*^ V^A
1^X^1.>. $1.00. If you do not Mice the books zvhen they reach you, send them back nt

^ our expense, and -we tvill return the dollar. If you do like them, send
iij-

$3.oo e-i-ery month for twelve months. On receipt of this dollar VJe vjill send you, beginning at once, a year >

subscriptioti to either Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, Harper''s Bazar, or the North American Kevicv-
In writing, state which periodical yoti vjant. Address

HARPER (SL brothers, FranKlin Square, N. Y.
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HARPER'S NOVELS
THE MAID-AT-ARMS. By Robert W. Chambers

The great popular success of "Cardigan" makes this present novel of

unusual interest to all readers of fiction. It is a stirring novel of Ameri-
can life in days during the Revolution. It deals with the conspiracy of

the great New York laud owners and the subjugation of New York Prov-

ince to the British. It is a story with a fascinating love interest, and is

alive with exciting incident and adventure. Illustrated by Christy, $1.50.

ISTAR OF BABYLON. BY Margaret Morton Potter, author of
'' The House of de Mailly," etc.

This is a most interesting novel of the time just before the fall of Bab-

ylon, up to and including the great feast of Belshazzar. The love

story of a goddess. $1.50.

THE INTRUSIONS OF PEGGY. By Anthony Hope
A new novel that combines the brightness of the author's "

Dolly Dia-

logues
" with the interest of the " Prisoner of Zenda." It is a story of

life today in London, with the adventures and love affairs of a most

charming, ingenuous and interesting young woman. Illustrated, $1.50.

THE VULTURES. By Henry Seton Merriman, author of "The
Sowers," "With Edged Tools," etc.

The announcement of a new novel by Henry Seton Merriman will be

welcome to every reader of fiction. This is an exciting novel of love,

adventure and international intrigue in Russia, etc. The attaches of the

diplomatic foreign offices play an important part. Illustrated, $1.50.

THE WOOING OF WISTARIA. By Onoto Watanna, author of "A
Japanese Nightingale," etc.

This is a new novel by the well-known Japanese author, Onoto Watanna.
The scene is in Japan, and the characters are Japanese. It is a love

story, a novel of great power, exceptionally well told, with all the poetic
charm aud feeling that made "A Japanese Nightingale

" one of the most

delightful and popular novels of recent fiction. Frontispiece portrait of

author in tint, $1.50.

WINSLOW PLAIN. By Sarah P. McL Greene, ./wM^r <?/" Flood-

Tide,"
"
Vesty of the Basins," etc.

The scene is laid in a quaint little New England village fifty years ago.
It is a story of the life at that time in New England, with a fa.scinating
love interest told from start to finish with the bright, witty optimism and
true comedy that all readers enjoyed in the author's *' Flood-Tide." The
work of the author has already met with wide appreciation both here and
aVjroad. This new novel will be received with special interest by all

readers. $1..S0.

HARPER & BROS., Franklin Square, N. Y.
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Best Offer °l Year i
Nov. Number and Superb 25 cent Christmas
Number of LLSLIL'S MONTHLY, and
C0LLI:GI: QIRL CALE^NDAR for 1903,
free to all who subscribe NOW.

Features of Leslie's for Novemljeraud December:
The Mill," a new and striking story by Dk. Henry Van
L)YKE. "The Autobiography of a Thief," a genuine per-

sonal narrative of intense human interest. "Richard
Mansfield," a masterly sketch by the first of theat-
rical critics, William Winter. Stories by such

authors as Harry Stilwell Edwards,
Charles Battell IjOomis, Eden Phill-
i'OTTS, Egerton Castle and Emerson

Hough.
LOOKING FORWARD- 1903

Tlirce Splendid Novels.

"Glengarry Stories," a tale of sentiment.
A better sequel to ''The Man from Glen-
garry," by Kalph Connor. "The Ame-

thyst Box," a story of mystery, hs good as
"The Leavenworth Case," by Anna Kath-
ERiNE Green. "Dennis Dent," a novel of

thrilling interest, by the creator of "The Ama-
teur Cracksman," Ernest W. Hornung.

Each month will appear colored portraits of the best American actors and
actresses, sketched from life and accompanied by frank and autliorltative criti-

cisms. Among the sketches made for early numbers are portraits of Joseph
jEKiEKSOS, KiCHAKD M ANSFIELU, and JliSS JULIA MAKLOWE.

141-147 FiHh Ave.,

New York.

\
Too mxj enter my (abgerip-
tlon to FRANK LESLIE'S POP-
ILAR MONTHLY for thr year
1903. PleiKp spiid me the t'ollege
Oirl Calendar anil November and
December nnmbers of 1»(I2 FREE.

I enelose fl.OO for m}' Bubscriptlon.

FRANK

Li:sLii:'s
POPULAR

MONTHLY
JQ Cts.; $1.00 a Year

COLLEGE GIRL CALENDAR
The immense popularity of the Actress Calendar

painted for IjEslie's Monthly last

year by Miss Maud Stu mm, the veil
known American water colorist, has
led us to employ her extraordinary
talent upon a calendar for 1903, pictur-
ing the American College Girl. Beauti-
fully lithographed in twelve colors upon

three sheets of heavy pebble plate paper, tied
with silk ribbon, are the graceful figures of

girls dressed in the colors of the great collef/es,
Brekekekex Kuax Koax, 06p O'op, On each sheet is the appropriate college seal

\^
Parabalou. Vale! and the college pell. The whole carries out the

complete aoUpp-'p idpa. Siy.fi 10 in. by I2J4 In.

Remember, if you mention the OUT WEST MAGAZINE the Beautiful
American College Girl Calendar for 1903, and ine i>ovember and De-

cember Issues are given free, all charges prepaid by us, witii each
81.00 subscription to Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly

for 1903—that Is, fourteen numbers and Calendar postpaid,

IF YOU SEND $1.00 NOW TO

Yale University Yell

Brekekekex Koax Koax,

\

\

\

\

\

Out WgsT

Frank Licslie Publishing House (Founded 1855),
141-147 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The November and December numbers and the Calendar are NOT
GIVEN with combination subscription orders unless so advertised.

Use the attached coupon. Clip it off;
All it out, and mail it to us with $1.00.
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(limited)
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the Investor:-
The Clearing House of a cliy i§ the municipal barometer. In

01 the Los Angeles Bank Clearances were |146, 170 ,809 ;
in the

rst nine months of 1902 the Bank Clearances were $225,917,730,
gain of 180.746,921, or 60j^. Our eighteen Banks have deposits
146.000,000.

The office of Building Inspector is a perfect thermometer of

city's prosperity. In 1901, 2,184 Building Permits were Issued
r buildings to cost |3, 320, 208. In the first nine months of

02, 3,876 Building Permits were issued, representing an invest-
nt of |7, 343, 255, a gain of $4,023,057, or an increase in excess
100^.
The value of the manufacturing products this year exceeds

8,600,000. We have 746 miles of street and suburban electric
llway lines. The Los Angeles Oil District produced 1,250,000
rrels of petroleum last year. $54,000,000 worth of the products
the farm, orchard and mine, produced annually within a radius
200 miles of. this city, pay tribute to our municipality.

We have twelve railroads, including three transcontinental
nes with a fourth and fifth now building. We had thirty-six
nscont inental trains dally last year, bringing 60,000 tourists,
expended six million dollars in this city. In connection with

r transportation facilities, we desire to call your attention
our deep-water harbor, upon which the National Government is

ending $5,000,000. With the completion of this magnificent
provement , Los Angeles will possess the only deep-water harbor
600 miles of sea coast, and we are eleven hours nearer by rail

Chicago, New York, and Eastern markets, than either San
anclsco, Seattle, or any other Pacific seaport. Ninety per
nt. of the vast trade of the Orient must piss through this port
tlmately. The much vaunted "Open Door" to the East Is an ac-
npllshed fact, commercially speaking, and Los Angeles, with her
Snlflcent deep-water harbor stands at the threshold of that open
or.

With every possible commercial advantage, and with an
l-the-year-round climate unsurpassed eleswhere In the world,
future of Los Angeles Is assured. The opportunity for deslr-

le investments in either residence or business property Is

jexcelled. We Invite your correspondence and your patronage.
Very cordially yours

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank. State Bank and Trust Company. Dun or Bracfttreett.
Western Union Code 1901 Edition.
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Torm
For DRESSMAKINr,

It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

dupl i c a t e

anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
chansres.
Is made

to stand as

person stands, for-

ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will bang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-

in? send a perfectly
fitted lining with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)-
with close flttiner col-

lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office : 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3 and 4 Phone James 4441

San franclsco : 503 Powell St. phone red 2986

Thy Mate, thy Master- and

thy Pen must be self chosen

J\ £bri$tiiid$ m\
Certificate

in four colors and gold, as beautiful as the

handwork of a monk of the middle ages.

Used in connection with a holiday present of a

materman laeal Tountain Pen

The giver to present the certificate instead ol

the pen itself, thus permitting the recipient

to choose his own pen, to suit his hand.

1\ specimen certificate will be sent to anv

one contemplatind ntakind a gift of
<i|

''lUaterman Ideal/' J!$k your dealct

for one, or send to

L. E. Waterman Company
lyj Broadway, New York I2 Golden Lane, Londoi

l}8 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Chicago and Boston
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OF^ cri>'Xi_i p="cr>i=9 r^>4 I y^^

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - $12,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - --------- 2,150,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 275,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER -----.. 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homest also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn From 8 to \2 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allo'w them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St, San Francisco, California

WNl. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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» THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CH.IS. F. LUMMIS.

VII.

®n'fHE whole fabric of those first years seems

J^ to the normal nowadays American not

as a mere dream, but as the delirium

of hasheesh, rather than as things that really

happened. But they did. San F'rancisco is

the only city that ever saw 400 ships deserted

in its harbor
; that was within the same year

the corruptest and the best governed in the

Union
; the only city where the monthly sal-

ary of a government ofl&cer would barely buy
him a sack of flour, or pay his servant's wages
for a week ; where washer-women and day-
laborers became millionaires— and without for-

getting their manners. It is the only city which has seen its

thugs and thieves on the side of
"
law and order," while its true

men did even-handed justice in defiance of the ruffian authorities.

No phrase or fact has ever been more abused, either by rabbles

or by the pot-boilers of closet history, than the San F'rancisco

Vigilance Committee—"the wisest, justest, and most prudent
association ever organized to violate the law." It was not mob*
nor lynch law; it was the bravest, the manfulest, the most eflfect-

ive exercise of municipal good-citizenship in the annals of any
American community. It was neither precipitate, nor masked,
nor howling, nor wrecking, nor vindictive. It committed no

* The flrat mob in San Franciftco was over the a«saMlnation of Abraham Lincoln.

Copyrighted 1902 by Chat. F. Lummi*. All righto rcMrvtd.
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From an old print.

Hang'ing- of Whiiaker and McKeazie
by the Vigfilance Coniniittee.

atrocities, damaged no property, dodg-eu

no responsibilities, executed no verdicts

save after formal trial under the strict

rules of evidence. It was twice in force,

for about three months each time
;

hanged, publicly and decorously, eight

desperadoes, banished some scores of

others under pain of death, disbanded in

public amid the grateful cheers of the

people
— and directly brought about the

remedy-by-ballot of the political abuses

which had become unendurable. There

had been, between 1849 and 1856, one thousand homicides in

San Francisco, and seven executions ! Courts were corrupt, city

government rotten. The work of these business men, who took

in their hands not only their lives but their honor, who gave
their time for months when time was most worth money, who
judged righteous judgment and executed it unflinchingly

—
their work made San Francisco for more than fifteen years the

freest from the spoils system of any in the Union. Yet I have

known that quiet self-sacrifice not only adapted as a cloak by

rabbles, but sneered at by scholars who seldom vote, and who,
in the like civic crisis, pass rhetorical resolutions, and—go val-

iantly and virtuously home, leaving the machine to continue

business, smiling and undisturbed, at the old stand ! The
Boston Tea-Party was incomparably more like a mob

;
but we

are not wholly "down on it."

If anywhere that bedraggled word "cosmopolitan" might re-

dress its feathers as at home, it was San Francisco. No other

population, of an}^ size, was ever more impartially drawn from

^the four-way winds. The Scum of the Earth was gathered
here (it was largely Sydney convicts the Vigilantes had to weed

out) ;
but also its Salt, in so far as man-

fulness doth savor it.

To this day it is doubtful if any other

city is so patch-work of nativity, or car-

ries in its waist so disproportionate a

sodden lump of indigestible aliens as the

nearly 30,000 Chinese sardined in ten

blocks square of San Francisco—or has
made of the like misfortune a dividend-

paying picturesqueness.
In no other of our cities has money

been so
'

'common"—nor was it even in the ^'°"' "" "''''

1 -i. 1 ro • 1 A • r The City Hall, February 22, 1851.

bonanza capitals of Spanish America, for The First vigilance committee.
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they had their great masses of the poor. By 1875 (only a dec-

ade after the war) California had three-quarters of a million

people
— and one hundred millionaires, practically all in San

Francisco. It was the first city anywhere to build palace hotels
;

and to this day it is better supplied with better hotels than any

population within double its size. There is no other American

city where one can
"
live so well " for the money — if, indeed,

for any money. There are scores of places in San Francisco

where a better French dinner (or any other dinner) can be had

for fifty cents than in Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, or

Boston for two to five times the price. There is no great mys-

tery in this. Geography has something to do with it
— situa-

San Francisco in 1849. (From the head of California Street.) From an old printt

tion upon a sea which yields all the marine foods, not season-

ally, but every day in the year ;
relation to an inland which

produces an unbroken sequence of fresh fruits and vegetables in

variety impossible to any other American metropolis ;
a market

unsurpassed for game and stall-fed meats.

But indulgence was as responsible as supply. The large

reason why San Francisco built the first first-class hotels in his-

tory is that, more than elsewhere, money was the commonest

thing and home the rarest. Never had so many so well-bred men
"
boarded." For some years there were practicall}^ no families ;

and for years more, after families began to arrive (from heaven

or the East), the high prices of food, servants, building,

and rents made people patronize hotels to an extent which in

any other American community then would have been deemed



A Clustsr ok Navbl Oranuks. Photo by Pitree,
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Alcatraz Island. Plwto by C. F. L.

nothing- short of scandalous. The logical result was the up-

building of a sj'stem (and a theory) of hotels and restaurants

entirely new to our economies. If we remember that even in

1860 the American men in California outnumbered the American
women about as four to one, that money was easy and life hard,
we shall better comprehend several things. And however black-

leg- the g-enesis, the finished product is decidedly comfortable.
"
Blackleg

"
is possibly a harsh term. The whole thing was

anyhow gambling, if the word have any virtue at all— and

business as much as roulette. It took six months to get a bill

of goods from the nearest market— New York, 19,000 miles by

sailing-ship. Six months ! No way to countermand an order
;

no way to give one, intelligently, in a population so shift-

ing* and so inorganic, where the arrival of any one ship might
upset the market, where tomorrow's prices might be 500 per

cent, more or 500 per cent, less than today's
— the soberest could

do no more than shut his eyes and roll the dice. Tobacco $2

per pound and going up. Order some, of course ! And in the

winter of 1849, boxes of plug tobacco were employed for street-

crossings through the knee-deep mud
of San Francisco, in which drunken

men actually drowned. One man used ,,

tobacco for the foundation of his new
house. York butter scarce at 80 cents—
and directly begging at 6 cents. Saler-

atus (the miner's yeast) $16 a pound
—

and the men who ordered enough of it

to have made their everlasting fortunes

had to sell it at 5 cents. Some one else

had thought of it too ! No warehouses,
no stores which were not tinder-boxes ;

freights, lighterage, and drayage at

tt^i

From an old print.

San Franchcu Streetn in 1852. *

• To *iy nothing lof.,the," norm xl vasrrancy
" of miners, or of the" RushCH" tolGold

Bluff (1851), Pern (1854), Kern River (1855). The '"
Fraser River Rnnh " alone carried out of

San Francisco by boat, between April 20 and AuruHt 9, 1858, 23,428 men —one-six teen th/of
the population of the Sute- ,7. .V. Hitlell.
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From \'c III-fill' s 'Woliria tie In CiiNioi tiia," /\->,.

Thb Fikst Detail Map of "Cawkoknia," ( Lower California ; with cuts of

pelicans, mountain sheep, coyote, beaver, California Indians, and martyrdom
of the missionaries).

madman's figures; interest 10 per cent per month (and the

greatest plunger in the city's annals* is said to have paid, even

in 1875, 1 per cent, per da}' on his last loans ! )
— no wonder the

merchant caught the monte-man's philosophy of taking the

cards as they ran, and getting ths worth of his money while he

had any. It was easy come, easy go ; eat, drink, and be merry,

for tomorrow — quien sabc ! The New-Englander who had at

home earned $20 a month and saved money (knowing where his

next $20 was coming from) here earned $200 or $300— and was

often
*'
broke." Nowadays it does not by a long chalk come so

easy, nor so easy go ; but it does go easier than in any commu-

nity which has never had this dissolute experience.

This curriculum of life and business, of whose delirium I have

given but the merest hint— whose motto was, virtually,
" Damn

the odds!"— explains many riddles of the times that have

come after. It half-way explains (the other half being shared

*Ral8ton.
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Modern Housks in San Francisco.
(On Pacific Street).

P/ioio by C. F. L.

between the unprecedented suddenness of great fortunes and

the enduring aperients of travel and the frontier) the prodigal

giving- for which San Francisco and its understudy territory be-

came famous. Of late years we are nationally rather in-

ured to that sort of thing ; but California set the pace, and in

its day made us all catch our breath. It still is the Peerless

Giver ;
all our multiplication of wealth has not yet caught up

with the old open-fistedness. We will not linger with the

tossing of $50 pieces to "busted" strangers, nor with the phe-

nomenon of which Colton wrote :

"
I knew five men, who

never contributed a dollar in the States for the support of a

clergyman, subscribe here $500 each per annum merely to en-

courage, as they termed it, 'a good sort of a thing in the commu-

nity.'" All that is frontier-generic, whatever the scale. Let

Stevenbon Monumrnt, San Kkancihco.

(On the Plata, Poitamontb Sqnare, where Capt. Montiroinery raised the flacr, Jnly 8, '46).
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us see something of what this richest Frontier did, compared to

the sta3-at-homes.
The United States Sanitary Commission was organized in

New York in the dark days of 1862 to care for the sick and

wounded Union soldiers the beset government could not ade-

quately nurse. I do not know with what urgency Rev. H. W.
Bellows, the great Unitarian, and president of the commission,
addressed the rest of the Union; but what he telegraphed (in

October, 1863) to the Last Frontier is in evidence :

" The sani-

tar}' funds are low. Our expenses are $50,000 a month. We can

live three months— and that only
— without large support from

the Pacific : $25,000 a month, paid regularly while the war

lasts, from California, would make our continuance ....

Thb Building ok thk "Wisconsin.'
Union Iron Works.

Photo by C. F. L.

a certainty California has been our main support
in money, and if she fail us we are lost."

To a common small boy with a slate this might well have

seemed "pretty cheeky." The other loyal States had then a

population of over eighteen and a half millions of people ; Cali-

fornia had less than four hundred thousand ; and Dr. Bellows

coolly requested this little one-forty-sixth to contribute an even

half of the expenses of a national charity I But the good doctor

had discovered the Frontier — as well he might. San Fran-

cisco, then a little past its majority, and with a population not

to exceed 110,000, had already forwarded to the Sanitary Com-

mission, in the latter half of 1862, $300,000 ; and the rest of the

raw State $180,000. It was the business of the day in San
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a§

Nor

people

was this

widened.

Francisco. Democrats, Repub-

licans, Secessionists
;
Jews and

Gentiles; ministers, "tin-

horns,
"

ladies, prostitutes, la-

borers, millionaires, Ameri-

cans, Irish, English, Germans,

Frenchmen, Chinese, Russians,

Kanakas, Italians, Mexicans,

Mag-yars
— all "gave up," not

grudgingly, but as if they
were getting a bargain. So I

think they were, though they
did not know it.

Nor did California disappoint
Dr. Bellows now. On the head

of its unrivalled largesse it

organized a serial subscrip-

tion and regularly forwarded

its $25,000 a month as re-

quested. The report of the

Sanitary Commission, at the

close of the war, shows that

18,500,000 other Union Ameri-

cans had contributed $3,600,-

000, and that California's 400,-

000 had contributed over $1,-

200,000. That is, the frontier

had been either twelve times

as patriotic or twelve times as

generous, whichever you will.

Of all the money that could

be raised in the United States

to alleviate the sufferings of

the nation's defenders, one-

fourth was given by the lone

Pacific State, the only State

in near 2,000 miles
;
far from

danger and as far from selfish

advantage. That was patriot-

ism sublimated by distance

and enlarged by room. That
was what the Frontier Does to

People.

the only organic example of the liberality of

When France was stricken, in the war of 1870,

^2

Id <ji
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the 3,500 Frenchmen in San Francisco contributed to their

mother-land a little matter of $300,000. I should be grateful
for news of anythinsr in the records of any other city to match
these two cases

;
for frankly I know of none. Even the 13,600

Germans, whose country was not pinched in that same struggle,

subscribed and sent home $138,000. San
Francisco raised $144,761 for the aid of Chi-

cago after the great fire of 1871
; $60,000 for

the Virginia City fire-sufferers in 1875
; $37,-

000 for grasshoppered Kansas in the same year ;

$100,000 for the yellow-fever epidemic of 1878
;

and other tens of thousands to salve calam-

ities in California, Peru, Morocco, Switzer-

land, Hungary, France— and so on

for quantity.

Quite as startling and quite as typ-

ical have been the individual generos-

ities. I cannot insist too strongly
that this sort of thing is structural

to Frontiers. They are always more

liberal, man for man and dollar for

dollar, than any incrusted community. That
California was more bountiful than the Kast

was because she was broadened ; that she

surpassed other Frontiers was merely because

she was
"
better able."

Horace Hawes was, so far as I remember,
the first Pacific millionaire to devote his for-

tune to public use. His will, probated in

1871, left ninety-five per cent, of his estate

of several millions to found a

university and a school of me-

chanical arts. It was broken,

however, by his widow ;
the

more easily because he had

been unpopular for his out-

spokenness.
Since the vague face of Na-

ture first pimpled with that se-

rene parasite known in the catalogues as Man, perhaps none, up to

1876, had bent his time and money to the public good so long,

so single-heartedly, so judiciously, on so high a plane and so

broad a scale, as did James Lick, the scant-educated Argonaut
who left cabinet-making in Pennsylvania because a dusty miller

refused his daughter to the poor young mechanic.

The Fiourbom thr I'liotobvC. F. L.
Admission Day Momume.nt.
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James Lick.

'Give my g-irl to you? Not much! Want to marry this

grist-mill, do ye ?"

"Call that a mill ?" retorted I^ick. "Why, next time you
hear from me I'll have one of mahogany !

"

And so, in faith, he did. He "made some money" in Central

America, came to San Francisco in 1847, bought cheap lots and

lands, and grew millionaire. On Guadalupe Creek, in that won-
derful garden-valley of San Jose, he builded a grist-mill liter-

ally of mahogany — no veneer, but solid logs worth a king's
ransom

; while the freight from Guatemala would have bailed

out a prince to boot. The mill was very profitable, too
; but T
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presume he had his money's worth, an3'how, in satisfaction.

This was spiteful and immature, no doubt, though not fickle —
for he never married. But there was nothing of Penns5'lvania

bumpkin in the James Lick who gave the place where he Had
Room—

To found Lick Observatory (branch of the University of Cali-

fornia), on Mount Hamilton — everything considered of location

and equipment, the most important astronomical station in the

world.* $700,000

To the California Academy of Sciences 500,000

To the Society of California Pioneers 500,000

To found a School of Mechanical Arts 540,000

To found the Lick Free Baths 150,000

To found the Old Ladies' Home 100,000

To found at the City Hall a Monument typical of the Pro

gress of California 100.000

To found in Golden Gale Park a Monument to Francis Scott

Key, author of "The Star Spangled Banner" 60,000

Also $25,000 each to the Protestant Orphan Asylum of San Fran-

cisco ; to the city of San Jos^ to found an orphan asylum free

to all creeds ; to the Ladies' Protection and Relief Society of San

Francisco, and $10,000 each to the Mechanics' Institute and the

S. P C. A.

This modest, self-denying, hard-working old man (born 1796,

died 1876), who lived in a $200 shanty, and in 1862 built one of

the most magnificent hotels that had anywhere been seen, doing
its most particular cabinet-work with his own crabbed hands,
was a California type quite as truly as his antitheses, the daz-

zling speculators who were wider known. More typical, indeed
;

for he was of the spirit that endures, while they are gone for-

ever. Remembering the conditions of time, precedence, need ;

the number of people, in the range of classes, his gifts reached ;

that instead of kindly leaving at last what he could not carry, he

had focussed the best years of his life to his plan of giving ; that,

without much "education" himself, he dealt so shrewdly with

science— for one thing ordering the greatest and the best tele-

scope the world had ever seen, and setting it up in a more favor-

able location than the scientists had ever compassed — remem-

bering these things and a good many others (and not wholly
unaware of such gift-tables as Mr. Rossiter Johnson collates), I

seriously incline to think that as Lick had no equivalent prede-

cessor, so it is like to be some time yet before he shall be out-

classed. Richer men are, as a rule, also more busy
— and more

complicated.

Be this as it will, the tracks of many other princely givers

are all over San Francisco. There are fountains and statues

(of which some had better been left with the blacksmith), of all

* Lick's body resU in the base of the irreat telescope.
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Douglas Tilden, the Deaf-Mute Sculptor.

stages of tastes (and of none), from the simple argosy in honor

of Robert Louis Stevenson to the spirited Admission Day monu-
ment done by that astonishing San Francisco deaf-mute sculp-

tor, Douglas Tilden, and given to the city by its generous young
"reformer," Mayor Phelan. There are the public beneficences,
in park and other lines, of Sutro, Sharon, Huntington, Stanford,
and others. And in the city, too, are many reminders of the

two great Pacific universities, endowed as such institutions

were never endowed before. The University of California is
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I.IH SrXKO AT SUTKO UniClIITS.

liberall}' provided for by the State,* and now crowned by the

devotion and the millions of Mrs. Hearst. Several of its affil-

iated collegfes are in the city, including- those of Law, Medi-

cine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy, in their new S250,000 buildings

next Golden Gate Park, on the commanding site of fourteen

acres donated by Adolph Sutro
;
and the Hopkins Art Institute,

dominating Nob Hill. The latter was the residence of Mark

Hopkins, cost a million and a half or so, and is the gift of Edward
F. Searles to the public. Next it in fact and in prominence

upon the hill is the Stanford palace, Mrs. Stanford's latest

gift to the mighty eleven-year-old university, which, for the love

of a dead boy, now offers to any boy or girl free education in

the noblest assemblage of buildings ever yet reared to learning,

and with standards as fine as its architecture. Leland Stanford,

Jr., University was founded by the first Republican Governor of

California, opened in 1891, and carried on since the Senator's

death by his hard-headed, big-hearted widow— a second Isa-

bella, who pawned her jewels in time of stress, lest the univer-

sity be crippled while her railroad stock was tied* up. So far

from overdoing the thing, in a State which already had one of

the best equipped of State universities, the entrance of Stanford

has been a magnificent stimulus to the higher education.

Standards have been raised, not lowered ;
students not divided,

but multiplied. The two universities have now more than five

times the enrolment that the one had in 1891, to say nothing of

some thirty-five million dollars more to work with.

There have been, of course, a few queer streaks among these

* Now by a uz of two ceau on every $100 of Talnatlop.
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Mrs. Phoebe Apperson Hearst.
From the Roty Medal.

towering benefactions.

The eccentric "Dr." Cogs-

well, recently deceased,

was famous for a gener-

ation by his mania to

give stove-foundry drink-

ing-fountains, surmounted

with his efSgy, to whatso-

ever city would have them.

He "
got to give

" several

to San Francisco, in its

easier days ;
but at least

two of them have been

ravished away, no man
knoweth whither, by em-

battled artists in the

night. He had sixty men
at work in New Hamp-
shire for several years

cutting the monument
which now marks his

grave, and brought it

across the continent in two special trains, the whole costing

$100,000. But he also endowed, with a million dollars, the

Cogswell Polytechnic School, a real beneficence unto this day.

In general, the public gifts of Californians have been singularly

free from self-seeking. Typically, they are the expression of

the Western open heart and fist. Of course they have not

been without effect upon the social concepts.

Less admirable but no less characteristic, and deriving from

much the same pressures, though on less resilient natures, was

the riotous living for which San Francisco promptly established

a parvenu world's record. If not absolute inventor, the young
State was at least patentee of many and various modern incon-

veniences. It introduced millionaires, filibusters,* and sound-

money; horse-thieving, and stage-robbery as industries ; embez-

zlement as a fine art, and the pace that kills. Previous de-

faulters in our annals looked like petty-larcenists when Henry
Meiggs fled from San Francisco a forger for $800,000. In no

Eastern city at that date could one have reached so deep. He
turned up in Chile

;
later in Peru, where he got one hundred

millions for building a railroad which is until now the most

impossible on earth. His day here was in the early 'Fifties.

*
Raoussel, Walker and Crabb aH led their ruffian forces from San Francisco to con-

quer in Mexico new territory for the slave States.
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( Lately: given to Stanford University.)

Photo by C. F. L.
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Some twent}' years later, W. C. Ralston, who had risen from a

ship-carpenter to be head of the most powerful bank the countr}-

had known, embezzled four and a half millions and went—
much farther than South America. He was drowned in the bay— perhaps accidental!}'

— the day his sin found him out. These
men were no vulgar thieves. Each in his time was prince not

of 8"Ood fellows only, but of prog-ressive citizens. Ralston was
mourned and eulogized, and Meiggs's name is still a talisman in

Peru. Both were men of light and leading, wizards in that

personal magic which makes men most dangerous. They both

"raised" a game which was quite mad enough without them—
how mad, the size of their peculations before discovery may
give some notion.

The royal purples of those days have inevitably tinged all

phases of San Francisco life thenceforward. The city is sober,

now, with a soberer world ; but it is not as if it had never

"turned loose." Still, it is sane enough.* Compared with

other American cities of equivalent influence (which means
cities numerically bigger)t it is neither gamester nor profligate.

Beside Chicago its vice is retiring, and its streets to those of

London after dark are as a nunnery. No other city in this

country, at any rate, has anything like that nightly promenade
on Market street after eight o'clock — all classes of people, in

joy of the shrewd evening air, walking just so many blocks,

and wheeling so unanimously at Kearney Street (as if some un-

confessed taste drew the line at Lotta's Fountain) ;
a poise, a

decorum, a consummate decency, a freedom from the woman-
hunt no large Eastern city can parallel. And this is the very
town which, when it had one-tenth its present population, was
tenfold

"
tougher" than London or Chicago dare be now.

The velvet arrosions have smoothed the great white-forged

ingot, but not worn it to average attenuation. From "living
like a lord "

(familiar euphemism for living most ungodly), San
Francisco has pretty well graduated to living like a man. That

is, it has mostly eliminated the beast and fool, retaining the

generous virility. It has come nearer than any other of our

populations to the German or the Italian art of life. There
could hardly be a more amusing or more typical little contrast

between the TwoCalifornias than one may see when the theatre

*It is needleAH to fray ont the details wc expect of au active American city. San Fran-
ciaco has 75 public mIkwIh, and in tiiem 9u5 teachem, 92,(X)0 scholarH. Tliere are 116

chnrchen (^ro rata more than twice as many an New York, Ichh than one-quarter an many
an LoH Anirelefi) ; 13 honpitaU ; 242 periodicals ; 6 Jinen of ocean and 5 of river steamerH ;

50 bankn, with annual clearance!* of about Heven hundred million doUarH ; annual exports
and imports of about forty million dollars each. Assessed valuation, 1899, $405,111,000

—
about one-sixth more>«r capita than New York city.

tAmooff the cities of the Union it is ninth in population, but third in commerce
C'tnsut, iqoo.
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"lets out." In Los Ang-eles the street cars are fairly stormed

by refined men and women. It's the last car that will ever run.

In half an hour the heart of town has ceased to beat. In San
Francisco at the like juncture you will find leisurely after-

theatre multitudes lunching-, chatting-, laughing, decently in a

hundred restaurants. They have been here long- enough to be

aware that there will be another car. Prom a Southern Califor-

nian, by much preference, this and other comparisons may be

taken as at least no nepotism.
In sum total of natural and organized facilities for respectable

pleasure there is no reasonable doubt that San Francisco sur-

passes all other cities. Its situation, its unhaggling wealth,
and cosmopolitan appetites have conspired to this result. For

On Sutro Heights. Photo by C. F. L.

more than a generation it has been famous as a "show town."

Here McCullough, Barrett, Keene, Bernhardt, Patti, Lotta, Mrs.

Judah, Karl Formes, Harry Edwards, Billy Emerson, and many
another stage favorite were most at home. Here are, beyond
comparison, the finest public baths in the world, and the most
of them. Even without the peerless Sutro Baths— with room
and rich appointments for 25,000 people, and nearly two million

gallons of sea-water, at all temperatures in its six hug-e tanks— either the Lick or the Lurline Baths would be features of

any other American city.

Direct sea-bathing is structurally Southern Californian. San
Francisco does not find it congenial, in a climate for which
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"cool" is a conservative word. Up there, the Japan Cur-

rent, fresh from the Polar Sea, chills air and water.* It is

onl}' south of Point Concepcion
— which swing-s that cold

marine river, vast as a thousand Mississippis, westward and sea-

ward, so that it never at all touches the southern half of the

California coast — that surf-bathing- is an article of faith.

Even here it is distinctly seasonal — for the evolutionary reason

before referred to : that man grows wise precisely so fast as

he cannot help it. When the dry summer days befall, Angelenos
flock to the coast by the thousand— on Sundays by the ten

thousand. In "winter" the beaches are deserted. Yet I and
a little girl, now too proud (and perhaps a trifle too large) to sit

upon mj' knee again, used to tumble into the Long Beach break-

ers every January and February morning- ; and two Los Angeles
business men, here long- enough to know their bearings, have a

record of never having- missed, in sixteen years, a Sunday
plungfe in the surf at Santa Monica.

Theatres, libraries,! parks, museums, the "chutes," a

club or society of some sort to every 1000 of population,

including- some of more than national reputation, and real

outings of unequalled range in beauty, variety and accessi-

bility, play a serious part in the social economies of San
Francisco. On one side, a five-cent car-ride, are the beaches,
the Sutro Baths, the historic Cliff House, with its hundreds of

ton-weight sea-lions— such a congress of undomesticated great
animals as no other city can see— the Sutro Heights, beautiful

in vegetation, if vulgar with cast-iron statues, the Golden Gate

Park, already most attractive, though in 1870 its 1040 acres

were shifting sand dunes. Tying them down, first, with
Anindo arenaria, and then with lupines ; plowing-in, and then

piling on loam, a pleasure-ground has been made, widely noted

for its generous beauty
— and quite beyond Eastern credulity in

the swiftness of its forestation.

The vast bay
—

sixty miles long, averaging nine miles wide, and
with 300 miles of shore-line —is the third-best harbor in the world

(Sydney and Acapulco ranking it in that order), but probably
the first-best water-for-fun. Aside from rowing, yachting,

January July
*Sea temperature, average : DeirreeH.

San FranciKO 52 59

hnng Beach 60 68.5

VolumcH
'Fret- I'uJilic Library 75,(XX)

Mercantile 70,000

Mechanics' Instliate 70,000

Law Library AsHociation , 35.000
And many lesner bnt important ooes— like the Pioneers, etc See later for note on the

500,000-rolnme Sntro Library.
Besides Golden Gait- Park there are 17 "squares" well distributed throuffh the city.
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house-boating, on this almost landlocked sea, there is enormous

traffic of pleasure as well as of travel on the many lines of those

ferr)'-boats which still rank as the largest and finest afloat.

Across the quickening bay are the happ}^ civilizations of Oak-

land (irreverently termed the bed-room of San Francisco), popu-
lation about 70,000 ; Berkele}" (seat of the State University and

the asylum for deaf, dumb and blind), population about 15,000 ;

Alameda, population about 20,000 ;
and their far-continuing

peers in a climate so different from that of the metropolis as in

our wonted geography would take degrees to express. The airs

of San Francisco and Berkeley, for example (distance eleven

miles), are almost as unlike as those of Boston and Washington.
The chilly, blustering counter-trades, which make San Fran-

cisco the best-aerated considerable city in North America
;
the

salty fogs which of an afternoon charge through the Golden

Gate, headlong as a White Horse Squadron— they suddenly re-

coil and huddle and drift, tamed by some vague genius of that

five-mile strait. It is one of the most striking climatic sur-

prises in all the Americas, north or south. It is almost a change
of zones at the drop of the hat. And such wards of unhand-

cuffed city homes, such leagues of riotous orchards around

homes not even elbowed, such bosoming of motherl}^ hills, knee-

deep with winter wild flowers, as you may have unrolled to you
in an afternoon's paseo from the metropolis, for ten or fifteen

cents carfare each way — the stimulant bay ride inclusive !

That is eastward. Northwestering from the city the uphill
huddle of Saucelito, or whale-back Belvedere with its tranquil
fleet of house-boats, or the cumulative glens of Mill Valley ; or

the splintered crest of Tamalpais
— a molehill of 2000 feet, so

far as stature goes, but of the habit of a lion, and with an outlook
worth while even to those who know the map from nearly every
great mountain-top in this hemisphere. With its picturesque
mountain railway, starting among the Sequoias and ending
above the tumultuous fogs, it is, without serious doubt, the most

impressive hill-top so within hand's-reach of any of our urban
hives. At its foot, a little off the line and ten miles straight
from the growling city, is Redwood Canon— an unbarbcred

wilderness, with its trout-brook darkling under such vast trees

as are nowhere on the globe, outside of California. All this,

and much more. Knowing every American city of any weight, I

can recall none which has within as easy range of time and money
one-half so many and so varied outing-places, nor one tithe so

noble. Nor is there any other of our cities which "gets so

much out of it." For, aside from a set habit of enjoying, we
here have all seasons for our own. Fun is not the most disprizcd
tool of evolution. It is good to have, decently and in order. It

helps to shape them that have it ; and through them it bends
their very architecture.

[to be continued.]



In Golden Gate Park.

(Thirty years from bare sand-dunes.)

Photo bv C. F, L.
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CALIFORNIA'S UNIQUE PINH.
By HELEN LUKENS JONES.

HERE are but two narrow spots on all the globe
where the Torrey Pine {Ptnus Torreyand) is

known to exist
;
and both are in California. A

scattering grove of this unique pine
— interest-

ing to tree-lovers, as well as to scientists, not

only for its rarity but for its habit— fringes

the Southern California coastline for four miles

near Del Mar, San Diego county ;
and on Santa

Rosa Island, some 30 miles off the coast opposite

San Buenaventura, are a hundred trees. Thus far, no speci-

mens have been found elsewhere.

Del Mar is a quaint little town, a relic of the boom days of

Southern California. Now nearly deserted, it stands staunchly
and somewhat indignantly upon the ocean's brim, twenty-seven
miles north of San Diego. Its fifty wind-worn cottages, forty

of which are uninhabited, blink their windowed eyes at the sea,

the sky, and the Torrey Pines — the only things in their ken

that remain true. Though the flood-wave of humanity has

passed it by, Nature remains
;
and there is an inexpressible

charm about this seaside haven. The town is built upon a bluff

that rises eighty feet above the ocean, and at high tide the dash-

ing waves leap in irrepressible joy at her feet, whispering of

worlds of life and love, while the sun caresses this lonely town

perhaps more tenderly than the fortune-favored cities.

At low tide the receding waters expose a boulevard of silvery

sand, hundreds of feet in width, that curves along the cliff for

TuHRKV PiNRH. (Younir treefi in foreground).
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PiNDS ToRREYANA. ( Showing- g-rowth of cones.)

many miles. This clifif has been marvelously carved by the

elements into thousands of turrets and interlacing channels—
an object-lesson in Nature's method in chiseling cations — and

other sculptural effects of scenery due to erosion.

The bluffs, four miles from Del Mar, across the Soledad river,

rise to a height of four hundred feet, their symmetrical outlines

being broken by rugged canons, in and over the slopes of which
looms the forest of Torre}' Pines.

There are trees of all ages and sizes ; and in protected places,

secure from the storm winds, they stand straight, sturdy,

majestic. On the exposed slopes, however, they have been

beaten by the winds and laughed at by the sea, till, like things
humiliated and subdued, they creep and hide their heads. Their

attitude is one of dejection, yet of a certain weary fortitude, as

with all their life and strength they strive against the rude

thrashings of the elements.

Attention was first directed to the grove in 1850 by Dr. J. L.

Le Conte, the distinguished scientist, who was then staying in

San Diego. Upon discovering this unique grove, he made in-

quiries of Dr. C. C. Parry, the eminent naturalist, regarding
the species, and together they became much interested in the

trees, eventually dedicating the new species to their honored

friend and instructor, Dr. John Torrey of New York.

Though these trees have been found growing in no other part
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of the world, when seeds are gathered and planted in other

countries where the climatic conditions are similar, the species

grows with remarkable rapidity, and would be, perhaps, the most
desirable variet}' with which to reforest the devastated coast

hills near the sea level.

Many young trees are found in the Del Mar grove, but in

less numbers than the older trees, which would indicate that

the trees are succumbing to their unsympathetic environment,
and will, if not protected and fostered, become extinct.

The trees fruit heavily, the cones of three different years

being found on most of them. These cones, when mature (the

second year), are above the medium size, four to five inches

long, ovate, with few large, thick scales, terminated by short,

strong prickles. The nuts are brown and very large, averaging
an inch in length, slightly flattened, and carrying a narrow^
thickened black wing. The shells are thick and hard, requiring
a sharp blow with a hammer to break them. The seeds are

very oily and delicious to the taste, being much used by those

who are fortunate enough to procure them. The pollen-bearing*
or male, flowers are terete, very large, two to two-and-one-half

inches long, and three-eighths of an inch in diameter. The
leaves are in fascicles of fives, very large and strong, the largest

pine leaves known, and are from six to twelve inches long.

Many of these dwarf trees have trunks from three to four

feet in circumference, and yet have attained a height of only
ten feet ; though in secluded canons they sometimes raise their

flattened crowns to a height of fifty or sixty feet. The cones,

prospective children of the forest, cling closely among the foli-

age of their mother tree, the golden brown of their scales com-

bining pleasantly with the dark, rich green of the pine leaves.

A fragrant carpet of wild flowers stretches beneath, from
which daisies, yellow bush-poppies and larkspur lift their dainty
faces in greeting to the guardian pines.

This silent, strangely isolated forest, where the trees like

decrepit, last patrols of a once powerful army stand beside the

sun-swept Pacific, holds a strange restfulness and charm.
Here are the few bowed survivors of a kingly race

;
all but

annihilated by ax and fire from the land they once possessed ;

browbeaten by the sea-winds, despoiled by the only animal on
earth that has no respect for trees ; dwindling in issue and
in area— but staunch, steadfast, patient with the patience the

All-Mother gave to all, and that but one of her creatures has

ever thrown away.
Pasadena. Gal.
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GRUIin MADONNA PICTUREIS IN
CALIFORNIA.
By EVA V. CARLIN.

HE pictures to be considered in this article belong-

to that type known as the B3'zantine, which type
the art of the Greek church in Russia and in the

eastern Mediterranean countries has perpetuated
from early mediaeval times to the present.

The earliest Madonna representations are of

Greek origin, and they were carried to the European
West from Constantinople and the ateliers of Mount
Athos by merchants and pilgrims. In nearly every old

church in Italy today a Byzantine Madonna is to be

found— usually half-length figures against a background of

gold-leaf laid on solidly. Such pictures are characterized by
rigidity of outline; narrow, oval faces with hard monotony of

expression ; eyes without animation, often set obliquely
— there

is no touch of sweetness in the still faces.

The place and work of the artist before Giotto's time may be

clearly understood by reference to the statement of the Second
Council of Nicaea, held in the year 787, when the question of

sacred pictures was discussed.
"

It is not the invention of the

painter which creates the picture, but an inviolable law, a tradi-

tion of the Church. It is not the painters, but the holy fathers,

who have to invent and dictate. To them manifestly belongs
the composition ; to the painter only the execution." Thus it

came about that these early Madonnas ever grew glorious in

color — a gift of the East to the Western World. For, as no
artist was free to paint what he saw, the early painters turned

their attention and pride to the rich and imperishable materials

in which they worked for the honor and glory of the Church.
And these nameless Greeks, who, in their prescribed way,
adorned the traditions, and lived in the love of the Virgin, made
possible the Madonnas of the Renaissance. The old rabbinic

proverb says,
'*

Night came before day." Out of night came
the new light that kindled the dreams of the Byzantine painters
into the genius and i^lory of the Fifteenth century creations.

Our first illustration is of a painting in the possession of

Mrs. A. A. Pennoyer, of Berkeley. It was discovered several

years ago, above the altar in an old church of Florence, and
was so covered by the sooty grime of centuries of votive candle-

burning before it, that it was scarcely recognizable as a picture,
save for here and there a gleam of the gold of Byzantium, or a

glint of tawny red like the cleft rind of a pomegranate. When
scraped and cleaned, evidences of which the lower part of the

picture shows, there was revealed this quaint,larchaic represent-
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1. In the Old Byzantine Style.
(Owned by Mrs. A. A. Pennoyer, Berkeley, Cal.)

Photo by O. V. Lattge.

ation of the Mother and Child, painted after the conventional,

g-ilded and stiffened method of the Byzantines. Were we wise
in churchly lore of the centuries preceding the Renaissance, we
should be able, perhaps, to assig-n a date to this picture with
some certainty, by reason of the curious fashion of embroidery
on the heavy robe, or the crude attempt at foliajj-e

— the earliest

form of effort to produce a varied backg-round.
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This last feature is evi-

dence that the artist be-

longed to that school which,
founded on Byzantine types,

had begun to learn of na-

ture.

By degrees, art emanci-

pated itself from these ar-

chaic forms and bewildering

symbolisms. The dull eyes
and expressionless faces
took on human intelligence

and human feeling. Ah,
that was a great day when,
after eight centuries of Ma-
donnas painted b}^ pre-

scribed rule, a shepherd lad

of the thirteenth century,

Giotto by name, tore up the

prescription and painted his

own ideal!

In the East, and in Rus-

sia, who took her religion

and her religious art from

the Byzantine state, no such

development has taken

place, and we see in the

ikons of the present day
the faithful and rigorous

presentation of the old Byz-
antine forms, and the re-

flection of the immobility
of the Greek Church as

exemplified by Russian or-

thodoxy. It was not much
more than a generation ago
that Richard Cobden said :

"The Russian nation can be crumpled up as a piece of paper
in the hand."

Russia! Does any name mean so much today ?
"
In world-affairs, wherever you turn you see Russia ; when-

ever you listen you hear her," writes Henry Norman.
*'
She

moves in every path ; she is mining in every claim. The creep-

ing murmur of the world is her footfall — the poring dark is

her veil."

VI. OfK Ladv of Ka7.an.

(In the Sitka Cathedral.)
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III. Copy op thk Famous Wondbr-Wokkinc; Ibbrian Madonna.
(In the Greek Church, San Francisco.)

The Russian Christmas chimes rinsr round the world. Joy !

Joy ! Joy ! Hear the glad refrain rising from Kiev's tower-

walls on the Dnieper banks, where Vladimir received the

Christian faith from Byzantium ; from the monasteries of the

Holy Mountain, from the cathedrals of Moscow and St. Peters-

burg, hear the vibrant tones. Across Siberia's wastes, from

village church and lonely chapel, peal forth the glad tidings ;

over the storm-swept sea, through thick gray mists, the
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IV. Copy of the Wonder-Working Ikon in the Province of Novgorod, Russia.
•<This copy hangrs in the Greek Church, San Francisco. It is painted on wood which has

"
a bit of the

True Cross incorporated in it.")

exultant sound is borne to Alaska's shores and its rocky isles,

where the lonely missions of the Cross join the chorus.

From the city of the Golden Gate ring the joyous notes on
the midnight air, for San Francisco is the see city of the largest
diocese in the world, that of North America, created by the

Most Holy Synod of the -pravosldvny, or Orthodox Russian
Church.



V. Copy op an Ikon pkom Mt. Athoh.
(Recently received by the Greek Cbnrcb in San Francisco.)
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VII. Our Lady of Vladimir.
(In the Cathedral, Sitka, Alaska.)

Across the Rocky Mountains the bells of Minneapolis and

Chicago take up the story ; the mountains of Pennsylvania,
from Osceola Mills, Wilkesbarre and Alleg-hany, send it on to

New York, where the chant of joy is the same as that begun at

Kiev : "Peace on earth, good-will to men. Now and ever and

unto the ages of the ages ;
Amen."

Before considering the peculiar and universal esteem in which
an ikon is held by a member of the Orthodox Church, and even

before presenting the photographs of some famous ikons owned
in California, let us, in imagination, pay a visit to Mount
Athos, where the Byzantine school of painting can best be

studied.

Extending far out into the Grecian Archipelago, on the coast

of the once famous Macedonia, is a huge promontory rising

over six thousand feet above the sea. This pyramidal peak of
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white marble, towering in strang-e tender beauty, seen at once

from the plain of Tro}', or the slopes of Mount Olympus, was
the spot chosen by that man of big: ideas in classic times, the

architect Dinocrates, who planned to carve Mount Athos into a

colossal statue of Alexander, which should bear in one hand a

city of ten thousand inhabitants, and from the other should

pour in bold cascade a great mountain stream into the Thracian
Sea beneath.

When the world was young-, Nature's hand fashioned the

central pinnacle of Mount Athos into the gnomon of a most

magnificent sun-dial. Travelers tell us of a stupendous pillar of

purple shade that lies on the iEgean.
The circumference of the dial is three hundred miles; the

sunrise throws the shadow to Salonica
;
the sunset to the isle of

Lemnos ; the islands circling between, and touched by the

slow-moving shadow, are the hour-marks.

The peninsula terminating in Mount Athos is about forty miles

long and four miles broad ; history recalls that it was once cut

off from the mainland by the ship canal of Xerxes, traces of

which still remain. The eastern slopes are clothed with mag-
nificent beech and chestnut groves, oaks and planes, and thick

undergrowth.

Here, in these wooded retreats, picturesquely located at the

mouths of gorges, or on rocky promontories, are over a thousand

chapels, churches and oratories, with their accompanying
monasteries that shelter numerous communities of monks. Here
are specimens of the oldest domestic architecture in Europe,
save the exhumed dwellings of Pompeii and those revealed by
the recent Mycenaean and Cretan discoveries. These several

caloyer communities form a sort of republic tributary to Turkey,
and its isolation is complete as a purely Christian state among
Mahometans.

Our illustration— a drawing made for this article from an

old woodcut loaned by Father Sebastian Dabovich of San
Francisco — presents the Iveron, that is, the monastery of the

Iberians or Georgians, founded by three persons of that nation

at the end of the tenth century. This convent is at the sea-

board, between steep, wooded hills running eastward from the

central ridge of Mount Athos.

In shape it is an irregular square, and is surrounded by a high
wall lending it an imposing appearance, but the buildings
within are at variance with that impression. They are of wood,

picturesquely projecting at different angles and levels, supported

by sloping beams which lean like brackets against the wall.

From the roofs rise numerous chimneys brightly painted, as are

the house-fronts.
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Behind appear the domes of the church, ' while back of all

rises a massive tower used as a watch tower in some old troub-

lous time. Not the least conspicuous objects are two magnificent

cypresses with velvet foliage standing near the east end of the

church. Of course, many of the buildings are restorations; yet

they represent very fairly the originals, in consequence of the

conservative spirit which inspires the rule that every part

fallen into decay shall be repaired in exactly the design of the

original.

Here, among the leafy chestnut groves, vineyards, laurel

hedges, roses, myrtles and oleanders, the pulse of life beats

faintly. Some of the caloyers, "good old men," as the monks
are called, pride themselves on their skill as vine-dressers

;
some

are growers of salads, others are dryers of fruits
; many carve

rosaries and images of wood, ivory or bone, and ikons are

painted according to the rules set forth in the Guide to Painting^

found by Didron, in 1839, in this monastery library. The
"
Guide "

is a compilation of the rules for the positions and

attitudes of figures, expressions of faces, backgrounds and ac-

companiments, as traditionally taught by Pauselinos, an artist

of real power, who lived in the monastery in the eleventh

century.

The reverend Father Sebastian Dabovich, of San Francisco,

spent some time at Monte Santo, as Mount Athos is familiarly

called, and is the writer's chief source of information respecting
the life at the monastery ;

and also for the various incidents

and legends connected with the rare ikons in the possession of

the Greek cathedral of San Francisco.

One of these (illustration No. 3) is a copy made on the Holy
Mountain of the famous Iberian Madonna, a miracle-working

picture, which, according to tradition, first manifested itself in

the following remarkable way at the monastery. It was cast

into the sea near Nicaea, but carried safely to Mount Athos.

When brought to the convent, and while the monks were de-

liberating where to place it, it threw itself several times on a

spot close to the gate, to indicate that the Madonna wished her

chapel to be erected there— which was done.

A scar is to be seen upon one cheek, where an Arabian unbe-

liever once pierced the picture with his lance ; blood issued

therefrom immediately, whereupon the infidel was converted

and died a saint, known in the calendar as "The Barbarian

Saint."

The "wonder-working" Madonna in Moscow, known as the

Iberian Madonna, is only a copy of the one on Mount Athos, but

it is held in peculiar veneration by the Muscovites ;
it resides in
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a chapel of malachite and marble, rich with g-ilded bronze,

built for its use near one of the entrances to the Kremlin.

It is said that when the Czar visits Moscow he drives at once

to the chapel of this Madonna and offers prayer. This custom
formed a part of the ceremonial detail accompanying" the mag-
nificent entry of Nicholas II into the ancient city of Moscow
for his coronation.

But, curiously enough, the Madonna that occupies the Krem-
lin chapel is but a copy of the copy, usually, for the first copy

goes out every morning in a blue coach drawn by six horses, to

pay domiciliary visits. The Virgin in a massive frame occu-

pies the seat of honor
;
the coachman and footman are bare-

headed, except in very cold weather
; passers-by uncover and

cross themselves at the sight of the carriage. Arrived at the

house to be thus honored, the ikon is carried through all the

rooms, a short religious service is held and g'ifts are offered to

the Virgin, whose representative ikon presides m^atiwhile in

the chapel
—and by this ingenious arrangement there is no hind-

rance to the devotions of the faithful or to the flow of contribu-

tions.
" 'Which is the real miraculous Virgin— this one we have just

met, the one in the chapel, or the one at Mount Athos ?
'

I

asked," writes Isabel Hapgood in Russian Rambles.

Neither of them is the Virgin, and all of them are the Vir-

gin. All the different Virgins are merely different manifesta-

tions of the Virgin to men. The Virgin herself is in heaven,
and communicates her power where she wills,' was the reply."
There are two more very interesting examples of religious icon-

ography, presenting widely differing phases of the art, in

San Francisco's Russian cathedral.

The first one (No. 4), a copy of an ancient ikon in the prov-

ince of Novgorod, presents a modern innovation in ikon-paint-

ing or, rather, ornamentation. The whole picture, with the ex-

ception of the face and hands, is covered with a metallic plaque—
in this case, of silver-gilt

— embossed so as to represent the form

of the figure and the drapery. The face and hands appear so

dark because this ikon is a reproduction of the original as it is

today
— dark from age. The metal robes are set here and

there with rich Siberian jewels; the crown is entirely of gems,
and a star of brilliant jewels is set above the forehead. This prac-

tice of almost covering the picture with metal was introduced

toward the middle of the eighteenth century, according to the

statement of Mr. Maskell in his Handbook of Russian Art. The
first departure from the purely pictorial representation was the

habit of placing on the head of the painted figure a piece of
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ornamental g-old-work set with precious stones, to represent a

nimbus or a crown. This method of combining^ painting and

haut-relief vfz.^ gradually extended, till it was found convenient

to unite these various ornaments with the gilt background into

a single embossed plate. The subordination of the human

figure to ornamental accessories is one of the striking differ-

ences between this phase of Christian art and the portrayals

common in the Western Church.

This copy of the Novgorod Virgin is surrounded by a frame

into which is carved the history of the miracles wrought by the

original. The copy itself is not without special sanctity, we
are assured by the priestly cicerone, as it is painted upon cypress

wood into which a bit of the true cross has been incorpor-

ated ! Dost doubt it ? Listen and be convinced. A small piece

of the true cross was presented to the monastery on Mount
Athos by the Kmperor Romanus Lecapenus in the year 924, after

his recovery from a severe illness. (Mention of this circum-

stance is made in a golden bull of the Emperor.) An artist

monk residing on Mount Athos used a bit of that relic in pre-

paring the cypress surface upon which he painted the picture

before 3'^ou. Dost still doubt ? Heaven help thine unbelief !

The next illustration (No. 5), isof an unframed ikon, received

within the last year at the Russo-Greek cathedral. It, too, is

from the Iberian monastery, and is probably the recent work of

some Russian monk.
The picture is about three and a half feet in length, and is

upon fragrant cypress-wood. The Madonna's robe is in ex-

quisite tones of yellow
—

yellow is supremely the favorite color

of Russia, and is also of significance to the devout believer in

the Greek church— while the under part reveals a bit of Per-

sian blue, like turquoise melting imperceptibly into green,

which glistens like the sheen on a peacock's neck. The child's

robe is adorned with scroll-work formed of dots of paint, like

embossed work, pale yellow in color, or white on the blue.

This artist is not content with the primary and spiritual con-

ception of a simple halo about the heads of mother and child,

as in the picture of the Iberian Madonna
;
the divine effulgence

becomes a head dress which subserves purely decorative ends,

and gives scope for the display of color.

Despite the rigidity of form, there is something wonderfully
attractive about this picture, especially in the mother's face, so

soft, so smooth, no sign of the brush being apparent in the lay-

ing on of the flesh tints. What is the charm ? It is the some-

thing that gives one the impression that the far-off, unknown
artist loves his work for the work's sake

;
it is that something
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which touches, that something which creates; "that some-

thing which belongs, in all ages, to those who grope to light

through darkness."

These pictorial half-length representations of the Savior or

the Madonna are known by the general name of ikons, and

play an important part in the life of Russia. Ikons are of

two kinds as regards religious significance ; simple ikons, and

miracle-working pictures. The former are manufactured in

enormous numbers, chiefly in the province of Vladimir, where

entire villages are employed in this kind of work. They are to

be found in every Russian house, shop, tavern, at the street

corners, over gateway's, and in churches and chapels where they
are the subjects of visits, pilgrimages and devotional offerings,

thus becoming a source of revenue to that particular shrine.

These are often of the other class, the wonder-working ikons,
*'
not made with hands." They appear in some miraculous

way ; a monk has a vision which informs him where to find an

ikon ; it is, perhaps, buried under a stone, or hangs in a tree.

After the sacred treasure has been secured, the news spreads ;

thousands come to see the heaven-sent picture and are healed of

disease. These miracles are reported to the Most Holy Synod,
the highest ecclesiastical authority. If, upon investigation, the

miracles are authenticated, the ikon is treated with the greatest

veneration. Some of the Madonna pictures have been intimately

associated with great events in the national history of Russia.

For example, the Smolensk Madonna was carried at the head of

the army in the glorious campaign against Napoleon in 1812.

Also, the Muscovites attribute the saving of Moscow from the

Tartars to the Vladimir Madonna. (See illustration No. 7.)

Sergius Stepniak writes thus :

*'
In the eyes of the people

the ikon is a living thing
—

it feels pain and pleasure, it resents

insults, and is gratified by kind treatment, just as a living

being would be." From this point of view the wounded
Iberian Madonna is perfectly consistent.

The ikon is the bond which unites the members of the Rus-

sian nation
;

it is a symbol equivalent to The Flag ;
it is the

language, which, understood by all, unites all in common
thought.
As early as 1725 Peter the Great conceived the idea of the

possibility of an American Russia as well as a European and an
Asiatic Russia. Sixty years later, after various expeditions,
Baranof, in the name of the Emperor of all the Russias, estab-
lished a settlement for trade on Alaskan shores.

Over a hundred years have come and gone since the Russian
missionaries, who followed closely in the steps of the fur-lraders,
raised the cross before the rude natives; and though eyes which
wept when the Russian colors were hauled down from the flag-
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staff at Sitka have long been closed in death, yet steadfast

hearts hold to the faith and customs of Russia, from Sitka to

Altu.
The cathedral at Sitka has been the recipient of many rich

gifts from the imperial family and other wealthy Russians.
In the chapel dedicated to Saint Mary is a beautiful Madonna

and Child ; the picture itself is nearly covered by halos and

draperies of silver, handsomely wrought. Lovers of art from
various parts of the world have vainly offered large sums for

this painting, a photograph of which is here reproduced. (See
No. 6.)

The Sitka painting is a copy of the miraculous ikon of Our
Lady of Kazan which dates from 1811

;
the original hangs in a

chapel of St. Petersburg with the name of the Almighty blaz-

ing in diamonds above it. A recent Russian writer thus eulo-

gizes the Sitka Madonna :

"
It is a pearl of Russian ecclesi-

astical art. The faces of the Virgin and of the Holy Child are

sweeter than the radiance of stars and the mildest light. It

was a true artist's brush that produced this heavenly face of
ineffable mildness The traveler in the distant land
of waterfalls and cataracts will feel compelled to say, as he
stands in the Kazan chapel at Sitka:

*

Although the Sixtine
Madonna stands supreme in the world of painting, still the
Orthodox Madonna of Sitka has a divine beauty of her own.' "

In the other chapel of the church (for the Cathedral has the

shape of a cross, and has three sanctuaries and three altars), is

an ikon of Our Lady of Vladimir in a gilt silver casing with
ornaments of precious stones. It was the original of this that
so awed the barbarous Tartars, reference to which has been
made. (No. 7.)

It was the original thought of the writer of this article, when
collecting the photographs of the Greek Madonnas, to present
at the same time some photographs of Madonnas that had been

brought across the sea when this land "Out West" was a
wilderness without a name, save to the missionaries of the
Church which affords at once the most striking contrast, and
the strongest similarity to the Russian organization.
Remains of those long-dead days, when Spain was the Mother-

land, and when the Missions were the farthest outposts of civ-

ilization, are to be found ;
there are crumbling walls of stone

and clay that echoed to matin prayer and vesper song ; there
are chimes of bells green with rust

; there are wanton trees

planted by Franciscan hands a century ago ; there are Saints'

names for every mountain, town, vale and river ; there are

graves, over which gray crosses lean and radiant roses bloom ;

there are censers, and embroideries and tapestries that came from
Spain to be unrolled in the desert ;

but most of the pictures are
worn and dim— faded, like an old man's eyes. And there is

no artist, with wizard touch, to restore their pristine beauty ;

no artist to do for them what Edwin Deakin, in his paintings of
the old Missions, has done to restore the picture of that old Fran-
ciscan civilization— a picture full of color, romance and re-

ligion.

BerkeleT. Cal.
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JUST A RUD sunbonne:t.
From the memoirs of the late Joseph Hnskisson, Esq.. of California.

Compiled by CLARENCE ALAN McGREW.

O one ever accused Jim Kay of being specially

responsive to any of the nobler calls
;
he was

as rough a
"
Sydney cove " as ever drifted into

California. But I shall not permit that reform

which has been wrought in me to deter me

^§K |l^\ P^ from giving him the credit for an act of what
^i'llA.ml.iAfe then seemed to me, apparently a hopeless

rascal, almost criminal recklessness.

In earlier papers which the Rev. Dr.

Cosattin kindly revised for me, after having
consulted the records of the Vigilance Committees, I have re-

ferred at times to English Jim. Suffice it here to say that he

and I were as precious a pair of rascals as ever dodged the gal-

lows for a half-life each, as heartless a pair of sulphur-spawned
devils as ever danced at the edge of hell's pit. I was of Scotch

parentage, a fairly good education and a failing toward putting

my thoughts on paper. He was well educated, and I am confi-

dent that some of England's best blood flowed in his veins. I

had drifted into crime quite naturally ; my going to Sydney
came from a little matter of counterfeiting. English Jim had
been sent there after having been ''convicted " in the judgment
of the courts and also of his family of having committed a

"crime " of which, perhaps, I shall have something to say later.

None of my crimes were very highly colored. I was always
willing enough to follow along when there was a leader, but

without him I was a ewe lamb in the pasture. English Jim
went in for crime, as he said, because he didn't know what else

he could do. Everybody for whom he had the least regard
believed him a criminal, and he thought he might as well be

black as he was painted. And how he lived up to that !

In the summer of 1851 we were together in San Francisco

spending our money. We were two of a gang of six which robbed
four stores in Sacramento in one night, and our share of the

swag was heavy. *'S3'dneytown" took away our ill-gotten

Chains in less than two weeks. When we awoke with empty
pockets Kay proposed that we go down in the vicinity of the

Adobe (the old Custom House) that night and
*'

prospect for

pay dirt ;

" that meant robbing a store with us. We started

out at nine o'clock that night to look around.

We had been skulking around for about an hour when we
heard the bell on the Monumental Engine Company's house
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begin to ring-. We joined the crowd that seemed to start for

the engine house from every quarter at the first tap of the bell.

We were easily able to find out what was going on ; they were

trying John Jenkins for stealing a little safe and trying to carry

it across the bay in a rowboat. We knew him
;
and Jim in an

angry, loud voice asked what right a crowd of men had to make
themselves into a court and try men. Some looked with wonder

at the man for his boldness of speech, and then a group surged

around us and one stout, red-shirted fellow, with a striking dash of

white at the very front of what was otherwise a coal-black head

of hair, seized Jim by the arm and gave it a wrench as he said,

coolly enough :

'* We have the right that nine-tenths of an American com-

munity always has to rid itself of the other d d rascal tenth.

They're going to hang that man they have there now and, so

help me God ! I hope they hang all the other rascals they can

find here. How's that, gentlemen ?
"

As he turned his strong, handsome face to the crowd around

there were shouts of "that's right" and "that's the ticket!'*

Someone in the rear called Jim out as a
"
Sydney cove," and

that set Jim in a fury.

He had sense enough not to use his Colt in a crowd like that,

but he turned to the man with the smear of white in his black

hair and said :

"You, my fine coxcomb; you, with your white liver showing
at your forehead

;
I am going to shoot you down like the

d d mongrel you are when I meet you on the street next

time. Then I'll cut you up and sell you for rabbit meat at the

bear market. You and your gang can all go to the devil. How's

that, my bullies ?"

God knows what harm they might have done him if a man
hadn't come out of the engine company house then and started

to make a speech. I dragged Jim away and we went back to

Sydneytown.
It was two days after that, when the hanging of Jenkins

and the formation of the Vigilance Committee had put the city

in a fever heat, that Jim met the man with the smear of white

hair in the street, and fired. He missed— but two that shot at

him also missed.

How we got out of San Francisco without being caught I

cannot say to this day ;
it seems as if luck must have thrown

her cup over these two poor hunted dice. As it was, we left be-

hind us at least two or three leaden mementos in their billets,

although I believe the wounds were not fatal in either case.

We made our escape in a boat. Halfway out in the bay, with
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a boatload of pursuers hot after us, a friendly iog enveloped
us and we reached the eastern shore of the bay. We tried to

steal horses to further our escape, but were scared off, and then

perforce ran for the hills. We had no more than gained them
when we saw signs of our pursuers far behind on the fiats.

Tired as day-worked dogs after our long row and run, we got
to the first shelter that was afforded. It was a hole in the thick

hedge that skirted a small valley ranch. We pulled our revolvers

and got ready for the crisis we firmly expected. To me the

minutes seemed hours, and my courage began to ooze percept-

ibly. Jim saw it and gave me a thump on the shoulder.
"
Don't you funk on me now," he snarled, with an oath.

A moment later I heard him mutter a curse against his older

brother, whom he often accused of wrecking his life. As if

in defiance of his black-spirited expression, the next sound that

came to my ears was the chatter of a child. And then, peeping

out, we saw a light-haired little girl with a doll-sweet face and

a brilliantly red sunbonnet of large dimensions come dancing
down a slope less than one hundred feet away. Then we heard

an angry snort, and as we looked out saw a bull springing over

the slope not fifty feet behind the child.

ril wager that the red sunbonnet was the next thing that

came into the mind of each of us. I shut my eyes.

Hardly had I done so when Jim rushed past me out of the

hedge. To me it seemed as if he snatched the child and her

red bonnet from the very horns of the animal, which, carried

along in its rush, slid several feet, and gave Jim a moment to

start away in. He ran for a low spot in the hedge, evidently

intending to jump it if he could reach it. The little girl gave
a scream of fright when she saw the bull, and then clung more

tightly to Jim. I saw Jim reach for his revolver then. He
didn't find it. He had left it in the hedge-gap. Then he ripped
the bonnet from the child's head- He knew he could not reach

the hedge with her, so, with the bonnet in his hand, he threw
her ahead of him and turned around toward the bull, waving
the bonnet furiously as he did so.

"Run on, little one," he shouted. "Get over the hedge,

quick !
"

I tried to close my eyes on his approaching death, but I

couldn't.

Then there was the whip-like crack of a rifle, and the bull

went down past Jim with a heavy thump on the brick-hard adobe.

The man with the rifle came down the slope on a run. His
hat had dropped off, and at his forehead was a smear of white
in the bed of black. He stretched out his hand^and, as Jim took

it, said:
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Pardner, what's mine's yours."

*'Know who I am ?
" said Jim.

"
Yep— the fellow that tried to plug me the other day."

"Well," said Jim, "my pardner is there in your hedge.
We're trying- to escape your d—d Vigilance Committee. We
need your shed as a hiding-place for about an hour."

And we got it.

THE, GARDEN.
By MAY-ETHELYN BOURNE.

EAR HEART, because with laughter and with song»
You strayed within my soul's gate, left ajar,

I took the tangled wilderness of years
And made thereof a garden — for your sake.

Each lowly line of temp'rament or thought
(That would have been content in other days
To creep along the warm, primeval earth),

I trained to climb
;
lest they, perchance, unchecked,

Might prove a snare for your too careless feet.

Dark hedges of despair were torn away
That blossoms for your decking might have sun ;

The mournful cedars, that had marked a grave.

Were felled
;
and where they lifted somber heads,

I planted laurels— that you might be crowned.

"Rosemary for remembering
"— as if

My heart could even for a moment lose

The mem'ry of your face ! But starred with blue

A corner dim lest I— /be forgot.

The garden that I made was very fair :

'Twas watered with my tears and sunned by smiles,

With tender kisses for each op'ning flower.

Then, with no winding pathway left unswept,
With never weed nor poisonous growth allowed,

Worn with the labor— yet rejoicing, too,

I rested for your coming. Ah ! and now —
And now— what need have you of earth-grown bloom.

Whom angels lead through fields Elysian, sown

With flowers of amaranth and asphodel ?

Nor any need is yours of Earth's heartsease,

When God himself shall wipe away all tears.

And yet, because of this, shall I undo

The labor of my many years and love ?

Ah, no 1 For even now, you may, perchance,

Be looking down the far, faint, purplj line

That separates the bound soul from the free ;
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And saddened by the sight of Earth's wide wastes,

Of dark and solemn cypress and of yew—
Your wandering-, wistful gaze may fall upon
A little garden spot; made glad and gay
For one who never came— and never shall.

Haywjtrd, Cal.

••GOD'S COUNTRY."
By FLORENCE PELTIER .

yr was "hayin' time." To be sure, there wasn*t

much material to make into hay, for Connecti-

cut's hills are numerous, and the meadow-land

is squeezed into close quarters. Besides, it

hadn't been good hay weather— too little rain

when water was needed, and a drenching in the

spring when "
Old Sol " should have been put-

ting in his
"
best licks." So the grass was thin, with here and

there great patches of it burned entirely down.
"
Old Man Johnson " — as his neighbors called him, with no

disrespect intended— looked anxiously from his '*medder"

(which was a big one for Connecticut, for it had as much as fif-

teen level acres in it), where three men were spreading out the

recently cut grass, to the big thunderheads on the horizon. The
four o'clock sun glared at him like an evil eye, and made his

head swim. The atmosphere visibly palpitated and closed in on

all sides with humid heaviness. Men and beasts panted in

short, painful gasps. Millions of tiny gnats buzzed with insist-

ent, irritating steadiness, wickedly jabbing whatever flesh they
came in contact with, human or other.

A tall, narrow-shouldered man came wearily up to Old Man
Johnson, saying :

*'
Looks as if we'd have a storm."

Johnson wiped his streaming face with the back of his sweaty
hand as he answered:

**Yes; guess all hands '11 have to pitch in an' git this hay
right into the barn."

"
Guess it's the best thing to do," assented George Wilder^

the first speaker.

**Come on an' we'll hitch up," said Johnson.

The two hurried across the meadow to the barn. While har-

nessing the horses the younger man remarked :

*'
I thought you reckoned on going to California, last spring."

**
So I did," replied Johnson, tugging at a strap; "but

Henry's tobaccy went back on him— was cut up by hail, last

year, you rememt>er, an' it left him pretty short. If I hadn't
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chipped'in an' helped him, he'd gone under, sure. It took quite
a slice out of what I'd put by to start my ranch out there." The
old man sighed.

"
I've got a good ranch in Californy, I expect," he went on.

"
I haven't seen it, but the photographs are pretty satisfyin'. I

finished payin' for it two years ago." Again Johnson sighed, as

he climbed up over the hay-rack into the wagon. Wilder fol-

lowed him, and, while driving rapidly to the meadow, Johnson
said :

*'This is between us, George, and ain't to go any further.

You know I wanted Henry to go to college. I'd laid by the

money for it
; but, somehow, he never took much to learnin'. I

guess you found that out when you an' him went to the high
school in Hartford. Henry wouldn't hear to nothin' but raisin

tobaccy. So the college money went for that, an' more good
money's followed.

"Strange," mused the old man, "that he didn't care for an

education, /was hungry for one
; but father had five sons to

bring up, an' we all had to dig our daily bread out of these hills
—

pretty hard diggin'
— an' there wasn't too much bread an'

but mighty little butter. I'd set a store by havin' Henry a col-

lege man an' a professor in a school, or a lawyer, or soraethin*

of the sort. Henry's been a grief to me an' his mother in more

ways than one."

Here, their destination being reached, they jumped out, and

seizing pitchforks, began, together with the other men, hastily

pitching the freshly cut grass into the hay-wagon.

"By gum!" exclaimed one of the men, while he worked

briskly,
"

It's too bad to put this hay in tonight. It oughter to

lie here all day tomorrer."

Twice the wagon, loaded to its utmost capacity, was driven to

the barn and emptied ;
and now a dark pall was spread across

the western sky. As the men prepared to return to the meadow,
after the second unloading, two women joined them. Their

spare bodies were clad in faded calico gowns ; and their faces

were hidden in the cavernous depths of sunbonnets.
"
Guess you'll need us, too, if )'Ou're going to get in another

load before the storm gets here," said one of the women. They
climbed lightly into the wagon, followed by the men, and the

tired horses were urged into a gallop. The wagon swayed and

bumped, while the people in it clung to the slats of the hay-
rack to steady themselves. Low mutterings of the approaching
storm were audible. Arriving again at the meadow, Johnson

called :

"All hands lively, now I
"
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While the women plied their pitchforks as deftly as the men,
their sunbonnets falling back revealed their faces. One, a

young:, flat-breasted woman, with no trace of youthful contour

in her pallid face, was Henry's wife
;
the other, Old Man John-

son's wife, was wiry and lean ; and the gray Hair, loosened,

straggled over her wrinkled cheeks. Her back was rounded

until it reached the point of deformity
—

eloquent testimony of

days of toil. Oh, that pitiful hump between the shoulders of

the old New England farm-wife ! No comfortable old age for

her; no smiling, placid, round face, no ample figure
—

only

gaunt, haggard lines, the relics of weary work through burning
summers and freezing winters.

The air had become oppressive to the point of agony. Blacker

and blacker grew the sky. The sun was hidden and the clouds

shut down as if they were a cover to close in and suffocate the

unhappy victims in the hollows between the hills. Now the

lightning's glare was closely followed by loud, continous roar-

ing. The wagon loaded, the men and women clambered up on
the top of the mountain of bay— a reeking group— and the

horses, with trembling legs and dilated eyes, drew their load

under cover just as the storm burst. It was too dark to see one
another's faces. The rain fell in sheets, but with it came no

cooling wind to refresh the people and horses silently waiting
for the storm to lift. The air was stifling with the odor from

freshly cut grass.

Finally it grew light enough to see to unharness the horses

and to unload the hay, and by the time all this was finished the

storm was over. The men looked at the meadow, where much
cut grass lay, drenched with rain.
"
Gosh !

" exclaimed Wilder,
"

it's a burning shame."
**

Well, I sh'd call it a wet shame," said another man, with a

lame attempt at humor.

The women hastened to the house, the men back to begin to

scatter the grass
— all but Johnson. He lingered behind, walk-

ing slowly through the heavy air— more unbearable now, be-

cause the rain already was turning into a steamy vapor, which

clung in clammy caress to everything.
The old man's skin was like brown leather, his hair thin and

white ; though his shoulders stooped there was plenty of energy
apparent in his wiry, bony body, and indomitable will was ex-

pressed in his thin-lipped mouth, while his blue eyes were as

clear as the winter sky on a sunny day. He looked westward

through a rift in the hills. His face flushed, the tears started,

and he said, in low, yearning, tremulous tones :

"
God's Country's over yonder !

"
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Then the Man in him banished the momentary weakness, he

shouldered his pitchfork and walked rapidly toward the meadow
— over the tortured earth that wrapped her agony about tree,

and beast and man.

Summer crawled into autumn, autumn shivered into winter,

and a bitter winter night it was that George Wilder drove up
to Johnson's. Getting stiffly out of his sleigh he pounded

loudly on the front door with his whip-stock. The door was

quickly opened by Mrs. Johnson, who stood with lighted lamp
in hand. The room Wilder looked into glowed cheerily with

the light of red-hot coals shining through the many mica win-

dows of the
"
parlor heater." But out upon the pure cold air

swept the unwholesome odor of an airtight apartment in which

human beings had been breathing out their carbonic acid gas

for some hours.
"
Land sakes 1 Is that you, George ? Why, you're most

froze, ain't you ?" exclaimed Mrs. Johnson. "Come right in."

"I must put up my horses first, if you'll kindly let me stay

over night. My horses can't go any further, neither can I."

Mrs. Johnson bustled away to find her husband and the hired

man, who were soon helping Wilder to care for his half-frozen

animals. Finally, after a hearty supper, Wilder was cozily

seated near the big parlor stove, adding his share of poisonous

exhalations to the unventilated room.

Conversation turned, in time, to Southern California, as it

always did when Old Man Johnson was about. He tipped back

his chair, so that he could lean comfortably against the wall,

and said :

"
Lordy ! Just think of it 1 Here we are buried in two feet

of snow on the level. Like as not tomorrer it'll be a-meltin'

an' we'll be in slush up over our knees, an' standin' good chances

of gittin' pneumony. An' then, agin, there may be a blizzard

that '11 bury us till we dig our way out. Remember that blizzard

that cut off Hartford from Boston an' New York ? We couldn't

git into town with any milk for a week. Gosh 1 how the

folks cheered when they finally see us come breakin' our way in

with an ox-team ! They was starved for milk— 'specially the

bottle babies. Poor little critters ! They'd nothin' but con-

densed milk for a week, an' that had nearly give out.

"Now, out there,"
— waving his hand westward— "the

flowers are a-bloomin', millions of 'em— roses, lilies! An'

think of a whole acre of cally lilies growing right outdoors.

TAi'nk of it 1 An' of orange trees an' lemon trees, fruit an'

blossoms on, all at the same time; an' of winders open
— in

January !
"
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'*
I hear you've got an orang-e tree," said Wilder.

'*
So we have." said Mrs. Johnson.

"
I'll show it to you."

She crossed the parlor to take a small lighted lamp standing
on the melodeon, and then opened a door into another room, and
went in, followed bj^ the men. In this large room, with its

three windows, one facing east and two south, an even summer

temperature was kept by means of a small stove, with an

uncovered dish of water on the top. In this improvised conserv-

atory Mrs. Johnson's plants
—

geraniums, primroses, heliotrope,

begonias, all blossoming gaily
— showed abundant evidence of

loving care. On a low table in front of one of the south win-

dows were three plants
— two callas and the orange tree. One

of the callas was in bloom, and its lilies shone with ghostly
loveliness in the subdued light. The orange "tree" was a

shrub about four feet high, and on it were a number of blossoms

and one tiny orange.

"And that orange really grew there !

" said Wilder, reverently.

They all looked in silence upon the little foreigner bravely

doing its best in this cold, alien land. Sweet perfume came
from the open flowers, and the buds seemed like huge pearls

hanging amidst the glossy green leaves.

"Think of orchards of 'em— big tall trees, like apple trees,"

•aid the hired man.
"
We're a-goin' to built our house right beside our orange

grove. Mother's a-goin' to have roses bloomin' the year round,
an' a-runnin' all over her verandy, an' sit out there an' knit in

December, ain't you, Mother ?
" said Old Man Johnson, smiling

at his wife.

"Yes," she answered,
"
an' we'll have cally lilies an' helio-

trope, an' tea-roses a-growin' outdoors in our gardin."
" The only thing I'm afraid of," said Johnson, laughingly.

"
is that we'll never be ready to go to heaven ; it'll be heaven

enough out there. They call it 'God's Country,' you know,
You look up, high as you can, an' there's the eternal snow on

them blue mountain peaks. You look down in the valleys, an*

there's oranges, lemons, figs an' olives a-ripenin', and all the

flowers on God's earth bloomin' together. Wonderful, ain't it ?"
Mrs. Johnson, who was still holding the lamp, walked

toward the door, saying apologetically, "Kerosene ain't good
for the orangje tree."

"I do believe," said Johnson, banteringly, as the men fol-

lowed Mrs. Johnson into the parlor, "that Mother would buy
jeweler's cotton to wrap that hull tree in, if she thought the

tree wanted it."
"
Well," said the hired man,

"
it's a great sight. People

have drove miles, jest to look at it."
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"When do you intend groing: West, Mr. Johnson?" asked

Wilder.
*'
Seein' Henry's on his feet agin

— for though he lost a good
part of his tobaccy, he's sold what he had at a spankin' good
price

— I cal'late we can leave about next September."
And Johnson expatiated, until bedtime, on the possibilities of

sucessful farming in California.

One night in February Johnson's son, Henry, went into Hart-

ford, and there, in a drunken brawl, he hit with his horny fist

a weak fellow, whose life had been spent behind a counter in a

dry-goods shop. Having nothing in him to withstand such an

onslaught, his puny life hung by a thread for days. Henry was
locked up, bailed out by his father, and

"
skipped

"
for parts un-

known.
It was too much for Old Man Johnson. Proud of the honest

record of a long line of sturdy farmer ancestors, and rigid in

his sense of right and wrong, not only his son's disgrace, but

the suspicion he felt rested upon himself as an abettor in

Henry's disappearance, brought him to his bed. Literally, he

was dying of a broken heart. For weeks he had lain in bed,

silent, uncomplaining, but rapidly wasting away, refusing to

see the neighbors, even George Wilder. A phjsician whom
Johnson had supplied with milk many years, daily took the

trolley out to the farm-house, ten miles from town, though it

meant loss of practice. Somehow he always had had a good
deal of regard for Johnson, whose life's history, though plain

and simple, and common enough in New England annals, ap-

pealed to the doctor's warm sympathy, and he attended the old

man faithfully, doing everything in his power to make his last

days as peaceful as possible.

It was on a raw day, the latter part of March, that, on enter-

ing Johnson's bedroom, he saw, with his experienced eye, that

the end was not far off. Near the bed was placed the little

orange tree. Johnson saw the doctor looking at it, and ex-

plained, in the weak, spasmodic voice of the dying :

"
I asked Mother to bring it in here. You know it's an

orange tree, doctor. I like to look at it, for it takes me in mind
to that beautiful land I ain't a-goin' to see. Poor Mother,"
said the old man, looking fondly at his wife,

"
I guess you'll

have to give up your gardinof callys and your verandy with the

roses a-growin' over it in December."

Mrs. Johnson's toilworn hand clasped her husband's tenderly.

"Don't talk of it, Sam. It's you I want— not the roses an'

things !

"
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She knelt beside the bed and buried her wrinkled face in the

bedclothes. Poor, thin, round-backed, withered little woman,
what compensation for the agony of maternity and the toil of

years !

The doctor looked fiercely out the window and swallowed
hard. He was not of the sort that tell cheerful lies to a man in

his last hour.

Johnson lay still so long that there seemed little hope of his

rallying- again. Outside the day was dreary enough — bleak

brown hills and meadows, with here and there patches of dirty
snow ; bare trees ;

a sullen sky, and cold, raw winds shrieking
about the house.

Across the quaint blue and white counterpane — more than
half a century old— stole a daring sunbeam that had pierced
the threatening sky. Just then Johnson languidly roused, and
smiled weakly as he watched the ray of sunlight creep across

his bed and rest lovingly on the little orange tree. Suddenly
his blue eyes opened wide, and he sat up, exclaiming in a

strong, joyous voice, while lifting high his arm and pointing

steadily upward :

*'
Look ! See the eternal snow !

"

The doctor gently laid him down and closed his eyes.

Old Man Johnson was in God's Country.

Hartford, Conn.

THE DUSERT OF THE COLORADO.
By NELLIE SUYDAM.

EVEL wastes of gray, where once was flashing sea ;

Starlc, pale arrow-weed, where swaying sea plants grew ;

Heaps of sullen sand, where wild surf called the dawn.
Hot, white glare of sun, where dim, green light slipped

through.

From up the evil hills the frightened sea has fled ;

Crumbling lie her shells where lizards come and go ;

Burnt by desert suns, the gaunt-ribbed reefs each moon
Long for dashing spray, and the salt tide's ebb and flow.

Still the sun-beat shores dream that some night the sea.

Uprising from a feast with storm and hurricane.

Up her ancient paths shall hurl her white-plumed waves,
Led by shouting blasts, and win her own again.

Glendora, Cal.
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' the: soldier or fortune:.

•irf5>OVKLISTS— like the ladylike persons they mostly are,

^1^ of whichsoever sex, that never so much as braved a Pull

man across the continent— have given us many picture^
of the Adventurer, American and other. In adventuring, presence
of mind is much more easeful than presence of body; and in the

unharried comfort of their easy-chairs some of them have given
us really wonderful pictures of the sort of wandering they
admire by proxy. It is also much simpler to create the details

and hardships in the leisure of a study than to butt them out

with your head against the stone wall of circumstance. Few
that Do Things ever matched, in facility of describing them,
those who Never Did Anything — except on paper.
But there are people who really rove. The American Adven-

turer, the vagrom world-compeller, is not all a myth of fiction

more or less polite. All of us that are familiars of the Frontier

have known many of him. It is no unwonted thing, away out

in the last Jumping-Off Place, where only Barbarians inhabit

and the traveller thinks to find barbarians only, to "meet up
with " Men of Power

;
men who catch up the professor on his

Greek, or floor in his own speciality the university lecturer on

geology ;
men bitten of the same flea of Unrest that nagged

Jason to and through the quest of the Golden Fleece— but of

more invention and devil-may-careness than any Greek ever had,
and of a serene impudence past all cataloguing. As to ethics,

they are of all stripes. There are no "whiter" men in the

world than some of these globe-rummagers— nor more deludher-

ing scoundrels than some others. Doubtless they are all a bit

cracked. The man who "
doesn't know when to let go" misses

the best thing in the world— and no prospector or chronic rover

ever did know when. But they all have Go in them, and Life,

and Juice
;
and they are so incomparably more interesting than

the average person, who never moved, that they would be eaten

up alive if they ever did settle down in a sober community. So

perhaps they are justified to Keep Going.
But that is another sermon— a long one, a big one, and one

that shouldn't be preached until it can be preached out. Yet a

mere trifle may set one to thinking of it.

Just now it is merely to print a letter— not a
"
lithery

" con-

tribution, nor a piece of studied rhetoric, but just a plain, hasty,

crude, personal letter. If any one of our writers had ever had

the thousandth part of the experience
—

mercy, they would

scribble about it till Kingdom Come ! This is the hurried scrawl

of one of the sort of vagamundos that carry the American

name into every corner of the world— and once in a great while
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make it respected. It is truthful, insofar as any of us can write

truthfully of ourselves ; and it is not altogether without philo-

sophic interest— for it sketches, roughly, untechnically, but

characteristically, a type that is distinctly modern. Adam,
Homer, Christ, Luther, Shakspere, and a few iother old fogies,

were not Americans. But we Aave invented Nervous Prostra-

tion— which the prospector avoids simply because he carries /it's

case Out Doors
;
while his brother, with precisely the same

bacillus, but herding it at his desk, breaks down. No one ever

heard of a rover breaking down— but then, again, no one ever

heard of him quitting. He can't. The gadfly has him on the

run. He will die with his boots not only "on," but going.
The only way he ever "stands still" is jumping up and down
while he works a miracle in some favored spot ;

and he cannot

stay any longer there, at $25 per day and expenses, than till he
hears (or guesses) that he might get four bits a day on the other

side of the footstool and board himself.

And here— unstudied and unconscious— is a mere sample
straw of the sort of fellow he is.

Urique, Chihuahua, Mex.
My dear :

I think the last time I had the pleasure of meeting you I was
at your lumber mills, trying to manipulate Chalcedony Park,
cither in 1886 or 7.

Well, I have seen a good bit of the world since that hard game
I had on with the Petrified Forest.

I sailed for Australia in September, 1887, First took charge
of the Tearoia C. and G. Mg. Co. of Naiorongomai, New Zea-
land, worked the mine out and displayed such skill in doing so
that they appointed me general manager of the Broken Hill
Junction C. and S. Co. of Broken Hill, New South Wales, Aus-
tralia. I was two years in this position, and paid my share-
holders ^^50,000, or $250,000, in dividends during my adminis-
tration. The shares (100,000) touched ;^8 per share, and I

made and lost money like a Monte Carlo plunger. I afterwards
took a big contract, stoping on the Broken Hill Proprietary. I

had a tough job picking out a "creep" (as the Cousin Jacks
call a general smash-up under ground), but Guillermo got there
just the same, and more dinero vengay vanios.
The gold rush to Western Australia started in the early 'Nine-

ties, and I was one of the first to pack my swag and seek the
land of golden nuggets (with water at 60 cents per gallon,
typhoids, dysentery and other luxuries), backed by some of the

leading capitalists of Australia and London.
I explored Western Australia on camels, horses and afoot,

from Cue to Esperance Bay. When I first arrived, Coolgardie
was the great golden bonanza, but prospectors got out into the
wilderness and new diggings and rushes were of daily occurrence.

I am not an alluvial miner, and went for "reefs," as the Aus-
tralian Buttons call veins and lodes.
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I was looking- for domestic felines, not Wild Gatos, and for

two years everybody was making money except Guillermo. One
day I walked into the Horseman Camp, 130 miles south of the

city of Coolgardie, with my sole possessions
— my swag,

;^ 1:10:0 (equal to about $7.50), and my conscience still in its

irgin state, regarding wild-cats— and found a reef over a mile

long, averaging 4 feet wide, showing free gold in many places,
which looked as if it might turn out trumps.

I say I found it. I mean I found the owners of it, called The
Ragged 13, being a lot of shepherds, who had accidentally wand-
ered into the desert and pegged out (located) this mine of

golden treasure, and were camping on it, waiting for suckers,
and I fell in. I got a two weeks' option on 250 acres for ^^22,500
spot cash; borrowed a Brumbarj (mustang), rode to Coolgardie,
showing my old form as a cowboy. As I reached within ten
miles of Coolgardie that night my Guyocaw dropped, never to

rise any more, and I resumed my ordinary conveyance of shanks'

legs, and reached Coolgardie at 12 midnight. Met Dr. Simons,
a French mining engineer, who had any amount of English and
French backers, showed him about ten pounds of samples, which
I managed to land with, went back to the Horseman with a

four-in-hand, valet, cook and driver, closed the deal in forty-

eight hours. This property Dr. Simons jQoatcd for 180,000 £,7>

shares. I returned to Coolgardie, realized a commission of

;;^5,000, speculated in Kalgoorlie shares, made a fortune of

;!^100,000 in a few days, and then started out again on a ship of
the desert (camel) for the northern goldfields, and kept going
for a year before I found another mine above suspicion, called

the
"
Sons of Gualer," which I sold to Mr. Wm. Prichard

Morgan, M. P., for £,S,OQQ with a commission of ^^1,000.
This mine proved a bonanza. It is situated 160 miles north of

Kalgoorlie, at Mt. Leonora ;
was floated in London in 300,000

£,\ shares, which reached £^, and when I noticed them last, in

October, 1900, when I was in London, they were listed at ^7.
In 1897 I started for the Klondike from Sydney, N. S. W.
When I got to Vancouver, I heard such discouraging reports

that I changed my course, and sailed from Vancouver, B. C, for

Manila. On arrival at Yokohama, Japan, I met my old friend

Wm. Prichard Morgan, and he having some gigantic schemes
on in Corea and China, I again placed myself at his disposal,
and began explorations in the middle of the Kingdom, and for

two years I wandered through the land of the Boxers, unmo-
lested, and was then sent over to Corea as expert extraordinary
to the Emperor, with a retinue of 22 servants, ponies, boys,

cooks, official and interpreter. I visited all the household mines

belonging to the Emperor of Corea, "turned them all down,"
as the Gringo says, but selected a concession of 400 square miles

for mineral and mining purposes for Wm. Prichard Morgan,
which he is now operating. Then was ordered back to China,
and in company with Dr. Jack, Geologist of Queensland, Au-
stralia, his son, and another Scotchman, proceeded to Szechuen,
the largest and richest province in the Chinese Empire, border-

ing on Thibet. We went by steamer, first to Ichang, 500 miles

up the Yang-tse-Kiang river, then by canoes over the famous
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Ichang Rapids, then by junk to Chong: King, capital of Sze-

chuen, whence we took saddle and pack ponies, and commenced
to explore the foothills of the Himalayas— and here are mount-
tains that knock out anything in the world.
We were g-ettingf along nicely, finding lots of gold, silver,

copper and other precious and valuable metals, when the Boxer
trouble commenced, and we were in the worst province in China
(viz. , Shewsie) . Wm. Prichard Morgan, associated with Li Hung
Chang, the richest and smartest Chinaman in China, had acquired
a mining concession for the sole right to operate mines in this

great Province of 06,000 square miles, and which has a popula-
tion equal to the United States and England. My contract with
them was 10% of all the profits, all my traveling and other ex-

penses paid, and jQ\ per day to be sent to my wife. But the

Mongolians got nasty. We had to shoot a few. The Governor-

General, through instructions from Li Hung Chang, who is the

power behind the throne in the middle Kingdom, sent 500
Chinese soldiers as a body guard to bring us out of the country,
and in August, last year, I landed in Shanghai, sailed for Lon-
don via Hong Kong, Singapore, Columbi, and the Mediter-

ranean, arrived at Paris Exposition in the latter part of Sep-
tember, stayed there a fortnight, did London for two months,
shifted back to Australia. No business.

Sailed for San Francisco in February last, came to Mexico in

May, made a trip out to the famous Dolores mines, 150 miles
N. W. of Minaca ; returned to San Francisco, went up to Pres-
cott ; saw our old friends and chums

, ,
and

;

raised some money from Frank, (who is a millionaire), returned
to Mexico to hunt up something genuine for Frank and his

associates, and met your friend
, who, by the way, used

to be an old school mate of mine at San Jose, Cal., in the

Seventies; joined issues with him and started out in August
last to hunt up genuine mining propositions. As Reed has in-

formed you, I believe, have done some good business with a

couple of mines at Jimenez, Chihuahua. Reed is still at Jim-

enez, but I wrote to him yesterday requesting him to join me
here. We have since taken our old friend

,
into the copart-

nership.
I have seen enough in the last three years to convince me that

in this mining district we can do some good business. In my
opinion, from observation and from what I hear from respon-
sible, bona fide mining men, this is one of the richest districts

in Mexico, if not in the world.

And, now, as you remarked in your letter to Reed of Septem-
ber 30th, we will drop the social part and proceed to business.

* * * Yours truly,
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. EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To tHo Pacific Coast of A.inerica.

(From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

Sir Francis Drake.— II.

^|f*^rAGELL(ANE was not altogether deceived in calling them Giants,

fSdlll since they differ so much from other Men in Stature, Strength^^ • and the Hideousness of their Voice, yet are they not so mon-
strous as the Spaniards reported, some Englishmen being fully as tall as

any they saw
;
but not imagining any English would ever come there, it

encouraged them boldly to write such Untruths. Their Name Penta-

goners, or five Cubits, that is, seven Foot and a half, giving their true

height, yet many not so large, but certainly the Cruelties used against

them, have made them more monstrous in their manner than Bodies,
which being told from Father to Son, has created such an inveterate^
Hatred in them against Strangers, that upon all occasions they seek revenge

upon them ; yet they seemed to repent the Wrong offered to the English,

suffering them to continue there peaceably two Month after, and may cause

them to be kinder to others that happens to come into the Country.
To this Mischief from Infidels, another greater and of far worse conse-

quence was like to have fallen out among themselves, had not Divine

Providence timely discovered and prevented it, whereby the Innocent Blood

of the General and his most faithful Friends, might have been traiterously

shed, and the whole Action thereby overthrown. This Design was laid before

their coming from England, and of which General Drake had a full Account
in his Garden at Plymouth, but he could never believe that a Person whom
he so dearly affected, and had so extreamly obliged, would contrive any
Evil against him, and therefore continued his Favours to this suspected
Person ; yea, increased them so as to make him his most intimate and
bosom Friend, giving him the second Place in his Company in his Pre-

sence, and leaving him the Conduct of his whole Affairs in his Absence,

imparting to him all his Secrets, and allowing him free Liberty in all

reasonable Things ; yea, bearing with his many Weaknesses and Infirm-

ities, scorning that any private Injuries should break that firm Friendship
he had contracted with him, and was therefore offended with those, who
from Duty discovered his daily Contrivances to destroy the whole Enter-

prise. But the General being at length convinced of his Falshood, and
that Lenity would do no good, since the Heat of his Ambition could not

be allayed but by the Murder and Blood of his Captain and Companions,
his Practices growing daily more dangerous, he resolved to question him
before it was too late, therefore first securing him, he called all the Com-
manders and Gentlemen of his Company together, to whom he gave an

Account of the good Parts in this Gentleman, and of the Brotherly Tender-

ness he had always showed towards him ever since his first Acquaintance,
and then delivered them the Letters he had received from several Persons,
who much doubted his Fidelity, and that not only at Sea, but at Plymouth
not only by bare Words, but Writings under the Gentleman's own Hand :

yea, several unworthy Actions comitted by him, tending to the Overthrow
of the Voyage in Hand, and the murdering the General's Person. For all

which so many full and evident Proofs were produced, that the Gentleman
himself struck with Remorse for his inconsiderate and unkind Dealings,

freely acknowledged himself worthy of Death, yea of many Deaths, since

he not only designed the Ruin of the Action, but of the Principal Actor
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likewise, not of a Stranger or Enemy to him, but of a true and real

Friend
;
and therefore openly besought the whole Assembly, who had

Power to administer Justice, to prevent him from being his own Execu-

tioner, by condemning him to a deserved Death.
The Discourse rais'd Admiration and Astonishment in all present, espe

cially in his nearest Friends and dearest Acquaintance ; but none was so

much affected as the General himself, who unable to conceal his Affection,

withdrew, requiring them when they had thoroughly heard and considered

the whole Matter, to give such Judgment as they would be answerable for

to their Prince, but especially to Almighty God, the righteous Judge of

all the Earth ; whereupon all of them, being 40 of the principal Persons in

the whole Fleet, after they had maturely discust the Business, and freely
heard what any of his Friends could alledge on his Behalf, gave this Sen-
tence under their Hands and Seals : That this Gentleman had deserved

\ Death, and that it did by no means consist with their Safety to let him
live, remitting the Manner and Circumstances thereof to the General
himself.

This Tribunal was held in one of the Islands in the Fort of St. Julian,
which was after in Memory thereof, called the Island of true Justice and

Judgment. After this Verdict was given to the General, to whom the

Queen had committed the Sword of Justice, for the Safety of himself and

Company, with this Expression, We do account that he which strikes at

thee Drake, strikes at Us. He called the guilty Person, to whom was read

the aforesaid Verdict, which he acknowledg'd most just, none giving a

more severe Sentence against him than himself ; the General then proposed
to him to make his Choice, Whether he would be executed in this Island,
or be set ashoar on the main I^and ; or else be sent into England, and an-

swer his Crimes before the Queen and her Council : He gave humble
Thanks to the General for this undeserved Clemency, and desired time till

next day to consider what to chuse, which was granted ;
on the morrow he

gave this Result, That tho' in his Heart he had conceived a just Horror for

so great a Sin, for which he was justly condemned
; yet his chiefest care

and concern was to die a Christian ; that whatever became of his mortal

Body, he might remain assured of an eternal Inheritance in a far better

Eife. That if he were set on Eand among Infidels he much doubted

whether he should be able to continue stedfast in the Faith, considering
his own Frailty, and the great Contagion of lewd Customs ; and therefore

he earnestly intreated the General, That he would have a special Regard to

his Soul, and not endanger it among heathenish and savage Infidels. That
if he should return to England, he must have a Ship with Men and Victuals

to conduct it; and if he had these, yet he thought none would willing ac-

company him with so bad and base a Messuage, and leave such honourable

Service as they were now in
;
but if he could find such who would be per-

suaded to go back with him, yet the very Shame of his Return would be

grievous, yea, worse than Death to him, since he should die so often, and

b° so long a dying : He therefore protested, That freely and with all his

Heart he embraced the General's first Proposal of being executed there,

/desiring only the favour that they might receive the Holy Communion
/ together, once before his Death, and that he might dye the Death of a

/ Gentleman.

Though divers persuaded him to choose any of the other ways, he was
resolute in his Determination ;

and his two last Requests being granted,
he received the Communion from Mr. Francis Fletcher, preacher to the

Fleet, the General himself Communicating with this Condemned penitent

Gentleman, who gave great Assurance of a contrite and repenting Heart,
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seeming more angry with his own act than any else. After the General

and he dined together as chearfully and soberl3' as ever in their Lives,

comforting one another, and drinking to each other, as if going some

Journey ; Dinner ended, and all being prepared by him who acted as Pro-

vost Marshal, he appeared very seriously, and kneeling down at once pre-

pared his Neck for the Ax, and his Spirit for Heaven, without disturbance,
as having already digested the whole Tragedy in his own Mind, desiring
the Spectators to pray for him, and bidding him to do his office without

Fear or Favour : Having thus by his worthy Demeanour at his Death,

fully obliterated all the faults of his Life, he left to the rest a lamentable/

Bxample of a worthy Gentleman, who striving to rise before his Time,
lost himself, and is a Monument to Posterity, of the common Fate of such

Ambitious Minds. And one thing remarkable may be added ; That fifty

eight Years before, another Gentleman employed in the like Service, and
entertained into great Trust was executed in the very same place ; for the

English found a Gibbet on the Main Land, made of a Spruce Mast, fallen

down, with Mens Bones underneath, which they judged to be that erected

by Magellane in 1520 for executing John Carthagena, Cozen to the Bishop
of Burgos, who by the King of Spain's Order, was joined in Commission
with Magellane, and made his Vice-Admiral : As they digged a Grave in-,

the Island, to bury this Gentleman, they found a great Grindstone broken

in the middle which they set in the Ground, one part at the Head, and the

other at the Feet, wherein they graved the Name of the Person there

buried, the Time of their Departure, and their General's Name, in Latin,

for a Memorial to those who should come hither afterwards.

This Tragedy thus ended, the General broke up the Mary, the Portugal^
Prize, being leaky and troublesome, leaving her Ribs and Keel on the

Island, where for two Months they pitched their Tents, and having ,

wooded, watered and trimmed their Ships, which were reduced now to

three, (besides the Pinnaces) to keep the easier together, and to be better

provided and manned upon all Occasions ; Aug. 17. they sailed out of this

Port, and with much Hope directed their Course for the Streights, South-

west. Aug. 20. they fell in with a Cape nigh the Entrance, called by the

Spaniards Cape Virgina Maria, appearing like Cape Vincent in Portugal,
with steep Clifts and black Stars, against which the Sea beating seems
like the Spouting of Whales : Here the General caused his Fleet to strike

their top Sails in Honour of the Queen, and to acknowledge her

absolute Right in this new Discovery ; changing also the Name of his

Ship from Pilica to the Golden Hind, in remembrance of his Honourable

Friend Sir Charles Huttou : who after a Sermon and Prayer for the Queen, •.

and the whole Realm of England, they entered the Streights, having Sight/
of the Land on both Sides, which at length grew very narrow, with many
Windings ; after which they seem'd to come out of a River two Leagues
broad, into a large and open Sea, and the Night following saw a burning
Island, much like Fogo in height and flaming without Intermission. It

was formerly thought that the Current in this Streight ran always one

way, but they found the Ebb and Flood, and the Water, rising five Fathoms

upright as on other Coasts.

Aug. 24, being Bartholomew day they fell in with three Islands lying

triangular, one very large and fruitful, where the Weather being calm, the

General and some of his company went ashoar, and took possession thereof

in the Queen's Name, calling it Elizabeth Island : and the' the other two
were not so large, yet they were very useful to them for the great Store of

strange Birds found there that could not fly, but ran so fast as sometimes
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to escape ; they are somewhat less than a Goose, short and thick, without
Feathers but only had a matted Down, with Bills like Crows : They lay
their Bggrs, and breed their Young in the Ground like Rabbits, and live on
what they catch in the Sea, being very swift Swimmers both to get their

Prey, and secure themselves from others. They come thither in such vast

Numbers, that they killed three thousand in one Day, and are wholesome
Food. They named one of these Islands Bartholomew, according to the

i Day, and the other St. George, in Honour of EJngland, wherein they found
' the Body of a Man almost rotten. From hence to the Entrance of the

South Sea, the Passage is very crooked, so that they often met with con-

trary Winds, being many Times forced to alter their Course
;
and though,

as Magellane saith, there be many good Harbours, and Store of fresh

"Water, yet they had need be well furnished with Cables and Anchors to

find Ground in them. The land on both sides are very high and mount-

ainous, having on the North and West the Continent of America, and on
the South and Fast nothing but Islands, among which lye innumerable

Passages into the South Sea. The Mountains rise into the Air with vast

lofty Spires, invironed with Clouds and Snow, which still increaseth their

heighth, the Sun having little power to diminish them, so that they may
be reckon'd among the Wonders of the World

; yet there are many low
fruitful Valleys full of Grass, Herbs, and very strange Creatures feeding
thereon. The Trees are almost always Green, the Air temperate, the

Water pleasant, and the Soil agreeable to the Grain of our Country, and
indeed wanting nothing to make an happy Region but the Peoples Know-
ing and Worshiping the True God. They made Fires as they passed in

divers places.

Drawing nigh the entrance of the South Sea, they had such shuttings up
Northward and such open Passages to the South, that lying at Anchor
under an Island, the General went in a Boat to make further discovery and

having found a convenient way toward the North in their return they met
a Canoe with divers Persons in her ;

she was made of the Barks of Trees
with a Plow and a Stern standing up, and bending inward like an half

Moon, of excellent Shape and workmanship, and built with so much Judg-
ment and Art, that she seemed fit for the pleasure of a Prince, rather than

the use of such a rude and barbarous People ;
the Seams were not closed

nor nulked, but only stitched with Thongs of Seel skin, so very close that

they received little or no Water, The People are of a well set mean
stature, delighting much in painting their Faces like the other, and had a

House within the Island built with Poles, and cover'd with Skins of Beasts,
wherein there was Fire, Wood and such Victuals as they can get, as Seels

Mussels, & the like. The Vessels wherein they keep their Water and

Drink, are of Wood like their Canoes, and very neat, which they cut with

Knives made of huge Mussel shells (the Fish being good savoury Meat)
which after they have broken off the fine thin edge, they grind and temper
so hard upon Stones, that it will easily cut the hardest Wood, and whereof

they make Fisgiggs to kill Fish, with admirable dexterity.

Sept. 6 they left these troublesome Islands, and entred the South sea, or
* Mare del Zur, the General designing to have gone ashoar at the Cape, and

after Sermon to have left a perpetual Monument of the Queen (which he

had prepared) thereon ; but they could find no Anchoring, neither would

the Wind permit them to stay. They found the Streight was in about fifty

degrees, an hundred and fifty I^eagues long, and ten broad at the entrance •

after not above a League, and then larger again, and at the end no Streight
at all, but only Islands. The General perceiving that the Cold Winter had
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impared some of his Men resolved to have hastened toward the Line, and
the warm Sun, but it pleased God to disappoint him : for Sept. 7. the

second day after their entrance into this peaceable, but to them now furious

Sea, a Terrible Tempest arose with such Violence that they had little hope
of escaping : And though September 15. the Moon was Eclipsed in Aries

and three parts darkened, which might seem to promise some change of

Weather, yet it brought them no relief ; but they continued in a miserable

Condition full fifty two days together, and these furious and extraordinary
flaws continuing, and rather increasing, caused the sorrowful seperation of '

Capt. John Thomas in the Marygold, from the Fleet. Sept. 20 at night»
whom they never met again, tho' they still hoped to have found them on
the Coast of Peru, toward the Equinoctial, the Rendezvous appointed by
the General, she being well provided with Necessaries, and an able Captain
with skilful and sufficient Mariners. From Sept. 7. when the Storm began,
to Ocob. 7. they could not possibly recover Land, being driven to thirty
seven degrees of South Latitude, when entring with a sorry Sail into a

Harbour, somewhat Northward of the Cape of America aforementioned, in

hope to enjoy some quiet till the Storm was ended, they were again as-

saulted with so cruel a flaw, that the Admiral with the Fury thereof left

their Anchor t)ehind, and in departing lost sight of the Elizabeth their

Vice Admiral, either through negligence, or the earnestness of some
within her, to be eased of their Troubles and at home again, as they after

understood. For the very next day, October 8 recovering the Mouth of the

Streights again, they returned the same way, and Coasting Brazil, arrived

in England, June 2. the year following : So that now the Admiral's ship

might well have retained her former name, being like a Pelican alone in

this Wilderness of Waters, and tho' the General diligently sought the rest

of his Fleet, yet he could not gain the least Intelligence of them.

From this Bay of parting Friends, they were forcibly driven back to

fifty five degrees, and ran in among the Islands aforementioned on the

South of America, where the Passage was very large, and continued here

quietly two Days, finding divers wholesome Herbs and fresh Water,

whereby the Men, sick and impared, began to recover, especially by drink-

ing of an Herb like Penny-Loaf, which gently purging, much refresht

their wearied sickly Bodies. But the Winds then again returned to their
.^

former Fury, it seeming as if the Bowels of the Earth had been set at

Liberty and all the Clouds under the Heaven summoned together into one

place, the Seas by nature heavy, being now rowl'd up from the depth
of the Rocks like a Parchment, and carried aloft into the Air, like

Snow by the violence of the Winds, to the top of those lofty Mountains ;

their Anchors (like false Friends) forsaken their holdfast ; and seeming to

hide themselves, and shrink to the bottom, to avoid the Horror of this

woful Tempest, leaving the distressed Ship and Men to the uncertain roul-

ing Seas, which tossed them even like a Tennis Ball. In this extremity it

signified nothing to let fall more Anchors, since the Depth was so unmeas-

urable, that five hundred fathom would reach no Ground, so that the invet-

erate and continual Rage in the Sea, the impossibility of Anchoring or of

spreading a Sail, the dangerous Rocks and Shelves, the difficulty of con-

tinuing there, the inevitable Peril of getting out ; in short, the woful

Calamities wherewith they were encompassed on every side, afi^orded them.

very little hope of escaping utter Destruction, had not Divine Providence '

supported their sinking Spirits, it seeming as likely that the Mountains
should have been rent in sunder from the Top to the Bottom, and thrown

headlong into the Sea by these prodigious Winds, as that the help of all
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the Men in the World ••«!«[ have saved any of their Lives ; yet the God
of M»rcy, wh« delivered Jonah out of the Whale's Belly, whom not only
Winds and Seas, but even Devil's themselves apd the Power of Hell obey,
who harkens to the Prayers and Tears of all that sincerely call upon him
in distress, even he looked down and delivered them

;
so that except the

fear and astonishment at their danger, they received no damage in any
Thing- that belonged to them, in such a dreadful Tempest, as the like is

not recorded in any History since Noah's Flood.

The storm being somewhat allayed, they ran in again among those

Islands from whence they were lately driven, not far from their former

Anchoring place, hoping now at length for some Peace and Security.

They found all sorts of Provisions and Necessaries there in abundance,
and among others they found in the Town divers Store-houses of Chilly
Wines, and a Ship in the Harbour called. The Grand Captain of the South ,

and Admiral to the Islands of Solomon, loaden with the same Liquors,

together with a Quantity of fine Gold of Baldivia, and a great Crucifix of

Gold beset with Bmeralds : They spent some time in refreshing them-

selves, and easing his ship of so heavy a burthen, and being sufficientl)'

stored with Wine, Bread, Bacon, and the like for a long Season. Dec. 8.

they sailed back again toward the Equinoctial Line, with their Indian

Pilot, whom the General bountifully rewarded, and landed at the Place he

desired. Having thus supplied their Wants, their next Care was to regain,
if possible, the Company of their Ship, so long seperated from them ; to

which the General applied his utmost Endeavour, and since it was incon-

venient to search every Creek and Harbour with their little Boat, which

might happen to fall into the Spaniards Hands, who would shew them no

Mercy ;
he therefore sought out some safe Harbour to erect a Pinnace ,

wherein, without endangering their Ship, they might leave no Place un-

sought to find out their Countrymen again.

Hereupon, December the 19. they entered a Bay South of the Town of

Cyppo, inhabited by the Spaniards in 29 Degrees, where having landed

11 Men to search for a Conveniency, they were discovered by the Town,
who instantly sent out three hundred Spaniards on Horse back against

them, and about twenty Indians, running all naked, and in miserable

Slavery, like Dogs at their Heels, but the English perceiving their Danger,

escaped first to a Rock in the Sea, and from thence to their Boat, where

they were received, and conveyed out of the Reach of the Spaniards Fury,
without Hurt to any, but only one John Minivey, who careless of his

safety, would not be persuaded to save himself, but resolved singly to defy
and terrify three hundred Men, or else die on the Place, which accordingly

happened, for being quickly slain, his dead body was drawn by the Indians

from the Rock to the Shoar, and there valiantly beheaded by the Span-
iards, his Right Hand cut off, and his Heart plucked out, which they
carried away in their Sight, causing the Indians to shoot his Body full of

Arrows made the same Day of the green Wood, and so left it to be de-

voured by Beasts, had not the English again gone ashoar and buried it :

This sufficiently discovers the Barbarity of the Spaniards and their con-

tinual Dreads of foreign Invasions, or to have their Throats cut by the

wretched unfortunate Natives, whom they never suffer to keep any Arms,
but just for present Service, as appears by their Arrows made that very

Day, and the Report of others who knew to be true : Yea, they think them-

selves very kind, they do not daily whip these Wretches with Cords only
for Pleasure, or drop scalding Bacon on their naked Bodies, which is the

least Torture they usually inflict upon these most unhappy Indians.
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This not being the Place they looked for, nor the Entertainment they de-

sired, December 28, they fell into a more convenient Harbour North of

Cyppo in 27 degrees 55 minutes South Latitude, where they staid some-
time to trim their Ship, and build their Pinnace, yet still reflecting on the

Absence of their Friends, General Drake having fitted all to his Mind, and

leaving his Ship at Anchor in the Bay, resolved to go in the Pinnace him-
self with some choice Men, towards the south, if possible to find them out,

but after one Day's sail the Wind forced him back again : Within this Bay
they had store of Fish like a Gurnat, and never met with the like, except
at Cape Bank, on the Coast of Barbary, the Gentlemen with four or five

Hooks and Lines, taking in two or three Hours four hundred of them.

Having dispatched their Business here, Jan. 22, they came to an Island in

the Province of Marmorena, where they found Indians in Canoes, who under-

took to bring them to a watering place, upon which the General according
to his use to Strangers treated them nobly, and came where they directed,

and having travelled a long way on the Land, they indeed found fresh

Water, but hardly so much as they had drunk Wine in their passage thither.

Sailing along continually in search of fresh Water they came to a place
called Tarapaca, and landing lighted on a Soldier a sleep, who had lying by
him thirteen Bars of Silver, weighing about four thousand Spanish Ducats ;

they would not willingly have disturb'd him, but since they did him that

Injury, they freed him of his Charge which might otherwise have kept
him Waking, leaving him if he pleased, to take another Nap more securely.

Continuing still their search for fresh Water, they again lauded not far from

thence, and met with a Spaniard and an Indian Boy driving eight Lambs
or Peruvian Sheep, each carrying two Leather Bags, with fifty pound
weight of refined Silver, and not enduring to see a Spanish Gentleman
turn Carrier, they without asking offered him their Service, and t)ecome

his Drovers, only they missed his way ; for almost as soon as he parted
from them, they came into their Boats. Beyond this lye certain Indian

Towns, from whence many People came in Boats made of Seals Skins, and
blown full of Wind, which rows swiftly, and carries a great Burthen,
these seeing their Ship, brought store of divers sorts of Fish to traffick

with them for Knives, Stones, Glasses, and the like. Men of sixty or

seventy Years old being as fond of them, as if they had purchased Jewels

of great Value. They appeared a plain innocent People, and resorted to

them in great Numbers in that short time.

Near this, in 22 degrees 30 minutes lay Mammorena and other great
Indian Towns, governed by two Spaniards, whom desiring to deal with

Jan. 22. they Anchored there, and found them inclined to exchange some
Goods they wanted, more out of fear than love ; and among others, some
such Sheep as carried the Bags of Silver aforementioned ; they are as

large as an ordinary Cow, and three Men and a Boy sat on one of their

Backs at once, their Feet not touching the Ground by a Foot, nor the

Beasts complaining of its Burthen ;
their necks are like Camels but their

Heads as other Sheep, and are of great Use to the Spaniards ; their Wool
is very fine, and their Flesh good Meat : They supply the Want of Horses,

and carry heavy Burdens over the Mountains three hundred Leagues at

once, where no other Beast can travel so well : In this Place, and so up
through the Province of Cusco, the common Earth being any where taken

up, every hundred pound weight thereof when refined, yields twenty five

shillings of pure Silver of a Crown an Ounce. The next Place likely to

hear News of their Ships was the Port of Arica, in 20 degrees, there being
no Harbour in a long way before, where they arrived Feb. 7. The Town
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stands in the most fruitful Soil on those Coasts, in the Mouth of a pleasant

Valley, abounding with all things having a constant Trade for Shipping,
both from Lima, and other places in Peru, and inhabited by the Spaniards.
In two Barks here, they found about forty Bars of Silver as large as a

Brickbat, each weighing twenty pound ;
which burthen having taken upon

themselves, they sailed to Coolcy, Feb. 9. And in their way to Lima met
with another Bark of Ariguipa, who had loaded some Gold and Silver, sent

from Africa, by Land, but upon notice of their coming it was again un-

laden ; yet they took a Bark full of Linnen, which they judged useful for

them.

Feb. IS. they came to Lima, and found thirty Ships in the Harbour,
seventeen of them being in the South Sea, all ready provided, yet they had
the Courage to fall into the midst of them, where they anchored all

night, and had they been revengeful, could have done the Spaniards more
Mischief in a few Hours, than they could have again recovered in many
years. But their chief Care was to find out their Company rather than to

recompence their Cruelty ; and tho' they had no News of them here, yet

they had notice of what much elevated them, and seem'd to recompence all

their Labour, namely, that here was a Ship of one Michael Angeloes,
wherein were fifteen hundred Bars of Silver, with Silk and Linnen, and a

chest full of Ryals of Plate, which they quickly took Possession of.

Here they had Intelligence of a rich Ship gone out of the Haven, Feb. 2

laden with Gold and Silver for Panama, Therefore next Morning, Feb. 6.

they sailed, when the Wind served, and then rowed their Ship towards

Panama, hastening, if possible, to get sight of this gallant Ship the

Cacasogo, the Glory of the South Sea, gone from Lima fourteen Days
before.

They fell with Cape Francisco, March 1. passing the Line the Day
before, about Noon, and discovered a Sail aboard of them, and having once

spoke with her they lay still in the same Place six days to recover Breath,

being almost spent with their hasty Pursuit and to recal what Advantage
they had made since their coming from Lima : They had notice of this

great Prize several times, once by a Ship taken betvveen Lima and Paita ;

again by another Ship laden with Wines taken in the Port of Pita
; by

a third laden with Tackle and Implements for Ships, with eighty pound
weight in Gold from Guiaquil ;

and lastly, by Gabriel Alvateb ; whom
they met with near the Line, by all whose Relations they found this

Ship to be really the rich Cacasogo, though before they left her a Boy of

their own named her the Calaplata ; They found in her some Fruit, Sugar,

Meat, and other Provisions; but especially that which was the Cause of

I

her slow sailing namely, a certain quantity of Jewels and precious Stones,

! thirteen Chests of Ryals of Plate, fourscore pound weight of Gold, twenty
iSix Tun of unrefined Silver, two very large Silver gilt drinking Bowls, and

iother like Trifles, valued at about three hundred and sixty thousand

Pezoes : they gave the Master a little Linnen, and some other things, in

exchange for these Goods, and after six days bid him farewel
;
he hastn-

ing somewhat lighter to Panama, and they going off to Sea, to consider

whither to steer next.

[to bb continubd.]
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Se-quo-ya,
" the American Cadmus,'^ was the

only Indian that ever invented a written lan-

guage. The League takes its title from this great
Cherokee, for whom, also, science has named {^^Sequo-
ias ") the hugest trees in the world, the giant Redwoods
of California.
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Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.

*Maj. J. W. Powell, Director Bureau of Ethnology, Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Ethnologist in Charge, Bureau of Ethnology.
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Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
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George Kennan, Washington.
(Others to be added.)

Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Prest. Los Angeles National Bank.
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Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drezel.

*S the time presumably draws near for the actual transfer

of the Warner's Ranch Indians from their ancient home
to the new place selected for them by the Warner's Ranch

Indian Commission, letters are pouring in on the chairman
which indicate the desire of a large number of people to be

present at the crisis.

This is natural enough. Some for real sympathy, and more
for mere curiosity, think it would be interesting to witness this

eviction of 300 men, women and children. Maybe it would —
for that matter, it may be a little 7nore

'*

interesting
" than

most of the would-be spectators think. But it is not the place
for spectators. It will be a tragedy ; and while funerals are
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"
interesting-" enough, people of sense do not invade them ex-

cept by invitation. In this case, people without sense had better

not. Warner's Ranch is in the wilderness. There is no one

there but Indians. There are no hotels. When the Indians

are in the agony of leaving their immemorial home, the rude ac-

commodations that are now present will be lacking. There will

be no room for curious strangers
— nor for any other kind. Nor

any welcome. And beyond the desire of the Indians to be

let alone in this their sorrow, it is probable that the Govern-

ment will authorize the expulsion of interlopers ;
and if it does,

they will be expelled. People of right feeling, when they stop

to think how they would like a crowd of sensation-mongers in

their own private sorrow, will slay away voluntarily ; for those

who have not this decency, of natural sentiment, there will prob-

ably be adequate official discouragement.

* *

In the August number of this magazine, probationary grace
was extended to a lawyer ( of a certain sort ) who confessed to

the Warner's Ranch Commission that he had taken the hard-

saved dollars of the evicted Indians on the pretext that he could

reverse the Supreme Court of the United States. He confessed

that he knew nothing about the case, that he had not even read

the Supreme Court decision, that he had no idea what he could

give his clients for their money. But being as he has made
himself from what God began him, he got the money anyhow.

Having confessed his ignorance, his incapacity and his lack of

shame, however, he promised
—

solemnly, positively and re-

peatedly, in the presence of the Commission, the Indian repre-

sentatives and some others, including the stenographer, who
"took" the whole consultation— that he would take no more

money from these robbed and bedevilled people ;
and that he

would not move another step in the matter except after consulta-

tion with the men that are giving their time to protect these

Indians without a retainer. On that score his name was with-

held
"
until it shall be a little more certain that he has broken

these pledges."
Of course he has broken them. It would be idle to expect

that a person who would in the first place solicit and pocket the

pitiful money of the Warner's Ranch Indians for services he

knew he could not render, would keep his word. And it was
remarked in the same pages : "Any who swindle the In-

dians, or make wanton pain for them, may thank themselves

for an experience they will not enjoy. This is gospel."

This chivalric gentleman who seduces people poor enough
and ignorant enough to pay him $25 to set aside the Supreme
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Court of the United States is one John Brown of San Bernard-

ino, Cal. He manages to get himself referred to, by country

correspondents, as "John Brown, the friend of the Indians.''

The Indians have had a long line of "friends" of his sort.

He is also a friend of the
"
Blind Pig," being the logical attor-

ney for illicit saloons. This, however, he does not procure the

country correspondents to advertise. He is known to such fame
as they can give him, between chronicling the goings of Miss

Sophronia Junks and the fence-painting of our esteemed towns-

man Miggs, mostly by getting up Indian uprisings in his roomy
head, and then going down to

"
quell

" them. An "
uprising

"

is due when it is probable that the Indian village can raise a

few dollars— or when the bootleg liquor business languishes.

The Mission Indians have been badly enough treated, God
knows, by the Government and by individuals. They have been

robbed, swindled, driven from their homes, sometimes murdered.

But they do not need to look to John Brown, Esq., for protection.

They have an agent, who is an honorable man and an experi-

enced one, and who devotes his energies unsparingly to help
them. He is handicapped by lack of adequate clerical assist-

ance ; but he does more for the Indians that any pettifogger
will ever do.

Further than that, the Mission Indians have a special attor-

ney. Wm. Collier, Esq., of Riverside, a real lawyer, a gentle-

man, and a Californian of so long and studious knowledge that

he was selected by the Commission as one of its two experts, is

retained by the Government to give gratuitous legal advice

and assistance to any Mission Indian in need of it. And he

does his duty. The Indians need not give up their poor

savings even to a good lawyer
— much less to J. Brown.

It is not at all surprising to find that a "lawyer" who would

persuade the harrassed Indians that for $25 he, Their Friend,

could stand the Supreme Court on its head— it is no wonder to

find this same sanguine gentleman thinking on his own hook

to break his promises undetected. As a matter of fact, of

course his impudent message to President Roosevelt

was straightway referred to President Roosevelt's Cora-

mission, appointed precisely to handle this very case. This

precious communication is ostensibly from certain Indians of

Warner's Ranch
;
but they neither inspired it nor type-wrote it.

It has the Brown earmarks all over. It is in the language he

used before the Commission. If there is another person in this

region capable of this heartlessness, and this ignominy, I am
glad to have escaped knowing him.

The Friendly Mr. Brown, who Loves the Indians for whatever
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petty fee he can wring from their poverty, convinces them, and
writes for them to the President, that the Warner's Ranch In-

dian Commission (which has given the time of busy men for

months, absolutely without any recompense on earth, except the
satisfaction of saving to the Indians all that could be saved )

and Indian Commissioner Jones, who has done his official best
to enable and expedite honest action, are their enemies. That
these men "have not looked after the interests" of the Indians,
and so on. There is only One Friend, and that's Me. Ten
dollars, please. This is an easy game. The Indians are dis-

tracted over leaving the home where their ancestors have
lived for centuries. Meddlesome fools have told them all sorts of

things ;
the Commission has told them that the Supreme Court

had settled the matter, and that they would have to go. They
were promised as good a home as they leave. They have been

provided, so far as the Commission is concerned — and
the Government will unquestionably complete the purchase— a home ten times as good in everything except the main
thing, which is their preference. They will have four
times as much land, five times better land, seven times as much
water to irrigate it, more timber, more everything. And it will

be equally good for all
; whereas, at their old home all the main

advantages were monopolized by a few families— four, to be
exact. And the Commission has done more than all others put
together to save their poor old home. But it is easy for these

simple people to lay the whole onus of their removal upon the

persons who told them they would have to go and should be

getting ready. And Brown has incubated this belief. An
alleged lawyer, who might be pardoned for knowing what the

Supreme Court is, he has confirmed the Indians in the hope
that any country pettifogger who was their Friend could reverse
it

;
that the officials of the Government, general arid special,

had failed of their duty ;
and that the only hope of justice was

in taking up a collection for Mr. Brown. Tax the women who
weave for months on a basket

; levy on the men for the fruits

of the poor little fields
;
assess the children who earn a few

nickels by running errands for the tourist visitor— and get to-

gether, somehow, from a people robbed of home, hope and every-
thing else, the very moderate sum it requires to set the mental

machinery of J. Brown, Esq., in motion.
A principal reason for the founding of the Sequoya League

was that there are Americans as bare of the American spirit as

this person Brown. And when the League has reason, it has
all it needs, right included. There is no idle threat in its prom-
ise to catch up with the scrubs who prey on Indians, just as fast

as it can overtake them. It doesn't have to be afraid of any-
thing on God's earth except of doing an injustice in trying to

stop injustice. -It has nothing on God's earth to gain except
justice. It will stop at nothing short of the invariable line au-

tomatically fixed by the self-respect of honorable men. And
for its crusade, about the only weapon it needs is fearless,

full and responsible publicity. For its capital stock is the de-

cency of the American people.
C. F. L.
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AS AWe are not half so far as we think from the amiable

days when any old woman who sat up late at night, or

otherhow committed the crime of being unusual, was in

a fair way to be hanged by our godly great-great-grandfathers.

The main difiference is not that our great-great-grandfathers
had harder hearts, but that they had better stomachs. We
would hang oxir witches also, if such rude acts did not spoil our

appetite. So we merely hound them to death— which is safer

as well as more polite. But we believe in witches just as hard

as Salem ever did
;
and are as merciless toward them. The In-

quisition is in the popular heart yet. Many of us have watched
"church trials" so venomous that Torquemada would feel

abashed at his lesser ingenuity of torture and his smaller vin-

dictiveness.

It hardly need be said, of course, that the Lion has no use

on earth for Theosophy, Christian Science, or any of the other

like whims. They are all a token of that generic dyspepsia to

which civilization has brought us. Society has overeaten. It is

overwhelmingly beset with "that tired feeling;" and whatso-

ever quack tonic is advertised finds a multitude of clients. But
it is true that very decent people sometimes have the stomach-

ache ; and the Lion would not favor boiling in oil whatsoever

citizen is overtaken of the colic. It is also a fact familiar to

every serious student of history or anthropology that no creed

was ever promulgated on earth but had more good than bad in

it ; more truth than lies ;
more human nature than rascality.

And it is suggestive, too, when one can remember from his own
litter, that his mother's people, who were Puritans, flogged out

of New England his father's people, who were Quakers. When
you come to think it out, that is a little commentary on the

futility and folly of religious persecutions. It is enough to

iqake the offspring: of the reconciled heretics willing to let live

the contemporary Roger Williamses. And while there is no
serious question that the Lion is the only person now extant

who is always precisely right, he does feel to permit the Other
Fellow to Exist. Even in Error.

If thousands of the Lion's adult male friends love to go to

MATTER
OF FACT.
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Lodge, and bump their foreheads on the floor in salaams to the

Most Worshipful Grand Panjandrum, the Supreme ( Sii-preme^

mind you
— the last word there is for God ! ) Supreme Effulgent

Khalif
,
the Serene Exalted Scribe, and all their noble train

;
and

to emerge upon the public street with bibs, sashes, and swords

they fall all over
;

if thousands of others of his acquaintance

enjoy getting red in the face, and breaking family ties, over the

serious question whether their Infinite Father has to have His

children ducked to keep from conflagrating them in eternal fire,

or whether He will let them off if they are only spattered ;
when

he knows innumerable women with the right to have babies and

get what is coming to mothers, but preferring to expend their

vitality in functions whose epitaph is
" Thank heaven that's

over !

"— when the Lion looks over these things and their in-

numerable likes, there are but two alternatives open to his

limited mind. And as under present restrictions he cannot get

out and kill off all the fools ( a fool being, as is well known,

anyone who doesn't know that We are Right), he sees no way
out of it but to Let the Poor Things Live, and believe what

they think they think. So long, only, as they do not override

the few things we are all agreed upon to like. These things

we call law. They are the compromise to which we have had

to come, that we may be able to live within a mile or two of

one another. And they are very wide-meshed. We have no

laws to compel people to be Baptists ;
nor to fine them for being

Methodists ;
nor to force them to become Masons

;
nor to desist

therefrom ;
nor even to have issue and live soberly. They are

permitted to pick for themselves
;
and having agreed on enough

basic matters for the purpose, Adventists, Catholics, Quakers,

Agnostics, Knights of Pythias, Republicans, Socialists and

Mugwumps, men, women and the sterile, all manage to live in

the same community — not only without bloodshed, but often in

great personal amity, when some accident shows one and another

that the heretic is also human. The funny thing is, of course,

that the whole caboodle of them— each little knot convinced

that the other knots are all "rather queer"— make common
cause against any new heresy.

And while the Lion has as thorough a contempt for Theosophy
as any that know as little about it as he does can have, he de-

spises some things even worse. One is the present persecution

of the Point Loma school. Sprung by reporters, with the av-

erage reportorial responsibility, the thing has been conducted

half by meddlesome Tenderfeet who aim to civilize all California,

and half by local churchmen. The Lion knows the school. The
tenderfeet and bigots do not. Although the Universal Brother-
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hood is a Theosophist institution, and the Lion has no brief

for it, the bald fact is — as any honest and intelligent person
will see who investigfates

— that these cranks have in the first

place selected probably the most beautiful location occupied by

any public or communal institution in the world
;
that they have

improved it with a taste, so far as architecture and engineer-

ing- are concerned, unsurpassed among us. Prom the artistic

point of view, they are a lesson (and a little bit of a reproach)
to the churches that are harrying them. So far as altruistic

work is concerned, they are educating a large number of chil-

dren, of many nationalities
; perhaps in recondite things also,

but certainly and clearly, as anyone can see who cares to, in the

things we all agree are educational. There are now about 125

children in this school, including about 40 Cubans— among
whom are brothers and sisters of some of the eleven Cuban
children now detained at Ellis Island, N. Y., by ignorant immi-

gration officials, and threatened with deportation as criminals.

The Lion has talked with these pupils
— and he can talk in the

tongue their mothers talked to them. He doesn't reckon he is

fooled about them. If he is, it isn't self-fooling, by knowing
things without the trouble to learn them. These children have

the visible evidence of being as well taught, as carefully

shielded from impurity, as tenderly cared for, as the children in

any institution in America. They may be taught theosophy
also. They may imbibe the notion that Universal Brotherhood

is the way mankind is built — but they will be remedied of that

when thej' graduate into any American community. They have

a training in music and art that certainly is not taught in our

public schools. If they are learning anything bad, they have a

genius for keeping the tokens out of their faces and their

voices. They sing like young larks — not like school-children,

but high-class part music. They all read their music, down to

the three-y ear-old tots. There are children there who play the

violin well before they are fairly taller than the instrument.

What the little Cubans, particularly, have learned here in one

and two years is remarkable. There is not one probability in a

hundred, to the experienced traveler, that.any one child of any
one person now concerned in the attempt to detain the new
Cuban scholars has the "advantages" that the children at

Point Loma have; and it is absolutely certain that the luckiest

children in New York haven't half as full and happy and sane a

a life. And certainly, too, none of them can show better

breeding.

The Lion doesn't know nor care anything about
"
the Past of

Mrs. Tingley," the head of the Point Loma institution. So far

/
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as the present goes, she is a sober appearing woman, well bred,
with a head that any craniologist would call fine, and of beliefs

the Lion has no truck with. But whatever she is or isn't— if

the manner is put on, and if the uncommonly well-framed femi-

nine head is filled with trash, as may be— she is a most extra-

ordinary organizer and administrator, an architect of rare

ability, and is loved and trusted not only by the 125 children,

but by the 150 adults of the colony. This by no means proves
that she is right

—
every pretender has followers— it only

proves that she has more character, of some sort, than any of

those now engaged in trying to kill the school
;
and it is men-

tioned here simply as bald fact, from which one may deduce

precisely as one is framed to reason. The Lion does not vouch

for her. But he does vouch for these facts.

The children at Point Loma are an uncommonly attractive

lot. The adults are certainly not all weak sisters. Among them
are several men with hard enough heads to have become million-

aires— not by picking the right parents, but by competition
with other American business men. Perhaps the best known
of them is Spaulding, the man who has for a generation made
the best base balls in the world. The claim of the Immedicable

Tenderfoot that the eleven Cuban children now held up at Ellis

Island are in danger to become a public charge, is— well, it is

Tenderfoot. The Point Loma institution has already spent

something like $100,000 on the spot ;
and this is but the be-

ginning. It is probably quite as responsible, financially, as the

notorious Klbridge Gerry
—

who, unless common report lies, col-

lects the coin of the charitable and never makes an accounting.
If no one else turns Theosophist till the Lion does, the cult

will die for want of recruits
;
but to have Cuba outraged, and

California insulted, and humanity insulted, by a little mob of

meddlers who break their poor necks to keep a dozen Cuban
children from having life and education in God's Country and

in an institution where their brothers and sisters are today so

beautifully cared for— that seems to call for these mild re-

marks. And in another number photographs may confirm

them.

There are three sorts of Americans— the futile few

THRBK who have no patriotism at all ; the easy multitude to
KINDS, ^iiom patriotism has become a mere fetish, and who
make the most noise

;
and last of all those to whom it is a living

religion. And these last shall be first. They weigh most.

Here, as the whole world over, history is determined in the

long run by the minority that use their heads to think with.
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We have seen a good deal, in the last two or three years, of

both kinds of patriotism ; and, even in so short a term, some
test of their respective wearing- qualities. The people who
stood on a principle stand just where they did

;
for principles

do not drift. You can lie down at nig-ht with the comforting-
assurance that the rock will be right there in the morning.
You won't have to bat your eyes and hunt around to find out

where you do stand, and if All the Rest are There. If they

aren't, they'll be there if you give them time enough. But the

many who thought it easier to go with the crowd— to open
their mouths in unison and let out the magnified roar of what-
ever whisper chanced to befall their ears— they have followed

one another so many ways, in so many circles, up so many hills

only to come down again, that now they do not fairly know
where they have been, where they are going, or what it was all

about anyhow. And while they do not yet know it, maybe,

they really are going the same way as the people they were

almost ready to hang, only a little while ago. Their wander-

ings took, them nowhere — but how valiantly they did trudge 1

Now, however, walking has lost its charm. They don't care

about it. They no longer even think to abuse such as decline

to go wobbling with them through the Wilderness of Gu&ss.

How times have changed— and some of us with them— is

marked by some new monument every day. For instance, not a

voice is raised now to hang, draw, quarter or crucify
— nor even

to impeach — the most awful Fire-in-the-rear, Copperhead
Traitor yet of record. Such Americans as always wish the

United States Army to be kept at the highest standard of effi-

ciency and manhood ; such Americans as have sense enough to

know that it can be kept so only by effort— they have become

used to being abused by the people who sometimes doubt the

wisdom of Grod, but never the Natural-Born Perfection of any-

thing American. And they may feel to congratulate the Judge-
Advocate General of the Army, Brigadier-General George B.

Davis, that his report to the Secretary of War comes in these

mitigated times.

The Judge Advocate General is a little startling, perhaps.
His report shows that in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1902,

one man out of every twenty in the U. S. Army was by court

martial convicted of some offense. And the 5311 trials this

year were, after all, 754 less than the record of the year pre-

ceding.

Nineteen officers and 4,864 enlisted men were convicted. 2,645

were sentenced to dishonorable discharge from the army.

Eight men were sentenced to death— four of them for murder.
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1081 deserters were convicted

;
and there were 960 convictions

for drunkenness. Twelve men were convicted of murder, 46 of

intent to murder, 9 of manslaughter, 477 of larceny, 11 of rape,
5 of assault to commit rape. And so on.

True it is that we "
don't know How the Other Half Lives."

But it is not to our credit that we do not care. Science, philan-

thropy, even patriotism, are now trying- to find out. It is only
when we know conditions that we can help them

;
and the slow

world has begun to realize that when we help the Other Half
we help ourselves. It is a pretty poor American who thinks it

a desirable state of things that every twentieth man in the

U. S. Army should have to be convicted in the course of a year
for some offense against the law. It is a pretty poor American
who guesses that the way to better this condition is to Let Her

Rip, and incidentally to stone anyone who tries to Keep Her
from Ripping. We can make better use of the American soldier

than to turn him off with a hooray. Someone is to blame for

such a sorry condition of things as the official report of the

Judge Advocate-General discloses. The twentieth man is to

blame for what he did
;
the other nineteen that were not con-

victed have maybe a little fallen short in the influence they
used toward him

;
but the vast burden of the disgrace

— and

God knows that story is a disgrace
— lies somewhere else. It

is chiefly, no doubt, on the irresponsible shoulders of multitudi-

nous carelessness, and the tendency to discharge the Whole

Duty of Citizenship with a whoop— "What's the matter with

the Army ? Ifs All Right 1
" But a Republic is where no man

can dodge— though the most tempting place for some to think

they can. And maybe you and I have not done all we might
have done as Americans for our defenders.

A couple of years ago the Mentally Unemployed pro-

ii,i.iTERATE fessors of several very Eastern universities burned their

oi,D i,ADy. fingers with the "Ross Case." What were their blisters,
the readers of this magazine at that time had some notion.

These Constitutional Tenderfeet rushed in— impudently, ignor-

antly, therefore dishonestly
— to damn and down a Western in-

stitution because it was Western, Not that they realized this

motive. They are mostly men who look upon themselves as

Good Citizens. But they never would have done what they did,
but for the subconscious notion that nothing so much as a thou-
sand miles westward from Them could be All Right. If the

pestilent gossip had told them the same story of a university
Inside the Sacred Precincts, they would have laughed him to

scorn. They do know enough to know that no university

should, would or could do such things. But being of the pro-
vincialism which unto this day writes to ask the Lion if we are

not troubled in Los Angeles by Indian forays, they just naturally
swallowed any story as to the impossibility of a university in
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The Wilds. They jumped to damn Stanford University. What
t'g-ehenna did a university think it was doing in California any-
how ? And the Easternmost of them particularly damned Mrs.
Stanford. The most typical of their spokesmen delicately
termed this lonely woman of seventy, who has given thirty
million dollars to the university which is all she has left of her
husband and her son,

"
an Illiterate Old Lady, who regards both

president and professors as her hired men, whose opinions and
teachings and independence she has bought with money." This
characteristic Oracle of the Tenderfoot is not only professor in

one of the prominent Eastern universities, but editor of an
Eastern magazine of prominence.
The Illiterate Old Lady who had such wonderful

"
regards

"

was at the time in Egypt. The university which her literate

critics were so much worried about was being run— as it has

always been run— by the grown Man that Illiteracy had the
horse sense to select for president of it.

But now the Illiterate Old Lady is at home again ;
and to the

trustees who will after her death take the burden of backing up
the president, she has issued an address. It shows what an
Illiterate Old Person she is. And while unfortunately there is

not room in these crowded pages for the whole address, enough
sample bricks may be taken of it to indicate the provocation
they who know the facts have had to use impolite language
as toward the ignorant and provincial meddler.

Mrs. Stanford says :

"The board of trustees should adopt such a plan for the nomination and
appointment of professors and teachers, and the determination of their salaries,
as experience of this and similar institutions may prove to be desirable. During
my administration the president of the university shall continue to have the

exclusive control over the appointment and dismissal of professors and teachers
as he has had heretofore.

"The university must be forever maintained upon a strictly non-partisan
and non-sectarian basis. It must never become an instrument in the hands
of any political party or any religious sect or organization. I believe that the

moral and religious development of the university will be better accomplished
if entirely free from all denominational alliances, however slight the bond

may be.

"I desire that the university .shall be forever kept out of politics, and that

no professor shall electioneer among or seek to dominate other professors or
the students for the success of any political party or candidate in any political
contest

"I hope that every voter, whether professor or student, will always
thoroughly inform himself upon every principle involved, and as to the merits
of every candidate seeking his suffrage, and then vote according to his own
best judgment and conscience, irrespective of any importunity of others. And
in order to do this freely he should not be subjected to any importunity, since

it is possible that cases mipht arise where a mere suggestion might be under-
stood to be a covert demand.

"It has been the history of universities that their professors rarely take the

public rostrum in political campaigns. The very infrequency of their having
done so would seem to prove that there is some sound reason why they should
not The reason, I think, is not far to find. When a professor speaks to a

public audience, the audience is gathered together, to some extent at least,

because he is a professor of a university. Whether they should do so or not,
his hearers consider that he appears as a representative of the university of
which he is a professor, and tnerefore voices its views and sentiments. It is

impossible for some members of his audience, and probably impossible for most
of them, entirely to disassociate the man from his position. lit they go to hear
him because he is a professor, they must almost necessarily assume that the
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views and sentiments which he expresses have a general foothold in his uni-

versity ; whereas such assumption may be very far from the actual fact of the
case, and the public may thereby be greatly deceived. So far as he may repre-
sent himself only; so far as it is the man and not the professor that speaks to

public audiences, he should have the fullest possible liberty of speech . . . ;

but when the circumstances are such that he must know that he is being deemed
by his hearers, or any of them, to be speaking for his university and voicing its

views, then, unless he knows that he is indeed truly and correctly voicing those
views, unless he knows that he is not deceiving his hearers in that regard, or
even if he thinks he is correctly stating the views of his university, yet as he
has not and could not have any authority to speak for it, he should keep silent.

"If the professors of this university believe the above to be the true reason
why professors of other universities have nearly altogether abstained from en-

tering upon the public rostrum in the discussion of political and other questions
upon which public feeling runs high and upon which the public is itself divided,
then I indulge in the hope that they will follow their example. . . .

"The university has been endowed with a view of offering instruction free,
or nearly free, that it may resist the tendency to the stratification of society, by
keeping open an avenue whereby the deserving and exceptional may rise

through their own efforts from the lowest to the highest stations in life. A
spirit of equality must accordingly be maintained within the university. To
this end it shall be the duty of the university authorities to prohibit excessive

expenditures and other excesses on the part of students, and the formation or

growth of any organization, custom or social function that tends to the de-

velopment of exclusive or undemocratic castes within the university, and to

exclude from the institution any one whose conduct is inconsistent with the

spirit of the foundation.

"The purpose of this requirement is not only to assure the practical char-
acter of the instruction and to prevent such instruction as will not tend di-

rectly 'to qualify students for personal success and direct usefulness in life,'

but to protect the university from the cost of instructing and from the baneful
influence of a class, bound to infest the institution as the country grows older,
who wish to acquire a university degree or fashionable educational veneer for

the mere ornamentation of idle and purposeless lives.

"The moving spirit of the founders in the foundation and endowment of
the Leland Stanford Junior University was love of humanity and a desire to

render the greatest possible service to mankind. The university was designed for

the betterment of mankind morally, spiritually, intellectually, physically and ma-
terially. The public at large, and not alone the comparatively few students
who can attend the university, are the chief and ultimate beneficiaries of the

foundation. While the instruction offered must be such as will qualify the

students for personal success and direct usefulness in life, they should under-
stand that it is offered in the hope and trust that they will become thereby of

greater service to the public.
"As stated in the letter to the trustees, accompanying the founding grant,

'The object is not alone to give the student a technical education, fitting him
for a successful business life, but it is also to instill into his mind an appre-
ciation of the blessings of this Government, a reverence for its institutions,

and a love of God and humanity, to the end that he may go forth and by pre-

cept and example spread the great truths by the light of which his fellow men
will be elevated and taught how to obtain happiness in this world and in the

life eternal.'

"Jane Lathrop Stanford,
"Surviving Founder of the Leland Stanford Junior University.

"San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 3, 1902."

Atiything in this to cause the Unmitig-ated Eastern Shaman
of Culture to yearn to slap the Illiterate Old Lady in the face

again ?

Those who seriously know or care about Education, East or

West, know that these are no idle words. That is the spirit of

Stanford ;
and besides that spirit it has quite as competent tech-

nical guidance as any of the universities of the Serene East.

Chas. p. Lummis.
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WHICH IS
WRITTEK

The Critic for November prints
a symposium of Reviewers

; giving-
in extenso the more or less authentic and

^J'^ •*'•' important notions as to their function entertained by
various and sundry prominent adjudicators of Literature for those who
Need to be Told. Collectively and generally, the gentlemen have a hand-
some concept of their duty, and an optimistic content with the manner in

which they discharge it ; and the Critic has done well to inform us how
soberly they take themselves and their job.

" Job "
is not a misprint.

They are paid very clever salaries by their respective papers to tell the

subscriber what he ought to read, and what not, and why.
But Fate loves her little joke. Or God His, or whoever it is that doth

determine us. And whatever or whoever it was that was smart enough to

create a world of puppets that think themselves smarter, it all comes to the

same thing. God never did take himself so seriously as the puppets do.

Whatever Fate it was, it was one still humorous, that tucked into the

same number of the Critic an everyday example which is worth all the

symposiums on earth as showing what criticism really is. And this is no
sorehead utterance. The Lion has published ten books. Out of the thou-

sands of " reviews " of them, less than a dozen have been hostile. And
precisely one has put its finger on the sore spots that are there. The rest

have hoorayed over them, to the author's comfort, but not to his convic-

tion. The average trouble is, with our reviewing, that the reviewer either

does not read the book, or that he knows no more about it after it has been

read. Except, of course, whether it pleases hint.

Frank Hamilton Gushing was one of the most extraordinary scientists

this country has ever produced. He was also one of the fhost literary of

all our scientists. Very few reviewers now extant know as much about

any one thing as he knew about several things ; and not five per cent of

them, the country over, can so gently entreat the English language as he

did. One might have presumed that even in New York there could be

found some one of those who make their living of the Person that Writes

who would have heard of this Poe of our Ethnology.
Bat the Critic— which probably would not ring for the police if you

called it to its face a fair example and professional oracle of American

scholarship, conscience and literary taste— the Critic, in reviewing the

beautiful posthumous book Gushing left us, of Zuili Folk Tales, says it is

by
*' F. H, Gushman

;

" and that " the extremely interesting studies of the

Zu8i tribe made by Mr. Gushman during his long residence among them
. . are . . now arranged for publication by Major Powell."

Incompetent as the whole " review "
is, these two lines are enough to

prove several things. First, that the Critic gave so important a book to a

rank ignoramus to review — and " rank ignoramus
"

is an easy word for the

reviewer who doesn't know Frank Cushing'a very name, or that Major
Powell — God rest him! — did not prepare this volume for publication*
It proves that the " reviewer " did not read this book

;
and that if he had
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done so it would have done him little good, since he had not read the many-
other books it needs to make one a competent, an honest, or even a decent,
critic of this one. And it proves ( what the layman may need to be shown,
but no scholar does ) that the Critic, like the averag-e magazine, indeed,
neither knows nor much cares as to the function of real reviewing. It suc-

ceeds in corralling many charming persons who know whether a book
ravishes the grammar or no; and who can render their verdict with much ease

to our finer rhetorical sensibilities. But that the first and foremost duty,

privilege and joy of criticism is to Know What You Are Talking About—
alas ! this is seriously dreamed of by but two publications in the EJast.

And the Critic not only isn't one of them
;

it was born so that it never can
be. It is so easy to think that the skill to juggle words smoothly is All

There Is To It. Novels and poems get frequently verj' competent and en-

tertaining reviews ;
for the verdict in their case is a matter of opinion—

and opinions are easy to the "lithery." But it is a sad fact that when a

book which requires knowledge to its reviewing goes to the reviewers, it

finds few competent— and as few ready to admit that they are unprepared.

Specialists who write books are familiar with this unhappy fact
; and in a

loose way almost any Westerner who reads Eastern reviews of Western
books discovers the same state of things. Criticism is wonderfully benig-

nant, nowadays— to everything except accuracy. It is encouraging to

find, in this same symposium of the Critic's, several confessions of the sins

of modern reviewing— by the Other Fellow.

A NOVEi< They who follow our latter-day "literature" as a task— and
OF KEAi, surely no sane human being pursues it closely, unless by compul-

sion of duty— have reason enough for sympathy with the divers

who usea to grope in California waters— the disproportion of an ocean of

slop to a few pearls. But being in the pearl business, we dive cheerfully,

shake off the wet, and are grateful when we come not up empty-handed.
We have come to know about where pearls are likeliest to be found— and
the more encouraging fact that they may turn up anywhere. And a pearl's

a pearl, wherever it came from.

It has become pretty widely understood, among all licensed divers, that

any shell from Whatcom, Wash., is worth opening. We have invariably
found pearls from that quiet, serious, sensitive little woman, through whom
a whole vast State is chiefly known to the literary map— EjUa Higginson.

May her shadow never grow less ;
for her substance is the Real Thing.

Even the Bast has discovered her. The Macmillan Co. — a little the most

conservative house in America ; for it prints more books than almost any
other, and probably fewer books one could wish unprinted— has just issued

new editions of Mrs. Higginson's former book of poems and book of short

stories
;
and almost in the same breath her first novel— Marietta, of Out

West.

The title is as you look at it ;
but the book is a living thing. No one

now abetting the indigestion of the printing press would need to blush for

having written it. As a matter of fact, few of them could have done so—
not that they lack the technic, but that they have lost the heart. Some of

them "know" much more than does this eager, young-minded daughter
of the Spaces, to whom the hardnesses and the pleasures of life have been

not stunting but fertile. But they, the more advantaged, have swapped
for sawdust dolls the ability to feel as she can feel

;
therefore the ability

to write of Human Nature so poignantly ;
as Nature is, and not as she

may be reconstructed upon a dummy in the shop of the literary dress-

maker.
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One of the hardest things one can find to say of the environment of
" Mariella " is that it is a pity one who could write of it so — so search-

ingly, yet so unbitterly, so above it yet not spoiled by it (as we so often are

by the things we feel above)— should have had to know it by experience.
And no one will read this book without realizing that it is from life, though
artistically removed from bald photography. And how exquisitely it is

drawn !

Aside from its vivid portraiture of a certain walk in American life, there

are— big proportion for any one novel— at least four lasting characters.

The heroine,
"
Mariella," is a striking creation ; and if more touched with

nerves than a Western girl should be who had picked the right parents, is

of that triumph in fiction— another woman for us to fall in love with.

Her mother is hardly less a creation. " Mahlon Proudfoot "
is as real as

he is rare.
"
Leaming

" convinces us almost against our will. And there

are others in this remarkable story who may stand as uncommon portraits— uncommon in that they look like the party painted. The handsome,
stolid L/Othario is particularly one of them.

It is to thank Mrs. Higginson. So long as she will do this sort of work,
she shall have welcome from such as take literature as they take other re-

lations of life— from the initiate, and not from street mountebanks. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

C. F. L.

A straight and comprehending look into that foulest product of war
civilization— foulest, though not most vicious or dangerous— the THAT is

city slum, leaves no one unaffected, but the reaction varies with UPWFTING.

the molecular constituency and atomic weight of the looker. Some it

moves to contempt, some to unavailing pity. Some it stirs with wonder at

the mysterious decrees of the All-wise and All-powerful ; some wrestle

long and earnestly in prayer to amend those decrees. Some it drives to

fierce philippic against social and economic order ; some take refuge in

rainbow visions of heaven brought down to earth by legislation. Occa-

sionally there is one in whom it rouses the fighting blood, and who enlists

for concentrated and life-long warfare, not against the crime, ignorance
and disease which are the children of the slum, but against the slum itself.

Jacob A. Riis— New York's " most useful citizen," in Roosevelt's phrase— is one of the fighting kind. His Battle with the Slum is a heartening
record of the progress that has been made in New York city

— and a prom-
ise of what can be done otherwheres— by increasing effort and limitless

patience, even in the face of the combined forces of greed, ignorance and

indifference.

There is no space here to do more than name the four simple remedies

which are infallibly specific against the slum-disease— fresh air, light,

water and elbow-room — and the greatest of these is elbow-room. For in-

formation how, and how much, they have been administered in a city

where they are of exceeding cost, the reader must refer to Mr. Riis's story.

It is a true book and a vital one— the expression of the deepest thought
and profoundest emotion of a strong and earnest man. It will interest,

therefore, every reader who is worth interesting. That it sounds a

pecnliarly personal note for this reviewer may be due to a single sentence

ia the opening chapter.
" A handful of Methodist women made the Five

Points decent." My mother, then a school-teacher and not long from

her father's farm, was of that handful. The Macmillan Co., New York.

12 net.
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TKi^WNG All^the qualities which have given Jack London's short stories

WHAT their compelling grip are well in evidence in his first novel, A
HB HASSBBN.

Daughter of the Snows, with proof besides that his art is equal to

the larger canvas. Yet the real secret of his power lies just in the fact that

he is no mere spinner of tales— indeed, this broad-shouldered, square-set,

firm-lipped, merry-eyed young man seems hardly of a piece with "the liter-

ary world " at all. But he is a man who has Done Things— things far out-

side the routine of ordinary lives. And in doing them, he has made them
a part of himself. Outside this field of his own experience he does not

go for material. Each of his stories, therefore, has a part of himselfin it

—and he is a Man of Power. Small wonder that they hold attention with a

firm clinch. I do not know from which of the younger writers we may
expect more important work as his field enlarges and his powers ripen-

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. $1.50.

XHB sour, Lafcadio Hearn not only knows Japan— he comprehends it, in

OP A. so far as one man may possibly grasp a national life. Its man-
NATIO .

jjers, its customs, its habits of mind and heart, its traditions, its

religions, its superstitions
— all these he has studied, not with the curiosity

of a stranger examining foreign and outlandish! things, but with the sym-

pathy of a man learning to know his fellow men.- This attitude is rare

enough, but with it he has the gift
— rarer yet— of so translating and ex-

plaining^ these alien and unaccustomed thoughts, beliefs and rules of

action as to make it at once evident that after all hey are within the laws

of life which are the common property of mankind. Indeed, he has inter-

preted Japan to the Western nations so thoroughly and with such fascina-

tion as has probably never been matched by any other effort to make the

inner truth of one race understanded of another. Kotto, the latest of some
half-score books which have come from his pen during the last dozen

years, falls no whit short of the rest in charm of style, depth of insight,
breadth of view or delicacy of fancy. The illustrations, by Genjiro Yeto,
are of remarkable force, fitness and beauty. They would have made a

poor book tolerable ; they add the finishing touch of attraction to this one.

I should have bought it if the publishers had not sent it for review— and
a reviewer can hardly express his approval more warmly than that. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50. net.

" WHO GO DOWN Winthrop Lippitt Marvin's American Merchant Marine is a
TO THB SBA valuable historical study, and eminently readable as well. The

IN SHIPS "
field is a large one and is broadly covered, the growth of our

shipping interests being traced from the "
faire pinnace of thirty tons"

launched at the mouth of the Kennebec in 1607 down to the 7,000-ton lake

steamer of 1900. The romance of the subject is given due space, as could

hardly be avoided in considering the whalers, the clipper-ships, and the

deep-sea fisheries. Mr. Marvin's long and careful study has been inspired

by a thorough-going enthusiasm. Indeed he seems, like Nelson, to have a

conveniently
" blind eye

" for use at discretion. One would not suspect
from any suggestion in this book that an American ship had ever put out

loaded with rum, calico and beads to return with a cargo of '* black ivory, '»

nor is the "American bucko mate " so much as hinted at. By consequence,
there is some ground for styling the work an "appreciation and lament"
rather than admitting it as balanced history. The author's firm convic-

tion that a subsidizing policy is the only sane one appears clearly. He be-

lieves that the sectional jealousies which led up to the Civil War were

responsible for its abandonment, and— apparently— that to this more than
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to any other one cause has been due our failure to retain a fair propor-
tion of the world's carrj'ing- trade. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. 12

nei.

lyeander Keyser's Birds of the Rockies is an entertaining' record tkavei^s

of the wandering's of a bird lover and student in Colorado. The ^^ ^

author is of that rapidly growing class who find profit and pleas-

ure in minute and sympathetic observation of bird life and habits. The
book is fully and beautifully illustrated and will delight a wide circle of

readers. Mr. Keyser falls into some minor errors. Any Californian, orni-

thologist or not, would have told him that the house-finch {Carpodacus
Mexicanus frontalis) is distinctly not "restricted to the Rocky Moun-
tain district," if

" linnet " had been mentioned as an equivalent name.
As for the water-ousel {Cinclus Mexicanus), which Mr. Keyser says is not

known '*

anywhere else on this continent " than in the Rocky Mountains, I

watched one of them not long ago for at least half an hour plunging

through the swift current of the stream in San Josh's beautiful natural

park. And I note three other birds which he names as peculiar to the Rocky
Mountains, but which are to be found in the California check-list. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. $3 net; postage 20 cents.

In his accustomed fashion, with never a wasted sentence, and 'WHY

hardly a superfluous word. Dr. David Starr Jordan, in The Blood nations

of the Nation, drives straight to the core of the largest and most
fundamental question of them all. For why strive to perfect the art of

ship-building, if steel and oak are to disappear and leave only tin and punk-
hearted alder ? Or to plan stately temples if marble and granite must soon

give place to crumbling sandstone and shale ? Or to agonize over social

and economic problems, if men and women are to be of degenerate breed ?

Dr. Jordan holds that there is no such thing as race-degeneration among'
men or animals, except by the destruction of the best and their failure

to perpetuate their kind ; that nations do not die or decay except from the

top ; and that of all the influences tending towards national deterioration

war is by far the deadliest and most irremediable, and he maintains these

positions with force and cogency not to be escaped from. American Uni-

tarian Association, Boston. 40 cents, net.

The Yale lectures on the Responsibilities of Citizenship (upon
" THE mouth

the Wm. E. Dcdge foundation ) were this year delivered by Bishop <>*' the

Henry C. Potter, of New York. The somewhat formidable title
righteous.'

under which they are now. published
— The Citizen in his Relation to

the Industrial Situation— will not scare away from them any reader who
knows Bishop Potter's clear vision, sane logic, broad sympathy, and en-

tirely fearless frankness. To every living being knowledge accrues in

greater or less degree — usually less
;
some few genuinely think

; rarely
one acquires wisdom. Bishop Potter has it. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New
York. $1 net.

The Spanish nobleman,
*' one of the greatest grandees of Old somewhat

Castile," who compels his convent-bred daughter to don breeches
^^

of a

and a sword and follow him to the extermination of heresy in Hoi-
happy famii,y.

land, is almost matched by the fascinating French gallant, of Huguenot
faith, who remains for two years in a German monastery to escape the

ardent (but strictly honorable) wooing of one of the loveliest maidens in

Paris, and the persuasions of her titled father. J. Breckenridge Ellis has

captured them both in his Holland Wolves, with other characters nearly as

unique. Naturally, about anything might be expected to happen under
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such circumstances ; and, in fact, about everything- does happen that could

have been predicted
— and some things that would have eluded the pro-

phetic vision of Nostradamus, the Transcendental. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. $1.50.

GI.D GBMS It is hardly less of a triumph to retell thoroughly familiar
^^ ^ stories in a new and striking manner, than to invent new ones.

Isabel Lovell has succeeded notably in the former effort with her

Stories in Stone From the Roman Forum,— a rather awkward title and quite

unpromising- of the deft and rapid art with which the mosaic of the book
itself has been put together. Her plan has been to take first the Forum as

a whole, then each constituent part of it, and tell the When and the Why
of each temple, statue, arch, pillar and altar. Since life in ancient Rome
centered in the Forum in a manner scarcely to be comprehended of modern

communities, the author had practically unlimited range over all Roman his-

tory, legend and tradition. She has taken advantage of this liberty in

fashion both brilliant and scholarly. The Macmillan Co., New York.

$1.50 net.

THB BRBATH The sting of salt spray driven by the gale, the singing- of the
OF THE wind through the rigging, the wild rush of the " Lucy Foster "

OCBAN v3 ^c cj

or the " Nannie O " as she leaps from the top of one sea to the top
of another, racing home under a '* drivin' skipper," the reckless cheer with

which seamen of the full blood rub elbows with the deadliest dangers—
such things as these are the inspiration in James B. Connolly's stories

Out of Gloucester. Kach of the half dozen is told with a swing and

swiftness that would enliven even a dull reader, and one of them— "A
Fisherman of Costla " — adds a note of sympathy and self-sacrifice so

piercingly tender as to lift it quite out of the rank of "
average

" short

stories. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

NOT ON lLh.e inaugurating lectures of the new " Chair of Chinese " at

SLIGHT Columbia University, which were delivered by Dr. Herbert Allen

ACQUAINTANCE. Giles, Professor of Chinese in the University of Cambridge, are

now published under the title China and the Chinese. Intended rather to

stimulate interest in the subject than to treat exhaustively any branch of

it, they give every evidence of a thoroughly sound scholarship and dis-

criminating interpretation. Although the lecturer modestly refers to the

half-dozen lectures as "
slight in themselves," they are worth several

shelves full of Books on Foreign Countries by People who Passed Through
Them. The Columbia University Press, New York ( The Macmillan Co.,

agents ). $1.50 net.

THB PRiCB Booth Tarkington is as interesting as usual in The Two Van-

OF A revels, though not all of his character drawing is convincing. In-

PRBTBNSB. deed the very foundation of the story
— a mistake in identity

persisting almost to the end of it— is a considerable strain on credulity

under the circumstances. The scene is an aristocratic little city in Southern

Indiana, the time just before the war against Mexico, and the real Vanrevel

gets the girl finally, while the pretender pays with his life for his mas-

quing. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles.

$1.50.

Mary Imlay Taylor's fairy tales— anew experiment for this historical

novelist— are clever, humorous, delightful. The book is called Little Mis-

tress Good Hope, the illustrations are so good as to cause regret that there

are not more, and any child who gets it for Christmas will be lucky. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50 «^// postage 12 cents.
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" Kwang Wung- Tse, the eminent conchologist, after teaching thb Fruit
the elements of Chinese music in the University of Mexico for o^ kipe

several years, spent some twenty days in the United States. His study.

book on the manners, customs and habits of the American foreign devils

adds weightily to the already conclusive evidence of their filth, immorality,
superstition, ignorance and general unfitness to live "

Shanghai Times,

April /, igo4.

The book above mentioned has not yet been published. But Edward S.

Morse, after four years in Japan, during two of which he " held the chair

of Zoology in the Imperial University of Tokyo," spent a few days in

China. His Glimpses of China and Chinese Homes is illustrated by repro-
ductions from sketches " made on the spot in ill-lighted rooms, amidst

jostling crowds." After contemplating "the people with their cruelty,
their filth, their ignorance, the abject position of their women," he con.

eludes that the hostility of the Chinese towards alien races is "about the

only evidence of manhood, from the standpoint of a Christian nation, that

they possess." L/ittle, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50, net.

Nathaniel C. Fowler, Jr., "/ r:ted by 319 American Men of many MEN
Marked Accomplishment," has produced The Boy—How to Help o^ many
Him^ Succeed. The " assistance " was given by answering some ^

or all of 25 questions, such as,
"
Which, in your opinion, contributes the

more to success, ability or experience?" and "Which do you consider

the best six books for the boy to read ?
" The answers to the latter ques-

tion form a really delicious study in taste, the works named ranging from
" Persuasions to Early Piety

" and "
Finney's Revival Lectures," through

the "Works of Spencer" and " Blackstone's Commentaries," to the

"Works of Rabelais" and the "Blue Poetry Book." Five gentlemen
recommend the dictionary for steady reading, while Banker Henry
Clews frankly considers his own works as taking precedence of all

literature except the Bible and Shakespeare, and good history and biog-

raphy. Oakwood Publishing Company, Boston. $1.25.

A maiden of modem Rome— beautiful, rich and brilliant— who another
dreams o' nights of a previous existence as a Vestal Virgin in the from

CKAW 1*0RD
ancient city and of a male intruder who disturbs her peace of

mind, is the magnet in Marion Crawford's Cecilia. Her dream is shared

somewhat after the fashion of Peter Ibbetson, but the obstacles to a union

outside of the common dream are not so insurmountable in Mr. Crawford's

story as they were in Du Maurier's. It is very likely my fault rather than

the author's that the latter part of the story reminds me of a much elabor-

ated variation on the Courtship of Miles Standish. At any rate the book

adds testimony to Mr. Crawford's skill as architect and constructor — and

he uses excellent materials. The Macmillan Co., Nevr York. $1.50.

Whether his verses drew Fred Emerson Brooks on to the lecture THE
platform, or the platform drew the verses out of hira, is imma- judgment
terial. At any rate, his Pickett's Charge and Other Poems is

°^ experts.

precisely adapted to the needs of a professional "entertainer," with

heroic thrills, tears and laughter, blended in about the right proportion.
The publishers' circular is rather richer than usual, containing opinions
from those eminent literary critics, Generals Sherman, Miles, Sheridan

and Howard, Bill Nye, Chauncey Depew and Sir Henry Irving, together
with a real gem from the Atlanta Constitution, which discovers in Mr.

Brooks "a great poet and a genius of great ability." Forbes & Co.,

Boston. $1.25.
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7he Four Feathers were white and came to Harry Feversham from three

officers of the regiment he had left, and from the woman who loved him,
in token of their belief that he was a coward. Really his bravery was of

a high and persistent type, as he finally succeeded in proving to all who
had misjudged him. The novel has been "developed" by A. E. W.
Mason from a short story of his own, and put on considerable unneceesary
fat during the process. The Macmillan Co., New York, $1.50.

The Flight of Rosy Dawn is a slight but pleasant story of a Chinese lad

who runs away from his Berkeley home for fear of innoculation against
the " Black Plague." Pauline Bradford Mackie tells it, and Josephine
Bruce illustrates it. The text reference and the argosy seem to indicate

that the frontispiece was intended to be a sketch of Portsmouth Square,
San Francisco. Nothing else about the picture offers a hint of it. L/. C.

Page «& Co., Boston. 40 cents tiet.

Geo. H. Cooper believes that the Decimal Notation is
"
nothing short of

a crime against humanity," and proposes to place the science of numbers
on a sound basis with his Elementary Arithmetic of the Octim.al Notation.

As a sample of his method of " simplifying
"
things, one may note that the

figures 717 under his system would be read seven etred et-seven and would be

equivalent to 463 under our present system. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San
Francisco. 25 cents.

In his second series of Condensed Novels. Bret Harte has dealt with

Kipling, Hope, Stevenson, et al in much the fashion of his long-ago bur-

lesques upon Thackeray, Bulwer and other novelists of their day. Readers

who find parody an entertaining form of literary art will doubtless be in-

terested. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.25.

One can easily forgive an occasional indiscretion for the sake of the real

freshness and vigor with which Gouverneur Morris tells the story of Alad-
din CBrien. Ivove and battle— both physical and spiritual

— are the

subjects most to the fore. The Century Co., New York
;
C. C. Parker, L(OS

Angeles. $1.25.

Coquo and the King's Children, at the very start of their travels, discover
a tiny fairy in a roasting potato, and their further adventures, as told by
Cornelia Baker, are even more fantastic. The illustrations in color, by
Ivucy Fitch Perkins, are of extra quality. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
$1.50 net.

Mayken, it seems, was the pat name of Marie of Orange and Nassau,
daughter of William the Silent. Jessie Anderson Chase has woven a good
story for girls from incidents, real and imaginary, of her girlhood. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.20 net, postage 13 cents.

Fanny Young Cory's illustrations to the Pete and Polly Stories are really

alluring. The text by Carolyn Wells, is intended to be amusing nonsense.
Nonsense it certainly is, and doubtless it amused the author. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50 net; delivered $1.68.

The Boy and the Baron, by Adelina Knapp, originally appearing in St.

Nicholas, now comas out in book form. It is a brisk and readable story of

Germany in the days of Rudolf of Hapsburg. The Century Co., New
York ;

C. C. Parker, lyos Angeles. $1 net.

A Captured Santa Claus is a pleasant little war-time story of a Con-
federate officer who takes some risks to carry Christmas gifts to his family.
Thomas Nelson Page is the author. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
75 cents.

A recent addition to the "
English Men of I^etters

" series is Tennyson.
by Sir Alfred Lyall, K. C. B. The Macmillan Co., New York. 75

cents, net.
Chari^es Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIA'.^ E. SMYTHE.

the: failure or the: \vate:r and
FOREIST COMMISSION.

NE year ago the California Water and Forest Association

appointed a Commission to frame a new code of water

laws. The body consisted of nine men of eminence in

legale educational, and scientific walks. If these distinguished

gentlemen had been able to devote their time to the important

undertaking, and to give a fair hearing to all shades of public

opinion, they would have produced a code of laws creditable to

the intelligence and public spirit, and adequate to the present
and future needs, of the greatest State on the Pacific Coast.

But they are all extremely busy men. Seven of the nine are

charged with heavy responsibilities in important public posi-

tions. The other two are practising attorneys, whose business

is largely, if not chiefly, concerned with the interests of private
water companies. Of these two, one accepted the burden of

drafting the new law, while the other advised with him as to

its legal bearings. Thus the proposed law may fairly be char-

acterized as the product of the legal representatives of private

water interests in the State of California. This statement is

made without the slightest intention of casting any reflection upon
the integrity of these eminent attorneys. They are able men
who command everybody's respect. They are men of high

public spirit, keenly appreciative of the duties of citizenship.

Nevertheless, they think the thoughts and breathe the atmos-

phere of the private water companies which for many years

they have faithfully served in the capacity of paid attorneys.
Men are governed by their surroundings. Good men do right

as they see the right, but they see the right according to their

training and associations. Thus the measure chiefly devised

by Hon. John D. Works of Los Angeles, with the advice of

Mr. Frank H. Short of Fresno, might well be entitled :

AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION AND ENCOURAGE-
MENT OF PRIVATE SPECULATION IN THE

WATER SUPPLY OF CALIFORNIA.

Of the seven other members of the Commission, two ( Elwood
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sent representatives ;
the presidents and professors of our two

Universities were probably passive spectators of the pro-

ceedings, which were mostly matters of legal arrangement
and construction

;
while Chief Justice Beatty declined to

sign the report or to assume any responsibility for its pro-

visions, believing it would be improper for him to partici-

pate in framing a measure which he may later be called upon
to interpret as a judicial ofi&cer. Judge Works and Mr,

Short— and particularly the former, since he is understood

to be almost the sole author of the measure — are to be

warmly commended for the patience and toil they bestowed

upon it. This bill of eighty-five sections, with its preliminary

report, does indeed represent a vast amount of painstaking and

conscientious labor. There are few citizens of California who
would give so generously of their time and learning without

compensation as these gentlemen have done. There can be no

doubt that the product of their research, their thought and

their consideration of the issues involved, represents their

honest and sincere conviction of what would be best for the

people of California. That it represents, in any adequate sense

of the term, the matured conviction of the other members of

the Commission, I am unwilling upon present evidence to con-

cede or to believe. With even more confidence it may be asserted

that it does not represent the wishes of the vast majority of the

Water and Forest Association, nor of those engaged in the irri-

gation industry, nor of that large disinterested public sentiment

which earnestly seeks to lay broad foundations upon which new
and splendid institutions may be reared in California. To put
it bluntly, the Commission has made a report which is altogether

disappointing. It has failed utterly in the accomplishment of

the purpose for which it was constituted. What is infinitely

worse, it has violated— unintentionally and even unconsciously,

perhaps, but none the less eifectually
— the solemn pledge of

the Water and Forest Association to its large membership and

to the people of California.

soMK OF ITS ^ review of the proposed law in detail reveals sins

Nus. i;rous both of omission and of commission. For instance, the
1 AiwN .

g^^^ great object of water reform in this State was sup-

posed to be to provide a just and lasting adjudication of existing

rights, in order that knotty complications might be untangled,

and the road paved for a better use of the remaining supply.

This law makes no provision for such an adjudication. Another

object of reform was to provide a good system of administration

to take charge of the distribution of water. This law does not
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provide any such plan, save by the extraordinary and danger-
ous method of permitting: private companies to have in their

employ
"
deputy engineers," clothed with the power of the

State,
"
to regulate such supply and the use and the manner

thereof, the compensation of such deputy to be paid by such

person, company or corporation." God help the unfortunate

farmers who depend for their small ditches upon the waters of

a stream placed in the hands of "deputy engineers," employed

b}' great private corporations, but acting under the power of

the State in "regulating such supply and the use and the

manner thereof !

" Talk about litigation under the present

system! Talk about "shotgun methods" in the distribution

of water ! Wait until the lawyers have a chance to tackle

the 85 sections of this law and you will see litigation ! And
wait until the "deputy engineers" paid by "such person,

company or corporation," begin to distribute water at the ex-

pense of the people who cannot afford to employ such private

police'and you will hear the voice of the shotgun in the land !

The elaborate provisions for fixing the charges of water "sold

or rented " are dangerous in the extreme to the consuming

public. Like every other feature of the bill, they are framed

in the interest of the water-speculators and water-merchants

rather than of the water-users. The attempt to limit ripa-

rian rights to actual beneficial use is, of course, a move in

the right direction, yet it will be necessary to weigh the precise

propositions of the bill very carefully with reference to condi-

tions prevailing on many streams— the Santa Ana, for instance
— to see that even this feature of the bill is not designed to

favor the speculators at the expense of the older appropriators

and users. All the vital reforms for which the organized irri-

gation movement has been working many years, with possibly

one exception, are either untouched by this bill or so badly mud-
dled as to effect no practical good. The exception, if there be

one, is in the matter of guarding new appropriations so that

vested rights may be freed from the constant menace of new
diversions for which water is not actually available. The pro-

posed Board of Engineers could protect the public in this re-

spect. It could not do so, however, in the thorough and satis-

factory manner that is done in Wyoming, simply because there

is no provision for the adjudication of old rights. The Board

merely has power to investigate what diversions have been made
and to issue licenses for the amount of water which it thinks

has been applied beneficially. These licenses settle nothing
whatever. They might have some value in the nature of expert

evidence in future litigation, but that is all. What is wanted
is an adjudication that shall actually adjudicate

— a settlement
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that shall really settle something- definitely and finally. Any-
thing- short of that is not worth doing-. It is only an invitation

to enter upon more litigation. The plan embodied in the bill

for measuring- the streams, and so obtaining exact information in

regard to the water resources of the State, is admirable, and it

is something which must, of course, be done. But we cannot,

for the sake of one clear advantage, saddle California with the

whole mass of this complicated and dangerous measure. There
is a much better way of obtaining the needed data. However

g-ood their intentions may have been, the labors of the Commis-
sion have brought forth an impossible law.

But it is not in its details that the measure is chiefly disap-

pointing. In fact, these need not be considered at all in passing

judgment upon it. They pale into utter insig-nificance in com-

parison with its broad g-eneric defects.

WHBRK IS THE What is the policy of the California Water and Forest

ASSOCIATION Association ? Does anybody know ? Can anybody find
"^^

out ? Do its solemn declarations, in annual convention

assembled, count for anything- ? Can an association, any more
than a man, give its pledge to the public, invite our support

upon that basis, and then proceed to do precisely the reverse of

what it promised to do, without forfeiting the confidence of the

public ? These are the questions which candid men will ask

upon learning the nature of the proposed law. And it is be-

cause they know there can be no logical answer that they will

instantl}'^ acquit the majority of the commission of any real

share in the work. As to the minority, who actually framed the

measure, we can only assume that they are so completely en-

shrouded in the fogs and mists of private water speculation
that they really could not see the sunlit heights of Public In-
terest on which the Association had fixed its eyes.
This movement began three years ago. Its promoters were

prominent citizens of San Francisco who sincerely desired to do
something to increase the greatness of California. The meet-
ing, at which the Water and Forest Association was launched,
was called

" The Flood Waters Convention." The circulars sent

out, the speeches made, and the interviews furnished the news-
papers by the leaders of the undertaking, all breathed the spirit
of public enterprise. In fact, the impression prevailed that the
movement would ask for a large issue of State bonds to store

the flood waters. Most unfortunately, the promoters antagon-
ized the national irrigation movement at the start, particularly
in Southern California. They soon found they had

"
waked up

the wrong passenger," for the friends of the national move-
ment rallied and took possession of the first State convention at

San Francisco. They imposed their exact platform on the new
movement, letter for letter and line for line. Thus at its first

meeting the Water and Forest Association was definitely com-
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mitted to that great policy of public irrig-ation works for which
the national irrigation movement stands. The platform also

contained declarations in favor of the reform of local water
laws. Its popular campaign for membership and influence di-

rected attention chiefly to this feature of its work, leaving the
national planks to be carried by the other wing of the move-
ment. The writer was for a time the official spokesman of the
Water and Forest Association. In this capacity he addressed

many thousands of people throughout the State, and edited the

early publications issued by the Association. He explained to

the people the objects of the movement as he understood them.
Both his speeches and writings were carefully considered at

headquarters before being made public. Later, his statements
were modified by the ofl&cers— to some extent repudiated, per-

haps — because they had ofi^ended certain powerful interests.

The result was that the element in the Association which sin-

cerely believes in public control and even in public ownership—
the element which knows exactly what its convictions are yes-
terday, today and forever— determined that at the third annual
convention the Association should put itself squarely upon
record as to where it stood on the questions at issue. This ele-

ment did not much care whether it prevailed or not in shaping
the platform. As a matter of fact, it did not expect to prevail
with the very small percentage of the Association which would be

present
— about one hundred out of 6000 members. What it did

care for was that the Association should stafid somewhere and then

stay there, in order that the public might know what the Water
and Forest Association is— then support it or let it die as a

thing not worthy to live, according as it should approve or dis-

approve a definitive statement of its attitude on the most vital

economic question in California. The convention was held in

San Francisco, December 20, 1901. Almost as soon as the presi-

dent's gavel fell, a member arose and moved that the election of

ofl&cers be postponed until after the adoption of a platform.
The president

—
eminently fair, as he has been throughout the

movement — agreed to entertain the motion, though he thought
it possibly not in order at that time. He requested an explana-
tion, however. This was promptly given in about these words :

There have been two views in this movement from the beginning-. One
favors private monoply of water ; the other, public monoply. The time
has come when the attitude of this Association should be definitely deter-
mined as a matter of justice to its meml)er8hip and of good faith to the

public. Those who believe in public control and public ownership will

present a platform to this convention. We are aware that some of our

present officers do not favor such a platform. We think it is only fair to

them and fair to ourselves that the platform should first be decided and
then that officers shall be chosen who are willing to stand squarely upon
our declarations, whatever they may be, and proceed hereafter to carry
those declarations into effect. It is for this reason that we insist upon our
motion.

The matter wasdebated with much animation. The opponentsof
public ownership fought well, but they were beaten when the mat-
ter came to a vote. The election of oflScers was postponed. The
Committee on Resolutions later reported a platform, which was
unanimously adopted. This platform provided for the appoint-
ment of a Commission to draft a new code of water laws for

California. No man could read the solemn and decisive declara-
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tions of that convention and entertain the slightest doubt as to
what kind of water laws were desired by that body. After the

debate, which had occurred in the morning-, and the motion
which had prevailed, no man could accept ofl&ce in that Asso-
ciation— least of all accept a place upon the Commission— un-
less he was prepared to subscribe to that platform. At least no
one could do so unless he utterly failed to comprehend the sig-
nificance of these events. Judge Works, who is understood to
be the real author of the proposed law, was present during the
sessions of the convention. He had every opportunity to under-
stand the meaning of the position which had been assumed by
the Association. It only remains to quote the important planks
of the platform and then to contrast them, in a few words, with
the letter and the spirit of the proposed new water law.

BEHoi,D THS The platform adopted at the convention of 1901 began

pi^ATFOKM^^^
with congratulations to President Roosevelt for the
stand he had taken in favor of a national policy of irri-

gation and forestry in his message to Congress. It then pro-
ceeded to make the following unequivocal declarations as to its

own view of the lines on which irrigation development should

proceed in California :

We hail with satisfaction these declarations by the President of the
United States that works of irrigation are essentially public utilities and
ought to be constructed, owned and administered by the people and for the

people.
If it be unwise to permit private capital to construct storage works for

the reclamation of lands now publicly owned, but hereafter to pass into
the proprietorship of millions of American citizens, it follows with unerr-

ing- logic that it is equally unwise for private capital to build storage works
in the great interior valleys of California, in the coast region and in the

South, for the reclamation of lands already owned and occupied by private
individuals, but destined to be subdivided and disposed of to thousands of
new citizens when irrigation is supplied.
We are opposed to any attempt to store thefloodwaters of the State by m,eafis

of private enterprise, because such a policy would foster and entrench the

systetn ofprivate water monopoly which, in the language of President Roose-
velt,

^^ cannot prevail without causing enduring wrong.
''^ We believe all

such storage works, together with large m,ain canals, should be constructed,
fnaintained and managed under State administration.

DOES NOT The resolution providing for the appointment of the
BEWKVE IN

^
Commission was a part of the same platform. There
would seem to be no room for doubt as to the character

of the water laws which the Association expected the Commis-
sion to frame. And yet in the report accompanying the pro-

posed new law we find the following :

" We do not believe in

the doctrine declared by some, that no private individual or

corporation should be permitted to appropriate any water, but
that all water not already appropriated shall be held, appro-
priated and supplied by the State." "The doctrine declared hy
some!" Who is meant by "some?" Why, the same Water
and Forest Association which this Commission represented and
under whose authority it had been asked to frame a new code of

water laws. Suppose the constitutional convention of 1787 had
provided for a Monarchy instead of a Republic, saying it did
not believe in the "doctrine declared by some," that Govern-
ment should rest upon the consent of the governed and that
rulers should be chosen by popular suffrage ! Such action
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would be exactly parallel with that taken by the Water and
Forest Commission in not onl}'^ failing to make any provision
for the public works of irrigation demanded by the Association,
but in going- out of its way distinctly to repudiate that doc-
trine. True, the Commission does provide that the State shall
have the power to acquire private irrigation works and to use
them for public purposes. But this is simply the power of
eminent domain which existed long before the Commission was
formed and will exist long after it is forgotten. We say again,
the report of the Commission is a total disappointment. It can
never be accepted by the friends of irrigation in this State.

I have been asked whether the element who supported thb parting

the platform of 1901 ought to attend the coming con- of the

vention and endeavor to prevent the acceptance of the

report. Speaking for myself, I would say no, decidedly. Three
times in the past three years the Association has adopted plat-
forms, and each time its officers have proceeded contrary to the

explicit declarations. If the annual convention of 1902 accepts
the report of the Commission, it merely stamps itself as the in-

strument of private water speculators in California. If it does
not accept the report, it has nothing to show for its years of

work and large expenditure of money collected from its sup-
porters throughout the State. Let the friends of public works
look elsewhere for an agency which can fight their battles in

good faith without wavering or turning aside. I have done all

in my humble power to make a success of the Water and Forest
Association— to make it great and useful and well-respected.
It is with a feeling of genuine sadness that those who feel as I

do will now turn away from an instrumentality which is plainly
not fit for the service expected of it. The Association consists

of over six thousand members, but it is actually guided by a
handful of men in San Francisco who do not appear to be

closely in touch either with its membership or with the public
opinion of California.

If the proposed law is reported to the Legislature, it '^^^^

will become the duty of the friends of public irrigation ^"^'^^'yq ^^
to fight it until it shall be dead and buried. There is

another policy upon which all the supporters of irrigation
should unite. That is to secure the prompt reenactment of

what was known as Senate Bill No. 7, providing for an appro-
riation of $200,000, one-half from the State and one-half from
the Nation, to be used in measuring streams, exploring reservoir

sites, and developing a forestry plan suited to the needs of the

State. Both political parties have declared emphatically for

this measure. Let the engineers of the national government
proceed to perform the most important work which would have
fallen to the Board of Engineers provided for in the report of

the Water and Forest Commission. Thus we shall gain the

best advantage which that measure would have given us and
avoid the many serious dangers it contains, while preventing
the closing of the door to public irrigation works and the turn-

ing over of our water resources to promoters and speculators.
Wm. E. Smythk.
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RUNNING FOR CONGREISS.
By WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

^jr|HE census of 1900 showed that California was entitled to

j^ eig-ht Congressmen instead of seven. The announce-

ment was received with enthusiasm by many worthy and
ambitious citizens, for they considered it nothing- less than an
invitation for them to put aside their private affairs and pre-

pare to go to Washington to assist in shaping- the course of the

g-ood old Ship of State. I can truthfully say that I was not

among- those who felt a flutter of the heart at the time. My in-

terest in the matter was of much more recent origin.

The Legislature decided that the new District should be the

one at the Southern end of the State. Los Angeles (which has

a way of asking for anything it wants and g-etting it, too), de-

manded that the single county bearing its name should be set

apart as a District by itself, since it had the requisite popula-
tion. This demand was granted. It therefore became neces-

sary for the Eighth District to be so shaped as completely to

surround Los Angeles county. It was made up of the following
counties : San Diego, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino,

Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Kern, Tulare, and

Inyo. Thus constituted, it covers about one-third of California,

geographically. It contains the raw material of a dozen States.

In the valley of the Colorado River alone probably a million

people might dwell in comfort. The District includes the

loftiest mountains, the greatest valleys, the largest forests, the

most expansive deserts, and the most beautiful coast-line in all

our wonderful State. But when it is viewed as a whole, from

the Arizona and Nevada boundar}'^ to the Pacific Ocean, it is

seen to be mostly a vacant and a voiceless land. It is a place

for which God has done much and man comparatively little. In

spite of the disparity between its resources and its present de-

velopment, however, the Eighth Congressional District includes

the most famous communities in California. Nearly all of the

celebrated old missions are its priceless legacy from the past.

The mother settlements of our modern American era— Ana-

heim, Santa Ana, and Riverside— are included within its ter-

ritory. So, also, are the celebrated and beautiful colonies of

later origin, such as Ontario, Redlands, Corona and many
others. Here is the remarkable sugar town of Oxnard,
which sprung from nothing to a solid community of three

thousand souls in little more than three years. Here are the

far-famed winter resorts of San Diego, Coronado and Santa

Barbara. And here is the glorious Land of Irrigation, in all the

beauty of its achievement and all the promise of its vast po-
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tentiality. Probabl}' there is no other single District in the

United States which so well represents the twentieth century
civilization of which we boast and of which we expect so much
in the future.

HOW THE NOMINATION CAME ABOUT.

As many of the readers of this magazine know, I have never

been a politician. I have been before the public more or less

for a dozen years as writer and speaker in connection with eco-

nomic movements in the West, particularly with the irrigation

movement. While holding- decided political views, I have felt

that my own work lay entirely outside of the political field.

But two years ago the friends of irrigation had an experience
which set them to thinking. After a costly and determined

effort they succeeded in getting a useful measure passed by the

last Legislature. It went through both branches without op-

position. It would have inaugurated a new epoch in the indus-

trial life of California. To the utter surprise and intense dis-

appointment of the friends of the movement, the Governor

vetoed the measure and thus the entire effort came to naught.

Reflecting upon the fact that a practically unanimous public

sentiment had availed nothing, and that some of the measures

to be brought forward in the future could not hope to be so

generally supported, some of the friends of progress asked

themselves how we could ever hope to accomplish anything for

California. Evidently we could not do so unless Governors

could be made to understand that the people are in downright
earnest about these matters. It must be understood that those

who vote are really and deeply interested in such policies. But
how could this be done ? Obviously, only by having party

platforms declare in favor of the measures and by having can-

didates for office committed to them in advance.

It was these considerations which led me to determine to use

whatever influence I possessed to induce one or both of our

great political parties to take up constructive measures in

earnest. The most important of these, it seemed to me, was
State and National irrigation, although land reform and the

development of cooperation among our producers were also

matters of high importance, offering a good opportunity for

educational work, at least. While I was forming plans for an

aggressive public movement along these lines, I received an in-

vitation to attend a banquet to be held in honor of Jackson's

birthday in my home city of San Diego.
The banquet brought out a large attendance of local Demo-

crats. The speakers dealt chiefly with the hero of the day and

the stirring incidents of his political career. I was called upon
toward the close of the program and responded quite frankly
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witli comments upon what had been said. To begin with, I re-

marked that I believed we could win no Democratic victories in

the future unless we had something- more recent than the

achievements of Andrew Jackson to offer the American people.
I made bold to suggest that there is no room in this country for

a party of obstruction or a party of destruction, but that there is

wide room and crying need for a party of construction — "
for a

party that shall build the republic on lines of enduring free-

dom." I went on to speak of what I called "the neglected op-

portunities of American politics." First among these I placed
the need of public works for the storage and distribution of

flood waters as a means of making homes for millions of men.

Other topics touched upon were the reform of laws governing
the public domain, the initiative and referendum, State aid to

cooperative organization among producers, and the New Zealand

methods of dealing with large estates. I closed by briefly out-

lining a platform of Constructive Democrac)^ predicting that

with such a platform the party could win the next Congress-

man, the next Governor, and the next President. The speech
was received with marked approval by the banqueters. I was,
of course, delighted at the success of my first effort to interest

the politicians in the new ideas.

Within a week a dozen of the leading Democrats of the city

called at my home and tendered their support to me as a candi-

date for Congress in the new District. The suggestion came to

me as a surprise, for I was interested in platforms, not in can-

didacies. I said to them in reply that events make issues, and

issues make candidates
;
that if, by the event of the adoption of

a creative, Constructive Democratic platform
— a platform aim-

ing "to bring things to pass
" — I should be nominated, I would

be willing to make the race, however hopeless it might appear.
I requested th^t nothing be said about the matter until we
should have time to observe the development of public senti-

ment concerning the issues I had raised. In the meantime, I

went on with my work throughout the State, seeking to interest

influential men of both parties in these new Constructive ideas.

The movement appeared to be a hopeful one from the beginning.
Not only did it interest the farmers of the interior, but it at-

tracted powerful support in large cities like Los Angeles,

Stockton, Sacramento, and San Francisco.

The Constructive movement had begun in February. By July

it began to look as if one party, and possibly both, would incor-

porate some of the leading principles in its platform. The San

Diego county Democratic convention met August 22nd and en-

dorsed me as a candidate for Congress. In my address to that

body I reiterated what I had said in January, that I could only
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accept their support in case my views should become "part and

parcel of twentieth century Democratic creed." I added :

I say this with all humility. I do not pretend to know more than other
men, or to have more integrity than other men. But I know men may fight
for all they are worth only when they believe they are everlastingly right,
as I know I am right when I declare that no man should be permitted to
make a private monopoly of the natural stream

; that no man should be

permitted to own water apart from land ; that no man should be permitted
to hold out of use, for selfish and wasteful and speculative purposes, those
elements of natural wealth without which humanity cannot exist.

Then came the State Democratic convention at Sacramento
in the first days of September. I had the honor to serve upon
the Committee on Resolutions. After an all-night struggle the

platform was shaped largely on new lines. It rejoiced in the

first triumph of national irrigation, but demanded
" much

larger appropriations for this purpose." It declared that the re-

mainder of the public domain should be "saved for the people

whose heritage it is." It avowed that the storage of flood

waters and the preservation of forests is the foremost economic

question in California today. It recommended the retention by
the State of all denuded forest lands acquired by means of de-

linquent tax sales and the purchase of other such lands needed

for the protection of important watersheds. Best of all, it de-

clared in opposition to private monoply of natural streams, said

the ownership of water must vest in the user, and favored "com-

prehensive public works for the storage of flood waters, for the

distribution of irrigation supplies, and for the drainage of lands

subject to overflow." Finally, it denounced the veto of the irri-

gation bill of 1901 and demanded its prompt re-enactment.

Here was a platform of Constructive Democracy, so far as

irrigation is concerned, hitherto unknown and undreamed of

in the history of California politics. The platform was pro-

gressive in other important particulars. It declared for the in-

itiative and referendum
;
for the highest ideal of civil service

reform
;
for a public employment bureau, and for other advanced

labor legislation. Personally, I can say that I got into that

platform absolutely everything for which I had time to fight

in the busy hours into which the sessions were necessarily

crowded.

But platforms are only half the battle. The other half is

represented by the good faith and intelligence of the candidate.

Before the candidate for Governor was named he solemnly

pledged himself to carry out these new party declarations in the

event of his election. We all t)elieved he meant it, and that

his heart was deeply enlisted. Therefore our triumph at Sacra-

mento was complete.
PROGRESS OP THE CAMPAIGN.

The adoption of this platform assured, I was unanimously
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placed in nomination for Congress by the Bighth District con-

vention. In fact, I was nominated three times— by ballot, by
roll-call and by acclamation. I told the convention that if they
would have the people whom they represented follow their exam-

ple, and vote for me three times at the polls, I would surely be

elected. Had they followed this suggestion the result would

have been different, and I should now be engaged in drafting
bills for presentation to Congress instead of writing the dreary
reminiscences of a defeated candidate 1

I believe it is generally admitted that I made a strenuous

campaign against heavy odds. I can say with" a distinguished
American who once graced a Cabinet office : "I seen my duty,

and I done it." I had agreed (with such mental reservations as

are always permissible in a candidate) "to bear your standard

over the mountainous heights of Republican majority and plant
it on the shores of victory." I did not get within sight of those

delectable shores, nor even to the top of the Republican Alps.
I did, however, get above timber-line, where I stuck in the

eternal snows which had been reinforced by a blizzard of un-

usual severity.

But it was a joyful experience. I had a chance to tell the

story of irrigation, and to preach the gospel of Constructive

Democracy, to many thousands. If Republicans did not vote

for me in large numbers, they did turn out to hear me most

generously and to extend the hospitalities of their towns. It

cannot truthfully be said, however, that the new issues for

which I stood were the real issues of the campaign. The edu-

cational period was too short for that, and our own following
too little informed as to the merits of these questions. Besides,

we were badly handicapped by lack of newspapers as compared
with our opponents. Not only so, but all the money — almost

every dollar of it— was enlisted on the other side. I do not

mean by this that money was corruptly used. As to that, I do

not pretend to know. But I mean that our opponents had only
to wish for anything which they thought might be helpful to

their campaign, then to rub the Aladdin's lamp of their ple-

thoric bank accounts, and that thing was done. On our side

we could only pit our feeble voices against their preponderance of

votes, their imported orators, their endless newspapers in city,

town and village, and their unlimited financial resources. Thus
the battle was unequal from start to finish, yet we had in our

hearts that sweetest of all human satisfaction— the profound,

unfaltering faith that we were battling for those things which

are forever right.

As a means of equalizing the contest in some slight measure

I tried to induce my opponents to debate. The candidate nomin-
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ated ag-ainst me promptly declined. Then I
"
went after" Mr.

Littlefield of Maine. I believe with the great poet
—

He either fears his Fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,
Who will not put it to the touch
To win or lose it all.

The gentleman from Maine would not meet me, even when
I taunted him with ingloriously "running away" from a poor
little Democrat in the wild and woolly West. Had he met me I

should have succeeded in getting both sides of the issues before

the voters. As it was, there was but one issue in the campaign.
It was

"
prosperity

" and the tariff. There are people in Cali-

fornia who think the protection enjoyed by the
"
infant " Steel

Trust is solely responsible for the sunshine, for the rains and

snows, and for the fact that crops will grow from our soil. This
conviction is entertained even in places where the grass is

growing in the streets, where the stores are vacant, and where
houses are falling apart from non-use and neglect. One such

place comes back to me as I write. I spoke from the bandstand.

The steps had rotted away and I had to climb up over the rail-

ing. As I did so I thought the whole thing would crumble like

the One Horse Shay. I had to step carefully to find a solid

place on the flooring where I could stand without going through
the rotten planks. That community could be made to blossom

with water which might be stored in the mountains, but on elec-

tion day its people gave a good majority in favor of the contin-

uance of their present voluptuous prosperity !

And how were the principles of Constructive Democracy re-

ceived by the people ? By Democrats they were regarded as

betokening the dawn of a new day for their party. But they
did not confound the first grey streaks along the horizon with

the light of the full-risen sun itself. They were rea dy to sub-

scribe to these doctrines— a new application of old theories of

government suited to the conditions of the twentieth century
—

but they realized, as in my eager enthusiasm I did not, that
some little time would l)e required to get the merits of the

proposition thoroughly into the minds of the people. How did
the Republicans regard them ? Generally with approval, but

very often with the feeling that their party alone could be
trusted to take them up and put them into execution. The Re-

publican newspapers made mild sport of the propositions. For
instance, the Tulare Register^ edited by one of the most
thoughtful minds in the State, said: "Mr. Smythe falls into
the error of taking his own constructive and rather intelligent
views for the principles of the Democratic party. If the voters
do the same they will make a fatal mistake."
The Riverside Enterprise %z\^ : "Constructive Democracy —

there is no such thing. It is a figment of his imagination."
The San Francisco Chronicle took the same view and begged

me "
to cut loose from evil associations."
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The Redlands Facts suggested, after election : "Mr. Smythe

will now have time to make much-needed repairs on his Con-
structive platform of twentieth century Democracy."

Nevertheless, the good cause did get started. It has entered
into the minds of the people. I believe the next two years will
see it grow rapidly into the hope of a great party

— another two
years into the hope of State and Nation. At any rate, I am
not discouraged. If God gives me time enough, I will write
these principles upon the face of the enduring earth. The land
shall proclaim them with the voice of industry. Singing
brooks and whispering trees shall set them to music. And
millions of happy hearts shall bless the day when the ancient
faith of Democracy began to take on a new and potent meaning,
and to be filled with the breath of creative aspiration.
What stands in the way of the early realization of such

hopes ? Is it the fact that a large majority of the voters belong
to the other party ? No, for California voters are remarkably
independent as a class and will do what they believe to be right.
The real difficulty is that the vast majority of our voters cannot
be reached with the facts and arguments. Nearly all the news-
papers are against us. Wherever there happens to be a news-
paper on our side it is promptly purchased if the matter is

deemed of sufficient importance. The real trouble is that nearly
all the money is against us, since so many people are interested
in special privileges, in the acquisition of public property for

private speculation, in making a monopoly of water and land,
and in doing various other things which are against the interest
of the masses of our people. Own all the newspapers, hire the
ablest lawyers and speakers to make your speeches, see that they
accept no invitations to debate with the other side— do this, if

your purse be long enough— and you will win, at least for a
time. If the people are not permitted to see the light, then they
will surely not follow the light. In all ages, under all circum-
stances, the few who have sought to control communities have
ever aimed to keep the many in darkness. In this newspaper-
reading age the control of the press is the most effective means
of "making the worse appear the better part."
What is the remedy — what can the party without money do

to overcome the tremendous odds arrayed against it ? First, its

campaigns must be extended over all the months that intervene
between elections. Then, it must seek perfection of organiza-
tion. Finally, it must have many missionaries, and all of them
must labor with a zeal which partakes more of religion than of

politics. It is by such means that we shall be enabled at last to

say : "Patience hath done her perfect work."

CAMPAIGN INCIDENTS.

No healthy man who loves a fight and enjoys mingling with
his kind could fail to find pleasure in the experiences of a lively

Congressional campaign. I could fill this magazine with enter-

taining incidents of my adventures from the opening of my
canvass at San Ivuis Obispo in September to its closing at

Riverside in November, Space is not available to relate many
of these.

One of my amusing memories is that of a man on a bicycle
racing to overtake a train on which I was a passenger on leav-
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in<j Porterville early one morning-. Apparent!)' I alone saw this
belated passenger. I got the conductor to stop the train, and
together we hauled the perspiring cj-clist and his wheel on
board. I frankly told him I was running for something, too.

"Did you stop this train forme?" he gasped. On learning I

did, he said : "By gum ! I will vote for you, even if you are a
Democrat ; and I will work for you, too." I guess he must have
kept his word, for his count)' gave me 425 majority.
One night I walked out into a quiet side street of a town

where I was to speak, in order to get away from the crowd, the
brass band and the fireworks long- enough to think out some
local remarks I wanted to make that evening-. There I en-
countered a fellow-citizen much the worse for liquor, whom I

assisted to his destination. Later he discovered that I was a
candidate for Congress and, though my train left at 4 a. m., he
was at the depot to see me off and to assure me that he would
"run his legs off" for the candidate who had g-iven him a lift

the night before. It ma)' be a mere coincidence, but his county
returned a majority for me also.

At Randsburg the miners took kindly to some of my ideas, and
one Jerry O'Leary was particularly enthusiastic. As I came
away he assured me that his mining camp would give me 1500

majority. I told him that would be fine, but asked :

" How can

you do that when you cast only 350 votes all told ?
" He gave

me a magnificent salute as he said :

*'
Leave that to your

friend, Jerry O'Leary." Randsburg stood by me handsomely,
but I am still waiting to hear from Jerry and his 1500 ma-
jority.
Some one has written,

' A Song For Those Who Fail." I

cannot lay my hand on it at this moment for the purpose of

quoting a few lines, but as my mind runs back over the past few
months the figures that rise before me are not those who came
out at the head of the poll on election day, but those who fell

under the hoofs of the Republican cavalry. I think of them
throughout all the counties of our great Congressional dis-

trict — the men who shared with me the honors of the crack-

ling bonfires, of the blaring bands, of the exploding fireworks
and resounding cannon, and, best of all, of the applauding mul-
titude. I think of the perfect confidence with which they all

looked forward to the result (strange that everybody should ex-

pect to be elected!) and I think of them as they must have looked
on that weary election night when the frost came clicking over
the telegraph and droning over the telephone, and, next, when
they went out the morning after election to pick up the newspaper
and find it

— a little snowbank! I think of them now going
calmly about their avocations. I trust they are all as happy and
contented as I am, sitting here in the sweet sunshine of my
library and looking out on the most beautiful ocean-picture in

all the world. Then I think again of those riotous serenades— the music and the noise and the crowds — and for all my
fallen comrades I can exclaim, in Kipling's noble verse :

The shouting^ and the tumult dies.
On dune and headland sinks the fire,

And all our pomp of yesterday
U Qm with Nineveh and Tyre I

San Dieffo, Cal.
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ART IN WOOD.
F alleged-to-be

"
artistic furniture," designed to suit the

market demand, turned out by machinery and shipped

daily in carload lots, there is more than enough in Cali-

fornia, as elsewhere. Of the true handiwork of artists, the lov-

ing growth under the cunning and patient tools of master-crafts-

men — convincing, significant, unique— there is all too little

anywhere. No factory ever produced it, nor ever will. Its very
essence is its expression of the individuality of its creator —
him who dreamed it first, then wrought the dream into realit}-.

It is rare, since artists are not common. It is costly, too — not

in mere money, which may be had by any who will pa)^ the

price for it, but in time and talent, which are not at all to be

obtained by way of purchase. But it is worth all it costs ; for

once created it endures.

The masterly wood-carving, of whose strength and beauty
the accompanying illustrations (reproduced from photographs)
are intended to give some idea, was done in New York almost

half a century ago by German-Swiss artists, brought there from

their native country for that purpose. There were four of them,

they worked three full years to carve the reluctant Hungarian
walnut to its present shape, and the money cost was above $20,000.

The furniture was built for the house of C. G. Guenther, then

Mayor of the city. When Alfred Dolge
—

long known to eco-

nomic students for his attempts to solve in his own establish-

ments sonie of the vexed questions as to the relations between

Labor and Capital
— bought the house, he bought the furniture

with it. Later, removing to Los Angeles, he brought the furni-

ture with him, and it is in this city now.

There will be no attempt to describe these really remarkable

specimens of skill and art, since the writer is no such workman
in words as they were in wood, who conceived and executed

them. But it may be said that each separate piece will repay

careful study, and that the full beauty and power of the work

by no means appears at the first glance. The furniture is not

on public exhibition, but its owner is entirely willing that it

shall be seen and studied by any who really care for and appre-

ciate such work. The publishers of this magazine have been

authorized to inform suitable enquirers where it is to be found.
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TULARi: COUNTY.
By GEO. A. BARRY.

ULARE COUNTY, even in the distractions following '49, in the
midst of a country noted for its gold, in the very path of the ar-

gonauts vrho came to the divine California as to an El Dorado, was
chosen by its first settlers for the promise of its soil. Today that fertility,
then so clearly the herald of its true greatness, is coming forcibly to the
attention of the world. It is not that Tulare County lacks the unmatched

beauties of scenery and climate to be
found everywhere within the bound-
aries of the State, nor yet the deposits
of gold that made California so long
the synonym for mining rather than for

farming. The highest mountains, the

deepest cafions, the largest trees and
the finest trout streams in the nation
are in the Sierra Nevadas, the fa(;:ades
of whose western peaks line through
the g'eographical center of the county
from north to south, and from the
same mountains gold and magnesite
are taken in large quantities, while
rich deposits of lead, silver and copper
are known to be there.

It is the richness of the soil, however,
that attracts the attention of the fruit-

grower and of the old-fashioned farmer
to Tulare County. The San Joaquin
Valley is a part of the great central

plateau of California, which is formed
by four chains of mountains of which
the Sierra Nevada are the eastern, and
it is drained by the San Joaquin river

and its tributaries. At the head of this

valley and on its eastern limb, yet
stretching over into the mountains,
lies Tulare County. It is midway be-

tween the two chief cities of San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles. It is a terri-

tory across which a railroad train

would require six hours to travel, for
it is as large as the State of Massachu-
setts. Nearly two-thirds of it is moun-
tainous, but the remaining third, lying
almost under the shadow of those

peaks, from which the snow never de-

parts and bathed in a sunshine which
is eternal, is a paradise as "

fair as a
(iarden of the Lord," and that is a
simile to be taken literally, for it is

not the hand of man that has made
this county a place of plenty and of

beauty.
It is one of the anomalies of hu-

man nature that Tulare County is no
more cultivated and no more populated
than it is, just as it seems to be an

anomaly that it should t)e perfect in

natural resources, a place where man
does not find the elements in league
against him but combined to help him.
It is as though nature had played the

practical trick that one is recorded to

have successfully tried when he went
about the streets of a great city for

a whole day carrying a hatful of gold-
en eagles and offering them to who-

Watkk by Com>knskd Arir.

(Near Tnlare.)
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ever would buy at a dollar apiece. So rare a bargain will not be
credited any more than it will be readily believed that one needs only tickle
the ground with a stick in Tulare County and drop in any seed one wishes,
and this twice or thrice a year, to secure as bountiful a crop as ever came
out of the most carefully fertilized and diligently husbanded acreage back
east.
To one who enters this rich country for the first time the impression is

that here is great wealth waiting to be easily developed, for wherever it is

possible to discover the vertical extent of the soil it is found to be of an
almost incredible depth, as much as thirty feet and even more being not
uncommon ; for here, as in all parts of the San Joaquin Valley, the arable
land is made of a rich alluvial deposit, the accumulation of geologic ages
of washings from the granite mountains. The surface of the country,
until the foothills are reached, appears as level as a billiard table, though
there is a dip to the west of about nine feet to the mile, and much of it

looks like eastern pasture land on account of the frequency with which
great spreading oaks are seen, with cattle and sheep grazing beneath them.

In Tulare Pastures. Plioto bv Moor

To water this immense area, with its industries requiring such constant

care, is a problem happily solved by the presence of six streams having
their sources in the mountains and spreading in deltas so as to cover every
acre of arable land in the county with the aid of the ditches of four irriga-
tion districts, called the Alta, Tulare, Tule River and Poso. All of these

are organized and operated under the State law, the annual assessments
forVnaintenance being from 50 cents to $1 per acre, approximately. This

pays the expense of the operation of flumes and provides a sinking
fund for the payment of bonds. But these irrigation ditches are not the

only sources of water supply. The waters of King's River, Sand Creek,
Kaweah River, Tule River, Deer Creek and White River lie just beneath
the surface of the ground, in apparently inexhaustible quantities, and wells

of a depth of 100 feet invariably find a body of water which rises half

way to the surface and usually refuses to be lowered by the most vigorous
kind of pumping. Power for the operation of pumps is furnished by
the Mt. Whitney Power Company, a corporation whose electric wires

ramify the entire county, and which has reduced the cost of water nearly
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Whekk Tulake County's Ikkigating Water Comes From
(Photo taken in July at an altitude of about 12,000 feet.)

fifty per cent below the figure which represents the cost under the steam
engine pumping plant system formerly used.

It is not only for the consideration of fruits, but for habitation as well,
that the matter of climate is important. It is important everywhere, but
especially so in California, where climate is thought to be everything.
Climate everywhere in the State is good and nowhere is it bad, so there is

no need of comparisons, but the result of thirty years' observation in

Mutton and Wool Afoot. Photo by Moore.
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Tulare County may be easily summed up. The climate there does not
materially differ from the whole upper San Joaquin Valley. That it is

tropical would be the natural supposition when it is known that oranges,
lemons and figs are successfully grown, but it must not be supposed that
thermal conditions producing such fruits are necessarily of a tropical
nature. These citrus fruits are produced not only because of the thermal
condition but also because of the soil and by the aid of artificial irrigation , yet
of these three essentials the climate is the least tropical ; it is not even semi-
tropical. During what are termed the winter months — December, January
and February— the mercurj' has never been known to go to 32 degrees or
below and rema in there as long as three hours after sunrise even in the shade.
During these months the temperature will fall at times to the freezing
point and below, but this always takes place between sunset and sunrise.
In the summer there is some of what is termed hot weather, but not such

ToLARB County Peaches.
(35^ years from plantingr.)

Photo by RobimoH Jt Wtitkar,

hot weather as afflicts those east of the Rocky mountains. The heat is

always dry, so that there are never any prostrations such as occur in the
eastern states. Men engage in hard manual labor with the temperature
as high as 120 degrees Fahrenheit. This, however, is an unusual heat.
The average mean temperature for the summer months is about 75 degrees,
and the average highest temperature about 95 degrees. There is almost
an entire absence of humidity through the hot spells, so much so that it

is not often that a trace of dew can be found on vegetation either at night
or in the morning. This prevents the heat from becoming enervating, and
there is always relief at night, for then comes a coolness. This never
fails. In a properly ventilated building it is not possible to sleep through
the night without covering, even when the day has sent the mercury up to

120 degrees.
The scenery of Tulare County is famous the world over. Kern River

canon and King's River cation are two of the most picturesque localities

known to the American traveler, and Mt. Whitney, 15,300 feet high, the

highest mountain in the United States, excepting Alaska, is always an ob-

ject of deep interest. To call the scenery of these gorges and cations mag-
nificent and sublime is to use only the current adjectives of travelers.
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Magnesite Works at Portekville. Photo by A. K. Moore

From the summit of Whitney one may look sheer down 11,000 feet to L,one

Pine, the distance being so great that the outlines of trees may not be
seen with the naked eye, but with a glass objects may be distinguished.
Perhaps the greatest interest for travelers in this locality lies in the Giant
Forest, which is situated 57 miles due east of Visalia, the county seat. In
this forest there are upwards of 4,000 trees of over ten feet diameter at the

Rocky Point Granite Quarry. (Near Exeter.)
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base and which tower more than 300 feet into the air. The General Sher-
man in this forest is the largest tree in the world. At its base it measures
100 feet in circumference and five feet above the ground it is 84 feet 3
inches, a size which is maintained for 200 feet. Groups of six to a dozen
trees 60 to 75 feet in circumference are frequently found. The tallest tree
is 405 feet high, while one fallen monarch, 310 feet in length, reaches en-
tirely across Crescent meadow. The altitude of the spot where the General
Sherman stands is 7,100 feet, and the forest ranges from 6,500 to 7,400 feet
in elevation. The government has built a fine road into the Giant Forest,
and during the present year it was visited by about 1,500 tourists. Besides
the "

sequoia gigantea
" there are superb specimens of sugar pine, silver

fir, cedar, yellow pine and Douglass pine, all of which, taken together,
constitute the most wonderful forest of great trees on this earth. In the
streams around the base of Mt. Whitney, and in all the brooks of these

Thb Blossom ok LkMONs.

mountain fastnesses, are found in great abundance the famous golden
trout, a game fish said to exist nowhere else — of a brilliant golden color
and of a flashing wariness that is the delight of sportsmen.
The nitrates and potash of Tulare soil, aided by the warm, early spring

and the summer nights not so cool as to check growth, together with a
late fall, constitute the elements which produce the early maturity and
phenomenal bearing of the deciduous fruit orchards of the county. The
remarkable height which peach or prune trees may attain in a single season
is illustrated by a picture which accompanies this article, and in the third

year after planting, a good crop for market may be expected. The experi-
mental era in fruit growing is passed in Tulare County. The fitness

for particular fruits of the various localities has been amply demonstrated,
and at the present time there is practically no chance for failure of profit
to the intelligent and industrious fruit grower, while under propitious con-
ditions incomes from average orchards fairly challenge the admiration of
the stranger. A few illustrations of the fact from the crop of last year
may not come amiss.

Ninety acres of peaches sold green for canning and shipping, $8,928.51 ;

peaches dried, $619.31 ; total, S9,547.82 ; revenue per acre, $106.00.

A grower sold the fruit on his ten acres of peaches for $907.50, on the
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Ready to Pick. (A Seedless Sultana Vineyard near Diuuba.)

trees ;
another received $390 for the peaches on four acres, without the ex-

pense of gathering and marketing.
From a young 10-acre orchard green fruit to the amount of $324, and

dried fruit $1,260.29 was sold
;
a gross return of $158 per acre, and a net

profit of nearly $100 per acre.

The prune industry shows returns fully as satisfactory. In the territory

tributary to Visalia, there are 2,800 acres of bearing prunes from which
there were shipped of cured fruit 14,200,000 pounds, an average of two and
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Aftkr Picking. (17 tons to the acre was the yield.)

a half tons per acre. Sold at an average of $60 per ton this fruit brought
the grower $150 per acre gross. Deducting $15 per ton for picking and
drj'ing leaves $112.50 net income per acre. This is an average of the entire

crop. Many individual orchards show a much larger profit.
The head office of the Alta Irrigation District is at Dinuba, a locality

particularly well adapted to the culture of the raisin or wine erape, but
suitable also for apricots, nectarines, prunes, pears, and all varieties of de-

ciduous fruits as well as for alfalfa, grain, and vegetables of all kinds. As
an indication of the extent of the raisin industry of this locality, the out-

put of a single packing house for the present year, speaks with striking
force, as follows : Muscatel raisins, 1164 tons ; seedless Sultana raisins, 180

'T»|

A CAR-L>0AD of TlTLAKF. COt;NT% KMSINS.
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Packing Oranges at Lindsay.

tons ; Thompson seedless raisins, 13 tons ;
in sweat boxes ready for pack-

ing, 775 tons
; total, 2132 tons

; or, 213 10-ton carloads of raisins. This
concern has also packed this year upwards of seventy cars of dried fruit,

consisting- of peaches, pears, apricots, plums and figs, and they have large
crops of prunes yet to be delivered to the packing house. To enter one of
these packing houses is to find a model of cleanliness and order, the help
being, for the most part, young women, who look more like normal students
than like factory girls. There are packing houses in all parts of the

county, and they furnish attractive employment for young women during
the packing season, which lasts over half the year, at a wage of from
$1.50 to $2.00 per day.
The writer had the privilege of looking upon a patch of twelve and a half

acres of Sultana grape vines from which the owner had sold this 3'ear

$3,195.80 worth of raisins, and was told that the yield was not at all ex-

ceptional, the revenue from this patch in nine years being $20,3 03.47.

From a fourteen-acre vineyard of Sultanas a neighbor has received, in two
years, $6,000. The average was 25 tons per year, and the price six cents

per pound. But the Sultana has no monoply of big profits in this locality.
A 44-acre tract of muscats yielded its owner last year $5,350 in raisins, and
grapes sold to the winery.
These illustrations might be carried out indefinitely. Such profits are

In a Lindsay Orchakd.
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not confined to one section of the county, nor to one industry. They are

very general. There is no boom on. Prices are not inflated. Indeed as to
some products — prunes, for instance— they are quite low. But Tulare
County has come into its own. It has settled down into the business of

fruitgrowing-, while it is conscious of great resources in dairying and stock

raising. Its possibilities are much diversified, and the particular adapt-
ability of its various localities has been determined beyond a peradven-
ture.

The Alta District contains about 130,000 acres, and virgin lands may be

purchased in almost ever3' part of it at prices ranging from $50 to $100 per
acre. Nor is there any scarcity of water, which comes from Kings River
in a volume, during the irrigating season, of from 10,000 to 30,000 cubic feet

per second, a quantity sufficient to irrigate twice the amount of land within
the boundaries of the district.

But it is in citrus fruits that the greatest distinction of Tulare County
lies, though the industry is comparativelj' new. The crop of 1901 was
about 1000 carloads, and the early ripening of the fruit is indicated by the

Pears on the Drying Trays at Dinuba.

fact that the entire crop was harvested and shipped by December 20th.
The citrus belt extends along the base of the foothills for adistance of
about forty miles, and varies in width according to topographical and soil

conditions. In this belt damaging frosts are said to be unknown, and
owing to the influence of the warm, dry climate, the orchards are entirely
free from scale, while no sign of smut has ever disfigured an orange grown
in this belt.

Exeter, Lindsay and Porterville are the leading centers of orange pro-
duction, and at Lemon Cove there are extensive orchards of lemons. There
were last year 5,45.5 acres of citrus fruit trees in the county, about 2,000
acres in bearing, and 750 acres were planted this year. Orange lands are
in strong demand, but the territory suitable for orange culture is so ex-
tensive that the price of good lands has not up to the present time become
excessive. One hundred dollars per acre buys the best of the lands with
water rights, and trees may be expected to bear the fourth year after

planting, if reasonable care has been taken in cultivation and irrigation.
The fact that an orange grove five years old pays a large percentage of

profit on a valuation of $1,000 per acre, indicates a vast increase of value in
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An Orange-Growek's Home at Porterville. Photo by Moore.

the $100-an-acre raw land during the five years of growing. In the large
and thrifty stand of trees, in the size and flavor of the fruit, and in their

heavy bearing, Tulare County orange orchards certainly present a marked
incentive to the enthusiasm which her people manifest concerning the
future of her citrus industry.
Stock raising was originally the principal industry of Tulare County.

That gave way to general farming, and while fruit growing is now, since
the adoption of irrigation, the leading occupation, a large share of atten-

A PORTERVILLK RESIDENCE STREET. Photo by Moore.
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tion is given to dairying, which is very profitable. The soil is adapted to
the production of alfalfa and other nutritious grasses, and the climate is

so mild that cows and calves may run out twelve months in the year with-
barns or sheds to protect them from the weather.
Tulare County is entirely without a public debt : all her public build-

ings and improvements are fully paid for, and the rate of taxation is very
low. Ivabor finds profitable employment at all seasons of the year, and in
the summer season it requires about 6,000 men, women and children to
harvest the crop around Visalia alone.
That the population of Tulare County is increasing very rapidly is shown

by the fact that the voting lists have about doubled since the last general
election of four years ago, and the increase has«been distributed quite evenly
over the county. Visalia is the chief town and the county seat. It contains
a population of 3,500. Its principal streets are paved with asphaltumand the

A Tulare Home. Photo by Doraii,

graded sidewalks of the greater part of the municipality are wide and
clean, and in the residence portion lined with many varieties of shade
trees. The city is situated on a branch of the Southern Pacific, and on
the main line of the Santa F6.
Tulare City is on the main line of the Southern Pacific in the southwest-

ern part of the county. It is a thriving place of some 2,000 inhabitants.
Its churches and schools are particularly fine, and a distinctive feature is a

free public library housed in a handsome building of which the people are

pardonably proud. That portion of the county known as "The Tulare

Country," on account of its being directly tributary to Tulare city, is six

townships long and three townships wide, and is adapted to the culture of

grain, grapes, deciduous fruits, alfalfa and other grasses. Lands are cheap
and may be had as low as $5 per acre, while choice farming lands with
water rights sell for $50.
Dinuba is a stirring town of very thrifty growth in the northeast, in the

midst of orchards of deciduous fruits and vineyards of raisin grapes, from
which startling profits are made.
Exeter and Lindsay are distinguished for orange production, and both

are rapidly growing towns on the railroad between Visalia and Porterville.

The latter, having a population of 1,800, is the principal center of the
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High School Building at Tulakk. Photo by Doran.

citrus fruit industry of the county, though Lindsay equals it in production
and shipments. In the vicinity of these three places there are lands suit-
able for citrus growth, at present uncultivated and for sale, in plenty. In
characteristics they are alike, each being contiguous to the foothills and
in the frostless belt.

<;kA(>RI> ScIIUUL at DlNt'HA.



Early Oranges from Tulare County.

(Photo taken at Lindsay, October 29, 1903. Fruit just commencing- to color.)
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. VENTURA COUNTT.
By HARRIET H. BARR} .

fljTN the coast counties of California,

I climate, soil, scenery and prod-• ucts alike benefit by the

union of the most powerful
forces of nature, nor is it easy
to decide which factor is most

potent. The greatest

problem of the Califor-

nia farmer— the watei

supply — is here most

readily solved. The
mountain streams on

their way to the sea,

aided by ocean fogs,

make irrigation less

necessary than in the

interior. A drouth that

means disaster to the

inland farmer has only

the effect of bringing in-

creased profits in stimulated

prices to the coast grower with

his never failing crops.

In no locality do these combined agen-
cies produce more stupendous results

than in Ventura County, the limit of its

northern coast line being about 300 miles south-

east of San Francisco and the southern limit

about 25 miles northwest of Los Angeles. A
county in California means as much in area as

many of the eastern States, and Ventura

County, with its territory of 1,852 square miles,

might well be a commonwealth in itself.

On the north, Ventura is bounded by Kern

County; Los Angeles County lies east and

southeast ; Santa Barbara County on the west,

and the Pacific washes absut fifty miles of its

southwestern border. Somewhat to the south-

west, eighteen miles from the coast, lies the

island of Anacapa, and farther out at sea, about

eighty miles from the shore, is the island of

San Nicolas. These large islands bjlong to

the county, and are strong climatic agencies,

deflecting the warm eiudtorial currents to the

coast. They are in a wild state, being unin

habited except by sea lions and fowl.

Notwithstanding her enormous yield

in every line of products, less than one-

fourth of Ventura County, with pres-

ent conditions, is under cultivation.

entire northern part of the couatj rises in
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the wild, unbroken ranges of the

coast system, and some portion of

,; the southern part is not arable.

g These mountain sections, although
V undeveloped, hold vast possibilities

^ in their forests of pine, live-oak and
c Cottonwood, as well as in their

^ wealth in minerals and oil, and the

valleys and cations are both pictur-

esque and fertile.

Ventura County is better watered

than any other Southern California

county, in addition to the advantage
of direct ocean influences. The
Santa Clara river, which enters the

county on the southeastern border,

flows in a generally western direc-

tion straight across to the sea.

This is a stretch of nearly forty

miles, and the stream, with its

feeders north and south, becomes

the life blood, as it were, of a

^ magnificent valley covering the

^ southern portion of the county from

^ east to west. Beginning on the

g east with a width of two or three

< miles, the valley gradually widens

^ until its western breadth along the

a seashore is about twenty miles.
•^ The valley is broken by detached

mountain ridges, whose living

streams not only aid in producing
the inexhaustible water supply and

enhance the fertility of the soil but

afford the finest scenery and most

desirable health resorts. Among
these are the valleys of the Sespe,

Piru, Santa Paula, Simi and Ojai,

with the caiion of the Matilija and

its noted hot springs.

Throughout this section of the

county less irrigation is necessary
than in any similar tract in the

southern part of the State. Indeed,

for many years before the introduc-

tion of irrigation methods, mar-

velous crops were annually grown
with no other than the natural mois-

ture. Of late years a few dry sea-

sons have developed the ready pos-

sibilities of irrigation. Water lies

near the surface and is easily

reached. Artesian wells in many parts of the county have seemingly
exhaustless supplies at a depth of a few hundred feet. But the numer-

ous running streams water wide areas ^through means of irrigating
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ditches, and there are few sections

that do not have access to water
when needed. Those near the coast

apparently thrive best with no
other moisture than the natural

rainfall and the sea fogs. During
a period of 25 years last past the

average rainfall has been about 16

inches per annum.

For equability, mildness and tonic

eflfects the climate of Ventura

County is not bettered in Southern

California, and in most places is

not equalled. Coolness near the

coast throughout the year is varied

in inland districts to warmer sum-
mers and cooler winters. Frost

seldom visits the coast, and back
from the ocean not enough to

harm the most tender vegetation.
Fruits and flowers flourish through-
out the year. Mild, warm days are

followed by refreshing nights, and
the same kind of clothing may be

worn comfortably at all seasons.

The so-called "
rainy season "

usually begins in November and continues until April, while during
the rest of the year rain seldom falls. But rain comes so easily
and so comfortably when it comes at all in California that no one

deems it unpleasant. There are no long weeks of wet weather. The
darkest storm is soon broken by hours of sunshine, making double the

enjoyment of freshness and renewed vigor. To this perfect climate Ven-
tura County adds her rich, productive soil, that yields as luxuriant crops as

1 A
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has been added, and in all ways it meets the most exacting test. The ex-
tent of these products may be better understood by a few plain figures,

showing something of the output of the county during the current year,
and its value in money at present prices :

English walnuts, 1,500 tons, worth to the growers $270,000.

Beans, 500,000 bags, worth $1,500,000. Most of these are the noted

Limas, although over 100 other varieties are successfully grown.
Dried apricots, 750 tons, worth $75,000.

Prunes, 500 tons, worth $50 per ton.

In addition there were raised—350,000 sacks of barley, 150,000 sacks of

wheat, and 100,000 sacks of corn.

Besides the shipments of fresh fruits and vegetables in their season, the

Sk.natok Baku's Ho.mk, Huiinemk. Photo by lire-vsicr.

enormous product in other things is topped by the yield in sugar beets of

12,000 carloads, which sold for $800,000. Twelve thousand carloads in

commercial terms equals 180,000 tons, or 600 trains of 20 cars each. Some
of the lands producing these yields, especially where beans are grown,
have been similarly cropped for twenty years, with no apparent depletion
of the soil. It may seem probable, with such large returns, that large
farms are the rule. Such would be the case in the East, where the yield to

the acre is, in comparison, so small, but in this county twenty acres is a

desirable farm. In walnut orchards twenty acres is the average amount.
The trees are set fifty feet apart, and for the first three or four years a

comfortable income may be secured from crops of beans raised in the in-

tervening spaces. As the trees advance and need the moisture of the

soil, beans are withdrawn, the walnut crop being sufficient for a liberal

income.
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The Oxnard Sugar Factory. Photo by Brewster.

Eminent seedsmen and florists have long- recognized the wonderful

adaptability of California climate and soil to all floricultural pursuits.
Ventura County has offered the strongest support to this theory, and has

proved, as well, that women are especially fitted to succeed in such work.

The woman who leads in this, and to whom the successful illustration is

due, began the work without plan or expectation of unusual results. Only
a love of flowers and plant life induced her to begin in a small way to

beautify her own dooryard. Today with an established business of fine

capacity she supplies a large trade in seeds, bulbs and plants, which in-

cludes regular buyers in all parts of the world. The development of new
and choice varieties, with many exquisite flower creations, is a specialty
with this grower, and has made her gardens celebrated. Similar work, on

a smaller scale, has been as successful with other women, while a gentle-

man who has g-iven his attention to the growing' of calla lilies exclusively
will ship a carload of bulbs to the eastern market this season.

Among the special individual industries of the county is that of the

apiarist. The most celebrated single apiary in the world is situated in the

Sespe Canon. Honey from these hives took the only medal awarded at the

World's Pair at Chicago, and it has received medals at all the great indus-

trial expositions since. Large shipments are made from the county every

year.

Iji a VKWTfKA COUNTV Bkkt Firld. I'holo hy Urrwtler.

(Three atafes of work are go\nt on HlmultaneouHly — plowing, feeding and harventinir-)
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A Rancher's Residenck in Ventura County. Photo by Brezvster.

The Southern Pacific railroad passes through the county in direct route

from both northern and southern points. A more direct road from Los

Angeles across the county to Ventura is well under way, and is waiting
the completion of a gigantic tunnel through the Santa Susanna mountains

in the southern part of the county at Chatsworth Park. Transcontinental

trains and the local traffic will then open a means of transit to a rich and

fruitful section heretofore secluded. The survey is also completed for an

electric line from the coast across the country into the oil districts of

Bakersfield. When completed the route will lie through the beautiful

canon of the Sespe, which needs only this means of access to place it in

the list of California's noted scenic districts.

In the same proportion that Ventura County is distinctive in other es-

sentials, is it fortunate in the character of its people. With a population
of a little over 20,000, the county supports a large number of weekly news-

The Biggest Bean Field in the World — and its Owner. Photo by Brewster.
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papers and several dailies. These papers in excellence of all features will

easily rank with those published in eastern cities of five times the popula-
lation of the towns of the Ventura County.
Ventura County stands among- the first in her school system, even con-

sidering the high standard established in California. With the experience
and progress of combined eastern institutions, the State is foremost in

educational rank. Modern buildings and up-to-date equipment prevail in

all districts. The school property in the county is valued at over $200,000,
and there is no small or inferior school building in the county. The
children now enrolled number nearly 6,000, and teachers' wages alone for

the current year amounts to very nearly $70,000. The county is entirely
out of debt, and its substantial public buildings represent a cost of

about $95,000.

San Buenaventura, the county seat, with a population of about 3,000, is

situated on the coast, about eighty miles from Los Angeles and about 400

from San Francisco, and is one of the important points on the coast line of

On the Road Bet'ween Ventura and Nordhoff. Photo by Brervster.

the Southern Pacific railroad. Its founding dates back to the days of the

Spanish occupancy, its name being derived from the mission located here

by the Fathers in 1782. The mission is in good repair, and is used by the

local Catholics as a place of worship. It is one of the historic landmarks

of the Coast. Ventura is by nature a beautiful town, situated on a gently

sloping plain in a long, sweeping curve of the seashore, with a range of

low mountains at its back. The wide expanse of the Pacific, and the near-

by islands, dominate every view point in the town and control its most de-

lightful feature— the climate. With this, and one of the finest beaches in

the State, it must always be a retreat for those who wish rest and recuper-
ation among the most healthful and beautiful surroundings. The greatest
tribute to its adaptability to this purpose was given by its townsman, of re-

vered memory, Dr. C. L. Bard, who, in 1901, with his brother, U. S. Sena-

tor T. R. Bard, erected the Elizabeth Bard Memorial Hospital, in memory
of their mother. Dr. Bard's untimely death occurred almost at the moment
of its completion, but the hospital is under the charge of an especially
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tractive homes of Ventura is the wonderful view of the sea. Ocean, sky,
and soft gentle atmosphere, give a charm indescribable. Two banks and

prosperous stores in almost every line of business, are the trade centers.

This is one of the chief shipping points north of Los Angeles, the Pacific

Coast Steamship Company having a regular line of steamers north to San
Francisco. Almost the entire product of oil of the county is brought by
pipe line for shipment from this port. There are also large exports of

general products. I^ach of the three fine school buildings has been located

to share in the ocean outlook. There is a free circulating library of 6,000

selected volumes, three weekly newspapers and two dailies. Attractive

church edifices are occupied by the leading religious denominations.

Ten miles from Ventura by rail, and about sixty miles from Ivos An-

geles, on the line of the Southern Pacific railroad, is the town of Oxnard.

Simply locating this bustling community gives small hint of its virility.

It is only a little more than four years since the present townsite was a

In Mrs. Shkphard's Garden, Ventuka. Photo by Brezvster.

stretch of grain and bean fields. It is the second town in size in the county

today, and is a clean, bright, business center, with a population upwards
of 2,500. There are two banks, four churches, and a large school build-

ing. A union high school is now in its first year, and a new building for

its use is now going up at a cost of $20,000. To the eight regular depart-

ments of the grammar school there has been added this year a large kinder-

garten. The largest parochial school in the county is housed here in a

handsome building valued at $20,000.

Almost every line of business is represented in Oxnard, and all are pros-

perously pursued. Many handsome homes indicate the presence of cul-

tured people, and the town is supplied with all modern facilities. There

are two points of interest to be given as reasons for this steady and rapid

development. First, the erection of The American Beet Sugar Company's
factory at this point in 1898. In addition, this is the midst of one of the

richest agricultural sections of Southern California, and especially is it
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the center of the famous Lima bean district. For the present year the

returns from farm products alone, in this vicinity, are estimated at over

$2,000,000. The sugar factory, which uses 2,000 tons of beets every

twenty-four hours, requires the yield of about 1,900 acres every season. The
beet crop is rotated with beans, and the factory's supply is kept good by sys-

tematic methods. Two-thirds of the present crop is within easy hauling
distance of the factory, and the remainder is shipped in by rail. Two
thousand head of cattle are being fattened at the present time in the com-

pany's yard on the beet pulp. Much of the pulp is also sold to local stock-

men, who value it highly for feed. The factory turns out 5,000 bags of

sugar every day, and has about 700 employes, including the office force.

The little seaport of Hueneme is about four miles distant from Oxnard,
with large wharfage, being an important shipping point between San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Santa Paula, sixteen miles east of Ventura, is an important station on

Some Pumpkins in Vkntuka County.

the Southern Pacific railroad, with a population of about 1,800. The large

oil industries of the county and their principal business centers here.

Almost all of the output of the county, which is not less than 750,000

barrels annually, is from the Santa Paula district. The oil of Ventura

County is of the highest refining grade of that of any of the oil counties.

The famous lemon ranch known as the Limoneira, with over 37,000 grow-

ing trees, is about four miles from the town. One of the largest and old-

est orange orchards in the State is located in this vicinity.

Nordhoff, about sixteen miles north of Ventura, is in the midst of the

beautiful Ojai Valley, as the terminus of a branch of the Southern Pacific

railway. This district is noted for its olives, oranges and fine scenery.

As business centers and shipping points for the products of their local-

ities the towns of Saticoy, Fillmore, Piru and Camulos lie in the route of

the Southern Pacific on the road to Los Angeles.
To the Eastern man with his face Westward turned will come the ques-
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A Ventuka Hotel.

tion,
" Of what import is this to me except, perchance, as an interestinjf

tale?" The impression may prevail that only men of large capital can

successfully share these advantages. It has been demonstrated many
times, however, in this land where conditions all combine to aid the think-

ing man, that intelligence and enterprise are the only actual necessaries

of success. Money is a mighty factor in hastening results, but it is not

A Bbb Farm im Sbspb CaAon. PAoto by BrtwMttr.
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Looking Over Santa Paula. Photo by King:

the absolute requirement that good common sense and plain intelligent
work are. Given a liberal supply of these essentials and no man need fear
the outcome. Most of the large fortunes have been made by men who
have with these means alone realized the natural result given by the
wonderful soil and climate.
Valuable bean or beet lands range in price from $150 to $300 and upwards

per acre, depending upon the amount of improvements, water supply and
nearness to market. With a lack of any of these the price runs much
lower. The gamut of prices in grazing and grain lands, including those

adapted to the various products, begins as low as $10 per acre, increasing
as conditions are improving. Favorably situated, with intelligent work,
at present prices, the average beet land will return a net profit of about
$120 an acre, while the same is true of bean lands in the aggregate. While
this suggests the higher priced lands the yield in any product is so great
that the small necessary investment for a comfortable livelihood is

apparent.
With over $1,000,000 paid for beans, t9S0,000 paid for beets, and $270,000

paid for walnuts in Ventura County the present year, to say nothing of
the great amount for other products, it is well to remember this vast sum
has been distributed among a population of only a little over 20,000 people.
There is a comfortable sum per* capita at least in that calculation. Is it

any surprise that such a county has no indebtedness, has nothing but the
finest school buildings and churches, that it is prospecting new railroads
and developing new industries and building new towns with astonishing
rapidity ? And it must be realized that Ventura County is only in its in-

fancy. Beans, beets, walnuts and lemons are but a small part of the many
great industries that stand with open doors to respond to men and money.
The live Boards of Trade in the leading towns in systematic ways are

ready to give detailed facts to homeseekers, tourists and all thoughtful
inquirers. Information furnished is not only accurate but proves the

reality of conditions that seem magical in other than this chosen land.
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"IN EARLIEST INFANCY

THE HYGIENE OP

THE SKIN 6* HAir.

IN EARLIEST
INFANCY IS AS

IMPORTANT AS

MATTERS OP THE
GENERAL HEALTH.'

WHEN THi: HAIR AND SKIN ARE
TENDER THE MOST CAREMJL
ATTENTION IS DEMANDED.'

"PACKER'S TAR SOAP IS PURE, SOOTH-
ING 6- ANTISEPTIC THE BEST SOAl'

WE KNOW OF FOR BADY'S DAILY BATH

Oar Leaflet i
" The V ilue of Sjrxcmatic SbimpeolnK," mailed free. Addreu i

THE PACKER MANUFACTURING CO. (Suite 87V/), 81 Fulton St., Nlv. Vokk.
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AN APPROFRIATE, CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
What could be a happier Christmas selection than one of the Sunset Art Company'swater colors of that glory of Southern California Winter, the Poinsettia. One to six dollars

each. Miss O. Iv. M. Lain is becoming- known as the Poinsettia artist by her fine work in
this line. Her studio, 132 W. Twelfth street, L,os Angeles, will reveal t6 the visitor much
that her advertisement in this number may lack.

A NEW MARCH.
Among the few compositions that have recently made a hit in the local musical world is

one that is warranted more than an ordinary success, not because of ihe name. " The Land
of Sunshine," but for its distinctive newness and the exquisite melody.

It is the effort of a composer -vvho hides his light under a bushel, Mr. Leo Sutor, the
well known and popular manager of the H. J. Woollacott Wine Co.

Christmas

Gifts
TOP all

mankind,
} At Department Store Prices

Send lor our Holiday Gift Bulletin,

Book Catalogue, and big General Cata-

logue, The Emporium Economist

Free to any out-of-town address

Tfie Special Displays of Holt'

day Merchandise in California's

Grandest Cfiristmas Store,

begins Monday. Nov lOtfi.



for wasKiix^

[ Blaivkets
Pearliive saves at every poiai

-^n^Coarse tkiivgs easily wasKe^
by delicate wonverv. Firve tkiixgs sa/eb
^vasKed by stporvg woirverv. No care ivecessar;

By saviixg most of tke rvibbiix^

Pearliive ss^es most oftKewear
tttemttMtirm*^ m.» « <r. ll«

BORATED
TALCUM

.'-•cr ON ixo*:

Powder
I Deilqhtni AfrerBalliif.iioxiri After Slaving

, ..ivn rrli'-f for ('hnp|i<*(l IlaniU. Chsnnff.
I itil ^Illictiun* of tiie Skill. \U\\wsf» all odor of
r«piration. l>pt Mpnn«>n*ii (tho oriKinal), a, Unit

j'.'T infrir^,prrh (p., Iliin ir;rlhlr» fift'lit ;lft, In.l'h'rrif
I ••ifin/oriu Sold everywhcrx, or mitilcil for 'i7t c«>nt)».

Samplefrte, GUOUilO MCNMCN CO.. Newark. N. J.

Elgin, Waltham and Hamilton Watch

Diamonds, Jewelry and Optical Goo(

EXPERT REPAIRING IN ALL BRANCHES
Eyeb Testeo

JOHN VON BRETON. 307 West Fourth Str«

(near Broadway) Los An(;ki.i;s. C.\i..

eSTABLISHeO IN New YORK CITY ZO YEARS

We Kiiaraiitee evi-rytliiiuf we sell or repair. Mail <)rd<

promptly attended to. Work called tor and dellven
PHONE JAMES 8799

sampi.k: fkom kvans u sons, lim.. nkw yokk
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California...

VENTURA COUNTY
THE HOME OF THE

Lima Bean
Sugar Beet

There is an interest-eai ning- of at least 10 per
cent on the investment at the prices at which
we sell these properties. Buy your ticket to
VENTURA. Do not stop on the way. We
know you will be satisfied with California
before you reach us, but come on and see the
BtSX. We are the most contented and pros-
perous people on earth. Read the article on
Ventura in this issue. Write us for circulars.

Correspondence solicited.

WM. H. CANNON &t CO.
Real £l?tate and Ins\irance

VENTURA. CAL.

Loans Notary Public

JOHN H. I![PPY

Established in 1886

Real Estate and Insurance

VENTURA

CALIFORNIA

Send for

Descriptive Pamphlets
and Price Lists

For information about Orange Lands and Groves in tKe new Orange
Belt above the Frost Line, Jtddress J. AV. GRAYBILL, M. D,,

LINDSAY, TULARE COUNTY, CALITORNIA

You (an't det OLIVE OIL
FROM A PEANUT

But you can get it that is absolutely pure and of the finest

quality and flavor by ordering the

SINSET BRAND

PURE (ALIfORNIA OLIVE OIL

direct from the man who makes it.

The entire process of growing and
picking the fruit, sorting, crush-

ing, pressing, filtering, clarify-

ing, aging, bottling, packing and
shipping IS done upon the Sunset
Ranch and under my personal
supervision, so that I am able to

give a personal guarantee with

every bottle.

For table, culinary and medici-
nal uses pure California Oil excels
the imported article.

Try it for cooking in place of
lard—it is better and much more
wholesome.

If your grocer does not keep
the SUNSET BRAND, drop me
a postal card and get a booklet

telling just how you can get it. as

well as about ripe and green
pickled olives; what they are

good for, how to use them, and
where to get them.

Sunset Randi
W. B. NICHOLS,
Dinuba, Tulare Co. Cal.

For Alfalfa^ Grazing^ General

Farming, Vineyard or Decid-

uous or Citrus Fruit Lands

in Tulare County, address

J. W. TIlOIMS & (0.

Rooms l\ and li Holt Block

VISALIA

(ALirORNIA
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The hanlest problem the future engineer
has to solve is often the way to get the tech-

nical training he needs to begin the practice
of his chosen profession.

Here is a way open to everybody.
In any of the courses named here the stu-

dent is soon prepared, by maU, to turn his

learning into dollars, and support himself in

the simpler branches of his profession while
his training goes forward. We will carry
an ambitious student to the highest profi-

ciency in Engineering or Architecture.

Careers of successful engineers who have
studied by mail demonstrate the thor-

oughness and practicability of our method.
If you are interested, write for a free copy
<>f our illustrated booklet on

ENGINEERING
TAUGHT BY MAIL

This booklet shows the economy
of our method ; its excellence as a

way of advancement for workers
whose leisure is limited to a few
hours a week of "spare time;" ex-

plains our degrees, conferred by
authority of Congress; and illus-

trates our njethoos. Schools also

of Science and Languages, Journal
isnj. Bookkeeping. Shorthand,

Typewriting, etc. Write and tell

us your needs.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE. Inc..

PACIFIC COAST OFFICE : HOME OFFICE :

927 Market St.. San Francisco. 2d National Bank Btdg..Washington. O.C

MEC/MMCAL

]f£/VG/NEEPm

\E/VG/Af£EP/A/C

XAfiCmrECTUffi

ifiC///TECraf?AL
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advanced:

\MECHAAf/CS
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own way
'T*HE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and g-ives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jai: of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^(\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

JvC*
Rubber Catalogue Free.

Agents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS.

Supplyinsr Agrents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Braun & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

ijKicsdT1^^ TRADE MARK»

AS A COMPLETE CURE FOR

RHEUMATIC
CONDITION

HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED

It is wholly different in its com-

position from all other remedies,

and ensures a cure when taken faith-

fully, because it removes the excess

of uric acid.

It Does tHe "WorK, and does

it without injury to the stomach or

other organs. -A.sK tKose -wHo
Have tested it.

URICSOL CHEMICAL CO.
LOS ANGELES. GAL.



Can anyone suppose that we
would double the necessary cost of

our brewing without a vital reason?

Would we spend so much on cleanliness ? Would we cool the

beer in plate glass rooms ? Would we filter all the air that touches

it ? Would we age it for months in refrigerating rooms ? Would
we filter it? Would we sterilize every bottle after it is sealed?

Can anyone suppose that it is

our good -rather than

your good
- that we

serve by it?

We do it to attain absolute purity
— to avoid the

remotest possibility of germs
— to make Schlitz Beer

healthful— to escape the cause of biliousness; the lack

of age and proper fermentation.

Why accept a common
beer - brewed without any
of these precautions -when
Schlitz Beer costs no more?

^"'t Hade ««*»^

Your dealer may prefer to furnish a beer that pays a

little more profit; but does it pay you to permit it? Isn't

pure beer— Schlitz Beer— worth asking for ?
ir^ery^oifuHg.
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The Steinway Piano is a finality. After you have obtained a Stein-

way there is nothing better to be had, nothing more to say.

Steinway Art Pianos
For four generations the Steinways have been engaged in the de-

velopment of the Steinway Piano of today. Its preeminence has been at

tained by faithful attention to every detail of manufacture, toward

which the best efforts of these masters in piano building have been di-

rected. The apex of success finds the Steinway a marvel of science as

well as of art, and it will be pleasing to patrons to know that all the

Steinway Pianos, whether in decorative art case or regular styles, receive

the same attention as regards their internal construction, insuring all,

whatever the cost, that rare excellence for which the makers are famous.

GEO. J. BIRnEL COMPANY
Sole Selling Agents in all of Southern California and

Arizona for Sieiniuay Pianos and Cecilian Piano Players

345-347 SOUTH SPRING STREET, LOS ANGELES
BRANCH STORE AT SAN DIEQO
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AT
DEALERS

CENTS

Every bit of Lifebuoy Soap possesses life-

saving qualities, for it is a Sanitary,
Antiseptic, Disinfectant Soap. Its use

throughout the household will insure

perfect sanitary conditions in the home.

Lifebuoy Soap is made of the purest
ingredients. It is soap perfection.

At dealers always Five Cents the cake, or by mail, two cakes Ten Cents

LEVER BKOTHEKS LIMITED. NEW YORK OFFICES



"The Ang-elus," Los Ang-eles.

The "
Knutsford" Hotel. Salt Lake City.

Tourist
TKe Angelus, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Pire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.
The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

TKe Rnutsford, Salt LaKe City
Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake
City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.
N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Hotel Vendome, San Jose, Cal.

A visit to California is not complete
without a sojourn at Hotel Vendome, San

Jose, and a trip from there to Lick Ob-

servatory, Mt. Hamilton. San Jose is

the metropolis of the Santa Clara Valley,
famous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los Angeles
by the Southern Pacific Railway's Coast

Line to San Francisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated in a

large park of stately trees, lawn and

flowers. Has broad verandas, artistic

modern furnishings, unexcelled cusine,

and pleasant surroundings.
It is the starting point for Mt. Hamil-

ton stage to Lick Observatory, and has

golf, ping-pong, bowling, tennis, auto-

mobiles and cycling.

Geo. p. Snell, Manager.



hotels
The Westminster.—American and Euro-

aii plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

ngeles.

Everj' modern comfort and convenience that can

2 found in anj' hotel and at the most reasonable

rice.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

lasterly manner in which the minutest details

ave been taken up and dealt with are apparent

aroughout the whole house, every attention being

iven to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

t ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

otel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

F. O. Johnson, Proprietor.

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster."

Hotel Arcadia, Santa Monica-by-the-Sea, Cal.

On a picturesque hitfh blnSf. overlookimr a wide expanse of bine sea.

i situated the famous Hotel Arcadia, whose strictly first-class service,

omi.lete and modern appointments, hot and cold salt water baths. »olf,

ennis, boating, bowlinjr, fishinir and deliirhtful drives, unite id maklnff

Us a pleasure res<>rt, ideal and complete.

lotel Kedondo, Redondo Beach, Cal.

This ele»ant hotel (under the management of R. W. Taylor, formerly

Irlth Hotel del Coronado), is universally recoirnized as one of the "crown-

air efforts" of hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Of its Z25 rooms, every one is an outside room with open »rate, hot

ind cold water, and a sunny exposure at some hour of the day. It has

(levator, private baths and first-class bowling alleys, while its spacious

nil room, open billiard room, orchestra, elegant parlors and dining

Mm have won for it the well-deserved title of
"
Queen of the Pacific."

m It adjoins the largest carnation garden In the world, and boasts the

Bt fishinir on the coast.

B Both these hotels are equally distant (1« miles) from Los Anireles

Whh which they are connected by a 30-min. trolley service and frequent

;rains on the Santa Fe. Southern Pacific and Redondo steam railways.

The superiority of this suburban service renders these hotels vantage

points, absolutely without a rival, for sightseers, as there is scarcely a

town or county In Southern California that a guest may not visit and re-

turn the same day if be wishes.

There are no other placM In Southern California with a climate more

iquablc, being considerably warmer than any of the interior towns, with

the extremes of night and day far less marked.

For rates and further information, address

A. D. Wkioht, Proprietor.

Hotels "Arcadia" and "Redondo.'



M' EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

FOR
BOYS

(-MILITARY )

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-
acre Campus. Standard X"
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grenville C. Emery,
A.M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandani : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL FOR GIRL
Boarding and Day Pupils

New Bnildiag-s. Gymnasium. Special care of heal:
Entire charg-e taken of pupils during school year a.
summer vacation. Certificate admits to Eastern Collegi
European teachers in art, music and modern language
13th year begins Oct., 1902. xm\ B. ORTOIM, Princlp

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literar
ScliMitific.

The Preparatory Department is on the list
schools accredited by State University. The Occident
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal at
instrumental. First semester began September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

INIVLRSITY or SOITHLRN

CALIfORNIA, LOS ANGELL
THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Studen

may pass from any class to the State University or ar
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among tl

highest accredited schools in the State, utmost pains take
with physical development, manners and character, s

well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. I

EIGHT
SCHOOLS

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Casa de Rosas)

Adams and Hoover Sts., Los An&eles, California

Beautiful builciinj^s, delightful home, thorough schnol.

Certificate admits to college.

PRINCIPALS * *LICE K. PARSONS
I JEANNE W. OENNEN

LOS ANGELES /MILITARY ACADEiWY 4

COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
Ninth year begins September, 1902. Limited numbers,

full corps of instructors, best of home influences and

training.
WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M., Principal

Telephone Main 1556

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
GRAND AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A Boarding and Day College for Boys and Young Men

COURSES : classical, scientific, Commercial and
Academic

For further Information address REV. J. S. GLASS, C. M., D. D.

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Write Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDGE
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE, 306 California St., San Francisco
California

Winter Term Opens Jan. 2

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
ISOO PICtUEROA STREET, LOS ANGELES

ESTABLISHED 1894-

A school for personal culture for young- men, women
and children. Four Departments : ORATORY, ENG-
LISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DRAMATIC ART.
Students may enter at any time and take part or all oj

course. Send for illustrated catalogue.

Tel. Pico 2521. Addie Murphy Grigg, Director.
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212 AniEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

colleg-e on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

THROOP

poiYTKiiNK \mmi
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Theonly completely equipped Manual Trainintr
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Tnruinfr and
Cari)entry, Fonrinar, Pattern-Making, Machine-

Sbop Practice, Wood-Carving-, Clay-Modeling-,
Cookinsr, Sewing- and Dressmaking, Electrical

Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and
Painting. Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

versities of the country.

FALX. TmmM BmaiMB SKFTtMamm 2A, 1902

W. A. Edwards, LL.D., Pretiden/

Throdorr Colrman, Secretary

The DOBINSON
SCHOOL Of EXPRESSION

Now open. Incorporated 1899.
Full course two years.

English Literature, Rearling, Word Analysis, Inter-
pretation. Elocution, Oratory, Physical Culture,
Shakespeare. Training- of the Speaking Voice. The
DRAMATIC DEPARTMENT includes training for the
Stage and securing of engagements for competent
pupils. GEORGE A. DOBINSON, Principal

Los Angeles, Cal.614 South Hill Street

When calling, please ask for SMr, Grant

Save on Books
Whenever you need any book, or any infor-
mation about books, write to me, and yon
will receive prompt attention and low prices.

MY STOCK OF BOOKS
ill all depart iiUMits of literature is very coni-
Plet.-.

AN ASSORTMENT OF CATALOGUES
and special slips of books at reduced prices
sent for a lo cent stamp.

R E. GRANT
23 W. Forty-second St., New York

Mcntlnn itiU a'tvertlirinent ami rrcelvr a <Hscoiint.

)6==^^:^= ^6==^^:=S)(

The Vegetarian Restaurant
310-310 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANQELES. CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

)(5=^=::^:=5= :(5==^^:^=J)<

CAHUENQA MOUNTAIN WATER CO. PHONE JOHN 3211



This little booklet

mailed

free

on request

to any

address

A short treatise

on the curative

power of the

New Century

Should he

in every

home

in the land

Electro-Musical

Magnetc-Curative Co.

529 S. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

LOS ANdElES SATURDAY EXPRESS

High-class literary paper for literary people; brimful of special

and original matter consisting of intelligent book and magazine
reviews, London Literary Letter, Chicago Letter — music and
drama—San Francisco Special Letter, illustrated features pertain-

ing to Los Angeles and Southern California, complete market re-

ports and financial reviews, strong editorial page, independent in

tone. This splendid number sent to any address in the United

States one year for $1.00. Address

lOS ANdflES EXPRESS, lOS ANGELES, (AL.
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OSTRICH
FEATHERS

Best assortment of trimmed

and tintrimmed Millinery
on t/ie Pacific Coast.

Agents Ptiipps and Atctiison

Celebrated London Walking Hats

The largest assortment shown in Los Angeles—
prices lower than they can be purchased else-

where on the Pacitic Coast. We are selling

agents for the largest producers of these goods
in the world.

Marvel Millinery
245-247 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

THE
DOUBLE
STORE

KINOOFWINE OIkONA BI.A.NC

IN ACCORDANCEWITH

issueo TO H J wool. 1.ACQ 11

ACT OF MARCH 7. 1867.
\ ADDRESS l.os a.\(

CONTRQLLEB OF STATE

jJ^coPKOF'mEBonuTicuwn.wiaBEocsTPOvBD

Corona Blanca=
Perfect California Wines

Each bottle bears the State of California's OFFICIAL LABEL {as above facsimile)

guaranteeing its contents to be

Tkue and Pure California Wines
These are the finest wines California produces, ag^ed naturally, from 4

to 20 years old and unexcelled for the table or for medicinal use.

Shipments East FREIGHT FREE. For Price Lists, etc., write to

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
Established 1880

m.
E NEVER OVERLOOK THE LITTLE THINGS in our service that go so far

toward making this the best place to LUNCH OR DINE.
MUSIC AND THE DELICACIES OF DINING

1-117 WEST THIRD ST. LEVY'S 263 SOUTH MAIN ST.

AUWUn TUCATniOAl Oni n PDCAIl prerentfi earlr wrinkles. It Ik not a freckle coatinr ; it re-

AflllU lllLAinlUAL LULU UnLAm moTesth«m. ANYVO CO.. 427 N Main St., Lot AiurelM.
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I California |
I Souvenirs I

ART LEATHER—
Pillows, etc.

NATIVE WOODS
In Art

WATER-COLOR PAINTINGS
California Flow^ers—

Poinsettias, Orange Blossoms

and Poppies

Mail orders solicited. Call or write for

prices. Open E.veninga.

A. D. FIELD

336 S. Broadway Los Angeles, Cal.

We are the regular

agents for the

1 1 Edstman Koddk (o.

Carrying a Full

Line of their

Kodaks and Supplies

Kodak Finishing and California

Vie^s oar Specialty

1 1 freil L Mousey & (o.

^S ^^ 406 S. Broad-way= ^ LOS ANGELES
^S ^ Opposite Broadway Department Store

DIRECT FROM THE RUINS

Sample

of Our

Collections '^m '^^m ^pi ^JP ^^P '-^

To those interested in Relics of Pre-Columbian America, especially of Arizona and
IMew Mexico:

We personally superintend' llBxploring- Ruins, and Collect the Implements, Orna-

ments, Utensils, etc. We can supply you with choice specimens of Bowls, Dippers,
Ollas, Jars, Pitchers, Vases, Beads, Paints, Implements and Ornaments of Bone,
Stone and Shell. Every specimen guaranteed genuine pre-historic.

Catalogue, etc., sent on application.

Reference : First National Bank,
Albtiqnerqne, New Mexico LIIMG & BARTH, St. Johns, Arizona
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Have you any Eastern friends to whom you wish

to send a holiday present? A year's subscription to

O UT WEST
Ought to meet the case exactly. It Iwould remind them of

you not merely once, but twelve times during the year —
and each time agreeably. Perhaps it is not in good taste

to praise ourselves in our own pages, but just examine
this nvimber carefully, and reflect that each of the

next twelve will be at least as good as this— better, we hope.

Incidentally, if you are interested in the upbuilding
of California, OUT "WEST is a fine missionary, and

has already done much good work in converting the be-

nighted Back-Easterners. It will be as eloquent and effect-

ive as ever, in I90S.

Many of our friends realize these simple truths and

have acted on them. One lady, for example, stepped in

yesterday ( November 28th ) and paid for 20 annual sub-

scriptions to go to friends in many states and abroad.

But our list still has room for more.

We have prepared a specially engraved card, which

we can mail so that it will reach the recipient on Christ*

mas Day, conveying information of the gift and the name
of the giver. All you have to do is to send us the list of

names, with $2.00 for each one. and we will do the rest.

"NOW IT'S UP TO YOU! "

PUmc ofeccrvc that
"

(/ 't Kvere Kutll 'txucre done, 'Ivtcre tueU'tvxre

done quicktw," There are Mveral others who wUI want to postpone Jt till

the last minute.

Sfr^^^M§^^^^^^^^~^

J0^

15 6o. l!>ro2vdw2\Y- Lo6 Angeles
^.^

.

"2^ ">-4
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'..!t( throKgh courtesy Cari Purdy ** Turtle" Design Repeated

E,. MeKesy, Jr
Practical Furrier, Fur Dresser and Taxidermist
Animal Fur Rug's and Came Heads a Specialty

Indian and Mexican BlanKets
BasKets and Relics

Utah and California SOUVENIR GOODS and CURIOSITIES
Souvenir Spoons, Native Shell and Agate Jewelry

Santa Barbara, CaL:
In Potter Hotel, open January, 1902

Salt Lake City, Utah :

Two Salesrooms, Hotel Knutsford Building
Factory and Warehouses, Busby Avenue

Los Angeles, CaL:
Corner FovirtH and Main Streets

Opposite Van Nviys and Westminster Hotels

The largest business of its kind in the world.
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«7 I rmmit

If you desire one of our 1 903 Calendars of Old Japan, send

six cents in postage. It's lilce the picture at the left of this

page. Very bright and unique. The Calendar is 8 inches wide,

37 inches long, ready for hanging. Address, Pabst Malt Ex-
T«ACT Department, Milwaukee, Wis.

Hundreds of physicians are writ-

ing us, telling of the good they have

found in prescribing

RaDstMaiiEsam
for their patients. One says, "It is

good to give and good to take.**

Successful physicians are prescribing
Pabst Malt Extradl for folks who
are half sick, fagged out from over-

work or any other cause, because

they know it will do good.
Pabst Malt Extrad: is sold by all

druggists.

Don't hesitate to send eix cents in stamps for our Calendar

of Old Japan. It is decorative, and the brightest and prettiest

calendar of the year, 37 inches long, 8 inches wide, like picture

at left, only in colons and mu^h larger. Address, Pabst Malt
Extract Department, Milwaukee, Wis.

»*ifcr***K .-
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OI,DEST AND LAKOBST BANK IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

liE FARiRS AND iRCHANIS BANKS
OF I-OS ANGELES Incorporated 1871

Capital, Surplus and Profits - -
$1,569,220.00

Deposits - - _ _ _
7,600,000.00

Cash on Hand, and with Bankers - -
5,012,302.00

U. S. and other Bonds and Stocks -
1,124,400.00

OFFICERS
I. W. Hbllman, Pres. H. W. Hkllman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charlbs Skylbr, Cash'r

G. Hbimann, Assistant Cashier
M. H. Hbllman, 2nd Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS

W. H. Perry I.W. Hellman, Jr. O.W. Childs
I. N. Van Nuys J. A. Graves I. W. Hellman
H. W. Hellman J. F. Francis C. E. Thorn
J. Baruch Wm. Lacr
Special Safe Deposit Department and Storag-e Vaults.

W. C Patterson, Pre«t. P. M. Green. Vice-Pres.

Frank P. FtiNx, Second Vlce-Prest.

W. D. WOOLWINE, Cashier

E. W. Cob, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WlQDAL "

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY
SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS

Cor. First and Spring Streets

Capital Stock .

Surplus and Profits over
$500,000.00

190,000.00

Largest capital of any National bank in Southern
California. This bank is fortunate in having- a strong-

directory and a large list of substantial stockholders^

Largest National Bank in Soutbern Calltornia

fIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,001
Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360,000
Deposits 5,ooo,oo<

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Prest
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Bickncll
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story
J. C. Drake

W. G. Kerckhofl
J. D. Hooker

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
We wish to notify Southern California

merchants and advertisers that we are now

showing a line of LitKograpKed Fans,
Hangers, Panels, etc., in beautiful de-

signs, never surpassed in this section. We
urgently request your inspection of our

samples.

Printing
Binding
Engraving
Stationery

Out W^est Co.
Offices, 115 S. Broad-w-ay

LOS ANGELES

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers -will find Oaf Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their -wants. ^ ,^ ^ ,^

I3O-036 l^or-tit-k l_os ^Vi-kseles ^-fc.

BAKER &, HAMILTON

Rromo

Cl>RES
HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 2Sc, SOc
and $1.00 Bott,les

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

I^arc Old Books
and Manuscripts

REL.ATINQ
CHIEFLY TO SPAN/SH

AMERICA
Larg-est Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE iL'^^-^'^lt^^r^^;
so cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more,

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
pre-vents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Ang-elee.
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5hould You Live

twenty j-ears longer, you will be sorry if you do not place

your Life Assurance in the

Equitdble Lite Assnie Souety
" STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

It is the dividends that count at the maturity of your

contract.

Last year we paid out $3,742,520 in dividends. During

the last five years we have paid $15,682,610. No other

Society has equaled this record.

A. n. Jones, General Agent

420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Many people feel that they are laying themselves liable

when they answer an assurance advertisement. Such is

not the case. You will not even be asked to buy Equitable

Assurance unless we prove it to be the best on the market.

You are both judge and jury. And we promise not to

bore you.

Mr. A. M. JOIMES. General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please tell me the cost of a policy in the EqniUble Society for $—
I was born the <l«y ef •»

NAME
;;

Address
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New Rugs Daily
Our Rug Stock is always new— the best products of

American looms. The handsomest patterns both in large

and small rugs. The choicest fall color eflfects in both light

and dark shadings. Not a pattern here this season that you knew last year. Not a

pattern that is anything but artistic and clever. Rugs small enough for the smallest

place in the smallest room. Rugs large enough to cover the entire floor of the larg-

est room — for hall, library, den, dining room, living room and bed room.

THE LARGEST COLLECTION
OF TURKISH RUGS
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles Furniture Co.
225-27-29
S. Broadway
Los Angeles

Restful LeatKer-Covered Furniture
There is nothing- so altosrether satisfactory as leather-covered furniture. The very nature of the covering-
material, on account of its durability and its look of permanency demands substantial frames. So
leather furniture wears longer than any other and it looks better at every stajfe. We have made some-
what of a specially of this sort of furniture, and show an unusual assortment of leather-covered

DAVENPORTS, SETTEES, COUCHES, ROCKERS
TURKISH AND MORRIS CHAIRS AND SETTLES

We should be pleased to correspond with you on anything- in this line if it is not convenient for you to
visit the store. We serve a great m.my customers entirely through the mail, with complete satisfaction_

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
439-441-443 S. Spring St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A PURE UVE MOUNTAIN WATER. PHONE JOHN 8211
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P

GIFTS for the HOME
Our great (>-floor store is too small to hold all the samples of our

furniture. New pieces daily take tlie places of pieces sold. An

ever changing assortment of tlie fine-^t. the hes<. the most unique, the

most reasonable furniture in the whole west. Fancy Xmas baskets too.

BARKER BROTHERS Ca\

420^24 SOUTH SPRING ST. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Ij

The interior

fittings determine the

coziness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
talce advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...flllractlve Homes



READY TO WEAR
yv^^^^^^^w^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^̂ ^^^^^^^VVWWWWWW^^A^

FOR WET WEATHER

Most folks predict a very rainy winter.

You'll take great comfort from stylish, dressy

suits and skirts that may be worn with equal

pleasure on clear or wet days. They are made
of materials that keep new and attractive in

spite of usag-e. Even if the g'arment becomes

heavily wet it seems just as fresh as ever when
it is dry once more. The styles are charming-

and effective, the very newest New York has.

All so nice, and yet prices extremely moderate.

B. B. HENSHEY

m fAll WAISTS
NOW READY

Very Latest Styles both in

S/LK AND WOOL

The finest productions in

Lddies' Neck Dressings
of the Leading-

New York Makers

nh ^Bamusmimmfm

S'vtH'^'S.tM.e
+ SOUTlfSPRiNG St

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^N^>^^^^^^^»

^vw^^^v^^v^^^^^
THE MEW

Princesse Petticoat
g'arment. It g-ives a perfect

I, impossible to attain with

all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a g-raceful fig-ure

that cannot be obtained

with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made g-arment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting- garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

pleased to show them to all

to see them, at

555 S. BfOddWdy, Los An$eles, (dl.
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SCALP TREATMEM
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and

practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to

consult with those who are afflicted with

disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green

soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of CRAY HAIR. SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-

plete. We invite your inspection.

THE BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COR. FIFTH AND 3PRINO STS.

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fall to use Cresolene for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.

For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that there is nothmg better. Creso-

lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value

Alil. DRUGGISTS

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.
180 Fulton Street,

A 1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

BROADWAY DRAPERY >iio FURNITURE CO.

FURNITURE, BUSS tHD CURWINS

Tel. Joseph 7126 447 S. Broadway

ART/STIC GOODS FOR HOLIDAY TRADE

\ RARE CHANCE TO OWN AN ORANGE RANCH
A lO-acre grove at Ontario, Cal.

only onr-half mile from town, on

fine, wide boulevard, hedged by

cypress trees.

fr^IVE acrea Washington naveU and 5 acres Valencia late oranges ;
trees 12 years old

iSl and every one in ^rfect condition, with a very heavy crop on the trees. The water

Ui right is perfect knd the water is carried to the grove through pipe ines and dia-^
[rfbuted fVr irrigation through cement flumes. A new hoiise and other .mprovenient.

complete this elegant country home in the best
^^np-growing

district in
Cahform^

this orooertY you have an income producer as well as a lovely home. The crop last year

so d for KJ97, and the new crop is much heavier than last year. The price of this elegant

^operty U^nl^JlO 000. Tekms : $2000 cash and the balance in ten equal yearly payments.

THIS HOME WILL PAV FOR ITSELF IN Lggg TH*N FIVF YEARB

r. M. SIMPSON. 540 Bradbury Dld^.. Loa Angelea. Cal.
Bercn!e« Rcflninir Co. Phone Jamea 2976

References : Sprnancc Fruit Co.
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Staob's Fine Footwear
The finest footwear brought to the Pacific Coast is sold at Staub's.

We are sole agents in Ivos Angeles for Nettleton's Fine Shoes for

Men. We sell exclusive styles in other shoes for men and women—
manufactured by the best shoemakers. Send us your exact size and
the amount j'ou want to pay, and we will send you the best shoe for

the money possible to buy.

C. M. STAUB SHOE CO
255 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES

SHOE TREES E
WITHOUT TREES WITH TREES

pr^p HOT I'OA'V PPFSFNTS Givea»fift worth g-ivlng—one that g-lves comfort, luxury1 V/K. llV-/ivll-r-rV 1 t MS.I^-Jl^l^ 1.-J and fosters economy. Give Leadam's Shoe Trees. Truly
you don't realize how indispensable they are until you have contracted the shoe tree habit. Insert 'em in the
shoe, press down and the leverage does it. Staves off old ag-e. Makes wet shoes comfortable the next morningr.
For Sale by C. M. Staub Co., 255 S. Bioadway, Los Angeles, Cal.; Wetherby, Kayser Shoe Co., 215 S. Broad-
way, LosAng-eles, 59 E. Colorado St., Pasadena, Cal.; Rosenthal Bros. (Inc.), 107 Kearney St., San Francisco.

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-
^^-^^ ^^^^ date laundry equipment in the West, and includes
^^^——^^^^-^————

facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGE on
Collars and Cuffs "

machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANQELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR .SALE
EVERY^HEF?E



YouQn'tdetOliveOil
FROM A PEIkUT

But you can i;et i1

lutely pure and of the finest qual-

ity and flavor by ordering the

SUNSET BRAND

PURE (ALIEORNIA

OLIVE OIL

direct trom the man who makes it.

The entire process of ({rowing and

picking the fruit, sorting, crush-

ing, pressing, filtering, clarify-

ing, aging, bottling, packing and

shipping is done upon the Sunset
Ranch and under my personal
supervision, so that I am able to

give a personal guarantee with

every bottle.

For table, culinary and medici-
nal uses pure California Oil excels
the imported article.

Try it for cooking in place of

lard—it is letter and much more
wholesome.

If your grocer jUses not keep
the SUNSET BRAND, dn^) me
a postal fard and get a bo<iklet

telling just how you can get it. as

well as alM>ut ripe and green
pickled olives: what they are

g(MKl for, how to use them, and
where to get them.

V PURE "

fUUFORNM

Sunset Ranch
W. B. NICHOLS,
Dinuba, Tulare Co., CaU

Pur*e
TrodktMCt otr"

Italy— *

Cro^^e. and

Pure Lucca

OLIVE OIL
is made in Italy, the

natural home of the

olive. It is the best

because it is pure.
SHERWOOD CD. SHERWOOD

Importen
|5an Franciico - Portland

Lo5 Angeles

THE BEST JUDGES OF WINES IN THE WORLD
—The lntem»tional}uri of Atuards of the 'Paris Ex-

positlon jnvarded our Wines the Only SMedJtl given

to aw) 'Retail Wine 'Dealer in all Southern California

MEDAL WINNING WINES
AT POPULAR PRICES
Should be sufficient inducement for every

lover of absolutely pure and thoroughly aared

wiaes to at least place a trial order with us.

Old Gkapk Bkandy, per quart bottle SOc.
Sonoma, Ribsling or Zinfandel, per gal.. .SOc.

5-yr.-old Port Ptr jral. OOc.
" Shbbky, An(;blica or Muscat " 75o.

I [DWARD dERMAIN WINE (0.
397-399 Lot Angeles St.

l». O. Box 290 Tel. Main ')!•»

l^on Anf(eles. Cal.

Unferniented Gbapb Juick, made by nunH in a con-

vent at ManzanarcH, Spain, per qt. bottle— S1.2j5
2i)-year-old Hokt, Shkkkv, Angklka. Muscat

M ai-aoa, Madeira or Or AMciB. per «ral $1.50

NATIVE AND IMPORTED BRANDIES

CORDIALS, CHAMPAGNES

AND MEDICINALLY PURE WHISKIES

kept in a large and complete stock

EASTERN SHIPMENTS
A SPECIALTY

r

J
THE JURY OF AWARDS

OF THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

also jnuarded our Wines a 9tedal
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In liappy homes, wherever found.
One hears the Wasliburn'a merry sound

THEY PLAV

WASHBURN

Mandolins
GUITARSa^" BANJOS.
XJnequaled for Tone, Durability

and Workmanship.
We will gladly send free a beautiful Art

Souvenir Catalogue and "Facts About The
Mandolin" and "How to Play The Man-
dolin" if you will send us your address on
a postal card.

LYON & HEALY, '^^^ol'^V'-
The World's Largest DIasIe Hoase. SelU •'Everything Known In Jlnsie."

mwmmm
TEN CENT SHEET MUSIC

llln a copv for 50c. 75c. $1.00
lUu SHEET MUSIC
Century Edition is the only en-

graved and lithograplied publication
of standard sheet music ever sold at

10c. a copy. Equal to any foreign or

domestic edition for which you pay
50c. and $1.00. Over 1,000,000 copies
sold last year. Every composition
guaranteed genuine and correct. Here
are ten titles chosen from a thousand .

Send trial order; money refunded if

dissatisfied.
Vocal—K athleenMavoureen

(Crouch), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c. My
Love is Like a Red Rose (Burns), reg.

price 50c.; ours 10c. Old Oaken Buck-
et (Turner), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c.

Toreador Song, from " Carmen "(Biz-
et), reg. price 60c.; ours 10c.

INSTRUMENTAL— Air De Ballet,
"Callirhoe" (Chaminade), reg. price
40c.; ours 10c. Flower Song (Lange),

reg. price 50c.; ours 10c. How So Eair, from the opera
"Martha" (Krug), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c. Mandolina
Mexican Serenade (Langcy), reg. price 40c.; ours 10c.

Swedish Wedding March (Sodermann), reg. price 40c.;

Wine, Woman Song, waltz (Strauss), reg. price
50c.; ours 10c.

piipp —Valuable catalogue, containing a thousand
riCClt titles of standard music. Also duos for man-
dolin, guitar, violin and piano, sold at 10c. a copy.

Century Music Publishlno Co., 18 E. 22d St., New York

We can save you one hundred dollars

or more on any good piano in our store

if you will purchase before we remove

to our NEW BROADWAY BUILDING

Tlie largest SM
The Best Makes

Ever shown West of Chicago. Now is

the time to make your selections for

Christmas presentations.

All Wind dnd String

Instruments diso dt

Reduced Prices

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third St
Los Angeles, California

SAN DIEGO STORE: 1015 Fifth Street

SAN BERNARDINO STORE: 507 Third Street

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Listenini; to fine music by a fine player upon a fine piano is a threefoltl pleasure. A
loble instrument a^Jils immensely to the charm of lx>th composition and performance. The

CHICKERING PIANO
fills the full measure of fine to:if, <xpre8sive and responsive touch. The performer is s.itisfied, the

listener is gratified and the thought of the omposer is presented in an adequate ami ar:istic man-
ner. The best music deserves a CHICK KRING.

Omr OUARTER-GRASD it
'^'* *^^*^^'*^*'i cataioeiu will be itHt on upbeation

tkf tmalUtt CranJ tmbodying Manufiictured solely by CHICKERING & SONS, Pianoforl.- Mak<rs,
modtrn principUt ever mad*.

TjSTremont Street, Bo»ton, MiiM.
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Brown's Electro Vibratory Water Finder
This Scientific Apparatus will Locate Running Water in the Earth.

Broad Process Patents Allowed. County Rights with Complete Outfit, $J00 for each County.
Send for 'Descriptive Circular. Address

FRED H. BROWN, 135 South Avenue 64. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?
Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA NEEDLES REEDS
ALL COLORS Tel. Main 929 all sizes

OHAS. WINSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main, Los Angeles

SHOE nYPfl(RISY

You cannot judgre a book by its cover — nor a
shoe by its looks. The author's name on each
is sig-nificant.

FilMiSH today conceals

equally g-ood leather

and poor shoddy.
WEAR ALONE tells the

difference.

Shoe insurance con-

sists in buying respon-
sible Regals, which
are sold DIRECT by the

'makers, from their

own 45 stores, and by mail. Catalog-ues and
self-measurement blanks free. Use Regal
Shoe Dressing and Regal Shiners.
Advertised in all mag'azines.

A. S. VAIMDEGRIFT, Manager

Los Angeles Store: 222 West Third Street

Bradbury Block



Help Yourself
There is a depth of meanintr in these words — /;<•// yourself. No attain-

ment worth the having has ever been made without self help.
All who arein earnest to iiccomplish a definite purpose within the scope of

their intelligence can do it. but they must help themselves.

If you believe that a strong, sound body and active
mind are desirable possessions to attain success in life,

you can secure them by building yourself out of the

right material — Natural Food.

SHREDDED \^i\T
BISCUIT

is Natural Food — food whose each integral part has a counterpart
in your body and which builds it symmetrically and as a harmon-
ious whole. The beauty of form and adaptability of this perfect
food lends it a grace to the eye. It can be prepared in over 250
different ways. The natural whole wheat flavor of SHREDDP2D
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUIT pleases the palate. Wholly
nourishing, as it does, the whole body, it appeals to Reason.

Help Yourself
Sold by all grocers. Send for "The Vital Question"
(Cook Uook, illustrated in colors), FREE. Address

THE NATURAL FOOD COMPANY, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

THE PERFECT DESSERTJELLY

NONE MADE THATS AS GOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

fiK
voR* LEMON ORANGE CHERRY

RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY— AT YOUR. GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBER.G NEW YORK

fREE-HAnd5ome Rooklet of Recipes

CALIFORNIA

CRYSTALLIZED

FRUITS
We crystallize about twenty
different kinds of fruits,

from strawberries and apri-

cots to whole navel oranges.

They are perfectly pre-

served and keep indefinitely.

Packed assorted in fancy
boxes ready to mail. Send
a lx>x to your friends. A
very appropriate souvenir of

California. ^1^ Mail

orders attended to promptly.

WELLS CANDY CO.
447 S. 8PRIN0 ST.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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IMPERIAL
LAND

9r

We can locate you on Government Land ^K
in Southern California, under the Imperial |^
Canal System, where the water supply is un- ^*
limited. One crop will more than pay the ^m
entire cost of both land and water. The ^^
present price of ^9

$15 PER ACRE I
with a cash payment of only $2 50, is a mere ^9
fraction of its real value. Watch next •P
month's issue of this journal for illustrated ^^
article about Imperial. For full particulars ^9
and descriptive pamphlet, address fl#

PAULIN CO.
^

OAKLEY
304-305 DOUGLAS BLDG.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

H
H

uiimmniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

0^vn a Lot in
Ca 1 i f o rni a

HITY
OF RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe
Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three larg-est corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-

ard Oil Company and the Southern
Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Ivots $200 only—

$5.oo PER MONTH
A good way to save and make money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO., Inc.

182 Crocker Building
San Francisco, Cal..

TO MAHE
MONEYS

TKe Easiest AA^ay to do

tHis is to Buy California

Mining StocK

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY IN 90 DAYS IF

YOU INVEST IN ANY COMPANY WE ARE FINANCING

SOUTHWEST ORE REDUCTION CEL INVESTMENT CO.— Price

of Stock 12)4 cents per SKare. Dividends guaranteed in 90 days. Will

soon be taken off the market. We expect this stock will go to $1.00 per share

in six months.

DRY LANDS PLACER! CO. IQUARTZ MINING CO.— Price of Stock

4 cents per SKare. Will probably go to 25 cents per share in a few
months and pay big dividends soon.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS AGENTS WANTED

Address E. J. YOUNG, StocKbroKer, 211 W. First St.

;L0S ANGE.LE.S. CALS

niiilliillllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



THE OMUY ROISOM NOT DANQBROUB TO HANDLe

Acts quickly, no mixing-, no soil-

ing- of dishes, no trouble. Dropped
in rat holes, put in linen closets,

etc., without soiling anything.
Kills every time. Rats and mice
leave choicest grain and food for

it. Die in open air seeking water.

WHY TAKM THt KIBK OF MIXIMO ROIBOM T

Ask your druggist. If he hasn't

it, send us 20c. for one full size

box, or 50c. for three boxes, post

paid, enough to kill all the rats

you will ever have.

The Rat Biscuit Co. '^</'- o Sprinjficid, Ohio

Rats spread bubonic plague and
other diseases among stock and
fowls.

A Minute or Two and Your Shave is Through

**NEW GEM" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothinsr to learn ; you feel experienced the first time

Sou
use the "NEW GEM." By its simple arrangement your l>eard

I remove<l easily and without the least likelihood of cutting the face.

So/J at Cutlery Dialers or direct from the factory: Razor in tin

box, $2; Razor, H-ith 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $3.&0; Automatic

Strop Machine and Strop, $J. Dealers can be sufftied thre%tgh

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.

Dunham, Carrin^ran & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubljard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Manlware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally.

Mothers !

Mothers!!

IMothers!!!

MRS. WmSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been uHcd foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD. SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and in the bent remedy for
DIARRHUCA. Sold by Druffsrittii in every
part of the world. Be Hure and ank for

"
Mrn.

Winnlow's Sootbinir Syrap," and take no other
kind. Twenty-flve centH a bottle.
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Peaches a

SpecialtySan Joaquin Nursery
Sells the Finest of Deciduous, Citrus, Shade and
Ornamental Trees. Prices made an object on

larg^e orders. Correspondence solicited.

REED & RICHARDS, PROPS. CERES, CALIFORNIA

Land and Water at
Ceres—Take It

The water is there now. Land is sell-

ing quick, and the prices are less than
half what they will be twelve months
from this date. Ceres, four miles
south of Modesto, is the place. C. N.
Whitmore owns the land, eight thou-
sand acres of it, andevery acre tillable.

The deed to the land carries with it a

perpetual water right, and the source

of the water supply is the Sierra Nevada
mountains, a range whose peaks are
clothed with eternal robes of snow.
The channel is the Tuolumne river to

La Grange, where the greatest dam in
the world forms an immense reservoir,
whence the water is drawn through a
rock tunnel and conveyed through sub-

stantially built canals to the Whitmore
lands. The price of the land is $30 to

$50 per acre. Roads to all tracts. Laid
out in ten-acre lots, and any of these
lots will be split if desired. The title

has been vested in the Whitmores for
more than thirty years, and comes
directly from the United States Govern-
ment. Deeds are given free of incum-
brance, and half cash contracts can be
made if desired. There are at this
date on the Whitmore lands all kinds of
fruit trees, vines, berry bushes, plants,
etc., demonstrating the productive
quality of the soil. Three railroad
lines give quick and cheap transporta-
tion to the San Francisco markets.

Every Whitmore deed contains a per-
petual prohibition clause. No saloon
can ever invade this 8,000 acres or any
portion of it. What a splendid colony
tract that would make. Address

C. N. Whitmore, Ceres, Cal.

Edward H. Rust Palm Nurseries...

Ldr^e Estdblistied Palms
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Deep BreatKin^
CURES
CONSUMPTION

^i^^^. Consumption has baffled medi-
^^^^^^ cal science, but it has not baffled

Nature. Deep breathing' is the
•. only natural and direct treat-

nent of consumption. I teach
. .-)U how to breath in such a man-
i.T that rich, pure blood circu-
lates throufifh the diseased sec-
tions of your lunirs thus killincr
and carryinc off the deadly
irerms that now ravish your del-
icate lunir tissue. You need not

leave your locality. The air where you are will revital-

i/.e your blood as thoroujfhly as that in the South or

West, provided yon breath it properly. I (ruarantee to

lure in bis own home, any consumptive not in the last

^lajres of the disease.

Wm. Miller of 533 n 6th Street, New York, makes the

following' statement:
"On April 28th, I visited the Bacteriological depart-

ment of the New York Board of Health, leaving a

^ampleof my sputa to be tested. On May 2nd, I received
I heir report, stating that my sputa contained Tubercu-
lar Bacilli and that I therefore had «;onsumption. Their
diagnosis must have been correct, for I was in such a
b id condition that I coughed blood and had high fever.

Knowing that medical science was utterly helpless
to relieve me. I turned to what seemed to me the only
avenue of escape, namely deep breathing. Thereupon
I placed mys«'lf under your care. Feeling decidedly
improved by the end of May, I again had my sputa ex-

imined by the Board of Health. Their report stated,
"No trace of Tubercular Bacilli." -*•.

"Deep breathing alone has achieved this result. I am
rapidly recovering my lost health and strength. I will

only add that the Board of Health charts now in my
iH>ssession are not only substantial proof of my state-

ment, but also indisputable records of a successful pass-
age of a great point of danger."
Send for my illustrate^l pamphlet. It's FREE.

P. VON BOECnMANN.
Kcspiralory Specialist,

1209 NtRTFORO BLDG.. UNION SQUARE. N. Y. CITY

T. E. B. RICE &- SON T. E. B. Rick
U. B. Kick

General
• 'minl««li>n At(ts. Real Estate, Insurance

Irrigated and Non-irrigated Farming I^ands, improved
and unimproved, in Turlock Irrlfatlon District
and in all parts of the State.

Office on I St., Bet. 9th and loth Modesto, Cal.

<)M Trunks takrii

In e<ichani;r

TRUNK MANUFACTURER
Trunks made to order, covered ami

repaired. Sample trunks and case^
a siM'cialty. Trunks, traveling baifs
and dresH suit cases. Telescopf>..
Hhawl straps.

eSA 3. Sfmifta St.. Lorn ANomLmf,

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.
Tei.M.in5i.7

RED RUBBER STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamxxi, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montgomery St.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Don't

Too
Much
Or Too Little

RADCLIFFE
SHOES for Women
were the first high grade
shoes regularly sold for $2. SO
a pair. They are the only first-

class shoes sold at that price.

If you pay more—or
less, try

Shoes

for Women

$2»so
If yonr dealer liucn't them, write for free

booklet of shoe Bty leu.

For preiiprvhig iind polinblng shoes, nse

only Itfidclin^ Khm- DniwtnK.

THE RADCLIFFE SHOE COMPANY.
f)cpt. 2H , Ho-stnn, Hiiss.



EARLY CITRUS FRUITS IN THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

ORANGE GROVE, NEAR OROVILLE. CALIFORNIA

HE first shipments of Citrus Fruits from the Sacramento Valley
to the Eastern Markets was in November, 1892 — Ten Cars.
November shipments, 1902, will be 3500 Carloads.

The great Northern California Citrus Fair opened in San Francisco in the nave
of the Ferry Building, in November, 1902, contains a magnificent exhibition of the

early citrus fruits of the Sacramento Valley.

In the Sacramento Valley the orange, the lemon and the olive ripen early, and
are marketed in time for the Thanksgiving and the Holiday Trade.

Write for full particulars of the resources of this garden of California.

Write for photographs of actual scenes in this the Early Citrus Fruit District of

California. Address for any information any or all of the

VICE PRESIDENTS OF THE S4CR4MENT0 VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento
County

C. W. THOMAS, Woodland—Yolo County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Colusa County
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City -Sutter County
RALEIGH BARCAR, Vacaville—Solano Co.

C. F. FOSTER, Corninsr—Tehama County
W. C. GREEN, Geor(f.-iown— El Dorado County
E. A. FORBES, Marysvillf—Yuba County
J. M. WALLING, Nevada City—Nevada Co.
P. R. GARMKTT, Willows—Glenn County
J J. CHAMBERS, Rediliny—Shasta County
W. S. GREEN. Presidetity Colusa, California
F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa, California
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UnsigKtly
Hair jS^ j^
on tHe Face, NecK or Arms is

as \innecessary as it is disfigur-
ing. If you are sensitive, not liking'
to ask anybody about it, and feel afraid
to use loudly advertised articles, too

many of which seriously irritate and
injure the skin, you are invited to try

BAZIN'S
DEPILATORY POW^DER
«k standarci preparation used for over 30
years by society leaders and known in the drusr

trade as a strictly lesritimate article. Bazin's

bas been awarded the hisrhest ifold medals in

the United States and Great Britain. Bazin's is

simple, eflFective, harmless. Why pay exorbit-

ant prices for worthless
"
hair removers" when

Bazin's can be had for 50 cents anywhere? Re-
fuse substitutes. If you prefer to pay direct, we
will send full size packatre in a plain wrap{>er,

by mail, postpaid, for the price. Address

HALL & RUCftEL, New YorK
(Established 1848)

SOZODONT
Tooth

PoAvder
BIG BOX, 25c
At the request of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an antilysis of Van Bus-
kirk's SozoDONT, whicli I

purchased in open market
in this city. Tlie an.Tlysis
shows that there isnolhinar
in it injurious to the teeth or
GTums, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-
septics, cleansinjr atrents
and preservatives.
Hbrbkrt M. Hii.i., Ph. D.,

Analytic.M Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, N. Y.

SozoDONT Tooth Powdkr, used in

conjunction with Sozodont Liquid,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Each, 25
cents ; large sizes together, 75 cents ;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should be declined.

HALL 8i RUCKEL, New YorK

P
Tlic (orative

Power

THE E.M.M. CURA-
TIVE COMPANY
hare cstabliibed their

Institute, 61> South

Broadway, thii city,

where every appliance
IcDowB to tlie tdeocc o<

Electro Thcrapeotica

istobdouad.

Ot me New

(entury
Diieaacf are treated by

Musical VihraHon,

combined with all formt

of Electricity.

Conraletcents from

acute exhausting
diseases or any low

sute of health will be

surely lieneflled by
Ibis treatment.

L>

A.LL FORMS OF NE-RVOUS DISEASES - Insomnia, Nervonn ExhauBlion, Hyste-

ria, Nenrattria, Rheumatism, Britrht's Disease, Lumbairo, Brain Faff, Functional Heart Deranire-

mentn. Migraine, Diseases of the Skin. Bronchitis and all Throat Diseasea, Paralysis, Dyspepsia
and Functional DeraairementH of the Alimentary Canal, LfOComolor Ataxia, Cervical and Lum-
bar Backaches of Women, Epilepsy.

Appointments can b« nkad* bx PKon* MAIN C>^C>

YL. M. M. CURATIVE CO., 529 S. BROADWAY

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. A. Co^ 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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TYPICAL

WESTERN PICTIRES
Views of California and Ari-

zona Landscapes, Indians, Grand

Canyon of the Colorado, Missions

and Monks of California, Yosem-
ite Valley, and all points of inter-

est on Pacific Coast lines of tourist

travel. Unmounted Prints for

the album. Souvenir Photograph-
ic Novelties, magnificent 3epia

Enlargements for framing.
The Standard line of Western

Views.

For sale in all high grade sta-

tionery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PnOTOGRAPnERS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

FINE
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LENSES
We have the finest and most

complete line of high-grade

photographic lenses in the

West. Why wait for weeks
when you can get what you
want in a few days ?

We have all sizes of Goerz, Zeiss, Bauscli

& Lomb, Gundiacti, and otiier fine lenses

Send for descriptive price lists

and catalogues.

kirk; dEARY & (0.

112 Oeary Street San francisco

RodaK
Simplicity
and Kodak film quality have

made the Kodak way the

sure way in picture taking.

$5.00 to $75.00

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Catalogue free at
dealers or by mail. Rochester, N.Y.

%4,cx)0.oo in prizes for the best Kodak and
Brownie Pictures.

EASTMAN'S PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS will be found in the most

complete assortment in our stock.

"Write for Catalogues and Printed

Matter, or for any article in the

Photographic Line, We have it in

stock, or will secure it
—and the price

will be right.

Blue Print Cloth— J 2x3 6 inches,
mailed for 40c.— ready for your neg-
atives. No chemicals required. Ex-
pose the cloth, then wash out in clear

water.

fred L Munsey & (o.

406 S. Broad-way
LOS ANGELAS

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Photo-

graphic Supplies, Cameras and Kodaks

msBBmmmmmmmwm^m^^^
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The

Fleece of

. Comfort

.*
,>"•

That forms

>A':

of

tih.*

^N*^"

Wright's
Health Underwear is so woven that it

keeps within the natural warmth of the

body and yet permits of perfect ventilation,
so essential to health, comfort and cleanli-

ness. A natural fleece that will not lump or
mat in the laundry—a feature peculiar to

WRIGHT'S
Health Underwear

The highest development of hygienic
underwear at a moderate price. Sold

everywhere. Send for a book on

"Dressing for Health," free.

WRIGHT'S HEALTH UNDERWEAR CO.,

75 Franklin St.. New York.

Artistic

Tailoring
^'^ MODERATE
PR/CES

We carry a full line of Imported and Domestic Woolens. Good

Workmanship and Perfect Fit Guaranteed. Watch our window displays.

Globe Woolen Company
O. L, OTTO. MANAGER

206 South Broadway (Opposite Y. M. C. A.) Los Angeles
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CALIFORNIA LiNDS~'^°°'^'*^'^^ VENTURA county. Beans, Corn,*"*"' WIlllIM kitllUW Barley, Apricots, Apples, Prunes, without irrigation.

J,000—ACRES—1,000
In tracts to suit purchaser. $25 to $100 per acre.

W. POINDEXTER. 309 W/LCOX BLOCK, LOS ANGELES

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with g-ood water
rig-hts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL ESTATE,
IMSURANCE, LOANS,.

LNYESTMENTS.
16 S. Raymond Ave.,

Pasadena. Cal.
115 S. Broadway
Los Ansreles, Cal.

PORTERVIUE

(jtrus dnd Deciduous fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISINCt
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORIERVIILL CALifoi^NiA

Offers better Inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTERVII-L.E, CALIFORNIA

ROLANDS

ORANGE GROVES

209 Orange Street

For reliable information as to cost,
care and culture of Redlands
Orangre Groves, call on or address

C. H. FOWLER
Redlands, Cal.

FE)LANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

For Sale at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. Redlands, Cal.



All the world's

a stage.

Elgin Watches

are the

prompters.

Elgin

Watches
are the world's stand-

ard for pocket time-

pieces. Sold by every

jeweler in the land;

guaranteed by the

world's greatest watch

works. Illustrated art

booklet free.

ELGIN NATIONALWATCH CO.

Elgin, Illinois.

Tu Owners ot (iusoline Engines.

Aatomoblles, LaHnches. Etc.

The Auto-Sparker
<l<>r« a»av rntir<-ly oith all Martini; ami
runnini; lat'rriro. tliHr annoyame anil

expense. No l>ell— no nwllih — no l>at-

lerte*. Can I* atta< he<l to any engine
now lifini; battrrtr^. l-'ully f(iiaranlee<l :

write (••r 'InKrlplivc ratalog.

MOTSINCCR DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 (Uteln .Mrfrt Pendleton. Ind.

FOR
ART WORK.

We are making' and Helling the
bent Art Tuol in nxe. Appllen
color \>y jet of air. enabling the
artint to du t>ett<>r work and nave
time. No Mtndio complete with-
out it. Circalar* fre«-.

AddresH. An BRUSH MFG. CO..
115 Naiwaa Street, Rockford, III..

U. 8. A.

» • m ^ n

LINEN UNDERWEAR
—TKat Wears

We guarantee that Belfast Mesh will wear
to the satisfaction of the purchaser or will
cheerful lyrefund your money. It is the ideal
underwear for the coldest winter weather.

Send for our handsome and convincing^
book—mailed free on request. It explodes
the "wool for 'Vk-armth theory in short
order.

For sale by the best dealers in U. S. and England.
If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

THE BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO.

J3 Mechanic Street, Poughkeepsie, NY.
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It's a good plan to

have a bottle or two of

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed
free on receipt of 50c.

deroidin Seed and Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angreles, Cal.

i!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllillill!M

FOX

I Typewriters I
GIVE

NA VELADE i
in the house if you are feeling poorly—

it -will be founb delightfully refresh-

ing. It is really an invaluable health

builder. Don'tj Icost much — pints

25c., quatrs]45c. If you cannot get
it from your grocer, write,

Los Angeles FruitJuice Co,\

219 Ne-w High St.\

1 Satisfaction l

Raffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Baslcetry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RArriA.—natural color, bunch of 6 oz., I7c.;

9oz., 25c.; lib., 40c.; Dyed RafBa, red, brown,
g-reen, black, blue, yellow and orang-e, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c.; Reeds, per bunch, I5c.

California Seeds
|

1
Send for our Souvenir Collection. 15 most

|

choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa- '

rate packets, mailed free on receipt of 50c.

LIGHT TOUGH

SPEEO AND

OURABILITY
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MeOICINAL

Nursery powder
Xrii^i

<§

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionably the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class liy itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evidence

of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third : Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no oilier powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal-

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed and uncomfortable

conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most obstinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant testi-

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder uneijualed for any inflam-

mation or soreness of the skin and for

Tollt^ and NnrMTy, ChaflnK. After a Bath,
After a Hhave, to Prevfnt Offensive Per-
Hpi ration, for Siinltiirii, JttinehntMa, Kednemi
an<l KriiptloriH of tli<- Nkin, Nettle-Ra«h,
Prirkly Ifcat, Iiifiiiit Kcr^-inii, Tired, AchlnK
F<-<-t, AcrlflifitAl ItiirtiH, ItcliliiK, MoM]nito
KItfH. in the .Sick-Kooin, Irritation CauMxl
br TriiHH I'ndx; in fiirt, for all Mkln Affeo-
tionn It Ift a Ilf-alinic Wonder.
FOn SAI.K AT TOII.KT AM> I>RUO

STOICKS. a.-. fK.NTS A ItOX.

// yOl'HS dnt-m nnt l.rrp it, tnkr nn nttirr, hut
Krnti 'jr,p. to thr <-„tnfi>rt I'lrtnlrr Co., ll'irtforH,
Cnnn., anti rrcfirr b<tj-, fHimt-paid. <'hrap nub-
mtitutra art) nrwr aatU/uetory.

••IT SAVES MANYA DAY"
Many a dollar, much unnecessary suffering

TO KNOW
Tlie Relief, Correction, Upbuilding from

ORANGEINE
( Powders )

For Fatigue, Colds, "Grip," Asthma, Head-
ache, All Pain, Dyspepsia, Biliousness,

Neuralgia, '"Nerves," Indigestion, "Half
Sick," "Out of Sorts" Condition. ACTS
WHILE YOU TAKE. Permamntly benefits—Prevents little ills from becoming serious.

GREAT TESTS:
Mr. A. 0. SMITH, President Suffolk Hospital and Di».

pensary, 4 Charter St., Boston, after three yeani' use of
"Urangeine," writes: "We are pleased to say thst 'Orange
ine' has bo fully demonstrated its remedial value that
our medical staff prefer itease toother and older remedies.

They note very qaick results from 'Orangeine' in cases of
sudden cold, feTer, etc."

Uric. Uen. FleldInK, ortheVolunteers ofAmerica, says:

•"Orangeine' dops much for our soldiers and is continually
used by us to offset exposure, dispel colds, headache and
fatigue." _

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.
Orangeine is snld by druggists everywhere in 25c, 60c and

tl.UII packages. On receiptor 2c |>ostage we will mail lOo trial

piickaKe free with full directions, couiiiosition and descrip-
tion of its wide human influence. Also "Club Offer."

ORANGEINE CHEMICAL CO., IS Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

-5^

oBEire

INJCOMPOUNDING.
an Incomplete mixture was accident-

ally •pilled on the l>ack of the iiand. and on washing aner-
ward It was >lis<:overe<l tliat the hair was completely removed.
We n»me<l the new .llscovery MODKNK. It Is al*iolutely
harmless, hut works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair <llsapi«ars «s Ifl.y magic. IT CANNOT l-Al I, If

the growth Iw light, one applliation will remove it; the heavy
growth, such as the )>aard or growth on moles, may re<itilre two
or m'ire

applications,
ami without slightest Injury or unpleasant

feeling when applleil or ever afterward,

Modmt tuf>tr!tfdt% eUffro/ytis.

UM4 by ^ople of ref1iiem«iit, and recommcmled by all

wfto have tested Its merits.
Modenc sent \>y mall. In safety mailing-cases (securely

aealed ), on re»elt>t of Jl.oo |K:r Iwrtlle. Senif money liy letter,

withjyour full address written plainly, fosuge-stamps taken.

Local and c.bnbkal Aornts Wantbd
MODBPflC MANUFACTURING OO.

r>KPT. fUl, f *f fvoiMy<ATi, Ohio
KVRKV l»f)TTI.B OI'AKANTHBI)

M^We offer $1,000 for faNare or the sllglitest ajnry
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Scenic Route of

Southern California
You can sec, on this line, the most prominent attractions of the coun-

try, such as PASADENA, the OSTRICH FARM, the wonderful MOUNT
LOWE RAILWAY, old SAN GABRIEL MISSION, LOS ANGELES and

LONG BEACH— the finest beach on the coast— and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort ; the scenes along the way making
the trip a rare treat.

Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For infotmation, call on or •write cAgent.

PHone
Main 900 250 S. Spring'

The Deliphtful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Ang-eles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colejrrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ansreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ansreles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

•flWFor complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

"^
316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES

TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

OPALS
75,000
Genuine
Mexican

OPALS
For sale at less than half price. We want an agrent in

every town and city in the U. S. Send 35c. for sample
opal worth $2.00. Good agrents make $10 a day.
Mexican Opal Co., 607 Frost BIdg., Los Angeles, California

Bank reference. State Loan and Trust Co.

ESPEYS FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no
equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWDER
and book, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent FREE on receipt of 2 cents
to pay postage, p^ B. KCKS, >«Gr., in S. Center Ave., CH/OIOO

RAMONA TOILET 30A P FOR 3 A i.e
EVERYWHERE
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cHoici: or three routes
••OGDEN"
"SHASTA" and

"SUNSET"

Are You Goin^ East ?

A.re Yo\i Going AA^est ?

If so, look up the question carefully,

and you will see that the

SoutKern
Pacific

GItcb you the best comforts possible, also the opportunity of

seeiiKT the mountain scenery of the Rockies, which la ffrand

beyond description.

ANY AGENT will give you
information and literature illustrative

of your journey. Ask him for

particulars, or write

C. A. PARtiYNS. Asst. G. F. & P. A.
261 S. Spring St.. Los Angela*.
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17 Hniipc LOS ANGELES
^' i'^mp SANERANCISCO

BY

Pacific Coast Steamsliip Co,

T*^.'

EXPRESS SERVICE-SOUTH BOUND
Leave San Francisco : SANTA ROSA Sundays, 9 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Thursdays,

NORTH BOUND
Leave Los Angelks : SANTA ROSA Wednesdays, 10 a.m.

STATE OF CAL Sundays,

Operate Steamers to and from Mexico, Humboldt Bay, British

Columbia, Seattle, Tacoma and Alaska

W, PARRIS, Agent
^^^ FRANCISCO TICKET OFFICE: 4 New

328 S. Spring St. Montgfomery St. (Palace Hotel)

LOS ANGELES, CAL. C. D. DUNANN, General Passenger Agent, 10 Market Street
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TAKE A WINTER TRIP TO

3^mTU

One or the
few places
unspoiled^
hy profes-
sionaix' ^ ^
tourists.
Reached by
kx romantic
voyage over
^ t~ranquil
o c e a. n

e V e r 3^"
1 U XT VI T^y
orthe ^ ^most*
fashionable
clubs and4>
hotels.

Splendid steamships to Ha^vaii. Samoa. New Zeailand
Aujitralia and Round theWorld.Sailings to Hawaii every^
todays; to Neu^Zealand and AustralizL every 21 da^s
Illustrated books: Tahiti, locents Hawaii, iocei\ts-><

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO>.
64 3 MaunRet-SI:. San Fr'axicisco.

ivnii-ktr^num-m^

|j
HUGH B. rice:. Lo» Ani^olt,. Agent. 200 SOUTH SPRING STKELET

|j



Ji 1^
Santa Fe
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HOTEL CASA LOMA
Universally conceded to be the most beautiful

and healthful location in California.

FALL RATES — November 3 to Janviary 5
WINTER UATES — January 5 to April 15

REDLANDS
CALIFORNIA

J. H. BOHON, Mgr.

UNLESS YOU
TAKBYOU NEVER WILL KNOW

THE BLOMQViST treatment
how it feels to be strong^ and manly, or womanly, to be ready for a

biif day's work every day, to sleep soundly all night and every night,

to enjoy your meals, and to possess robust health regardless of age.

It may be you are poorly developed, bodily ; have poor circulation,

have lumbago, a deformed body, or may be

CURVATURE OF THE SPINE
Th.- I'.i.un.ivist treatment actually corrects and permanently cures this

heretofore incurable deformity. It does it without braces, corsets or plaster

casts, and it cures curvature to stay. Consult your physician. He knows

the Blomqvist-Ling Swedish Medical Movement cure is all right. \\ e are

an incorporated company and with ample capital, five years' successful

experience in business. Physicians recommend patients to us daily.

Strongest recommendations from physicians, U. S. Senators, and people of

highest social standing. Write for letter of information to

THE BLOMQVIST GYMNASTIC AND
ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE

W-l7'18-19-20-21 ARUNQTON BLOCK OMAHA. NEB.

Free Trial

Treatment
f.M Tf..r Mc.ri.liliH. Opium or other Arum habit.

I'Blnlr... IM rmun. nt lloin. < »r«>. Cont»ln«lf.^l»t vital

pr1n<-i|.«lln/kiiiif In nil ..in.n. (VmlM-nlUI ro. rwiK.n.

deiic«ltirll«). A riilllr1«Hr.ntm<-ni «loi.eofl»-nc .«».

WriltSt. Paul AuMiailsa. Saili 147. 41 Its luru tt..Ckican

CHEAP RATES
California, Washington,

Oregon, Colorado.

\Vi' wH-iin- r«><Ju(:i'<l ratt-s on slilpnicnts of houwhold

KrxKls cIlhiT to or from tlm alxjvc Stntos. \Vrlt«

for ratoR. Map of California. FREE. If not Interested,

tell frif-nds who arc.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO.. 325 Dearborn St.. Chicago.
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N
ERYOUSNESS Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause

WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL.
It contains no Mercury, Iron. Cantharides, or any injurious Ingredient whatever.

This Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by physi':iaus, and has proven to be the best, safest
and most effective treatment known to medical science for restoring" Vitality, no matter how originally caused.
Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that money can buy and
science produce: therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price, ONE DOLLAR Per Box,

by Sealed Hail.
No Humbug or Treatment Scheme.

PERSONAL OPINIONS Dear Sirs : 1 have used a bottle of your Hypopliosphites of Maganese for liver and kidney complaints in my
own person and received much benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and will ask you to send me as much as you

can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in search of'^for

many years. I am prescribing your Hypophosphites of I-ime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely, Dr. T. J. WEST.
I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—ADOLPH BEHRE, M. D., Professor ol

Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

^'"secu^iyselitd"'- Winchestcr & Co., Chemists, 599 Bcekman BIdg., New York.
FOR WEAK LUNGS USE WIIMCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES. Est. 1858.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. 4ef for Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

Bn II U n volumes of this magazine should ba
II U II U in every well equipped library.

RIPANS
I liad suffered for over a year with.

a sore moutli and tongue. The doctor

said it came from the stomach. I was

advised to try Ripans Tabules and

have found them the best thing I have

yet taken. I would advise everybody

that has stomach trouble to try Ripans

Tabules.

AT DRUGGISTS
The five-cent packet is enough for an ordinary occasion. The family bottle, sixty

cents, contains a supply for a year.

AMYUn TUCATDIPAI PniH PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatingr ; it re-

AllllU lilLAInluAL UULU LnLAIrl movesthem. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St.. Los Anireles.
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Over a quarter million

satisfied customers
JUST—THINK—THAT—OVER. Think of the immensity of such a business—OVERA QUARTER OF A MILLION CUSTOMERS. Think of its unusually gratifying feature—ALL SATISFIED.
Do you think such an enormous business could be built up, sustained and continually

increased, if our goods did not have exceptional value and merit?
Do you think we could hold the trade of over a quarter of a million people, if our repu-

tation for doing exactly as we say wasn't firmly established?
Actual experience and trial have proved to them that we and our goods are both all right.

Won't you give us a chance to prove it to you, too? Remember, HAYNER WHISKEY
goes direct from our distillery to you, with all its original richness and flavor, carrying a
UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE,
and saving you the big profits of the dealers. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Savts Dtaltrs' Profits I Prtvtnts Adultiration I

'^^^^

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEiy-YEAR.OLD RYE

FULL $^00 EXPRESS

QUARTS H~~ PREPAID
We wUl send you FOUR PULL QUART BOTTLES ofHAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for 14.00. and we will pay the express charges. When you
receive the whiskey, try it and if you don't find it all right and as good as you
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at any price, then send it back at
our expense and your ^.00 will be returned to you by first mail. Just think
that offer over. How oould it be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied,
you are not out a cent. Shipment made in a plain sealed case, with no marks
or brands of any kind to indicate ooDtents.

If you c»n n«o 20 Unarts, or can get «ome of yonr friend* to Join
yon. we will tend yon 20 Uuart« for 916.00, by frelKbt DreDald. that
UkTinc »4.00.

Write our nearest office and do It NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
•T. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, mNN.

M^ DlSTTLLIBT, TROT, O. ESTABLISHED 1800.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU'RE NOT SATISFIED. DO YOU SUPI'OSE
that a company, with a capital of (fiUD.oiiD.U) paid in full ami the proud reputation of
36 yearn of continaoutt nuccrftH, would make hucIi an offer and not carry it out to the
letter? DO YOU SUPPOSE we would jeopardize our standing with the public and
our chancen of ntill greater nnccenH by failing to fulflil any promise we make? DO
YOU SUPPOSE we would make Huch an offer if we did not have the utniciM con-
fidence In the »atiMfylng quality of our goodn? WE KNOW we can pleaw you and
nave you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from our diHtillery to you,
carries a United Staten ReglHtcred Distiller'N Guarantee of purity and age and Aaves
you the big profit* of the dealers. Read our offer above.

The Hayner DiHtilling Company.
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MURRAY M. HARRIS |

ORGAN CO. I

$7 /^/^/^ Mahograny-cased electric parlor org-an in residence of Mr. C. E. Green,
^-'^—'*—' San Mateo, Cal. This Org-an is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
FACTORY IN THE WEST

*

^

754-760 Sdn rernando St.

*
lOS mmS, (AllfORNIA

Tel. Main 363 |



The Youth's Companion^
The Best Christmas

Present for so Little

Money— $1.75^=
Men and women eminent

in every walk of life will

contribute to the 1903

volume of The Youth's

Companion. The contents

of the fifty
- two issues

for 1903 will include . .

SERIAL STORIES, each a
Book in itself, reflecting
American Life in Home,
Camp and Field.

SPECIAL ARTICLES con-
tributed by Famous Men
and ^A^omen — Statesmen,
Travellers, Scientists, Etc.

EDITORIAL ARTICLES,
Thoughtful and Timely, on

Important Public and Do-
mestic Questions.

SHORT STORIES by the
best of Living Story-Writers— Stories of Character, Ad-
venture and Humor.

SHORT NOTES on Cur-
rent Events, and Discover-
ies in the Field of Science
and Natural History.

ANECDOTES, Bright and
Amusing, Items of Strange
and Curious Knowledge,
Poems and Sketches.

Illustrated Announcement for 1903 and
sample copies of the paper free.

CHRISTMAS PRESENT COUPON
On receipt

'
$f.75. the subscription price, ivith this slip or the nume of this publi-

cation, the publishers fwill send CIIHW

Go4ll the issues of The Companion from time subscription is received
to the end of 1902. FREE, including the Beautiful Holiday S^mbers.

y—^ • "^e Companion Calendar for 1903, lithographed in ttvel've colors

fjr/ 1 ^ gold from original designs. Then The Youth's Companion^•^ ''J '^

he 52 tMeks of 1903 - tillJanuary, J904 - all for $1.75.

THE. 'S COMPANION, Boston, Mass. O



THEOLD RELIABLE

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

MAKES

Light Biscuit
Delicious Caire

Dainty Pastries
Fiak:y Crusts
Fine Puddings

or THE '^

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Finest ii\ the World

BAKER'S
COCOA

LOOK
AT
THE

LABEL

TAK.E,
JVO

OTHE'R

CHOICE RECIPES, 80 PAGES, SENT FREE

WALTER BAKER& CO. Ltd.

Established 1780. DORCHESTER., MASS.
4-0 Highest Atuardj in Europe and America

SPORTSMEN
are preparing- for that Fall

Hunting- Trip. Have you a reliable
FIREARM? If not, your trip will not

be the success anticipated. We manufacture a
larg-e and varied line of

RIFLES, PISTOLS AND SHOTGUNS
Nearly all sporting goods dealers carry them,

if not. write us and we will ship direct.

I
FREE
shooting, and we v

Our new catalog is full of valuable
information for those interested in

ill mail one to any address. I

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY
No. 270 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS

13 8(3 5 8

vose PIANOS
have been established over 50 YEARS. By our system c

paymentsevery family in moderate circumstances can ow
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in exchange ar
deliver the new piano in your home free of exper

Write for Catalogue D and explanat'ons.










